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PROCEEDINGS

GENERAL MEETINGS FOR SCIENTIFIC BUSINESS

OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

(May to December, 1907.)

May 7, 1907.

G. A. BouLENGER, Esq., F.R.S., Yice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. H. B. Fantham, B.Sc, F.Z.S., exhibited original drawings
of Spirochceta anodontce from the crystalline style and intestine

of Anodonta cygnea. This was the first record of the occurrence

of that parasite in the British Pond-Mussel, though Keysselitz

recorded probably the same organism from Anodonta mutabilis

about a yeai* ago, without giving its dimensions. The organism
was found to be about 40 n long and about 0*7 ju broad, with
pointed ends and an undulating membrane. Its motion was
most rapid, but seemed to be both spiral and vibratory.

The Secretary, Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., exhibited

photographs of a young male African Elephant, which had been
given him by Mr. W. T. Hornaday, C.M.Z.S., Director of the
Bronx Zoological Park, New York, and made the following-

remarks :

—

On a recent visit to the New York Zoological Gardens, I was
much interested by a young African Elephant, labelled Elephas
cyclotis Matschie, but which was unlike any Elephant that I had
seen alive or described. From its general shape and appearance,

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. XXXI. 31
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and particularly from its possession of well-formed conical tusks

which I judged to be about eight inches in length, the animal was
evidently not a baby, and yet it was not more than about four

feet high at the shoulder. It was dark in colour ; its ears were
very much smaller relatively than those of any African Elephant

I knew, and had an unfamiliar outline ; finally, the tip of the

trunk showed a peculiarity new to me.

Since returning to London, I find that Prof. Th. Noack
described under the name Elephas africaoius 2>utnilio (Zool. Anz.

xxix. p. 631) a young African Elephant from the French Congo,

then in the possession of Mr. Carl Hagenbeck, but shortly to be

sent to America, I have no doubt that this is the same individual,

and I have little to add to the points by which Dr, Noack
distinguished it from the cyclotis of Matschie, except to point out

that cyclotis was described as light in colour, whereas this form
has a veiy dark skin. This dwarf African Elephant, however,

difiers from any African Elephant that I have seen, and approaches

the condition in the Indian Elephant, in a point which Dr, Noack
did not mention. The tip of the trunk of the Indian Elephant,

by which it can pick up objects, consists of a long finger-shaped,

median dorsal process which fits over a much shorter and thicker

lower lip with a median groove, making it almost bi-lobed. In
every African Elephant that I have hitherto seen, the dorsal

and ventral lips of the trunk are rounded, ti-iangular processes,

similar in shape and practically equal in size and thickness. In
the New York example of E. africanus pu7)iilio, however, the

lower lip is relatively shorter than in the normal African

condition, although it is not gi"ooved in the middle line as in the

Indian form, whilst the upper lip is a relatively slender, almost

finger-shaped process, much longer than the lower lip. I hope

that those who have opportunities of observing the formation of

the tip of the trunk in the different phases of the African

Elephant, will pay attention to this point.

Mr, A. Trevor-Battye, M.A., F.L.S., F.Z,S,, read notes on some
constructional features in Continental Zoological Gardens,

These notes were the outcome of recent visits paid by the writer

to the Gardens of Hamburg, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, Budapest,

Munich, Frankfort-am-Main, Cologne, Diisseldorf, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, and Antwerp. They dealt with the improvements
upon former methods made in the case of new cages, buildings

and enclosures. The Gardens of Berlin, Breslau, Vienna, and
Rotterdam were stated to be especially deserving of a careful

visit.

A tendency to get rid, so far as possible, of bars and wiring was
noticeable. At Stellingen, as was well known, most of the animals

were confined in " natural " fastnesses ; while at Antwerp even the

Girafies were separated from their visitors only by enormous
sheets of plate glass.
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The small Rodents' House at Berlin was singled out for

particular commendation on the score of ingenuity and com-
pleteness for its purpose. The plans of this building were shown,
by the kindness of Dr. Heck, Director of the Berlin Zoological

Gardens.

It had come to be more and more fully realised that the majority

of creatures from warm—even from tropical—countries would
thrive well even in the winter of an English climate, with access

to the outer air. In the Dresden Monkey-house, and iii others

constructed on the same plan as our own in London, this had been
secured by the simple device of a wired gangway or bridge from
the central cages to those outside. Even the Chimpanzees take

advantage of this, letting themselves in and out. At Berlin, the

Great Ant-eater was thriving in a paddock, in October. The
remarkable Monkey-house at Rotterdam was fully described and
illustrated by large working plans of its construction, kindly lent by
Dr. Biittikofer, the Director of the Rotterdam Zoological Gardens.

The Falconnier system of glazing in use here was recommended
for reptiles and birds.

The Storage, Workshops, and Infirmary buildings at Rotterdam
were explained by means of the origmal working plans.

The Deer-house of Breslau was instanced as probably the best

in Europe. This house, constructed at an expenditure of only

£900, was built of pine logs. In it the following points were worth
remembering:— 1. Doors all sliding one way, so that they can be

worked from the central corridor. 2. A ventilator to each box.

3. Feeding troughs movable up and down (according to size of

the animal), and opened outwards for filling. 4. Enamelled
water-troughs running in and out on tram-lines. 5. Screens of

spruce between the yards. 6. A gallery running round outside

the building so that the animals could be viewed from above.

7. Food stored above the boxes, on air-tight floors.

The magnificent " Flight Cage " for birds in Antwerp was con-

structed in 1906. It is about 180 ft. long, 70 ft. wide, 60 ft. high.

Instead of being built tent-wise, like ours in London, that loss

of space was avoided, and equal stability secured, by large arched
wingswhich acted as buttresses and formed an immense addition to

the capacity of the Aviary.

The standing difficulty of how to prevent smell in such houses
as those of the small Carnivora and Edentata had been got over in

Frankfort and elsewhere by the following simple device. Hot-
water pipes were carried along \he front of the cage, while a glass

screen, some 5 or 6 feet high, was placed about 4 feet from
the cages, and a ventilator constructed towards the back of the

cages, but in the roof. The warm air, passing out, hit the screen,

was thus deflected and went up through the cages and out at the

ventilator. It cax'ried all the smell away with it ; there was
literally none where the visitors stood.

31*
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In the Schonbi^unn Zoological Gardens—the most beautiful of

all—not only the Polar Bears but also the Brown and Black Bears
are giAen large water-tanks in which they spend most of the day
very happily, being by nature water-loving animals and not

frequenters of " bear-pits."

Although the buildings in many Continental Zoological Gai'dens

were originally modelled on those in Regent's Park, our neighbours

had now perhaps gone ahead of us in some directions. While we
need not follow them in the fanciful design and coloured decoration

of some of their modern buildings—these things being a matter of

temperament and taste—we should do well in the future to turn
our attention more carefully to improved methods of warming,
lighting, and ventilation, to convenience in feeding and cleaning,

and particularly to the question of admission of sunlight and
air.

Mr. Trevor-Battye, in conclusion, expi'essed his sense of the
courtesy, kindness and ready accessibility of the Directors of

the Gardens visited.

The following papers were read :

—

1. The Marine Fauna o£ Zanzibar and East Africa, from

Collections made by Cyril Crossland in 1901-1902.—
The Cephalopoda. By William E. Hoyle, M.A.,

D.Sc*
[Received April 26, 1907.]

(Plate XX. t and Text-figures 128-137.)

The collection of Cephalopoda from Zanzibar placed in my hands
by Mr. Cyril Crossland is not a large one, but its investigation has
brought out several points of interest.

Of the forms here recorded five were among the collections

made by Professor Herdman in Ceylon (Hoyle, : 05), whilst four
are also found in the Red Sea, thus indicating considerable homo-
geneity in the CephaloiDoda of the northern and north-eastern
parts of the Indian Ocean.

Certain Octopod embryos exhibited very clearly the bristle-like

processes noticed but not yet fully described by Chun (: 04) and
myself ('05 a). I have, therefore, taken the opportunity of giving
an account of them with illustrations.

I have to record my thanks to Mr. Crossland for the opportunity
of studying the collection, and to Miss Ethel M. Ciirwen, F.Z.S.,

for making some of the drawings.

The numbers in square brackets refer to my own register of

specimens examined.

* Communicated by Dr. H. W. Maeett Tims.
t For explanation of the Plate, see p. 461.
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Polypus horsti. (Plate XX. figs. 1, 2, 3 & 12.)

Octopits horsti Joubin ('98) p. 23.

Localities.—Zanzibar, shallow water at low tide, 1901 [157].
Zanzibar, shore, 1-2 fathoms, eastern reefs [158, 161, 161 a].

Previous record.—Djeddah, Red Sea (Joiobin).

The most striking character of this species is the zebra-like

pattern on the ventral surface of the arms shown in PL XX.
fig- 12-.

Specimen 158 is in very poor condition and the ocellar spots

very faint, especially the one on the right side.

Specimen 161 has indications of small warts (two to four) over

each eye, instead of one large and one small one as in Joubin's

Text-fig. 128.

Extremity of tlie hoctocotylised arm of Polt/jpus horsti ; X 3.

type. The ocellar spot is fairly distinct, in the best marked
example (161a, left side) it has a rather dark centre lOx 11 mm.,
siirrounded by a paler ring from 2 to 4 mm. in breadth, and there

is a small wart in the middle of it. The size of the spot seems to

vary with the degree of contraction. The hectocotylised extremity
of the arm (text-fig. 128) measures 5 mm. from the last sucker to

the tip ; it is 1 "75 mm. in breadth and has a central groove 0*5 mm.
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across without any transverse ridges in it. The groove which
runs along the arm is very wide and well-marked ; 5 cm. from
the tip it measures 2 mm. across when opened out ; it is crossed

by a series of narrow close-set ridges, of which there are about
three to a millimetre.

In several specimens the arms have been lost and show different

stages in the process of repair. In 161 the second right arm had
been removed just above the umbrella margin, and its present

condition is shown in PL XX. fig. 1. The two suckers project far

above the cut end of the arm, and appear to have been drawn
over by the contraction of tissues consequent on the healing
process. The cross section of the arm is now much less than that
of a normal arm at the same level. Just within the integument
is a small fleshy, curved process (r), the rudiment which will grow
into the new arm. Further stages maj^ be seen in 157, where no
less than four arms have been amputated and are in different

stages of regeneration. In the fourth left arm (PI. XX. fig. 2)
the rudiment is 8 mm. in length and bears about thirty suckers

;

the exact number is impossible to ascertain, those towaixls the tip

being very minute. In the third right arm (PI. XX. fig. 3) the
length of the restored"portion is 1 5 mm., but the number of suckers

has not much increased, being only about thirty-eight ; their size

is, however, much greater. The chief point of interest about
these specimens is that in every case the rudiment of the new
arm arises in the same ]30sition, namely just within the integu-

ment of the outer aspect of the arm.

Text-fiff. 129.

Radula of Folypus horsti ; X 65.

As the radula of this species has not 3'et been figured, I give a

drawing of it in text-fig. 129.

Polypus horsti is very commonly used for food in Zanzibar, and
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Mr. Orossland has furnished the following notes on its capture

and preparation by the Swahili :

—

" All the larger Cephalopoda are eaten by the natives of Zan-
zibar, though the most prized species is the largest and most
abundant, Polyjnis Jiorsti. At low spring tides this is found

hiding in the small but proportionately deep crevices of the reef-

edge, the presence of a specimen being indicated outside only by
the movement of the water from the mantle-cavity, if at all.

" The whole apparatus, apart from his means of access to the

reef-edge, required by the Octopus fisher consists of half-a-dozen

switches a foot or two long. With these he probes the hiding

place until the inmate is compelled slowly to come out, which it

does usually by crawling up the stick on which it is impaled.
" When the animal is alive its colour varies between yellow-

ochre and chocolate-brown, and may be mottled or uniform.

During this process of torture, however, the colour varies rapidly

and irregularly, and when dying distinct waves of chocolate-brown

pass quickly over the now greyish body, the colour becoming more
and more restricted and the waves less frequent until all pig-

ment finally disappears so that the animal, when dead, is uniformly

grey.
" The further prepai-ation of the body was observed during my

sta}" on the islet of Mnemba, which is situated ofi" the N.E. coast

of Zanzibar. Although the whole opposite coast is extremely

sparsely inhabited, a considerable number of fishermen assemble

here at the time of spring tides for the collection of Octopus from
the edges of the great reef upon which the islet stands, and the

products of their fishing are exported to all parts of Zanzibar.
" One would think that such portions as the liver and genital

gland would be the most edible of all, but the first step in the

treatment consists in the removal of all the viscera, from the ink-

gland to the oesophagus. Seated on the sand, the fisherman then

subjects the empty carcase to a very thorough beating with a

heavy piece of wood, after which the body is kneaded vigorously

for a considerable time. Presumably this violent and prolonged

treatment has for its object the reduction of the indiarubber-like

consistence of the muscle and connective tissues, but such tenacity

have these soft bodies that but little visible effect is produced

upon them.
" The clear space in the centre of the islet is now occupied by

scores of Octopus hung in rows to dry, threaded upon sticks which
are supported in the forks of uprights at each end at a height of

thi"ee or four feet from the ground. During this drying, the dead

Octopus, never in appearance an attractive object, becomes of a

dull red colour, which with the pvitrid smell which is soon emitted

makes the beasts appear a particularly revolting form of carrion.

However, the natives (including my own boat boys) evidently

regard them as a delicacy, and I am assured by an English

resident that they are not at all unpalatable when thoroughly

boiled."
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Polypus akborescens.

Polypus arhorescens Hoyle (:04) p. 189, pi. 2. figs. 8, 9, 12,

& pi. 3.

Localities.—Zanzibar, Khotoni Harbour, October 23rcl, 1901,

5 fathoms, Daleni ; one young specimen, 5 [167].

Zanzibar, Wasin, dredged in the harbour near the N.E. mouth,
10 fathoms; four young specimens, $ [168-171]; one young
specimen, (S [176 a].

Previous record.—Ceylon (^Hoyle).

Polypus horridus.

0ct02nbs horridus d'Orbigny ('26) p. 54 ; Ferussac & d'Orbigny

('35) p. 51.

Polypus horridus Hoyle (:04) p. 194, pi. 2. figs. 10, 13 (entered

by error as P. aculeatus) ; Id. (:05) p. 978.

Locality.—Zanzibar, Wasin, dredged in harbour near the N.E.
mouth, 10 fathoms ; two young specimens, $ [172, 181].

Previous records.—Red Sea, Egyptian shore id'Orhigny) ; Cape
of Good Hope {Krauss) ; Ceylon {Hoyle) ; Male Atoll {Hoyle).

Polypus herdmani.

Polypus herdmani Hoyle (.04) p. 187, pi. 1.

Locality.—Zanzibar, Chuaka Bay, April 18th, 1901 ; one young-

specimen, $ [176J.
Zanzibar, Wasin, N.E. entrance of harbour, 10 fathoms ; two

young specimens, one 5 [179], one sex? [179 a].

Previous record.—Ceylon {Hoyle).

At first I took no. 176 to be a male, with the third arm on the

right side hectocotylised, but further examination showed that

there was no groove along the ventral aspect of the arm, and that

the modified tip had about half-a-dozen minute suckers upon it

in two rows, instead of the spoon-shaped depression. I conclude,

therefore, that it is a female in which this arm has been mutilated

and is in process of repair.

Specimens 179, 179 A I think belong to this species ; the warts

are very pronounced. They have been stained of a dark colour

by a specimen of Jntedon carinata which was packed in the same
vessel.

Polypus C.

Polypus C, Hoyle (:04) p. 196, pi. 2. figs. 2, 5.

Locality.—Zanzibar, Wasin, 10 fathoms, dredged near N.E.
mouth of harbour; one young specimen [177].

Previous record.—Ceylon.

Polypus E ?

Polypus E, Hoyle (:04) p. 196.

Locality.—Zanzibar, Chuaka Bay, dredged April 18th, 1901 ;

one specimen, 5 [175].
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A specimen measuring 12 mm. from the posterior end of the

mantle to the eye, and with arms from 25 to 30 mm, in length,

closely resembles a small Octopod obtained by Professor Herdman
from the west coast of Ceylon and recorded as Polypus E in the

Report on his investigations. The upper surface is slightly

granular and there is a minute papilla above and behind

each eye.

Polypus L.

Polyjnis L, Hoyle (:05) p. 980, figs. 147-150.

Locality.—Zanzibar, Wasin, 10 fathoms, dredged near N.E.
mouth of harbour ; one young specimen, S [180].

Previous record.—Hulule, Male Atoll {Hoyle).

This is veiy near the young specimen from the Maidive
Archipelago, which I have called Polypus L. It has the tliree

conspicuous chromatophores on the ventral surface and the equi-

distant ones on the oviter surface of the arms.

Polypus M. (Text-figs. 130, 131.)

Locality.—Zanzibar, Chuaka Bay, dredged April 18th, 1901
;

two young specimens, sex ? [173, 174].

These two young specimens closely resemble two from the Gulf

of Manaar, called Polypus H in my Report on Prof. Herdman 's

Text-fi2-. 130. Text-fig. 131.

Text-figs. 130, 131.—Dorsal and ventral aspects of Polypus M ; X 2.

collections from Ceylon (:04:, p. 197). Their chief characters are

a rounded saccular body with a deep groove in the middle line

below, a single papilla over each eye, and a single row of large

chromatophores up the outer side of each arm, and two, instead

of three, conspicuous chromatophores on the lower aspect of the

mantle. There are rudiments of a few papillse on the dorsal

surface of the mantle of the larger specimen.

Polypus sp. juv.

Localities.—Zanzibar, Wasin, 6 fathoms, February 10th, 1902,
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one specimen [166] ; Wasin, 10 fathoms, dredged near JST.E. mouth
of harbour, one specimen [178].

These ai'e two small examples which do not present adeqvxate
characters for description.

Sepioteuthis loliginiformis.

Chondrosepia loliginiformis Riippell & Leuckart ('28) p. 21,
pi. 6. fig. 1.

Sepioteuthis loliginiformis Ferussac & d'Orbigny ('35) p. 299,
pi. 4. fig. 1 ; Joubin ('98) p. 27.

Localities.—Zanzibar, 1901, shallow water, low tide; five

specimens, 2 6 [153, 154], 3 $ [155, 156, 160]; Eastern Reefs,
one young specimen [163].

Previous record.—Red Sea.

The Body is long, subconical, bluntly pointed behind ; the fin
extends the full length of the body ; it is suboval, broadest just
behind the middle.

The Head is short and nearly equal in breadth to the body ; the
eyes are large, with a minute pore like a pin-prick just in front
of each

;
the auditory crest has a sigmoid curve and a similar pore

in the concavity of the lower half. The buccal membrane is

attached by seven ligaments (the dorsal one bifurcating) to the
eight arms

; each point of the membrane bears near its tip five or
six suclcers, of which the horny ring bears in its two distal thirds
twelve stout blunt teeth, whilst the proximal third has nine much
smaller rounded denticles (text-fig. 132).

Text-fig. 132. Text-fig. 133.

Text -fig. 132.—Horny ring- of a buccal sucker of Sep^ote^lthis loliginiformis ; X 75.
Text-fig. 133.—Sucker from a sessile arm of Sepioteuthis loliginiformis ; X 20.

The Arms are unequal, the order of length being 3, 4, 2, 1.

Tl\\e first is keeled from the end of the first fifth nearly to the tip,

with a well-developed protective membrane on either side of the
sucker-bearing face, that on the ventral aspect being broader.
The second is stouter and almost triangular in section ; a keel
extends from the membrane connectine' it with the third arm
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along the ovxter aspect almost to the tip ; the protective mem-
branes on either side of the sncker-bearing face resemble those of

the first pair. The third is the longest and stoutest, is keeled

along its whole length and has protective membranes like those

of the first. Thefourth has two deep keels, one arising from the

interbrachial membrane, the other from the inner ventral angle

of the arm ; the protective membranes are both very narrow.

The suckers are in two rows throvighout, hemispherical and

obliquely set in their stalks; the horny ring (text-fig. 133) has

about ten bluntly-pointed teeth on the distal semicircuniference and

about sixteen small blunt ones on the proximal. The tip of the

left ventral arm is hectocotylised ; the suckers in about its distal

fifth become rapidly smaller and their peduncles proportionately

larger, until the extreme tip of the arm is occupied by a double

row of small conical processes.

Text-fi^. 134. Text-fig. 135.

Text-fig. 134.—Horny ring- of a large tentacular sucker of

SepioteutJiis loUginiformis ; X 20.

Text-fig. 135.—Hornj' ring of a lateral tentacular sucker of

SepioteutJiis Joliginiforniis ; X 20.

The Tentacles are a little shorter than the mantle ; the stem is

elliptical in section ; the club is expanded and prismatic ; there is
,

a distinct keel deepening into a membrane distally on the outer

aspect ; each side of the sucker-bearing face has a jDrotective

membi'ane, that on the ventral side being the wider. The suclcers

are in four series, those in the middle third being much enlarged ;

these have about twenty rather blunt teeth around the circum-

ference of the horny ring (text-fig. 134) ; in the lateral suckers the

horny ring has about ten acute teeth in its distal half and the

same number of small blunt ones in the proximal (text-fig. 135).

The Colour (in alcohol) is dark purplish above, shading into

dull yellow below.
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The Fen is thin and transparent, with a thick hollow keel, and

on either side a thickened strip, which begins about halfway

between the keel and the margin and does not extend quite as

far outwards as the latter (text-fig. 136).

Text-fie-. 136.

Transverse section through the pen of Sepioteuthis loliginiformis.

Text-fi^. 137.

Two rows of teeth from the radtila of SepioteutMs loliginiformis ; X 42.

The Radula has the form and arrangement shown in text-

fig. 137.

Dimensions o/'lS'o. 160.
cm.

Length (total) 27
End of body to mantle-margin (dorsal) 16'

7

,, ,, eye (centre) 16"5

Breadth of body 5*2

,, ,, head 4*5

Length of fin 1 5*5

Breadth of fin 9'8

Diameter of largest sucker on sessile arm .. . 0"35

,, ,, ,,
tentacle 0"5

Right. Left.

cm. cm.

Length of first arm 5 4-5

,, ,, second arm 7*5 6*5

,, ,, third arm 8'5 8

,, ,, fourth arm 8 8

„ „ tentacle :.... 14 1 5'5

No full description of this species has ever been published, so I
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have thought it advisable to give one here, the more so as the

type, which was presumably dejjosited with the rest of Riippell's

collection in the Senckenberg Museum at Frankfort, seems to

have disappeared. I cannot find the " median ligament to the

siphon " mentioned by Joubin (98) p. 27.

Sepia singalensis.

Sepia singalensis Goodrich ("96) p. 3, pi. 1. figs. 4-8; Hoyle

(: 04) p. 198.

Localities.—Zanzibar, Eastern Reefs, 1901; two specimens, 5
[159, 162].

Previous record.—-Ceylon.

Mr. Orossland states that this species is " pretty common " at

Zanzibar.

EGG-CAPSULES AND EMBRYOS.

OcTOPOD. (Plate XX. figs. 4-11.)

Localities.—Zanzibar, 1901, East and West Reefs ; egg-capsules

[184].

Zanzibar, Eastern Reefs ; newly-hatched embryos from capsules

at the extremities of branched stalks [187].

Sections of these embryos showed very clearly the curious

epithelial structures which have been briefly described by Chun
(: 04) as " Das Borstenkleid der Cephalopoden." In this instance,

however, they are neither so numerous nor so closely packed as

to form a coat. In the hinder half of the body there are but few,

perhaps two to four in a transverse section (10 ;i thick); whilst

on the head they are more numerous, and at the bases of the arms
there may be from ten to fourteen in a single section. Here, too,

there are very many of them in the integument covering the eyes,

which does not seem to have been the case in the forms examined

by Chun.
None of my sections showed the first stages in their develop-

ment. The earliest I could make out exhibits a rounded mass of

homogeneous material (PI. XX. fig. 4), which stains clearly but

not deeply with hsematoxylin and eosin. It measures about
0'02 mm. in diameter, and lies in a pit lined by epithelial cells.

There is in close relation with it a large ovoid nucleus (PI. XX.
fig. 5). At first sight it appears as though this nucleus were
situated within the homogeneous mass, but careful focussing and
measurement show that it is always outside. The spheroidal

mass gradually puts out a prominence on its superficial aspect

and assumes a pyriform shape, which becomes more and more
pronounced (PL XX. fig. 6).

The elongation rapidly becomes considerable until a club-shaped

plug is produced, the head being turned inwards, the handle

outwards (PI. XX. fig. 7). The extreme length is about 0-06 mm.,
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the head being 0-02 mm. in diameter. The head is elliptical or

spheroidal and narrows rapidly into the stem, which then tapers

gradiTally towards the distal extremity where it ends in a bluntly-

rounded point. The distal portion stains rather more deeply

than the proximal, except for a small space quite at the base.

At this stage signs of a longitudinal split ai'e seen in the handle

of the club (PI. XX. fig. 8), and as soon as the tip of this has made
its way through the integument several of these fissures are seen,

extending from about one-third along the club to its distal

extremity; they separate the handle of the club into from four to

six branches, the splitting being seen by transverse section to take

place from the centre towards the circumference (Ph XX. fig. 9).

When the integument has once been perforated the handle of the

club rises above the surface, its divisions divaricate one from the

other, and it assumes the form of a little tuft of bristles (PI. XX.
figs. 10 & 11). The half-dozen bristles first formed seem to

undergo a further splitting, for in one instance I counted ten

divisions, and in a few cases I noticed a radial striation in which

it was impossible to count the individual threads.

The later stages I have not been able to foUoAv out in the

material at my disposal. I am inclined to think, however, that

the epithelial structures with a radiating tuft of fibrils, described

by me (:04, p. 193) in Polypus cci'borescens, may represent a later

stage of a similar apparatus. If this be so, there can be no doubt

that these bristle-tufts are of a cuticular nature, and the nucleus

which I have described as occurring in some of them (:04, pi. 3.

figs. 9, 11, & 12) must be based on a misinterpretation of the

appearances.

It is not easy to say what is the function of these bunches of

cuticular bristles, other than to suggest in a general way that they

are protective. To point out, however, what they protect the

embryo or newdy-hatched larva from, or precisely how they act, is

not so easy ; and, as the material at my disposal is limited to one

set of embryos at about the same stage of development, I prefer

to leave the question for further investigation as opportunity may
serve.

Sepia.

Localities.—Zanzibar, Khotoni Harbour, shore, 1901 ; egg-

capsules [164] and embryos [165].

DecAPODA undetermined.

Localities.—Zanzibar, Chuaka Bay, taken by the tow-net in

shallow water ; embryos [182].

Zanzibar, reefs at the mouth of Chuaka Bay, February 22nd,

1901 ; egg-capsules [186]. Mr. Crossland records that they

were attached singly to the under surface of stones.

Zanzibar, under stones in Chuaka Bay, March 27th, 1901
;

embryos [185].
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XX.

Figs. 1-3. POITPUS HOESTI.

Showing three stages in the regeneration of the arms, natural size, p. 452.
r, rudiment of new arm.

Figs. 4-11. OCTOPOD EMBEYO.

Showing stages in the development of the tufts of cuticular bristles,

X 600, p. 459.

Fig. 12. Polypus hoksti.

Portion of an arm showing the zebra-like markings, natural size, p. 452.
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2. The Duke of Bedford's Zoological Exploration in Eastern

Asia.—V. Second List of Mammals from Korea. By
Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

[Received April 23, 1907.J

On his return from the Islands of Saghalien and Hokkaido
Mr. Malcolm Anderson paid a second visit to Korea in order to

supplement the collections obtained a year earlier, of which I gave

an account in No. II. of the present series of papers *.

On the present occasion Mr. Anderson worked in the central

part of Korea, in two districts respectively about 50 miles north-

east of Seoul and the same distance south of it. With the former

collection, which was from much further south, we have therefore

a- good representation of the siuall mammals of the peninsula.

As before, Mr. Anderson experienced very great difficulty in

finding suitable collecting ground, owing to the bareness and
deforestation of the greater part of Korea. He was, however, able

to secure a considei'able numbei- of species additional to his first

set, several of them being new. Of these the most noteworthy is

the Hamster (Cricetuhis), no member of the group having been

previously known from this region.

The special interest of the Mammals of Korea lies in theii-

bearing on the problems relating to the Japanese insular fauna

and its origin. A few years ago almost all the Mammals of Japan

were supposed to be peculiar ; but, thanks to the present systematic

survey, we are finding that more and more of them are connected

through intermediate forms, either by way of Saghalien or of

Korea, with the corresponding species of the mainland. Later on,

when further localities are investigated, we may hope to come to

sounder conclusions about the origin of the Japanese fauna than

have hitherto been possible. A study of the fauna of Manchuria

would be particularly useful for that purpose, but at j)i'esent the

unsettled state of the country makes it impossible for a collector

to work there unless supported by a large party.

As before, the valuable series of specimens, 70 in number, here

described is presented to the National Museum by our President,

the Duke of Bedford, K.G.

1

.

Crocidura lasiura Dobs.

5 . 1123. Penchan, 50 miles N.E. of Seoul.

2 . 1145. Kim-hoa, 65 miles JST.E. of Seoul.

(S . 1146. Kaloguai, 55 miles N.E. of Seoul.

cT. 1153, 1160,"ll67, 1175, 1180, 1196. $. 1163, 1174.

Chong-ju, S. of Seoul, 50O'-800'.

2. Crocidura core.e Thos.

§ . 1124. Penchan, 50 miles N.E. of Seoul, 300'.

* P. Z. S. 1906, p. 858.
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6 . 1131. Kim-hoa, 65 miles N.E. of Seoul, 300'.

S. 1166. $. 1154. Chong-ju, Ohung-Chong Prov., S. of

Seoul, 500-800'.

3, MOGERA WOGURA OOREANA, Subsp. 11,

<^. 1143. Kim-hoa, 65 miles N.E. of Seoul, 300', 19tli Nov.,

1906. B.M. No. 7.6.3.13. Tyjje. (A specimen from Seoul pre

sented by Mr. 0. W. Campbell in 1891.)

General characters as in Af. xoogura ; size intermediate between
M. w. kanai and the large M. to. kobece, falling far short of the

gigantic 3£. robusta of Vladivostok. Colour brown (dark " mouse

-

grey ") as usual in M. tvogura. Anterior upper premolar two-

rooted, considerably higher than p'.

Dimensions of the type :

—

Head and body 135 mm. ; tail 21 ; hind foot 20.

Skull: greatest length 37"5 mm.; basal length 32"5; greatest

breadth 18'2
; interorbital breadth 8'4

;
palatal length 16 ; front

of canine to base of m' 14'3.

Hab. and Type as above.

The diiferent forms of Mogera are chiefly distinguishable by
size, and may be most readily understood by forming an index-

number from the length multiplied by the breadth of the skull,

and then arranging the resulting numbers geographically. It thus
appears that the true tvogvra, from Tokyo, Yokohama, and north-

wards, has index-numbers from 575-600, while there is a broad
band of the large kobece (712-796) ranging from the Oki Islands

across Kobe to Shikoku and Owari Bay. Then again westwards
in Nagasaki, the Goto Islands, and Yakushima we have the

smaller M. 'W. kancd, with index-numbers from 581 to 637, a single

skull from Tsu-shima being about the same (642). In the north,

according to Nehring's calculated figures, 31. robusta indexes no
less than 936, followed immediately southwards by the present

animal, of which the type has an index of 682, the second specimen,

from Seoul, being of about the same size.

Just as the largest Mogera is found in the north, at Vladivostok,

so in the south, in China and Formosa, we find the smallest.

AI. insularis Swinh. from Formosa has index-numbers of 483-496,
while the following new species, from China, is still smaller :

—

Mogera latouchei, sp. n.

Tal2ia wogura Thos. P. Z. S. 1898, p. 771.

Size very small, index-numbers of skull 390-406. First upper
premolar single-rooted, shorter than p^ (as in 31. insularis) ; brain-

case rounded, its outer corners not sharply angular as in the
different forms of 31. loogura. Colour blackish slaty, more as in
European Moles, not brown as in 3£. xooguroj.

Dimensions of type (measured on the spirit-specimen) :

—

Head and body 96 mm. ; tail 16 ; hind foot 13'5.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. XXXII. 32
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Skull : greatest length 29 mm. ; basal length 24-2
;

greatest

breadth 14 ; interorbital breadth 6*8
;
palatal length 12 ; front of

canine to back of m^ 10" 2.

Eah. Kuatun, N.W. Fokien, alt. 3500'.

Type. Adult female in spirit. B.M. No. 98.8.17.1. Collected

and presented by Mr. J. de La Touche. Six specimens seen,

presented by Messrs. La Touche and 0. B. Rickett.

My only excuse for having confused this distinct species with

M. wogura lies in the fact that at the date my paper was written

hardlyanyspecimens of true woguraweve available for examination,

a state of things now materially altered by the assistance, first of

Mr. R. Gordon Smith in Japan, and then by the results of the

Duke of Bedford's Exploration in the various localities concerned.

In doing his palseontological work Dr. Forsyth Major had

already noticed the peculiarities of this Mole, but has not found

time to describe it, and now wishes me to do so.

4. Felis microtis M.-Edw.

745, 746. Skins purchased at Taiku.

5. Nyctereutes procyonoides Gray.

1197. Skin purchased at Fusan.

6. Putorius sibiricus Pall.

c? . 1162. Chong-ju, 68 miles S. of Seoul, 500'.

7. SCIURUS VULGARIS L.

J. 1152. $.1151. Kaloguai, 55 miles N.E. of Seoul, 500'.

Apparently subsp. calotus Hodgs., but more material is needed
before the exact relationship to each other of calotus, orientis, and
rupestris can be made out.

Since writing the description of the Saghalien subspecies

rupestris*, on summer skins, I have found a winter example of

the same form among some Siberian Squirrels received in 1897
from the St. Petersburg Museum. This specimen is a clear grey,

without any trace of the rufous suffusion on the back so marked
in the Hokkaido Squirrel /S. v. orientis.

8. SCIUROPTERUS ALUCO, Sp. n.

5 . 1148. Kaloguai, 55 miles N.E. of Seoul, 500', 25th Nov.,

1906. B.M. No. 7.6.3.18. Type.

More buffy than S. russicus, paler than S. momonga. Teeth

very small.

Size rather less than in S. russicus and S. •momonga amygdali,

greater than in the true S. momonga. General colour pale buffy

drab, not so strong as in momonga nor of such a clear grey as in

russicus. Upper surface of hands and feet grey, the light hairs

* Supra, p. 410.
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on the toes cream-colour, more extended proximally than in the
allied forms. Tail pinkish buff, the intei-mixed black hairs of the
uppei- layer unnsually few in number, and therefore not hiding
the buff.

Skull with a narrow, parallel-sided muzzle, less expanded ante-

riorly than in S'. 7'ussicus. Palatal foramina rather long. Bullae

slightly larger than in momonga, decidedly smaller than in 7'ussicus.

Incisors unusually dark orange in front. Cheek-teeth very small,

as narrow as in the much smaller true Tnomonga.
Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh) :

—

Head and body 157 mm. ; tail 149 ; hind foot 35 ; ear 19*5.

Skull : greatest length 39 mm. ; basilar length 29*5
;
greatest

breadth 23 ; nasals 12-2 x 5-1
; interorbital breadth 7*5; breadth

of brain-case 17; palatilar length 16 •2; palatal foramina 5'5
;

length of bulla 10"2
; length of upper tooth- series exckisive of

p^ 6"5
;
greatest breadth of m^ 1'8.

Hah. and Tyj^e as above.

This Korean Flying-Squirrel is in many ways intermediate

between S. rtissicus and S. mo'monga, and perhaps indicates that

the latter should be looked upon as one of several Far Eastern
svibspecies of the former. In the meantime I give it a binomial

name in order not to prejudge the question before amplei' material

is available. As a nameable form, whether species or subspecies,

ahico may be distinguished by its intei*mediate colour, buffy tail,

short feet, and small teeth.

9. Tamias orientalis Bonh.

c?.1134. $.1139,1141,1142. Kim-hoa, 65 miles N. of Seoul,

300'.

$ . 1147. Kaloguai, 55 miles N.E. of Seoul, 500'.

The male 1134 is the only adult specimen, the others being all

about three-fourths grown.

10. MiCROMYS SPECIOSUS PENINSULiE ThoS.

6 . 1136. Kim-hoa, 65 miles N.E. of Seoul.

J. 1185, 1191. $. 1184, 1186. Chong-ju, Chung-Chong,
500' and 800'.

11. MiCROMYS AGRARIUS MANTCHURICUS ThoS.

<S . 1125, 1127, 1129. $. 1126, 1130. Penchan, 50 miles

N.E. of Seoul, 300'.

J . 1150. Kaloguai, 55 miles N.E. of Seoul, 500'.

5 . 1132. 65 miles N.E. of Seoul, 300'.

S. 1155, 1157, 1158, 1159, 1164, 1165. $. 1156, 1161.

Chong-ju, 68 miles S. of Seoul, 500'.

S . 1170, 1173, 1178, 1188. $ . 1171, 1172, 1179, 1189, 1190,

Near Ohong-ju, 800'.

The variation in the development of the dorsal stripe is as grqat

in these as in the South Korean series. Specimen No. 1150 has
32*
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pi'actically no stiipe at all, others have it very faint, while in the

majority it is well developed. In No. 1126 it even begins on the

forehead close to the eyes instead of mei-ely on the posterior

crown or nape,

12. Cricetulus xestor, sp. n.

c?. 1133, 1140 (young). $.1144. Kim-hoa, 65 miles KE.
of Seoul, 300'.

Allied to, but even larger than, C triton de Wint.
Size largest of the genus, the type with longer foot and longer

tooth-row than C. triton, hitherto by far the largest known species.

Fur close and fine; wool-hairs of back about 11 mm. in length,

the longer hairs surpassing them by 3 or 4 mm. General colour

above between "smoke-grey" and "drab-grey" of Ridgway, with-

out the bufiy or clay-coloured tone of C. tritoii. Under surface

greyish white, not sharply defined, the slaty bases of the hairs

shewing below their white tips. Head like body ; eyes with a

narrow darker rim. Ears with proectote black, rim whitish, the

remainder bi'own. Upper surface of hands and feet white

;

posterior half of soles hairy. Tail long, as in C. triton, the basal

^-| inch grey and furry like the body, the remainder finely

haii'ed, brown above, greyish white below.

Skull very similar to that of C. triton. Supi-aorbital edges

evenly divergent, sharply square, no doubt slightly beaded in

older specimens. Palatal foramina long, reaching back nearly to

the level of the front of m'. Mesopterygoid fossa broader than

in C. triton.

Dimensions of the type (measured in the flesh) :

—

Head and body 127 mm. ; tail 71 ; hind foot 24 ; ear 17'5.

Skull : greatest length 33"6 mm. ; basilar length 28"5
;
greatest

breadth 17 ; interorbital breadth 5"2
;
palatilar length 15; diastema

10; palatal foramina 7*3; length of upper molar series 5"6.

Ty2ie. Young adult female. B.M. No. 7.6.3.52. Original

number 1144. Collected 19th November, 1906.

This species is no doubt nearly allied to the C. triton of Shan-

tung, but difiers in its greyer colour and larger size. The oldest

specimen, the type, is itself barely adult, but the longer tooth-row

and hind foot show that old specimens would considerably exceed

in size the type of C. triton, which is an aged individual.

13. Craseomys regulus Thos.

S . 1135. Kim-hoa, 65 miles N.E. of Seoul, 300'.

S . 1149. Kaloguai, 55 miles N.E. of Seoul, 500'.

c?. 1169, 1176, 1181. $.1168,1177,1182,1187,1192,1194,
1195. Near Chong-ju, Chung-Oliong Province, S. of Seoul, 800'.
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May 28, 1907.

Dr. J, Rose Bradford, F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary i-ead the foUo^ving report on the additions that
had been made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of

Aprill907:—
The number of i-egistered additions to the Society's Menagerie

during the month of April was 284. Of these 116 were
acquired by presentation and 66 by purchase, 45 were received on
deposit, 48 by exchange, and 9 were born in the Gai'dens. The
number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 158.

Among the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

AHoolock Gibbon {Hylohates Jioolock) from Rangoon, presented

by Mr. A. H. E. Wood, F.Z.S., on April 29th.

A Golden Cat {Felis temininchi) from Padang, Sumatra,
pui-chased on April 3rd.

A Collection of Mammalia from Ceylon and Singapore,

including a White-whiskered Palm- Civet [Paradoxurus leitco-

onystax) and a Malayan Tapir [Tapirus indicits), presented by
Mr. W. E. Balston, F.Z.S., on April 15th.

Two pairs of Mithan or Gayals [Bibos frontalis) from Sikkim,

<leposited on April 18th.

A pair of Chamois [Rivpicapra tragus) from the Austrian Tyi'ol,

received in exchange on April 22nd.

A pair of Owen's Kangaroos [Macroinis inagnas) from
Australia, deposited on April 29th.

Two Little Sparrow-Hawks (Accipiter minidlus), a One-streaked

Hawk [Melierax ononogrammicus), a Grey Eagle-Owl [Bubo

cinerascens), and a Eraser's Eagle-Owl [Buho j)oensis) from Lagos,

presented by Dr. Macfarlane, F.Z.S.

The Secretary exhibited a specimen of the patent Falconnier

Glass Bricks, which had been referred to by Mr. Trevor-Battye

at the last scientific meeting of the Society, as specially suitable

for the construction of menagerie bviildings.

The Secretary also exhibited the frontlet with horns of a

specimen of the Takin, Budorcas taxicolor Hodgson, and made
the following remarks :

—

These fine horns have been lent to me by Mr. A, St. Clair

Carnegy, to whom they were given by Mr. Charles T. Forbes of

Badipar, Assam, the latter having obtained them from the Rajah
of the Kampti Country.

The tips of the horns bend in towards the middle line I'ather

more than in other examples I have seen. The actual distance

between the tips is 9| inches, whereas in the instances quoted in

|ilr. Rowland Ward's ' Records of Big Game ' (5th Edition) the
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measurements range from 10 to 15 inches. On the other

hand, the length along the front curve is 22 1 inches, which places

the specimen an equal fourth in the ' Records,' whilst the circum-

ference is 12 inches, against a i-ange of 11 to 13 inches in the

same ' Records.'

Hodgson, who originally described Budorcas (Journ. As. Soc.

Bengal, 1850, p. 65), thought its nearest affinity was with the
Gnus, but that in a natural system its place would probably be

assigned between these and the Musk Oxen.
Matschie (Sitz-Ber. Gesells. Naturf. Berlin, 1896, p. 30) carried

further the suggestion of the affinity with the Musk-Ox, although
he appears to have overlooked that Hodgson originally had made
it, and made a group Ovibovinse, for Budorcas and Ovibos, relying

chiefly on the form of the metacarpus, the skull and horns, and
certain external features. In one curious point not mentioned by
him, the resemblance with Ovibos is striking. In the majority of

Ruminants, the proximal ends of the nasal bones are closely

approximated, forming a pointed, or rounded projection into the
frontal area. In Bitdorcas and Ovibos, on the other hand, the
proximal end of each nasal is triangular, and a triangular projection

of the conjoined frontals fits deeply between them. I have seen a
slight approach to this condition in the Gnu and in one specimen of

Goral, whilst there are traces of it in some of Rutimeyer's figures

of extinct Ruminants, but it is a rare condition. On the other
hand, Budorcas diifers markedly from Ovibos and the Gnus and
resembles the Goral in the condition of the nasal process of the
maxilla. Thus in Ovibos, Cattle, and the Gnu, the latter has a broad
articulation with the nasal, whilst in Budorcas and the Goral a
wide cleft separates the nasal and maxilla, the latter only just

touching the nasal at the distal edge of the nasal-lacrymal

articulation. The lacrymal has a definite articulation with the
nasal in Budorcas : the two are separated by a wormian bone in all

the specimens of Ovibos 1 have seen. In the Goral, the condition
is like that in Budorcas, whilst in the Gnu the lacrymal reaches
the nasal only by a narrow point, if at all.

Dr. H. Hammond Smith exhibited a collection of the grits

from the gizzards of Game-birds, and made the following
I'emarks :

—

The collection of the grits from the gizzards of the Game-birds
of England, Scotland, and Wales, that I have got together, is the
result of some work I have done for the Grouse Disease Enquiry
Committee. Mr. R. H. Rastall, M.A., F.Z.S., of Christ's College,

Cambridge, kindly examined, and has reported on, the petrological

nature of the stones.

Naturally I began with the Grouse, but that led me to examine
the gizzards of other game-birds, and I have now specimens taken
from all the game-birds of Britain, excluding Ireland.

Ptarmigan.—I have only two specimens of the Ptarmigan,
obtained laCe in the season from Ben Mohr in Sutherlandshire

;
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these show the usual quartz and quartzite, and, curiously, one

contained a shot.

Grouse.—There are 17 specimens of Grouse, from Ross-shire^

Inverness-shire, Aberdeenshire, and North Wales. In the Scotch

birds quartz preponderates, with feldspar-granite, and garnets;

in the Welsh birds the grit is mainly quartz, chiefly derived

from vein-quartz. (The latter quartz is also found in birds lately

examined in Kincardineshire.) Of these birds five contained shot,

and in one from North Wales a No. 8 shot was found, pointing

to the fact that the shot are swallowed, as few people shoot grouse

with No. 8. In no case was there any sign of a wound of the

the gizzard.

Black Game.—Only 5 specimens; four of these are from

Ross- shire, and one from Exmoor
;

practically they all contain

quartz, and the Ross-shire birds contain also pebbles from the

igneous rocks. One contained three shot.

Pheasants.—4:7 specimens. These include specimens from the

moorlands of Ross-shire, Inverness-shire, NorthWales, andExmoor

;

birds from Worcestershire, Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, and

from the chalk land of Hampshire; and birds from Surrey,

Norfolk, and Middlesex. Naturally these vary very much in the

character of the grit, but in 22 more or less quartz was seen.

Some of the Scotch birds were obtained for me by Lord Lovat

and Mr. Munro Ferguson of Novar from the moors of Inverness

and Ross-shire, and the grit found in them is almost the same as

that found in the Grouse ; the same obtains with birds shot on

Exmoor, which contain grit very similar to the Scotch birds and

the birds killed in North Wales by Sir Watkyn Wynn. But the

Pheasant up to a certain point seems to be able to adapt itself to

the grit it finds in certain localities, provided it is hard enough.

This IS well shown in a bird from Kerry Abermule, N. Wales,

which evidently had been feeding on wild rose berries ; only five

pebbles were found in the gizzard, the seeds of the rose berries

evidently acting as grit, as happened in some other cases.

The adaptability of the Pheasant to its surroundings was well

shown in the case of a bird from Uxbridge, 13 miles from London,

in which the contents of the gizzard included pottery-ware. Mr.

Eastall in his report showed that three birds, shot at Horley in

Surrey on the same day, contained a remarkably difierent

collection of grits. They were obtained in a circumscribed area,

highly preserved, but I have been unable to find out whether grit

was artificially supplied or not.

One set of specimens is very interesting as showing that the

Pheasant, when preserved, must have proper grit. These specimens

were sent from a wood in Worcestershire—Bissell Wood near

Stourbridge, noted for not holding Pheasants. Last season 500

Pheasants were put into the wood, and only 100 were shot. The

gizzards contained pebbles which Mr. Rastall is unable to identify

as being found in Old or New Red Sandstone, but knowing the

county, I can say they probably came from the New Red Sandstone.
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In every othei' respect this wood is an ideal one for Pheasants, but
it would appear that the grit was not hard enough for them, and
they would not stay in it.

It is curious that in all these 47 gizzards, and in many more
that I examined, I fovxnd only one shot, while amongst the Grouse
I found 1 in every 3.

Partridges.—I am exceedingly sorry that I did not begin to

examine Partridges till too late in the season to get more specimens
than I did. I examined only 11 gizzards from Ross-shire, N.
"Wales, Middlesex, Norfolk, and Essex. But these give the most
surprising results I have yet obtained, for in every specimen the
proponderating grit is quartz. Mr. Rastall makes a note

:

" Owing to the small size of the individual grains in the Partridges,

it is impossible to work them out in such detail as in the case of

the other species, but I have been unable to detect any real

difference, except in size, between the different species of bird in

the same locality." Where do the Essex, Norfolk, and Middlesex
Partridges get their quartz from ? But they do get it, and it is

difficult to tell the gi-it found in the gizzard of a Middlesex
Partridge from that found in the gizzard of a Scotch one from
Ross-shire, except that in the latter you might find a garnet or

two ; I have one in this collection containing 1 1 garnets.

I was able the othei- day in Scotland to fi.nd out at what an
early age the game chick begins to pick up grit ; for on
examining the gizzard of a grouse chick two days old I found
quartz.

It is common knowledge that birds kept in captivity require

grit to keep them in health, but it is most important to know
what is the best grit for them : pei'sonally 1 think the game-birds
prefer quartz; the next most common stone is flint, 16 of my
specimens containing this stone.

A paper by Dr. G. Elliot Smith, of the School of Medicine, Cairo,

entitled " On the Form of the Brain in the extinct Lemurs of

Madagascar, with some remarks on the affinities of the Indrisince"

was read. It formed a supplement to the paper on recently-

discovered subfossil Prosimipe fi'om Madagascar, read before the
Society by Mr. H. F. Standing on March 19th. From an
examination of cranial casts of an extinct species of Lemur and
of Mesopropithecus and Pcdceopropithecus^ and of brain-casts of

Nesojnthecus and Megaladapis, in conjunction with information
derived from the study of recent Lemurs, the Author had arrived

at the conclusion that Propithecus, Avahis, hidris, Mesopropithecus,

Nesopithecits, Paloiopropithecus, Chiromys, and Megaladapis must
be regarded as the diversely specialised members of one family,

all of which exhibited in greater or less degree distinct evidence
of retrogressive changes from a more primitive and also more
pithecoid type.

This paper will be published entire in the ' Transactions.'
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The following papei'S wei-e read :

—

1. On the Abdominal Viscera and a Vestigial Seventh

Branchial Arch in CMamijdoselaclms. By Mrs. 0. A.

Merritt Hawkes, M.Sc. (Zoological Laboratory,

University of Birmingham).*

[Received March 23, 1907.]

(Text-figures 138, 139.)

Introduction.

The following notes on the abdominal viscera of Chlam.ydo-

selachus angtdneus (Gar.) are published, because the first writer on
this species, Garman (1), had only a partly eviscei-ated female, and
the second writer, Giinther (2), gave only a general description

which does not make note of the distinctive characteristics of

Chlamydoselachus. On some points, my specimens did not agree

with either that of Garman or those of Giinther.

As the heart has already been described by both Giinther and
Garman, it has not been necessary to make any further reference

to that organ.

In this paper, an attempt has been made to look upon the
alimentary viscera from the functional as well as the anatomical

point of view, hence suggestions have been made to attempt to

explain certain Chlamydoselachian peculiarities.

Garman has given a description and a figure of the branchial

arches, but in his specimen there was obviously no trace of the

vestigial seventh arch. It is probable that this arch and its

nerve-supply t are of a very variable character, as is frequently

the case with vestigial structures.

The Alimentary Canal.

The general arrangement of the alimentary canal in Chlaviydo-

selachus is, in most of its features, typically Elasmobranchian.
There are thirteen rows of teeth on each side of the upper and

lower jaws, making a total of 52 rows, instead of 51 as stated by
Garman (1). The arrangement is, as would be expected, bi-

laterally symmetrical. In every specimen examined, however,
there was a torsion of the left front row of teeth towards the right

side ; and in one case this resulted in a median row of teeth as

described by Garman, but the total number of rows of teeth was
still 52.

Garman found six functional teeth in each row, but the
specimens examined by me had generally five, although in some
cases six.

* Communicated hy Professor Beidge, F.Z.S.

t See Proc. Zool. Soc. 1906, p. 983.
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The mouth is succeeded by the pharynx into which open the

six pairs of branchial clefts, the first of which is 1 cm. longer than

Text-fig. 138.

S.V.

Alimentary canal from the middle of the stomach to the middle of the

colon of CMamydoselachus.

Heference Xietters.

B.D. Bile-duct.

B.D.B.E. Dotted lines showing the position of the apparently enlarged end of the

bile-duct in the walls of the bursa entiana.

B.E. Bursa entiana.

C. Caecum at the hinder end of the larger arm of the stomach.

L.T.S. Thickening of the stomach wall, probably due to a lymphatic gland.

Py.V. Pyloric valve.

S. Stomach.
S'. Short arm of the stomach.

S.V. Spiral valve.
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the others. A wide and veiy distensible cesophagus follows, and
this passes without any external mark of differentiation into the

stomach. This organ is U-shaped, one arm being much longer than
the other, which is, at first sight, scarcely noticeable. The longer

arm of the stomach (text-fig. 138, S) ends in a small caecum (0).

Opposite the caecum, the stomach-wall is thickened, perhaps by a
lymphatic gland (L.T.S.). This thickening, on account of its

position, would probably function as a valve between the two arms
of the stomach. The walls of the stomach are irregularly corru-

gated. The shorter arm of the stomach (S') differs from the larger

anatomically and functionally. It is a .short, thick-walled tube
incapable of distension, the lining mucosa of which is raised into

parallel ridges. This arm opens into the intestine by a protruding

pyloric aperture (Py. V.) which is furnished with distinct sphincter

muscles. The relatively narrow lumen of the shorter arm of the

stomach, combined with the action of the pyloric sphincter, acts as

an efiicient guard against the passage of large pieces of partly

digested food into the colon. Anything but a semi-liquid chyle

might produce a serious obstruction in the course of the long and
complicated spiral valve.

The bile-duct (B.D), which traverses the anterior division of

the spleen, becomes joined to the anterior part of the " bursa
entiana " (B.E). It then rapidly enlai'ges, and finally opens into

the bursa by an aperture the diameter of which equals the semi-

diameter of the latter. The terminal third of the duct has its lining

mucosa raised into parallel striae which are continuous with those

seen in the first part of the colon. This suggests that the region

which appeal's to be the terminal portion of the bile-duct is, in

reality, an evagination of the colon towards the bile-duct. Owing
to the presence of the striae, the bile must pass backwards towards
the spiral valve and not forwards into the bursa entiana. The
bursa, which is a thin-walled sac, may serve as a distensible

receptacle for the partly digested food before it is passed on in small

quantities into the comparatively inelastic colon. The pancreatic

duct opens into the region where the spiral valve begins ; hence,

although gastric digestion may continue in the bursa, intestinal

digestion cannot begin until the food reaches the spiral valve.

The so-called colon has thick walls. Its shape is that of a double

cone, the widest part varying in position, but in both of my speci-

mens it was near the region of the contorted coil. The widest part

has the thickest walls. In the specimen examined the spiral valve

had 43 coils (text-fig. 138). The valve at the very beginning is a

well developed ridge, but at the end it tails off gradually. In the

specimen figured by GUnther (2) there were only 35 turns, whilst

the valve both began and ended gradually. In both Giinther's

specimen and that under discussion, the anterior cone-like coils

pass forwai'ds, the postei-ior backwards. Both specimens have an
intei-mediate region of one coil in which the valve is contorted.

Of the 35 coils in Giinther's specimen 19 pass forward, one is

contorted, and 15 pass backwards ; of the 43 coils in my specimen
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7 pa«s forward, 1 is contorted, and 35 are directed backwards. In
all the species of Elasmobranchs which Parkei- (3) described there

was a much smaller number of coils which were [either directed

forwards or backwards continuously. He states, however (p. 49),

that " in a smaller specimen of the same species {Scyllium cmiictda),

there were 8 turns to the valve, of which 5 had a forward and the
last 3 a backward direction." This condition was exceptional in the

species named. It is not improbable that the twofold direction of

the valves in Chlamydoselachus has some physical relation to the

large number of coils. It can have no relation to the length of the
colon, as this is not relatively longer than in the majority of

Elasmobranchs. On the other hand, the twofold direction may
have a special physiological significance. Where the valves are

directed forward, the passage of the food is undoubtedly slower
than where they are directed backwards.

In Chlamydoselachus the coils of the spiral valve are closer to

one another, and the valve is broader, in the anterior than in the
posterior region. The anterior valves are covered by numerous
well-defined strife. The valve reaches a breadth of three-fourths

of the diameter of the colon in the anterior region, which is, /)ar

excellence, the region of intestinal digestion. Owing to the anterior

direction of the valves, the movement of the food is slow, and it

is further hindered by the contorted coil which divides the colon

into two physiological parts. Absorption takes place in the
posterior part where the valves are directed backwards, and where
there is comparative rapidity of movement. In this region, the
stria? are absent, except on the first 7 coils where they are few and
inconspicuous.

The spleen is interesting in that it is divided into two parts

wdiich are separated by a space of 4 cm. The additional lobe is

situated to the right of the stomach and somewhat dorsally. It

is an ovoid body, 3 cm. long and nearly 2 cm. broad in the widest
part, and is situated between the stomach and a fold of mesentery
which supports the latter. The other part or spleen proper lies

in the usual place at the angle of the stomach. The histological

characters of the spleen proper when examined by a low-power
lens present the usual appearace, but the structure of the additional

lobe is much more compact.

The rectum has thin and much wrinkled walls. Its diameter
is slightly greater than that of the adjacent portion of the colon.

The rectal gland opens into the rectum in the mid-dorsal line,

1-5 cm. beyond the end of the colon. According to Giinther the
gland opens into the cloaca, but it certainly did not do so in the
two specimens examined by me.
The liver consists of right, left, and median lobes. The gall-

bladder is situated in the median lobe. The length of the lobes

necessitates their being doubled forward upon themselves. In one
specimen, the end of the left lobe was lying on the right side of

the body-cavity.
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The Urogenital Organs.

The Female.—The ovai"ies are diffuse bodies attached by broad
mesenteries to the line of attachment of the " stomach " mesentery.

The right ovary is placed somewhat more anteriorly than the left.

The oviducts have large funnels which open ventrad to the stomach,

instead of dorsad as is usually the case. The edges of the funnels

are irregular and spreading, and are united in the median ventral

line to one another, thus forming one large funnel. The anterioi-

edges of the funnels become united to the anterior wall of the body-
cavity, whilst the posterior edges of the united fimhrite hang free.

A triangular dorsal pouch is thus made between the wall of the

abdominal cavity and the funnel. As this pouch is in the usual

position of the ccelomic openings of the oviduct, the eggs would
tend to pass into it instead of into the latter, if this were not

prevented by the unusual position of the ovaries which are ventral

to the oviducts. For the first 6 cm. the oviduct is a straight

tube, the walls of which are lined with numerous laminae.

This region passes into the oviducal gland, the walls of which are

much thickened, except along two longitudinal lines which are

approximately dorsal and venti"al. The length of the gland is

3 cm. Its interior is covered by fine laminae continuous with

those in the preceding and succeeding portions of the oviduct.

The laminae run spirally, and are very close together, instead of

longitudinally and somewhat separated, as is the case throughout
the remamder of the oviduct. The transverse deeper groove in

the oviducal gland mentioned by Garman (1. p. 20) was found in

the specimen examined. Passing from the oviducal glands, the

oviducts regain their original diameter, but the walls are smoother,

the laminae being reduced to slight strise. When the oviduct

reaches the level of the anterior end of the colon, it enlarges.

The enlargement is gradual and only increased in diameter about
fourfold on the left side, but on the right the enlargement is

sudden and very apparent, the diameter increasing 14 to 15 times.

This region in addition to being enlarged has folded walls, in

which occur one large and several small areas of dilated blood-

vessels. The largest blood-plexus occupies about one-third of the

right side of the oviduct. In connection with each plexus, on its

dorsal side, the oviducal wall is thickened over an area which
equals the plexus in length and breadth. The enlarged vessels

apparently supplied these thickened areas. The condition of the

oviduct thus described suggests that this portion of the oviduct

acts as a functional uterus, and that therefore Ghlamycloselachiis

produces the young alive, as suggested by Garman. The final

portion of the oviduct, which succeeds the uterine, has smooth
walls and a large diameter, the latter gradually diminishing

towards the cloaca. This region divides the functional uterus

from the cloaca, thus functionally^ representing the vagina of

higher types. The opening of the right enlarged oviduct (text-
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fig. 139, R.Ov.) has acquired a median position, the left oviducal

opening (L.Ov.) lying cephalad to it. Garman also found that one

oviduct was much enlarged but does not mention which, but from

his drawing (1. pi. xix, fig. 2) it appears to have been the right.

Giinther does not mention the female reproductive organs.

Text-fig. 139.

A.

B.

Diagrammatic figures of (A) male and (B) female cloaca of Chlamydoselachus.

Seference Letters.

A,P. Closed abdominal pores.

B. So-called " bladder " (urinary sinus).

L.Ov. Left oviducal opening.

K. Rectum.
R.A.P. Functional riglit abdominal pore.

R.Gr. Opening of rectal gland into rectum.

R.Ov. Right oviducal opening.

R.S. Seminal vesicle.

Ug. Urinogenital opening.

Ur. Opening of ureter into urinary sinus (B).

U.S. Urinary sinus of female.

U.S'. Openings of urinary sinuses into the cloaca.

V.D. Vas deferens.

Transverse sections through the thickened areas of the uterus

show that the lining membrane is much folded and is entirely

covered by a columnar epithelium, the cells of which have a

distinctly granular appearance. It is impossible to state definitely
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whether any glands homologous with utei'ine glands of higher
forms are present, but it is highly probable that all the granular
columnar cells secrete a fluid. The musculo-fibrous tissue of the
uterine wall is greatly thickened owing to an increase of con-
nective tissue in which connective-tissue corpuscles abound *.

The kidney in the female is thin dorso-ventrally and of irregular

breadth. It extends from the region of the oviducal gland to the
end of the body-cavity, gradually widening as it passes backwards
in a sinuous line. The sinuosity is due to the arrangement of

some of the dorsal muscles. Cephalad to the kidney and ap-

parently unconnected with it, there is an irregular body (1*5 cm.)
which extends somewhat beyond the end of the abdominal cavity.

This is probably the head kidney (pronephros ?), which in the
adult has retained its position in the I'egion to which the coelom

extended in the embryo.
There are two very small cloacal apertures for the urinary

sinuses (text-fig. 139 B, U.S'.) in the specimen examined, although
Garman only found one in his (1. p. 20). They are situated

in the median line near the external opening of the cloaca. The
openings are near together but can hardly be mistaken for

one. Each aperture passes into an expanded chamber (U.S.)

with laminated walls, the lumen of which has a diameter of 5 mm.
in the cloacal region. The first portion of the sinus is embedded
in the thick cloacal walls. Each sinus extends forwards for a

distance of 6 cm. beyond the cloaca along the inner side of the
kidney, but in front of this point it lies near the oviduct, at a
distance from the kidney varjdng from 1 to 2 cm. The same
mesentery which supports the oviduct also supports the urinaiy

sinus and the mesonephric ducts. The latter pass from the
kidney at regvilar distances, there being approximately one to

each myotome.
In the female cloaca the rectal aperture is displaced to the

right, and the same deviation, but to a much less degree, occurs

also in the male.

The Male.—-In the male there are two urogenital apertures

(text-fig. 139 A, Ug.), each of which is the outlet of an oval uro-

genital sinus (B.), which Giinther described as a urinary bladder.

The sinus communicates by a very small aperture with a second
and larger chamber (R.8.), which possibly functions as a seminal
vesicle, and in front has opening into it the vas deferens or

mesonephric duct (Y.D.). The vas deferens has one or more pro-
jecting spiral folds, which run from one end of the duct to the
other. For the last 10 cm. of the length of the duct the folds were
very obvious, but from this point forwards th(iy become almost
invisible to the naked eye. The folds are so close together in the

* Since this paper was read, I have received a letter from Mr. Kumakichi Aoki, of
the Zoological Station at Miura Misaki, stating, in answer to some questions, that
eggs are not laid and that he has latelj' had two females, each of which contained
five embryos, in one case measuring one foot each and in the other one inch. Each
very young embryo with its large yolk-sac was surrounded by a gelatinous sac, no
doubt the remnant of the ^^% envelopes.
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posterior part of the duct tJiat Gliuther speaks of an annular

lining. The function of the folds, which, in all probability, is to

pass along the sj)erms, and possibly at the same time to unite

them into bundles, could scarcely be effective, however, if the folds

were annular. The lumen of the left vas deferens, which
Giinther found to be better developed than the right in one

specimen, is very iri-egular in diameter in my specimen. At its

widest the duct is about 5 mm., but where narrowest it only

allows the passage of a bristle.

One of the males examined has two abdominal pores (text-

fig. 139 A, A.P., R.A.P.), of which the right is the better developed.

This condition differs from that described by Giinther (3. p. 4), in

which the left pore only was present.

A Vestigial Seventh Branchial Arch.

Three specimens were dissected to determine if there were any
trace of a seventh arch. Traces were found in two of the

specimens, one of which was not quite full-grown.

The remnants in the smaller specimen consist of four small

pieces of cartilage on one side and two on the other. These lie

close to the cerato-branchial of the sixth arch, on the posterior

side, nearer its median extremity. In the adult specimen in a

similar position there are two pieces, the larger of which
equalled in length the combined four pieces found in the smaller

specimen.
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(Plates XXI. & XXII. * and Text-figures 140, 141.)

Since the publication in these ' Proceedings,' two years ago

(P. Z. S. 1905, ii. p. 248), of an annotated list of the Batrachians

and Reptiles collected by him, Mr. Grant has continued his

exertions in the same department, making collections in the

following localities :

—

I. Cape Colony. Knysna, 50 miles east of Mossel Bay.

II. Xatal. Illovo, 30 miles S.W. of Durban.

* For explanation of the Plates, see p. 487.
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III. Transvaal. Legogot, Barberton District, on Di-akensberg
Mts., on the Komati R., 2500 feet.

Pietersburg, N. slope of Drakensberg, 2400 feet.

Tuefloop, ]Sr. slope of Drakensberg, 18 miles E. of Pieters-

burg, 4500 feet.

Woodbusli, N. slope of Drakensberg, 30 miles K.E. of

Pietersburg, 4500 feet.

Zoutspansburg, on Klein Letaba, a branch of Letaba E,.,

affluent of Olifants R., 1000 feet.

IV. Portuguese East Africa. Inhambane.
Ooguno, about 80 miles inland of Inhambane.
Beira.

The series of specimens now dealt with proves more interesting

than the first, and two species are described as new. In the follow-

ing list, an asterisk precedes the name of the species not mentioned
in the first report *

; two asterisks indicate that the species has
not been previously recorded from south of the Zambesi.

BATRACHIA.

Ag LOSS A.

1. Xenopus l^vis Daud.

Knysna.
Phaneroglossa.

2. BuFO regularis Reuss. (Plate XXI.)

Woodbush, Klein Letaba, Coguno, Beira.

As in almost every part of Africa, this species varies wonder-
fully in colour and markings, even in specimens obtained from the

same pools, where they congregate for breeding. Some have
much crimson or pink on the back of the thighs and in the gi'oin,

whilst others are entirely deprived of the brilliant colour. The
most remarkable specimens are from Woodbush, and might be
well thought to indicate a distinct species, were they not connected
with the more typical form by every possible gradation. The
young have the upper surface of the snout as far back as a dark
interocular bar, and the parotoid glands, of a beautiful pink

;
part

of the back is also pink, with grey markings with a fine black

border ; the pink ground-colour appears as a dagger-shaped mark
ing on the back. These markings become more indistinct with
age, and the pink colour gradually fades away or disappears

entirely. By a curious inversion of the ground-colour and the

markings, some out of a number of specimens from Zoutspansburg
are grey with pink markings. Four of these remarkable speci-

mens are figured on PI. XX 1.

1

In some of the specimens from Beira, the parotoid glands ai;e

exceptionally so flat as to be hardly distinguishable.

* P. Z. S. 1905, vol. ii. p. 248.

t See the two bottom figures on colour-plate vi. of Miss Dickerson's ' Frog Book '

for a similar inversion of colour in Syla versicolor.

Proc. Zool. Soc.—1907, No. XXXIII. 33
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*3. BuFO CARENS A. Smith.

Legogot, Wooclbush, Ooguno.

Specimens from Port Elizabeth, which I have kept alive, were

of an olive colour, with the lateral fold, the larger warts, and the

loreal region brick-red ; iris golden, much obscured by black

vermiculations.

**4. BuFO TAiTANus Peters.

Beira.

This little Toad, remarkable for the absence of the tympanum
and the eustachian tubes, was only known from Somaliland,

Taita, and the east coast of Lake Tanganyika.

*5. Phrynomantis bifasctata a. Smith.

Beira.

*(3. Breviceps verrucosus Rapp.

Knysna.

*7. Breviceps mossambicus Peters.

Zoutspansburg.

*8. Hemisus marmoratum Peters.

Beira.

**9. Rana ruddi, sp. n. (Plate XXII. fig. 1.)

Yomerine teeth in two small groups close to the inner borders

of the chcanse. Head feebly depressed, as long as broad ; snout

rounded, feebly projecting beyond the mouth, a little shoi'ter than

the orbit ; canthus rostralis obtuse ; loreal region concave ; nostril

equally distant from the eye and from the end of the snout

;

interorbital region narrower than the upper eyelid ; tympanum
very distinct, a little smaller than the eye. Fingers very short,

obtusely pointed, first extending as far as second ; toes short,

obtuse, one-third webbed ; subarticular tubercles of fingers and

toes feeble; a large, compressed, very prominent, shovel-shaped

inner metatarsal tubercle, at least as long as the inner toe. The
tarso-metatarsal articulation reaches the eye. Skin of upper

parts with flat smooth warts of unequal size ; a very indistinct

dorso-lateral fold ; lower parts smooth, sides of belly feebly

areolate. Dark brown above, with light, yellowish streaks on the

head and body, viz., a narrow vertebral line, a broader band from

the end of the snout along the ca,nthus rostralis and the outer

border of the upper eyelid to above the tympanum, where it

bifurcates, the upper branch extending to above the vent, the

lower running obliquely to the groin ; usually a yellowish bar

across the occiput ; a yellowish streak along the upper lip ; a

white oblique line in front of the eye and a white circle round the

tympanum ; limbs with dark and pale bars ; hinder side of thighs

yellowish, marbled with black ; throat and breast dark brown, or
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mavblecl with dark brown, with a Y-shaped white marking on
each side ; belly white. Male with two external vocal sacs,

opening by a slit on each side of the throat.

From snout to vent 48 millim.

Two males and one female, found bi-eeding in a rain-pool at

Beira in February.

This species is very closely related to R. ornata Peters, from
E. Africa, and R. ornatissima Bocage, from Angola. It differs

from the former in the shorter web between the toes, from the
latter in the much smaller size, in the shorter and less pointed
snout, and in the shorter hind limbs. The white markings in

front of the eye and under the throat are very similar in the three

species. Another very close ally of R. ruddi is R. moeruensis
Blgr., from Lake Mweru, which differs in the longer fii'st finger,

the longer hind limbs, the very prominent dorso-lateral glandular

fold, and the coloration.

10. R.ANA ANGOLENSis Bocage.

Tuefloop.

*11. Rana oxyrhynchus a. Smith.

Zoutspansbui'g, Coguno, Beira.

12. Rana mascareniensis D, & B.

Beira.

13. Rana grayi A. Smith.

Knysna.

**14. Rana galamensis D. & B.

Beira.

A widely distributed species, known from the Soudan (from
west to east). West Africa from the Senegal to the Congo, and
Central and East Africa {R. hravana Peters t, R. ouhangiensis
Mocquard).

R. galamensis is closely related to the Indian R. malabarica
D. & B., and surprisingly resembles the Central-American R. god-
mani Gthr. The male has an external vocal sac on each side of

the throat and a large flat gland on the front side of the arm
(humerus), as in the Burmese R. granulosa And., R. kumeralis
Blgr., and R. oatesi Blgr.

I avail myself of this opportunity to point out that the Frog
named by me R. elegans, which had been previously confounded
with the West-African R. alhilahris Hallow., is identical with
R. guentheri Blgr., and must therefore be erased from the list of

African species.

t Specimens of Jl. nutti Blgr. have been erroneously referred to B. bravana by
Tornier.

33*
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15, Phrynobatrachus natalensis a. Smith.

Ooguno, Beira.

This widely distributed Frog varies remarkabl}^ in its markings.

as do the other species of the same genus. A few specimens

from Beira are represented on PI. XXII., figs. 2-5, to iUustrate

this feature.

** 16. Arthroleptis avhytii Blgr.

Beira.

Previously known from British Central Africa.

*17. Rappia MARMORAta Rapp.

Beira.

*18. Rappia cinctiventris Cope.

Beira.

*19. Cassina senegalensis D. & B.

Illovo.

The single small specimen, a male, has the elongate oval gular

disk of C senegalensis and the distinct web at the base of the

toes of C. wealii. I now feel very doubtful aa to the specific

validity of C wealii.

REPTILIA.

Chelonia.

1 . HoMOPUS AREOLATUS Thunb.

Knysna.

2. CiNiXYS BELLiANA Gray.

Beira. Several shells of adults and one young in spirit.

I have previouslyt taken exception to Dr. Siebenrock's separa-

tion J of C nogueyi Lataste, as a distinct species, and my view

is further confirmed by the series of specimens from Beira. The
adults (shells only) have the black radiating streaks on the cara-

pace, and the extent of the suture between the anal shields varies

considerably, as may be seen from the annexed fig'ure (text-fig. 140)

representing the hind lobe of the plastron in two adult females,

showing two extreme types in the series sent by Mr. Grant.

Although the fore limb has five claws in the specimens from
Mashonaland § and Zululand examined by me, the young from
Beira has only four, and would therefore be refei"able to C nogtiepi.

**3. Sternoth^rus nigricans Donnd.

Beira. Two shells, measuring 110 and 77 millim. respectively.

t Ann. Mus. Geneva, xlii. 1906, p. 197. •

t Sitzb. Ak. Wien, csii. 1903, p. 442.

§ I now regard Momopus darlingi Blgr. as based on a youn^ of this species.
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Text-fie-. 140.

483

Hind lobe of plastron in two adult female Cinixys belliana.

Sutiire between the hvimeral shields shorter than the intergular.

These shells agree with my definition of ^S'. iw^ric«/is t and also

with the description and figure of Madagascar specimens given

by SiebenrockJ. The same form was obtained in N.W. Rhodesia

by Mr. Neave, and is therefore not peculiar to Madagascar, as

believed by Siebenrock.

*4. Pelomedusa galeata Schcepff.

Tuefloop.

Lacertilia.

*5. Hemidactylus mabouia Mor.

Zoutspansburg, Ooguno, Beira.

t Cat. Chelon. p. 195 (1889).
.. ,n /-.on.^^

X Schildkroten, in Voeltzkow, Reise Ostafr. ii. p. 3b, pi. v. hg. 19 (190bj.
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6. Lygodactylus capensis a. Smith.

Coguno, Beira.

*7. HOMOPHOLIS WAHLBERGII A, Smith.

Ooguno,

8. Pachtdactylus bibronii a. Smith.

Zoutspansburg.

*9. Agama distanti Blgr.

Wooclbush.

This species is also found in the Orange River Colony.

Specimens from Yredefort Road were presented to the Bi-itish

Museum by Capt. Barrett-Hamilton, and others were captured

by myself near Bloemfontein.

**10. Agama mossambica Peters.

Beira.

*11. ZONURUS JONESII Blgr.

Zoutspansburg.

*12. Platysaurus guttatus a. Smith.

Woodbush.
This species varies considerably in its lepidosis, and I do not

think P. intermedivs Matschie entitled to stand. Of the eight

specimens from Woodbush three are males and five are females.

The males belong to the guttatus type of coloration, have the

lower parts of the head, body, and limbs dark blue, and the tail

red ; the females have three whitish longitudinal streaks in

addition to the light spots on the head and body, the tail is pale

yellowish brown, and only the middle of tl?e belly is bluish black.

The occipital shield is small or very small and, except in one

specimen, the parietals form a suture separating it from the

interparietal ; the frontonasal is in contact with the rostral.

c? <?<??????
Length to vent (in milli-

metres) 105 97 90 87 83 80 77 58

Number of scales across

body 70 72 78 80 78 75 83 70

Lonsritudinal rows of

ventral plates 16 16 16 18 16 18 18 16

Number of femoral pores

(right & left) 16-17 17-16 17-16 19-19 16-16 19-20 17-18 17-18

Having now examined 15 specimens which I refer to P. gut-

tatus, I find the scales across the body to vary from 70 to 90, the

longitudinal rows of ventral plates from 16 to 20, and the femoral

pores on each side from 15 to 20.

jP. torquatios Peters, from Mozambique, which differs in the

absence of the azygous longitudinal series of enlarged gular scales,

has 90 to 100 scales across the body, 16 longitudinal rows of

ventral plates, and 17 to 21 femoral pores.
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13. Yaranus niloticus L.

Beira.

**14. MoNOPELTis GRAKTi, sp. n. (Text-fig. 141.)

Snout pointed ; nasals in contact with, each other above the

very small, triangailar rostral ; a single large plate coveiing the

head, with a short cleft in front of the ocular, which is small

;

eye just distinguishable under the ocular ; a pair of band-like

occipitals ; three upper labials, third large ; symphysial small,

quadrangular, followed by a larger heptagonal chin-shield ; three

lower labials, first and second small, third very large. 313

annuli on the body, 26 on the tail ; on the middle of the body an

Text-fig. 141.

Monopeltis granti.

Upper and side views of head, and lower view of head and pectoral region.

annulus contains 32 segments, 18 above and 14 below the lateral

lines ; the dorsal segments much longer than broad, the two
median ventrals much broader than long. Pectoral shields six,

very large, very elongate, the median pair widening posteriorly

and as long as the shielded part of the head. Lateral line distinct.

Six anal segments. No prseanal pores. Colourless.

Length to vent 200 millim. ; tail 23 ; diameter of body 5.

A single specimen from Beira.

Nearly related to M. ivelvntschii Gray, from Angola.

15, Mabuia varia Peters.

Woodbush, Beira.
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16. Mabuia striata Peters.

Tuefloop, Beira.

*17. Lygosoma sdndevalli a. Smith.

Beira.

*18. Herpetosaltra arenicola Peters.

Ooguno.

E, H I p t o G L o s s a.

19. Chameleon quilensis Bocage.

Cogiino, Beira.

*20. Chameleon dilepis Leach.

Zoutspansburg, Beira.

*21. OHAMiELEON DAMARANUS Blgr.

Knysna, Woodbush.

O P H I DI A.

**22. Typhlops dinga Peters.

Beira.

23. Ablabophis rufulus Licht.

Pietersburg,

*24. BOODON LINEATUS D. & B;

Pietersburg, Beira.

*25. Lycophidium capense A. Smith.

Beira.

*26. Simocephalus capensis A. Smith.

Beira.

27. PSEUDASPIS CANA L.

Coguno.

*28. Chlorophis hoplogaster Gthr.

Beira.

*29. Philothamnus semivariegatus a. Smith.

Beira.

The single specimen has two superposed antei-ior temporals and
the fifth and sixth labials entering the eye on the right side, a

single anterior temporal and the fourth, fifth, and sixth labials

entering the eye on the left, thus combining characters of Giinther's

P. semivariegatus and P. ki?'kiif.

t Cf. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xv. 1895, p. 527.
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*30. Leptodira hotamb(eia Laur.

Beira.

**31. Cham^tortus aulicus Gthv.

Beii'a.

Previously known from Central Africa and the Zambesi.

32. Trimerorhixus rhombeatus L.

Zoiitspansburg.

33. PSAMMOPHIS SIBILAXS L.

Inhambane, Beira.

Like the specimen mentioned in the previous list, belonging to

var. F of the British Museum Catalogue.

*34. Thelotorxis kirtlaxdii Hallow.

Legogot.

35. DisPHOLiDus TYPUS A. Smith.

Woodbush, Coguno, Beira.

Some brown, some green.

*36. Aparallactus capexsis A. Smith.

Legogot.

*37. Naia nigricollis Reinh.

Woodbush, Coguno, Beira.

*38. Causus rhombeatus Licht.

Tuefloop.

39. BiTis ARIETAXS Merr.

Legogot, Inhambane, Beira.

EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.

Plate XXL

Bufo regularis Reuss, p. 479.

Figs. 1 & 2. 9 & yg- fi'om Zovitspaiisburg.

„ 3 & 4. ^ & j'g. from Woodbush.

Plate XXII.

Fig. 1. Rana ruddi {$) Blgr. p. 480.

1 a. Side view of head.
1 h. Lower view of head.

Figs. 2-5. Phrynohatrachus natalensis A. Smith, p. 482.

Four specimens from Beira.
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3. On Collections o£ the Cape Verde Islands Marine Fauna,

made bj Cjril Crossland, M.A. (Cantab.), B.Sc. (Lond.),

F.Z.S., o£ St. Andrews University, July to September,

1904.*—The Hydroids. By James Ritchie, M.A.,

B.Sc, Fullerton Scholar, University of Aberdeen f.

[Eeceived April 18, 1907.]

(Plates XXIII.-XXYI.t and Text-figures 142-144.)

The forins described in the present paper were entrusted to me
for determination by Mr. Crossland, who collected them in various

localities ofi" the Cape Yerde Islands. Although the collection is

not a lai'ge one, it forms a useful addition to our rather meagre
knowledge of the Hydroid fauna of the northern portion of the

west coast of Africa. To the north of the Cape Verde Islands

specimens have been recorded from the Canary Islands, from
Madeira, from the Azores, and from the Soudan coast ; from the

south the ' Challenger ' records a solitary species, Cryptolaria

diffusa Allm. from Sierra Leone ; while from the islands them-
selves, so far as I can learn, records have been made by only four

workers §. In 1883 Allman, in his Report on the Plumularians
collected by the ' Challenger,' described the type of a new genixs,

Htrejitocaulus jndcherrimus Allm., found at Porto Pi-aya in 100
fathoms. In July 1885 Mr. J. J. Quelch desci-ibed a small collec-

tion of deep-sea Hydroids, comprising nine species, and obtained

from the cable off St. Vincent in a depth of over 500 fathoms, the

species described being Eudendrium annulatum Norman 1864,

Lafoea tenelhda AXhu^^n. 1877, Zygophylax profunda Quelch 1885,

Plumularia variahilis Quelch 1885, P. delicatida Quelch 1885,

Antenmdaria irregidaris Quelch. 1885, A. 2}rqfunda Qxielch. 1885,

Aglaophenia acacia Allman 1883, and StrejJtocaidus 2iulcherri7nus

Allman 1883. More recently Professor J. Versluys has described

two species from Isle Branco, one of the Windward Group,
6'ertidaria {Besmoscyp/ms) brevicyathios (Vers. 1899), and Desmo-
scyjjhus ivflatibs Vers. 1899, a synonym for the D. gracilis of

Allman 1888, which has been" renamed SerUdaria versluysi by
Professor Nutting (1904). Of these the latter occurs in our
collection, with the important addition that the gonosome is also

present and is here described for the first time. Lastly, within

the past month or two collections made by the ' Talisman '" in 1883
have been described by Dr. Armand Billard (1907), and these

include a few species from two localities olF the Islands. In lat.

* The expenses of Mr. Crossland's collecting trip were borne hy tlie Carnegie
Trustees.

f Communicated by the Secretary.

X For explanation of the Plates, see p. 514.

§ Since this paper was written I have found in the collections made by the
Scottish National Antarctic Expedition on its homeward voyage two species from
St. Vincent which were not represented among the specimens described in the
Report on the ' Scotia ' Hydroid Collection (Ritchie, 1907). These are JEucopella

cosnata? Hartlaub, 1901, and Sertularella fiisiformis? Hincks, 1861, both of which
are additions to the recorded Hydroid fauna of the Islands.
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17° 1' N". and long. 27° 24' W. (Paris 0°) at a depth of 105 metres

there were obtained Dlphasia pinaster (Ellis & Sol. 1786), An-
tennularia ramosa Lamarck 1816, and Thecocarpus myriophyllum
var. hedoti Billard 1907. In lat. 16° 52-16° 53' N. and long.

27° 30'-27° 26' W. at a depth of 400-580 metres, Dlphasia p>inaster

and Thecocarpus myriophyllmni hedoti were again found.

The present collection is littoral, the greatest depth at which
specimens were gathered being 15 fathoms, while the majority

were obtained in shoi'e-pools or in quite shallow water. Hence
it is not surjDrising to find that of the species previously described

from the Islands only one, Sertidaria versluysi above mentioned,
should recur among Mr. Orossland's specimens.

The collection contains in all 27 species, of which 18—one of

them here represented by a new variety—have been previously

described. Several of these species, which are distributed among
14 genera, have been recorded from more than one locality. For
the remaining specimens 9 new species have been established, one
species being referred to a new genus. In all representatives of

20 genera occur in the collection.

The list of species is as follows :

—

I. GYMNOBLASTEA.
Familjr C o e t n i d ^.

Coryne (?) dubium, sp. ii.

Family P e n n A R 1 1 D jj.

Pennaria cavolinii Ehrenbei'g 1832.

Family T u b u i a e 1 1 d J3.

Ttib'ularia liumilis Allman 1864.

„ soUtaria Warren 1906.

Family C l a v i d ^.

Soleniopsis clendriformis, gen. et sjj. n.

Family Bougainvilliid^.
Sydractinia verdi, sp. n.

PodoGoryne anecJiinata, sp. n.

Family Eudendeiid^.
Mudendrium ramoswm Linn. 1758.

II. CALYPTOBLASTEA.

Family Haleciidjs.
Halecium heanii Johnst. 1838.

Ophiodes caciniformis, sp. ii.

Family Lapoeidje.
Filelhim serpens (Hassall 1852).

Cuspidella liumilis Hincks MS. & 1866.

Family Campantjiaeiidji.
Clytia geniculata Thornely 1904.

Ohelia dicJiotoma (Linn. 1758).

Gonothyrcea c/racilis (Sars 1851).

CampanuJaria calicnlata Hincks 1863.

„ ptycliooyafhus Allman 1888.

,, mutahilis, si.), li.
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Family Seetulakiidjj.
Sertularia distans Lamx. 1816.

„ mai/eri Nutting 1904.

„ versluysi Nutting 1904.

„ leevimarginata, sp. n.

Familj'^ Plfmuiariidj?.
Fliumilaria Jialecioides Alder 1859.

MonostcBchas quadridens (McCradj- ]8o7).

Aglaophenia marginata, sp. n.

Lytocarpus grandis, var. unilateralis, var. n.

„ crosslandi, sp. n.

Of the 18 hitherto known forms above mentioned, 10 are recog-

nised as British species, while 5 of the remainder {Catnpamdaria
2)tijchoGyathzis, Sertularia mayeri, S. verslitysi, Lytocarpus grandis,

MonostcBchas quadridens) are, with the exception of the last

which has been recorded from the Indian Ocean (Tliornely, 1904),
distinctively American. This contingent is probably to be ac-

counted for by the oceanic whirlpool the centre of which is marked
by the Sargasso Sea and the streams of which wash the shores of

the West Indies, of eastern Mexico, and of the eastern United
States, and, circling in the North Atlantic, sweep past the
Azores, Madeira, and the Cape Verde Islands.

The collection, as might be expected in a littoral one, is com-
paratively rich in gymnoblastic forms and includes an interesting-

species, peculiar in branching and in gonophore, which has been
made the type of a new genus, tSolenio-psis.

We note also, as Pictet has already remarked (Pictet, 1893),
that of those species which occur both in temperate and in tropical

waters, the individuals existing in the colder seas are, in general,

larger and more sturdy than their tropical specific equivalents.

The outlines of the figures, both in the plates and in the text,

with the exception of those representing the appearance of the
specimens to the unaided eye, were drawn with the helji of Zeiss's

camera lucida.

The localities from which Mr. Crossland obtained his specimens
are shown below :

—

ST. VINCENT, Cape Verde Islands.

(1) General.

(a) From tidal pool, 25th July, 1904.

Fennaria cavolinii Ehr.

(6) 2 fathoms, among coral, 22nd July, 1904.

Fennaria cavolinii Ehr.

Sertularia mai/eri Nutt.

Flumularia Jialecioides Hiucks.

(c) 10 fathoms, 27th July, 1904.

GonotliyreBa gracilis Sars.

Campanularia ptycliocyatlms Allm.

(fZ) 15 fathoms, 30th July, 1904.

MoHosteeclias quadridens (McCrady).

Lytocarpus grandis, var. unilateralis, var. n.
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(e) From bottom of a lighter. 20th Juh', 1904.

T'uhularia. InmiiUs AUm.
Chispidella hiimilis Hiiicks.

Flnmularia lialecioides Alder.

Aglaophenia marginata, sp. ii.

(/) From bottom of a lighter, SOtli July, 1904.

Peniiaria cavolinii Ehr.

Tuhularia Itumilis Allm.

„ soZitorJaWarren.

Soleniopsis dendriformis, gen. et sp. n.

Halecmm beanii Johnst.

Filellum serpens (Hassall).

Cuspidella Ininiilis Hincks.

Clytia geniculata Thorn.

Obelia dichotoma Linn.

Gampanularia ptijcliocyathus Allm.

„ mutahilis, sp. n.

(2) Mattiota, St. Vincent Hakbouk.
Serttilaria IcBvimarginata, sp. n.

Zii/tocarpns crosslandi, sp. n.

(3) PoETo Grande.

(«) Shore-pools.

Gampanularia caliculata Hiucks.

„ ptycliocyathv.s Allm.

Sertularia distans Lamx. 1816.

„ mayeri Nutt.

(6) 10 fathoms.

Hydractinia verdi. s]3. n.

PORTO PRAYA, Santiago, Cape Verde Islands.

{a) Piles of pier, 12th August, 1904.

Coryne (?) duhium, sp. n.

Campamdaria mutahilis, sp. n.

Sertularia versluysi Nutt.

(6) 5 fathoms, 9th August, 1904.

Fodocoryne anechhiata, sp. n.

(c) 10 fathoms, 12th August, 1904.

Etidendrium ramosum Linn.

OpJiiodes caciniformis, sp. n.

BOA VISTA, Cape Verde Islands.

Soleniopsis dendriformis, gen. et sp. n.

I. GYMNOBLASTEA.

Family Corynid^.

Coryne (?) dubium, sp. n, (Plate XXIII. figs. 1, 2.)

A species represented by small, irregularly ramified colonies

growing upon a Poli/sijjhonia-like red seaweed. The colonies are
only about 7 mm, in height. The perisarc is transparent, tinged,
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except towards the tips of the branches, with a faint brown. The
stem is slender, O'l mm. in diameter, and soon breaks up into

very numerous, irregularly disposed bi-anches which, arising at a

small angle, lie for a short distance almost parallel with their

parent shoot and thereafter gradvially diverge from it. Branches

even of the fourth order are present. The colonies are wrinkled

throughout, but less strongly in the middle portions of the polyp-

bearing branches ; while beneath the polyp, on the stems, and on
the older portions of the branches distinct ringing occurs. There

is no membranaceous cup surrounding the base of the hydranth.

The hydranths are relatively long, 0'5 mm., slightly bulging

beneath and tapering gi'adually upwards towards the tip and down-
wards to form a long " neck." The tentacles are from O'l to

0"15 mm. in length, and except for the distal four, which generaUy
appear to be placed in a whorl, are scattered. They vary slightly

in number. Thus of 10 heads examined, one bore 12 tentacles,

four bore 13, three bore 14, and on two 15 were found.

Gonosome not present.

Locality. Growing on a seaweed taken from piles of pier.

Porto Praya, Santiago, Cape Yerde Islands ; 12th August, 1904.

Owing to the absence of the gonosome this species cannot be

given a definite generic place within the family Corynidpe as defined

by Delage (1901). JSTotwithstanding I have assigned a specific

name to the form in order to facilitate references. The trophosome

characters lie between those of Actinogonium pusilliim (Van
Beneden 1844 ; Hincks, 1868, p. 45 ; Allman, 1872, p. 272) and
Syncoryne sarsii Loven 1835. From the former it differs in having

a more tapering polyp, numerous rings and wrinkles, and in

lacking a membranaceous cup beneath the polyp ; from the latter

it is distinguished by the shape of its hydranth, its much smaller

«ize, its complicated branching, its more frequent rings.

The specimens bear many creeping polyzoon colonies
( Clionella ?)

and occasional stalked protozoa and diatoms.

Family Pennariidjs.

Pennaria cavolinii Ehrenberg 1832.

A number of colonies, frequently over 6 cm. in height, have
been obtained from one locality. They agree in general with

Allman's description (1872, p. 364), but the following variations

may be noted :—The colonies are less robust than those described

by Allman. The branches, while alternate, lie generally in two
planes, every other branch being in the same plane, and these

planes are set forward on the stem, as in many Plumularian

species, so as to meet at an angle varying from almost 180° to

less than 20°. Ringing is well marked, from four to six rings

occurring on the stem above the origin of each branch, and a

similar number at the base of the branch itself. Thus the

ultimate hydranth-bearing ramuli, instead of being wholly ringed

as described and figured by Allman, bear a small number of basal
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rings ; the remainder, which varies much in length, being smooth
or A^ery slightly crumpled.

The gonosomes, which are present in numbers, agree exactly

with AUman's description.

The colonies here described agree in all but size with beautifully

preserved specimens of the species from the Naples Biological

Station.

Locality. St. Vincent, Cape Yerde Islands. Obtained from
bottom of a lighter, 30th July, 1904; by diving among coral in

2 fathoms of water, 22nd July, 1904; also fine colony in tidal

pool, 25th July, 1904.

Family Tubulariid^b.

TuBULARiA HUMiLis Allman 1864.

A few simple or slightly branched stems varying from 0*5 to

4 cm. in height, and 0*5 mm. in diameter, may be referred to this

species. The specimens obtained in one dredging are much smaller
than those described by Allman, varying from 5 to 12 mm. in

height ; but the following points have been relied on in identifi-

cation :—simple or slightly branched stems with, here and there,

faintly marked transverse rugosities ; delicate, light-yellowj)erisarc;

a ccenosarcal collar supporting the hydranth ; small hydranths,
1"2 mm. in height, longer than broad, with, in the individuals

examined, 17, 13, 11 tentacles in the distal whorl, and 19, 17 in

the proximal. The tentacles are iti a state of contraction, and
consequently the proximal whorl is only I'S mm. in diameter from
tip to tip.

Gonosome.—In the specimens obtained on the 30th of July
gonophores are present in erect clusters borne on short pedicels.

In some of the more mature, actinulse can be seen.

Locality. St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands. Found gi'owing on
the bottom of a lighter on 20th and 30th July, 1904, and by diving
among coral in 2 fathoms of water on 22nd July, 1904.

TuBULARiA SOLITARIA Warren 1906.

A few solitary individuals, 8 mm. in height, are growing upon
a sponge-like layer encrusting a small lamellibranch shell. The
individuals are fixed in the layer by a club-like, sometimes branched
" root," and are crowned by a distal circle of stout tentacles 13 or
14 in number, the lower portions of which are adnate to the
hypostome, appearing as strong ridges upon it. The proximal
tentacles, which are more slender than the distal, arise from the
broadened base of the hydranth in a whorl of about 30, rather
more than in Dr. Warren's specimens. Otherwise, the present
specimens, with delicate perisarc, distinct endodermal canals in

the hydrocaulus, erect blastostyles originating just within the
proximal whorl of tentacles and bearing from two to five or six

gonophores, agree with the description of the type.

The gonophores in our specimens are mostly at an early stage,
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showing ill optical section a manubrium suiTounded by a horse-

shoe-shaped mass of generative plasma. In only one gonophore

of the many examined was there a trace of actinula-formation,

tentacles being indicated by apparently about 8 filaments.

Locality St. A^incent, Cape Yerde Islands. Found on bottom

of a lighter, 30th July, 1904.

Previous record, off Natal coast.

Family C L A v I D ji.

SoLENioPsis *, gen. nov.

Type. S. dendriformis, sp. n.

Generic characters.—Trophosome. Colonies branched and
fascicled. The branches originate from the division of a cceno-

sarcal strand into two portions which lie parallel and close to one

another for a considerable distance, each becoming sheathed in a

chitinous perisarcal tube, the outermost strand finally bends out-

wards and becomes free to form a branch [vide text-fig. 142, p. 496).

The hydranth-bearing ramuli originate in the same way as the

branches. Hydranths cylindrical, with club-shaped proboscis

and many scattered filiform tentacles.

Gonosome.—The reproductive bodies are permanently fixed

gonophores of a simple type. They ai'e blind sacs arising from

the coenosarc some distance beneath the hydranth and lying

within the perisarcal tube from which the hydranth projects. The
ova are developed in the wall of the sac.

The genus Solenioj^sis is distinguished by its peculiar mode
of branching and by its gonophore. The bi-anching, which is

more fully described in the discussion on the species, appears to

be similar to that of Corydendrium (Weismann, 1883). I have

not seen the original description, but Dr. Fowler says with regard

to the branching of the genus, " The young buds, instead of

breaking through the perisarc and growing outwards as is iisual,

grow upwards for some distance inside it and surround themselves

with secondary perisarc " (Fowler, 1900, p. 13); and this agrees

with the structure in the present genus. Corydendrhiin differs

from Soleniopsis, however, in having gonophores which give rise

to free medusae (Delage, 1901).

The gonophores here are of great length and of extremely

simple structure. They are also peculiar in lying within, and thus

being protected by, the tube which contains the trophosome,

instead of bursting through the perisarc and forming hernia-like

o-lobular projections like most other gonophores. The ova and

spermatozoa apparently escape from the mouth of the tube,

passing between the swollen bulb beneath the neck of the hydranth

and the perisarcal wall.

On account of the scattered filiform tentacles on the hydranth

* The name of tlie genus, Soleniopsis, is intended to suggest the resemblance

between the parallel-ljang coenosarcal strands of the colony and the " soleuia " of

Alcj'onai-ians.
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and of the fixed gonophore, this genus has been inckided in the
family Clavidse, although the simplicity of the gonophore and the
complexity of the branching almost warrant the formation of a
new family.

SoLBNiopsis DENDRiFORMis, sp. n. (Plate XXYI. fig. 1; text-

figs. 142, 143.)

The colonies for which this species has been formed were
found at two localities. The solitary colony from Boa Yista is

the largest of the series, almost 10 cm. high, with a thick, fascicled

stem which is, towards the base, covered by a mass of ramifying
tubes, forming a spongy tissue through which here and there a
hydranth projects. This loosely-built basal mass attains a
diameter of 1 cm. From this stem, which in transverse section

shows a small central strand of chitin with a few minute coenosarc-

containing canals, surrounded by many parallel tubes which again
are surrounded by irregularly arranged, loosely aggregated tubes,

the branches arise approximately in one plane. The colonies

from St. Vincent are smaller, only 6 cm. high, and lack the
spongy basal thickening, possessing a cylindrical stem 2 mm. in

diameter, composed of closely packed parallel tubes. From these

stems, as from that of the previous specimen, flabellate branches
lying generally in one plane arise. The primary branches bear
alternate secondary branches, and these again may bear tertiary

branches, all of these appearing to be fascicled owing to the
apposition of several tubes. Single, monosiphonic bi-anches, how-
ever, arise alternately in one plane, for the most part from
branches of the second and third order, and from the distal end of

these the hydranths project.

The mode of branching is peculiar. In the less strongly
fascicled portions of the stem two or three perisarcal tubes lie

alongside of, and inseparably united to, one another, each con-

taining a strand of coenosarc. Some considerable distance before

a free braijch originates (frequently 20 or 30 mm.) one of the
outermost strands divides into two, and round the new coenosarcal

division a chitinous tube is formed, wedged in between the old

tiibes. Thus the number of parallel-lying and united tubes is

increased, but finally, after a course of some 2 or 3 cm., the outer-

most of the two portions into which the original strand divided

becomes free to form a branch, and the number of tubes in the
fascicle is thus reduced. The ccenosarc of the free branch divides,

as did that of the stem, and becomes ensheathed in several united
tubes which, on bending outwards and becoming free, form new
branches or hydranth-bearing ramuli. The division of the coeno

sarcal strands, and consequently the origin of the branches and
ramuli, takes place alternately, first on one side, then on the

other.

The hydranths project from simple, alternate ramuli 0*4 mm.
in diameter. Extended they are long and slender, 2*0 mm. by
"2 or 0*3 mm., almost cylindrical, with a prominent club-shaped

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No. XXXIY. 34
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proboscis and short (0"3 mm.) stumpy tentacles. These, between
40 and 50 in number, are scattered over the body of the polyp,

only the distal 4 or 5 being placed in a whorl, although an
approximation to whorling is sometimes simulated by others of

the tentacles. At the proximal end of the hydranth there is a
short neck, and just within the margin of the tube a sharp bulge
connecting the polyp with the coenosarc of the ramulus and almost

Text-fig. 142.

X.-P

Solenio^sis dendriformis. To show mode of branching, X 8.

ooeM., ccenosarc; feri., perisarc; hr., branch bending off and becoming free from
main stem; st., main stem; ram. 1, 2, 3, short ramuli from which hydranths
project; n.t. 1, 2, 3, 4, new tubes, enveloping a branch from a coenosarcal

strand and wedged in between older tubes.

plugging up the entrance to the tube. Contracted, the hydranths

form almost spherical bulbs about 0*7 mm. in diameter. Although
the tube from which the hydranth springs generally ends abruptly

with an even circular margin, in not a few cases the terminal
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poi'tion ia wrinkled and twisted as if it were less strong, more
collapsable than the other portions.

Gonosome.—The gonophores are fixed, not developing into free

medusoids, and lie within the tube from which the hydranth
projects. They branch off from the ccenosarc of the ramulus from
2 to 3 mm. below the hydranth itself, and are long, slender,

spindle-shaped bodies, sometimes 2-5 mm. in length by 0-1 mm.

Text-fig. 143.

Soleniopsis dendrifonnis. Hydranth and gonopliore, X30.

h., bulging portion at base of lij'drantb almost filling the opening of the tube

;

peri., perisarc ; ecto., ectoderm, represented within the tube by a dark line

;

erec^o., endoderm (lined) ; od., ovum; cay., central cavity of gonophore; ^o»., the
arrow points to the place where the gonophore branches off the general coenosarc

;

c<en., general coenosarc.

in diam.eter. Their structure is simple, the goiaophore being
apparently a hollow cylinder closed distally, with two-layered

walls, a thick ectoderm and thinner endoderm, within whicla ova
develop to the number of about 13 or more. The ova develop

34*
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all along the walls, pushing the endoderm inwards until it pro-

trudes into the hollow of the gonophore. The male gonophores

are similar in origin and shape to the female, but are in general

considerably longer. In no case could a spadix be distinguished.

The structure of the gonophore above described is of the

simplest type. It appeai-s to be merely a blind branch of the

general coenosarc of the colony within the walls of which ova

develop.

Associated with the specimens were several ci-eeping Hydroids,

Filellutn serpens^ Gtispidellci htoviilis, Campanidaria mutahilis, and

an endoproctan polyzoon {Glionella ?).

Localities, (a) St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands : growing

on the bottom of a lighter, 20th and 30th July, 1904.—

(6) Dredged ; Boa Vista, Cape Verde Islands, August ? 1904.

Family Bougainvilliid^.

Hydractinia VERDI, sp. n. (Plate XXIII. figs. 6 & 7.)

Among dredgings taken at Porto Grande four Fusits-like gas-

teropod shells wei'e obtained overspread by Hydractinia colonies.

The nutritive hydranths, which grow in the grooves of the shell-

sculpture, are in various stages of contraction, the longest 5 mm.,

the shortest with their ring of tentacles almost resting on the

surface of the shell. The tentacles are short, set in two almost

indistinguishable whorls, and vary in number from 9 to 12,

9 being perhaps most frequent. The hypostome is club-shaped.

No spiral filaments are present, although along the margin of the

shell there occur elongated polyps with insignificant tentacles.

Short chitinous spines, about 0-3 mm. long, with jagged edges,

occur throughout the colony, being arranged for the most part

upon the ridges of the shell. The blastostyles are somewhat

smaller than the nutritive hydranths, being about 1 mm. in height,

but unlike those of H. echinata they bear well-developed tentacles

eight or nine in number. The basal rhizom expansion is thin.

^Gonosome.—The reproductive bodies are fixed gonophores

arising from the body of the blastostyle some distance below the

tentacles. They occur in a single whorl containing three or four

individuals and ai'e borne on short peduncles. In the specimens

examined the gonophores were all female, containing three large

ova ; while in the more mature examples these were separated

towards the exterior by pigmented bands running from the base

towards the summit of the gonophore—branches of the spadix.

This species is closely related to H. iDaciUca described fi-om

Calbuco by Hartlaub (1905, p. 519), but that species difiers in

possessing about 15 tentacles on the nutritive hydranths, only

5 or 6 on the blastostyles; in lacking spines on the basal expan-

sion ; in bearing only one ovum in each gonophore.

Locality. Porto Grande, St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands; 10

fathoms.
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PODOCORYNE ANECHmATA, sp. n, (Plate XXIII. figs. 8, 9, 10.)

Sparsely scattered upon a small gasteropod sholl [Ceritkimn^ sp.)

are the minute individuals of a Podocoryne colony. The nutritive

individuals are club-shaped, only 0-9 mm. in height, with a promi-
nent, cylindrical, flat-topped hypostome, fi-om beneath which arise

about nine tentacles, set in two closely approximated whorls.

Both spiral filaments and spines are absent. The reproductive
polyps, although they are somewhat smaller than the nutritive

with about seven well-developed tentacles, resemble the latter in

shape, being also club -like and possessing a prominent cylindi'ical

hypostome. The basal expansion is formed of a single layer of

chitinous tubes, forming wide rectangular meshes, the individual

tubes being almost 0"1 mm. in diameter, and being marked late-

rally by minute honey-yellow dots, thickenings of the chitinous

wall. The whole expansion is covered by a thin layer of

coenosarc.

Gonosome.—-The sexual stage consists of free-swimming medu-
soids which arise in considerable numbers (as many as nine being
present on one individual) from the median portion of the repro-

ductive polyp. They are borne on well-defined peduncles. During
the earlier stages the tentacles appear as four blunt knobs, but
these develop considerably ere the medusoid is set free. Sexual
products could not be distinguished in the medusoid buds.

The species here described is a near i"elative of P. humilis
Hartlaub 1905. The latter form, however, difiers in possessing

a minute conical hypostome, small smooth spines, and a medusoid
bud which is not mentioned as developing well-formed tentacles

ere it is set free. The difierence in the number of tentacles is of

little importance, although it is to be noted that here they form
two closely-set whorls, but the chitinous thickenings which occur

along the sides of the rhizom strands (vide PI. XXIII. fig. 10)
may help to distinguish the present species.

Locality/. Porto Praya, Santiago, CapeVerde Islands, 5 fathoms;
9th August, 1904.

Family Eudendriid.e.

EuDENDRiUM RAMosuM Linufeus 1758.

A single, small, unfascicled colony about 4 cm. high. The
branches and branchlets are strictly alternate, and the minute
structure, except that the rings at the bases of the main branches
are generally fewer in number, agrees closely with Hincks's figures

(1868, pi. 13). The hydranths are well preserved and there were,
in the examples counted, 23 or 24 tentacles surrounding a very
distinct trumpet-shaped hypostome.

Gonophores not present.

Locality. Porto Praya, Santiago, 10 fathoms; 12th August,
1904.
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II. CALYPTOBLASTEA.

Family Haleciid^.

Halecium beanii Johnston 1838.

Several strongly fascicled, irregularly branched colonies. The
delicate structure of the terminal branchlets is chai'acteristic of

the species. The branches differ from those in the specimen

figui'ed by Allman (1888, pi. xii. fig. 3 «) in arising laterally

fi'om below a hydrotheca, instead of directly from the branch.

The majority of the primary hydrothecss differ from Allman 's and
from Hincks's (1868) figures in being sessile and adnate to the

node from which they arise—the hydrotheca-tier springing from
within the primary hydrotheca ; but in these respects they agree

with specimens from the French coast described by Dr. A. Billard

(1904, p. 163), and with specimens from dredgings made by the

Scottish Antarctic Expedition at Burdwood Bank, near Cape
Horn (Ritchie, 1907).

The bright refringent points which encircle the base of the

hydrotheca are in this species, as in others I have examined (1907,

p, 515), points of attachment for strands from a fleshy disc at the

base of the polyp, which is thus supported within its minute
hydrotheca.

The gonosome is absent in the present specimens.

Locality. St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands, growing on the

bottom of a lighter ; 30th July, 1904.

Ophiodes CACiNiFORMis, sp. n. (Plate XXIII. figs. 11 & 12;
Plate XXIV. fig. 1 ; Plate XXV. fig. 5.)

Several small, delicate colonies, for which this species has

been formed, arise at irregular intervals from a hydrorhizal stolon

creeping upon a fragment of a sand-covered worm-tube. They
are neither branched nor fascicled, and the largest is but 6*5 mm.
in height. The stem is divided into short internodes, 0*4 mm.
long in the proximal, but gradually lengthening to 0"6 mm. in

the upper part of the colony. The distal end of each internode

appears to divide into two equal, slightly diverging portions, one
of which forms the peduncle of a hydrotheca, while the other bears

the succeeding internode, the junction between the two internodes

being marked by a single annulation.

The hydrotheca^ lie in one plane, are placed one on each inter-

node, and are alternate. They are borne on peduncles of varying

length, from 0*05 to 0'2 mm., the upper portions of which are

delicate and freqiiently crumpled, while the bases are thick-walled

and, even when the hydrotheca itself has been destroyed, remain

as projecting processes. The hydrothecpe themselves are shallow,

trumpet-shaped cups, with much-everted margins, delicate walls,

and a thin septum separating their cavity from that of the stem.

Around the wall just within the margin is a row of refringent

points formed by slight thickenings of the perisarc within the
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hydrotheca, and to these are attached strands supporting a flat-

tened disc-like portion at the base of the polyp. Such an attach-

ment, of course, makes the retraction of the polyp impossible.

The structure is identical with that which I have already

described and figured in the genus Hcdecium (Ritchie, 1907,

p. 525), except that in Hcdecium the basal disc rests upon the

perisarcal septum at the bottom of the cup, while here a consider-

able space intervenes between the two, ti-aversed by a narrow
strand of ccenosarc connecting the polyp with the common cceno-

sarc of the colony. I wovild draw attention to the seeming
inaccuracy of Hincks's figures (1868, pi. 45. figs. 2, 2') as regards

the relations between polyp and hydrotheca. The hydranths,

which are about 0'9 mm. in height, gradually increase in diameter

upwards from the basal disc, but exhibit no distal contraction

beneath the tentacles such as Hincks figures. The bases of the

tentacles, which number about 23, are connected by a web within

which the hypostome arises. A secondary hydrotheca, borne on
a relatively long peduncle, may arise from the lower portion of

the peduncle of a primary hydrotheca.

Nematophores occur frequently but irregularly. There is

usually one on a peduncle, and sometimes one on an internode.

They are sessile, cup-shaped, with delicate walls and everted

margin, within which there is commonly a row of refringent dots.

To these, as in the hydrothecse, a basal coenosarcal disc is attached.

The sarcostyles correspond to those figured by Hincks (1868,

pi. 45), with thin walls bearing scattei'od cnidoblasts, and a glo-

bular head where large numbers of these offensive and defensive

cells are aggregated. When contracted, a sarcostyle measures
about 0'4 mm., while one which was extended measured 2'0 mm.
The cnidoblasts are narrowly oval, 17 y^ by 3 /i, and each contains a

thread 220 ^ long, ai-med near the base with a whorl of four barbs

in the form of a cross, distal to which are smaller barbs pointing

towards the tip of the thread and placed in four longitudinal

rows, each of which contains about nine gradually decreasing barbs

(Plate XXV. fig. 5). The cnidoblasts occur throughout almost

the whole colony, but are particularly common on the basal discs

of sarcostyle and polyp, and at the tips of the sarcostyles and of the

tentacles.

Occasionally solitary hydrothecse and nematophores arise from
the hydrorhizal tube.

The gonosome is not present.

Locality. Porto Praya, Santiago, 10 fathoms ; 12th August,

1904.

Family LafoIiid^.

FiLBLLUM SERPENS (Hassall 1852).

This species is represented by scanty specimens creeping on
a fragment of a Gymnoblast colony. In essential characters the

specimens agree with Hincks's description (1868), but they appear

to be of less robust growth, while the margins of the hydrothecae
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are frequently marked by several " regeneration-lines," as in

specimens from the North Sea in my possession.

The coppinia-gonosome is not present.

Locality. Creeping on Soleniopsis deiidrifovniis, which was found
growing on the bottom of a lighter : St. Vincent, Cape Verde
Islands; 30th July, 1904.

OuspiDELLA HUMiLis Hincks MS. & 1866.

Minute hydrothecse arising here and there from a tubular
stolon creeping upon Soleniopsis dendriformis . The hydrothecse

are delicate and cylindrical, generally 0"2 mm. in height by about
0"05 in diameter, although a rare specimen attained a height of

0*4 mm. They show in many cases a tendency to contract

slightly towards the proximal end, while the distal end is crowned
by convergent opercular segments. They agree with Hincks's
description and figures of the species.

Gonosome not known.
Locality, {a) Creeping upon a polyzoon, which was obtained

growing on the bottom of a lighter : St. Vincent, Cape Verde
Islands; 20th July, 1904.—(6) Upon Soleniopsis dendriformis;
30th July, 1904.

Family Campanulariid^.

Clytia geniculata Thornely 1904.

Several small colonies, the largest rather under 1 cm. in height,

gi'owing on a polyzoon. The specimens agree in every respect

with the original description and figures, the peculiar method of

branching being particularly noticeable. The hydrothecse, which
are some 1"1 mm. long by 0*6 mm. in greatest diameter, bear

from 18 to 20 long teeth; each tooth being strengthened by a

median fold which is continued for a short distance down the

wall of the hydrotheca as a more or less definite line.

The gonangia vary somewhat as regards their opening, some-
times having a plain, cylindrical, distal end ; at other times with
a distinctly constricted neck below the aperture. Sometimes they
arise in pairs from the base of a pedicel.

Locality. Growing on polyzoa found on the bottom of a lighter

;

a single specimen on the back of a small crab. St. Vincent,

Cape Verde Islands; 30th July, 1904.

Obelia dichotoma (Linnseus 1758).

A few delicate colonies, the largest only 4 mm. high, occur on
the carapace of a minute ciub. The stems, which are unfascicled,

are divided by slanting nodes into regular intei'nodes 0*4 mm. in

length, from the distal end of each of which arises a hydrotheca.

Branches are frequent, sometimes 1*5 mm. in length, arising in

every case from the side of a pedicel. They are thus alternate,

and, like the stem, they bear alternate hydrothecse, from the

pedicels of which smaller branchlets with one hydrotheca may
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arise. Frequently the branches end in blind stolons. The

hydrothecaj are alternate and are borne at the distal ends of the

internodes on short pedicels marked by four or five annulations,

the base of the internode above that from which the pedicel

springs bearing a like number of rings. The calycles are short

and subtriangular, with a rather wide aperture and an almost

even, delicate rim. The whole colony is of delicate texture, the

perisarc being remarkably clear and hyaline.

Gonosome not present.

The form described above seems to be a young stage of

0. dichotoma Linn. Its much smaller size, its lack of horn-

colour, its branches arising from the side of a pedicel,^ and the

shorter subtriangvilar shape of its hydrothecse, are differences

insufficient to distinguish it specificalty from the older form.

Loccdity. On the carapace of a small crab found crawling on

the bottom of a lighter : St. Vincent, Cape Yerde Islands ; 30th

July, 1904.

GoNOTHYRiEA GRACILIS (SarS 1851).

A few small specimens of this beautiful species occur growing

upon a fragment of calcareous material. The colonies are only

8 mm. in height, and differ from those described and figured by

Hincks (1868) in that the hydrothecse are somewhat less slender.

The remaining characters—the peculiar origin of the branches,

stuck on, one would almost think, as an afterthought, the gradual

tapering of the hydrotheca towards its base, the number of the

long pointed teeth, the ringing beneath the hydrotheca and at the

proximal end of the branches—agree with previous descriptions.

Two long slender gonangia, with traces of a marginal collar as

in Hincks's figures, are present, one arising from the hydrorhiza,

the other from a peduncle.

Loccdity. St. Yincent, Cape Yerde Islands, 10 fathoms
;

27th July, 1904.

Oampanularia caliculata Hincks 1863.

Typical examples of this species, with crenated pedicel, distal

spherical segment, and thick-walled, smooth-rimmed hydrothecae,

occur creeping on a seaweed. In our specimens the pedicels

average 0-5 mm. in length and are marked by about 10 crenations.

The gonangia are absent.

Locality. Porto Grande : creeping on seaweed in a shoi'e-pool.

Campaxularia ptychocyathus Allman 1888.

Numerous crowded, pedunculate hydrotheca^, and gonangia

springing from a creeping stolon have been found on a polyzoon.

The specimens agree closely with Allman's description and figures,

especially characteristic being the delicate, frequently collapsed,

distal portion of the hydrotheca, which in our specimens bears

10 long teeth; the stem with a few rings (generally two) beneath

the hydrotheca and with several at the base ;
the smooth
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cylindrical gonangia with inai'ked constriction beneath the shallow

saucer-like top.

From locality c there are only a few hydrothecee gi^owing upon
tSertularia distans, gonangia being absent.

Localities, {a) Creeping on a polyzoon found on the bottom
of a lighter: St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands; 30th July, 1904.

—{h) On a pebble, 10 fathoms : St. Vincent; 27th July, 1904.—
(c) Creeping on Sertidaria distans : Porto Grande, shoi-e-pools

;

? July, 1904.

Campanularia mutabilis, sp. n. (Plate XXIII. figs. 3, 4, 5.)

Rare specimens occur creeping upon Sertidaria versluysi and
Soleniopsis dendriformis. From a thick-w^alled, creejDing, hydro-
rhizal tube the hydrothecpe arise at irregular intervals. They are

borne on thick-walled peduncles with a length roughly three-

fourths that of the hydrotheca, varying from 0*4 to 0-8 mm.,
and marked by from four to eight well-defined twists. The hydro-
thecse are large but vary from 0'8 to 1*2 mm. in length and from
about 0"5 to 0'6 mm. in breadth. They are almost camj)anulate

in shape, gradually widening u]3wards to the mai-gin, which
is frequently oblique, is beautifully recurved, and is sometimes
reduplicated (PI. XXIII. fig. 3). A slight ridge of perisai-c at the
base of the hydrotheca forms a platform uj)on which a ccenosarcal

disc at the bottom of the hydranth rests, and beneath this,

seemingly within the peduncle, is a delicate basal septum. The
hydrothecse are seldom set symmetrically upon their peduncles.

Owing to the state of preservation, the structure of the hydranth
could not be recognised. The tentacles appeared to be few in

niimber.

Gonosome not known.
Localities. («) St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands : gi'owing on

specimens obtained from the bottom of a lighter ; 30th Jul}',

1904.—(6) Piles of pier : Porto Praya; 12th August, 1904.

The specimens from Porto ~PrajSb (only a few hydrothecag have
been found) are considerably larger than those from St. Vincent,
but the specific structures in the two sets of specimens are

identical (cf. fig. 5 and figs. 3 & 4, PI. XXIII.).
This species approaches Lafoea pocillum Hincks 1868, from

which howeA^er it differs greatly in shape and in possessing an
everted margin. From Campanularia corrugata Thornely 1904,
it may be distinguished by its strongly-twisted peduncle, its

campanulate shape, and its non-corrugated walls.

Family Sertulariid^.

Sertularia distans* Lamouroux 1816.

A species rejDresented by a few colonies growing upon a sea-

weed. The largest specimens are 7 mm. high, while the internodes

* In accordance with the recent determination of Dr. A. Billard (1907), who has had
an opportunity of examining the type specimen of Lamouroux, I have substituted
the designation of that author for the more usual synonym -S. gracilis Hassall.
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average 0*4 mm. in length. The hydrothecfe are free for rather

more than half their height distally, the free portion being sharply-

divergent. The mai-gin is divided into two lateral teeth, and
there are two opercular flaps. The specimens agree closely with

the descriptions and figures of Hincks (1868) and ISTutting (1904).

Gonangia not present.

Locality. Porto Grande : shore-pools ; ? July 1904.

Sertularia mayert ISTutting 1904.

Several specimens of this species have been obtained. The
specimens agree in all respects with the description given by
Nutting, except that in our forms, which are smaller than the

American specimens—the maximum being about 7 mm.—the

hydrothecse appear to be rather moi'e closely aj)proximated,

the length of an internode being only 0-6 mm. While in many
cases the margin and operculum had coUajDsed, as described by
Nutting, in others this portion of the hydrotheca ret-ained its

form, and two large latei'al teeth, with sometimes a minute
median superior tooth, and a two-flapped operculum could be

distinguished.

Gonosome not known.
Localities, (a) Porto Grande, St. Vincent, Cape Yerde Islands :

creeping on seaweed found in shore-pools.—(6) On seaweed

found by diving among coral in 2 fathoms of water : St. Vincent,

22nd July, 1904.

Sertularia versluysi Nutting 1 904. (= Desmoscyplnts gracilis

Allman 1888.) (Plate XXIV. figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & text-fig. 144.)

A large number of colonies varying from 2 to 4 cm. in height.

The stem is erect, unfascicled, and sj)rings from a spreading mass

of hydrorhiza. The lower portion of the stem for a distance

varying from 3 to 10 mm. is smooth, thick-walled, and unbranched,

and usually bears two straight internodes. The remainder, which

is separated from the unbranched portion by a long, sloping,

splice-like joint, is divided by slanting nodes into regular inter-

nodes about 0*7 mm. in length, each bearing thi-ee hydrothecfe

—

two on one side, one on the other. From beneath the lower of

the two hydrothecse the branches arise. They are about 4 mm.
long, are regiilarly alternate, thus giving the colony a plumose

appearance, and are divided into internodes, 0*4 mm. long, by

nodes which slope from behind forward and downward. They
are placed slightly on the front of the stem, and are borne on

a long stem-process, but arise at an angle of 60° rather than at

right angles as described by Nutting.

The hydrothecfe are placed on the front of stem and branches

;

on the former they are alternate and apart, while on the latter

they are opposite, and contingent for the greater part of their

length, the distal free portion being bent at right-angles to the

adnata portion. The hydrotheca pairs are distant from one

another about tlie height of a hydrotheca. The hydrothecfe, short
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and stout proximally, gradually nairow towai'ds the opening,

which is furnished with two long, thick-rimmed, latei'al teeth.

The operculum is composed of two flaps, in this agreeing with

jSiutting's description and diflering from that of Versluys (1899,

p. 43), where only a single flap is mentioned.

Gonoso7ne.—The gonangia, which are characteristic, have not

been previously described. They are 1 mm. high, borne on short

stalks on the front of the stem, generally one on each internode,

and arise from near the base of a hydrotheca. They are strongly

compressed from back to front, somewhat flask-shaped, with their

greatest diameter (0'6 mm.) near the base and gradually narrowing
towards the top, where a slight neck is sui-niounted by a flattened

disc bearing two long, incurved, horn-like spines. These are

placed, one on each side, immediately above the longitudinal

lateral ridge formed by the compression of the gonangium. The
gonangia are strongly ridged throughout, the ridges varying in

number from five to eight. The gonangial contents escape through

a longitudinal slit with toothed edges, stretching along the flattened

top of the gonangium from " horn" to " horn."

Text-fie-. 144.

hLst

Male Gonosome of Sertularia versltiysi.

ap., aperture with toothed lips through which gonangial contents escape ; w., wall

of gonangium ; ffub., gubernaculum ; sp., spermarj- ; col., central column of

gonophore; ^ow.,'gonophore ; eci., ectoderm ; eiw^., endoderm ; 6Zs#.,blastostyle.

A peculiar modification was noted in one of the specimens

examined, where the distal and posterior poi'tion of a biunch-

internode had become free and was prolonged into a straight
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shai'p spine lying almost parallel to the continuation of the
branch. The spiny apjjearance of the branch-bearing processes

of the stem when denuded of their branches is also noteworthy
(c/. AUman, 1888, p. 72).

Locality. Porto Praya, Cape Verde Islands : piles of pier

;

12th August, 1904.

Other localities :—Off Bermuda, 30 fathoms (' Challenger ')

;

Cape Verde Islands, 25 metres {Versluys); on floating gulf-weed
{^Albatross ') ; N,W. of Cape Blanc (Soudan), in 55 to 60 metres
{Billard, 1906).

In the colonies examined, the gonophores were all male and in

an advanced stage of development. Their structures resemble
those of Sertulai-ia inmnila as described by Nutting (1904, pp. 26
et seq.), but in most, owing perhaps to the advanced stage of the
gonophore, the blastostyle is comparatively small, and in no case

could be observed to terminate in a thickened plug or " Decken-
platte." On the other hand, delicate strands of ectoderm stretched

from the outer coat of the gonophore to the gonangial wall, to

which they were attached, thus mooring the gonophore within
the gonangium. Nutting, who also has found similai' " gubei--

nacula " in a male gonangium but arising from a sperm-bearing
blastostyle instead of from a true gonophore, suggests that they
may connect the ectoderm of the blastostyle, or in this case of the
gonophore, with a delicate ectodermal layer which in some cases

lines the inside of the gonangial walls (Nutting, 1904, p. 29).

In these specimens I have been unable to detect the presence of

an ectodermic gonangial layer such as Nutting describes. He
also suggests that they may possess the nutritive function
attributed by Weismann (1883) to the gubernacula of ''•Sertularia

pumila."

Sertularia l^vimarginata, sp. n. (Plate XXVI. figs. 5 & 6.)

Several minute colonies, less than 3 mm. in height, spring from
a creeping hydrorhizal tube which ramifies over a polyzoon-

encrusted frond. The stems are unfascicled and unbranched and
are divided into distinct internodes, about 0*3 mm. long, which
become much constricted in the neighbourhood of the nodes.

The portion of the stem proximal to the first distinct node, which
slopes at a high angle from back to front, is athecate, but each
internode bears two opposite hydrothecae towards its distal end.

The hydrothecfe rest upon a bulging portion of the internode

and are somewhat ventricose, the bulging poi-tions meeting on the
front of the stem, but being slightly separated, for O'Ol mm.,
behind. For less than half their height they are adnate to the

stem, but the distal portion (about 0-28 mm. in length) bends
sharply outwards, so that the apparent upper sides form an
almost straight horizontal line. The free portion becomes
gradually constricted and tube-like towards the margin, which is

smooth and is characterised by a shallow sinus on its upper edge,

at the base of which is attached a disc-shaped adcauline operculum.
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This operculum is frequently drawn within the hydrotheca. The
aperture faces obliquely vipwards,

The gonosome is absent.

Locality. Creeping upon a leaf found in one of the bottles

containing Mr. Orossland's collection of tunicates from Mattiota,
St. Vincent Harbour, Cape Yerde Islands.

The peculiarly shaped hydrothecse in the present specimen bear
some resemblance to those of Sertularia lucernaria Kirchen.
1864; but in that species the aperture is almost horizontal, with
a very distinct margin, the hydrothecse are widely separated,

and the colonies are branched, with a bushy habit of growth,
altogether different from the minute, simple, and scattered
colonies of S. Icevimargi7iata.

Family Plumulariid^.

PiiUMULARiA HALECioiDES Alder 1859.

This species is represented by a few specimens, attaining a
maximum height of 2'5 cm., which agree closely with the de-

scription of Hincks (1868). The following variations from and
additions to that description were noted :—The branches, which
are rare and may arise on any side, spring in the specimens
examined, not from the original hydroclade-bearing tube, but
from one of the secondary tubes of the stem-fascicle ; the hydro-

clades bear up to six hydrothecse in place of Hincks's maximum
of four ; intermediate athecate internodes are not always present

between thecate internodes, thus in 100 internodes examined
only 31 were athecate and intermediate, a pair of the latter

rarely occurring together ; the gonangia, for the most pai-t

strongly ringed, occvir not only on the stem but also on the hydro-

rhizal tubes. Similar variations have been noted by Billard

(1904, pp. 181 et seq.) in sjaecimens from the French coast and
from Algeria.

Locality. St. Vincent, Cape Yerde Islands : growing on the

bottom of a lighter; 20th Jvily, 1904. Also found on 22nd
July, 1904, by diving among coral in a depth of 2 fathoms.

MoNOST^CHAs quadridens (McCrady 1857). (Plate XXY.
fig. 4.)

Two colonies have been referred to this species. They differ

markedly in size and habit from the flabellate, dichotomously
branched, 6-inch high specimens described by Nutting (1900,

p. 75) ; for they are unbranched and but 1 cm. in height. Never-
theless the minute structure agrees so closely with Nutting's

descriptions and figures, that I cannot regard these specimens as

specifically distinct. I noted, however :—(1) The peculiar manner
in which the hydroclades arise from the stem. The distal

pox'tion of the stem-internode bends over towards the antei-ior

aspect of the stem, and to the end of this bent portion the hydro-

clade is attached by a slanting node ; while from the posterior
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portion of the bend a second stem-internode arises, at an
angle with the first. Each hydroclade lies in a line with the stem-
internode from which it arises, and from the posterior aspect of

which the succeeding stem-internode is thrown ofi' at an angle
(PI. XXV. fig. 4). The structure of the colony thus comes to
resemble that of a helicoid cyme. (2) An unprotected sarco.style,

not mentioned by Nutting, issues from the angle between the
hydrotheca and its internode. The ai-rangement of the nemato-
phoi'es agrees with that in Nutting's figure, pi. xiii. fig. 2,

except that the supracalycine nematophores more closely resemble
those in fig. 4, scarcely reaching the margin of the hydrotheca.
On the stem-internodes, of which there are only fo\n' in our
largest specimen, the nematophores vary from 3 to 5.

Gonosome not present.

Locality. St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands, 15 fathoms i

30th July, 1904.

In the collections made by Professor W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.,
in connection with the Gulf of Manaar Pearl Fishei'ies Investi-

gations, small specimens of this species occur similar in size to

those above described—'' half an inch is the height of the largest

colony" (Thornely, 1904, p. 120).

Aglaophenia marginata, sp. n. (Plate XXIV. figs. 7, 8, 9, 10.)

Slender, monosiphonic colonies reaching a height of 6 cm.
The normal condition of the colonies is simple, for in only one
specimen was a branch found, springing from the a.nterior surface

of the stem. The stem is divided into internodes, 0*5 mm. in
length, each bearing a hydroclade on a prominent, rounded and
perforated process lying midway between the nodes. The hydro-
clades are short, generally less than 3 mm., set forward on the
stem, alternate, and divided into internodes 0-35 mm. long, each
of which bears a hydrotheca. Two intemodal septa are present,

one proximal and opposite the intrathecal septum and extending
completely around the internodal wall ; the other distal and less

pronounced, opposite the base of the supracalycine nematophores,
and sloping slightly upwards.

The liydrothecfe are small, 0-25 mm., closely approximated and
rather deep, with a concave anterior profile, and a slightly oblique
margin marked by nine teeth, which increase in size towards the
antei'ior of the calycle. A distinct, horizontal septum traverses the
hydrotheca cavity about a fifth from the base. The supracalycine
nematophores are small, just reaching the level of the hydrotheca
margin. The mesial nematophore is adnate for little more than
half the height of the hydrotheca, and has but a short divergent
" beak " free. There are two nematophores on each stem-internode,
one opposite, the other distal to, the hydroclade-bearing process.

The stem is of a horny-brown colour, which fades into a faint
yellow towards the tip.

Gonosome.—The corbulas are about 1'7 mm. in length by 1 mm.
in breadth, elongate-oval in shape, with 7 or 8 pairs of corbula-
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leaves, which ai-e altogethei' free from one aiiothei-. Every leaf

bears a row of 6 or 7 large bulging nematophores on each margin.

The coenosarc from which the portions supplying these nemato-

phores branch off runs up one side of the leaf, sending ofi' as it

passes a short process into each nematophore on that side, and

then having passed a considerable distance up the leaf, sends off a

larger shoot which, running backwards, supplies the nematophores

along the other side. Conforming witli this branching of the

coenosarc, the coenosarc-containing cavity in the leaf also shows a

backward-running branch connectedwith the nematophore-cavities

along one side {vide PI. XXIV. tig. 10). Without the walls of

this cavity there is a delicate chitinous membrane connecting

the nematophores and forming a wing-like extension to the body

of the leaf proper. The specific name marginata indicates the

presence of this extension. At the base of each leaf along only

one side of the corbula there is a very small spur-like nematophore.

Locality. Growing on the bottom of lighters : St. Vincent,

Cape Verde Islands ; 20th and 80th July, 1904.

Lytocarpus grandis, var. unilateralis, var. n. (Plate XXV.
figs. 1, 2, 3.)

Many much-branched colonies have been obtained from one

locality : the largest, which is fragmentary, is 20 cm. in height,

with a stem 6 mm. in diameter above the first branch, and a large

basal portion covei'ed with loose hydrorhizal tubes.

The stem is strongly fascicled and is divided neai- the base into

several large branches, which bear smaller branches and so on

sometimes to the sixth order. All the branches, except the

smallest, spring from their parent branch on the side remote from

the stem, a rather inausual arrangement to which the vai-iety

owes its name. The hydroclade-bearing tubes are divided into

regular internodes, 0-4 to O'S mm. in length, each of which bears

an alternate hydroclade almost on its anterior surface.

The hydroclades, which are borne on a perforated process of the

internode, are about 8 mm. long, and are divided into internodes

0-35 mm. in length, each with two very strong septal ridges, one

opposite the intrathecal ridge and horizontal, the other less distinct

opposite the base of the latei'al nematophores and sloping obliquely

upwards.

The hydrotheca? are closely approximated, deep, slightly bulging

below, with nine teeth, seven of which are apparent while one on

each side is hidden by the lateral nematophore. The anterior

tooth is slightly recurved. The intrathecal ridge is distinct and

is horizontal, extending around the hydrotheca about i fi-om the

base. The mesial nematophores are long, adnate almost to the

top of the hydrotheca and then free for some distance. The free

nortion varies much in length, sometimes scarcely rising above

the hydrotheca on the proximal end of a hydroclade while over-

topping those on the distal portion for a considerable distance

{cf. PI. XXV. figs. 2 & 3). In the supracalycine nematophores
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the same variability occurs, those on the proximal hydrothecse
rising just clear of the margin, those in the distal produced into

long, prominent " horns " reaching O'l mm. beyond it. They have
two apertures, one terminal, the other lateral and just above the
hydrotheca margin. The cauline nematophores, of which there
are two on each hydi'oclade-bearing internode, one ou a level with,

the other proximal to, the base of the hydroclade, are large, from
O'l to 0'2 mm. in height, and triangular.

The colonies are of a rich dark brown colour which, however,
is almost lacking in the more delicate hydroclades.

The gonosome is not present.

The specimens here described, although they difier from
L. grandis (Clarke, 1879) in their unilateral mode of branching,
agree so 'accurately with the minute structure of hydrotheca and
branch as described and figured by Versluys (1899, p. 51), that
they have been referred to that species. The black gi-anular

pigment-cells observed by Nutting (1900) in the coenosarc of

L. grandis and L. clarkei are present in considerable numbers in

my specimens. The branching here described is similar to that
of L. racemife?-us of AUman (1883), but the specimens differ

in the greater length of the hydroclades, the bulging shape
of the hydrothecpe, the number of marginal teeth (apparently only
five in Allmaii's figui^es), and the j^resence of a distal internodal

septum. Allman does not mention the presence of cauline nemato-
phores in his species.

Locality. St. Vincent, Cape Yerde Islands : depth 15 fathoms;
30th July, 1904.

Lytocarpus crosslandi, sp. n. (Plate XXIY. fig. 11 ; Plate
XXYI. figs. 2, 3, 4.)

Colonies unbranched, springing from a creeping hydrorhiza
and attaining a height of about 15 mm. The stem is mono-
siphonic, divided into regular internodes 0*3 mm. in length,

except the proximal millimetre which is undivided, and which is

separated from the remainder by a deep constriction sloping

downwards from posterior to anterior. The hydroclades, which
are borne on each intei-node, ai-e placed anteriorly ou the stem
and are approximate and altei-nate. They are divided into regular
internodes 0*25 mm. long, each of which bears on its anterioi-

surface a hydrotheca, and contains two septal ridges, one opposite

the intrathecal ridge, the other under the lateral nematophores.
Tn no case was a third septum, between the other two, obsei^ved.

The hydrotheca? are closely a23pi'oximated, and are marked in

front by a deep fold which brings the aperture into a vertical

position. The margin has anteriorly a strong, sharp, upturned
tooth and on each side a prominent lobe, while the interior is

divided into two regions by an intrathecal ridge projecting

forwards from the internode about 0*5 mm. from the bottom. A
second stout intrathecal ridge projects backwards into the hydro-
theca from between the mesial nematophore and the margin.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1 907, Xo. XXXY. 35
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The mesial nematophore is long (almost 0-3 mm.), i-e&,ching

0'05 mm. above the level of the hydrathecal margin, adnate for

little more than half its length, and with two apei'tures. The
supracalycine nematophores are divergent, long and tubular,

inclined at an angle similar to that of the mesial nematophore.

and rising a short distance above the margin of the hydrotheca,

to which they are adnate. On each stem-internode there are two
triangular nematophores, one proximal, the other distal to the

base of the hydroclade, while the base itself bears antei-iorly a

tubular nematophore.
Oonosorae.—The gonangia are borne or modified recurved

hydrocladia, divided into about ten short intei-nodes, the proximal

bearing a hydrotheca, which is replaced on the following two or

three internodes by a gonangium. Each of the remaining inter-

nodes bears one or two divergent tubular nematophores, each with

two apertures, one terminal, the other in the angle formed between
nematophore and internode. The gonangia are almost circular,

and ai-e much compressed. As many as twenty-two gonangia on

eight phylactocarps wei-e counted on one specimen. The arrange-

ment of the nematophores on the phylactocarp suggests that which
occurs in connection with the hydrothecfe, two divergent nemato-

phores frequently occuri-ing at the same level and beneath them
a single mesial nematophore.

Loccdity. Growing on a leaf found in a bottle containing

tunicates from Mattiota, St. Vincent Harbour.

The trophosome of the present species is almost identical with

that of Aglaophenia plumosa Bale (1884), but there the recurved

gonangial pinna bears " 15-20 pairs of alternate pinnules," these

again bearing the nematophores which are arranged differently

from those in the specimen before me, the whole structure forming

a corbula.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXIIL
Fig'. 1. Coryne (?) duhium, sp. ii. A complete colony to show abniKlance of

branching. X 4. (p. 491.)

2. Coryne (?) dubium, sp. n. Fragment, showina: polj'ps and origin of

branches. X 30. (p. 491.)

3. Campanularia mtitabilis, sp. n. Specimen from St. Vincent, with
regenerated margin. X 20. (p. 504.)

4. Gampanularia mtitabilis, sp. n. Specimen from St. Vincent, showing
as5'mmetry. X 20. (p, 504.)

5. Campanularia mutabilis, sp. n. Specimen from Porto Prava. X 20.

(p. 504.)

6. Sydractinia verdi, sp. n. Portion of colon}' with polyps in various states

of contraction. X 20. (p. 498.)

7. Sydractinia verdi, sp. n. Reproductive person bearing gonophores with
ova. X 50. (p. 498.)

8. Fodoooryne anecMnata, sp. n. Portion of colony with nutritive and repro-

ductive person. X circ. 30. (p. 499.)

9. Fodocoryne anechinata, s]).u. Medusoid before it is set free. X90. (p. 499.)

10. Podocoryne anecliinata, sp. n. Chitinous tubes forming mesh-like basal

expansion. X 25. (p. 499.)

11. Opliiodes caciniforinis, sp. n. Colonies creeping u.pon fragment of worm-
tube. Nat. size. (p. 500.)

12. OpJiiodes cacmiformis,s]).T:i. General structni'e of colony. X 15. (p. 500.)

Plate XXIV.
Fig. 1. Opiiiodes cacrnifoi'mis, s-p. It. Hvdranth, hvdrotheca nematophore, &c. X 40.

(p. 500.)

. 2. Sertnlaria verslnysi Nutt. Cluster of colonies. Nat. size. (p. 505.)

3. „ „ Fragment of colony showing arrangement of

branches. X 14.
"

(p. 505.)
4. „ „~- Hydrothecfe from front. X 50. (p. 505.)

5. ,, ,, Hydrothecse from side. X 50. (p. 505.)

6. ,, ,, Gonangia. X 25. (p. 505.)

7. AgJaopheiiia margiimta, sp. \\. Colonies. Slight! v reduced, (p. 509.)

8. „ ., Hydrotheca?. X 50. (p. 509.)

9. ., „ Corbula. X 40. (p. 509.)

10. „ „ Leaf of corbula. X 70. (p. 509.)

11. Lyfocarjms crossJandi, up. n. Colonies on leaf. Nat. size. (p. 511.)

Plate XXV.

Fig. 1. Lytocarpus grandis, var. unilaferalis, \ar. n. Fragment ot colony showing-
mode of branching. Nat. size. (p. 510.)

2. Lytocarpus grandis, var. unilaferalis, var. n. Hj'drothecEe from base of a
iiydroclade. X 50. (p. 510.)

3. Lytocarpus c/randis, var. unilateralia, var. n. Hj'drotheca; from tip of a
iiydroclade". X 50. (p. 510.)

4. Monosfcechas quadridens (McCrady). Showina: cvme-like origin of stem-
internodes. X 20. (p. 508.)

5. Opliiodes caciniformis, sp. n. Protruded nematocyst. X 700. (p. 501.)

Plate XXVI.
Fig. 1. Soleniopsis dendriformis, gen. et sp. nov. Colony. Nat. size. (p. 495.)

2. Lytocarpus crosslandi, sp. n. Phylactocarp. with single gonaiigium.

.

' (p. 511.)

3. ., ., Phylactocarp. X 45. (p. 511.)

4. „ „ Hydrothecai. X 60. (p. 511.)

5. Sertularia Icevimarginata, sp. n. Colonies on a leaf. Nat. size. (p. 507.)

6. \, Hydrothecse. X 60. (p. 507.)
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June 18, 1907.

G. A. BouLENGER, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions that

had been made to the Society's Menagerie in May 1907 :

—

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of May were 220 in number. Of these 103 were acquii-ed

by presentation and 37 by purchase, 68 were received on deposit,

3 in exchange, and 9 were born in the Gardens. The total number

of departures dviring the same period, by death and removals,

was 208.

Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

An Elegant Mongoose (Galidia elegcms) and a Broad-banded

Mongoose {Gcdidictis striata), the latter new to the Collection,

from Ambinaninbrano, E. Madagascar, presented by Archdeacon

Kestell-Cornish on May 28th.

Two Oapybaras {Hydrochcerus capyhara) and a Brazilian Tapir

{Tapirus americanus) from Venezuela, presented by Mr. H. G. O.

Bax-Ironside on May 30th.

A pair of Indian Onagers [Eqitus onager iiidicus) from Bokhara

and N. Khorassan, presented by Capt. Keyes on May 7th.

A Black-gloved Wallaby {Macropus irma), two Cervine Kan-
garoos (il/. cervimts), two Owen's Kangaroos {M. magnus), and

two Woodward's Kangaroos {M. ivoodwardi), the last two species

new to the Collection, from Australia, deposited on May 3rd.

A Collection of Birds from Venezuela, including 13 Felicia's

Humming-birds {Amazilia felicice), a Blue-chinned Humming-
bird {Eitcephala ccerulea), two Buby-crested Humming - birds

{Chrysolam'pis moscliitus), three Prevost's Humming-birds [Lam-

pornis prevosti), a Shining Tanager (CaUiste vitreolina), and an

Orange-browed Tanager {Euphonia elegantissima), new to the

Collection, presented by Messrs. A. and H. Pam on May 27th.

An Owl-Parrot {Stringops habroptilus) from New Zealand,

deposited on May 28th.

Two cocks and a hen Great Bustards {Otis tarda) from Spain,

presented by Mr. W. J. Buck, C.M.Z.S., on May 6th.

Mr. C. J. Gahan exhibited a remarkable luminous insect

recently presented to the British Museum by Mr. J. Kempthoi-ne,

of Great Crosby, near Liverpool, who brought it alive from Manaos
in Brazil. Perfectly larva-like in form, neai-ly an inch and a half

long, mostly of a creamy-yellow colour, but with the head and

anal segment of a darker, reddish-brown tint, the insect glowed

with a I'ich fire-red light from the head and fore part of the first

body-segment, while it had a pair of bright green lights on each

of the following segments except the last— 11 pairs in all. The
anal segment, much narrower than the others and used as a

support in walking, was the only segment of the body that was
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not luminous. The green lights were placed near the hind

margins of the segments—those on the penultimate segment close

to the median dorsal line, the others at the sides. Luminous,
larva-like insects similar to this one were known in America since

the beginning of the nineteenth century, but were met with only

at rare intervals, and for a long time were supposed to be the

larvfe of ryrophorVjS or some other genus of Elateridpe. ISTot

until 22 years ago were they first definitely ascertained to belong

to the Phengodini, a group of Malacoderm beetles allied to the

glowworms. The males of this group are ordinary winged beetles,

with well-developed plumose antennee, and rather short, narrow,

wing-cases ; they are slightly luminous from one or more of the

sternites of the abdomen. The females, apart from their greater

luminosity, are of especial interest, inasmuch as they are more
larva-like than any other known beetles ; they retain not only

the general form but all the external features of the larva,

including short, four-jointed antennae px-ovided with a sensory

organ like that of the larva, simple eyes, and five-jointed legs

ending each in a single claw ; they apparently difier from the larva

only in having somewhat shorter jaws and shorter tarsal claws.

It was impossible, therefore, to say whether the specimen ex-

hibited was an adult female or only a well-grown larva. It agreed

veiy well on the whole with the figure and description of the
_ ^^j,

female of Phengodes hieronymi Haase *, but was not-se-la-rge, was «

less hairy, and had one pair more of green lights—the pair situated
^

near the middle line on the penultimate segment. °

Mr. H. 0. Bax-Ironside, H.M. Minister to Venezuela, exhibited

a series of 1 8 models of Venezuelan Animals. The models had been <*r

made from living specimens by a native Indian, the material '^
employed being Ballata gum. i'

Mr. 0. L. Boulenger exhibited and made remarks on a new >=

Hydromedusan of which examples of both polyp and medusa f*

stages were obtained by Dr. Cunnington and himself during their ^
recent exploration of the lake Birket Qurun in the Fayum.
The medusa, for which Mr. Boulenger proposed the name

Moerisia lyonsi, g. & sp. n., was an Anthomedusan which
appeared closely related to Sarsia.

The hydroid was gymnoblastic and resembled Cordylophora,

diflfering, however, from that genus in possessing a more complex
mode of branching, and in the situation of the gonophores, which
were on the polyps themselves.

7^

Mr. R. I. Pocock, the Superintendent of the Gardens, exhibited

two young English Squirrels (Scmrus vulgaris albicauda) showing

* Deutsche Ent. Zeit. xxxii.
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an abnormal change in the colour of the fur. The Squirrels,

which had been reared by a domestic cat, were presented to the

Society by Mr. A. Heneage Cocks, F.Z.S., and had been exhibited

in the Gardens with their foster-parent and one of her kittens.

When received at the beginning of May, they were just strong

enough to crawl feebly and were well covered with their first coat

of fur, which was of the rich ruddy-brown hue characteristic of

the new coat in ordinary English Squirrels. A week or two later,

when they were sufficiently active to climb about the cage, it was
noticed that the fur was gradvially losing its colour and turning-

grey. The change was efiocted with tolerable uniformity all over

the head, tail, and body, with the result that by June 18th the

animals were of a silvery-grey tint. On the feet and along a

narrow strip bordering the white of the belly the red persisted

longest. Ultimately the feet also turned white, but on the

ventral area, especially on the inner side of the thigh, some red

hair underwent no alteration in colour. The change was accom-
plished without any sign of alteration in the thickness, length or

quality of the coat ; nor was there any other evidence of moulting.

In fact, careful watching of the pi'ocess left very little doubt that

the greyness resulted from the fading away of the red pigment in

the individual hairs.

[During the three weeks that followed the exhibition of these

Squirrels before the Society, the fur lost a good deal of its silvery

lustre and became somewhat duskier, apparently from soiling
;.

but no further change in the colour took place except the fading

of the feet above alluded +-o. By the middle of July there was
evidence of the recovery of the colour natural to the species.

This showed itself first on the head and tail. The tail began to

look thin and meagre fi'om the dropping of the hair ; and the
hairs that were shed were gradually replaced b}' others of a dark-

brown hue, the distal darkening before the proximal portion.

Similarly on the head, the greyish-white hairs were moulted and
replaced by reddish-bi-own hairs ; but on this region the coloured

ai-ea, beginning on the forehead and nose, gradually spread back-

wards over the nape, encroaching upon the greyish- white area

and being marked ofi' therefrona by a sharjD line of demarcation.
That the greyish-white hairs did not themselves become pig-

mented and turn dark was shown by the circumstance that they
were longer than the coloured hairs.

No explanation could be ofi'ered either for the loss of the colour

in the hair or for the midsummer moult of the faded hair. The
only abnormal feature in the history of the Squirrels was their

nurture on Cats' milk instead of on Squirrels' milk. There was
conceivably a connection between the unusual food and the con-

dition that caused the canescence or fading of the hair.]

The following papers were read :-
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1. On the Growth-forms and supposed Species in Corals.

By Frederic Wood Jones, M.B., F.Z.S.

[Received June 15, 1907.]

(Plates XXVII.-XXIX.* and Text-figures 145-161.)

Before anyone engaged in the study of living creatures

attempts to classify or arrange his material, it is essential that

he should first observe, to the best of his ability, the life-jDrocesses

of those creatures the afiinities of which he would determine.

The zoology that deals with living animals must handle its

material for study as living entities, it must observe the animals

in their natural surroundings, must see the widest possible extent

of their variation, and mark every influence of changing environ-

ment on the creature, before a cataloguing or an ordering of genera

and species is undertaken. There should be no studying of living

animals fi-om fragments, as though they were creatures long since

extinct.

I think it is true to say, that of all classes of animals the

corals have suffered most injustice at the hands of zoologists, by
reason of their being studied as fragments, and far from the site

of their natural envii-onment. It is also true to say that the

collecting and describing of fragments of the vegetative growths

of corals can lead only to confusion, for the conditions of the

environment that produced the special characters of the fragment

must always be carefully inquired into.

The coi'als constitute a chaotic collection of individuals, and the

uncertainty as to what may be considered as a species is the first

pi'oblem that must confront anyone who happens to study corals

from his own resources on an isolated coral-reef. A gradually

acquired familiarity with the actively growing corals in their

natural habitat produces a gradual change in the standpoint from
which a student would regard the limits of specific range ; and
a regular transition of ideas is undergone, from an early stage in

which the number of species is believed to be limitless, to a final

stage when the enormous vai'iation in response to environment is

recognised, and the actual species are known to be but few.

I am convinced that the only real advance that is likely to be

made in the knowledge of a class of animals such as the I'eef-

corals, must be the outcome of actual observation on the living

colony ; and the entire aim of my fifteen months' residence on the

Oocos-Keeling atoll was the watching of the coral-growths in

the endless variations of their natural environment.

I would urge that if these observations have but little scientific

vakie, yet they have this merit, that anyone without special

knowledge, but with a love of Nature, may extend and I'epeat

them ; and I believe that along these lines lies the interest of

corals.
* For explanation of the Plates, see p. 556.
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The modern literature of corals and the modern methods of

their study are devoid of interest, except to the museum specialist

;

and of those people whose lot is cast in places where excellent

oppoi'tunities of study are at hand, many are prevented from
making useful observations, by the wonderful maze of man-made
difficulties that surrounds the study of a class of really interesting

animals.

So as to introduce some order into the arrangement of the

material collected and observed in the Cocos-Keeling group, it will

be best to follow the life of the growing coral in its natural

surroundings. The early stages need be touched on but lightly,

and for all practical purposes the life of the colony may be con-

sidered to start with the fixation of the young larva. It is well

known that the hollow, and as yet entirely uncalcified larva is

expelled from the central cavity of the brooding parent, and in

company with many hundreds of its kind is shot oub into the

water to take its chances of the tides and currents. It will at

once be seen how varied may be the fortunes of the young coral,

and how each individual embryo, endowed with its inherent

growth-tendency, has a wide range of chance resting-places, that

may happen to be suitable or not.

Every coi-al embiyo launched into the world mvist start its cai'cer

by becoming fixed to some nucleus, upon which it may build its

future colony ; and the nature of the nucleus, and its situation,

though necessarily the outcome of the merest chance, are the

determining factors in shaping the after destinies of the colony.

Coral embryos will l)ecome attached to almost anything in the

water ; they become fixed to older colonies, to shells, to dead
coral masses, or even to floating pieces of wood ; their resting

place may chance to be of almost any shape, and to be situated

in almost any environment. Now when the young coi-al starts

its division, both the shape and the site of the nucleus are

capable of modifying its method of division.

The asexual reproduction of corals is carried out by the division

of the parent zooid, and the various methods by which this

division is effected differ from each other considerably ; and it is

necessary to touch briefly upon the chief methods by which a

zooid reproduces itself.

It is as well to state at the outset, and thus avoid much further

explanation, that the different methods of division, though highly

characteristic of certain well-mai-ked types of growth, are not
definitely and unalterably fixed ; and I think it is justifiable to

dogmatise, and state that anyform of coral may exhibit any form
of division. Since the resulting form of vegetative growth is

purely the outcome of the type of division adopted by the zooid,

then it follows that coral colonies may grow in many vegetative

forms ; and, again, these vegetative forms are not definitely fixed,

for as any form of coral may exhibit any form of division, it

follows that any form of coral may also exhibit any form of

vegetative srrowth.
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Speaking quite broadly, a colony may grow according to five

diflerent types of vegetative growth. It may grow as ( 1
) a spherical

mass, (2) an encrusting layer, (3) a free plate, (4) a branching

tree-like growth, or (5) a mere amorphous lump ; and though
a definite inherent growth tendency is sti'ongly implanted in the

embryo, still the demands of the environment may call forth any
type of vegetative growth.

The growth-forms are purely the results of I'epeated divisions

of the zooids, and so it will be seen that the relative value, from
a reproductive point of view, of the zooids in a colony, is a thing

of the greatest importance. This consideration brings in its train

the division of all the colonial corals into two groups of normal
growth-forms ; for all the zooids may take an equal share in the

asexual reproduction, or again, some maybe of greater importance

than others, and the asexual reproductive functions may be lodged

in a very few individuals only. These two great divisions must
be considered sepaiutely, for the rules that maybe applied to their

respective methods of growth are widely different.

Taking first the class in which every unit is of equal value, and
going back to the earliest origin of the colony, it is easily seen

that a zooid " A " settled on a nucleus will divide into zooids
" B " and " C," and " B " will further divide into " D " and " E,"

and "C" into " F" and " G," and so on; each newly-divided

individual taking its equal share in future divisions. The natural

outcome of this state of things is that, if the site of election of

growth be a prominence, or, as is not uncommon, a small isolated

fragment, then the equal divisions will tend to form a spherical

mass. The rapidly growing colony will tend to surround the

nucleus on all sides, and in this manner are formed those rounded
masses of Porites and Astrceojjora that are commonly to be found
lying free in sandy pools, and which, when broken across, are

seen to be formed around a central nucleus, that generally consists

of a fragment of dead and altered coral.

It is of course but natural that the true spherical form cannot
long survive in very large colonies, for the zooids growing below
are of necessity killed by pressure. The mass will therefore

become a hemisphere, and continue its growth as a rounded
boulder. This boulder-form is a very common type of vegetative

ijrowth among the reef-bviildins' corals ; for if the s^rowth starts

as a perfect sphere, it will ultimately assume this form, and if the

colony starts its growth on a basis that is not an isolated fragment,

it will start this mode of growth from its first beginning.

There are many difi'erent ways in which the asexual reproduction

of the zooids is carried out, for the budding and division may
proceed in various fashions. The principal types of budding vary
from each othei- in the actual site of origin of the daughter zooid

from the parent, and in the degree of the final separation of the

two zooids. These types, I think, do not merit individual de-

scription here, for what was said previously is true for them all.
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and each, though highly characteristic as an inherent growth-

form for a certain coral, may be assumed by many other corals.

Text-fiff. 145.

Vegetative ieproductio;i in Corals.

Diagram to illustrate reproduction by equal budding : the transverse lines

show the surface-level at the time when division took place.

One method of division that is important among corals with

zooids of equal reproductive value, is the type characteristic of

the Meandrinae (text-figs. 149, 150). In these corals the com-

plete separation of the divided zooids is never carried out by the

calcareous partition-walls, and so a more or less linear series of

zooid mouths is formed. Tentacles fringe the margins of this

series, and the resulting skeleton exhibits those well-known

fissure-like markings that have given museinii specimens the

name of " brain-corals."

N'ow even such a highly characteristic type of division as that

of the Meandrinse may be assumed by other corals ; and as sports,
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Text-%. 147.

Text-fiii-. 146

Vegetative reproduction in Corals.

Text-fig. 146.—Type in which the daughter zooids hecome completely separated.

Text-fig. 147.—Type in which separation of the daughter zooids is less complete.

Text-fig. 148. Text-fiff. 149.

Vegetative reproduction in Corals.

Text-fig. 148.—Further stage of incomplete separation of zooids

Text-fig. 149.—Meandrine type of division.

Text-fip-. 150.

Vegetative reproduction in Corals.

Meandrine type of division : no separation of daughter zooids.
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or even as localised patches in otherwise normal colonies, pther

corals may divide actively and yet form no calcareous partition-

walls.

The meaning of these assumptions of an entirely foreign method

of division is somewhat difficult to understand, but when an

Astrea exhibits Meandrine fission, it is usually a sign that the

colony is not flourishing and is in an unsuitable site
;

it would

almost appear that the building of unnecessary partition-walls

was too great an effort for the unhealthy zooids (text-fig. 151 and

PL XXIX. fig. 2).

Text-fig. 151.

Vegetative reproduction in Corals.

Diagram showing an Astrea assuming (as a sport) a Meandrine form of
'° °

division. From an actual specimen.

Ao-ain, the thickness of the intervening partition between two

adjacent zooids is subject to endless variation, and in consequence

the surface-pattern and the density of the coral may vary widely

within the limits of a species. The same variation is to be seen

in the level of the site of origin of the lateral buds, and this will

have to be referred to later on, when the cause of the variations

is considered.

Another feature that is subject to an excess of variation, and

must therefore be considered, is the amount of raising from the

o-eneral surface of each individual corallite. Every corallite of

the colony may be flush with the general surface, or it may be

raised from it in varying degrees, and the degree of raising gives

very characteristic appearances to the colonies. The degree of

elevation of the corallite is no safe criterion for determining

specific rank, for it is a variable factor depending altogether on

the reactions of the coral to its environment. The portions of

the coral body that lie between the actual corallites are also im-

portant in this connection, for many characters that may have

undue importance attached to them are displayed here. The

interspaces may be smooth or rough, they may be sculptured in

various fashions, and they may be elevated or depressed; but

very great caution, and a very long study of the possibilities of

variation, must be used by anyone who would assign specific rank

to any of their forms.

Althouah a very large number of corals have the normal habit of

reproducing equally from all parts of their surface, still evidences
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may be seen, at many points of most colonies, that certain groups

of zooids are more active than their fellows.

The special activity of these zooids may be due to purely local

causes ; it may be called forth merely by irritation of a localised

portion of the surface of the colony ; or it may be a real alteration

of veo-etative habit. It is an outstanding fact about all the

colonies observed for long intervals, that the growth tends to

become irregular—at different times diffei-ent portions of the

colony have sudden phases of active growth, and these may be

due to no observable cause. Again, some zooids of the colony

may have special advanta,ges due to the environment, and these

zooids will grow and divide excessively, in such a manner that

they dominate the growth of the whole colony, and consequently

modify its form. The conditions of the environment may call

forth special reproductive activity in any portion of the growth,

and so in a colony, all of whose units are of equal importance,

some part will be found to be growing onwards, whilst all the

remainder of the zooids are piuctically at rest. In this way the

typical hemisphere of such colonies may become modified as a

creeping plate, an encrusting layer, a pseudo-branching form, or

a mass of mere irregular nodules.

In those coiuls whose zooids are naturally of equal i-epro-

ductive importance therefore, forms may arise, from physiological

need, that simulate exactly those forms whose zooids are naturally

of differing reproductive value.

Turning now to the corals that constitute the second class, and

have some of their units specialised as active agents of growth,

it is at once seen that the possibilities of variation of normal

vegetative habit are greatly increased. All the elaborate

branching forms, plates, and leaf-like growths belong to this

class ; and all are evolved by special peculiarities of the gi-owing

point. The zooids that constitute the growing point may take

vai'ious forms : they may be arranged as a cluster, as a creeping

edo'e or as many varieties of terminal shoots of branches.

In the first instance, it is necessary to draw very sharp dis-

tinctions between two subdivisions of this group. In Group 1

come all those forms like Montipora, whose distal zooids are the

newest formed members of the colony (text-fig. 152); and m
Group 2 are included the Madrepores, whose distal zooid is the most

ancient individual in the whole growth (text-fig. 153, p. 527).

In dealing with Group 1 many forms have to be considered,

for when the youngest are the active cells their growth-cluster

may be very variously disposed, and on its disposition the

resulting vegetative form entirely depends.

When the growing cells are arranged in linear series, a flat

o-rowth will result, which grows from one of its edges, or from

them all ; and in this way an encrusting layer or a free plate may
be formed. Corals that grow with a linear growing point may
settle dowu on a basis, and spread over it in all directions, taking
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an exact impression of every irregularity of its contour; and

then, reaching the limits of the basis, they may grow from it as

flat plates, spreading out from its margins. Such corals as grow
in this fashion show many curious changes at their free margins,

for although the superior surface of the encrusting layer can

alone produce zooids, still at the free edge zooids will appear on

both superior and inferior surfaces.

In connection with these partial plates a very curious fact is

always demonstrated, for the whole surface structure of the coral

body, and of the corallites, differs above and below ; and this

important fact will need further reference. A coral may start

from its first beginning by growing as free exfoliating plates, and
then it may bear zooids on both surfaces of the plates, or on the

upper surface alone. In every case where zooids are borne both

above and below, there is the same marked difference of structure

between the two surfaces.

Text-fio-. 152.

Vegetative reproduction in Corals.

Diagrammatic section to illustrate the mode of growth of Montipores :

the uppermost zooids are the most newly formed.

When the linear growing point grows unifoi'mly upwards, the
I'esulting growth consists of a series of vertical plates ; and when
the growth takes this form, the structure of both sides of the

plate is identical, and zooids grow from both surfaces.

A plate-like growth is formed by a uniform and continuous

growing edge ; but. the linear series of young growing cells may
not maintain their continuity : the growing edge may reach a

certain size and then divide, and the resulting growth consequently

takes the form of a plate, cleft at its edges, or of a branching

form, all of whose branches are given off in one plane. This is a

highly chai'acteristic form of growth of one type of Montipore
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that is abundant in tlie islitnd.s, and it grades very naturally into

the plate-like growths on the one hand, and into the complicated

branching forms on the other.

In theinan}' highly branched forms of vegetative growth, the

growing cells form a cluster, and this cluster divides as it grows

upwards, with the development of many growing points at

intervals on the pa-rent stem. The cluster may be of various

shapes, and its form determines that of the stem that results

from it. The stem may be rounded or flattened, may be thin or

thick, and it may bi'anch at frequent intervals, or it may scarcely

branch at all, so that straight rods of unifoi'm thickness may be

characteristic of the vegetative growth of the coral.

Another modification of this method of growth is that in which

practically the whole colony represents the growing point, and

then the entire mass grows upwards as a solid column ; or the

growing point may be confused and irregularly distribvited, and

then an irregular, lumpy amorphous mass results.

Whatever"^ the vegetative growth may be, it is m these cases

the product of a mass of growing cells, and these cells are being

pei'petually renewed, so that the growing point always contains

the youngest cells in the colony.

In Gh'otqi 2, however, this state of things is entirely altered,

for there one zooid, which is situated at the extremit}^ of the

stem, and which I shall call throughout the "dominant apical

zooid," constitutes the growing point ; and this zooid is the parent

of the entire colony.

The zooid that settles down to establish a Madrepore colony has

the peculiar innate property of perpetual growth and perpetual

youth ; and this original zooid grows up and up, budding new
zooids from its sides, until destruction overtakes it. As a, matter-

of fact, a Madrepore colony usually starts as a flat growth which

spreads from its edges, but this method of growth lasts for only

a veiy short time ; and all the characteiistics of the " dominant

zooid"—which is here the cential zooid—are even then well

marked.
Besides possessing these peculiar jjhysiological distinctions, the

"dominant zooid" is marked off from its fellows by a great

anatomical feature, for it is a symmetrical zooid. Of the many
thousands of daughter zooids budded ofi' from the " dominant

zooid," all are not alike ; the great bulk are asymmetrical, and are

but little raised from the general surface of the coral, but here

and there a prominent and symmetrical zooid is given oflf. Like

the " dominant zooid," these lateral zooids possess the power of

perpetual gi'owth, and they are the agents in forming the latei'al

branches. Under certain conditions only very few of these

prominent lateral zooids are produced, and then the resulting

veo-etative growth consists of long straight stems with but few

side-branches.

The typical form of vegetative growth of the Madrepores is

therefore a branching system, but many variants of this form are
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Text-fie-. 153.

527

Vegetative reproduction in Corals.

Diagrammatic section to illustrate the mode of growth of Madrepores

:

the " dominant apical zooid" is the oldest member.

developed normally and abnormally. Pseudo plate-like growths

are common, and they are formed by the anastomosis of ntnnerons

branches in one plane. Again, the importance of the " dominant

apical zooid " is variable, and some types branch more after the

type fashion of the Montipores, for a whole apical series of zooids

may be symmetrical.

Having now reviewed, in some measure, the various methods of

the formation of the vegetative growth of colonies, it is necessary

to see how far these forms of growth are to be reckoned as specific

qualities. Here a great difficulty arises, for an enormous amount,

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No, XXXVT. 36
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of time and careful experiment must be devoted to the proving

or disproving of each individual case ; and though, after long

familiarity with living corals, one may feel cei-tain that two
entirely different vegetative forms belong to the same species, yet

the conclusive proof may be lacking.

Collecting very extensive series of variations will, in some cases

no doubt, link up extremely diverse forms, and the studying of

the repair of damaged specimens will sei-ve to make clear others

;

but experimental breeding, and the rearing of identical species

in diverse surroundings, must be the final test in most cases.

NoAV this is a work of extreme difficulty, for an adult colony,

when removed from its own environment and placed in a difi'erent

one, almost invariably dies, and the artificial rearing of corals is

very troublesome ; my experience of corals in aquaria is that it is

very difficult even to keep them alive.

The only method that is open to every resident in places where
corals flourish, and the one that I followed in the Cocos-Keeling

atoll, is the careful noting of every modification of colonies the life-

surroundings of which difter by reason of some influence that can

be easily recognised. By this I mean that the corals of deep water

xnd shallow water should be compared ; those living in the surf

and those living in calm spots should be noted ; and the corals

living exposed to sediment should be contrasted with those living

where no sediment is being deposited.

These are extremes of habitat, and at first the corals of two
entirely difi'erent environments will seem to be quite distinct, but

every compromise of conditions will be found in different spots in

an atoll, and with every grade of altered surroundings it will

soon be seen that there is a modification of coral-growth ; and the

more completely this method of observation is cari'ied out, the

more will the types of extremely different habitats be found to be

linked up by intermediate forms. It will be best to study the

influence of the different conditions of life-surroundings on the

form of vegetative growth, by taking the different possible modifi-

cations of environment in order ; but first some general growth
tendencies of all corals must be made clear.

As a rule, coral zooids and coral colonies tend to grow upwards,

and the general form of vegetative growth depends on this fact.

To this rule there ai-e two noteworthy exceptions in this atoll,

and these corals {Cceno2)sammia toilleyi and C. nigrescens)

generally grow with their zooid mouths turned downwards. ISTow

I think these exceptions to be not without interest, for both these

corals live in dark places,—they prefer in fact the under sides of

boulders, and they possess no symbiotic algae in their tissues.

They are coloured respectively red and black ; and I would put

it forward as a speculative idea, that it is the innate tendency of

the symbiotic algae to grow upwards, rather than any innate

property of the corals themselves, that causes the general growth
tendency of the corals.

It is true that the zooids on the lower surfaces of plate-foi-ms
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grow downwards : but as a rule I believe those horizontal plates

that bear zooids below are but variant forms of growth of other
types : for such corals as have no growth-form except that of a
flat horizontal plate do not as a rule bear zooids below.
Some further remarks must be made about plate-like growths

;

but here is a convenient place to refer to a rather strange fact

that Darwin called attention to, and this is, that vertical plates

grow so that they offer their flat surfaces to the currents. The
same thing is true of growths that are branching forms, for then
the plane of greatest branching is that at right angles to the line

of current. At first sight this seems a strange thing, for plates

growing in rough water become so much more exposed to damage

;

and yet it is doubtless for the exposure of a larger surface of

zooids to the food-bringing currents, that the plate spreads in

this direction. This phenomenon is especially notable in the
Millepores, the broad laminse, or fan-shaped growths of which are
always opposed to the line of the waves, even when the colony
happens to dwell in very rough water.

Two general rules may thei-efore be laid down that apply to all

the forms of growth that have been described : the first, that all

corals having symbiotic algse tend to grow upwards ; the second,

that all tend to offer their greatest surfaces to the line of

currents.

We may therefore assume that every coral embryo that settles

upon a site of election, and starts the foundation of a colony, has
three inherent tendencies : it has its inherited type form of

vegetative growth, aiid its inclinations to grow upwards and to

oppose its growth to currents. ISTow these tendencies are affected

by the nature of the water in which the embryo settles down

;

and for nearly every coral there is a modification of vegetative

growth dependent on the environment : thus most corals have a
deep-water form, a smooth-water form, a rough-water form, and
numerous variations depending upon the amount of sedimentation
that is taking place in the water of their habitat. A coral that
grows in rough water is obviously exposed to injury ; and those
people who have stated that the home of election of the corals is

the surf-beaten edge of the barrier, have made an error of obsei-

vation and of fact. The comparatively lifeless zone of a coral-

reef is that part of the barrier that is exposed to the maximum
force of the surf, with the rising and falling of the tide.

Such corals as do grow in the almost perpetual crash of the
surf are of a very easily recognised type ; and when contrasted
with the forms of the same species that have lived in calmer
waters, they appear to have very few points in common. The
type of vegetative growth best suited to resist the force of the
waves, is of course the i-ounded or flattened massive boulder ; and
the Porites masses are the type to which all such growths tend to

conform (text-figs. 158, 159, pp. 540, 541).

This rounded form of growth is brought about in several
different ways : in Porites, and other corals, where the equal

36^-
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reproductive value of all zooids tends to the production of a

sphere, it is of course the normal habit of growth ; and so such

corals have their natui'al home in the rougher water, and undergo

their atypical modifications when developed in other sites.

All branching forms, wdien growing in rough water, are sub-

jected to a change of habit of vegetative growth ; and this change

is a very interesting one. It will be pointed out when the process

of repair is dealt with, that injury aflects various forms of corals

differently ; and all these rough-water forms are in reality the

result of perpetual injury.

It would be an obvious disadvantage to a coral to adopt a highly

branching form, when living on the surf-beaten portion of the

barrier ; for the colony would soon be wrecked and broken up by

the waves. There is no Montipore in the atoll that lives by
election in rough water, bvit occasionally colonies become exposed

to strong currents ; and then the perpetual injury to the upper

portions causes the growing clusters to be bi'oken up and confused
;

and the resulting growth is an irregular mass of short stunted

branchlets.

Montipores in rough water may also take on a creeping habit

of growth, and form encrusting layers on the surface of dead

massive colonies ; but they are not corals that are at all common
in any but the calmest water. Their usual home is the lagoon,

and the greatest normal depai'ture from their favourite habitat is

in the current-swept shallow inlets to the lagoon ; and here an

endless series of modifications may be collected, ranging from

branching forms to mere amorphous masses and encrusting

layers. (PI. XXVII. fig. 1 c.)

The rough-water forms of the Madrepores are highly chaiac-

teristic, and all depend on the processes that always occur in this

gTOup when the " dominant apical zooid " is injured. Instead of a

growth that consists of few dominant zooids situated at the

extremities of long branches, a rounded mass is formed ; and it is

composed of little groups of symmetrical zooids surrounded by

others that are asymmetrical—each little group representing a

blanch in an extremely abbreviated form.

From these exti'eme rounded masses, wdth branches that are

mere bosses on the general sui'face, every transition foi'm may be

collected, up to the highly developed lagoon types, with branches

many feet in length.

Exactly the same results are produced in the Pocillopores, and

here the rough-water type is a flattened growth, w^ith irregular

divisions into separate lobes ; each lobe representing a separate

branching system (Plate XXYII. fig. 3 c).

Any coral that chances to establish its colony in rough water

exhibits therefore one well-marked characteristic : it always tends

to form a rounded, or flattened mass ; and this for obvious

mechanical reasons. It is a direct outcome of the conditions of

the environment, and any zooid must conform to it or peiish.

Repeated injury to the growing ceils is the detei'mining cause of
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this method of growth ; and though the fully developed colony is

so totally different to the calm-water form, still the process is

easily seen in the making by means of artificially inflicted injury.

Besides the alteration of the general appearance of the vegetative

growth, the rough-water environment causes other changes in the

coral ; for it is diagnostic of a rough-water coral that its structure

is compact and dense, and its corallites tend to be flush with the

general surface of the growth. The question of the raising of

the coi-allites will have to be discvissed again Avhen the action of

sedimentation is gone into ; it must be stated here, that though
the levelling of the corallites in I'ough-water types is doubtless

partly mechanical, it is also due to the fact that in rough water

sediment does not tend to be deposited.

Text-fig. 154.

Rough-water type of highly branched Madrepore ; from an actual specimen

of Madrej>ora pulchra taken from the barrier.

In marked contrast to the I'ough- water types are those forms of

a species that happen to have become fixed in an environment

where the water is more or less calm ; and here, as every grade of

environment is to be found, eveiy grade of modification of the

colony is represented.

Corals grow in great luxuriance on the wave -stirred outer

slopes of the atoll, but this is a site by no means to be confounded

with the surf-line of tlie barrier. They grov/ also in the numerous

pools of the barrier flats, in the inlets to the lagoon, and in the
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lagoon itself ; and each environment has its own pecuHav

conditions.

In the barrier pools every modification of life surroundings is

to be met with, for these pools are of varied depth, they are filled

with sand, or are of bare I'ock ; and they have a varying exposui'e

to the wave action of the barrier breakers. Coiuls grow
luxui'iantly in most of them, and they afford the best field for

expeiimental work. Since their conditions change with every

cycle of the tides, they form the meeting ground of nearly all the

commoner species, for they afford in turn most phases of natural

environment. Here are found the highly branched Madrepores
and Poeillopores, and many Astreas. The colonies are distin-

guished as a lule by having their corallites raised, for in most pools

sand is being deposited. They are also highly branched and of

a. bushy form, for they are exposed to injury 1)y moving fi-agments,

and so branch formation is stimulated, whilst the gi-eat develop-

ment of individual branches is limited.

These rock-pool forms show^ naturally the graduating series of

tj^pes that connects the lough-watei' forms and the smooth-water

forms ; and they show also the intermediate stages of the develop-

ment of coral structures that are intended for the resistance of

the action of sediment.

In the smooth-water forms, the predominant feature of the

colony is the fragile nature of the growth. Contrasted with the

rough-water forms, these colonies are extremely lightly calcified,

and their branching systems are distinguished by their delicacy.

Their branches are long and slender, their sti-ucture is far more
porous, and their whole appearance is quite different to that of

the colonies of the same species that chance to reside in wave-
beaten areas. (PI. XXYII. figs. 1 a, 2 a, & 3 a.)

The smooth-water forms lead the way to those growths of

corals that inhabit the deeper pools of the lagoon. The deep-

water forms ai'e the most fragile of all : theii* growths are moi'e

attenuated, and their bia-nches are given off at far less frequent

intervals. There is practically no damage inflicted on the growing-

points—whether they be growing clusters, or " dominant apical

zooids" —and so lateral branch formation is never stimulated.

Several of the forms of Montipora and Madrepora that occur in

from 8 to 12 fathoms in the lagoon, are mere cylindrical stems,

of great length, and with practically no lateral branches
whatever. (PL XXYII. figs. 1 6, 2 6, & 3 &.)

Besides the attenuated form and the absence of lateial

branching, one other feature distinguishes the comparatively deep-

water forms fi'om those that inhabit the surface waters,—and
this is the general absence of pigment throughout every portion

of the colony. Deep-water foi-ms are therefore as a rule pale

or entirely colourless.

It will be seen from these instances that the form of the colony

varies as the outcome of the influences of the environment ; and
every embryo that settles in any habitat has to comply with the
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demands of the physical conditions, and modify its inherited

growth tendency,—or perish. Totally different forms are pro-

duced in totally different envii'onments, but these forms must not
be regarded as " species," for they are mere variations of vegetative

growths in response to the necessities of the life sui-roundings

of the colony.

The type of vegetative growth is affected mostly by the
physical conditions of the w^ater in which it lives, but the actual

structure of the coral depends greatly upon the presence, or
absence, of sediment. Some very strange results are produced
by waters in which sediment is held suspended, and from which
it is being deposited ; and sediment will alter the appearance of a

coral more strikingly than any other influence. The deposition

of sediment is the greatest agent in causing coral death : corals

are very easily killed by even comparatively little sediment, and
are profoundly altered by it, if they are to successfully resist its

influence.

The extent of silt formation at the surface of an atoll in mid-
ocean is hard to imagine, and it has certainly not been appreciated

by those experimenters who have attempted to estimate the age
of an atoll by catching the silt in a net, as it passes into the
lagoon. Adown the submarine slopes of the atoll, for a hundred
miles east and west, the bottom was found by the cable soundings
to be finely triturated coral- sand, and it is only an vincertain and
inconstant fraction that passes into the lagoon. Silt is one of

the shifting influences of the atoll, and so may visit the coral

colonies for only a brief portion of their lives, and then partial

death and strange repair-growths result. In the lagoon, and in

some portions of the barrier pools, silt is a constant factor, and
here shows to the greatest advantage the modifications that it is

cajDable of producing in coral-growths. Speaking generally, silt

alters the vegetative growth-form of colonies only in as far as it

produces flat-topped rock masses by killing the uppermost zooids,

and cavises amorphous and irregular growths by partly killing

the uppermost growing cells of the growing points. But in the
surface structure of the coral, it produces great and wonderful
changes. Its effects are best studied by comj)aring the upper and
lower surfaces of partial plates. In these plates, the upper flat

surface is alone exposed to the action of the deposition of sediment,
and here the corallites tend to be small, and to be raised from the
general surface, and the intervening spaces themselves tend to

be sculptured and complicated in various ways (PL XXYIII.
fig. 2). Below, the corallites are larger and are flush with the
general surface, and the intervening spaces are flat and plain

(PL XXYIII. fig. 1).

Now this condition is entirely the result of the attempt of the
uppermost zooids to build a silt-resisting structure.

The corallites are smaller, and are raised from the general surface

in order to minimise the chance of silt dropping in and choking
the zooid. The intervening coral body is variously seulptui-ed
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and grooved for the carrying ofi" of sediment, that happens to lodge

upon the surface of the colony. Wonderful series of modifications

are formed in this way ; and a single species shows extreme

variations in the size of its corallites, and in their raising fi'om the

general surface, when specimens collected from different habitats

are compai'ed.

Text-fig. 155. Text-fi^. 156.

Text-fig. 155.—Diagram of t3'pe of growth of a Madrepore when living in water free

of sediment : M. pulchra.

Text-fig. 156.—Diagram of growth of Madrepora pidcJira when living in a habitat

exposed to the action of sediment.

The size of the coralHte and its projection from the surface are

therefore not safe specific features ; for corals of identical species,

from sediment-cariying water and from absolutely sediment-free

water, exhibit great modifications of these characters.

The vegetative habit of a coral, as we have seen, is no true

index of its species ; and its method of asexvial reproduction, the

chai'acters of its corallites and surface structure, and also its

coloration, aie equally variable.

Coloration depends on many, and veiy little understood,

influences. Corals from deeper waters lose their pigment ; and

coi'als that are struggling hard in adverse circumstances—corals

in fact that are often about to die—become highly pigmented.

Corals identical in every other respect, and living side by side,

may be differently coloured ; and nothing is more familiar than

the purple, brown, yellow, or greenish Fot'ites masses that live

under exactly the same conditions, as far as can be determined.

Even one colony may be differently coloured in different parts.

In Pocillopora there is a dimorphism of coloration, some growths

being pink and some pale brown : the pink is a very beautiful
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and striking coloui', and yet the corals are identical wlien dead,

and the zooid in both cases is the same,

Montipores vaiy from yellow to olive-green and brown, and yet

the zooid is always of the same sulphur-yellow, and the coral is

always identical in other respects.

The general coloration of the coral body cannot therefore be

regarded as specific, and the coloration of the zooids also shows a

sti-ange inconstancy. Although as a rule the zooids of different

colonies of identical species—though the colonies may be very

different in appeaiunce—ai'e similar, yet in one colony the

individual zooids may be very variously coloured.

There is one very striking case, that is not uncommon in the

atoll, of an Astrea, where the zooids on the upper surface are a

line fluorescent green, at the sides of the growth brown, and

below white. And here it would appear-—as also probably in

the deeper water forms—that light had some influence on the

production of the jjigments. Despite this peculiar variation

of the colour of the zooids in one colony, it remains a fact

that the zooid is the true index of the species. In all the

sti'ange growth-forms and abnormal coloration of Pocillopora the

zooid remains constantly brown ; and in Montipora., constantly

pale sulphur-yellow. In Stylophora, whether the coral is the

thinly branched and colourless deep form, or the thickly bi'anched

and brownish shallow-water form, the zooid is always of the same

yellow colour.

In considering the vegetative forms of the corals of an atoll, it

must always be remembered that the environment is not a

constant one. Although the coral colony is absolutely debarred

from changing the site of its growth, still the physical conditions

of its surroundings are always altering. The terms rough water

and smooth water, deep or shallow, and sedimenting or non-

sedimenting, are therefore only comparative ; for what to-day is a

habitat free from sediment, may in the course of a few weeks
Tiecome the site of a copious deposition of silt. The rise and fall

of the tide across the barrier must of necessity caiiee great changes

in the life svirroundings of the corals in its passage ; and so a

colony, found in a calm pool, may for a part of its life be exposed

to violent wave action. This must always be borne in mind, for

the results obtained by careful collecting will not be pure. Corals

may be found of different forms, growing in close proximity ; but

far from being evidence that they are different species, and not

mere varieties, they demonsti'ate the fact that the physical con-

ditions of their surroundings are inconstant, and that, for a cycle

each form is, in its turn, the most suitable.

The very inconstancy of the environment is one factor in

showing the plasticity of the corals, for the partial death and
repair caused by changed conditions afford striking evidence of

the wonderful powei's of varied building possessed by the zooids.

Experiment with constant physical surroundings must be the
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ultimate test of vaiiability, and in this connection a veiy

interesting case may be quoted. In the lagoon, a large portion

of a tree-trunk was floated, and made fast to an anchor and chain
;

the wood was used to float a ship's moorings, and remained just

two years in the water. When it was removed in 1906, several

colonies of Pocillopora had started growths upon it, and they
had taken up different positions around its circumference. The
colonies growing above were flattened bosses ; those on the
sloping sides showed nioi'e tendency to branch ; and those below
its convexity were delicate branched forms. (PI. XXVI LI. fig. 3.)

Now the environments of these colonies were very different,

and they were absolutely constant ; at all states of the tide, waves
broke upon its upper surface, whilst the sides were in gently
moving unbroken water, ajid xJke bottom was in comparative calm.

The growths might be referred to many so-called species, and
they represent many types found in the atoll, and yet no one may
justly doubt that they are identical, and that their vegetative

growth is entirely the outcome of their differing environment. I
believe that this natural experiment indicates the lines along
which the real understanding of the " species " of the corals is to be
arrived at.

So much for a case in which the constantly different environ-

ment caused the pi'ocluction of different types, that would be
incorrectly considered as different species ; it is now best to

follow those cases in wdiich altered environment produces varia-

tion in the colony, a,nd causes repair growths to assume entirely

different forms to that of the original colony.

Although corals as adults do not have the power of independent
motion, but must live and die in the spot where they originally

settled down, still they have the characteristic that belongs

primitively to all pi-otoplasm—they are capable of resenting

injui'v, and of moving their parts in response to stimuli. If,

when in the course of a, walk on the barrier, a mass of coral be
found the zooids of which are actively extended, it is easily seen
that a very slight stimulus will cause them all slowly, but very
certainly to I'etract. A light brush of the surface or a gentle

touch will cause a slow response, and the zooids withdraw them-
selves over the definite area affected. Of the solitary corals Fungia
furnishes a good example of resentment of injury, for if a living-

specimen be touched, the delicate tissues covering the rays of its

skeleton slowly shrink and become pale, and this condition spreads

as a slow and ciuious wave. The sensitive tissue of the creature

thins out over the exposed portions and retracts into the spaces

between the rays, so that, from being a delicately glandular and
prettily coloured mass of soft tissues, it becomes an almost
colourless piece of stone.

These movements of parts are the animal's only means of
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avoiding injury, and though they afford some protection to the
more delicate parts of the zooid, a danger that threatens the
whole mass of the coral is a danger that the coral cannot shield

itself from.

There is yet another factor in the question of the repair and
regeneration of corals, and it is the factor that is so intimately
bound up with the problem of the limitless liability of the corals

as a class to become modified and to vary. When a name is given
to this factor, and it is stated that the corals are a plastic group,
it is not quite easy to say what that name should rightly connote

;

but although the words when used in their more common sense
are not at all apt, I would say that the corals are an impressionable
and responsive class of animals. They are ready to comply with
the demands of their environment; they are, within narrow limits,

resourceful and capable of remarkable compromises between the
contending forces of inherent growth-form and alterations

demanded by changed surroundings.
Judged as we judge the higher animals, the corals are a class

of unstable individuals : we can say definitely that a young
elephant will grow up to be an elephant and no other beast ; but
we cannot say that an embryo Millepore will grow to be a
branching M. cdcicoriiis and not a plate-like M. coviplanata or
M. verrucosa ; we cannot foretell that a young colony of Pocilli-

pora will certainly be P. hrevicornis and not P. nohilis, for,

depending on the conditions of its surroundings, it might chance
to be either.

This very plasticity shows itself not only within the limits of

a certain species, but in the life of every actinozooid, for each
member of a colony, or each solitaiy coral, shows in its life, its

growth, and its repair, all those endless conformations to the
demands of its environment that tend to produce change through-
out the whole world of living things. An actinozoon, then, as an
individual, possesses a birthright that gives it a maximum power
of repair of damage, or regeneration of lost ]3arts ; and in the
colonial forms, which are of special importance in the economy of

the class, this power is greatly intensified.

In the group of solitary corals there is no very great interest

attached to the processes of repair. The individual animal is at

times damaged by injury, and the damage is repaired by the
laying down of new calcified material, causing an irregularity in

the symmetry of the animal. As a common feature of repair in

any living thing, it may be noticed that the new material laid

down tends to be excessive ; and few large Fungise are to be found
in which some injury has not caused the development of a
quantity of irregvilar calcification, where the delicate tissues of

the animal have been split over the sharp edge of one of the rays.

Excessive injury leads to local death, and local death may affect

a very large area of a solitary coral without being necessarily fatal

to the whole animal. The individual has but little power of re-

pairing a large portion of its surface when once the area is
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definitely dead—veiy often for the reason that parasitic alga3 and
sponges attack the dead area.

It is not till the colonial forms are reached that the powei- of

I'epair possessed by the corals is properly seen. In a colony

composed of myriads of individuals each actively living, each

capable of growth and repair, the very best conditions for repair

are at hand, and this is further aided in many cases by the

peculiar mode of growth of the colony. There are some inherent

characteristics of the lowly animals amongst which the corals

rank zoologically that are very wonderful, and that are opposed

both to the order of things that prevails in the higher classes,

and also to the popular conception of the life-history of the reef-

building corals.

I think it is fair to say that the avei-age belief with I'egard

to the building of corals and coral-reefs is that the zooids live

and grow, flourish and die, and that their dead bodies form
mausoleums on which their progeny fovind their colony, and thus

build islands. Now, in contradiction to this, is the biological fact

that the actinozooid is a living thing that knows no time of

youthful vigour, no waxing to a period of adult life, no waning
to senility—it knows no age—it practically knows no natural

death. There is no building on the dead bodies of ancestors, no
perpetual dying and new birth ; and a colony of Madrepores will

contradict this popular fallacy at one glance, for, whatever the

age of the growth, the parent anthozooid flourishes till death or

accident overtakes the whole. It is a wonderful thing—and one
that is not, I think, generally considered—that the age of some of

these individuals in every colony must be excessive, even reckoned

as we reckon the age of higher animals. When we consider the

very slow rate of growth of some corals, and the great size of some
of the colonies to be seen every day on an atoll reef, and when we
I'ightly understand their mode of growth, and recognise that the

pioneer organism of the colony is still flourishing there, we cannot

help being struck by the excessive antiquity of that organism as a

living entity. Tha,t an apical zooid of a branching Madrepore
colony should be ten years old seems wonderful, but these indi-

viduals are mere juveniles when some of the component zooids of

massive growths are considered.

Throughout the prolonged life of these lowly animals the process

of repair is a possibility, and a strange paradox is presented in

some forms, for the most aged member of the colony shows the

gi'eatest activity in all the processes of renewal and repair.

The coral colony increases in size by the budding-oflf of new
zooids and the deposition of new calcium carbonate in their tissues,

and just as this is the ordinary mode of growth, so it is the

ordinary mode of repair. The type of repair naturally tends

to follow the type of growth of the injured colony ; and the

various genera, of corals might be taken in order and the details

of the repair of injury noted for each genus. But it is more likely

that some idea of the bionomics of the group will be gathered from
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tlie general study of the phenomena as they affect the life-history

of the coral, than from a survey of the manner in which the, by

no means satisfactory, classification of the types affects the

phenomena.

T. Among the colonial forms there is a sympathy of individuals,

so that each member of a colony takes its share in resentinci

the injury to a part, andj hy an increased activity tends to

compensate for its loss, or to assist in its repair.

In connection with this sharing of each individual in the

fortunes of its fellows and of the entire colony, it may be remem-
bered that it was stated that the whole population of a colony

may suffer shock from an injury inflicted upon only a small

portion of it, and that even the zooids remote from the seat of

injury will frequently not re-expand for forty-eight hours aftei-

the injury was inflicted, and this is so even when the injury is

very trivial.

Now after the receipt of an injuiy, the effect produced by this

communal sympathy varies in diffei-ent forms of coral, for in a

colony, as we have seen, all the members may be of equal import-

ance, or some may be of greater value than others as producei's

and directoi'S of growth.

(A.) In a coral such as the massive forms of Porites, where the

growth-tendency is to form spherical masses, every living entity

in the whole vast crowd of active members bears an equal share

in building and in reproducing. It is this equality of all the

zooids in the community that produces the characteristic spherical

form of the young growth, and the equality of the zooids plus

the receipt of injury produce the typical flat-topjDed circular

rocks into which the old colony generally shapes itself. When a

mass of Porites has attained some size as a sphere, the zooids that

lie below are necessai-ily stamped out of existence by the weight

of the accumulated mass. It is not often, of course, that the

environment is so ideal that anything like a perfect sphere is ever

formed, but still, in sheltered pools, many forms of corals may be

obtained resting free on the bottom, with every portion of their

surfaces living. The original nucleus has been covered equally

upon all sides, and the weight of the colony is not sufiicient to

cause the death of those zooids that happen to live on the under

side. But as this mass increases in size and weight, death of the

lowest zooids must inevitably occur, and the rest of the surface-

area carrying on the compensating building, will cause the growth

to become dome-shaped. Theoretically, the dome shape would be

the type of form of all the massive species that follow this method

of growth and division, but practically the dome shape is far less

common than the flat-topped rock, and this is for the reason that

injury to the uppermost zooids is usual in the life-history of a

colony.
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When the dome has become of some size, its upper surface
becomes large enough and fiat enough to form a resting place for
sediment, and the uppermost zooids decline in activity, the com-
pensating growth carries the sides further out, and the colony
tends, by the increase of the rest of the surface, to become still

more flattened at the top. Injury caused by loosened fragments
sweeping over the surface of the rocks, and the further deposition
of sediment, finally cause the wholesale death of the zooids of
the flattened tops, and now their fellows round the margins form,
by their active growth, swelling lips about the plateau, and make
cushion-like bosses that tend to enclose a central flat depression
in which sand accumulates, and on which other and differently
growing species of coral may lodge and flourish.

Text-fig. 157.

YouBg Porites mass grown equallj' round a central nucleus.

Text-fiij. 158.

Older Porites colony in which the lower zooids are killed by pressure.

This process may be described as the normal accident of the
life-history of those species in which the equality of the zooids of
every portion of the colony is a life-condition

; and it furnishes a
good example of the rule of Nature's utter disregard for the life
of the individual, for all those zooids on the upper surface must
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certainly be killed by sedimentation or by injury, whentliey have
succeeded in making their colony of sufficient size.

The same process that leads to the normal shaping of massive

coral colonies may be seen on a small scale at myriad points upon
the surface of the growth. The actual amount of living tissue in

a large growing boulder is very small, for the depth to which the

living animal tissues of the zooid extend beneath the surface is

very slight, and yet the calcified portion that extends from the

living margin to the centre of the rock must in no way be re-

garded as the accumulated and dead remains of past generations
;

for it is in reality the skeletons of those zooids whose mouths are

now showing at the surface. It follows therefore, that since the

skeleton devoid of animal tissues is incapable of carrying out any
repairs, a superficial injury is most likely to lead to the death of

a definite area of zooids on the surface—this area i-epresenting the

base of a cone whose apex is at the centre of the colony (text-

fig. 145, p. 521). The zooids over this area, if definitely destroyed

Adult colouj' of Porites in which the upper zooids are killed bj^ sediment.

in the extent of all their living animal tissues, are not regenerated,
but a sympathetic growth takes place round the edges of the area,

and new material is thrown out, new zooids are budded ofi", and
the dead area is finally invaded and covered from the active

zooids of the edge. It is due to this process of repair that
many of the boring molluscs become enclosed in corals, for when
the surface has been attacked and killed, the margins by their

sympathetic activity tend to bridge over the injured area and
enclose the mollusc, which finally comes to rest in a cavity beneath
the surface of the coral.

The rounded cysts found in the substance of most specimens
of the massive corals, and which contain an encysted mollusc, are

therefore not to be regarded as entirely the work of the mollusc,

but are due to sympathetic activity of zooids in the coral colony.

Besides boring molluscs, several species of worms attack corals

and hollow out tunnels this way and that through their living
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substance, and here too, the sympathetic reaction of the zooids is

shown. The tunnels destroy whole groups of zooids and replace

the solid skeleton of the coral by a series of tubes, and the sti'ength

of the whole colony is greatly diminished ; around these tubes the

uninjured zooids divide and grow with increased activitj^, new

calcium carbonate is thrown out, and an attempt is made to com-

pensate for the destruction of tissue caused by the worm. Some
curious results are brought about in this way, and specimens in

which worm-boring has led to fantastic growth are always to be

found, for few corals escape their inroads. A tunnel running

superficially, or in the thickness of a plate-like growth, leads to

an increased activity of surface-growth of the zooids, and the

tunnel stands out boldly from the surface, covered and strengthened

by an ever advancing layer of coral. In this way a tunnel may
actually bridge a space from one plate to another, and its moutli

be carried out clear of the general surface of the coral, for where

the tunnel goes the surface-layer of coral ever keeps pace.

(B.) The question of the processes of i-epair becomes farther

complicated in those corals, such as the Madrepores, in which all

the members of the colony are not of equal importance. We have

seen in considering the mode of growth of such corals, that the

very first individual in a colony may continue to flourish and lead

the oTowth of the entire community as long as that community

lasts. The original zooid that, as an embryo, settled on the basis

that formed the site of growth maybe the '^directive" zooid of

the entire colony, and the apical zooid may represent the oldest

livino- animal matter in the community. But besides the

" directive apical zooid," others arise at intervals by budding

from the sides, that are possessed of more inherent vitality than

their fellows, and from their first birth they tend to grow out as

new directive zooids and lead to lateral branch formation—and

besides these more virile lateral zooids are the hosts of individuals

that in the normal condition of the growth reach no greater

dignity than a uniform projection of their corallites.

IsTow when injury or destruction affects a portion of the colony,

it reacts on individuals whose functionating values in the economy

of the colony are not equal, and so we should expect that the result

of injury or destruction would vary according to the different

pai-ts of the colony on which the maximum of damage falls. And

this is the case. The actual results of repair of various injuries

inflicted in experiment, or by Nature, will show more clearly the

relative values and functional activities of diflerent portions of

such a colony, than will any amount of theorising or speculation.

1. If the injury be so inflicted that the branch of a Madrepore

colony is broken transversely, and the injury is limited to a mere

fracture of the cross section, then the repair takes place by the

activity of the " apical directive zooid."

There is as we have seen, no portion of a Madrepore colony

that normally dies, and the obliteration of animal tissues in the
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proxiinal portion of any zooid is a late change ; and therefore, if

the fracture takes place not verj^ far from the end of a branch,
the inherent vitality of the terminal zooid predominates, and it

starts the repair by continuing to grow out in the direction of
its original axis of growth, and by budding new zooids from
its sides.

In a measured specimen that was fractured cleanly across one
of the main branches without other injury to the colony, the
apical zooid had, at the end of a hundred days, grown out 1 centi-
metre and had budded from its sides forty lateral daughter zooids;
and the general surface of the fractured end showed seventy
newly-formed coralla of old and new zooids. During the same

Text-fig. 160.

lype of repair of Madrepores when the "dominant apical zooid" is not
destroyed. Process at the end of 100 days.

interval of time a branch of about the same diameter on the same
colony, that had received no injury, had advanced by 1-5 centimetres
and had added about a hundred and twenty new lateral zooids

;

so that,_ judged as growth in these corals must be judged, the rate
of repair is a rapid one. In this case the dominant zooid is apical,
a,nd its superior vitality enables it to regenerate and to continue
the growth along the lines of original branching; but if the
vitality of the " apical directive zooid " is definitely destroyed, a
very different state of affairs is brought about.

2. If the "apical directive zooid " is destroyed, and especially if
the damage is extensive and affects a large area of a branch, the
predominant functions of the apical zooid are taken over by the

Proc. Zool. SOC.--1907, ISTo. XXXYII. 37
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more vigorous lateral zooids, so that there is a tendency towards

brancli-formation below the site of injury.

This state of things, when put into terms of the life functions

of the colony, means that potentially almost any lateral bud

possesses the inherent vitality of the apical zooid, but it is only in

times of stress to the colony that this potential power becomes

actual. A stem of a Madrepore colony may shoot up straight for

the distance of a foot, and show nothing more worthy of the name

of a branch than the normal projections of domina,nt zooids

scattered irregularly over its surface ; but if sufficient damage be

done to it to destroy the apical zooid as well as a fair portion of

its entire length, then the remaining part will at once start

Text-fis-. 161.

Type of repair of Madrepores when the " dominant apical zooid " is entirely

destroyed. Process at the end of 100 dajs.

budding with vigour. The best examples of this mode of repair

are seen in those cases in which a colony is attacked by filamentous

algse. The thin green thi'eads of this parasite enmesh the branches,

and penetrating into their substance, lead rapidly and certainly to

the death of the part attacked. Artificially produced injuries

also provide good examples of this mode of repair. The first

stage is noticed when, in contrast to the dead terminal portion,

the living part sw^ells out, its dominant zooids become more con-

spicuous, and their projections increase until they arrive at a

stage at which they themselves give off lateral buds. The number

of these enlarged lateral zooids may be very great, but not all of

them ever- attain the dignity of actual branch formation.
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By the end of a liundred days after the receipt of injury the
nninjnred centi-al end of a branch is roughened all over its surface

by the projections of lateral zooids, and those of them that will

form new branches have already begun to develop secondary buds
from their sides. This process cannot be spoken of with absolute
accuracy as an actual repair, for the part injured surely dies, and
its substance is never regenerated ; but it is a process by which
the sympathetic activity of the remaining zooids in the community
is called into action, and the potential power of branch formation
inherently lodged in the dominant lateral zooids is turned into a
real power. The value of this process in the life-saving of a
species is obvious, for the growth tendency of a Madrepore colony
is to steadily develop upwards, and the limit of this upward
growth is either at the water-level, or at a level at which pro-

tection from rough water and moving fragments afforded by the
shelter of surrounding rocks, is lost. ISTow a colony that grows
up beyond its upward limit of safety will sooner or later have its

terminal ramifications killed by exposure, or broken by waves or

moving fragments ; and the injuiy that destroys the power of the
apical zooid causes the lateral buds to branch out at angles to the
parent stem, and spread fresh zooid-bearing surfaces far and wide
in the area of safety. It is this process that is the great deter-

mining cause of the general growth tendency of Madrepore
colonies, and the one that causes the deep-water and shallow-

water forms of the same species to vary in their vegetative forms
of growth.

3. If in a colony the injury is such that the apical zooid is

neither injured nor destroyed, but the damage is limited to the
surfaces of a branch, then the repair takes place as in colonies in

which every zooid is of equal value.

This repair is well seen after experimentally inflicted injuries,

ii,nd the process of carrying out the regeneration of the destroyed
area is very like that previously described as occui-ring in those
corals that grow like the massive forms of Porites.

The first step is the active marginal growth and the formation
of an excessive quantity of new material, which, in the form ex-
perimented on {Madrepora jjulchra), is at first of a light-blue

colour, and is semi-transparent. In this new material the mouths
of corallites soon appear, and the edges become covered by a host of

unifoi-m zooids, which soon spread over the entire area destroyed
by the injury, provided that the area is not too large, and that
no alga settles on it in the meanwhile. It may be stated here
that in experimental injury, many experiments fail for the reason
that the destroyed or injured area commonly becomes a focus
for the invasion of boring parasites, worms, molluscs, sponges,
and algfe, and the pure results of injury and repair become
complicated.

Where no such complication existed, areas of 5 by 5 millimetres,
20 by 8 mm., 20 by 10 mm., and 25 by 12 mm., were completely
covered by new material with a multitude of new zooids in the

37*
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course of 100 days, whilst larger areas were commonly attacked

by sponges or algse before repair was completed. Very much the

same process is seen to occur when constricting metal bands are

placed round branches. Tlie zooids, where the bands exert theii-

pressure, are destroyed, and the general growth of the branch and

the sympathetic activity of the zooids at the margin of the injury

soon tend to cause the band to sink into the substance of the

coral, and to become completely embedded beneath the surface.

It was pi'eviously stated that the type of repair naturally tends

to follow the type of growth of the injured colony ; and this is

generally ti-ue. If a coral has a particular mode of growth, and

if it be in such an environment that its mode of growth is the

one most suitable, then an injvuy is repaired or a part regenerated

on the same type of growth as that of the colony. But the par-

ticular form in which a colony may be growing may not be the

form best suited for successfully flourishing in that particular

environment ; and then, following an injury, a remarkable state of

things is brought about, which may be stated as follows :

—

II. A coral may repair an injitry hy a new groivth of a different

type to that of the colony^ and in such cases the repair gro'wth

is of a form better suited to the environment than is the form
of the p>arent colony.

It must be borne in mind that the physical conditions of the

atoll are not absolutely constant ; seasonal changes in sets and

strength of currents are perpetually causing alterations at all

points of the island ling, and a habitat may alter greatly in its

physical conditions in the course of a few months. When a coral

embryo settles down upon a basis, and starts the fovinding of a

colony, the type of growth that wdll result will be what is best

fitted to the environment as the embryo finds it. But suppose

that, after the founding and growth of a colony, the physical

conditions of the environment change, rough water is admitted,

silt settles down, or the water becomes shallow and calm : then

the growth of the colony may not be the ideal one for flourishing

under these new conditions.

In many places where the conditions are prone to vary, the

habitat of the corals may alter in its physical nature in more or

less regular cycles. Where, as at the eastern extremity of Pulu

Tikus, a spit runs out, building sheltered pools and protecting

the shore for a considei-able distance, and then late^r on, in the

periodical cycle of currents and eddies, is carried away; many
corals must be subjected to a great variation of envii'onment.

In such circumstances no doubt many colonies die, for, as we
have seen, a sudden change of habitat cannot be resisted wdien a

form is well adapted for one definite kind of environment, and in

any case the colonies are liable to injury and partial death in

their changed surroundings.

When such injury falls on a coral not ideally situated, the
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repairing growth exhibits a strange independence, and, forsaking

the growth-form of the colony, builds its repair in the form best

suited to the new conditions of the environment.
This is a strange zoological fact, that the inherent growth-form,

once stamped upon a well-established colony, continues to be the

type of growth, though it be but ill adapted to its habitat ; and
yet, when the continuity is once broken and a new start is made,
the newly-budded zooids can throw off the stereotyped method,
and build anew to the altered conditions.

It is facts such as these that give some clue to the understanding
of the vast range of variation occurring within the limits of a

species, and make the establishing of a species a matter of extreme
doubt, until every possible variation tluit different surroundings

will stamp upon the type has been examined, We have seen, in

following the life-history of corals, that the colony shows great

adaptability, being able to mould its growth in i-esponse to the

demands of its environment, and in this repair process it possesses

a further power, for it can entirely alter the structure of an
established colony.

Numerous examples of this strange pi-ocess may be seen. A
branching Montipore, growing in a gap in the island ring, is

found to have every colony dead or damaged in a greater or less

extent of its whole growth. The damage is probably due to the

fact that currents have altered the physical conditions of the

habitat since the founding of the colonies, and that a greater

rush of water has brought more sand and moving particles in

contact with them, for the apical branches of all the colonies

within a definite area will be found broken. The repair of this

damage invariably takes the form of an amorphous encrusting

growth covering the debris of the dying colony, the regenerated

portion keeping pace with the destruction, and thus keeping the

colony living— but living as an entirely different type of its

species. (PI. XXIX. fig. 1.)

Madrepore colonies show the same phenomena, and very strange

repaii'-forms of Pocillopora growing in rough water as encrusting

growths may be found.

When, after repair, a Madrepore colony assumes an encrusting

form, as it frequently does, the inherent tendency of its growth is

still evident, for rising at intervals from its flat surface are

numerous dominant zooids, which, were the opportunity afforded

them, would form upward-growing branches.

It is by no means uncommon, in this process of repair, not only
for the vegetative growth of the colony to be altered, but for

the actual type of the corallum to be changed. When a Montipore
repairs its own ill-situated and dying colony by an encrusting
growth, the whole minute structure of the coral is changed. In-

stead of the smooth surface over which the fairly wide mouths of

the corallites are dotted, is a coral with an outward appearance
notable chiefly for its extreme roughness, due to the development
of numerous papillge at the bases of which open the minute
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covaliites (PI. XXIX. fig. 1). The characters of the original

growth and of the repair growth are so entirely different, that

they would certainly be regarded as two distinct species. Other
examples of this entire change are not uncommon, and some very
strange abnormalities may be found, which show that in repair,

as in adversity and in alteration of environment, there is practically

no limit to the developing of the diflerent main types of growth
by any coral. It is common in repair of injury as it is in cases

of adversity, that the bounding walls of the newly-budded zooids

are never completed, and repair by a pseudo-meandrine form of

fission is often met with in many and widely-separated species of

coral (PI. XXIX. fig. 2). It is common, too, to find that the
repair-zooids have raised coralla, wdien those of the parent colony
are flat, and in these cases it is probably silt that has caused the
original damage.
The study of the repair in corals is therefore one not devoid of

zoological interest, for it shows clearly tha.t a type must never be
considered as a species, in the way in which we regard species

among the higher animals, until it has been seen in all its

variations, and until all the possible modifications that repair

produces have been studied.

That a type like the encrusting Montij^ore should be in

I'eality the same species as the bi*anching form, would be con-
sidered as highly improbable, but when it is seen that the one
type repairs its damage by the development of a new growth of

the other type, there is no alternative but to regard them as

identical species.

That the numerous types of Millepora and of Pocillopora should
be but variants of a single species would seem at first sight to be
^'er3^ unlikely, for there is little enough likeness between the
extreme forms, and yet their processes of repair show them capable
of building to any of their diverse types, regardless of the nature
of the parent growth.

If the processes that have been described, and the conclusions
that have been drawn from them, be accejJted. they can serve only
to make clearer the great fact that morphology—the animal's
type—is the outcome of necessity ; and here the demands of

necessity bring about change, not in the life-history of a species

only, but in the life of the individual.

Since these repair-forms are the outcome of the partial death
of the colony, and since the growth-forms of many colonies are
detennined by the normal, or abnormal, death of portions of their

surface, it will be well to briefly review the processes by which
death overtakes a colony.

The subject of repair leads naturally to the consideration of the
death of the organism, foi- when the destructive processes outweigh
the resources of repair, then death must inevitably ensue.

There is one fact in the life-history of corals that the study of
their processes of repair clearly brings out, and it is this, that all
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the methods of i^egeiieration are more for the life saving of the
colony than of the individual. It is a rule with Nature that the
life of the individual is a thing of little moment : Nature has little

care for individuals, though she strives always to maintain the life

of the species. In a vast community of individuals, as is a coral

colony, each separate member is but a part of the whole body, and
the preservation of the colony is a thing of more imjjort than
the saving of a few individuals. A branching Madrejjore grows
naturally upwards into the danger zone, and the terminal branches
are inevitably destroyed, with the sacrifice of f\. myriad of zooids

;

but the result is a stimulus to lateral branching within the area
of safety, and the colony continues to flourish.

In every massive growth starting to develop on all sides of a

nucleus, those zooids that are budded below can never hope to

live, and those on the upper surface will in all probability die. In
all the processes of repair that have been described, it is not the
individual that is mended, for an individual once badly danjaged
is not repaired ; but the loss is made good by the growth of new
zooids that take on the functions of those lost. Repair in colonial

forms does not save the individual from death, but it preserves

the life of the colony. Now loss by death in a colony is not
always repaired.

We have seen that the flat tops of the massive growths of

Porites remain devoid of living zooids, and in several types of

growth, death of a portion of the colony is more or less usual

;

among the branching Porites it is normal to find the lower
portions of the growth dead, and no attempt made at their

repair.

When it is said that the partial death of a colony is more or

less usual in some types of growth, it is not in any way meant
that the progress of coral formation is a bxiilding of the living

zooids upon the dead bodies of past generations, for the partial

death is due, as a rule, to very definite outside causes.

In this atoll the greatest cause of coral death has been a. quite

nnusual one, but it has been a most instructive one, for it brings
out some very interesting facts in the life-history of corals. In
1876 all the living coral of the south-east portion of the lagoon
was entirely destroyed, by the pouring out of foul water from a
volcanic vent at the southern side of the atoll. The picture pre-

sented by these denuded areas was described by Dr. H. 0. Forbes
in 1879, and by Dr. Guppy in 1888; and in 1906 there is still the
same tract of dead coral on which the efibrts at re-colonisation

have been practically unavailing.

This remarkable failure of the corals to repopulate a large

portion of the lagoon, is probably due to the fact that during
the period immediately following the disaster, various algse such
as agar-agar and several other species, being of a faster and moi-e

hardy growth, stepped in and took possession of the area before

the slow growing corals could obtain a proper footing. The
growth of algae is in itself hostile to the life of corals, and,
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apart from that, the algee beds in tlie lagoon are the gi'eatest

factors in catching silt, and piling up the shifting sand-banks the

presence of which is so fatal to coral-growth. These two factors,

aided perhaps by subsequent minor volcanic poisonings, have so

completely pai-alysed all coral activity, that to the south of Pulu
Selima there has been in many places no trace of new gi-owth

;

and the abnormal death that occurred thirty yeai's ago has to this

day remained unrepaired.

Although such events as this are quite exceptional in the life-

histor}'- of corals, or of coral islands, still the after history of the
disaster shows on a large scale the influences of those factors that
in the normal life of corals tend to bring about their death. It

is the silt and seaweed that have prevented corals from flourishing

on their old site, and the silt and seaweed are to-day in the atoll

the two great causes of coral death.

The influence of matter suspended in the water is one of the

most far-reaching factors in the life-history of corals : it is to

resist its effects that many of the vegetative forms are evolved ; it

is on account of the silt that many acres of the lagoon are devoid

of coral-growth ; and it is probably on account of the presence of

silt that wave action is so necessaiy to coral life, and that the

unstiixed depths below about 20 fathoms are comparatively bare

of coral.

Silt, sand, or suspended matter may cause the actual death of

corals in two ivays :—(a) It may fall ttpon them and choke

their zooids from, above, (b) It may overtake thein fromi

below.

Of these two actions examples are always to be seen in {ci) the

partial death of the tops of massive Porites colonies (text-fig. 159,

p. 541, & PI. XXIX. fig. 2), and in (h) the stems and lower branches

of branching Madrepores which are normally lifeless. In these

cases the death is only partial, for the reason that the colony is one

capable of resisting as a whole the amount of svispended matter

normally present in the waters of its habitat ; but if the amount
be suddenly increased, then the colony may be unable to resist it,

and general death ensues. Evidences of this mode of death are

seen in the gaps in the island ring where an alteration of current

brings more silt than is usual to the growing colonies, and very

interesting results may be produced experimentally. On December
13th, 1905, several healthy living colonies of rough-water forms

of Madrejjora and Pocillopora were removed, without exposure or

injuiy, from their habitat of lough barrier water, and without any
delay were placed in marked sites in a sheltered sandy pool of the

barrier-flats. In the same pool, which is almost completely cut off

from the sea at low tides, and then contains about 2-3 feet of

water, and which is about 100 yards long by 20 wide, numerous
corals live and flourish, calm-water forms of Madrepora and Pocillo-

pora, capable of resisting silt, being the most abundant. The
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conditions of life in tliese barriei' pools are peculiar ; the pools are

filled with sand, for the fragments which are triturated by their

journey to and fro over the baiTier are deposited in them, they
contain the minute green filaments of the boring algte, and at

mid-day low tides they become heated by the sun to 93*^ Fahr.

and more. Theii- coral fauna is practically always the same,
Madrepora flourishes in its most highly branching forms, Pocillo-

pora always has a good foothold, and the other species are in

plenty, but hardly in a state of luxuriance. Beche-de-mer in

hundreds live in these pools, and Crustacea, polychfetes, mollusca,

eels, and the myriad brilliant fish make up the conspicuous fauna.

Of the many rough-water colonies that were transplanted experi-

mentally into this environment, not one remained alive at the end
of 50 days, and most were dead within a month. The first sign

by which a colony shows that its environment is not suitable

is by becoming highly pigmented ; both rough-water forms are,

when flourishing, very pale corals, being usually of a light bufi"

colour, but within a fortnight the transplanted colonies had
become of a dark yellow-brown, aiid in Madrepora there was a

more than usual tendency to lateral branch formation. In 20
days most colonies had some portion dead, and the dead parts

became rapidly the site of gi-owing alga? ; in 30 days nearly all the

numerous transplanted colonies were dead or dying, and by 50
days no portion of any colony remained alive. It was silt that

had determined the death of them all ; the stunted, flattened

types of Madrepora and Pocillopora are both corals of a rough-
water habitat, they are used to clear water in which there is little

or no suspended matter, and not a single colony was able to with-

stand the slow but certain sedimentation of the bai-rier pool

;

when the silt had once fairly determined their death, the fine

boring algee completed the ruin. If aiiy colony of branching-

coral be i-emoved entire from the lagoon, it will be found that the

lower portion is invariably dead ; but this death is in most cases

not a natural one resulting from the senility of the zooids, biit

merely an index of the amount of silting up of the lagoon that

has taken place since the establishing of the colony. Sand is ever

being washed into the lagoon through the numei^ous gaps in the

island ring, and most decidedly the tendency all over the lagoon
is a gradual filling up, by the deposition of finely triturated frag-

ments : the floor of the lagoon is fairly steadily rising, and those

colonies of corals growing in its bed are for ever being encroached
upon by the gradual rising of the sand level. The deposited sand
most certainly kills the zooids with which it comes in contact, and
the result is that the lower portion of every lagoon colony is

killed.

Silt then, in this atoll, is the most potent factor in causing coral

death, and next in importance to the silt comes the seaweed.

There is a green alga that, at some seasons of the year more
than at others, comes to the bai-rier pools in great quantities : it

is a growth of fine afreen threads and its efiect on coral-growth
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is really wonderful. A pool in wliicli numerous fiourishing
colonies live, quite on a sudden may show the advent of this

alga, and every portion of every colony which may receive a.

chance injury at once becomes the site of the growth of these fine

threads. I believe that it is always at the site of injury that the
attack of the alga starts, but its growth soon invades, and invari-
ably kills, the living healthy portions of the colony. A colony
once faii'ly invaded by this parasite rapidly dies, and yet it never
succeeds in obliterating coral-growth, for as suddenly as it came
to the barrier pools, it goes. Spring tides and hot weather seem
to promote its growth, or perhaps lower the resistance of the
coral colonies, for when tlie rock-pools are left long to swelter in
the sun, with but little depth of water in them, then the alga
seems to be most active. It is a great factor in causing the death
of the atoll corals, and ranks in Cocos far in advance of the boring
sponges, worms, or molluscs as a destructive agent.
The more obvious boring creatures do not cause damage to the

colony other than to weaken its structure, and lead to its more
ready destruction by the action of the waves or moving fragments

;

and beyond this, they cannot be rightly considered as effective

enemies of coral-growth. There seems to be indeed an almost
symbiotic relation between certain boring animals and the corals

that they have chosen as their hosts, for coral-growth extends and
strengthens their tubes by sympathetic growth, and the cavities

of the molluscs in many cases expand the living area of the surface
of corals by causing irritation and repair. It is an extraordinary
thing to see the extent to which a colony of Millepora complcmata
may be riddled with the wide smooth-walled tubes, and yet not
be appreciably weakened, and the result of observation on such
colonies is that the borings are very little harmful to the colony.

Another cause of coral death to which much importance has
been attached is the exposure caused by the receding tide, for it

has been said that corals cannot survive even a temporary exposure
to the sun and air.

iSince Darwin first claimed this as an axiom of coral bionomics,
a great deal has been taken for granted with regard to the effects

of exposure, and yet every fresh investigator has attached less and
less importance to it. Now as a matter of fact there is no species

of coral in this atoll that is not able to withstand an exposure of

many hours to the mid-day sun, with from 6 inches to a foot of its

apical growth above the water : there is no barrier species that

does not normally suffer this at mid-day spring tides. There are
many isolated rocks that are ordinarily exposed for two feet at low
tide, on which living corals flourish luxuriantly. When season
and winds combine to cause tides abnormally low, it is possible to

go from island to island along the barrier-flats, and for the greater

part of the journey to walk in but a few inches of water ; and if

such a walk be taken during a low tide at hot mid-day, then the
smell of the exposed coral is almost overpowering and may be
noticed far out in the lagoon. Coral has an odour that is peculiarly
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oflfensive when the growth is exposed to the air, and this strange

odour is no sign of death, foi- a stinking coral when replaced in

water or when re-covered by the rising tide, flourishes again. At
such a low tide the bai-rier-flats present a picture of bushes and

boulders of living coral all freely exposed to the sun, all dry, all

smelling very offensively, and yet the returning tide finds them
all living as actively as when it left them. A coral may be taken

from the bottom of the lagoon, may spend the best part of a hot

day, high and dry, in the bottom of a boat, and yet, when it

is replaced in the water, all its zooids will expand, and it will

resume all its vigour. Exposure to the sun and air between tide

limits plays but little part as a causative factor in the question of

coral death. Of course no coi-al could grow beyond the normal

high-tide level, but the remarkably level appearance of the barrier-

flats is not the result of the action of sun and air on the coral

colonies, so much as of the levelling effects of the weaves, and the

moving fragments that they wash to and fro. It is the grinding

action of the surface waters at their level of maximum activity

that determines the limiting level of upward coral-growth, far

more than the death of the apices from the effects of sun and air.

The waves that sweep over the flats, and carry shorewards the

fragments that they have broken from the seawai'd margin of the

barrier, are for ever keeping the coral colonies within the limit

of upward growth ; but their action is not altogether detrimental

to the corals, for though, where island beaches are formed, many
fragments of living coral are cast ashoie only to perish, still many
more, where no such dry land exists, are safely lodged in a new
resting place. Broken fragments are swept across the flats, they

lodge in pools, they become sti-anded under the lee of boulders, or

are washed into the lagoon ; and each of these fragments, if not

too badly damaged, will form the nucleus of a new colony in a,

suitable habitat. If a large colony of a Madrepore be broken up

in the rock-pool where it flourishes, the great majoi-ity of its

fragments will continue to grow and branch out into new colonies

;

and if some of these fragments are swept onwards by the waves,

they will form pioneers for the species when lodged in a suitable

environment.
Freshening of the water from the excessive tropical rains has

been said to cause wdiolesale death among the lagoon corals ; and

in high islands were rivei's flow into the sea, the fresh water is

well known to be a great cause of the absence of coral-growth.

Before Darwin's visit to the atoll it is said tliat an abnormal

rainfall killed many corals, and again in 1866 the fresh water is

said by the Governoi- to have stood for a height of seveiul inches

on the surface of the lagoon, so heavy and continuous was the

rain. Again, in May 1896, the rains were abnormal, and the

freshening of the water destroyed the lagoon algas and fish ; and

this in such quantities that when Mr. Arthur Keyser visited the

islands in July, the dead fish wei'e still being cleared from the

lagoon. There is no doubt that the rain would have to be long
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continued, for all those corals tha,t live in rock-pooLs are immune
to the influence of the fresh water accumulated during a heavy-

downpour at low tide. When the tide is low and the rainfall is

heavy, the rock-pools undergo a remarkable degree of freshening,
and so too does the lagoon if the weather is calm and the rainfall

is a sudden one.

In the lagoon the surface specific gravity may fall to 1021, but
I have never found it lower, and the perpetual churning of the
waves prevents any marked evidences of freshening being
observable near shore. Outside, in the ocean itself, there is such
complete mixing of the waters at the surf-beaten barrier edge,
that it is not likely that the influence of the rain could be
recognised.

On Feb. 13th, 1906, when -28 of an inch of rain fell in ten
minutes, the sp. gr. of the surface of the lagoon dropped from
1027 to 1021, and the temperature was 77°-5.

On Feb. 24th, after -5 of an inch of rain had fallen in half an
hour, the sp. gr. was 1023, and the temperature was 82°-7.

On Jan. 4th, after 7-4 inches had fallen in the passed 12 hours,
the sp. gr. was 1021, with a temperature of 78°.

The sui-face of the fish-pond, which is a pit about 15 feet

square, will show a reading as low as 1015 three days after a
downfall of 5 inches in twelve hours, although its waters lise and
fall with the tides, and the outside ocean shows no change after
the downpour.

It is therefore mainly wave-action that obliterates the effects

of tropical showers in freshening the salt water, and the coinci-

dence of great rainfall and dead calm must be very complete, and
very lasting, before anything approaching a general destruction
of corals could result.

Many animals have been ranked amongst the enemies of corals,

and Darwin classed some fish and the myriad Holothuridse as
causes of coral death. In this atoll Dr. H. 0. Forbes has described
the " Scarus feeding in the surf on the living coral," and has
asserted that the Kakatua and other lagoon fish actually eat the
living polyps. The observation has been several times doubted,
and, so far as this atoll is concerned, it is certainly an error.

There are no fish and no Holothurids in Cocos Keeling lagoon, or
on the barrier, that eat coral when it is living, though many
different classes of animals contain great quantities of dead coral

in their alimentary canals. The importance of the coral-haunting
fish and the Holothurids as factors in atoll formation is great, but
it is not as destroyers of living coral that they fulfil their r61e,

for the coral that they took in at their mouths was ali-eady dead.

From the study of the life of the colony in different sur-

roundings, and from the repair of injury, and death, in unsuitable
habitats, I think it will be seen that the number of the true
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species of corals is by no means so great as is at present

supposed.

There is no doubt that a great number of our museum-made
species are mere vegetative varieties, produced in response to the
demands of the environment ; and I do not think it is possible

to determine from a fragment of growth—often with no sufficient

data—if it be a new species, or even a new genus, or if it be a

merf) vegetative variety of some already well-known species.

There can be but little utility in the naming and describing,

with great minuteness, of all these variations ; for of this work there

can be no end, and persistent collecting, from even such a small

area as the Oocos-Keeling atoll, would yield such a variety of

fragments as would occupy a lifetime to describe.

In very many cases one single colony could be found to provide
several types of growth, that if presented as fragments, would be

deemed to merit individual description as species.

In such cases some factor in the physical condition of the
surroundings will show, when the colony is in sitic, the cause of

these different modes of growth ; but when the colony is trans-

ported to a museum, it presents a very striking puzzle.

One side of a colony may be shaded from light, sheltered from
currents, or protected from silt ; whilst the other side may be
exposed to all these influences : and then it is but natural that the
two sides should vary, and—knowing the wonderful plasticity of

the zooids—the great differences are not astonishing.

Besides the occurrence of colonies that exhibit two or three well-

marked types of growth, there are those that can only be called
" undecided " forms, and these present growths that are inter-

mediate in character between two well-marked, and veiy diverse,

types. Such "undecided" forms are very common, but it is the
natural instinct of the collector to pick out well-marked and
well-grown forms as his specimens.

I have not inckided MiUepo7'a in these remarks, but the genus
is well woi'thy of notice ; and although the three types

—

Jlillepora

alcicoi'nis, M. complanata, and M. verrucosa—occur in great

abundance in the atoll, and pi-esent very different appearances in

their extreme forms, I do not doubt that there is but one sjoecies

of Millepore, with three variations of vegetative growth, and an
infinity of gradations connecting them. I do not doubt either

that all the forms of Pocillopora that are found in the atoll are
in reality one species ; and I sti'ongly suspect that thei'e is only
one species of Montipora in Cocos, although its varieties are
legion. The species of Madrepora in the islands are in reality

very few, many diverse forms are certainly identical species, but
experimental breeding must finally settle how few these sj)ecies

are.

It is the same throughout the whole series of the Cocos- Keeling'

corals ; there is a very limited number of species ; and I would
account for the origin of the many varieties, and the present con-

fusion of their nomenclature, by the alteration of environment
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caused by atoll formation. I imagine that the origin of the atoll

from an original submerged bank will be unquestioned ; and on

this submerged bank I would imagine that the corals represented

few species and few varieties.

The life-conditions all over the bank were fairly uniform, and

there lived upon it Pocillopora, Montipora, and the other corals,

exhibiting probably one form of growth only, and one that is

I'epresented by an intermediate type to-day.

With the origin of the heaped up debris that forms the island

I'ing, and with the formation of the barrier above the level of the

tides, a gradual change occurred, and in the place of one uniform

environment, an infinity of diverse habitats was produced.

The rough water of the barrier, the smooth w-ater of the lagoon,

the silting water of the inlets, and the clear water of the ocean,

were marked off from one another ; and the embryos of the

originally similar corals had to grow dissimilar to adapt their

vegetative types to the new formed habitats.

In this way the present infinity of types was brought about,

and wherever the environment is changing to-day new types are

developing to conform wdth its demands.

EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.

Plate XXVIL

The influence of environment on vegetative form of Corals.

Fig. 1. Three types of 3Iontipora, growing respectively in {a) fairly smooth water,

(6) deep water, (c) rough water.

Fig. 2. Three types of Iladrepora from (a) i&\r\y smooth water, (S) deep water,

(e) rough water.

Pig. 3. Three types of Pocillopora from («) fairly smooth water, (h) deep water,

(c) rough water.

In each case the figures are of extreme varieties, and the extremes are linked

together by every grade of intermediate variety.

PXATE XXVIII.

The influence of environment on vegetative form of Corals.

Pig. 1. The under surface of a plate-like growth, to show the characters of the

corallites.

Pig. 2. The upper surface of the same plate, to show the great difference of

appearance of the two surfaces.

Fig. 3. Colonies of Focillopora taken from a floating log. They are photographed

in the positions that they occupied on the surface of the log, and they

illustrate well the change of type of vegetative growth in response to

environment.

Plate XXIX.

Processes of repair and death in Corals.

Pig. 1. Specimen showing a branching Montipora which, when in adverse circum-

stances, repairs its dead areas by an encrusting growth. The new growth

has very different characteristics of corallite to those of the original

growth.
Fig. 2. Specimen showing death of zooids caused by deposition of sediment; and also

partial assumption of meandrine form of division caused bj' adversity.
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2. On Lacerta ioiwxi Lehrs, a Variety oi Lacerta taurica

Pallas. By G. A. Boulengek, F.R.S., V.P.Z.S.

[Received May 23, 1907.]

(Plate XXX.*- and Text-figures 162-165.)

In a paper dealing Avitli the inter-relations of the South European
Lizards of the genus Lacerta, published a few years ago t, Herr
Philip Lehrs has pi'oposed the name Lacerta ionica for a form
inhabiting the Ionian Islands, which had been referred by pre-

vious authors to Z. tatirica, L. muralis, or L. peloponnesiaca,, and
which he regarded as a species allied to but quite distinct from
L. taurica.

I have at various times received examples of this Ionian Lizard
through Dr. F. Werner and Herr Lorenz Mliller, and I have
lately procured a number of living specimens from Corfu, two of

which are represented on the coloured plate appended to this

paper. I have availed myself of this material to institute a
careful comparison of L. ionica with L, taurica, and to put to the
test the characters adduced by Herr Lehrs for theii- sepai-ation,

with the result that I am unable to agree with this author's

conclusions.

1 cannot find characters to justify a specific separation. The
dorsal scales are, as a rule, a little smaller (hence more numerous)
in the Ionian Lizard than in the typical L. taurica from the
Crimea,—a character which has not even been alluded to by
Hr. Lehrs ; but, as will be seen by the numbers of scales given
in the following table, this is not constant, and there is really no
correlation between the scaling and the coloration. The difFei'ence

in coloi-ation is not of a very fundamental kind, and will be found
to be bridged over when a large series of specimens is available

for comparison. As to the structviral characters adduced to

justify a specific sepai'ation, they do not stand the test of a
ci-itical examination.

Taking them in the order in which they appear in Hr. Lehi's'

description, I note :

—

1. L. ionica is stated to be larger than L. taurica. There is

however, very little difi"erence between the two. My largest male
L. taurica (from Roumania) measures 68 millim. from snout to
vent, and Kiritezcu % mentions another measuring 71 ; my largest

male L. ionica measures 80. Considei-ing the variation in size to
which all Lizards are subject, this character has no importance
whatever.

2. The shape of the head is believed to be diflferent, being more
pointed, with a less " sheep-like " profile, in L. ionica. The

* For explanation of the Plate, see p. 566.

t Zool. Anz. 1902, p. 225.

X Bui. Soc. Sci. Bucarest, x. 1901, p. 314.
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figures here given, delineated from photographs, of male specimens
of the two forms (Roumania and Cephalonia), chosen as being
practically identical in form, will dispose of this supposed difierence.
The most pointed head in the whole series at my disposal is to be
found in a female from Rutshuk, Bulgaria, typical in coloration.

Text-fie-. 162.

Lacerta taurica.

Side views of heads of males : a. Roumania ; b. Cephalouia.

Text-fia-. 163.

Lacerfa taurica.

Upper view of head of female, Rutsliiik, Bulgaria.

3. The tail of the male L. ionica, it is stated, is nearly twice or

even a little over twice the length of head and body, whilst that of

Z. taurica does not exceed 1*7 times that length. Here are

measurements (in milKmetres) of head and body and tail in a few
males of both forms with intact tails :

—
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5. Frontal shield about as long as frontoparietals in L. ionica,

considei-ably longer in L. taurica. I cannot understand how such
a statement can have been made, and a few measurements will

suffice to refute it :—
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I append a table showing the amount of variation in the
lepidosis in the adult specimens at my disposal.

1. 2. ! 3. 4. I 5. e. 8.

Criinea

Bakal, Crimea .

Sebastopol ...

Roumania
Dobrudja, Roumania

Greci, Maniu Distr., Roumania .

Rutsliuk, liulgaria

Bazias, Hungary

Rakos, nr. Budapest

Szabadka, Hungary..

Constantinople
L. Stymphalos, Morea

Nision, G. of Messenia. Morea ...

Cephalonia

Corfu

63
54
59
47
68
67
62
60
55
48
54
54 52
59

I

55
51

50
49
50
51
53
50
55
42
59

62
61
55
55
56
64
58
63
80
75 I 54
70

I

60
68

!
57
61

60
58
59
59
55
60
56

66
70
63
63
67
66
56
70
67

I

59
67 57
67
67
65
65
63
63
63 ! 52
60

I

60
57 I

56
62 ! 53
52 53

9
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Description of Lacerta taurica and its variations.

Form and Proportions.

Intermediate between L. agilis and L. imircdis, var. cam2}estris.

Head rather small (4 to 4j times in length to vent in males,

4^ to 4f times in females), as deep as broad or not much broader
than deep, once and a half to once and two thirds as long as broad,

exceptionally once and three fourths * ; occipital region convex

;

snout obtusely j)ointed, with straight or slightly convex upper
profile, as long as the distance between the eye and the ear-opening

;

depth of the head, in the tympanic region, equal to or a little

greater than the distance between the anterior corner of the eye
and the anterior border of the tympanum. Neck as broad as the
head, or a little na,rrower or a little broader. Body moderately
depressed. Hind limb, in the males, reaching the axilla, the
shoulder, or the collar ; in the females reaching the wrist or the
elbow of the adpressed fore limb ; foot as long as the head or a little

longer (not more than once and one fourth). Tail once and a half

to slightly over twice the length of head and body.

Palatcd teeth.

A few small teeth are nearly always present on the pterygoid
bones t.

Seeding.

Rostral shield entering the nostril, often largely J. Nasals
forming a short suture behind the rostral § ; frontonasal much
broader than longji; frontal as long as or shorter than its

distance from the end of the snout
;
parietals once and one fourth

to once and one third as long as broad, in contact with the upper
postocular ; occipital very variable in shape, usually shoi-ter than
the interparietal, sometimes fused with, or separated from it by a
small shield *\. An incomplete series of granules between the
supraciliaries and the supraoculars, the first supraciliary being
constantly in contact with the second supraocular, the granules
sometimes minute or reduced to 2 to 5**. Postnasal single ft.
Four upper labials anterior to the subocular %%. Scutellation of

* In a male from Nision, Greece.

f These teeth are very rarely present in the vars. campestris and serjpa of
Zi. muralis, and appear to be constantly absent in the typical form of that species.

X I have observed only two exceptions
( $ from Szabadka and $ from Corfu), in

which the nostril is narrowly separated from the rostral.

§ In a $ from Nision, Greece, the frontonasal forms a suture with the rostral; in

a ^ from Cephalonia the nasal is in contact with the anterior loreal, above the
postnasal (see text-fig. 162 b, p. 558).

II
Broken up into four shields, forming a cross, in a $ from Bazias.

y As long as the interparietal in a few specimens from Greece and the Ionian
Islands.
** In specimens from Crimea, Bulgaria, Hungary, Cephalonia and Corfu, as in

some specimens of i. peloponnesiaca, in which species the granules ara usually
entirely absent.

ft Two superposed postnasals in a $ from Nision.

XX Five on one side in a $ from Szabadka and in another from RuTshuk ; three
on each side in a $ from Cephalonia.

;^8*
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the temple very variable, the two extremes (text-fig. 162, p. 558")

approaching L. agilis and L. mibrcdis var. campestris respectively
,

masseteric and tympanic shields usually distinct, the formej-

sometimes very large and in contact with the supratemporals,

of which there are visually 2 or 3 *. 19 to 28 scales and granules

in a straight line between the symphysis of the chin-shields and
the median collar-plate

;
gular fold always well mai-ked. Collar

formed of 8 to 12 plates (usually 9 to 11), the edge more or less

distinctly serrated ; the extremes of serration are shown on the

following figures of two female specimens, one from Sebastopol,

the other from Cephalonia.

Text-fi^. 164.

Lacerta taurica.

Lower views of heads of females : a. Sebastopol ; b. Cephalonia.

Scales on body juxtaposed, oval or oval-hexagonal, veiy small

and more or less diagonally keeled on the back, larger and smooth
or very feebly keeled towards the ventrals. Exceptionally the
scales on the back may be almost perfectly round granules, with
a feeble straight keel f or even almost without a trace of a keel +.

In a male from Rakos, Hungary, which has very strongly keeled

dorsal scales, and in a male from Corfu, the scales on the flanks,

right down to the ventral plates, show a feeble but yet distinct

keel. The number of scales across the body varies from 42 to

61 §. On the flanks, 3 or alternately 2 and 3 series of scales

correspond to one ventral plate. 36 to 50 transverse series of

dorsal scales correspond to the length of the head.

* Only one in a S from Szabadka.

t ? from Crimea and Szabadka, Hungary. J $ from Rutshuk, Bulgaria.

§ 42 is exceptional and occurs only in one $ from L. Stymphalos, Morea, two
males from the same locality havine: 50 and 55 respectively.
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Ventral plates in 6 (exceptionally 8) longitudinal and 25 to 32
transverse series.

Anal plate moderately large or rather small, with two or thi'ee

semicircles of small plates or scales, one or two of the median
plates of the inner semicircle sometimes considerably enlarged.

Scales on upper surface of leg usually smaller than the dorsals,

more or less distinctly keeled. 22 to 29 lamellar scales under the
fourth toe.

Femoral pores 15 to 25 on each side, 15 to 20 (usually 16 to 19)
in the typical form*, 15 to 25 (usually 18 to 21) in the Ionian
specimens.

Caudal scales more or less obtusely pointed behind, the upper
strongly keeled, the lower smooth or feebly keeled ; the whorls
subequal in length ; the fourth or fifth whorl behind the postanal
granules contains 30 to 37 scales.

Coloration.

In the typical form (text-fig. 165 a) the brown colour pre-

dominates on the tapper parts, with the exception of a broad
vertebral stripe which is of a more or less bright green ; a

light streak may extend from the outer border of the parietal

shield to the base of the tail and another from below the eye
to the groin ; the sides of the body are moi-e or less spotted or

marbled with black, exce^jt on the green vertebral band, and the
black spots may extend across or over the light dorso-lateral

streaks, which often entirely disappear, especially in males.

In some specimens t (text-fig. 165 b) the black markings pre-

dominate over the ground-colour and enclose small whitish spots,

whilst in others they are large and few, forming a regular series

on each side of the back J, or small and numerous, or confluent

into a wavy line bordering inwards the light dorso-lateral streak §.

The lower parts are white, yellow, or deep orange, without spots,

or with small black sjDots on the sides
;
pale blue spots are present

on the outer ventral plates and just above them. The dark and
light spots on the tail combine to form a more or less distinct

striation.

In all the specimens from Greece and the Ionian Islands

examined by me, the green coloui- predominates (at least in the
spring) and the green and brown striation of the back is never
shown by them. However, as noticed above, specimens from
Roumania (text-fig. 165 c) ai"e intermediate between the two
types of coloration. In these Greek and Ionian specimens a

vertebral series of black spots is occasionally present. As observed

by Lehrs, a form withovit any spots or streaks, in either sex, occurs

on the Ionian Islands.

Living specimens from Corfu are of a beautiful grass-green

* 15 to 22 accoi-ding to Kessler. f Males from Hungary.

X Females from Crimea, Roumania, and Bulgaria.

§ Male from Roumania.
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above (head, neck, body, fore limbs, base of tail), shading to

greenish yellow on the lips and down the sides of the neck. The
black spots are usually small. A pale brown or golden colour

forms spots or a band on each side of the posterior part of the

body and on the base of the tail. Hind limbs and tail brownish

grey, with light spots. The ocellar marking above the shoulder,

alluded to by Lehrs, is absent, or imperfect, the centre green, not-

blue. A male is uniform green, with the sides of the sacral

region and of the base of the tail, the hind limbs, and the tail

i-eddish brown ; in a female, the brown extends further forward

on the sides of the body. The belly is greenish or yellowish white,,

or pale yellow, with pale blue spots on the outer s'entral plates.

The iris varies from pale golden to copper-red *.

Text-fig. 165.

Xiacerta taurica.

Head and anterior part of body

:

a. $ . Roumania; b. ^ . Hungary; c. $ . Rciimania.

The female specimen here figured represents the " forma

olivacea" of Lehrs (p. 236). I have always objected to the

bestowal of latin names on such individual variations. In this

case, the " forma olivacea" is not even constant in the individual,

as since the lizard has been placed in spirit it has produced a

dark lateral band edged with whitish, thus resembling very

closely some of the typical specimens from Cephalonia mentioned

by Lehi's as devoid of dark spots.

In conclusion, I very much doubt whether L. taurica and

L. ionica can be sufiiciently well defined to be separated as distinct

* I have noticed the same variation in the typical form of Lacerta muralis.
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varieties (or subspecies). At any rate the diffei-ence between them
does not seem to me greater than that which separates the var.

hocagii from the typical form of L. mtcralis. According to the
evidence furnished by the specimens at my disposal, the typical
form occurs in the Crimea, in Roumania, Hungary, Bulgaiia, and
Turkey in Europe, the var. ionica in Morea and the Ionian Islands.

As pointed out by Lehrs, his L. ionica constitutes a very
interesting link between the true L. taurica and those forms of
L. muralis (vars. ccmipestris and littoralis) which, contrary to the
opinion of L. von Mehely, I regard as the most primitive in
structure as well as in mai-kings*.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXX.

Lacerta taurica var. ionica.

Mcale (lower figuve) and female (upper figure) from Corfu.

3. On Neotropical Lycccmda\ with Descriptions of New
Species. By Hamilton H. Druce, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

[Received May 22, 1907.]

(Plates XXXI.-XXXYI.t)

The genus " Thecla" as used in the present paper contains

most of the species placed in it by Westwood and by Hewitson,
and includes neai-ly all the Neotropical Lycsenidse. It is used in

the same sense as by Messrs. Godman & Salvin in the ' Biologia

Centrali-Americana,' and the species are referred to as nearly as

possible as in that work.
Many genera have been proposed by Hiibnei-, by Scudder, and

lately by Mr. W. J. Kaye for various forms—some on account of

the " scent-glands" or " brands " which are found in the male sex

of many species, some apparently on the shape of the Avings, some
on slight differences in the position of the nervules. But the

fact remains that the venation of the wings is very much the

same in all the vaiious species.

Some are tailless ; othei-s have one, two, or three tails to the

hind wing ; and, as pointed out by Messrs. Godman & Salvin in
' Biologia Centrali-Americana,' in some species the brands on the

fore wing appear to influence the direction of the veins, in

others cney do not. The terminal joints of the palpi in some
species are longer than in others, and the robust or slim

appearance of some is veiy apparent.

From a very careful examination of a considerable material,

Messrs. Godman & Salvin in Biol. Centr.-Amer. did not consider

generic division advisable (except in one case, i. e. IVieclojysis, in

which the tarsal joints of the front legs of the male have not

* See ray remarks in Ann. & Mag. N. H. ser. 7, vol. xx. p. 39.

t For explanation of the Plates, see pp. 631-632.
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become fused and support the claws as found in the female), but

at the same time they divided the genus into a number of sections.

Many of these sections can be denoted by authors' existing names
if thought fit by entomologists. Various views regarding the im-

portance or otherwise of the brands continue to be put forward
;

and Dr. Hy. Skinner, Ent. News, April 1907, p. 131, in a

paper intending to prove that the jST. American T. irus and
T. henrici are one species, states that " the male is often with
or without the brand, which has no generic or specific value."

Before any satisfactory division into genei-a can be undertaken,

it will be necessaiy to dissect and examine a large amount of

material which at present is not available, many of the types

being unique and large numbers of the species being represented

in collections by but two or three examples.

In the present paper I have been able to clear up many points

of synonymy, and have described and figui-ed a large number of

new forms. It will be noticed that some few of Hewitson's

species are placed as synonyms of species previously described by
him, and this can be accounted for by the fact that the types

were from other collections and were returned to their owners,

and that the insects seen by him later were not recognised as

being already described.

I have examined a large number of the types, many of which
are contained in the British Museum, and Mr. Godman has

placed the whole of his collection in my hands for examination.

This fine collection has been of the greatest help, in fact quite

essential, containing as it does many of Hewitson's types, then
in Bates's possession, in addition to the unrivalled series from
Central America.

Ml-. Grose Smith, who now has some of Hewitson's types

described from the Saunders collection, has kindly allowed me
to borrow the specimens for comparison.

Mr. Dukinfield Jones, who collected at Castro, Brazil, and
some of whose captures were described by Mr. W. Schaus, has
also kindly permitted me to examine these and has lent me
others for descinption.

It is a fact worth noting that out of the large number of

species described by Hewitson, only some 35 (nearly all the types

of which are in the British Museum) are not represented in the

various private collections I have examined.

The following species are included in the genus " Thecla " by
Mr. Kirby in his Catalogue, but their identity is obscure. The
numbers refer to his list :

—

84 a. Hesperia chiton Fab. Described as with three tails.

Donovan's figure shows it .with two and a lobe. In my
opinion without doubt = T. phaleros L., 5 , highly
coloured. Dr. Butler, in his ' Catalogue of Fabrician

Lepidoptera,' p. 198, thinks not. The type appears to

be lost.
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112. Hesperict dindus Fab. Type lost.

163. Hesperia agrippta Fab. There are two specimens in the
British Museum identified by Dr. Butler from Jones's

drawings. They are labelled " Honduras." They are
not referred to in the ' Biologia Centrali-Americana

'

under that or any other name.
299. Papilio ixion Fab. In the British Museum there are two

specimens so identified by Dr. Butler, but I know not
on what authority. They are doubtfully distinct from
Thecla m-cdbum Bd.

300. Papilio anacreon Fab. Type lost.

308. Hesperia romidtcs Fab. Type lost. Donovan's figure is

bad and might refer to almost any species with a green
under side.

392. Papilio thamyras Linn.

469. Papilio oiigrojiavus Goeze.

The following species figured by Cramer and Stoll are unknown
to me, and do not exist in any of the collections which I have
examined. They are mostly from Surinam and probably came
from the interior of the country, viz. :

—

ethemon Cr. lycabas Cr.

arogeus Cr. emaiheon Cr.

ismarus Cr. phalanthus Cr.

hitias Cr. cethegus 8toll.

The following species described by Godart 1 am iniable to

make out with certainty, and unless the types can be found,

I fear they will never be satisfactorily identified. They were
described by Godart in the genus Polyommatus, viz. :

—

sinnis. strojihius.

hazochii. ergeus.

nebis. 77iegar2is.

gabelus.

T. bazochii has been identified as = T. thius Hiibn., but the
description is mvich too vague to allow of any certainty on this

point.

The following species are known to me only from the descrip-

tions and figures, and are not contained in any of the collections

which I have examined. They are noted here in chronological

order :

—

T. dion Schaller, Naturf. xxiii. p. 49, t. 1. fl". 9, 10. Figures too

bad for identification.

T. itmbratus Hilbn. (possibly allied to T. parthenia Hew.
which, as figured in B. C.-A., has a much shorter tail than
Hewitson's figiu'e). Locality given by Westwood and
Hewitson in Gen. Diur. Lep. p. 485, is " Yucatan." Not
mentioned by Messrs. Godman & Salvin in B. C.-A.
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T. guaccmagari Walleng.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

inoesites Herr.-Schaif.

acaste Prittw.

hirsuta ,,

imnici ,,

inegamede Prittw.

antinous Feld.

nana ,,

dinus Hew.
arola „

gauna Boisd.

thargelia Burm.
nanidion ,,

phrynisca ,,

2)eralta Moscli.

heloisa ,,

lorea ,,

fessa ,,

hianca ,

api'ica ,,

devia ,,

thenca ,,

j^romissa ,

,

tirrhcea ,,

vulnerata Stand.

adela

Puna Is., Ecuador. Type

Mus. Holm.
Cuba.
Brazil.

Bogota.

1 Described from types in

J
Boisduval's Collection.

Costa Rica. Not referred

to in Biol.'Centr.-Amer.

Ara;entina.

Surinam.

Jamaica.

Amazon.

{Micandra) sapho Staud. Colombia.

alihoha Staud. Allied to T. aholiha Hew. {aritides

Schaus), but appears distinct.

oribata Weymer. Bolivia. Described as allied to

T. oxidia Hew. and T. arria Hew.

faga Dognin.

joya
_

„
aniatista ,,

'wernichei Rober.

sadiei Weeks.
harrietta ,,

francis ,,

dickiei ,,

Ecuador.

Brazil.

Bolivia.

Of the species described by Lucas in Sagra's ' History of Cuba '

(1857), T. celida is contained in the Hewitson Collection, but

T. aon, T. tollus, T. paseo, and T. marius I have not seen.

Of the species described by Mr. W. Schaus in the ' Proceed-

ings ' of the United States National Museum, vol. xxiv. (1902),

and in which Museum the types are placed, examples of the
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following have been given by the autlior to the British Museum,
viz. :

—

T. taminella Schaus. T.foyi Schaus.

T. raiia ,, T. tigonia
,,

(= J', argona Hew.), T. guzanta „
T. binangula Schaus. T. polama

,, $

.

T. bolima ,,

The specimens of 2\ binaugida and T. bolima appear to be the

two sexes of one species and are both labelled Castro, Parana..

The type of 2\ binangida is described from Peru, so possibly theie

is some error here.

Examples of the following species are contained in Mr. Dukin-
field Jones's Collection and were determined by Mr. Schaus,
viz. :

—

T. xorema Schaus.

T. muatMna
,,

T.farrnina
,,

{^diccea Hew.).
T. chilica „

Of the remaining species I am unable to make out with
certainty the following :

—

T. giapor Schaus. T. conoveria Schaus.

2\ carta
,,

T. curtira
,,

T. nugar
,,

I', tella
,,

T. atrana „ T. chalimia
,,

T. talama ,, T. echinita
,,

T. normahal
,,

T. guadala ,,

T. vialta
,,

T. illex
,,

T. voniiba ,, 7\ hostis
,,

T. vieca
,,

T. fostera ,,

T. rickmani
,,

2'. lanckena
,,

T. ziirkvitzi ., T. humber
,,

T. epopeodes
,,

Amongst the collections befoi-e me are specimens which appear
from the descriptions to be referable to several of the above-named
species, notably T. nugar, T. guadala, and T. hostis. These I have
refiuined fi-om describing, but it is quite possible that when they
are compared with the types they will prove to be distinct, and
I hope on some future occasion to be able to examine these

types.

Thecla.

Thecla splendor, sp. n. (Plate XXXI. fig. 4.)

Female. Allied to T. timeta Hew.*, which it closely resembles

on the upper side. On the under side it differs in possessing

a curved, black, ultj-amedian band on the fore wing, inwardly
edged with whitish, and in the median band on the hind wing

* T. tuneta Hew. 111. D. Lep. p. 71, pi. 28. iigs. 14, 15.
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being broader, placed further from the base, moi-e concave,

and more sharply angled to the anal margin. Thei-e is also a
submarginal indistinct dark shade which is not present in

T. tuneta Hew.
Expanse Ij^q inch.

Hah. CoJombia.

Type, Mus. Oxford, Ko.
J^^^.

Collected 1848-1857 by H.M.

Vice-Consul Edward W. Mark, and presented to the Museum in

1901 by Mr. F. W. Mark.
The type, which is the only specimen I have seen, is not in

very good condition, having lost its antennae and abdomen ; but
enough remains to show that it is a very distinct species, and
I believe unnamed.

Thecla gabeiela.

Pcqnlio gahriela Cr. Pap. Exot. i. jjl. 6. figs. C, D (1775) (nee

Godart).

Mr. Godman's collection contains examjjles of this species from
Ega. It is entirely without the patch of difierently foi-med scales

on the upper side of the fore wing, and is so figured by Cramer.

It was so identified by Bates, and I believe quite correctly.

Godart described it as having a large silky spot, and was followed

by Hewitson in his determination.

Thecla sumptuosa, sp. n. (Plate XXXI. fig. 3.)

Polyom. gahriela Godt. Enc. Meth. ix. p. 622, no. 18 (1823).
Thecla gahriela Hew. 111. D. Lep. p. 72, pi. 27. fig. 7 (1865).

Male. Allied to T. gahriela Or., but differs in possessing a

large silky patch of diflferently placed scales on the foi-e wing,
situated on the disc of the wing and extending below the median
nervule but not into the cell. On the under side of the hind
wing the dark band is outwardly bordered by a single white band
varying in width, whilst in T. gahriela Cr. there are two distinct

white bands.

Expanse 2i inches.

Hah. Espiritu >Santo, Brazil [Mus. Druce) ; 8. Paulo, Amazons
[Mus. Godman), from Bates's Collection.

Type, Mus. Druce.

The specimen in the British Museum which was figured by
Hewitson as T. gahriela Ci'amei' is a representative of this

species.

Thecla candidus, sp. n. (Plate XXXI. figs. 1 c? , 2 $ .)

Male. Allied to the preceding, T. sumpUiosa. but difters in the
silky patch being produced along the loAver wall of the cell

almost to the base. On the under side the black markings are

clear and distinct, and there is a good deal more black towards
the apex of fore wing.

Female. On the upper side the apex of the fore wing is broadly
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black, and there is a large oval spot at the anal angle of the hind
wing. On the under side the anal angle of the hind wing is very
heavily marked with bright red, in the centre of which are two
blackish spots.

Expanse, (S 2^jj, 5 3^^^ inches.

Hab. Kio Minero, Muzo, Colombia, 2500 feet (JlTieeler).

Types, Mus. Godman.
The difi'erently shaped silky patch on the fore wing of the male

serves to distinguish this insect from its allies.

Thecla ornatrix, sp. n. (Plate XXXI, fig. 5 J •)

Male. Allied to the preceding, T. candidus, rather less brilliant

and with the silky discal patch arranged much as in that species,

but with the addition of a large, elongate, separate patch occu-

pying the outer half of the cell. On the under side of the hind
wing the black band is divided by a sinuous whitish band from
the costa.

Female. On the upper surface the wings are dull brown, with
the discal areas suffused with dull blue, and on the under surface

the basal areas only are green.

Expanse 2^io- inches.

Hah. Rio Demerai-a, British Guiana.
Types, Mus, Druce.
Also allied to T. spoitsa Mosch. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien,

xxvi. p. 298, pi. 3. fig. 2, but has many points of distinction.

Thecla floralia, sp. n. (Plate XXXI. fig. 6.)

Male. Allied to T. tagyra Hew.*, with the silky patch on the
fore wing not extending over the upper half of the cell of

the fore wing as in that species, bvit is distinctly bordered by its

walls and running along the median nervure halfway to its base.

Expanse 1y^ inch.

Hah. Maranham [Belt).

Type, Mus. Godman.
Differs only from T. tagyra in the position and extent of the

silky patch. Staudinger has figured this insect as T. tagyra in

his Exot. Schmett. (1888).

Thecla dorcas, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. damo Druce, and, like that insect, with a
linear black margin only, but with the apical and outer marginal
areas much darker and richer blue.

Feviale. Differs from that sex of T. damo in having narrower
brown margins to both wings on the upper side.

Expanse as T. damo.
Hah. Yina, N.W. Peru, 5500 feet {0. T. Baron).
Types, Mus. Godman.
This insect, which by some entomologists would be doubtless

considered as a subspecies of T. marsyas Linn., differs from

* Thecla iagi/ra Hew. 111. D. Lep. p. 73, pi. 28. figs. 20, 21.
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T. dmno in the same way as T. cyhele G. & S.* differs from
typical T. 'inarsyas.

Thecla trochus, sp. n. (Plate XXXI. fig. 7.)

Male. Allied to T. eronos mihi f. Upper side brilliant shining

green, with the apex and outer margin of fore wing black.

Under side : ground-colour paler than in T. eronos, with the

metallic greenish-bkie suffusion confined more to the lower discal

areas in the fore wing ; the ulti-amedian line much shorter on
the fore wing, and with a distinct dark red, black-pupilled, sub-

marginal lunule between the lower median nervules on the hind

wing
Expanse 1^\ inch.

Hah. Rio Minero, Muzo, Colombia, 2500 feet {Wheeler).

Type, Mus. Godman.
Both T. eronos and T. trochus belong to a group which has not

been found in Central America, but in appearance are much like

T. heraclldes Godman & Salvin, but have however no tails and no
trace of a brand. I have figui'ed the type of T. eronos on
PI. XXXI. fig. 9.

Thecla viresco, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. lisus Stoll J, and, like that species, has no
brand, but the upper side is a dark bi'illiant green and the borders

are wider and less distinctly abrupt. On the under side the

markings are much the same, but the whole of the fore wing is

suffused with brilliant opalescent green excepting towards the

apex, and the ultramedian line is almost obsolete. The under
side of the abdomen is pale straw-coloxir.

Expanse l^^Q—If inch.

Hab. Maranham.
Type, Mus. Godman.
I have compared this and the following species to T. lisus, but,

although the markings are much the same, they present a more
robust appeaiance.

Thecla photeinos, sp. n. (Plate XXXI, fig. 8.)

Male. Allied to T. viresco mihi, but upper side brilliant shining

indigo-blue and fore wing below opalescent blue in place of green.

Expanse If inch,

Hab. Quonga, British Guiana (H. Whitely).

Type, Mus. Godman.

Thecla crines, sp. n. (Plate XXXII. figs. 1 J , 2 $ .)

Male. Upper side : shining purple-blue, colour of T. paphlagon
Feld, Fore wing : apex and cilia narrowly black, a square brown
band occupying the further end of the cell. Hind wing : the

* Thecla cyhele G. & S., P. Z. 8. 1896, p. 516.

t Thecla eronos H. H. Druce, Ent. Mo. Mas:. 1890, p. 151.

X Fapilio lisus Stoll, Supp. Cv. pi. 38. fi^s. 2, 2 b (1790).
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costal margin narrowly dai'k brown. The anal angle to the base

of the tail is rather iDroadly black, with a distinct bright green

anteciliary line and a gi-een crescent-shaped spot on the inner

portion of the lobe. The under side is brownish black, darkest

on the hind wing and towards the centre of the fore wing ; the

basal areas of both wings are broadly shining emerald-green, and

there are four narrow shining green ultramedian lines on the

hind wing, the anteciliary line being the most prominent.

Female. Upper side dull shining slaty blue, with apex and

outer margins brownish black ; hind wing with the green anal

markings as in male. Under side paler than in male, with the

green lines of the hind wing (excepting the anteciliary line which

is prominent as is also the green above the black lobe) almost

obsolete ; the basal areas of both wings are entirely without the

green.

Expanse, S I3—If indi, $ 1^ inch.

Hah. Colombia, Rio Minero, Muzo, 2500 feet {Wheeler); Bogota

{Mv.s. Dmce d' B.M. ex coll. Crowley).

Types, Mus. Godman.
Perhaps nearest to T. hemon Cr.*, but not very nearly allied.

The brand is smaller and more prominent.

Thecla numen, sp. n. (Plate XXXII. figs. 4^,5$.)
Male. Upper side : fore wing and basal half of hind wing-

opalescent greenish blue, deepest towards base. Fore wing with

the costa naiTowly and the apex and outer margins more broadly

black. Hind wing with a dark mark at the apex and a dark

mark between the nei-vules near the anal angle, with its outer half

white and the dark stripes of the under side showing through

distinctly. Under side with prominent white and brown stripes

arranged as in T.phydela Hew.f, but more prominent and without

the short white band which commences on the costa near the base

on the hind wing ; the yellow area at the anal angle is less,

being confined between the lower median nervules. Cilia of both

wings pure white on both surfaces. A linear dark brown glandular

patch on base of lower median nervule of fore wing occupying

about half its length from its origin to outer margin.

Female. Upper side pure white, with the costa, apex, and outer

margins broadh^ brownish black, as is also the outer margin of

hind wing which, however, encloses a distinct white line just

within the black anteciliai'y line. Under side as in male, but

inner margin of fore wing more broadly white on the disc.

Cilia of both wings brownish on both surfaces, but whitish

towards anal angle of hind wing.

Expp,nse, S Itir, $1^ i^^<^^^-

Hah. Roraima, British Guiana {H. Whitely).

Types, Mus. Godman.
The type specimens are the only ones I have seen of this

* Papilio hemon Cr. Pap. Exot. i. pi. 20. fio-s. D, E (1775).

t Thecla phydela Hew. 111. D. Lep. p. 84, pi. 33. iigs. 54-56.
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beautiful species. Tliey are in fine condition. It is a much
larger insect than T. 'phydela, and in colour it resembles.
T. gibherosa Hew.

Thecla amplitudo, sp. n. (Plate XXXII. fig 6.)

Mcde. Difiers only from T. cegides Feld. in the black borders
being about half as wide and in the blue being of a decided
violaceous hue.

Expanse 14 inch.

Hah. St. Jago, Ecuador {Buckley).
Type, Mus. Godman.
There are three males in Mr. Godman's collection. It doubt-

less takes the place of the Colombian T. cegides in Ecuador.

Thecla bama, sp. n. (Plate XXXII. fig. 3.)

Male. Upper side : uniform brilliant shining blue, with the
costa, apex, and outer margins black. Under side rich chestnut-
brown, shading to pale greyish along the inner margin of fore
wing. A distinct inwardly-black-bordered white line ci-osses the
fore wing obliquely about the middle from the costa to the lower
median nervule. There is a similar line on the hind wing much
angled below the centre and then running to the anal margin

;

beyond this is a submarginal line composed of whitish lunules
outwardly bordered with black. At the anal angle there is a
small black spot above which are dusted grey scales. Cilia
reddish brown on both surfaces, whitish at anal angle where they
ap]3ear to be tipped with black.

Expanse 1| inch.

Hab. Rio Minero, Muzo, Colombia, 2500 feet {Wieeler).
Type, Mus. Godman.
Perhaps allied to T. cyda G.& S.*, but is quite different below.

It is without a brand.

Thecla paupeea.

Pseudolyccena paupera Felder, Reise Nov., Lep. ii. pi 31
fig. 15,$.

Hah. Bogota, Colombia [Felder d- B.M.).
The British Museum Collection contains a pair ( J $ ) of this

rare species, which are the only examples I have seen.
The upper side of the male is a uniform dark shining green,

with narrow black margins and without any dark patch of scales
or brand on the fore wing. On the under side the dark bands
are rather narrower and less distinct than in the female, which is

described and well figured by Eelder.

Thecla haerietta.

Thecla harrietta Weeks jun., ' Canadian Entomologist,' xxxiii
no. 11 (1901) ; IlL Diur. Lep. p. 45, pi. 11. fig. 2 (1905).

Hah. Bolivia {Weeks).

*- Thecla cyda G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. vol. ii. p. 28, pi. 53. liss. 15, 16 (1887)

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1907, Xo. XXXIX. ^39
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This insect appears to be very closely allied to T. paupera

Feld. and the markings of the under side seem to be much the

same, but on the upper side the wings are described as dark

lustrous blue with the basal area of the fore wing dusted with*

greenish blue.

It is known to me only by Mr. Weeks's description and figures.

Thecla com^, sp. n. (Plate XXXII. figs. 8 c? , 9 $ .)

Male. Allied to T. ion mihi *, from which it diff"ers on the

Tjpper side by having somewhat wider dark outer marginal borders,

and on the under side in the fore wing being entirely without

the large opalescent blue patch on the discs. The hind wing

differs from that of T. ion in the third transverse pale blue line

(counting from the base) being without the thick blue dusting on

its outer border.

Female. Much the same as male above, but black margins are

broader and on the under side the ground-colour is paler and

redder.

Expanse 1/^ inch.

Hah. Rio Minero, Muzo, Colombia, 2500 feet {Wlieeler).

Types S ? ,
Mus. Godman.

There is also a male in the Hewitson cabinet (where it is placed

with T. cegides Feld.), but without locality.

Careful examination reveals a lai'ge elongate oval patch of

differently placed scales, situated over the outer half of the cell

and beyond, on the fore wing of the male of both this species and

of T. ion. T. cegides is entirely without this patch. I have figured

the type of T. ion on PI. XX'XII. fig. 7.

Thecla platyptera.

Pseudolyccena platyptera Felder, Reise Nov., Lep. ii. p. 246,

pi. 28. figs. 6, 7 (1865).

Micandra platyptera Stand. Exot. Schmett. p. 288, pi. 97.

Recorded by Felder from Venezuela and Bogota. The type

from Yenezuela is now in Mr. Godman's collection and was

formerly in the Kaden Collection. As figured by Staudinger in

his Exot. Schmett. (from Peru), it is smaller, and the lines on the

hind wing below are somewhat difierent and no dusting of white

scales is shown. Schatz has made it the type of his genus

Micandra. A close examination of the tarsus of the fore leg

shows that the fusion of the joints is very complete and that there

is an entire absence of claws, whilst the lower surface supports a

double row of large spines set close together. The female is

unknown. M. (?) sapho Stand, id. p. 289, pi. 97, stated on the

plate to be a male and in the letterpress to be a female, is probably

not closely allied, if indeed it belongs to the same group of the

Lycfenidae. I have never seen a specimen. It was received from

the San Juan River, Colombia.

* Thecla ion H. H. Druce, Erit. Mo. Mag. 1890, p. 151.
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Thecla chlamydem, sp. n. (Plate XXXII. fig. 10.)

Male. Allied to T. auda Hew., but blue areas above are of an
indigo shade, and the costal margin of fore wing and apex, outei-

margin, and anal angle of hind wing are much more broadly

black. On the under side the arrangement of the linear trans-

verse markings is much the same, but the two outer whitish shades

are more prominent in both wings, and on the hind wing the

discal markings appear to be doubled or dusted inwardly with

whitish scales.

Expanse 1-| inch.

Hah. Pozuzo, Peru, 5000-6000 feet.

Type, Mus. Druce.

Thecla thara.

Thecla tJiara Hew, 111. Diur. Lep., Lycfenidae, p. 83, pi. 32.

figs. 45, 46, c?

.

Thecla ivelia C4osse, Entomologist, vol. xiii. p. 205, pi. 2.

fig. 3, $ .

Hah. Rio de Janeiro (Hew.) ; Paraguay (Gosse).

There is no doubt that Gosse has described the female.

His type, which is now in the Bi-itish Museum, is in bad
condition and stained, but enough of it remains to prove that it

is T. thara HeAv. The figure given in the ' Entomologist ' is a

bad one.

Thecla anna, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 2.)

Male. Upper side brilliant shining light bkie, with the costa

narrowly and the apex and outer margin of fore wing and the

apex and outer margin of hind wing broadly brownish black.

Underside—Fore wing pale opalescent blue, richest towards the

centre of the disc ; the costa, apex, outer and inner margins

brownish grey ; the apex and outer margin dusted with whitish

scales. Hind wing : ground-colour brown, mottled irregularly

with dark brown and more especially towards the anal angle with

yellow blotches, the whole ground being dusted with whitish

scales ; a paler blotch near the middle. Thorax above bluish,

covered with bluish hairs, as are the wings towards the ab-

dominal margin, below brown. Cilia on both surfaces reddish

brown. Abdomen reddish. Legs brown, white-spotted. Palpi

black, thickly clothed with hairs ; the terminal joint very

small

.

Expanse \-^j^ inch.

Hah. Interior of Colombia
(
Wheeler).

Type, Mus. Godman.
This beautiful species is not nearly allied to any described and

belongs to a group by itself. It is without any brand or silky

patch. The type appears to be slightly torn towards the anal

angle of hind wing, so that the figure does not represent it in

quite its natural perfect state.

39*
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Thecla candor, sp. n. (Plate XXXTII. fig. 1.)

Male. Allied to T. loxurina Feld., and with the small black

brand on fore wing as in that species, but smaller, and on the

upper side with the blue areas darker and more extensive. On

the imder side the basal half of the fore wing is plain greyish

brown, not dusted with red as in T. loxurina.

The shape of the hind wing is entirely different, the anal angle

being produced to form one short broad tail without any pro-

jecting lobe. The tail is dark reddish brown, and this brown

colour runs partially along the anal margin.

Expanse l-l-ro ii^ch.

Hah. Huancabamba, N. Peru, 6000-10,000 feet.

Type, Mus. Druce.

We have several specimens agreeing with ea,ch other, and I

have found two in the Hewitson cabinet in the British Museum,

labelled Ecuador and placed with T. atymna Hew., which is

another species with a distinct lobe-like appendix.

Thecla hybla, sp. n. (Plate XXXIIT. fig. 4.)

Male. Upper side uniform shining greenish blue, with the apex

and outer margin of fore wing broadly and costal margin to

cell-wall brownish black. Apex of hind wing brownish black,

gradually narrowing to anal angle. Under side—Fore wing

brownish grey with a darker ultramedian band and some

marginal shades ; the lower discal area is shining olivaceous,

and from the base reaching to the junction of the median ner-

vules and partially into the cell is a streak of opalescent greenish

blue. The hind wing is pale greyish with darker mottlings and

marbled with dark red towards the base and outer margin, and

with a central red zigzag line from the costa to the abdominal

margin. The palpi are clothed with long hairs and the terminal

joint is very small a,nd completely covered by them. There is no

brand on the fore wing.

Expanse If inch.

Hab. Ecuador.

Type, Hew. Coll. British Museum.

Allied to T. arria Hew.*, but larger, bright blue above, and the

marbling on the hind wing below red, not brown, and diflferently

placed.

Thecla tyrrius, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 3.)

Male. Upper side uniform dull blackish brown with the basal

areas, more especially on the hind wing, pale shining blue. An
elongate, paler brand at the end of the cell in the fore wing.

Und'er side brownish grey ; hind wing dusted with dark red scales,

and with red linear markings arranged much as in T. mirma

Hew.t' on the fore wing, which has an ultramedian and a sub-

maro-inal lunular line, is a discal streak of pale opalescent blue,

* Thecla a7-ria Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 213, pi. 85. figs. 729, 730.

t Thecla mirma Hew. HI. Diur. Lep. p. 212, pi. 85. figs. 718-720.
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clearest at the base and becoming obsolescent along the inner

margin.
Expanse 1^ inch.

JIab. Ecuador.

Type, Hew. Coll. British Museum.
Probably not very nearly allied to T. mirma as that species is

without a brand.

This and the preceding T. hyhla were placed at the end of the

series of Thecla by Hewitson, and he would doubtless have named
them had he been able to do so.

Thecla alatus, sp. n.

Male. Upper side pale blue of pinkish-brown tinge, opalescent,

with costal, apical, and outer mai-gins blackish brown. Cilia of

both Avings uniformly reddish. A small pale brand at end of cell

of fore wing. Under-side markings and colour mvich as in

T. culminicola Stand. Cilia uniformly reddish.

Expanse li inch.

Hah. Cajamarca, IST. Peru, 11,500 feet {0. T. Baron).

This may prove to be the same as T. (?) culminicola Staud.

(Iris, vii. pi. 2. fig. 6, 1894), but it is without the chequered

fringes and has an even dark border to the fore wing above.

One specimen before me is without the orange on the disc of the

fore wing below and the pale blotches of the hind wing are also

absent.

Thecla spurius.

Pseudolyccena spurius Feld. Reise Nov., Lep. ii. p. 250, pi. 31.

figs. 23, 24 (1865).

"^Thecla clolosa Stand. Exot. Schmett. p. 286, pi. 97 (as dolylab

Cr.) (1888).

Both described from Venezuela. Staudinger compares his

species with Cramer's dohjlas, but does not mention P. spitrius

Feld. They are certainly the same species. Mr. Kirby in his

Catalogue (p. 385) considered T. spicrius synonymous with

dolylas.

Thecla talayra Hew., var. castitas, nov.

Male. Diflers from typical T. talayra Hew.* in the blue upper

surface being duller in tone and in having broader black apical

margins. On the under side the ground-colour is pale grey in

place of pure white, and the anal angle of the hind wings is more
heavily marked with red.

Hah. Para {B. M. Coll.) ; Espiritu Santo, Brazil {Hew. Coll.

B. M.).

This may prove to be a distinct species, as it has a very difierent

appearance below. The Hewitson Collection contains two speci-

mens which were placed with T. heera Hew., an insect which has

a large brand on the fore wing.

* Thecla talayra Hew. Desc. Lye. p. 1 (1868).
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Thecla EXiGUUS, sp. 11. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 5.)

Male. Difiers from T. heera Hew.* in being without the brand

and in the outer margin of fore wing being straight. Upper side

shining indigo-blue, greenish on the hind wing. Fore wing

:

apex and outer margin rather broadly black. Hind wing : costal

margin and apex black, narrowing towards anal angle ;
abdo-

minal fold pale grey. A minute red spot at anal angle. Under

side much as in T. heera ; marldngs more slender; linear band on

fore wing bent outwardly from costa.

Expanse IjLj inch.

Hah. Surinam.

Type, Mus. Druce.

Thecla castimonia, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 6.)

Male. Upper side rich purple-blue, much like T. heera Hew.,

but without any brand on the fore wing and with very narrow

black apex and linear black outer margins. A distinct red spot

at anal angle. On the under side the ground-colour is paler ; the

markings, which are arranged as in T. heera, are more slender and

the red areas are more restricted.

Expanse 1 \ inch.

Hah. Interior of Colombia (./. Carder).

Type, Mus. Druce.

Distinguished by the absence of a brand and the very narrow

black margins.

Thecla atena.

Thecla atena Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 92, pis. 37, 38. figs. 93, 101.

Mr. Godman's collection contains a good series and we have

specimens from Espiritu Santo, Brazil. The variety referred to

by Hewitson is now in Mr. Godman's collection and is quite an

ordinai'3' form.

Thecla geba.

Thecla geha Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 198, pi. 79. figs. 641, 642

(1877), d.
This species, as stated, is very near to T. atena Hew., the

principal difierence being the more extensive band on the posterior

wing below. The type, which has been kindly lent to me by

Mr. Grose Smith, is, so far as I am aware, unique, and its habitat

has not been recorded.

Thecla melleus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 7.)

Male. Allied to T. atena Hew., but the blue areas are much
less brilliant and less extensive, being confined to the basal half

on the fore wing ; it has also a broad black apex and outer margin

on the hind wing. The under side is marked as in T. atena. The

* Thecla heera Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 151, pi. 59. figs. 390, 391 (1874 .
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brand on the fore wing above is in the same position as in

T. atena.

Expanse li inch.

Hab. Rio Minero, Muzo, Colombia, 2500 feet [Wheeler).

Type, Mus. Godman.
Although the markings on the under side do not differ from

those of T. atena, the upper side is so different that I venture to

separate it.

Thecla floreus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 8.)

Male. Closely allied to the preceding, T. melleus, wish the bltie

areas on the upper side slightly more extensive, but of a brilliant

shining hue, that of the hind wing being paler. On the under
side the markings are much the same, but the ground-colour
is darker and plumbeous, the outer margins of both wings are

distinctly f*upreous, and the broken white linear band on the
hind wing is much less angled. Brand as in T. atena Hew.

Expanse l^jy inch.

Hab. Tapajos, Amazons [Sates).

Type, Mus. Godman.
Doubtless considered by Bates as distinct, as it has one of his

labels attached but without a name.

Thecla gemma, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 9.)

Male. Allied to T. minyia Hew. ; brand in same position but
oval in shape. Upper side : the purple areas of about equal
extent, but deeper in tone. Under side : ground colour deeper
in colour with red basal blotches as in T. minyia, but without the
double white blotch on the costa of fore wing adjoining the red
basal blotch, and with an additional red blotch on the hind
wing situated at the base of the abdominal margin.

Expanse 14 inch.

Hab. Rio Xapo, Peru [Whitely).

Type, Mus. Godman.
Appears quite distinct from any described species.

Thecla porthura, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 10.)

Male. Allied to the preceding, T. gemma, but with the brand
circular and the black apical area of fore wing above rather more
extensive. Under side : ground colour of hind wing is dark
straw-colour, in great contrast to the plumbeous brown of that
of the fore wing, which has the white oblique central band
inwardly edged with black ; thei^e is a short, broad, red costal

dash at the base of the fore wing and a similar but larger dash at

the base of the hind wing, adjoining which is an eye-like marking,
formed of a jet-black spot almost encircled by a white ring with
some bluish scales. The medial and anal markings are prominent,
and there is an extra small spot above the apex close to the
margin

.

Expanse 1^ inch.
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Hah. Bogota, Colombia [Wheeler).

Type, Mus. Goilman.

A very beautiful species Avith many points of distinction.

Thecla bavus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 12.)

Male. Allied to T. minyia Hew., with the brand circular and
smaller. Uj)per side with the blue areas paler, more saturated and
somewhat less extensive. Under side uniform russet-brown
shading to dark greyish towards the disc of the fore wing and
broadly pale grey along its inner margin. On the fore wing is

an oblique central Avhitish band, commencing on the costa (where
it is bi'oadest) and ending about the centre of the disc. On the
hind wing, near the costa and towards the base, is a small,

distinct, white spot edged inwardly with black ; an ultramedian
sinuous line also inwardly edged with black ; a dark spot at the
extreme anal angle and above this patches of bluish and yellowish

dusted scales. Abdomen greyish above, pale below. Frons
russet-brown.

Expanse 1-3- inch.

Hah. Amazons {Wallace).

Type, British Museum.

Thecla color, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 11.)

Male. Form, size, and general appearance of T. athymhra Hew.,
but bkie brighter and more clearly defined without any brands
as in that species, but on holding the insect before a strong light,

a large dark patch can be discerned occupying the outei- half of

the cell of the fore wing. Under side much paler, the pinkish

basal areas scarcely discernible, and an additional ultramedian

linear band of lunules in the fore wing.

Expanse li inch.

Hab. British Guiana (Whitely).

Type, Mus. Druce.

There are also two specimens in Mr. Godman's collection

captured by Whitely at Aunai, on the Essequibo River, in the

same country.

This is an interesting species and, although it is without the

distinct double brand of T. athymhra, is probably allied to it.

Thecla amplus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 13.)

Male. Allied to T. ophelia Hew.* Brand smaller, black, and
much less prominent. Upper side : blue areas more extensive, of

a more purple hue and less shining. Under side difiers from that

of T. ophelia in the red basal blotches being much reduced, so

that the margins of the wings only are red, in having a distinct

median costal spot on the hind wing outwardly edged with white,

and in the marginal spot between the submedian nervule and the

lower median nervule, which in T. ophelia is always black, being

thickly dusted with light bluish scales.

* Thecla ophelia Hpw. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 110, pi. 46. fig:s. 209, 210.
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Expanse 1^ inch.

JIab. Cucuta, Venezuela.

Type, Mns. Druce.

Also allied to T. hijpsea G. k, S.*, from which it differs in

several particulars.

Thecla aurora, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. sista Hew. ; blue areas of upper side lighter,

brighter, and extending on the fore wing well beyond the large

silky brown patch over the end of the cell. On the under side

the ground-colour is very pale and the mai'kings are much as in

T. sista.

Expanse ly^ inch.

JIab. Espiritu Santo and Rio Grande, Brazil.

Type, Mus. Druce.
Several specimens showing no variation.

Thecla armilla, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. janthina Hew., but with the fore wing less

elongate and with the small silky patch situated on the median
nervure at the end of the cell rather more prominent. On the

imder side the ground-colour is darker and the markings are

mxich as in T. janlhina.

Expanse IjL inch.

Hab. Eio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Type, British Museum.
This insect in size and form is like T. sista Hew., but is without

the large indistinct brand of that species, whilst in coloration it

resembles T. janthina. There are two specimens in Mr. Godman's
collection, which were formerly in the Kaden Collection. They
are without locality.

Thecla cydonia. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 14.)

Thecla cydonia H. H. Druce, Ent. Mo. Mag. xxvi. p. 152 (1890).

Hab. Colombia, Mus. Druce. Santa Marta and Interior of

Colombia {]VIieeler), Mus. Godman.
I have figured the type of this beautiful species.

Thecla flosculus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIII. fig. 15.)

Male. Allied to T. armilla, but with the blue areas much
more extensive, of a dark purple lane and not so brilliant.

Under side : ground-colour greyer with the markings, which are
much as in T. sista, clearly defined.

Expanse 1^-^- inch.

Hab. Espiritu Santo, Brazil.

Type, Mus. Druce.

On the upper side this insect has quite a dijBferent appearance
from any of its allies.

* Thecla Jii/psea G. & S., B. C.-A., Rhop. vol. ii. p. 38, pi. 52. figs. 20, 21.
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Thecla SELIKA.

Thecla selika Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 170, pi. 67. figs. 484, 485

(1874).

Hah. Theresopolis, Brazil [B. 21.) ; Castro, Parana {E. I).

Jones).

Mr. E. D. Jones has several specimens of this species, which is

rare in collections. It is doubtless allied to T. m-alhum * Boisd.,

but the blue areas on the ujjper side are much more extensive and
there are differences below.

Thecla stiktos. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 1.)

Thecla stiktos H. H. Druce, Ent. Mo. Mag. xxvi. p. 151 (1890).

Hah. Colombia.

The figure is taken from the type.

Thecla stigmatos. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 2.)

Thecla stigmatos H. H. Druce, Ent. Mo. Mag. xxvi. p. 152

(1890).

Hah. Colombia.
This and the preceding species were both captured by Mr. J.

Carder, when on an orchid collecting expedition in the interior of

the country, and so far as I can ascertain remain unique.

Thecla vibidia.

Thecla vihidia Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 119, pi. 49. figs. 242, 243
;

Godm. k Salv. B. C.-A., Rhop. ii. p. 44, pi. 53. tigs. 13, 14.

Thecla socigena Hew. 1. c. p. 205, pi. 82. figs. 681, 682.

After a careful examination of the type of T. socigena. kindly

lent me by Mr. Grose Smith, I find that there are no points

whereby it can be distinguished from the previously described

T. vihidia. In the figure of T. socigena the brand appears to be

closer to the costal margin than in T. vihidia, but this is not so

in the specimen from which the figure was drawn.

Thecla chlamys, sp. n. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 3.)

Male. Allied to T. lyde G. & S., but with a small red spot at

the anal angle above. Colour of T. ligurina Hew. On the

under side it closely resembles T. lyde, but the ground-colour is

more pearly, the red spots on the hind wing are less prominent,

and the inner whitish line is less sinuous.

Female. Upper side brown, slightly greyish blue on the discs,

and a small red spot at the anal angle. Under side as in male but

is paler.

Expanse Ijq- inch.

Hah. S. Paraguay [Perrens).

Types, Mus. Godman.
Distinguished at once from T. lyde by its colour.

* Theda m-alhum Boisd. & Lecoiite, Lep. Ainer. Sept. pi. 26.
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Thbcla buccina, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 4.)

Male. Allied to T. voltinia Hew. ; brand moi-e circular. Colour

approaches that of T. ligurina Hew., but more steely ; on the

under side the ground-colour is a warmer shade of brown, and

the inner white line on the hind wing appears to be nearer to the

outer margin.

Expanse Ig-ly'y- inch.

Hab. Cha-pada [H. H. Smith), Tapajos {Bates), Brazil.

Type, Mus. Godman.
This insect was separated by Bates from its allies, but it does

not appear to have been described.

Thecla nitor, sp. n. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 5.)

Male. Allied to T. 2)unctimi Herr.-Schiifl'.*, which it resembles

on the upper side. On the under side the ground-colour is rich

plumbeous ; there are no markings on the fore wing, and on the

hind wing the inner white linear band is very prominent and less

inclined to break up into spots ; the submarginal row of spots is

almost obsolete and the red patches are much reduced ; the

extreme base of the hind wing also is red.

Exj)anse 1| inch.

Hab. Ega, Amazons [Bates).

Type, Mus. Godman.
This may jDrove to be but an aberration of T. punctxim, but it

is so difierent in appearance on the under side that I venture to

name it.

Thecla murex, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 6.)

Male. Allied to T. mycon G. & S.f On the upper side the brown
brand in the cell is much larger, the blue areas are much duller

and darker, and the apex and outer margin of fore wing are broadly

black. On the under side the ground-colour is lighter and the

linear band on the hind wing is less angulated.

Expanse li inch.

Hab. Rio Grande, Brazil.

Type, Mus. Druce.

Doubtless the southern representative of T. mycon.

Thecla caninius, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. thyesta Hew. Upper side : fore wing dark

brown, with a black brand at the end of the cell followed by a

smaller, paler brand, the inner margin only pale opalescent blue

;

hind wing opalescent blue with the costal half dark brown.

Under side : ground-colour paler, marked much as in T. thyesta,

but the linear markings fainter and apparently nearer to the outer

margins and without the whitish shading towards the anal angle.

Ex]3anse 1 inch.

Hah. Venezuela.

* Thecla punctum HeiT.-SchafF. Samml. aus. Sclimett. figs. 57-58.

t Thecla mycon G. & S., B. C.-A., Rhop. vol. ii. p. 46, pi. 53. tigs. 20-22 (1887).
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Type, Mns. Godman.
The type is the only specimen I have seen. It has a

MS. name '' caninius Moritz " attached to it and was formerly in

the Kaden Collection.

Thecla pharus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 7.)

Mcde. Allied to T. thyesta Hew. ; more robust and with both

the brands larger. Dark opalescent bluish green, extending on
the fore wing along the inner margin and reaching up to the cell.

The hind wing has the costal margin, also the anal margin (except

its pale edge) broadly and the outer margin very narrowly black.

A small bright red spot at the anal angle. Under side : ground
colour much darker and the linear bands straightei-.

Expanse 1-g- inch.

Hah. Para, Amazons (Bates).

Type, Mus. Godman.

Thecla radiatio, sp. n. (Plate XXXTV. fig. 8.)

Male. Allied to the preceding T. pharus and with two brands

as in that species, but with the whole surface of both wings,

excepting the discal area of the hind wing which is dark purple

from the base to the outer margin, dai-k blackish brown. On the

under side the ground-colour is dark brown, the linear band on
the fore wing is almost invisible, whilst that on the hind wing
shows clearly. The red spot at the anal angle is replaced by
a black one, whilst that between the lower median nervules has

become very indistinct.

Expanse If inch.

Hah. Para, Amazons {Bates).

Type, Mus. Godman.

Thecla munditia, sp. n. (Plate XXXIV. figs. 10 J , 11 $ .)

Male. Appearance of T. thyesta Hew. ; smaller, with the blue

areas of a slaty shade and in the fore wing confined to the inner

margin. There is a very small brand at the end of the cell, and
although the distinct black brand of T. thyesta appears to be

wanting, a dull black patch may be discerned in its place on
holding the insect up to a strong light. The lobe is small and
black, and the tail, which is situated on the lower median nervule,

appears to project at a right angle to the wing. The under side

is clear pearly dark grey and the markings, which are distinctly

defined, are much as in T. thyesta.

Female. Upper side uniform dark brown, with two black

marginal spots between the nervules at the anal angle and a

small black lobe. Under side as in male, but ground-colour paler.

Expanse d $ 1 inch.

Hah. Bartica, Bi'itish Guiana {H. S. Parish).

Types, Mus. Druce.
Not closely allied to T. thyesta Hew., and probably belonging to

another- group.
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Thecla jactator, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 9.)

Male. Upper side : fore wing black, a jet-black, large, circular

brand at the end of the cell, bright shining blue along the inner

margin for about two-thirds its length from the base, and extend-

ing upwards to the lower wall of the cell. Hind wing bright

shining blue, wdth the costal margin black. Under side peaidy

grey, with linear mai'kings as in T. thyesta. and two red spots on
hind wing as in that species.

Expanse li inch.

Hah. Paraguay {Perrens).

Type, Mus. Druce.

I have compared this insect with T. thyesta Hew., but besides

having only one distinct brand the outer margin of the fore wing-

is very concave, consequently the apex is less acute. It . is pro-

bably not closely allied and should, I think, be placed in a group

by itself.

Thecla ocrisia.

Thecla ocrisia Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 5 (1868) ; 111. Diur.

Lep., Lyca^nidffi, p. 122, pi. 48. figs. 236, 235 (1869).

Thecla 2}ertiviana Ersch. Trud. Russk. x. p. 57, pi. i. fig. 4

(1876).

Sccb. Mexico to S. Paraguay.

Thecla elsa.

Thecla elsa Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 198, pi. 79. figs. 639. 640

(1877).

Sab. Chiriqui.

Described from Staudinger's collection and not referred to by
Messrs. Godman & Salvin in B. C.-A., who, however, describe and
figure another $ from Chiriqui, also from Staudinger's collection,

under the name 1\ 2)rimno, vol. ii. p. 47, pi. liii. figs. 25, 26 (1887).

I know these insects only from the descriptions and figures and
can detect no difi:erences.

Thecla besidia.

Thecla besidia Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 24, 5 .

Male. Upper side : blue areas more extensive and shining and
richer in intensity. A rather large, dark, pear-shaped brand
situated at the end of and jjartly beyond the cell. Under side as

in female, but ground-colour darker and red bands narrower.
Hab. Chapada Campo, Brazil i^H. H. Smith). ( d $ Mus.

Godman.)
Hewitson's type is also in Mr. Godman's collection.

Thecla torris, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 16.)

Male. Allied to T. besidia Hew. Upper side : blue areas dai-ker

and less clearly defined and steely in shade. Under side : ground-
colour pale greyish bi-own without the purple shading of T. besidia.
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with broad whitish outer marginal shading to both wings and

with the transverse bands sepia-brown. The red spot containing

the black dot between the lower median nervules on the hind

wing is wanting.

Expanse li inch.

Hob. Rio Grande, Brazil.

Type, Mus. Druce.

Thecla obelus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 12.)

Male. Allied to T. hagrada Hew.*; brand at end of cell smaller

and circular and without the additional brand which in T. hagrada

rests on the base of the median nervules. Upper side dark shining

blue, very brilliant when held at an angle, with the apical half of

the fore wing and the costal margin of the hind wing dark bi-own.

On the under side the ground-colour is darker and the red trans-

verse bands are much as in T. hagrada, but that on the hind wing
is more sinuous and continuous.

Female. Upper side brown ; under side, ground-colour paler

and red bands more inclined to break up into spots.

Expanse, c? If^, $ lyV ''^^^^

Hah. Chapada Campo, Brazil {H. H. Smith).

Types, Mus. Godman.
Much like T. hagrada on the under side, but very different

above.

Thecla literatus, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. figs. 13 S , 14 $ .)

Male. Upper side : fore wing uniform dark brown, slightly

dusted with greyish-blue scales along the inner margin towards

the base ; a small, distinct, pale, oval brand at the end of the cell.

Hind wing brown, the anal half, from the base, shining opalescent

cerulean blue. The abdominal fold broadly whitish. An ante-

ciliary brown line, inwardly bordered with white towards the anal

angle. An orange spot in the lobe which is thickly covered with

whitish hairs. Cilia of fore wing brown, of hind wing whitish.

On the under side the transverse bands and markings are ai'ranged

much as in T, hesidia Hew., but are very much narrower and are

oiitwardly bordered by clear white, whilst the ground-colour is

very much paler and without the plumbeous tinge.

Female. Paler than the male, with the anal area of the hind wing
on the upper side pale greyish blue, with scarcely any opalescence

and with indistinct brown marginal spots between the nervules.

Expanse, J $ 1 uj"
^^<^^^-

Hah. San Jose, Paraguay [Perrens).

Types, Mus. Druce.

This appears to be a common insect in Paraguay, Mr. Godman's
collection containing a series of 15 specimens. We possess several

specimens, and there are specimens in the Crowley Collection in

the British Museum, probably derived from the same source.

* Thecla hagrada Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 22.
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I have been unable to trace that it has been described, but it

seems to be near to Thecla nugar Schaus, P. U.S. N. M. vol. xxiv.

p. 408 (1902). Mr. Godman's collection contains a single male from
Temax, N. Yucatan, which appears to agree with Mr. Schaus's

description. T. literatus is much more strongly marked on the

under side and the transverse band on the fore wing is much
straighter. It is also a lai-ger insect.

Thecla xorema.

Thecla xorema Schaus, P. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. xxiv. p. 408

(1902).

Male. Allied to T. obelus, which it closely resembles on the

upper side and is branded in the same position. On the under
side the ground-colour is paler and the transverse bands are

dark brown, and on the hind wing broken up into irregular

spots, followed by a good deal of whitish shading. On the fore

wing this band is notched inwardly at the upper radial, and
beyund is a submarginal row of distinct dark lunules bordered

with whitish and extending from the apex to the outer angle.

Female. Dark brown above, strongly suffused with blue towards
the base of fore wing and over the disc of the hind wing. Under
side as in male.

Expanse, c? $ lyo inch.

Hab. Rio Grande, and Castro, Parana, Brazil.

Type S, Mus. Druce.

Since the above description was written Mr. E. D. Jones ha,s

lent me a specimen of 2\ xoreina Schaus, which agrees with one
in our own collection from Rio Grande and which is a female.

The specimen I have described with a brand is exactly like it on

the under side, and there can be no doubt that Mr. Schaus was
mistaken in considering his type to be a male, unless, indeed, he
has omitted to mention the brand.

Thecla cauter, sp. n. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 15 S )
Male. Upper side much like T. obelus, blue areas more slaty,

outer margin of hind wing more broadly brown and red anal spot
large and prominent. Under -side uniform clear brown. Fore
wing : an ultramedian central band composed of five confluent

red lunules, outwardly bordered with pure white, the two lower
luntiles being detached and placed further inwards ; beyond this

band is a submarginal row of bright red lunules faintly bordered
inwardly with blackish. A dark anteciliary line. Hind wing

:

an ultramedian much-broken band, commencing on the costa and
reaching to the abdominal margin, consisting of large bright red
patches, bordered inwardly and outwardly with black and again
with clear white. A large red patch al)ove the lobe which is

black, and a broad red marginal band, inwardly edged Avith black,

commencing at the apex and gradually widening to the lower
median nervule, where it contains a black dot on the margin.
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A dark anteciliaiy line. Cilia of both wings brownish, jmler at

the tips.

Female. Ui^per side dark brown, the lobe orange-red and
prominent. Under side as in cj"

.

Expanse, c5' $ 11- inch.

Hah. Oliapada Campo, Brazil (ZT. H. Smith), September-
November.

Types, Mus. Godman.
Mr. Smith obtained a good series. Mr, Godman's collection

contains a worn female which cei'tainly belongs to this species,

from Roraima, British Guiana [Whiteli/).

Mr. E. D. Jones lias examples captured by himself at Castro,

Parana.

Thecla tiasa.

Thecla tiasa Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lycsen. p. 122, jdI. 48. figs.

229, 230.

Stated by Hewitson to be in his own collection, but is not now
there, neither is it refei'red to by Mr. Kirby in his Catalogue of

the Hewitson Collection. Mr. Godman's collection contains a

single! 5 ? formerly in the Kaden Collection, but without locahty,

to which is affixed a label in Hewitson's handwriting " tiasa Hew.,'"'

probably this is the type. It agrees well with the figure. Mr.
Godman also possesses a J which was formerly in Bates' collection

labelled " tiasa" which is referred to in B. C.-A. ii. p. 52, in

describing Thecla ortalus.

Thecla endera.

Thecla endera Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lyc^n. p. Ill, pi. 42. figs

156, 157, d.
Thecla thesiia Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lycfen. p. 122, pi. 48.

figs. 231, 232, $.

Hewitson described the 6 from the British Museum collection

and the $ from his own collection, and an examination of the

two types convinces me that they are the two sexes of one species.

The orange anal spot on upper side of hind wing varies con-

siderably, some specimens of both sexes in Mr. Godman's collection

being without it.

Thecla buris, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 18.)

Male. Much like T. genena Hew.*, but with the shining

greenish-purple areas of that species replaced by bright green,

and with an additional small black brand placed within and at

the end of the cell, on the fore wing above. Under side as in

T. genena.

Female. Upper side brown, with an orange spot on the lobe

;

underside as in male but paler, and red areas on hind wing more
extensive.

* Thecla genena Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. Ill, pi. 44. figs. 1S5, 186.
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Expanse If inch.

Hab. Ega, Amazons [Bates).

Types, Mus. Grodman.
The additional brand on the fore wing serves to distinguish this

insect at once from T. genena ; it also appears to be allied to

T. illex Schaus, P. U.S. N. M. vol. xxiv. p. 419 (1902), from
Colombia. Hewitson's type is now in Mr. Godman's collection.

Thecla caltha, sp. n. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 19.)

Male. Upper side dark brown, the basal and discal areas thinly

sufiused with shining purple-blue. An oblique ovular sac-like

brand occupying most of the cell of the fore wing, but not dis-

tinctly apparent, with a longitudinal opening and enclosing large

whitish scales. Under side much like that of T. stagira Hew.*,
but the ultramedian line on the hind wing more sinuous and the
red anal areas more developed, especially over the lobe. The lobe

is very small and on its upper side contains a faint red spot.

Female. Upper side uniform dark brown, an orange spot at

anal angle ; under side as in male, but paler.

Expanse, S ^t^, $ If inch.

Hah. Santai'em, Amazons.
Types, Mus. Druce.
Mr. Godman's collection also contains a specimen ( c? ) for-

merly in Bates's cabinet, but the locality is not specified.

The character of the brand is unusual and the cell of the fore

wing is very short and narrow, and probably when these insects

can be properly classified a new genus will have to be created

for them.

Thecla lettcophjeus.

Bithys leitco'phmus Hlibn. Zutr. Exot. Schmett. figs. 87, 88, J .

Thecla halala Hew. Descr. of Lycsenidse, p. 7 (1868); 111. Diur.
Lep. p. 175, pi. 69. figs. 508, 509, $ .

Siderus parvinotus Kaye, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1904, p. 195.

Mr. Grose Smith has kindly lent me Hewitson's type of

T. halala, which was formerl}^ in the Saunders Collection, and I
have no doubt that it is the female of Htibner's insect. Hewitson
originally described it as a male, but when figuring it later (1874)
described it as a female.

I have found one other example in Mr. Godman's collection

from Para, which is probably the specimen referred to by Hewitson
as being in Bates's cabinet.

T. leucophcmis Hlibn., male, is common, but the female appears
to be rare.

Mr. Kaye has kindly lent me his type from Trinidad, which
does not difier in any way from Venezuelan specimens from the

* Thecla stagira Hew. {= T. spurina Hew.) 111. Diur. Lep. p. 102, pi. 39. figs.

122, 123. For synonymy of T. spurina Hew., see Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7,
vol. XV. (1905) pp. 194, 195.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. XL. 40
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Kaden Collection now in Mr. Godman's possession. It. is evident

from Ml'. Kaye's description of his species that he has wrongly

identified T. dinclymus Or., as he writes of the " shape of the band "

( = brand). The Pajnlio dinclymus Or. is an insect without any
brand and is well known.

Thecla nota, sp. n. (Plate XXXIV. fig. 17.)

Male. Allied to T. doryasa Hew.* and, like that species, with a

large black brand' in the cell and a smaller pale brand beyond.

The under side difiers in the ground-colour being pale straw-

colour, with the ultramedian linear bands narrow and faint and
in the hind wing less sinuous, in the absence of the marginal

shades on both wings, and in the almost entire disappearance of

the red blotches on the hind wing towards the anal angle.

Expanse 1 inch.

Hah. San Sebastian, Colombia {F. Simons).

Type, Mus. Godman.
The type-specimen is somewhat rubbed on the upper side, but

on the under side it presents a very diflferent appearance to that

of T. doryasa.

Thecla purpura, sp. n. (Plate XXXIY. fig. 20.)

Male. Upper side : appearance of T. leucoplueus Hiibn. ; darker

and with broader black outer marginal borders. The double brand

smaller and inclined to separate. Anal fold dark grey. Under
side pearl-grey, without the white irroration which is conspicuous

in T. leucophceus ; fore wing immarked ; hind wing with the ultra-

median linear band narrower and more inclined to break up into

spots. Red spot at anal angle minute.

Expanse If inch.

Hah. Espiritu Santo, Brazil.

Type, Mus. Druce.

Two specimens not showing any variation. It is also allied to

T. hostis Schaus, P. U.S. N. M. vol. xxiv. p. 420 (1902), which I

should consider more nearly allied to T. leuco2)hceti,s Hiibn. than

to T. tephrceus Hiibn. The brand, however, is not in two distinct

divisions as in that species and is much smaller.

Thecla nivepunctata, sp, n. (Plate XXXV. fig. I S )

Male. Upper side shining indigo-blue ; apex rather broadly and

costa narx'owly dark brown. A single, paler, pear-shaped brand

at the end of the cell. A few red scales on the lobe ; anal fold

pale grey. Cilia of fore wing brown, of hind wing whitish

towards anal angle. Under side rich chocolate-brown ; fore wing
broadly pale grey along the inner margin ; an ulti-amedian band,

commencing just below the costa and ending at the lower median
nervule, composed of pure white lunules, inwardly bordered with

dark brown, the two lower lunules being placed further out from

* Thecla dori/asa Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 179, pi. 70. figs. 527, 528.
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the line ; beyond is a submarginal row of dark lunules, inwardly

and ovitwardly bordered with pale brown. Hind win^- : two

distinct white spots near the base, one placed near the costal

margin, the other below it towards the centi'e of the wing ; beyond

these spots is a much-broken white macular band, broadest on the

costa and becoming linear on the anal margin. An irregvdar

series of pale lunules and a darker broAvn apical patch. A fine

whitish marginal line from the apex to the anal angle, followed

by a black anteciliary line. A black red-crowned dot between

the lower median nervules placed some distance from the margin.

Lobe black, partially crowned with white. A patch of bluish-

grey scales on the margin between the lobe and the lower tail.

Abdomen bluish above
;
pale yellow below.

Female. Upper side as male, but duller ; vmder side as in male.

Expanse, S lyo^lTir iiich, $ j^^ inch.

Hah. British Guiana, Surinam.
Types, Mus. Druce.
This is a well-marked species on the under side, but I am

unable to trace that it has been described. It is not nearly allied

to any with which I am acquainted.

Thecla pokphyreticus, sp. n. (Plate XXXY, fig. 2.)

Male. Upper side : brilliant shining ultramarine-blue ; costa,

apex and outer mai-gins broadly and clearly black. A moderate-

sized oval brand at the end of the cell of fore wing. Under side

rich plumbeous brown, paler along inner margin of fore wing and

anal margin of hind wing. Fore wing without markings but

bright red at the extreme base of the costa. Hind wing with a

large oval white spot below the costal margin placed about half-

way between the base and a large white patch which is situated

on the margin above the apex. A discular band composed of

separated white spots and becoming linear and broader towards

the anal margin. Whitish scales dusted ovei' the anal area.

Lobe black, small.

Expanse 1| inch.

Hah. Rio jSTapo, Peril {Whitehj).

Type, Mus. Godman.
A very distinct insect, not nearly allied to any described form.

Thecla cimelium.

Thecla cimelium Gosse, Entomologist, vol. xiii. p. 203, pi. 2.

fig. 2 (1880).

Hah. Paraguay {Perrens) ; Rio de Janeiro {H. H. Smith), Mus.

Godman. Castro, Parana (U. D. Jones).

As pointed out by Gosse in his description, this insect is very

difi'erent from T. syncellus Or. on the under side, but no mention

is made of its close relationship (if indeed it is distinct) to

T. hehrceus Hew.* On the upper side I can find no points of

* Thecla hehrmis Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 104, pi. 43. figs. 165, 166.

40*
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distinction from that species, but on the undei^ side the markings

are less clearly defined and the whole surface is more clouded in

both sexes. Mr. Godman has male and female T. hehrceus which

were formerly in the Kaden Collection, there is a male in the

British Museum, and we have a female from Espiritu Santo,

Brazil.

Mr. E. D. Jones has shown me two males captured by himself

which are referable to T. cimelium. Gosse's types are in the

British Museum. Hewitson's type was in Boisduval's collection.

Thecla paphlagon.

Pseudolyccena paphlagon Feld. Reise Nov., Lep. p. 249, pi. 31.

figs. 10, 11 (1865).

Male. Upper side bi-ight shining blue of a greener shade than

T. ochusG. & S.* and with the black area of the fore wing reduced

to a small patch beyond the brand at the end of the cell. The
conspicuous black haii^s along the submedian nervure of the hind

wing are also absent. Under side as in female but darker.

Hab. Oucuta, Venezuela. Mus. Druce.

As surmised by Messrs. Godman & Salvin in B. C.-A., there is

no doubt that Felder described the female as the male.

It is a rai-e insect, the male described above being the only

example of its sex that I have seen.

Thecla panch^a.

Thecla jxmchaia Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 126, pi. 51. figs. 274,

275.

Thecla scoteia Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 206, pi. 82. figs. 683, 684.

Hab. Cucuta, Yenezuela. Mus. Druce.

Mr. Grose Smith has kindly lent me his type of T. scoteia, which

is without doubt the male of the pi-eviously described T. paiichcea.

They are identical on the under side.

T. pion, G. & S. B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. vol. ii. p. 56, pi. 54.

figs. 28-30 (1887), is very close to this species, if indeed it is

distinct. It is perhaps rather less greenish in tint and the female

is darkei'.

Thecla ccelebs.

T. ccelebs Herr.-Schafl'. Corresp.-Blatt. Regensb. xvi. p. 142

(1862); Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 156, pi. 62. figs. 416, 417 (1874).

T.fidena Hew. 1. c. pi. 44. figs. 183, 184 (1867).

An examination of Hewitson's type of T. fidena, which is a

male and was described from an unknown locality, has convinced

me that it is the male of Herrich-SchafFer's species, of which we
have several examples from Cuba, obtained by Paiish. T. ccelebs

is allied to 7\ jyavicAa^a Hew., T. jyion, G. & S., and T. piplea G. k
S. aiad like those insects has the tuft of haii-s near the base of the

* Thedn ochvs G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Khop. vol. ii. p. 55, pi. 54. %s. 24-27 (1887).
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subcostal nervure on the upper side of hind wing. Mr. Godman
has two females from Haiti, which have lost the gi'eenish tinge on
the ground-colour below, but this may be due to their being some-

what faded.

Thecla delicIvE, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 3.)

Male. Closely allied to T. cyllarus Cr. *, from which it differs on
the under side in the entire absence of the narrow black zigzag

lines and shades. Both the red patches at the anal angle are

large and prominent and are connected by a narrow red line.

The patch of scales on the under side of the fore wing is large,

blackish, and prominent as in T. cyllarus.

Expanse 14- inch.

Hah. Maranham, N. Brazil.

Type, Mus. Godman.
This insect may prove to be an aberration of T. cyllarus Cr., but

amongst a large series of that species I am unable to discover any-
thing approaching it. It has a very distinct appearance.

Thecla porphyritis, sp. n. (Plate XXXY. fig. 4.)

Male. Allied to T. cyllarus Cr., from which it differs on the

under side in the ground-colour being much darker and the white
mai'kings more prominent and in the glandular patch on the fore

wing being quite small, nut-brown, and close to the base ; the

inner margin being broadly pale and the discal portion of the wing
above the submedian nervure having a silky appearance.

Female. Both surfaces slightly paler than male, but the area of

blue on the upper surface is scarcely less.

Expanse 13^ inch.

Hah. Tapajos and Para, Brazil.

Types, Mus. Godman.
Mr. Godman's collection contains male and female from Para

and male from Tapajos from Bates's collection, which were un-

identified by him, a,nd male from Para captm-ed by H. H. Smith.

Thecla tyriam, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 5.)

Male. Allied to Thecla perola Hew.t, having the same broad
silky costal margin to hind wing above, but with the blue area

along the inner margin of the fore wing less extensive and not
reaching nearly to the outer angle. On the under side the ground-
colour is much paler, and the large black glandular patch on the

fore wing of T. perola is replaced by a smaller, pale straw-colour

patch, paler than the ground-colour of the wings.

Expanse Ig-lj^y- inch.

Hah. Para, Brazil {H. H. Smith).

Type, Mus. Godman.

* Papilio ci/llarus Cr. Pap. Exot. i. pi. 27. C, D (1775).

t Thecla perola Hew. 111. Diur. Lep.pl. 46. figs. 211, 212 (1867).
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There are specimens in the British Musevun from San Paulo,

Para, and Tapajos which were sepai'ated fi'om T. cyllarus by
Dr. Butler, and I have found a male in the Hope Museum at

Oxford labelled " S. America, presented by G. 0. Griffiths."

Hewitson's description and figure of the under side of T. perola

are somewhat inadequate. He writes of the underside (p. 112)
" Anterior wing dark brown where the wings meet." In realit}^

there is a large black oval glandular patch which does not extend

more than half-way down from the median to the submedian
nervure.

The type male is now in Mr. Godman's collection.

Thecla trebonia.

Thecla trebonia Hew. Equat. Lep. p. 63 (1870); 111. Diur. Lep.

p. 162, pi. 64. figs. 443, 444.

Mr. Grose Smith has several specimens from Ecuador in which
the blue is of a more purplish hue and more extensive on the

fore wing and surrounding, exce]3t along the costal side, the lai'ge

black patch of androconia which is placed beyond the end of the

cell, thereby giving the insect a difierent appearance. On the

under side of the fore w^ing the ultramedian band is more
irregular than in typical specimens.

Thecla uterkudante, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 9.)

Male. Allied to T. trebonia Hew., from which it difiers on the

upper side in being of a brilliant rich dark blue and in the absence

of the conspicuous paler patch at the end of the cell. On the

under side the glandular patch on the fore wing is straw-colour in

place of blackish, and the interior black and white band is rather

broader and commences near the costa in a large triangular white

spot.

Expanse \^ inch.

Hob. Interior of Colombia (./. Carder).

Type, Mus. Druce.

Mr. Godman's collection also contains a specimen from the Rio
Minero, Muzo, Colombia, 2500 feet, obtained by Wheeler.

Thecla ostrinus, sp. n. (Plate XXXY. fig. 6.)

Male. Closely allied to T. cyllani.s Cr. Differs on the upper side

in the outer margin of the hind wing being very narrowly black, in

the lobe being very small and blue like the disc of the wing, and in

the anal fold being wholly blue. On the under side the ground-
colour has a decidedly greenish tinge and the large glandular patch,

which is so conspicuous in T. cyllariis, is entirely absent.

Expanse -^ inch.

Hab. Cayenne.

Type, Mus. Godman.
Easily distinguished by the absence of the glandular patch

below.
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Thecla purpurantes, sp. n. (Plate XXXY. fig. 7.)

Male. Allied to T. foyi Scliaus*, from which it clifiers on the

upper side in the blue being of a greener shade and the lobe black,

not orange as in that species. On the under side the black and

white linear band on the hind wing is more angulated and more

distinct. On the fore wing the glandular patch is silky, opalescent,

sti-aw-colour, darker towards its centre.

Expanse If inch.

Hah. Peru.

Type, Mus. Druce.

There is also a specimen in the British Museum from the

Crowley Bequest.

Specimens of T.foyi have been placed in the British Museum
by Mr. Schaus, with which I have compared those now before me.

Thecla phoster, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 8.)

Male. Allied to T. ostrinus and T. cT/Mfflrws, from which latter it

is not distinguishable on the upper side, having the red spot in

the lobe. On the under side the ground-colour is much darker and

more shiny. The glandular patch is larger and of much the same

shade as the wings, whUst the silky scales surrounding it are much

rougher in appearance and are more extensive. On the hind wing

the submedian band is very prominent and more inclined to be

broken up into separate spots.

Expanse Ij'-^ inch.

Hah. Surinam.
Tjrpe, Mus. Druce.

Thecla pulchritudo, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 11.)

Male. Allied to T. ericeta Hew. t Upper side shining

violaceous blue, extending well beyond the cell in the fore wing.

Hind wing Avith the dark silky patch along the costal margin

much reduced. Under side : ground-colour uniform dark pearly

grey, inner margin of fore wing broadly paler. Fore wing : a

large darker glandular patch below the cell which is wholly pale

opalescent blue ; an ultramedian whitish linear band, from near

the costa to the lower median nervule, and some submarginal

whitish shades which become more prominent towards the outer

angle. Hind wing with an ultramedian whitish linear band

commencing on the costal nervure much nearer to the apex than

in T. ericeta. The red anal spots are almost obsolete. Abdomen
blue above

;
pale below.

Expanse If inch.

Hah. Amazons.
Type, Mus. Druce.

The position of the bands on the under side, together with the

opalescent blue cellular area to the fore wing serve to distinguish

* Thecla foyi Schaus, P. U.S. N. M. vol. xxiv. p. 417 (1902).

t Thecla ericeta Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 104, pi. 44. figs. 177, 178.
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this insect at once. The outer margins of both wings appear more
convex than in T. ericeta.

Thecla mulsus, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 10.)

Male. Allied to T. elana Hew. *, but differs in the upper side

being more purple in colour, and on the under side in the fore

wing being unmarked and the hind wing lacking the white spots

on the costal margin.

Female. Upper side pale brown ; inner margin of fore wing and
discal and basal areas of hind wing pale shining blue. Under side

as in male.

One long black tail in both sexes, tipped with white.

Expanse li inch.

Hah. Tapajos, Amazons {Bates).

Types, Mus. Godman.
Also much like T. gadira Hew.f on upper side, but has a tail.

Thecla levis, sp. n. (Plate XXXY. fig. 14.)

Male. Upper side i-ich dark blue ; costa of fore wing broRclly

black at the base ; apex and outer margins broadly black,

abdominal margin cream. A small black brand at the end of the

cell. Under side : ground-colour rich cream, fore wing with basal

and discal area pale brown sharply defined at its outer edge. A
submarginal row of indistinct brownish lunules. Hind wing \ a
broad, median, irregular brown band, commencing on the costal

nervure, becoming broadest towards the centre of the disc, where
it is angulated and becomes linear to the middle of the anal

margin. A submarginal row of small distinct lunules. A bright

red spot at the anal angle and a smaller one between the lower

median nervules adjoining the brown lunule.

Abdomen black above ; cream below. Hind wing without tails.

Expanse 1|- inch.

Hah. Para, Amazons.
Type, British Museum,
Not closely allied to any species described, but may prove to

belong to the group which contains T. gadira Hew.f, although it

has a smaller and circular brand.

Thecla conchylium, sp. n. (Plate XXXY. fig. 12.)

Male. Allied to T. norax G. & S.J Upper side : outer mai"gins

more nai-rowly black, especially on the hind wing ; brand on fore

wing much smaller, paler, and indistinct. On the under side the
red dot bei;ween the lower median nervules of the hind wing is

absent, whilst that at the anal angle is very minute.
Female. Upper side dark brown ; innei- margin of fore wing

and discal areas of hind wing shining blue. Under side as in male,

but with red marginal spot on hind wing as in T. gadira Hew. t
* Thecla elana Hew. III. Diur. Lep. p. 170, pi. 67. fia:s. 482, 483.

t Thecla gadira Hew. HI. Diur. Lep. p. 113. pi. 44. figs. 181, 182.

X Thecla norax G. & S., B. C.-A., Rhop. vol. ii. p. 59, pi. 55. figs. 17, 18 (1887).
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Expanse 1^ inch.

ffab. Rio Grande, Chapada Oampo, Brazil {II. If. Smith).

Castro, Parana {E. D. Jones). Paraguay [B.M.).

Type, Mus. Druce.

Mr. Jones has shown me sevei'al specimens captured by himself.

It is also allied to T. gadira Hew.

Thecla attalion.

Thecla attalion Godm. & Salv. B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. ii. p. 60,

pi. 55. figs. 19, 20 (1887).

This will probably prove to be the male of Hewitson's
T. quaderna*, which again does not appear to differ from the
previously described T. ketaf Edwards. Very few examples of

this group, for which the generic name Erora has been proposed
by Scudder, are to be found in collections, and before sinking any
of these names it is advisable to await the arrival of more
specimens.

Thecla smaragdus, sp. n. (Plate XXXV. fig. 13.)

Male. Upper side : dull violaceous brown. Cilia brown,
outwardly whitish. Under side pale emerald-green ; fore wing
with a, fine white line from the costa to the lower median nervule

;

hind wing with a much broken fine white line from the costal to

inner margin, where it is inwardly bordei'ed with a faint black
streak. A small red patch at the anal angle. Cilia of both wings
black outwardly edged with white.

Expanse j^^- inch.

Rah. Chapada, Brazil (ff. H. Smith). Castro, Parana
{E. D. Jones).

Type, Mus. Godman.
Allied to T. hihlia Hew. and T. ares G. & S., but at once dis-

tinguished by the black cilia below.

Mr. E. Dukinfield Jones's collection contains a specimen of this

species.

Thecla sesara.

Thecla sesara Godm. & Salv. B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. ii. p. 722,
pi. 111. figs. 7, 8(1901).

Type, Mus. Schaus.

The name " sesara " has been previously given to a species

belonging to another group of Thecla (B. C.-A. p. 90), but as both
may eventually be placed in difierent genera, I refrain from
suggesting another name.

Thecla selina.

Thecla selina Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lye. p. 118. pi. 50. fig. 255, $ .

Hewitson separated this insect from T. pholeus Cr. principally

* Thecla quaderna Hew. Descr. Lycaen. p. 35 (1868).

t Tliecia Iffta Erlwards, P. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phil. 1862, p. 56.
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owing to the diflferent appearance of the female on the under side.

There is, however, in Mr. Godman's collection a female from

Obydos, Amazons, which is identical with the form found in

Guiana and figured by Stoll.

I have examined a considerable number of males from Surinam
and Cayenne, and find that they always have three or four

separated blue spots on the hind wing below as shown in Cramer's

figure, pi. 163. E. These spots are always absent in specimens

from Colombia, Brazil, and the Amazon regions.

There is a small race of males of both forms as regards the

under side, in which the blue of the upper surface has almost

entirely disappeared, leaving the wings brown like the female.

We have several such specimens from Surinam, whence there is

also one in the British Museum, whilst Mr. Godman has some from
Tapajos and Ega.

Thecla collustra, sp. n. (Plate XXXY. fig. 15.)

Male. Upper side uniform dark grey with purple reflections.

Abdominal half of hind wing dull indigo-blue which, when held at

an angle, appears shining. Lobe small, with a central orange spot

almost surrounded by white. Cilia and abdominal fold pale grey.

Under side : ground-colour pale grey. Fore wing : an ultramedian

linear white band inwardly bordered with yellow and a submar-

ginal dark line. Hind wing : an ultramedian, linear, white line

commencing on the costa and reaching, much-angled, to the anal

margin, inwardly bordered with a black line and again with a

bright yellow line. A large orange marginal patch occupying

the space between the lower median nervules and beyond, paler

inwardly and supporting on its outer edge a small, distinct,

triangular black spot. Lobe black, crowned with white and again

by an elongate orange patch. Space between the lobe and tail

dusted with black and white scales. An anteciliary black line

inwardly bordered with white. Cilia of fore wing bi-ownish, of

hind wing grey. Tails black tipped with white. Abdomen dark

above, pale below.

Expanse 1 inch.

Hah. Caparo, W. Cent. Trinidad {F. Birch).

Type, Mus. Druce.

On the luider side this insect is much like T. leomcria Hew.*,

but on the upper side is quite diflferent The outer mai'gin of

the fore wing is somewhat convex, and I had thought that it

might be the female of that species, which is undescribed. But
a close examination has convinced me that I had before me the

male of another species which does not appear to be described.

The terminal joint of the palpi is comparatively shoi^t as is usual

in males.

Mr. Godman has two males of T. lemuria, including the type.

* Thecla lemuria Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 10.
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Thecla purpuriticus, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 2.)

Male. Allied to T. empusa Hew.*, which it closely i-esembles on
the upper side. On the under side the ground-colour is darker

;

the red crown to the black marginal spot between the lower

median nervules on the hind wing is entirely absent and the

orange area is much more extensive, the submarginal shades being

placed further in and close to the linear band.

Female. Differs only from the male in the black area on the

upper side being slightly duller.

Expanse 14 inch.

Hah. Interior of Colombia {J. Carclei-).

Types, Mus. Druce.

There is also a male in the British Museum from Bogota.

Thecla gentiana, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 1.)

Male. Much like T. tarena Hew.f, but fore wing above with a

large, distinct, deep black oval patch, occupying the outer half of

the cell and inwardly bordered by a dark grey patch of differently

placed scales, the blue area being reduced to the extreme base.

Under side : ground-colour pale brown with sordid white linear

bands as in T. tarena, but straighter and less prominent, and the

red spot between the lower median nervules placed nearer to the

margin.
Expanse 1^ inch.

Hah. Bogota, Colombia.

Type, Mus. Druce.

Although this insect is much like T. tarena Hew. and T. em-

pusa Hew. at first sight, a closer examination shows it to be quite

distinct, and it may eventually prove to be not very nearly allied.

Messrs. Godman &, Salvin have given the synonymy of T. em-

pusa in B. C.-A., Rhop. ii. p. 61.

Thecla philinna.

Thecla pkilinna Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 19 (1868); 111. Diur.

Lep. p. 138, pi. 55. figs. 334, 335 (1873).

Tmolus unilinea Kaye, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1904, p. 192.

This is a variable species on the under side, some specimens
haviug the ground-colour almost pure white, whilst the spots on
some are rich dark brown and on others vary to golden yellow, in

some specimens very prominent and in others much reduced in

size and intensity. I have examined Mr. Kaye's type in the
British Museum, and feel certain that it is only an extreme form.

Mr. Godman's collection contains a good series from Mexico
(Atoyac, Vera Cruz, May, H. H. 8.) to S.E. Brazil, including one
female from Panama (Oalobre, Arce) marked on the under side

like Mr. Kaye's type.

* Thecla empusa Hew. 111. Diur.fLep. p. 106, pi. 42. figs. 158, 159.

t Thecla tarena Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 176, pi. 69. figs. 515, 516.
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No two specimens are identical, but the northern specimens

are usually, although not invariably, whitish on the under side.

This species is not included in the Biologia Centr.-Amer., as

Mr. Smith's captures were doubtless received after the Theclas

were completed, and the only example from Panama, is a female.

Thecla venustus, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. figs. 3 c? , 4 5 .)

Male. Allied to T. echion Linn, {crolus Cr.). Upper side shining

violaceous blue ; costa and apical half of fore wing dark brown

;

a darker patch at the end of the cell. Hind wing : inner margin

narrowly brown, a fine anteciliary black line, inwardly bordered

by a white line towards the anal angle. Lobe black, with some
orange scales. Cilia of fore wing bright cupreous, of hind wing
brown at the apex, whitish towards the anal angle. Under side

:

bands and spots arranged as in T. echion, but faintly outlined

with black although clearly bordered with white. The ultra-

median band on the fore wing is straighter and the ground-colour

is darker than usually obtains in T. echion.

Femcde. Upper side : fore wing pale brown, greyish at the base,

a large darker patch beyond end of the cell. Hind wing pale grey,

darker towards the base, slightly opalescent ; inner margin broadly

pale brown. A marginal row of dark brown spots from the

apex to the anal angle where they become largest, placed between

the nervules. An anteciliary black line. Tails black, bordered

and tipped with white. Cilia of fore wing reddish brown, of

hind wing pale grey. Under side as in male, but ground-colour

paler.

Expanse, d I}, 2 lyo" i^^'^-

JIab. Chapada Campo, Brazil {H. H. Smith).

Types, Mus. Godman.
Mr. Godman's collection contains six specimens which show no

variation. The violaceous blue and the bright-coloured cilia

should easily distinguish this insect from its allies. The speci-

mens were captured in November and December.

Thecla labes, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 6.)

Male. Upper side dull olivaceous brown ; a large black patch

occupying the whole of the cell of the fore wing ; abdominal half

of hind wing suffused with greenish-blue scales when held at an
angle ; abdominal margin brown. Cilia of fore wing brown, of

hind wing paler. Underside markings as in T. echion L.

Expanse
-f-^

inch.

Hah. Cunapo, Trinidad {F. Birch).

Type, Mus. Druce.

At one time it appeared that this insect might be a diminutive

example of T. echion, which it closely resembles on the under side,

but the upper surface is so diflferent that I think it requires a

name.
Mr. Birch captured it on 21st June.
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Thecla lbnitas, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 5.)

Male. Upper side : fore wing uniform dull brown, paler towards
centre of disc, inner margin very narrowly dusted with blue.

Hind wing pale violaceous blue, with the costa, apex, and outer

margin rather broadly brown ; abdominal fold })aler brown. Cilia

of fore wing brownish, of hind wing white. Underside : ground-
colour uniform pale grey. Fore wing : a linear dark ultramedian

band, outwardly bordered with white, from the costa to the lower

median nervule, followed by a faint submarginal lunular line. A
very fine anteciliary dark line. Cilia yellowish grey, darker at

the tips. Hind wing : a median linear band as on fore wing but
more sinuous, commencing on the costa and reaching to the

abdominal margin, followed by a submarginal faint lunular line

which becomes more distinct towards the anal angle. A black

anteciliary line from the apex to the anal angle broadest at the

base of the tails. Cilia pale grey. Tails blackish, tipped with
white.

Female. Upper side uniform dull brown. Under side as in male.

Expanse J 5 l-^l" ii^ch.

Hah. Chapada Camjjo, Brazil {II. II. Smith) ; Paraguay {Perrens).

Mus. Druce.

Types, Mus. Godman.
A species with no brand or perceptible patch on the fore wing

and not allied to any with which I am acquainted, but perhaps
belonging to the group which contains T. dindyimis Cr.

Mr. Smith's specimens were captured in January and February.

Thecla stilbia.

Thecla stilhia Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lye. p. 107, pi. 39. fig. 127, cJ .

This species is very near to T. dindymus Cr., but can be distin-

guished by the ultramedian linear band, which is common to both

wings on the under side, being composed of crescent-shaped

mai-kings, and by possessing an extra dot on the costa placed

away towards the apex. We have several specimens from Espiritu

Santo, Brazil, agreeing with the type in the British Museum.
Mr. Godman also has a specimen from the same locality.

Hewitson does not state whence he received his type.

Thecla orcynta.

Thecla orcyvia Hew. Descr. Lvc. p. 11 : 111. Diur. Lep. p. 121,

pi. 50. figs. 262-265.

Thecla anthraciaJlew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 166, pi. 65. figs. 461-3,

must be added to the synonymy of this species, the types from
Brazil not differing in any important details from those from
Guatemala and {T. anina) from Venezuela.

Thecla ahola.

Thecla ahola Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 82, pi. 35. figs. 73, 74, c?

(1867).
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Thecla cordelia Hew. Eqviat. Lep. p. 64 (1870) ; 111. Diur. Lep.

p. 165, pi. 65. figs. 453, 454, $ .

Hewitson desciibed the male from Mexico and New Granada
and the female from Ecuador. Mr. Godman has two males from
Venezuela, whence we also have specimens, labelled Oucuta ; we
have also a female from the interior of Colombia which is identical

with Hewitson's type of T. cordelia. His figures of both sexes

are very indiflferent.

Thecla marmoris, sp. n.

^ . Allied to T. ahola Hew.*, which it closely resembles on the

upper side, bvit diflfering on the under side in possessing a double

white bar at the end of the cell of the fore wing, and in the white

median line being strongly sinuous as on the hind wing, and the

submarginal grey band being composed of circvilar in place of

crescent-shaped lunules.

Expanse l^V inch.

Hah. Colomijia.

Type, British Museum.

Thecla gabatha.

Thecla gahatha Hew. Equat. Lep. p. 62 ; 111. Diur. Lep. p. 174,

pi. 68. figs. 504, 505.

Thecla halius Godm. & Salv. B. C.-A., Rhop. ii. p. 65, pi. 56.

figs. 6, 7, c? (1887).

An examination of the types of the two species described under

these names shows that they cannot be separated.

In addition to the localities already quoted for thia insect I can

add Belize, British Honduras {Sir A. Moloney), Mus. Druce.

Thecla canitus, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 8.)

Mcde. Upper side : fore wing dark brown ; inner margin dusted

with pale blue scales towards the base, a large black patch occu-

pying the outer half of the cell. Hind wing pale violaceous blue,

the costal half dark brown ; a dark brown anteciliary line from

below the apex to the anal angle inwardly whitish. A dark

mai'ginal spot between the lower median nervules followed by
another near the lobe, which is, however, absent in some specimens.

Lobe orange. Cilia of fore wing brownish, of hind wing white.

Under side : ground-colour pale brownish grey with whitish

marginal shades and rich brown spots and bands inwardly and

outwardly bordered with dark brown and again with white.

Fore wing : a mark at the end of the cell composed of two confluent

spots one above the other ; beyond this, commencing on the costa

halfway to the apex and reaching to the lower median nervule, a

band composed of six confluent spots, the two lower spots being

placed further inwards. Hind wing : several basal spots, a double

linear streak at the end of the cell followed by a much broken

band from the costa to the abdominal margin ; a triangular

* Thecla ahola Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 82, pi. 35. figs. 73, 74 (1867).
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bla,ck mavginal spot crowned with orange, placed between the

lower median nervules. Lobe black, crowned with orange. A
dark anteciliary line common to both wings. Cilia of fore wing
brownish, of hind wing white.

Female. Upper side : fore wing uniform brown. Hind wing as

in male, blue area slightly less extensive basally and rather paler.

Under side as in male.

Expanse, S Iju' $ H inch.

Hah. Paraguay.

Types, Mus. Druce.

5 c? d , 1 $ , Mus. Druce ; c? $ , British Museum (Crowley
Bequest).

Although a very much smaller insect, I believe it to be allied

to T. oreala Hew.*, to which it has many points of resemblance.

ThECLA NISiEE.

Thecla niscee Godm. & Salv. Biol. Cent.-Am., Rhop. ii. p. 67,

pi. 56. figs. 8, 9.

The black apex on the upper side of the fore wing of this

species (which is spelt niccee on the plate) varies a good deal in

extent, but this does not appear to be confined to any particular

locality, although those from IST. Granada are perhaps broadest.

In addition to the localities given, Mr. Godman has a male
from Rio Juntas, Bolivia, 3000 feet.

T. galliena Hew., a closely allied species, is described from
Chontales, but is not included in B. O.-A.

Thecla aholiba.

Thecla aholiba Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 82, pi. 35. figs. 76, 77

(1867).

Thecla aritides Schaus, P. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. xxiv. p. 417
(1902).

Hah. Venezuela ; New Granada.

I have examined the specimen in Mr. Godman's collection

labelled " aratas" which is referred to by Mr. Schaus, and find it

is identical with Hewitson's type of T. aholiba. There is a
specimen in the British Museum from the Crowley Collection and
we also possess a male ; both these are from Venezuela.

Thecla upupa, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 7.)

Male. Much like T. cpopea Hew.f Fore wing shorter, outer
margin more convex ; hind wing less produced anally. Upper
side : blue areas brighter, not lutescent and less violaceous ; fore

wing, black costal and apical areas broader and more clearly

defined. Under side : ground-colour darker. Fore wing : inner
white line placed more obliquely and breaking into a separate
streak near the inner margin ; outer white line more continuous
and commencing nearer to the apex. Hind wing : both lines

* Thecla oreala Hew. Descr. of LycenidiB, p. 27 (1868).

f Thecla epopea Hew. Equat. Lep. p. 61.
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very irregular and bi'oken into short streaks ; a small white

spot situated at the junction of the lower median nervule ;
red

anal areas much less prominent.

Female. Differs only from male in outer margin of hind wing

above being more broadly black.

Expanse I^q inch.

Hah. R. Susio, Costa Rica {H. Rogers).

Types, Mus. Godman.
The specimen here described, which I suppose to be the female,

appears to have the terminal joint of the palpi shorter than in the

male.

Also allied to T. epopeocles Schaus (P. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. xxiv.

p. 412, 1902) from Mexico, which I know from the description

only.

Thecla pious, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 9.)

Female. Upper side : fore wing blackish brown, extreme base

of cell and inner margin for about three-fourths its length, and

extending up to the median nervure, pale shining blue. Hind

wing pale shining blue ; apex and outer margin narrowly brown
;

cilia towards anal angle white, tipped with brown. Lobe

brown. Under side : ground-colour greyish brown with white

bands and spots. Fore wing: a white inwardly dark-bordered

band beyond the end of the cell obliquely from the costa to

the lower median nervule (below which is a distinct median

white dash) followed by a sinuous, white, outwardly dark-

bordered band
;

patches of white scales below the apex and

above the submedian nervure towards the margin. Hind

wing: a median, white, inwardly dark-bordered, broken band,

inwardly curved on the costa, outwardly curved below and

angled to the anal margin. A white dis-cal spot and another on

the anal margin, near the base. An ultramedian, much broken,

outwardly dark-bordered white line commencing on the costa,

joining the median band towards the centre of the wing and

again angled towards the anal margin below. A dark-red patch

crowning a minute black spot above the apex, and another more

distinct red patch and small black spot between the lower median

nervules placed some distance from the margin and adjoining the

ultramedian line. An anteciliary black line towards the anal

angle inwardly bordered by a white line. Cilia long, grey, and

with a whitish central line. Lobe black, crowned with white and

with the area above it slightly cupreous. Tails black, with white

tips. Legs white-spotted.

Expanse 1 inch.

Hah. Roraima, British Guiana {H. Whitely).

Type, Mus. Godman.
On the under side this insect is marked somewhat like T. epopea

Hew., but without the male it is impossible to determine whether

it is allied to that species or not. The red patch above the apex

on hind wing below is a curious character.
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Thecla clepsydra, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 10.)

Male. Upper side uniform violaceous blue ; costa, apex, and
outer margins broadly dark brown ; a fine submarginal blue line

and some blue scales towards anal angle of hind wing. Cilia

concolorous with wings. An indistinct, slightly darker brown
patch, occupying the oi\ter half of the cell of the fore wing and
apparently bordered on its costal edge by a linear brand-like mark
which is only visible in certain lights. On the under side this

insect resembles T. odinus Godm. & Salv.*, but the ground-colour

is darker and the pale linear marking at the end of the cell of the

fore wing is absent ; the inner line on the hind wing is reduced

to a blue spot near the costa and the median line is sinuous, much
broken and less angulated, and the red anal patches are entirely

absent. The lobe is largely black, and there is a marginal patch

of blue scales between the lower median nervules.

Expanse 1-| inch.

Hah. Bogota, Colombia,

Type, British Museum ; received from the Crowley Bequest.

Thecla hesperitis.

Bithys hesperitis Butl. & Druce, Cist. Ent. i. p. 107 (1872) ;

Lep. Exot. p. 159, pi. 57. fig. 14 (1873).

Thecla luguhris Mosch. Verb. z.-b. Ges. "Wien, xxvi. p. 301,

tabb. 3, 4 (1876).

T. cahiria Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 195, pi. 77. figs. 623, 624

(1877).

Tmohis perdistincta Kaye, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1904, p. 194, pi. 18.

fig. 18.

Messrs. Godman and Salvin place T. lugubris Mbsch. as a

synonym, and T. cahiria Hew. must also be added, the types

being quite indistinguishable from many specimens before me from
Guiana, Colombia, and Santarem.

The species varies considerably in size.

Mr. Kaye has kindly lent me his type from Trinidad, which I

have no doubt is a female, and which does not differ in any way
from many specimens fi'om Central America and from Venezuela

before me. Mr. Kaye compares it with T. beon Cr., from which
it is of course quite distinct.

Thecla aruma.

Thecla aruma Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 192, pi. 75. figs. 609, 610

(1877).

Mr. Godman has specimens from Guiana (Roraima and Carimang
River) obtained by Whitely.

As pointed out by Hewitson, the red spots near anal angle of

hind wing below vary a good deal in colour and are sometimes

nearly obsolete.

* Thecla odinus G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Rliop. vol. ii. p. 70, pi. 56. figs. 20, 21

(1887).

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. XLI. 41
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Theola partunda.

Thecla partunda Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 206, pi. 72. figs. 685,

686 (1877).

Thecla origo Godman ife Salvin, Biol. Cent.-Am.. Lep. Rhop. ii.

p. 73, pi. 56. figs. 32, 33 (1887).

Amongst Mr. Godman's series of T. origo are specimens

agreeing exactly with Hewitson's type on both surfaces.

Thecla vitruvia.

Thecla vitruvia Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 193, pi. 77. fig. 613

(1877).

Hah. Pard, Brazil.

This insect so far as I knoAv is unique, as I am unable to find

any specimens which agree exactly with the type in the British

Museum. The next four here described are closely allied and

may eventually prove to be forms of T. vitruvia, but for the

present it appears to me advisable to keep them distinct.

The shade of blue in all is much the same and the black outer

marginal border to the hind wing above is of equal width.

T. fortuna is exactly like T. vitruvia on the upper side, but the

spot close to the line on the hind wing below is red, in place of

dark brown (almost black) in that species.

T. torqueor has a blue patch on the inner margin of the fore

wing above equally divided by the submedian nervure and is

without any blue scales in the cell. On the under side it resembles

T. fortuna.

T. indigo has the inner margin of the fore wing above blue only

below the submedian nervure. On the under side the anal spots

are brown.
T. anfracta is without the blue on the fore wing, and on the

under side resembles T. vitruvia.

Thecla fortuna, sp. n.

Male. Resembles T. vitruvia Hew. on both surfaces, but the

spot close to the line on the hind wing below is red in place of

dark brown.
Expanse li inch.

JIab. Yurimaguas, Peru ; Tapajos, Amazons (Bates).

Types, Mus. Godman.

Thecla torqueor, sp. n.

Male. Differs from T. vitruvia Hew. in the blue on the upper
side being somewhat lighter in shade and on the fore wing
reduced to a patch on the inner margin. Under side as in

T. fortuna.

Expanse l-f^ inch.

Hab. Carimang River, British Guiana [H. Whitehj).

Type, Mus. Godman.
"VVhitely obtained a series of specimens which do not differ.
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Thecla indigo, sp. n.

Male. Upper side differs from that of T. vitruvia Hew. in the

foi^e Aving being marked by a narrow bkie streak only on the

inner margin below the submedian nervure. On the under side

the anal spots are brown and the submarginal shades and lunules

on both wings are more clearly defined.

Expanse 1 inch.

Hah. Chapada Campo, Brazil [H. H. Smith).

Type, Mus. Godman.
This insect is a good deal smaller than its allies. Captured by

Mr. Smith in January,

Thecla anfracta, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. vitravia Hew. Differs on upper side in

the fore Aving being Avholly greenish black. Under side as in

T. vitruvia.

Expanse 1^-^ inch.

Uab. Chancamayo, Peru [H. Whitely).

Type, Mus. Godman.

Thecla thama.

Thecla thama Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 189, pi. 75. figs. 591,

592 (1877).

Hewitson's type, althovigh stated by him to be in Mr. Grose
Smith's collection, cannot be found there, and is doubtless the

specimen labelled " thama " noAv in the Hewitson Collection in

the British Museum. The Museum Collection also contains a

specimen from Bogota.

Thecla atuox.

Theda atrox Butler, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1877, p. 140.

This insect probably belongs to the group which contains

T. thama Hew.
Ml'. Godman has specimens from the Carimang River, British

Guiana QVhitely), and from Cayenne, also from Santarem and
Tapajos. We haA^e it also from Cayenne and from Juhety,

Amazons. The female appears to differ only from the male in

being paler on both surfaces.

Thecla beon.

Pa])ilio beon Cr. Pap. Exot. iv. pi. 319. figs. B, C.

Tmolus isobeon Butl. & Druce, Cist. Ent. i. p. 108.

Thecla bactra Hoav. HI. Diurr Lep. p. 194, pi. 77. figs. 619, 620.

Thecla caulonia Hoav. ibid. p. 188, pi. 75. figs. 587, 588.

Thecla vibulena Hew. ibid. p. 190, pi. 76. figs. 599, 600, 601,

602, 603.

Thecla hellera HeAV. ibid. p. 194, pi. 77. fig. 618.

Messrs. Godman and Salvin (Biol. Cent.-Am., Lep. Rhop. ii.

p. 75) have pointed out that the first three nam.es are synonymous,
41*
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and after examining the types of the remaining three, I am of

tlie same opinion as regards them. T. beUera has the median

band on the nnder side narrow and browner, but I can distin-

guish no characteristic of sufficient importance to separate it.

Mr. W, J. Ka,ye writes (Trans. Ent. Soc. 1904, p. 192) that he

has four large males taken at Yerdant Vale (in Trinidad) which

scarcely have any blue on the fore wing except on the inner

margin; one male is the hactra of Hew., etc. My own opinion is

that the male never has any trace of blue on the fore Aving and

that all those specimens which have blue on the fore wing are

females.

This is the southern form of T. cecrops Fab., and is evidently

regarded as the same species by Scudder in his work ' The
Butterflies of the Eastern United States and Canada,' vol. iii.

p. 1821 (1889), as he records it from Guatemala and Panama.

Thecla sangala.

Thecla sangala Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 35 (1868).

Thecla sangala Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lycpenida^, p. 132, pi. 54.

figs. 314, 315 (1869).

Thecla autoclea Hew. ibid. p. 194, pL 77. figs. 616, 617 (1877).

Thecla autoclea Godm. & Salv. B. C.-A., Rhop. ii. p. 76, pi. 57.

figs. 9, 10 (1887).

I can find no points of difference between the tj^pe of T. autoclea,

which is without doubt a female, and that of the previously

described T. sangala except in size. Venezuelan specimens of

both sexes appear to be rather larger than those from Centrul

America. Hewitson's figures are rather different, but the figure

of the upper side of T. aiitoclea (617) is too highly coloured,

Thecla lorina.

Thecla lorina Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 181, pi. 71. figs. 539, 540.

The type and another in poor condition are now in Mr.
Godman's collection and are the only sj)ecimens I have seen.

They were formerly in the Kaden Collection, and may have come
from Venezuela, but their origin is not recorded. Hewitson

states that he describes the male, but I am of opinion that both

are females.

Thecla perisus, sp. n.

Male. Upper side uniform dull brown ; a small orange spot at

anal angle of hind wing. Under side : ground-colour pale brown
with linear white-edged bands and shades as in T. denarhos

Butler & Druce*, but with the ultramedian band on the fore

wing parallel with the outer margin, not placed obliquely as in

that species.

Expanse 14- inch.

* Tmohis doiarhis Butl. & Druce, Cist. Eiit. i. p. 109.
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Hah. Venezuela.

Type, Miis. Godman.
The type was formerly in the Kaden Collection and has a MS.

label attached to it, " perisus Moritz." Allied to T. denarius,

but distinguished by the absence of the cupreous on the fore wing

above and the pale ground-colour below.

Thecla callao, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 11.)

Male. Upper side—Fore wing dull cupreous, with the costa,

apex, and outer margin pale brown. Hind wing pale brown,

slightly cvipreous over the abdominal and basal areas which
are thickly clothed with yellowish hairs. Cilia of both wings

long, pale brown and whitish towards anal angle of hind wing

;

tail brown, tipped with white. Underside—Fore wing dark

brownish grey, a very faint double mark at the end of the cell

;

a linear ultramedian russet-brown band, outwardly edged with

pale grey, reaching from the costa almost to the submedian
nervure. A submarginal row of minute pale grey crescent-shaped

lunules. A fine anteciliary dark line. Cilia dark grey. Hind
wing: a sinuous, median, russet-brown line outwardly edged with

pale grey, commencing on the costal margin and angled above the

lobe to the abdominal margin ; the ground-colour within this

linear band is very dark, and without it very pale, becoming
darker again towards the margin. A submarginal row of pale

lunules as in fore wing and a marginal row of dark shades. A small

black, red-crowned spot between the lower median nervules,

followed by a patch of bluish-grey and black scales. Lobe black,

crowned by a small red spot and a white dot. Abdomen dark

above, pale straw-colour below.

Female. Upper side pale brown. Fore wing slightly cupreous

over discal areas. Hind wing with faint indication of a red spot

on margin between lower median nervules. Under side as in

male but paler.

Expanse c? $ 1-gV inch.

Hab. Callao, Peru {Walker).

Types, Mus. Godman.
Several specimens were captured by Commander J, J. Walker,

and I am unable to trace that it has been described.

Thecla eugatus, sp. n.

Male. Upper side uniform dull olivaceous brown ; abdominal

areas of hind wing thickly clothed with cupreous hairs and a

small orange spot in the lobe. Cilia concolorous with wings but

whitish towards lobe. Under side : ground-colour uniform pale

olivaceous brown, with a common, nearly straight, distinct, rather

broad, linear dark orange band, outwardly bordered by a fine

black line and again by a clear white line and angled above the

lobe to the abdominal margin. A submarginal row of dark

shades to both wings. A lai-ge bright orange spot between the

lower median nervules on the hind wing surmounting a black
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marginal spot. A patch of greyish scales beyond. Lobe black,

crowned by an orange streak and a minute white dot. Abdomen
brown above, white below.

Female. Upper side paler than in male ; hind wing with orange

marginal spots between veins one and two and two and three.

Under side as in male, but ground-colour paler and orange band
broader.

Expanse, r? ly^^, $ 1 inch.

Hah. Yina, N.W. Peru, 5500 ft. {0. T. Baron).

Types, Mus. Godman.
Allied to T. denarius Butl. & Druce, and T.sethon G.(t S., but

has many points of distinction.

Thecla nubilum, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. sethon G. & S.* UjDper side uniform dark
blackish brown with no cupreous on the discal areas, a minute
orange spot on lobe. Under side : ground-colour of a greyer

shade and the transverse bands much nariower, straighter in the

fore wing, and placed nearer to the outer margins. Tails black,

tipped with white.

Expanse Ij^ inch.

Hah. Castro, Parana, Brazil {^E. D. Jones).

Type, Mus. Druce.

Mr. Jones obtained a series of this insect, which was considered

by Mr. Schaus to be T. sv.ada Hew., but that name Avas sunk by
Hewitson himself as a synonym of his T. ceromia, 111. D. Lep.

p. 207, which belongs to another group.

Thecla cupa, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 12.)

Male. Upper side much like T. laconia Hew. S t, but blue

extending over cell of fore wing, and costal margin of hind wing-

more broadly black. A small indistinct circular brand at the

end of the cell of fore wing, in place of the elongate oval brand of

T. laconia. Under side with markings and shades much as in

T. laconia
;
ground-colour paler and the transverse bands on both

wings inwardly bordered with brown, that on the fore wing-

having its lower half placed further out towards the mai^gin.

Female. Upper side uniform dull brown ; under side as in male.

Expanse, c? 1^0' 2 tir ii^ch.

Hah. Rio Grande, Brazil.

Types, Mus. Druce.

It is also much like T. opliia, Hew. % (the type of which to-

gether with that of T. laconia is now in Mr. Godman's collection),

but that insect is without the brand on the fore wing. The
discal spot on the fore wing of T. ojjhia mentioned by Hewitson
is very diiScult to see, but can be best observed by holding the
insect against a strong light.

* Thecla sethon G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. vol. ii. p. 77, pi. 57. figs. 14, 15 (1887).

f Thecla laconia Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 10.

J Thecla ojihia, Hew. ibid. p. 6.
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Thecla ATRIUS.

Thecla atrius * HeiT.-Schafl'. Exot. Schmett. figs. 53-54.

Tmolus clitumnus Butl. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1877, p. 140, pi. 3.

fig. 6.

Dr. Butler's type does not difi"er in any way from the well-

known T. atrius] and in the British Museum was latterly placed

by him under that name.

Thecla calor, sp. n.

Male. Closely allied to f. atrius Herr.-Schafi\ Upper side :

fore wing dull dark greyish brown, not black as in that species

;

hind wing pale shining blue, costal margin narrowly whitish.

Anal margin whitish, cilia pale. Under side as in T. atrius, but

linear bands on both wings inwardly edged with vermilion and

broadest on hind wing. Abdomen pale on both surfaces.^

Female. Upper side uniform dull brown ;
inner marginal area

of hind wing bluish grey. A small red spot in the lobe. Under

side as in male, but ground-colour paler.

Expanse 6 $ lyo "^c^^-
, tt rr o vz.\

Hah. Brazil, Tapajos River; Chapada Campo {H. H. bmith).

Mus. Godman.
Types, Mus. Druce.

. ^^ . .

Mr. Smith's specimens were captured m iNovember and

December.

Thecla petaurister, sp. n.

Male. Upper side : diflers from T. calor by inner margin of

fore wing being pale shining blue, extending upwards almost to

the lower median nervule. Under side as in T. atrius.

Expanse 1 inch.

Hah. Quonga, British Guiana {Whitely).

Type, Mus. Godman.
. i, tt j

We have a specimen which was formerly m the Kaden

Collection which is identical with the type but is without

locality. „ „ x. n
The last three forms and indeed the following may eventually

prove conspecific with T. atrius.

Thecla cos, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 13.)

Male. Allied to T. atrius H.-S. Upper side : fOre wing black,

slightly olivaceous in tone; hind wing rich dark shining'^ blue,

with the costal, outer and inner margins broadly black. A dull

red dot in the lobe. Under side as in T. atrius.

Female like male, but blue area paler, less shining and more

restricted.

Expanse 6 ? lyV "^ch.
-r> ..• i r.

•

Hah. Bartica, British Guiana {H. S. Parish) ;
British Guiana

* Misspelt " atnius " by Hewitson and Kirby.
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{Whitely), Mus. Druce ; Tapajos Eiver {Bates), Mus. Godman
& Brit. Mus.

Type, Mus. Druce.

Thecla centoripa.

Theda centoripa Hew. Descr. of LycEenidse, p. 23 (1868); 111.

Diur. Lep. p. 183, pi. 73. iigs. 562-563 (1874).

Thecla hahneli Staud. Exot. Schmett. p. 286, pi. 97 (1888).

The linear spot at the end of the cell, although described by
Hewitson, is not shown in his figure. Staudinger's figure shows

it distinctly.

Thecla oleris, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 14.)

Male. Upper side dull uniform brown, slightly olivaceous in

tone. Under side bright green, inner margin of fore wing

(which is without markings) greyish. Hind wing : a paler green

mark at the end of the cell and a faint linear ultramedian

tortuous line inwardly bordered with a faint black line, from the

costal margin just before the apex to the abdominal margin. A
minute black dot at the extreme anal angle faintly crowned with

yellowish. A minute green spot between the eyes. Palpi grey,

with black hairs ; terminal joint black, clubbed, with white tips.

Thorax and abdomen greyish.

Expanse -^ inch.

Hah. S. Paraguay {Perrens).

Type, Mus. Godman.
This little insect is perhaps allied to T. gahina G. & S,* and has

a short tail as in that species, but is without the blue areas on

the upper side and is difierent below. In T. gahina the spa,ce

between the eyes is bright green, as are the palpi.

Thecla cjespes, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 18.)

Female. Allied to T. lampetia, G. & S. t Upper side dark

cserulean blue, with costa, apex, and outer margins of both wings

blackish grey. Head, collar, space between the eyes, tegulfe and
base of costal margin of fore wing bright shining bronze-green.

Extreme costal edge of fore wing cupreous brown. Cilia of fore

wing binght cupreous brown, also of hind wing from apex to

lower median nervule, whence it becomes white with black tips

to anal angle. Tail black tipped with white. Under side uniform

dull bronze-green, the green scales apparently overlying a pale

cupreous ground-colour. Inner margin of fore wing broadly pale

cupreous. White linear bands and deep red spots much as in

T. lampetia, but red spot below median nervure absent. Abdomen
blackish above, cupreous below. Palpi emerald-green, tei'minal

joint short, black and pale-tipped. Legs distinctly black and
white spotted.

Expanse Ij^g inch.

* Thecla qahina G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Rliop. vol. ii. p. 82, pi. 57. figs. 20, 21 (1887).

t Thecla \am-petia G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. vol. ii. p. 83 (1887).
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Hah. La Paz, Bolivia {Garlepp).

Type, Mus. Druce.
Distinguished at once from Thecla lampetia by the cupreous

cilia, that species having them concolorous with the wings. The
type of T. lamjjetia is in bad condition, and it is not possible to

say whether the tegulse and base of fore wing are bronze-green as

in the species above described, but I can discover no trace of it.

Thecla badeta.

Thecla badeta Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 146, pi. 58. figs. 365-
366, & p. 202, pi. 80. figs. 657-658 (1873).

This is a puzzling species, and very little more is known about
it than in Hewitson's time. More recent female specimens
contained in Mr. Godman's collection from Colombia and from
Paraguay [Perrens) are all slightly tinted with blue on the uppei-

side, but do not appear to difier below. Messrs. Godman &
Salvin (B. C.-A. p. 83) consider that T. hadeta is a uniform
brown insect. Mr. Godman has two, c5' 2 , from Rincon, Guerrero,

Mexico, 2800 feet, captured in October by Mr. H. H. Smith:
both are exactly alike on the under side ; the female has the

inner marginal half of the fore wing and the whole of the hind
wing dull blue. The upper side of the male is a dark shining
uniform purple-blue with the costa and apex of the fore wing-

black, whilst the hind wing is without the tail, which is present on
the lower median nervule in all the females I have examined, and
the cilia appear to be quite perfect.

Thecla carla Schaus* from Colombia may be allied to this

species. The male only is described and as without tails, but the
reddish outer line on hind wing below seems to distinguish it.

Thecla thespia.

Thecla thespia Hew. Equat. Lep. p. 65 (1870) ; 111. Diur. Lep.

p. 165, pi. 65. figs. 455-456 (1874), d •

Female. Upper side pale shining violaceous blue ; costa, apex,

and outer margin of fore wing and apex of hind wing broadly
dark grey. Under side as in male, but ground-colour much paler

and red patches towards anal angle more extensive and confluent.

Hah. Pebas, Upper Amazons. Mus. Godman.

Thecla photismos, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 15.)

Male. Allied to T. thespia Hew. Upper side brilliant, shining
CJerulean blue ; apex and outer margin of fore wing broadly, and
apex of hind wing narrowly, blackish brown. Under side greenish

grey with white bands as in T. thespia., but without the red spot

near the apex of the hind wing, and with one large red area near
the anal angle containing a deep black marginal spot between the
lower median nervules. Palpi white, terminal joint long and
slender, black.

* ThecU carla Schaus, P. U.S. N. M. vol. xxiv. p. 408 (1902).
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Expanse li inch.

Hob. Sarayacu, Ecuador {BucMey).

Type, Mus. Godman.
This species, like many others of the group, has distinct white

inner borders to the eyes.

Thecla. hosora Hew. (Equat. Lep. p. 66 ; IlL Diur. Lej). p. 166,

pi. 65. figs. 459-460, 1874) is perhaps allied to the two pre-

ceding species, but has a large dark discal spot on the upper

side of the fore wing, and a narrow white line closing the cell of

the same wing below which is not mentioned by Hewitson and is

not shown in his figure. Mr. Godman has three males from
Sarayacu, Ecuador, collected by Buckley.

Thecla tegula.

Thecla iegula Hew. Descr. of Thecla^ p. 4 ; 111. Diur. Lep. p. 129,

pi. 52. figs. 291, 292(1869).

Female. Differs from the male in being without the long discal

brand of the fore wing and the bluish-grey scales near the anal

angle of the hind wing.

Hah. Amazons {Bates).

Mr. Godman's collection now contains Hewitson's type (male)

and the female here desciibed.

Thecla mantica, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. figs. 16^,17$.)
Male. Upper side—Fore wing dark brown ; basal half of inner

margin pale greyish blue extending upwards to median nervure.

A large dull black oval brand occupying most of the cell and
surrounded by greyish silky scales. (In some specimens this

black brand becomes dark buff, which apjDears to be caused by the

black scales having dropped or been rubbed off.) Hind wing

:

discal area pale greyish blue ; costal, apical, and outer margins
broadly dark brown ; bluish marginal scales and a black ante-

ciliary line from median nervure to submedian nervure. Lobe
and above it dark orange-i-ed. Cilia of fore wing brown ; of hind

wing brown to median nervure, whence it becomes whitish tipped

with brown to anal angle. Under side—ground-colour uniform

pale brown. Fore wing : an ultramedian linear band comjDosed

of separated black markings outwardly bordered with white.

Hind wing : a rather broad outer marginal band composed of

dark red irregular patches and separated by the nervules, from
the apex to the anal angle. Within this band are several black

dots outwardly edged with pure white and irregularly placed,

whilst the apical end of the said band is bordered on both sides

by black and again by white. Cilia as on upper side. Tails

black, tipped with white.

Female. Upper side uniform dark brown ; basal areas of both

wings dusted with a few bluish scales. A submarginal grey line

on hind wing from upper median nervule to lobe. Lobe and the

two interspaces beyond with dark orange-red spots. (In some
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specimens the lobe only is red.) Cilia as in male. Abdomen
rown above, j)ale below.

Exjmnse <S 2 l^^-lf inch.

Rab. Ohapada Campo, Brazil (IT. U. Smith), September and

November.
Tyj)es, Mas. Godman.
Mr. H. H. Smith obtained a good series of this curious species,

but Mr. E. I). Jones, who collected in this district for some years,

informs me that he never met with it.

Thecla c.esaries, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. iig. 19.)

Male. Allied to T. ledcea Hew. *, but smaller. Upper side dark

indigo-blue, with apex and outer margins of lioth wings broadly

black. Under side : ground-colour steely grey, with the yellow

anal area as in T. ledcea, but more exteiisive, and the ultramedian

line on both wings placed further in and in the hind wing touching

the white mark at the end of the cell.

Expanse 1^-^^ inch.

Hah. Bartica, British Guiana (ZT. S. Parish).

Type, Mus. Druce.
Mr. Godman has a female specimen labelled "Santa Martha"

which may belong to this species, but the ground-colour below is

a creamy shade and the brownish inner border to the linear bands

is wider, so that in the absence of the male it must remain doubt-

ful. The female of T. ledcea is undescribed. T. ccescories, like

T. ledcea, is without any trace of a brand.

Thecla palumbes, sp. n.

Mcde. Allied to T. cerata Hew.t, which it closely resembles on

the up23er side. On the under side it is quite diilerent, being

entirely without the distinct linear band common to both wings,

also the red spot Avithin its angles towards the anal margin of

hind wing. The ground-colour is more creamy and less shining.

Expanse 1-^^^ inch.

Ilab. Cayenne, Guiana.

Type, Mus. Godman.
The type has a red spot in the lobe al:)0ve, but this is not a

constant character in T. cerata.

Thecla pekj^atus, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. anthora, Hew. % Upper side uniform dark

brown, with inner mai-gin of fore wing narrowly, and discal and
basal ai-eas of hind wing shining opalescent indigo-blue. Under
side : ground-colour duller ; the linear bands narrower, placed

further in from the margin and in the hind wing not inwardly

bordered with red. The upper red marginal spot with the black

pupil of T. anthora is absent, and the large red spot contained

* Thecla ledaa Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 8.

t Thecla cerata Hew. HI. Diur. Lep. p. 191, pi. 76. fiais. 607, 608 (1877).

X Thecla anthora Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 191, pi. 76. figs. 604-606.
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in the angle of the ultrameclian band is i-eplaced by a black,

smallei' spot.

Female. Upper side uniform diill dark brown ; under side as

in male.

Expanse, 6 1^, 2 lyV i^^ch.

Hah. Amazons : Tapajos, Ega, Para [Bates).

Types, Mus. Godman,
This insect, which I believe to be quite distinct, was separated

by Bates, but does not appear to have received a name.

Thecla pisidula, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. pisis, G. & S.* Upper side dark indigo-blue

with ill-defined narrow black margins. Under side much as in

T. pisis, but with ground-colour darker and more olivaceous and
the twin red patch on hind wings reduced to a single dull red,

much reduced spot between the lower median nervules.

Female. Upper side : discal areas suffused with pale blue,

especially on hind wing and along inner margin of fore wing.

Under side : ground-colour paler than in male and marginal shades

in both wings more prominent.

Expanse, c? Ij, $ lyg- inch.

Ifab. Rio Grande, Brazil.

Types, Mus. Druce.

Different on both surfaces from T. pisis.

Thecla instita, sp. n.

Male. Upper side rich dark brown without purplish reflections.

Under side as in T. pisidula, but ground-colour darker.

Expanse 1 ^ q- inch.

Hah. Chapada Campo, Brazil {H. H. /Smith), January and
March.

Type, Mus. Godman.
Mr. Smith captured two specimens. On the upper side it

closely resembles 1\ puppius G. & S.t, but is browner and is

different below.

Thecla meleager, sp. n.

Male. Allied to T. pisis G. & S., which it closely resembles on
the upper side ; but on the under side the ground-colour is dark
greenish grey, the red spots on the hind wing are less extensive

and darker, and the black spots larger and moi'e prominent.

Female as male, slightly paler.

Expanse as T. pisis.

Hah. Surinam.
Types, Mus. Druce.
This is probably the southern form of T. pisis and should

perhaps be treated as a subspecies. We have a series of seven

specimens which do not vary.

* Theclapisis G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Rliop. vol. ii. p. 84, pi. 57. figs. 24, 25 (1887).

t Thecla puppius, G. & S., B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. vol. ii. p. 84 (1887).
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Thecla CELMUS.

Papilio celmus Cr. Pap. Exot. iv. pi. 55. figs. G, H.
Tmolus jjereza Butler, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1877, p. 140.

Di'. Butler's type in the British Museum does not cliifei- in any
way from Cramer's insect.

Thecla emendatus, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 20.)

Mcde. Allied to T. carnica Hew.* Upper side lighter and
brighter blue, apex of fore wing broadly and evenly black ; costa

and apex of hind wing less broadly black than in T. carnica.

Under side as in T. carnica, with the white marginal shades
somewhat more prominent.

Expanse ^V inch.

Hah. Rio Juntas, Bolivia, 3000 feet {Garlejiii).

Type, Mus. Druce.

Also in the British Museum from Bolivia (Crowley Bequest).

Distinguished at once by its broad black apex. It is also much
like T. seudiga Hew.f on the under side, but differs above.

Thecla dic^ea.

Thecla diccea Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 179, pi. 70. figs. 531, 532
(1874).

Thecla farmina Schaus, P. U.S. Xat. Mus. vol. xxiv. p. 421
(1902).

Hab. Castro, Parana, Brazil [E. D. Jones).

Mr. Jones has lent me a co-type of Mr. Schaus's insect, which
I quite fail to distingu.ish from Hewitson's type in the British
Museum. Mr. Schaus describes a female ; Hewitson a male. If

both are correct, there is no difference between the sexes.

Hewitson does not give a locality.

Thecla calchinia.

Thecla calchinia Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p, 21 (1868); 111. Diur
Lep. p. 145, pi. 57. figs. 359, 360.

Male. Upper side uniform dull brown, with a dark marginal
spot on hind wing between lower median nervules crowned with
dull red.

Hab. Amazons, Ega and Para (Bates) ; British Guiana, Roraima
(Whitehy). Mus. Godman.

In the male specimen from British Guiana i"eferred to above
the blue areas are rather less extensive and less violaceous.

Thecla dolium, sp. n.

Male. Much like T. fahaUa^ew.% Upper side : basal half of
fore wdng and whole of hind wing (excepting costal margin which
is narrowly greyish brown) dull piu'plish blue, brilliant in some

* Thecla carnica Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 143, pi. 57. fig. 352 (1873).

t Thecla sevdiqa Hew. ibid. p. 152, pi. 60. figs. 397, 398 (1874).

X Thecla fabnila Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 20 (1868).
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lights. The brand at the end of the cell is circular and simple,

not compound as in T. fabulia. Under side with markings much
like T. fahuUa, but paler and more distinctly edged with white.

The transverse band of the fore wing is more irregular and

appears to be closer to the end of the cell, whilst that on the hind

wing appears to be less inclined to break up into spots. The
ground-colour is paler and the red patch at the extreme anal angle

is almost obsolete.

Expanse I^-q- inch.

Hah. Honduras.

Type, British Museum.
Distinguished from T. fahulla by the simple brand and the

different shade of blue.

Thbcla vena, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 21.)

Male. Closely allied to T. amenta Gosse *. Upper side differs

in cilia of fore wing being bright orange instead of dull brown.

Under-side markings much as in T. cruenta, but ultramedian

band on fore wing straighter and cilia on same wing deep orange.

Head and space between the eyes deep red.

Female. Upper side differs from that sex of T. cruenta in hind

wing being entirely pale blue, with a large white patch on costal

margin near apex. Under side as in male. Cilia of fore wing
orange on both surfaces.

Expanse, d l^, 2 ro i^^^h.

Bab. Vina, N.W. Peru, 5500 feet {0. T. Baron).

Types (2 c^ c? , 1 $ ), Mus. Godman.

Thecla megacles.

Pa'pUio megacles Cr. Pap. Exot. iv. pi. 333. figs. E, F (1782).

Thecla aclria Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lycasnidaj, p. 142, pi. 56.

figs. 345, 346 (1873).

Hah. Venezuela, Surinam, Amazons.

The female differs from the male on the upper side in the inner

margin of the fore wing being broadly white from the base almost

to the outer angle, slightly bluish near the base, and in the hind

wing being ]:)ui-e white, with the markings of the under side

showing through. There is a linear black margin just inside

the white fringe near the anal angle, also a minute dark spot

between the lower median nervules and another at the anal angle.

Thecla una.

Thecla una Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lycsenida?, p. 140. pi. 56.

figs. 336, 337 (1873).

Thecla lenis Oapr. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. xvii. p. 16, pi. i. fig. 3

(1874).

Capronier's figure is an excellent representation of a female

specimen.

* Thecla cruenta Gosse, ' Entomologist,' -xiii. p. 203, pi. 2. fig. 4 (1880).
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Thecla furcifer, sp. n.

Male. Closely allied to T. una Hew.* Upper side much as in

that species, but white areas of hind wing suflused with pale

greyish blue. Under side pale grey, with sordid-white-edged

bands and spots, slightly darker than the ground-colour, arranged
as in T. una. The red crowns to the black dots on margin near
anal angle of hind wing are absent.

Expanse 14- inch.

Rab. Espiritu Santo, Brazil.

Type, Mus. Druce. Also in the British Museum.
The female of T. una has more extensive white areas, and in

some specimens whitish tips to the fore wings.

Thecla cleon.

Fa2nUo cleon Fab. Syst. Ent. p. 522 (1775).

Tniolus cleon Butl. Cat. Fab. Diur. Lep. p. 188, pi. ii. figs. 4-6

(1870).

Thecla cleon Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 142, pi. 56. figs. 347-349
(1873).

T. ecbatana Hew. ibid. pi. 40. figs. 525, 526 (1874).

I have examined the type in the Banksian cabinet, and although
it is in a very bad state of preseiwation there is enough of it

remaining for identification. I have no doubt that it is a female,

and that the males only have the inner margin of the fore wings
blue. There are a number of specimens before me from the
Amazon regions, and we have recently received examples from
Ti'inidad (Birch).

On the under side the males appear to be always clouded,

especially towards the base, and in both sexes there is a mark
closing the celhin both wings.

Thecla picextia.

Thecla picentia Hew. III. Diur. Lep. p. 138, pi. 55. figs. 328, 329.

Hah. Tapajos, Amazons.
The female only appears to be known, and the type is now in

Mr. Godman's collection, which also contains another specimen
considered by Bates to represent the same species. It does not,

howevei', agree very well, as the ground-colour is darker and the
transverse bands are redder, and in the fore wing narrower and
in the hind wing wider. The red spot on the hind wing between
the lower median nervules is also much larger.

The British Museum Collection contains a male which may
possibly prove to be T. picentia. On the upper side it is wholly
dark brown, with a darkei- patch at the end of the cell of the fore

wing, and on the under side the ground-colour is greyer and the
bands are narrower and more sinuous. It is labelled " Bogota,"
and if it should prove distinct may be named Thecla ruhifer.

The head, the space between the eyes, and the base of the costa

* Thecla una Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 140, pi. 56. figs. 336, 337 (1873).
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are red. T. picentia Hew. appears to be without marks closing

the cells on the under side of both wings.

Thecla verbenaca, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 24.)

Male. Upper side : fore wing dark cferulean blue, with the

costa, apex to end of the cell, and oviter margin black ; a deeper

black patch beyond the end of the cell. Hind wing blue as in

fore wing, with the costa widely and outer margin narrowly dull

black. Lobe bright orange. Submedian nervure and anal fold,

which is greyish, thickly clothed with black hairs. Tails black tipped

with white. Under side : ground-colour greenish grey, slightly

shining. Fore wing with an ultramedian linear dark band, out-

wardly sordid white, running almost parallel with the outer margin,

and a veiy faint submarginal row of shades invisible at the apex

and outer angle. Hind wing with a similar more clearly-defined

linear band, commencing on the costa in a single spot, just before

the apex, and angled towards the abdominal margin, where it

becomes doubled and which it reaches about the middle. Within

the angles near the margin are some reddish scales. Without

this linear band the anal half of the w^ing is occupied by two

large confluent orange-red patches crowning a black lobe, and a

small black marginal spot between the lower median nervules

;

above these red patches and extending to the apex are two rows

of whitish submarginal shades. An anteciliary white line neai-

anal angle. Cilia of both wings dark grey. Antennae and legs

black and white spotted.

Expanse li inch.

Hah. Brazil.

Type, British Museum,
Not closely allied to any with which I am acquainted, but

perhaps belonging to the group which contains Thecla matliewi

Hew. I have not seen the female.

Thecla cinniana.

Thecla cinniana Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 189, pi. 75. figs. 593,

594 (1877).

The male differs from the female in the costal half of the hind

wing above being dark brown. I was unable to find the type in

Mr. Grose Smith's collection, but there is a specimen in the

Hewitson Collection at the British Museum which is probably it.

Thecla plumans, sp. n.

Male. Closely allied to T. cinniana Hew. Upper side wholly

uniform dark brown, with a few pale blue scales on the inner

maro-in of the fore wing and over the anal margin of the hind

wing. Under side as in T. cinniana.

Expanse 1 inch.

Hah. Chapada Campo, Brazil {H. H. Smith).

Type, Mus. Godman.
Taken by Mr. tSmith in December. This is pei-haps a local race

of T. cinniana, but seems distinct enough to require a name.
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Thecla AZIA.

Thecla azla Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lyca?nidpe, p. 144, pi. 57.

figs. 357, 358 (1873).

Thecla nipona Hew. ibid. p. 204, pi. 81. figs. 673, 674,675(1877).

Mr. Grose Smith has kindly shown me his type of T. nipona,

and I have no hesitation in sinking this name as a synonym.
Mr. Godman's collection contains a large series from Mexico to

S. Paraguay, showing all intermediate forms together with typical

forms from various localities.

Hewitson states that his figure of T. azia represents a male,

but I am inclined to think that the absence of the dark discal

spot on fore wing indicates a female.

Thecla volumex, sp. n.

Upper side uniform dull brown, a minute red spot in the lobe.

Tail black tipped with white. Under side : ground-colour and
markings much as in T. jncentia Hew.

Expanse |- inch.

ITab. Rio, S. Brazil ; Chapada Camjjo, Brazil (ZT. H. Smith).

Type, Mus. Druce.

This obscure insect, although much like T. 2ncentia Hew. on
the under side, has one tail only, and that on the lower median
nervule, as in T. azia Hew. The specimen from Chapada Campo
was captured in January and is in Mr. Godman's possession. I
cannot satisfactorily determine the sex of the specimens described,

but I believe them to be males.

Thecla vidulus, sp. n.

Male. Upper side : fore wing uniform dull black ; hind wing
cjerulean blue gi'adually blackening towards the base ; costal

margin and extreme apex dull black. Under side : bands and
markings as in T. cinniana Hew., but ground-colour darker and
red band on hind wing very much wider. Two parallel red lines

closing the cell of hind wing.

Expanse 1|- inch.

Hah. Ecuador.

Type, British Museum (Hew. Coll.).

Apparently allied to I', cinniana, but a much larger insect. It

was placed by Hewitson in his cabinet without a name, and was
probably collected by Buckley.

Thecla rufo-fusca.

Thecla rufo-fusca Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 96, pi. 78. figs. 627,

628 (1877).'

Thecla lucaris Weeks, P. New Eng. Zool. Club, vol. ii. p. 102

(1901); 111. Diur. Lep. p. 42, pi. 10. fig. 1 (1905).

Described by Hewitson from an unknown locality. Ranges
from Mexico to Brazil and the West Indies. Mr. Weeks's figure

appears to be that of a male, and is an excellent representation of

the insect described by Hewitson.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. XLII. 42
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Thecla syllis.

Thecla syllis Godm. & Salv. B. C.-A., Lep. Eliop. ii. p. 92,

pi. 58. figs. 6, 7 (1887).

We possess a male from the interior of Colombia, and Mr.

Godman's collection contains another from Tapajos obtained by-

Bates.

Thecla ceromia.

Thecla ceromiaIi.ew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 185, pL 74. figs. 573, 574

(1877).

Thecla suada Hew. ibid. p. 207, pi. 82. figs. 691, 692 (1878).

I quite agree with Hewitson that both these names refer to the

same insect. The types are more alike than his figures.

Thecla badaca.

Thecla badaca Hew. Descr. LycPenidte, p. 12 (1868), J ;
111.

Diur. Lep. p. 184, pi. 73. figs. 569, 570 (1877).

Thecla collucia HeAv. ibid. p. 186, pi. 74. figs. 577, 578(1877), $ .

An examination of the types leaves no doubt that these names

refer to the sexes of the same species. The figures are rather

highly coloured, and in that of the female the orange crown to

the caudal spot is omitted.

Thecla opacitas, sp. n.

Male. Upper side closely allied to T. ceromia Hew., but discal

areas of both wings slightly cupreous. Under side much as in

T. ceromia ; black anal angular spots on hind wing prominent, and

ultramedian band on hind wing more orange and wider. The

extreme edge of the costa, as also the collar and the space between

the eyes, is cupreous. Palpi black, with a few whitish hairs

;

terminal joint black.

Expanse Yi inch.

Hah. Mexico : Atoyac, Vera Cruz, in May {H. H. Smith).

Type, Mus. Godman.
This insect may prove to be a form of T. ceromia Hew., but at

present it appears sufficiently distinct to require a name.

Thecla canus, sp. n.

2Iale. Upper side : allied to T. ceromia Jiew., but discal areas of

both wings distinctly cupreous. Under side much as in T. ceromia,

but ground-colour paler and more olivaceous, and ultramedian

band on hind wing pale orange and wider and marginal red spot

more lunular and confined between lower median nervules. Palpi

pure Avhite, upper side of terminal joint only black.

Expanse li inch.

Hah. Mexico : Chilpancingo, Guerrero, 4600 feet, June {H. H.
Smith). Amazons : Santarem {Bates). Mus. Godman & Mus. Brit.

Type, Mus. Godman.
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The white palpi of this insect, which appears to have a wide
range, together with the cupreous areas on the upper side, seem
to distinguish it from its allies.

Thecla nubes, sp. n.

Male. Upper side blackish brown with discal areas of fore wing
cupreous. Basal areas of hind wing thickly clothed with cupreous
hairs. Lobe orange. Cilia concolorous with wings and sup-

porting long white hairs at the anal angle. Under side uniform
pale olivaceous brown with an ultramedian linear orange band
common to both wings, outwardly bordered by a fine black line

and again by a pure white line and showing more prominently
on the hind wing. A submarginal row of shades also common
to both wings, inwardly bordered with whitish shades. A dark
anteciliary line, black towards anal angle of hind wing, where it

is inwardly bordered by a pure white line. Lobe black, crowned
by an orange dash. Marginal space between submedian and
lower median nervure black, thickly dusted with white scales. A
small black marginal spot between the lower median nervules
broadly crowned with orange. Legs Avhite Avith black spots.

Palpi white, with the upper side of the terminal joint only black.

Eyes surrounded with pure white scales. Head blackish brown
with a central frontal cupreous line ; collar and costal edge of

fore wing bright cupreous.

Female. Upper side uniform dull greyish brown ; cilia pale grey.

Lobe orange. Hind wing with an anteciliary black line inwai-dly

bordered by a white line towards anal angle. Two dark marginal
patches placed between the nervules above the lobe. Under side

as in male but paler, and orange band on hind wing broader.
Expanse, S lyV' 2 l^lyir i^^ch.

Hah. Tobago I. (Trinidad).

Types, Mus. Hope, Oxford.

Captured at Cocoa Wattie on April 7th, and at Scarborough on
April 4th, by Dr. G. B. Longstaff, and by him presented to the
Hope Museum. Two specimens Mus. Druce kindly presented by
the captor.

This little insect, which I cannot discover to have been
described, seems to be near the preceding T. canus, but it is

smaller, the ground-colour above is blacker, and on the under
side more olivaceous, and the ultramedian bands on both wings
appear to be nearer to the margins. The hind wing also ajjpears

to be less produced anally.

Thecla politus, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. figs. 22 c? , 23 $ .)

3Iale. Upper side uniform dull broAvn ; lobe dark orange.
Under side much like that of T. sangala Hew. {autoclea Hew.),
but large red patch on hind wing between lower median nervules
placed closer to the margin.

Female. LTpper side : fore wing uniform dull brown, slightly

bluish along inner margin ; hind wing pale lavender-blue, with
42*
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the costa, apex, and outer margin rather narrowly bvowai. Under
side as in male.

Expanse, d ItV' ? ItVH "^cj'i-

JIab. Guatemala, San Geronimo {Cham^non), 3000 feet.

British Guiana, Essequibo River (ff. Whitely). Interior of

Colombia {Wheeler). Amazons; Tapajos, Santarem, and Ega
{Bates I- H. H. Smith) (Mus. G. & S.). Oorumba, Brazil {H. H.
Smith), April. Caparo, Trinidad {Birch) (Mus. Druce).

Types, Mus. Godman. The type specimens are from Santarem.

Of the twenty-four specimens before me only one is a male.

Some females appear to have the outer margin of the fore

wing straighter and the apex more pointed, which fact would
lead one to suppose that they were males, but a closer examina-
tion proves them to be females.

The female here described has been identified by Dr. Butler

in the British Museum Collection as T. heon Cr. ; but the

original description and figure are not clear enough to confirm

this, and T. heon as now understood belongs to another section

of the genus.

In T. politus the under side of the hind wing is always without

the red spot near the anal margin beyond the white band.

Bates identified the female as that of T. scmgala Hew., but did

not identify tlie male, as may be seen from his specimens now in

Mr. Godman's collection. Both sexes of T. scmgala are brown
and are so described by Hewutson.

Thecla serapio.

Thecla serapio Godm. & Salv., B. O.-A,, Lep. Rhop. vol. ii.

p. 93, pi. 58. figs. 8, 9 (1887).

This insect is vex-y closely allied to the Brazilian 2\ azuha Hew.,

111. Diur. Lep. p. 154, pi. 71. figs. 408, 409 (1874), which it

closely resembles on the upper side, and difiei-s only on the undei-

side in the discal band on the hind wing being less inclined to

break into spots.

Thecla lemnos.

Thecla lemnos H. H. Druce, Ent. Mo. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 152

(1890).

Hah. Inteiior of Colombia {J. Carder).

Type, Mus. Druce.

Nearly allied to the preceding, but the blue area on the hind

wing spreads well over the cell, and on the under side the median

bands are much more irregular and more linear.

Thecla basalides.

TmolMS basalides Hiibn. Exot. Schmett. figs. 977, 978 (1837).

Thecla basalides Hew. 111. Dinr. Lep., Lycsenidte, p. 156, pi. 61.

figs. 412-415.

Thecla basalides Godm. & Salv. B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. vol. ii.

p. 93 (1887).

Thecla ziha Hew. I.e. p. 153, pi. 61. figs. 404, 405.
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The male usually lias a red spot between the tails of hind wing
above. Di\ Butler has identified this species as T. echion Linn.

On examiniiag the type of T. ziba I can find nothing to distin-

guish it from T. hascdides.

Hewitson records T. ziba from Guatemala, but Messrs. God-
man and Salvin do not mention it.

Thecla veterator, sp. n. (Plate XXXVI. fig. 25.)

Male. Upper side : fore wing dull black ; basal half of inner
mai'g'in pale violaceous blue, extending upwards to the median
nervure. A large dull brand occupying the outer half of the cell,

and but slightly darker than the rest of the wing. Hind wing :

pale violaceous blue with the costal margin and apex broadly
dull black ; anal fold pale grey. A black marginal spot between
lower median nervules, and a pale yellow spot in the lobe. Cilia of

anal half white with an anteciliary dark line, of apical half blackish.

Under side much like that of T. yojoa Reakt.*, but with the
white shades less prominent, and without the conspicuous white
mark closing the cell of the fore wing and the white shades

between the ultramedian band and the base in the hind wing.

Expanse l-^V inch.

Hah. Paraguay.

Type, Mus. Brit. (Crowley Bequest).

Although I have compared this species with T. yojoa, it is pos-

sibly not very nearly allied, as the appearance of the brand, which
in f. yojoa is more like a patch of darker scales, is quite different.

We also possess a worn specimen from the same locality in which
the brand has become much more prominent.

Thecla bubastus.

Papilio bubasUis Cr. Pap. Exot. iv. pi. 332. figs. G, H.
Thecla salona Hew. Descr. Lycfenidse, p. 31 (1868) ; 111. Diur.

Lep., Lye. p. 159, pi. 63. figs. 429, 430 (1874).

Hab. Guiana, Venezuela, Amazons, Brazil, Paraguay, St. Vin-
cent, Dominica, Grenada.

This is the tailless form of T. eurytulus.

I have no doubt, despite the fact that Cramer states his insect

is from the Cape of Good Hope, that his figure represents a
female of this common S. American Thecla. T. salona Hew. S
is described and figured without a tail, but of the four specimens
in his collection now j^laced under his name, two are females

without tails (1 Venezuela, 1 Brazil), whilst the two males are

tailed.

I have before me about 150 specimens of the two forms, from
some localities a long series, but in no single instance can I find

any evidence of the two forms inhabiting the same locality.

Dr. Butler records bubastus Cr. from E. Central Africa
(P. Z. S. 1893, p. 660), but I can find no specimens so labelled

now in the British Museum. It is noteworthy that those

* Thecla yojoa Reakt. Proc. Ac. Phil. 1866, p. 339.
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inhabiting the Greater Antilles are the tailed forms {T. ev,ry-

Uilus), and those from the Lesser Antilles are the tailless form

[T. hubastus).

In Peru it appears to be replaced by the closely allied

T. sapota Hew., also tailless.

Thecla eurytulus.

Tmolus eurytuhis Hiibn. Samml. Exot. Schmett. vol. ii. pi. 90

(1816-1841).
Thecla cyhira Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lye. p. 161, pi. 73. figs. 435,

436 (1874).

Hah. Southern States of N. America. Mexico, Guatemala, Costa

Rica, Panama, Haiti, Cuba, Jamaica, Bahamas.
This species has a distinct tail arising from the lower median

nervule on the hind wing.

It extends southwards to Costa Rica, but we have no record of

it from Colombia ; and from Venezuela and Guiana, all through

the Amazon region and Brazil to Paraguay, it is replaced by a

tailless form, T. huhastus Cr.

American entomologists use the name columella Fab. foi- this

species, but the Fabriciaii type being lost, and the description

quite inadequate, I prefer to use Hiibner's name. Further

synonyms will be found in Lists of N'orth American Butterflies.

On examining Hewitson's tyj^e of T. cyhira I can find no

points of distinction.

In a large series before me I find that the tails are least

developed in specimens from Texas, and longest in those from

the Bahamas.
This insect was taken by Grote as the type of his genus

Callicista, and in Scudder's Butt. East. United States & Canada,

p. 1819, the possession of the tail is given as a generic

character.

Thecla argona.

Thecla argona JLew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lye. p. 162, pi. 63. figs. 441,

442 (1874).

Thecla rana Schaus, P. U.S. Nat. Mus. vol. xxiv. p. 414 (1902).

Hah. Uruguay {Heiv.) ; Corrientes (Perrens) ; Cordova and

Buenos Ayres, Argentine Rep. {White <-/• Reeve) (Mus. Godman &
Druce) ; Paraguay {Mus. Druce) ; Rio Grande and Castro, Parana,

Brazil {Mus. Druce).

Mr. Schaus has placed a specimen of T. rana in the British

Museum, and we have a series from the same locality collected by

Mr. E. D. Jones, but I can find no points which, in my opinion,

make it worthy of distinction.

The dark spot at the end of the cell of the foi-e wing, described

by Hewitson, often becomes more distinct inworn specimens, and

in some that are quite fresh is scarcely apparent. The orange

abdomen is also not a constant character, and in our series is to

be found of various shades from grey to yellow.
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Thecla tucumana, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 26.)

Allied, to T. americensis Blanch.*

Upper side differs in anal half of hind wing from base to

outer margin being pale violaceous blue, supporting three black

marginal spots between the nei-vules. Under side : spots and

markings much as in T. americensis, biit the whole of the hind

wing and the costal margin of the fore wing thickly mottled

with dark brown and grey scales, thus rendering the marking.s

very indistinct.

Expanse iy^, inch.

Rab. Tucuman, Argentine Republic (IF. Reeve).

Type, Mvis. Druce.

I cannot determine the sex of the specimen described, but I

believe it to be a female.

Thecla cydia.

ThecU cydia Hew. Ill.Diur. Lep., Lye. p. 160, pi. 63. figs. 433,

434 (1874).

This insect is very close to T. cestri Reakt., and like it is tailless.

The male, however, 'difters from that sex of T. cestri in the hind

wing above being blue, as in the female. It is also a much

smaller insect. We possess several specimens from Paraguay,

and it is also in Mr. Godman's collection from the same locality

(W. Perrens).

Thecla arcula, sp. n. (Plate XXXYI. fig. 27.)

Male. Upper side : fore wing purplish black, browner towards

outer margin ; a large dark brand occupying the whole of the cell

excepting the extreme base. Hind wing : costal half dark

purplish brown, anal half from base to outer margin dark

violaceous blue, the blue running upwards along the margin to

the apex. Anal fold pale brown. Cilia of both wings dark

brown. Under side much like that of T. sapota Hew.f, but

ground-colour dark purplish brown. Fore wing with a clearly

defined whitish mark closing the cell and with the ultramedian

band more linear and straighter. Hind wing with an orange

spot at the anal angle, and an orange lunule crowning the

marginal black spot between the lower median nervules.

Expanse \^ inch.

Rah. Tucuman, Argentine Republic (IF. Reeve); Paraguay

{B.M., Crowley Bequest).

Type, Mus. Druce.

Four males not showing any variation.

Like T. sajMta in the total absence of tails, but the brand is

quite different, being in that species merely a small patch at the

end of the cell.

* Thecla americensis Blancli. Gay's Fauna Chili, vii. p. 38.

t TJiecla sapota Hew. 111. Diur. Lep. p. 203, pi. 71. figs. 668, 669 (1877).
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Thecla faunalia.

Thecla faunalia Hew. Descr. of Lycpenidfe, p. 31 (1868); 111.

Dim-. Lep., Lye. p. 161, pi. 63. figs. 437, 438 (1874).

Thecla deborrei Capr. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. xvii. p. 17, pi. i.

fig. 4 (1874).

Mr. Godman's collection contains a female from Venta de

Zopilote, Guerrero, Mexico (2800 feet), captured in October by
H. H. Smith, which is certainly referable to this species, but is

lai'ger than specimens from the Amazon regions and Venezuela.

Capronier has given an excellent figure
( $ ) of this species

from a Brazilian specimen.

Thecla thius.

TMjreus thius Hiibn. Zutr. Ex. Schmett. figs. 743, 744 (1832).
Thecla agra Hew. 111. Diur. Lep., Lye. p. 147, pi. 58. figs. 369,

370 ; Godm. & Salv. B. C.-A., Rhop. ii. p. 97 (1887).

Thecla infrequens Weeks, Ent. News Phil. xii. (1901); 111.

Dim-. Lep. p. 37, pi. v. fig. 3 (1905).

Hewitson apparently recognised, although he does not seem
to have published the fact, that his name agra was a synonym,
as the specimens in his collection stand under the name thius

;

neither one of them being mai-ked agra. No mention of T. agra
is made by Mr. Kirby in his Catalogue of the Hewitson Collec-

tion, Hlibner's figure is a good one, and the species should be
easily made out. Mr. Weeks's excellent figure shows that he is

dealing with this well-known species. The sex is not stated, but
it a,ppears to represent a female.

Thecla teg^a.

Thecla tegcea Hew. Descr. of Thecla, p. 2 ; 111. Diur. Lep., Lye.

p. 131, pi. 54. figs. 308, 309 (1869).

JIab. British Guiana {Whitely) (Mus. Druce) ; Brazil, Chapada
Campo {H. H. Smith) (Miis. Godman).

Described by Hewitson from an unknown locality. The female
differs from the male only in the absence of the dark patch in

the cell of the fore wing, and in the mai-ginal oi-ange border on
the hind wing being narrower.

Thecla dumenilii.

Polyommatus dumenilii Godt. Enc. Meth. ix. ]d. 677 (1823).
Thecla argiva Hew. 111. Diui*. Lep., Lye. p. 208, pi. 83.

figs. 700-702.

Thecla argiva, var. ohscura Stand. Exot. Schmett. p. 286, pi. 97

(1888).

Mr. Godman has specimens from Colombia obtained by
Wheeler and F. Simons.

It is a variable species on the under side, some examples being
very faintly marked and lacking the black spot on the costa of
hind wing, and also that between the nei vules near tl te anal angle.
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Theclopsis.

Theclopsis Godm. & Salv., B. C.-A., Lep. Khop. vol. ii. p. 99

(1887).

Type, Thecla lehena Hew.

Theclopsis eryx.

Fapilio eryx Cr. Pap. Exot. vol. ii. pi. 143. fig. D (1779).

Bithys lydus Hilbn. Verz. bek. Scbmett. p. 75 (1816).

Papilio ingce Sepp, Surin. Vlind. vol. i. pi. xvii. (1848).

Thecla lehena Hew. Descr. Lye. p. 9 (1868); Bl. Diur. Lep.,

Lye. p. 127, pi. 51. figs. 266, 267 (1869).

Cramer's name for this insect appears to be the oldest, and

now that Messrs. Godman and Salvin have taken it as the type

of a new genus, lydus Hiibn. beeomes unnecessary.

On examining a large series ranging from British Guiana to

Para, I can find no characters to distinguish ingm and lehena

from eryx. Cramer's figure is not a good one, but I think that

without doubt it represents the insect which has usually been

referred to as T. lehena. It is browner than the common type

from Surinam, but I have before me specimens from Para which

in this respect closely resemble it. The red areas near the anal

angle on imder side of hind wing are more extensive in southern

specimens than in those from Guiana, although Sepp's figures

show them very distinctly. This author evidently mistook the

sexes, as a reference to the plate will show. I have never seen

the female.

Mr. Godman has specimens from Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia,

and these have the blue on the upper side more extensive,

especially on the hind wing, which has but a narrow black

margin ; but I can detect no other difference.

Theclopsis c^us.

Theclopsis cceus Godm. &, Salv. B. C.-A., Lep. Rhop. vol. ii.

p. 101, pL 58. figs. 24, 25 (1887).

It is doubtful if this is distinct from T. deviea Hew. (111. Diur.

Lep., Lye. p. 180, pi. 70. figs. 533, 534, 1874), as I find a number

of specimens from the interior of Colombia and from Venezuela

have the crescent-shaped brand, but are without the patch of

shining scales on the fore wing below. For the present, however,

I prefer to keep them apart.

I have seen no females of either form.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXXI.

Fig. Fig.

1. Thecla caiididiis $, uov., p. 571. 6. Thecla floralia S, nov., p. 572.

2. „ „ ? , nov., p. 571. 7. „ trochus $ , nov., p. 573.

3. „ simiptuosa $,\\ov.,\).b1\. 8. „ photeinos S , \\o\.,^. bH.
4. „ .sip^ewfior ? , nov., p. 570. 9. „ eroreos <?, H. H. Druce,

5. „ orwaiWx 3", nov., p. 572. p. 573.
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Plate XXXII.

Fig.

1. Thecla crines $ , iiov., p. 573.

2. „ „ ? , iiov., p. 574.

3. „ harha $ , nov., p. 575.

4. „ wMHtew c?, nov., p. 574.

5. „ „ ? , nov., p. 574.

Fig.

6. Thecla amplitudo $ , nov., p. 575.

7. „ •jow ^, H. H. Druce, p. 576.

8. ,, comcB $ , nov., p. 576.

9. „ „ ¥ > nov., p. 576.

10. „ chlamj/dem J , nov., p. 577.

Plate XXXIII.

Fig. Fig

1. Thecla candor $ , nov., p. 578. 9.

2. „ amwa <?, nov., p. 577. 10.

3. „ tyrrius $ , nov., p. 578. 11.

4. „ hyhla $ ,\\m.,^.in%. 12.

5. „ ej';_(/?H(s (J , nov., p. 580. 13.

6. „ castimonia $ , nov., p. 580. 14.

7. „ melleus S , nov., p. 580.

8. „ __^OT'e?(s (? , nov., p. 581. 15.

Thecla gemma $ , nov., p. 581.

„ pnrthura $ , nov., p. 581.

„ color (J, nov., p. 582.

., ravus $ , nov., p. 582.

„ amphis c? , nov., j). 582.

,, cydonia (J, H. H. Druce,

p. 583.

flosculus $ , nov., p. 583.

Plate XXXIV.

Fig
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4. Descriptions o£ the Teleosteau Fish ^^eUfer hypseloptems

and o£ a new Species of the Greniis Velifer. By C. Tate

Regan, M.A., F.Z.S.

[Received May 28, 1907.]

In the ' Fauna Japonica ' Schlegel described and figured a re-

mai'kable Teleostean fish to which he gave the name Velifer,

and for which Bleeker subsequentlyproposed the specific appellation

hypselajyterus.

There are three examples of this species in the British Museum
collection, measuring nearly 200 mm. in total length ; their

principal external characteristics are given in the following

description.

Yelifer hypseloptbrus.

Velifer Schleg. Faun. Japon., Poiss. p. 312, Suppl. PL A
(1850).

Velifer hypselopteriis Bleek. Verh. Ak. Amst. xviii. 1879,

"Japan," p. 16; Jord. & Snyd. Annot. Zool. Japon. iii. 1901,

p. 69.

Body ovate, strongly compressed, covered with rather

small, thin, not very adherent cycloid scales, of which there

are nearly 70 in a longitudinal series ; lateral line complete,

nearly straight. Head scaly, except the snout ; none of the bones

of the head serrated ; mouth rather small, toothless, very pro-

tractile ; maxillary completely exposed ; two nostiils on each side
;

eye lateral, of moderate size, its diameter about \ the length of

snout and \ the length of head. Gill-membranes narrowly joined

to the isthmus ; 6 branchiostegals ; 4 gills, a slit behind the fourth

;

pseudobranchise large. Dorsal fin extending nearly the whole
length of the back, with 2 spines and 32 or 33 articulated rays,

of which the first 22 to 24 are simple, the last 8 to 10 branched
;

anal fin long, without spines, of 24 or 25 rays, 15 or 16 simple

and 8 to 10 branched ; doi'sal and anal fins gTeatly elevated

anteriorly, each depressible within a scaly sheath. Pectoral of

moderate length, with sub-horizontal base on the level of the sub-

operculum, asymmetrical, with 15 or 16 rays, the upper the

longest. Ventrals rather elongate, below the pectorals, close

together, of 8 articulated rays, the inner 7 branched ; a well-

developed scaly axillary process. Caudal forked. Silvery, back

greenish ; fins dusky, the dorsal and anal with oblique sti'ipes or

series of spots.

Hah. Japan.

A second species is represented in the British Museum, viz. :

—

Velifer multiradiatus, sp. n.

Dorsal fin of 41 I'ays, of which about the last 20 are branched.
Anal fin of 33 rays, of which about the last 16 are branched.
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Venti-al fins appai'ently 9-i-ayecl. A dark spot on the 1mck,

extending on to the base of the anterior branched rays of

the dorsal fin. In other respects apparently very similar to

V. hi/pselopterus.

Hah. North-west coast of Anstralia.

A single rather badly preserved specimen, 55 mm. in total

length.

5. On the Anatomy, Classification, and Systematic Position

of the Teleostean Fishes of the Suborder Allotriognatlii.

By C. Tate Regan, M.A., F.Z.S.

[Received May 21, 1907.J

(Text-figures 166-171.)

1. Descriptions of Skeletons.

The fishes of the families Lamprididge, Veliferidae, Trachy-

pteridse, and Lophotidse have not usually been placed together

by systematists, but it is the object of the present communication

to show that they form a natui-al group and may be regarded as

comprising a sulDorder of the order Teleostei. The reasons for

this will be apparent when the skeletal anatomy of the various

types has been described.

Lamprididc^.

This family comprises a single species, Lampris lima, of which
I have examined a skeleton. This is not in very good condition,

and I am indebted to Messrs. W. and I. Sherrin for the opportunity

of ascertaining the exact limits of the supraoccipital and orbito-

sphenoid bones in a fresh specimen.

The cranium (text-fig. 161) does not difier very essentially from

that of the Beiycoid fishes which have been described and figured

by Starks*, although the great development of the occipital crest,

which extends to the anterior extremity of the frontals, gives it a

different a,ppeai'ance. The parietals and epiotics are separated by
the supraoccipital, the exoccipitals bound the foramen magmim,
and the basisphenoid and orbitosphenoid are present. Cranial

features of importance are the absence of an opisthotic (present

and well-developed in all Berycoids), the extension forward of the

supratemporal (pterotic) to the frontal, so that the postfrontal

(sphenotic) does not appear on the upper surface, the position of

the mesethmoid, the anterior part of which is embraced by the

prsefrontals but which extends backwards and meets the orbito-

sphenoid, and the structure of the vomer, which has a pair of

grooves separated by a median longitudinal keel on its antero-

superior surface.

The maxillary has an inner posterior process which underlies

the si milai- process of the prsemaxillary and slides backwards and

* Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. xxvii. 1904, pp. 601-619.
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forwards in the groove at the side of the vomerine keeL This is

quite a diflerent arrangement to that usually found in fishes with
pi'otractile mouths. In the Berycoids the maxillary is articulated

proximally to the vomer and has a ligamentous attachment to an
anteiior process of the palatine, so that only the distal end moves
forward when the prtemaxillaries are protruded. In Lamqms^
however, it is the maxillaries which are protractile and which
carry the prtemaxillaries forward.

Text-fiff. 1(56.

Cranium of JLampris Juna.

v., vomer
; f., frontal

; p., parietal ; so., supraoccipital ; ejpo., epiotic ; sie., supra-
temporal (pterotic) ; eo., exoccipital ; bo., basioccipital ; jjs., parasphenoid

;

jyro., prootic
; ptf., postfrontal (sphenotic) ; as., alisphenoid ; os., [orbito-

sphenoid; «#/;., ethmoid; jjj^., prefrontal.

There is no supramaxillary bone. Except for the absence of a
maxillary process of the palatine, the bones of the hyo-palatine

and opercular series exhibit no departure from the normal type.

The suborbitals do not form a subocular shelf. The branchiostegal

rays are six in number.
There are 46 vertebrae, 21 prsecaudals and 25 caudals. The

centra ai-e solid and co-ossified with the arches. The first centrum
is convex anteriorly, fitting the concavity formed by the basi- and
ex-occipitals. There are no parapophyses and the long ribs are

sessile. The pectoral arch has been figured by Boulengei- *
; the

forked post-temporal is attached to the epiotic above and to the
exoccipital below ; the coracoids are greatly expanded ; the rays of

* Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) x. 1902, pp. 147-152, fig.
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the pectoral fin are attached to the scapula and to three pterygials,

two of which are inserted on the scapula and one on the coracoid

;

the post-clavicle is long and slender and consists of a single piece.

The pelvis comprises a pair of erect subtriangular bony plates

which are attached to the coracoids, each having a groove on the

anterior part of its outer surface for the I'eception of the posterior

edge of the coracoid.

Veliferidce.

I have prepared the skeleton of an example of Velifer hypselo-

pterios.

As will be seen from the accompanying figures (text-figs. 166,

167) the cranium bears a striking resemblance to that of Lamjn-is

in general form, and it comprises the same bones which have very

nearly the same relation to each other. The important differences

are the following :

—

There is a considerable amount of cartilage in the orbital and
ethmoidal regions, and there is a large anterior cavity the floor of

Text-fiff. 167.

-pre.

Cranium of Velifer liypselopterus.

Lettering as in text-fig. 166.

which is formed by cartilage and by the orbitosphenoid, meseth-

moid, and prsefrontal bones, and the sides and i-oof by the pr?e-

frontals and frontals.
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The mesethmoid is entirely posterior to the prpefrontals. In

front of the mesethmoid the cartilaginous floor of the anterior

cranial chamber bears a median keel, corresponding to the keel of

the vomer in Lmnpris. In Velifer, however, the vomer does not

ossify thi'ough, bnt only sends up a pair of wings which flank the

praiethmoid cartilage.

The mouth (text-fig. 170, p. 640) is more protractile than in

Lampris, but the prgemaxillaries and maxillaries are arranged on

the same plan. The hyo-palatine, orbital, and opercular bones

are as in Lanvpris.

The vertebial column comprises 33 vertebrae, 16 pi-ajcaudals and

1 7 caudals ; the ribs are attached to downwardly directed para-

pophyses ; the first centrum is short and is convex anteriorly.

The pectoral arch difiers from that of Lampris in that the

coracoid is normal and the pterygials are 4 in number, the last

in contact with the coracoid. As in Lampris the post-clavicle is

simple and elongate.

The pelvic bones are a pair of erect subti-iangular plates, with

their apices imbedded in the ligamentous tissue between the

coracoids.

Trachypterid(x.

The skeleton of Trachypterus tcenia is feebly ossified, and the

bones are very thin and light, almost papery. There is no
occipital crest, and the epiotics meet behind the supi-aoccipital,

but in all other essentials the cranium (text-fig. 168) agrees with

that of Velifer.

Text-fig. 168.

prd
' ps.

Cranium of Tracliypterns tcenia.

Lettering as in test-fig. 166. 6s., basisphenoicl.

Of the orbital bones only the prfeorbital is ossified. The
maxillary and prsemaxillary (text-fig. 169, p. 639) are on the

same plan as in Velifer., but the former bone has the outer blade

expanded and closely attached to the pra?maxillary
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The vertebral column comprises 90 vertebi'fe ; the prpecaudals

have downwardly directed paraj)ophyses ; ribs appear to be absent.

The pectoral arch differs from that of Velifei' in that the post-

temporal is simple and that the pectoral pterygials are 3 in

number, two of which ai-e inserted on the coracoid.

The pelvic bones resemble those of Velifer in structure and

attachment, but have the posterior angle produced and embraced

by the extremities of the post-clavicles.

The skeleton of Eegalecus has been described by Parker *' and

Dunbar t. I have examined the large skeleton described by

Parker, which is essentially similar to that of Trachypterus,

differing in the absence of a basisphenoid and in the presence

of some feeble ribs.

The post-frontal and pro-otic bones in liegcdeciis are situated as

shown in the accompanying figure of Trachypterus (text-fig. 168,

p. 637).

The descriptions of both Parker and Dunbar, who have deter-

mined the greater j)art of the pro-otic bone as opisthotic, are

erroneous.

The pelvic bones in Regcdecus are considei-ably largei- than in

Trachypterus and their anterior edges lie between the clavicles.

Lophotidce..

I have examined a spirit specimen of Lophotes ce2)eclianus. The
moderately protractile mouth is similar in structure to that of

Trachypterus ; by depressing the large eye of one side I have

been able to ascertain that an orbitosphenoid bone is present

and that it is in contact with the mesethmoid, Avhich is entirely

posterior to the prtefrontals ; dissection of the base of the j^ectoral

fin on one side shows that the relations of scapula, coracoid, and
pterygials ai'C as in TracJiypter'iijS.

For Lop)liotes Jiskil Gthr. I propose the new generic name
E%mieciclithys%. The mouth is non-proti'actile, the posterior

processes of the pra?maxillaries having their extremities attached

to the anterior face of the vomer, instead of sliding backwards

and forwards on each side of a median longitudinal keel, as in

Lophotes.

2. Definition and Classification of the Suborder Allotriognathi.

Suborder Allotriognathi.

Supraoccipital well-developed, separating the parietals ; no
opisthotic ; an orbitosphenoid, anteriorly in contact with the

mesethmoid, which is wholly or in part posterior to the prte-

frontals. Mouth typically protractile ; . maxillary with an outer

* Trans. Zool. Soc. xii. 1886, pp. 5-33, pis. ii.-vi.

t Proc. Zool. Soc. 1906, pp. 547-566, pis. xxxviii. & xxxix.

X Boulenger (Mar. Inv. S. Afr. i. 1902, p. 13) writes :
" Lophotes fisTcii diifers

very widely from the tropical form of tlie genus; its extremelj' elongate, ribbon-like

form and the probable absence of an anal fin, to say nothing of the frontal crest and
the absence of ventral fins, indicates, in nvy opinion, a distinct genus."
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blade and with an inner posterior process which is connected
with its fellow below the prsemaxillary spines ; maxillary processes

typically sliding backwards and forwards on each side of a median
keel on the vomer or on the prteethmoid cartilage *

; no snpra-

maxillary ; lower jaw composed of dentary, articulare and angulare.

Palatine without an anterior pi'ocess for attachment of the

maxillary. Vertebral column of solid centra which are co-ossified

with the arches. Gills pectinate. Pectoral arch attached to the

cranium ; no mesocoracoid
; post-clavicle elongate, of a single piece.

Air-bladder without pneumatic duct. Vertical fiiis without true

Text-fi^. 169.

pmoc

pimc

a

pmoc.
pmoc.

Prsemaxillavies (^mx.) and maxillavies ()«.i\) of Trachjq^terus teenia {a.) and
Velifer Jii/pselopfertis {b.), seen from below and from the side.

spines (except sometimes the first one or two rays of the dorsal)

;

pectoral fin with hoi-izontal or sub-horizontal base ; venti-al fins,

if present, below or a little behind the pectorals, without spines
;

pelvis comprising a pair of erect subtriangular bony plates, inserted

in the ligament between the coracoids and sometimes directly

articulated with them.

In addition to the characters given in the diagnosis we may
note that all the Allotriognathi have the head without spines oi'

serrations, 6 branchiostegals, 4 gills, and well-developed pseudo-

* In the most specialised member of the group , the Lophotid JSumecicMhys, the
mouth is not protractile, and the posterior ends of the praemaxillary processes are

attached to the anterior face of the vomer.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. XLIII. 4.S
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branchife. Teeth are usually feeble or absent, never strong, and

the scales, if present, are thin and deciduous or reduced to

scattered tubercles.

Text-fi^. 170.

Head of Velifer hypseloptems with the mouth closed {a) E.nd protruded {h).

Division 1. Selenichthyes (Boulenger).

Body deep, compressed ; skeleton well-ossified ; cranium without

cartilage. No anterior cranial chamber ; frentals normal, in con-

tact below with the mesethmoid and orbitosphenoid ; mesethmoid

partly between and partly posterior to the prsefrontals ; epiotics

separated by the supraoccipital. Yertebrse in moderate number

(46); no parapophyses ; ribs strong, sessile. Post-temporal forked
;

pectoral fin-rays inserted on the scapula and on 3 pterygials, one

of which is in contact with the coracoid
;

pelvic bones articulated

to the greatly expanded coracoids. Fins without spines, composed

entirely of articulated rays ; dorsal and anal fins long ; ventral

fins of 15 to 17 rays.

Family Lampridid^. A single genus, Lampris Retzius.

Division 2. Histichthyes.

Body deep, strongly compressed ; skeleton well-ossified, but the

cranium with a considerable amount of cartilage. A large anterior

cranial chamber, the walls of which are mainly formed by the

frontals, the floor by cartilage containing the mesethmoid and

orbitosphenoid ossifications ; mesethmoid entirely posterior to the

prefrontals ; epiotics separated by the supraoccipital. Vertebrae

in moderate number (33) ; ribs strong, attached to well-developed

downwardly directed parapophyses. Post-temporal forked; pectoral

fin-rays inserted on the scapula and on 4 pterygials, one of which

is in contact with the coracoid, which is not expanded; pelvic
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bones not articulated to the coracoids. Fins composed of articu-

lated rays, except the first two rays of the dorsal, which are

spinovTS ; dorsal and anal fins long ; ventral fins of 8 or 9 rays.

Family Yeliferid^. A single genus, Velifer Schleg.

Division 3, TaBniosomi (Gill).

Body elongate, strongly compressed ; skeleton feebly ossified,

the bones thin ; cranium with a considerable amount of cartilage.

An antei'ior cranial chamber or groove, the walls of which are

mainly formed by the frontals, the floor by cartilage containing

the mesethmoid and orbitosphenoid ossifications ; mesethmoid

entirely posterior to the prfefrontals ; epiotics meeting behind

the supraoccipital. Vertebrte numerous (90 to 93) ;
prfecaudals

with downwardly directed parapophyses ; ribs feeble or absent, if

present attached to the parapophyses. Post-temporal simple

;

pectoral fin-rays inserted on the scapula and on 3 pterygials, two
or all of which are in contact with the coracoid

;
pelvic bones not

articulated to the coracoid, but inserted in the ligamentous tissue

between them. Fins composed of flexible, non-articulated rays

(the first ray of the dorsal sometimes spinous) ; dorsal fin very

long ; anal short or absent ; ventral fins, if present, of 1 to 9 rays.

Family 1. Trachypterid.e.

Ventral fins present, close together, of 1 to 9 rays ; no anal fin
;

vent about in the middle of the length of the fish.

Two genera, Trachypterus Gouan, and Regalecus Briinn.

Family 2. Lophotid^.

Ventral fins, if present, small, of 5 or 6 rays, widely separated,

inserted a little below and behind the pectoi-als ; a shoi't anal fin

;

vent posterior, just in front of the anal.

Two genera, Lophotes Giorna, and Eumecichtliys Regan.

3. Systematic Position of the AUotriognathi.

The AUotriognathi and the Beryciformes are the only fishes

which combine the presence of an orbitosphenoid with the absence

of a mesocoracoid. The two groups agree also in having the

ventral fins placed more or less anteriorly and often composed of

a large numljer of rays (up to 17 in the AUotriognathi, up to 14

in the Beryciformes), and in being physoclistic (with the exception

of Beryx and Holocentnmn).

In cranial structure the Beryciformes difier from Lampris (which

has the most generalised cranium of the AUotriognathi) only in

being less specialised ; i. e., the opisthotic is well-developed, the

maxillary carries 1 or 2 supramaxillaries, is normaUy articulated

to the vomer and is attached to a process of the palatine. The
pectoral arch of Velifer is identical with that of the Beryciformes.

Taking the Beryciformes in the most restricted sense, they
43*
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include fishes without spines in the ventral fins and with the

pelvic bones free fi-om the pectoral arch (i. e., Polymixia)j but all

the living members of the group (if we omit Steplmnoheryx, of

which the anatomy is unknown) have the dorsal and anal fins

preceded by spines. Except for this they are exactly fitted for

giving rise to the Allotriognathi, and there can be little doubt

that the latter had a Ber3"coid origin.

The origin of the Berycoid fishes themselves is another question.

Smith Woodward and Boulenger place them at the base of the

Acanthopterygian series, and adduce the persistence of the pneu-

matic duct (in Holocentrum and Beryx), the large number of rays

in the ventral fins, and the abundance of the group in Cretaceous

times as evidence of their generalisation. More recently Starks

has shown that an orbitosphenoid bone is present in most Mala-

copterygii, all Ostaiiophysi and the Berj'ciformes, but not in the

Haplomi or othei- higher groups.

I find that in most species of Myripristis (text-fig. 171 «) the

maxillary is toothed and enters the gape when the mouth is widely

opened, and that in the Polymixiidge, Berycidse, and Holocentridse

there are two supramaxillai'ies, which evidently correspond to

those of the Clupeoid Fishes.

Text-fio-. 171.

pma:

smoc.

moc.

Ct. h
a. Anterior part of \\e&A. oi Ilyripristis murdjan.

h. Upper jaw of Ctenothrissa radians (after Smitli Woodward).,

pmx., prsemaxillarj^ ; mx., maxillarj- ; smx., supramaxillaries.

All these facts taken together lead me to believe that the

Beryciformes may have evolved directly from Malacopterygii

such as the Cretaceous Ctenothrissa. (text-fig. 171 6) and Psendo-

heryx^ to which they bear a considerable resemblance.

A number of fishes have at times been associated with one or

other of the families of Allotriognathi, and some of these must
be discussed.
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The Lamprididse, Yeliferidte, and Lopliotid?e have at one time
or another been supposed to be i-elated to the Scombriform
Acanthopterygians, but these are a much more specialised group,

without an orbitosphenoid and typically with a spinous dorsal fin,

the anal preceded by sjDines, the ventrals composed of a spine and
5 soft rays, and the pelvic bones directly attached to the clavicles.

Boulenger has placed Lampris near the Gastrosteidfe, on the

ground of an interpretation of the elements of the pectoral arch

which has not received acceptance, but these difler widely from it

in their anatomy and seem probably to have originated from the

Haplomi near the Oyprinodontidse and Scombresocidse.

Jordan has stated that the Eocene Semiophorxis is related to

Lampris. Dr. Smith Woodward very kindly looked at the speci-

mens of the extinct genus in the British Museum with me, and it

seems on the whole probable that Semiophorus is not related to

Lampris and Veli/er, but to Platax, near which genus Dr. Smith
Woodward has placed it.

In Semiophorus the vertebrae are 24 in number, the dorsal fin

is covered with small scales, the anal fin is preceded by 3 spines,

and the outer ray of the ventral fin is a short spine. It is probable

that the soft rays of the venti'al fin are 5 in number and much
branched, and not so numerous as would appear from the current

representation of this fish.

The Tseniosomi wer-e regarded by Dr. Gill as possibly derived

from the same stock as the Pleuronectida^ ; whilst Boulenger, on
the ground of the large number of rays in the ventral fins, con-

sidered them as pi-obably related to the Beryciformes.

The remarkable Stylophorus has usually been placed with or

near the Trachypteridae. The single known specimen is not in

good enough condition for me to ofiei' any suggestion as to its

relationships.

6. Zoological Results of the Third Tanganyika Expedition,

conducted by Dr. W. A. Cuunington, 1904-1905.

—

Report on Limnocnida tanganicce ; with a Note on

the Subspecies from the Victoria Nyanza. By R. T.

G-iJNTHER, M.A., F.R.G.S., Fellow o£ Magdalen College,

Oxford *.

[Received May 22, 1907.]

(Plate XXXVII. t & Text-figures 172-174.)

The collection of the jelly-fish of Lake Tanganyika made by
Dr. Cunnington in 1904 and 1905 is the best which has yet

been brought to this country. 78 individuals, some in several

hitherto undescribed stages of development, were obtained from
three localities at four different dates from September to February,

* Communicated by the Secretary.
t For explanation of the Plate, see p. 656.
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and therefore from the close of the dry season until well on into the

season of the great rains. The excellent state of preservation of the

material is greatly to the credit of the collector, and has facilitated

my investigation of some of the problems presented b}^ this

enigmatical creatui-e. Some specimens were exhibited at the
Meeting of the Society on March 6, 1906, a notice of the exhibit

appearing in the P. Z. S. 1906, p. 179.

It has been known for some time that at certain seasons of the
year, three types of individuals—males, females, and those which
reproduce asexually by budding—occur in the lake at the same
time. Mr. Moir's collection, the first to reach Europe, showed
that all coexisted during Api-il, May, arid June. As one of the
results of his first expedition in 1897, Mr. J. E. S. Moore found
that early in March a few large specimens were reproducing by
budding, and that this process was so rapid that in a few weeks
the bays and open waters became filled with immense shoals which
in June and July extended for miles and miles. At the same
time, sexually mature individuals appeared. In his account of

a second expedition in 1900, Moore asserts that in September
and October, only sexual forms which showed no tendency to

produce buds were to be captured in the lake. On this evidence

Moore believed that he had discovered the relation of the life-

cycle of Limnocnida to the wet and dry seasons—viz., reproduction
by budding during the dry months, and sexual reproduction only
during the wet winter months.

Dr. Cunnington's collections made during the wet season show
that this theory cannot be upheld, for all contain asexual in-

dividuals exhibiting active bud-formation on their manubria, and
these asexual individuals even outnumber the individuals with
smooth manubria.

The collections are, moreover, characterised by the entire absence

of any mature females ; a fact which seems all the more remark-
able, because in a small collection of Limnocnida from Victoria

Nyanza which had been formed in August, and had been submitted
to me for examination (p. 650) all the individuals were female.

Stated in a tabular form the present state of our knowledge
regarding the seasonal distribution of Limnocnida is as follows :

—

fMarch. Few large budding medusa? (Moore, 1897).

T/r '
( cJ , 2 and budding meduspe coexist

D. Season ^ J""-'-
.'

(»*<'"' 1883).

^
I

June,
i

c? , 2 and budding medusae in shoals

July, j (Moore, 1897).

August. 1 S and budding medusse

1^ September. J
(Ounnington, 1904).

fDecember. J and budding medusae. Many very
Season of

j
>oung individuals. No 2 indi-

Great <( viduals.

Rains.
j
Febrviary. Old and young S and budding medusae

l^ (Ounnington, 1904).
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We are therefore compelled to the view that the asexual method
of reproduction is the most usual one in Lake Tanganyika through-

out the year, and that the sexual method may be confined to a

definite season ; the earliest date at which it has been observed

is in the month of Ma}^, and we have as yet no evidence for

its continuance beyond the month of July.

It is much to be regretted that no light has hitherto been shed

upon the process of development from the egg. We have no

suflicient reason for believing that the organisms described by

Moore as the planulse or larvse of the Limnocaida really were

such, and the existence of any free hydroid stage is as doubtful as

ever. However, one fact of importance has been confirmed by all

observers, namely, that the medusa may suddenly appear on the

surface in covmtless numbers, in shoals many miles in length, and as-

suddenly disappear so that none are to be seen for a month or more.

The excellent state of preservation of Dr. Ounnington's material

has enabled me to realise the natural appearance of a living

Limnocnida when swimming, more perfectly than when I received

Mr. Moir's first consignment of preserved material. The longer

and older tentacles are carried somewhat stifily above the exum-

bral surface of the medusa (PI. XXXVII.), while the smaller and

younger series of somewhat clubbed " velar" tentacles, as they are

sometimes called, curve round the umbral rim. Tentacles of

intermediate length occupy intermediate positions, and so the

living animal can erect over its back a very efiicient chevcmx de

frise armed with nematocysts for offence and defence. This

fashion of carrying the tentacles is like that adopted by Limno-

codiuni and Olindioides, in which latter form the tentacles adhere

to the exumbrella along a more considerable proportion of their

length than in Limnocnida, an adhesion Avhich affords greater

stability to the system.

Another point on which Dr. Ounnington's collection throws

welcome light, is that of the succession and development of the

tentacles. While still attached to the parent, the young medusa-

buds develop the first two ordei'S of tentacles in the per- and inter-

radii (PI. XXXYII. fig. 7). The youngest free-swimming stages

in the collection, 2 millimetres in diameter, have the tentacles oJ

the fifth order just commencing to sprout (text-fig. 172). Between

these young stages and the oldest with tentacles of the eighth

order and 22 millims. in diameter, the intermediate stages are

faii'ly completely represented.

The peculiar sense-organs first become conspicuous in young

medusas in which tentacles of the fifth order are appearing, but

they are not invariably present at this stage. In the youngest

animals in which they were detected, there were four (text-fig. 172)

in each quadrant, or 16 in all, although minor irregularities may
occur, as in the specimen shown in text- fig. 172, in which only

15 sense-organs were present, and thenceforth they increase in

number, until they are so numerous and crowded as to be almost

touching one another all round the circumference of the medusa

(text-fig. 174, S.O.).
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Text-%. 172.

[June 18,

Young; Limnocnida, 2 millimetres in diameter.

The numerals indicate the orders of the tentacles.

Endodermal Organ and Nutrition.—Among other problems
which yet remain to be solved is that of the function of the

remarkable accumulation of roundish cells in the circular

canal. These cells have several nuclei apiece and many have
one or two vacuoles. In the original description, an excretory

function was suggested on the assumption that these cells were
derived from the endoderm of the animal itself. On reexamining
this so-called endodermal oi'gan in better preserved material, I

have found amceboid cells among the others (PI. XXXYII.
fig. 3), but feel more than ever in the dark with respect to their

function, although probably it is in some way connected with
the metabolism of the medusa. We hope that some naturalist

having the opportunity may thoroughly investigate the method of

nutrition of the living animal, bearing in mind the possibility

of the growth of a parasitic or symbiotic fungvis or alga in such a
position. The wonderfully large mouth which the short manu-
brium seems inadequate to close, leads one to suspect some
such peculiarity in the nutrition of Limnocnida.
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Text-fi^. 173,

647

Youns; LimnocniJa, 6 millimetres in diameter, with five radial canals.

Text-fig. 174.

S.O. «^

Portion of periphery of Limnocuida, 22 millimetres in diameter.
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Radial Canals and Radial Symmetry.—In all large collections

of Limnocnida, several individuals occur which exhibit numerical
variation in the radial canals.

( Cf. tables on pp. 648-650). Among
70 individuals of all ages brought home by Mr. Cunnington in

which the radial canals could be counted, 54 showed the typical

number of radial canals (4), 9 had 5 radial canals, 6 had 6, and 1

had 7 radial canals, so that as large a proportion as 24 per cent,

have 5 or more radial canals. In this connection it is interesting

to note that the numerical variation of the tentaculocysts of

Aurelia aurita was found by Browne (Biometrika, vol. i.) to

affect nearly as large a percentage (20-9-22'8 per cent.) of the
individuals showing the normal number.

In many meduspe in which " supernumerary " radial canals occur,

the additional canals are clearly seen to be due to the bifurcation,

near the gastric cavity, of one or more of the normal number of

radial canals. In no specimen of Limnocnida, and sixteen were
examined, was this seen to be the case : all the radial canals pro-

ceeded independently from the gastric cavity to the circular canal

;

the confluence shown in text-fig. 173 being quite exceptional.

As might be expected, the order of the appearance of tentacles

and the number of sense-organs tend to become more irregular

in the case of individuals with 5 or more radial canals. E. g., in

the case of three individuals of different ages, and 14, 7 and
4*5 mm, in diameter, the numbers of the sense-organs in each
fifth of the periphery were

III a. 40 + 35 + 48 -f 40 + 41 = 204.

/. 19 + 21 + 21 + 22 -f 18 = 101.

i. 10 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 36.

And so too, in the case of individuals with the normal number of

tentacles, tentacles of a particular order are often fully formed in

one quadrant befoi-e there is any sign of them in another.

Such variations may be expected to be frequent in the case of

medusfe in which a numerically high grade of radial symmetry is

reached.

Detailed Re2)ort on the individtml sj)ecimens of Limnocnida
collected hy Dr. Citnnington.

Date: August 31, 1904. Locality: Niamkolo Bay.
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II. Date: September 9, 1904. Locality: Niamkolo Bay.
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IV. Date: February 21, 1905. Locality : Menza.

Diam. in millims.

Umbrella. iManubrium,

No. of

Radial
Canals.

No. of

Sense Ors
Order of

Tentacles.

Char, of

Manubrium.

17

16

15
14-5

14-5

14-5

14
13
11

7-75

7-5

7-5

7-5

7
7
6-25

o"5

5

5
5
5

5
4-25

4-25

4-25

3-5

3-5

3-5

3-25

3
2

12-5

9

10
9

9

4-5

4-75

2-5

3-25

4-25

4
4
4
3
2-75

2-25

2-75

1-75

1-75

2-25

2
2
1-75

1-25

1-25

1-25

1
•75

very
numerous.

!

very
numerous.

I 36X4

26X4

VIII.

VIII.

VIII.
VII.

IXapp.
VII.

VIII.
VII.

? 97 VII. app.

21(-18)X4 VI.
18X4 VII. app.

VI. app.

VIII. app.

VII. app.
! V.

VI-V
VII. app.
VII. app.

VI.
VI. app.

16(-15)X4 VI. app.

18X4 VI. app.
VI. app.

VI.
VI.
V.
V.

V. app.
V. app.

V.
V. small.

V. app.

26X4

76

9x:4

8X4
8(-9)x4
8X4

Buds.

Young buds.

Buds.

Smootb.
Small buds.
Smooth.

Smooth.

Smooth.

Smooth.

For the sake of comparison a similar table is appended for

Lvmnocnida tanganicce var. victorice obtained by Sir Charles Eliot.

Date: August 31, 1903. Locality: Kisumu, Victoria Nyanza.

1

Diam. in millims. No. of

Radial

i Umbrella. Manubrium,
^^a^^^^-

i

1
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LiMXOCNIDA TANGANIC^ * Var. VICTORIA.

On comparing some shrunken and rather battered specimens
of Limnocnida obtained by Sir Charles Eliot, K.C.M.G., from the
Victoria ISTyanza, with the Tanganyika material, I considered
that I could detect diflerences in the specimens from the Victoria
Nyanza which may be regarded as sub-specific in importance

:

the proximal ends of the older tentacles are more deeply sunk in

the jelly of the ex-umbrella than is the case in Limnocnida tan-

ganicce and the jelly-mass is more deeply grooved in consequence
(PI. XXXVII. figs. 4 & 5).

About one third of the length of the older tentacles is smooth
and free from nematocyst warts, which are confined to the distal

two-thirds. The proximal ends of the tentacles which are adherent
to the exumbi'ella are specially supported by the development of

grooved lumps or ridges of jelly in which they lie. I have never
seen these so strongly developed in any Limnocnida from Lake
Tanganyika. The sense-organs were numerous, and very pro-

minent on the margin of the umbrella.

The specimens examined were all females of about the same age,

with mature ova on the manubrium, and with tentacles of the
Vllth order.

This collection was referred to by Prof. tSir Ray Lankester, at

a meeting of the Zoological Society on December 1st, 1903. The
meditsse were captured by Mr. Hobley at Kisumu on August 31,

1903, and had been preserved in a 5 ^o solution of formalin.

The extremely interesting fact of the occurrence of a form
apparently identical with L. tanganicce in the delta of the river

Xiger about 102 geographical miles from the sea, proves that
Limnocnida must no longer be regarded as peculiar to the deep-
water lake Tanganyika, but that it has a wide distribution in the
fresh waters of tropical Africa. And as a consequence the
halolimnic theory, according to which Tanganyika is a jjersistent

Jurassic sea, in so far as it has been based upon the belief of

the exclusive occurrence of Limnocnida in that lake, falls to the
ground.

With regard to the details of the change from a marine to a
fresh-water environment, we have yet much to learn from a more
searching study of Central African geology. Of all the theories
which have yet been proposed, we find ourselves most in agreement
with that outlined by Mr. Boulenger for the benefit of the
British Association in South Africa (1905), but the details of this

theory of a wide-spread Eocene Sea still require working out.

More recently an oi'iginal speculation has been published by
Prof. Sollas. Of Limnocnida my imaginative friend writes (' Age
of the Earth," p. 209)—" If while in the hydroid stage, it grew

* This would seem an appropriate occasion for advocating a more reasonable
uniformity in the spelling of this specific name ; and although in my original paper
1 had followed Bohm's spelling tanganyiccB in accordance with the laws of priority,

in the present communication the more usual and shorter form tanganicm is

adopted. I have noted tanganyicce, tanganicanus, tanganicensis, tanganyikce

,

tanganyicensis, tanganika, and in Sollas's ' Age of Eai'th,' p. 209, tanganyicoea (!)
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attached to the outer skeleton of some actively locomotive animal,

svich for instance as one of the reptiles which abounded in

Mesozoic times, and even at a later date, then, on the further

supposition that its host sometimes made excursions from the sea

into fresh-water, we should have a means by which the hydroid

might be introduced."

Unfortunately for this theory, there is no evidence of any
fixed hydroid stage in Limnocnida, indeed the evidence is all

against the existence of one : Aurelia aurita, Cramhessa tagi,

and Mceotias have all left the sea without the aid of a marine
reptile : Halmonises lacustris was probably helped into fresh-water

by tidal agencies alone, and, as Sir Ray Lankester has suggested,

Limnocodium may not pass through a fixed hydroid stage at all

!

The Systematic Position of Limnocnida.

The position of Limnocnida in the Haeckelian System is

still a matter under discussion. Judged by the chief diagnostic

characters of endodermal sense-organs and manubrial gonads,

Limnocnida should be one of the Narcomedusa? ; but, on the other

hand, Narcomedusse are distinguished by characters so peculiarly

their own, that Limnocnida cannot be considered as being at all

closely related to them. Moreover, I know of no Anthomedusan
which at all resembles it, except in the position of the gonads
on the manubrium.
On the other hand, the grade of development which Limnocnida

has reached is very closely paralleled by that of the other fresh-

water medusa Limnocodium, more especially in regard to the

tentacles and sense-organs, as I have already pointed out in an
earlier communication. More recently (1903) Seitaro Goto has

published illustrations of the sense-organs of the marine OUndioides

clearly showing them to be of the same type. This distinguished

Japanese naturalist has associated OUndioides, Halicalyx, and
Gonionema with the Olindiadae, which he regards as a subfamily

of Eucopidfe (w^e believe AATongly) and near which he believes that

both Limnocodium and Limnocnida may be most naturally placed.

The Olindiadae are defined as Eucopidfe (see below) with two
sets of tentacles, velar and exumbrellai-, the former springing

close to the base of the velum, and the latter at variable distances

from it, but always from the exumbrella and connected with the

circular canal by endodermal roots : marginal vesicles numerous,
two on either side of the bases of the exumbrellar tentacles :

manubrium well developed and quadrate, with distinct lips

:

radial canals four or six : gonads primarily continuous folds of

the walls of the radial canals : with an adhesive disc on each

exumbrellar tentacle.

The greater part of this definition applies quite well to the fresh-

water Limnocodium sotoerhyi, with the exception that this species,

not being a creeping form, has tentacles without adhesive discs,
.

and has also sac-like e'onads.
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Limnocnida too, shows a similar type of structure excepting that

the gonads are situated on the manubriun in a zone in which bud-
formation normally occurs, and would consequently belong to the

Anthomedusffi or to a division of medusfe with manubrial gonads
which, according to the System of Haeckel, are alDSolutely distinct

from the Olindiada?, Liinnocodiuin, or any other medusae Avith

radial gonads. We have therefore an indication that the time has
arrived for a reconsideiution of the value of the characters upon
which this System is founded. May they not tend to an artificial

rather than to a natural classification of medusfe ?

On the whole we incline to the opinion that the hard and fast

division of medusae into those with radial and those with manubrial
gonads must be abandoned in the case of these fresh-water forms.

We cannot imagine that the detailed resemblances which exist

between Liinnocodium, Limnocnida, and the Oliudiadte are the

result of convergent evolution. A simpler hypothesis is that these

forms ai-e descended from a common ancestor, but that the place

of development of the germ-cells has changed.

Arguing from known facts about the migratory proclivities

of germ-cells in Hydroids in general, and from the history of the

germ-cells of Ohelia in paiticular, in which Leptomedusan the
germ-cells, although maturing in pouches of the radial canals,

originate in the wall of the manubrium itself, there is good
gi-ound for the view tha,t Limnocnida in respect of its manubrial
gonads preserves an early stage in the phylogenetic history of

Limnocoditcm. Just as Odontornithes are none the less birds

because they have teeth, so Limnocnida would be a Tracho-
medusan in spite of its manubrial gonads.

One other taxonomic problem has still to be dealt with. In
Haeckel's system the Olindiadse are regarded as a subfamily of

the Trachomedusan Petasid^e, which have blind centripetal canals

between the radial canals, and are thereby distinguished from the
Petachnidfe. Goto, however, does not consider the presence of

such canals to be of any systematic moment, since they may be
present or absent in closely related genera. It is to be remembered
that such centripetal canals, as well as the marginal i"ing of

nematocysts, are well marked Trachomedusan features.

The Olindiadte have usually been regarded as Trachomedusae,

until four years ago when Seitaro Goto made an examination of

young stages of the sense-organs of Olindioides formosa and of

Gonionema depressum. He found that the first rudiment con-

sisted of a small segregation of ectodermal cells hardly distin-

guishable from the rest, closely applied to the endoderm of the
circular canal at the point where the two kinds of cells meet
(pi. ii. fig. 15), and he goes on to add that "there cannot be any
reasonable doubt that the rudiment consists exclusively of ectoderm

cells, since tlie boundary line between the two cell-layers is always
distinguishable with a good objective."

In consequence Goto removed the Olindiadse from the Tracho-

medus?e and ranged them with the Leptomedusae, considering
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them as a subfamily of Eucopidae. With this conclusion my own
observations are at variance, and we do not consider that Seitaro

Goto's own drawing (pi. ii. fig. 15) makes his statement evident.

With the aid of Dr. Cunnington's material I have again been able

to confirm my original observation that the axial cells of the

sense-organs of Limnocnida are derived from the endodervi of the

circular canal. I have repeated the same obsei-vation in the case

of Olindias mulleri while at Naples, and in the latter observation

I believe I have the support of Sir Ray Lankester.

In both cases I have not been able to distinguish any boundary

line between ectoderm and endoderm in the youngest stages of

the sense-organs, although a distinct mesogioeal lamina appears

between the two layers when the sense-organ approaches full

growth. A further nidication of the endodermal nature of these

cells is afforded by an observation of Seitaro Goto himself, who
admits that the central cells of the organ " stain the same colour

as the endoderm, while the lining epithelium and the investing

cells stain like the ectoderm."

In conclusion then, Limnocnida is to be regarded as a Tracho-

medusa related to the Olindiadfe and to Limnocodium, both of

which it closely resembles in important respects, but it difiers

from all other known Trachomedusfe in that the gonads develop

vipon the walls of the maiiubrium. Olindioides and Gonionema

difier from Limnocnida in the presence of centripetal canals and

in the fact that their tentacles are provided with adhesive discs

for use in creeping. In Limnocodium the vesicles enclosing the

sensory bodies are elongated and extend into the velum, in

Limnocnida they do not. Limnocnida too is characterised by its

power of reproduction by budding from the manubrium.

The consequential changes in the scheme of classification cannot

be regarded as more than tentative, for the details of the struc-

ture of many of the Haeckelian genera are still unknown. A
most important character for taxonomic purposes is undoubtedly

that of the structure of the sense-organs—whether they project

freely beyond the margin of the luiibrella as sensory clubs, or

whether they are sunk and enclosed in vesicles. On these lines,

Browne has divided the Petasidpe into the subfamilies Petachnidse

(with sensory clubs) and the Olindiadfe (with sensory vesicles).

It is to the division of Olindiadte without adhesive discs on the

tentacles that I would provisionally refer Limnocodium and

Limnocnida.

TRACHOMEDUS^.

Sense-organs with endodermal axis
;

gonads usually radial

;

development without a fixed hydroid stage.

[The radial position of the gonads is believed to have been

derived from a manubrial position. Limnocnida is believed to have
" thrown back " to the older condition. Limnocodium has never

been proved to pass through a fixed hydroid stage.]
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Family PETASID^.
Radial canals 4 (or 6) in number ; stomach without a peduncle.

Subfamily 1. Petachnidje.

Sense-organs, projecting clubs.

Petasus^ Petasata^ Dipetasvs, Petachnum.

Subfamily 2. 01indiada\

Sense-organs, enclosed in vesicles.

Group A. Tentacles without adhesive discs.

Marine forms.

Aglauropsis (? including Ma'.otias).

Gossea.

OUndias (? including Hcdicalyx).

Freshwater forms.

Limnocodium. Gonads radial, sac-like. Vesicles of

sense-organs elongated and continued into

velum.

Limnocnida. Gonads manubrial. Vesicles of

sense-organs spherical or ellijDSoidal. Asexual
reproduction by budding.

Group B. Tentacles with adhesive discs.

Gonionemus, Gonionemoides, Yallentinia, Olindioides.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVII.

-Fig. 1. Limnocnida tanganica. From a specimen in wliicli tlie tentacles of the

seventh order have appeared.

2. Transverse section of tentacle.

—

end. Endodermal lining of tentacle, gl.

Mesoglffia of exumbrella.

3. Transverse section of radial canal (B.C.). end. Endoderm of radial canal.

end. I. Endoderm lamella, c. Problematical corpuscles in radial canal.

4. Surface view of the periphery of the umbrella of a specimen of L. tanga niece

var. victoricB from which the tentacles have become detached.— r. The
grooved ridges in which the tentacles of orders 1 to 6 were partly imbedded,

o. Ditto, in transverse section.

6. Portion of bud-bearing manubrium of i. fanganicce. One part has become
detached as described by Mr. J. Moore.

7. Ditto, with older medusa-buds having tentacles of the first and second orders

developed.

7. Notes upon some African Species of the Genus Felis,

based upon specimens recently exhibited in the Society's

Gardens. By R. I. Pocock, F.L.S., Superintendent of

the Gardens.
[Received May 28, 1907.]

(Plate XXXVIIL* and Text-figures 175-178.)

On Felis aurata Temminck.

The synonymy of this species is as follows :

—

Felis aurata Temminck, Mon. Mamm. i. p. 120 (1827).

,, celidogaster id. oj). cit. p. 140.

,, chrysoihrix id. op. cit. p. 251.

„ chcdyheata H. Smith, Grifl\ An. King. ii. p. 474 (1827),

nee Herm.
„ neglecta Gray, Ann. Xat. Hist. i. p. 27 (1838).

„ rutila Waterh., P. Z. 8. 1842, p. 130.

,, chrysothrix cottoni Lydd., P. Z. S. 1906, p. 992.

Although chrysothrix has been more commoidy employed for

this species than either aurata or celidogaster, aurata appears by
I'ight of page priority to be its oldest available title. The name
chrysothrix was proposed by Temminck to replace aitrata, appar-

ently because he had learnt from Desmarest's work that Rafinesque

had applied the name aitreus to a North American species of

Lynx. Atoreus, however, does not exclude aurata from use in the

same genus ; and even if Rafinesque had written auratus, a good case

could be made out for the retention of aurata Temm., on the grounds
of generic distinction between the species so named and the Lynx
described by Rafinesque. But if aurata be set on one side, as

has been commonly done, celidogaster should be preferred to

chrysothrix by those who, like Dr. Elliot, Pousargues, and
Mr. Lydekker, believe the two names to belong to the same
species.

* For explanation of the Plate, see p. 677.
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By a curious chain of circumstances F. celidogaster and F. chah/-

heata had the same type specimen, and are therefore in the strictest

possible sense synonyms. Smith gave the name chcdyheata to a
skin in Bullock's Museum, Avhich he believed went afterwards to

Germany. Temminck, as he himself says, bought the skin from
that Museum, without knowing apparently that Smith had
already comjailed a description of it.

Although the name employed by Smith was published in the

same year as the three names employed by Temminck, it has never
met with acceptance, probably because of its previous use in a
different sense in the genus Fells by Hermann.

The specimen named F. neglecta by Gray is not distinguishable

from F. celidogaster as described by Temminck, as Dr. Elliot has
shown ; and the description of F. rutila Waterh. might, from its

wording, have been taken fi'om the type of F. aurata.

Thus of the six names published between 1827 and 1842 two
only have to be considered as connoting distinguishable forms,

namely aurata {plirysothrix) and celidogaster . The former was
given to a " red" and the latter to a " grey " West African
Tiger-Cat.

Up to the present time there has been considerable divergence
of opinion as to the value to be assigned to these two " forms."

Dr. Elliot * and Pousargues t regarded them merely as colour-

phases without geographical significance. Dr. Matschie J, on the
other hand, gave them full specific value. The latest writer on
the subject, Mr. Lydekker §, adopted a third course. While
agreeing with Dr. Elliot and Pousargues that only one species is

concerned, he believed, with Dr. Matschie, that the aljove-mentioned

"forms" occur in definite localities, He gave them, however,
subspecific rank, resuscitated " rutila " as a third subspecies and
added a fourth, cottoni, which was desci"ibed as new.

His conckxsions may be briefly summarised as follows :

—

1. F. chrysothrix rutila. Red form. Gambia and Cameroons.
2. F. c. typica ||. Brown form. Lower Guinea.

3. F. c. celidogaster. Grey form. Upper Guinea
; (?) Gambia.

4. F. c. cottoni. Dusky form. Ituri forest.

It can, however, I think be shown that the conclusion respecting

the local disti-ibution of the colour-types is untenable.

This opinion is supported by the following facts. Although
the locality of the type of F. aurata ( = chrysothrix) was unrecorded,
the type of F. rutila came from the Mandingo country inland of

Sierra Leone. The locality of the type of F. celidogaster was also

luiknown, but Temminck subsequently obtained a skin he
identified as F. celidogaster from Ashanti ^ ; and under the name
* Mon. Felidffi, pi. xxv. (1883). f Ann. Sci. Nat. (8) iii. p. 322 (1896).
+ Mitth. deutsch. Scliutz. vi. pt. 3, p. 10 (1893) ; SB. Ges. Nat. Fr. Berlin, 1895.

p. 196.

§ P. Z. S. 1906, pp. 992-995. These authors use the name chrt/sotlunx.

jl
Temminck, however, described this as " roux-bai tres vif."

T[ Esquisse Zool. Guine, pp. 86-88 (1858;.

44*
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F. neglecta, Gray redescribed F. celidogaster from Sierra Leone.

Thns, since neglecta and rittila are respectiA^ely synonyms of celido-

gaster' and cmrata, it appears that both the " grey " and the " red
"'

forms occur in the neighbourhood of Sierra Leone.

Karsch records F. aurata {chrysothrix) from Bismarckburg in

Togoland *
; Pousargues examined skins of the grey-brown type

obtained from natives in the French Congo t ; and Sir Harry
Johnston declares that the " red " and the " grey " types live side

by side in Liberia J.

Thus the published localities can scarcely be said to support,

though they do not wholly discredit, the belief that the " red
*'

and the "grey" forms represent geographical races.

A study of the skins available for examination still further

refutes the idea.

In the British Museum there are in all seven skins of this species.

Their characters and other particulars regarding them are as

follows :

—

1. Cameroons {G. L. Bates).—Bay-red ; dorsal area not spotted,

sides faintly marked with small close-set spots ; outer side of limbs

faintly spotted ; tail with decided median black stripe, not

barred ; ventral surface yellowish (? discoloured), marked with

large dark brown spots. This belongs to the F. aurata-tjpe.

2. Cameroons (G. L. Bates).—Differs from the last in being a

dirty greyish-bi'own washed with yellow on the sides and rather

more clearly spotted. Dirty Avhite below. This comes nearest to

the F. celidogaster-type.

3. Cameroons {G. L. Bates).—Like no. 2 in colour but with less

yellow on the sides and with the median area of the back darker

and more sharply contrasted with the sides in tint. This also is

nearest to the F. celidogaster-type.

4. Benito River, Congo, 25 miles from coast {G. L. Bates).—
Like no. 1 in markings and general tint, but not quite so bright

a red.

5. Senegal § {Win-wood Beade).—Practically like nos. 1 and 4.

6. Sierra Leone (type of neglecta Gray).— Grey, greyer than

nos. 2 and 3 and spotted all over, the spots in the middle area of

the back forming abbreviated longitudinal streaks. As already

stated, this belongs to the F. celidogaster-type.

7. Ashanti ; obtained from dealer.— Spotted all over, the spots

forming comparatively large blotches darker and more rufous

than the ground-colour, which on the sides of the body is greyish,

but is decidedly more rufous on the head, neck, the dorsal area, the

tail, and the legs. The tail has a median dorsal line and distinct

lateral bars.

* Mitth. deutscli. Schiitz. vi. pt. 3, p. 10 (1893).

+ Ann. Sci. Nat. (8) iii. p. 322 (1896).

X 'Liberia,' ii. p. 702 (1906).

§ The locality of Winwood Keade's collection is doubtful, Mr. Thomas tells me.
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In the size, distinctness, and the suggestion of the rosette-shape
in the spots, this specimen resembles more closely than any that

1 have seen the example from near Cape Coast Castle, that

formerly lived in the Gardens, and was figured by Dr. Sclater on
pi. xxvii. in the ' Proceedings ' for 1873.

In the collection of the Zoological Society there are three com-
plete skins :

—

1. W. Africa; obtained from a dealer and therefore without
trustworthy locality.—General coloration I'ufous, greyer on the
sides than on the back, neck, head, and tail. Marked all over
Avith reddish-brown spots, forming indistinct lines on the back,

neck, and head ; tail with median line and indistinct bars.

This must be regarded as a rufous form of F. celidogaster. It is

somewhat like no. 7 of the above-given B. M. series ; and also

like the example from Cape Coast Castle figured by Dr. Sclater,

but is less distinctly spotted than either.

2. Accra.—Differs principally from the last in being of a grey
or slightly brownish-grey colour all over, the spots being dark
brown instead of rufous-brown. The crown of the head is very
distinctly striped and the j)ostocular stripe is well defined. This
appears to be typical F. celidogaster

.

3. Sierra Leone.—This specimen is by far the most interesting of

the three. It agrees almost exactly with the skin Mr. Lydekker
made the type of F. c. cottoni, remarking that its dark hue is

evidently an adaptation to its habitat in the Ituri forest. Oui- spe-

cimen, however, came from Sierra Leone, considerably over 2000
miles from the Ituri forest. Nor is this all. When first imported
and presented to the Society by Mr. Hudson on June 21st, 1906,

the live specimen was unspotted, except beneath, and of a rufous-

brown colour exactly recalling the tint of a rich dark-hued Puma
[F. concolor). But in four 'inonths' time the coloitr entirely changed

from rufoxos to grey. Tliis was effected by the fading of the pale

band in the distal half of each individual hair from red to nearly

white, the white with the terminal black portion combining to

produce the grey tint. Unfortunately, the animal died in

November, so that no further observations could be made ; but
happily he lived long enough to prove that the i-ufous and the
gi'eyish phases may succeed one another in a comparatively short

space of time in the life-history of a single individual of this

species*. That such a change might occur was suspected by
Dr. Elliot, who noticed that in the type of F. celidogaster Temm.
the end of the tail was red like that of the type of F. chrysothrix,
'• as though the animal had been changing its coat from one
colour to the other." This gave him the idea that the change
might be seasonal. The truth of the suspicion as to the

* What is true of this species may also be true of others. Several species of Cats
are known to be dimorphic in colour, like, for example, F. jagwarondi. But no
actual change of the one colour into the other such as is described above, has as yet
been recorded.
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occurrence of the change is fully confirmed ; but whether it is

seasonal or not still remains unknown. It is, however, possible

that the new coat is always red, and fades to grey before being-

replaced at the end of the year.

The above mentioned facts prove conclusively that the "colour"
cannot be used as a basis for splitting Felis aurata into two or
more local races ; since the red and the grey phases may succeed
one another in the life of the individual; and red and grey
individuals occur side by side in the same localities. On the other
hand, the material available for examination seems to justify the
provisional recognition of two subspecific forms distinguishable by
" pattern," that is, by the size and distribution of their spots.

These may be defined as follows :

—

a. F. aurata celidogaster { = chalyheata-\-neglecta).

Primitive form ; red or grey in colour, but spotted or
striped on the crown of the head, the neck, and the median
area of the back ; the spots on the sides of the body distinct,

of comparatively large size and comparatively few in number.
Tail distinctly or^indistinctly banded.—Sierra Leone, Liberia,

Ashanti, Cajje Coast Castle, Accra.

b. F. aurata aurata { = chysothrix-\-rutila -\- cottoni).

Derivative form ; red or grey in colour, with the pattern
evanescent on the head, neck, and dorsal area of the body,
but generally retained on the sides as small, numerous,
close-set spots ; tail not or only indistinctly banded.—Sierra
Leone, Mandingo Country, ? Liberia, " hinterland von
Bismarckburg " *, Cameroons, Benito River ; and the French
Congo t eastwards to the Ituri forest.

It must be freely conceded, however, that the arguments in

favour of the subspecific distinctness of F. a. aurata and F. a. celido-

gaster on the characters I have indicated are somewhat weakened
by the recorded occurrence of both forms in Sierra Leone and
possibly in Liberia.

Of the specimens of this Cat obtained by Sir Harry Johnston
in Liberia ('Liberia,' vol. ii. 1906), those represented on the plate

and by the right-hand photograph on p. 703, evidently belong to

the large-spotted or F. a. celidogaster-ioYm.. Regarding the other
I am a little in doubt. But it appears to belong rather to the
F. a. aurata-iorm. The two flat skins, obviously native-prepared,

are said to have come from the same locality. Sir Harry Johnston
repeats Matschie's statement that the grey form is larger than the
red. lean find no evidence of any value bearing upon this point.

Indeed, of the two skins photographed in Sir Harry Johnston's
book, the one of the red type is longer than the other measured
frora the root of the tail to the fore part of the shoulder.

* Karscli, Mittli. deutsch. Scliutz. vi. pt. 3, p. 10 (1893).

t Pousargues describes two skins of this type obtained from natives of the Sanga
and of the countrj' of the Eschivas (Ann. Sci". Nat. [8] iii. p. 322, 1896).
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There are two more interesting features to be noted in con-

nection with this species. I have not seen it stated in any

description that the hair on the upper side of the neck> from a

Text-fig. 175.

Skixll oi Felis aurata, § nat. size.

fSpecimeii no. 2 of Zoological Society's series.

Lateral and ventral views.
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point between the shoulders to a transverse line in front of the

anterior rim of the ears on the crown of the head, groios forioards.

This area is defined on each side by a crest, and is marked

posteriorly by a single or double whorl on the shoulders. This is

a most noticeable character in all the skins I have examined. It

serves to distinguish the skins of F. aurata at a glance from those

of all the small or medium-sized African and Oriental species of

Felis. It is, however, paralleled in some South-American species

like F. 2Kcrdcdis and F. iigrina, in which its systematic value does

not appear to have been thoroughly worked out *.

The second character is the shape of the mesopterygoid fossa

of the skull (text-fig. 175, p. 661), which is narrow and ellipti-

cally rounded in front, and thus differs from this fossa in all

other African species of Felis and approaches that of some of the

Oriental and South-American species. Indeed, I do not doubt

that F. aurata is to be classified in a group of which F. pardcdis

is one of the South-American, and F. temmincki one of the

Oriental representatives, and not with the groups exemplified in

Africa respectively by F. serval, F. caracal, and F. ocreata.

As a woi-king hypothesis, it may be held that this group to

which F. aitrata belongs originated in the Europa?o- Asiatic

continent and migrated thence in a south-easterly direction as

far as Borneo. From the Oriental Region it passed into tropical

West Africa. Into America it made its way probably by the Alaskan

route and spread southwards through the continent as fai' as Chili

and Patagonia. There is as yet no reason to think that Felis

entered Africa at a sufiiciently early date to pass direct to

America by the transatlantic bridge, which is believed to have

joined these two continents together formerly.

At the present time the distribution of this group is discon-

tinuous ; but thei'e are many known instances of afiinity between

the faunas of the Congo basin in Africa and of the Indo-

Malayan area of the Oriental Region; and also between the

faunas of the latter area and of the Neotropical Region. Hence
there is nothins: extravagant in the claim that Fells aurata is

nearly related to species now inhabiting those areas, despite its

distributional isolation.

On Felis servalina Ogilhy. (Plate XXXVIII. figs. 3, 4.)

Felis servalina Ogilby, P. Z. S. 1839, p. 4; Sclater, P. Z. S.

1874, p. 495, pi. Ixiii. ; Thomas, P. Z. S. 1888, p. 5; Lydekker,

Cats etc., Lloyd's Nat. Hist. pp. 135-136 (1896).

Felis serval Elliot, Mon. Felidse, pi. xxvi., 1883 (in part).

Trouessart (Cat. Mamm. 1906, p. 274), misled apparently by
Gray (P. Z. S. 1867, p. 272), cites F. servalina Ogilby as a synonym
of F. chrysothrix. This is an error. The type of F. servalina is

* See 0. Thomas, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xii. pp. 235-237, 1903. This peculiarity

is verji- well shown in the figure of an example of F. tigrina which Schreber printed

as an illustration of T'ells onca Linn. (Saug. iii. pi. cii.).
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in the British Museum, and proves the correctness of Dr. Sclater's

determination of the species as a Cat related to F. served but

closely speckled (P. Z. S. 1874, p. 495, pi. Ixiii.). Dr. Elliot

indeed, and following him Mr. Lydekker, gives F. servalina as a

synonym of F. served*.

I cannot ascertain with certainty where this form, even if it be

regarded merely as a subspecies, is placed in Trouessart's Catalogue

of Mannnalia. I can only surmise that it is dismissed as a synonym
of Felis gedeo2Xtrelus of Desmarest, with which, presumably on
Matschie's authority, F. senegedensis Lesson is identified. If this

be so a double error is involved, for F. servalinet Ogilby is not

identical either with F. gedeopeirehts or with F. senegedensis, and
F. senegedensis, judging from the figure, is difterent from
F. galeopeirehbs.

The descriptions and figures both of F. gedeopeirehts and
F. senegedensis leave no doubt that these two resemble the typical

Serval in that the pattern on the neck, and at least the fore part

of the back, consists of definite and tolerably widely separated

longitudinal stripes. This is not the case in F. servedinet.

F. gedeopeirehts and F. senegedensis are further discussed (p. 667)

under the heading F. served.

The exact systematic status of F. servedmei is a question about

which the opinions of authors are divided and undecided. In
every particular but pattern, that is to say in general form, length

and slendeiness of limb, length of tail, size of ears, and form of

skull, it resembles F. serval. Even in pattern the difference is

rather one of degi'ee than of kind. It is quite easy to imagine

the transition from F. served to F. serveiUnei, by the breaking up
of the cervical, scapular, and spinnl stripes and of the larger spots

on the body in F. served into a countless multitude of small close-

set spots showing obscure indication of serial ai-rangement usually

only on the spinal and cervical areas. The diiferences might well

be regarded merely as of subspecific importance or perhaps as

indicative of variation comparable, as Sir H. Johnston has

remarked t, to that of the speckled leopard-skins recorded by
Dr. Giinther from Grahamstown in S. Africa (see infrei, p. 676).

The available evidence, however, seems to me to be in favour of

regarding F. servedinei as a valid species. In the first place, there

are, so far as I am aware, no skins show^ing a complete seiies of

gradations between this form and the typical Serval J. This

is opposed to the conclusion that the two are geographical

races of the same species. In the second place, the distribution of

* It seems singular that Mivart when preparing his monograph of the Cats did

not take the trouble to look up the type of servalina to settle the status of this form,

but, after comparing the species with ' neglecta,' dismissed it with the words " the

type is said to be in the British Museum." (The Cat, p. 408, 1881.)

t ' The Uganda Protectorate,' i. p. 3G7, 1902.

X Sir H. Johnston (' Uganda Protectorate,' i, p. 366) says :
" It is not very uncommon

to see skins which are intermediate in markings between the extremely small and
numerous spots of the Servaline and the bold black patches and stripes of the common
Serval." The meaning of the term ' intermediate ' is sufficiently lacking in precision
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F. servcdina appears to coincide very closely with that of many
West African animals like the Chimpanzee, Felis aurata and

others. In the British Museum there are skins from Senegal

(Winwood Reade*), Sierra Leone (the type), Monbuttu (Emin
Pasha), and Entebbe. In 1874 Dr. Sclater recorded it from

Kinsembo on the borders of Angola and the Congo. Bocage

saw skins from the interior of Angola and from Caconda t

;

and Sir Harry Johnston remarks that it is found in the

Kingdom of Uganda and in the western province of the Pro-

tectorate. These localities suggest that F. servcdina occurs on

the fringe of the West African forest-region. How far it extends

into the heart of that area is a matter for conjecture. The
omission of the species from Pousargues's Catalogue of the Mam-
malian fauna of the French Congo must be cited as evidence

adverse to the conclusion that it is found throughout the Congoese

district. At the same time the omission may be attributed merely

to the scarcity of the animal.

That F. served and F. servcdina, have been recorded from the same
country is indisputable ; but, so far as I am aware, there is as yet

no convincing evidence that the two forms are found side by side

on the same spot. Skins of both, for example, have been sent to

Europe labelled ' Sierra Leone,' ' Uganda,' and ' Angola.' Such

labels, however, are no proof that the two are found together.

On the other hand, Mr. Spencer Shield (quoted by Dr. Sclater)

speaks of the Serval as common in Angola and Loango. Bocage

received the Serval from several places in Angola (Ambacca,

Quillengues, and Huilla). Both these authors give different

localities in Angola for F. servcdina, and neither expresses a

doubt as to the distinctness of the two forms. Finally Sir Harry
Johnston states that the Serval is abundant in the Uganda
Protectorate up to the verge of the Congo forest, though not

within the forest; and he speaks in different terms of the

distribution of the Servaline Cat within that country. This is

clearly a question about which more evidence is required before a

correct opinion can with certainty be arrived at ; but as a working

hypothesis it may be assumed that F. servcdinci inhabits the

triangular area, or at all events the fringe of that area, whose

angles are situated, broadly speaking, at Sierra Leone, Angola,

and Uganda ; and that the Serval is distributed in the countries

lying to the north, east, and south of that area. Here and there

it appears that the two ' forms' mutually encroach on each other's

territories, without, however, actually meeting in the same places,

each probably being addicted to a particular kind of country.

to prevent this statement and the one 1 have made from being necessarily

contradictory. Some examples of J?, serval senegalensis are, in a sense, intermediate

in pattern between boldly blotched examples of typical or subtypical Servals and of

F. servalina ; but there is no doubt whatever as to which of the two forms they

belong.
* The localities of this collector's material are, I understand, open to doubt.

t J. Sci. Lisboa (2) i. p. 176, 1890.
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If in the future it be shown that the two live side by side in the

same locality, the fact might be cited as evidence either of their

specific distinctness or of their dimorphic nature. It will be opposed

to the view that they are subspecific forms. The best evidence for

the latter will be the discovery of truly intermediate types ; and

the best evidence for their dimorphism will perhaps be the

occurrence of the two types in the same litter of kittens known to

be the j)rogeny of parents resembling each other in pattern.

The skins I have had an opportunity of examining seem to show

that F. servalina is itself represented by geographical races. Of

these I recognise four, namely, the typical race from Sierra Leone,

a second from Monbuttu, a third from Uganda (Entebbe), and a

fourth from Mombasa.
These may be diagnosed as follows :

—

Subspecies servalina Ogilby.

Ground-colour olive-yellow ; fore part of shoulders, top and

sides of neck unspotted. Behind the unspotted area the spots are

at first faint but become gradually more and more distinct

posteriorly along the back.

Log. Sierra Leone. (Type, B. M. no. 55.12.29.412.)

The type is a native-prepared skin without the head. The two

native-made skins, also headless, brought back by Winwood Reade

and labelled Senegambia are much like the type, but one of them
shows markings on the neck.

Subspecies pantasticta, nov. (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 3.)

Difiers from the typical F. s. servalina in having the neck (and

also the head) distinctly streaked longitudinally and the shoulders

as thickly and as distinctly spotted as the back and sides. More-

over, the ground-colour is of a richer yellow hue.

Loc. Uganda: Entebbe. (Type, B. M. no. 6.3.10.1, E. A.

Minchin.)

A very beautifully marked example of this race, labelled

" Uganda," was jiresented to the Society on June 4th, 1898, by
Mr. F. G. Hall, and lived eight years in the Gardens.

This example is somewhat more richly coloured than the type

from Entebbe, possibly because the latter is slightly more faded.

The difference in tint between these Uganda specimens and the

earlier procui'ed examples referred to the tyj^ical subspecies may
also be due to fading of the latter. On the other hand, exaraples

of the true Serval from Uganda appear to be more richly tinted

than those from Senegal ; and the same may be the case with the

Servaline Cats.

Subspecies poliotricha, nov.

F. servalina Thos. P. Z. S. 1888, p. 5.

Dorsal area olive-grey ; sides of the body and thighs markedly

greyish, the pale distal portion of the hairs being almost white

instead of yellow as in the other subspecies ; front of the fore and
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hind legs also less yellow ; and on the sides of the body the stripes

run more definitely into wavy longitudinal streaks, their arrange-

ment being more regular than in the others. Head and neck
distinctly streaked and shoulders spotted as in F. s. pantasticta.

Log. Monbuttu. (Type, B. M. no. 87.12.1.5, Fmin Pasha.)

Subspecies liposticta, nov. (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 4.)

Distinguishable at once from the typical and other subspecies

of F. servalina by the evanescence of the sj)ots on the dorsal area
of the body, at least the median third of the flat skin being
practically self-coloured almost like that of F. chaus. Low down
on the sides and on the white of the belly there are a few rather

indistinct dusky spots. On the thighs and shoulders the spots

appear at a somewhat higher level than on the body, and gradually

increase in size and blackness towards the elbow and hock. The
neck is at most very faintly lined, but there are practically no
spots on the forehead or cheeks. The tail is confusedly spotted

above proximally and marked Avith narrow bai's distally. The
general colour is a tawny yellow with an ashy tinge.

Loc. Mombasa. •

A single young female specimen was presented to the Society by
the Rev. Ernest Millar on June 23rd, 1897 and died on the 14th

of July of the same year. The flat skin from the ears to the roots

of the tail measures 23 English inches. The skull shows that the
animal was just changing its teeth. The permanent canines and
carnassials of the upper jaw are half through, the molars are

fully formed ; the milk carnassials are still in place. In the lower
jaw the carnassials (molars) are in place, and the two milk
premolars still present on one side, though on the left the anterior

is gone : the canines are both half up. In both upper and lower
jaws the permanent incisors appear to be fully formed. The length

of the lower permanent carnassial is 10 mm., of the upper 13.

It is possible that this specimen was not actually caught at

Mombasa. Since Mombasa, however, was the port of shipment,
it is probable that the Cat came from British East Africa,

perhaps from some place on the Mombasa to Uganda Railway.

The characters of the four subspecies may be tabulated as

follows :

—

a. Back from behind shoulders to root of tail without distinct

spots or stripes liposticta.

«\ Back thickly and distinctly spotted, with a narrow median
spinal stripe usually traceable.

h. Fore part of shoulders, sides and upper sui-face of neck
practically unspotted and unstiiped servalina.

6'. Fore part of shoulders as thickly spotted as the back

;

upper side of neck longitudinally streaked.

c. Sides of the body and thighs with ground-colour a rich

tawny yellow pantasticta.

c\ Sides of the body and thighs with ground-colour decidedly

grey jpoliotricha.
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On Felis serval Sclireb. (Plate XXXYIII. figs. 1, 2.)

Subsp. senegalexsis Lesson. (Plate XXXYIII. fig. 1.)

Felis senegcdensis \Lessoji, Mag. Zool. 1839, pi. x.

Matschie cites F. senegalensis as a synonym of the earlier described

F. galeoj)ardus of Desmarest (Mammalogie, pp. 227-228, 1820).

Judging from the figures of the types of the two forms, I should

say this opinion is untenable. In both there are very definite

tolerably widely spaced cervical and dorsal stripes, but whei-eas in

F. senegaletisis the sides of the body are covered with numerous
small rather close-set spots, in F. galeojxm-dus the spots are larger

and much less closely set. This difference, coupled with the fact

that the locality of the type of F. galeopardus is unknown, makes
the acceptance of Matschie's opinion impossible without some
evidence to support it. For the type of F. galeopardv% I select the

specimen represented by the figure in F. Cuvier's Hist. Xat. Mamm.
i. 1818. This figin^e and the accompanying text were published

two years before the issue of Desmarest's volume, and Desmarest

not only quotes them but inserts Cuvier's name as his authority,

at the end of the description of F. galeopardus. A reduced copy

of Cuvier's figure is published in Jardine's Nat. Libr., Felime,

pi. xxiv., 1837, and in Mr. Lydekker's volume on Cats in Lloj'd's

Nat. Hist. pi. xiv., 1896.

Of F. served senegalensis there is a good photograph in Sir

Harry Johnston's ' Liberia,' ii. p. 701, 1906. The ninnerous

round and close-set sj^ots forming 8 or 9 rows from belly to back on
each side ai'e very clearly shown. This example came from the

Liberian border, presumably the northern border; and judging

from the photograph the animal must have resembled very closely

a specimen from Sierra Leone, now living in the Gardens, which
was presented by Mr. Hudson with the example of Felis aurata

above described (p. 659). It is important to record that this .speci-

men lived in the Gardens about a year. It grew a great deal, but

did not appreciably alter in colour or pattern.

F. s. senegalensis may be said to have about 17 or 19 rows of

spots across the body dorsally from belly to belly, including the

median spinal and the two dorso-lateral stripes. The rows,

however, are extremely difiicult to count, and it is easy to decrease

or increase the total by one or two on each or either side.

Nevertheless in the main it is true that this subspecies has

smallei' and considerably more spots thaii Servals occurring in

certain other parts of Africa. In some of the latter the spots are

much more elongate and their serial arrangement much moi-o

evident than in F. s. senegalensis (Plate XXXVIII. fig. 2).

The nu.mber of rows also is less on the whole, amounting to

only about 15 *, regarding the spinal stripe, which is sometimes
doubled, as one. Now Matschie's alleged species F. togoensis is

said to have 20-24 rows of spots, those on the back being

* Matschie says 12-16 (SB. Ges. Nat. Fr. Berlin, 1895, p. IIC).
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arranged in 5 or 7 narrow longitudinal stripes. Thu.s, so far as

the numbers of rows are concerned, F. s. senegalensis is intermediate

between F. togoensis and the typical form. The definite formation

of as many as five dorsal rows is very unusual. Three is the typical

number. But the figiu-e of the type of F. s. senegalensis shows

on the left side two stripes below the spinal stripe and above the

irregularly arranged spots. Inferentially therefore, this specimen

resembled at least one of those described as F. togoensis in having

a total of five dorsal stripes.

F. togoensis is also said to be darker coloured thaii F. s. senegal-

ensis and F. s. serval. In Jan. 1905, a Serval kitten from Upper
Nigeria was presented to the Society by Capt. B. A. Rice. The
skin of this specimen is decidedly darker and richer in hue
than the typical and Senegalese Servals I have seen. In other

respects it seems to resemble the example of F. s. senegalensis

figured by Sir H. Johnston, the spots being small, numerous, close-

set and irregularly disposed, there being only three definite dorsal

stripes, and pei-haps about eight rows of spots in addition on the

sides and belly. These facts show that there is a complete gradation

between F. togoensis and other true Servals in all the characters

mentioned by Matschie as distinctive of his species. F. togoensis,

therefore, can at most be given only subspecific rank.

On Felis ocreata Gmelin.

Felis ocreata" Gmelin, Anh. Bruce Reisen (trans, by E. W.
Cuhn), ii. p. 27 (1791); H. Schwann, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7)

xiii. p. 421 (1904).

Felis lyhica de Winton in Anderson's Zoology of Egypt,

Mammalia, p. 117 (1902).

Subsp. UGANDiE Schwann.

Torn. cit. p. 424.

There is a single specimen of F. ocreata now living in the

Gardens, which is no doubt referable to this local race. It was
taken as a kitten at Neari, north of Fort Hall, in Uganda, and is the

property of Miss Winifred Edwardes.
The general colour is a stone-grey. The stripes on the body are

scarcely defined but show vip in certain lights as veiy pale yellowish-

brown bands. On the legs they are much more distinct, the two
internal brachial stripes being black and conspicuous. The distal

portion of the tail is also striped with black.

Subsp. CAFRA Desm.

Felis cafra Desmarest, Encycl. Method., Mamm. Suppl. 1822,

p. 540 (and of subsequent authors).

Early in the present year the Society received from Mr. A. W.
Guthrie, C.M.Z.S., of Port Elizabeth, a young example of this race,

which unfortunately died a few weeks after arrival.

I am compelled to agree with Mr. Schwann that the name
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ohscura Desm., admitted by Dr. Elliot to be the earliest name for this

Cat and adopted for it by Mr. de Winton (Anderson's ' Mammals of

Egypt,' p. 1 75), should not supersede cafra. It was probably based

upon a melanistic specimen of the domestic cat described as

F. torquata, or upon a mongrel between that breed and F. ocreata

cafra. Mr. Schwann's reasons for rejecting Mr. de Winton's view
are not, however, in my opinion convincing. He lays stress upon
the fact that the cat was compared to a domestic cat in size and
was too numerously and conspicuously striped for F. o. cafra. The
first reason may be met by saying that the animal was young ; and
the second by the statement that Cuvier's figure of the type does

not bear out the belief in the numerical excess of the stripes over
those of F. 0. cafra*.

It seems to me that the type of F. ohscura might have been a,

young, somewhat unusually well-striped melanistic specimen of

F. cafra, in which the stripes would naturally shoAv up as black

bar's, were it not that Cuvier's figure proves that the tail was
strongly banded to the base. This is a character in which
domestic cats of the torquata- and caifits-breeds often, though not
invariably, differ markedly from examj^les of F. ocreata and
F. sylvestris, in which the caudal stripes are usually only well deve-

loped at the distal end of the tail. Another feature oi F. ohscura

upon which Cuvier laid stress, remai-king that he had never seen

it in the Red-eared African Cats {F. ocreata), is the presence of

two distinct stripes on the cheek. When the stripes are retained

in domestic cats, these cheek-stripes are always visible. But
since they are also present in examples of F. o. cafra, no great

importance can be attached to them in this connection.

The colour of the coat, the banding of the tail, and Cuviei-'s

remarks about the tameness of the Cat when at liberty, are the
principal reasons which make the substitution of ohscura for cafra
hardly defensible.

On Felis nigripes Burchell.

Felis 7iigripes Burchell, Travels, etc. ii. p. 592 (1824) ; Matschie,

SB. Nat. Fr. BerKn, 1894, p. 258; W. L. Sclater, Fauna of

S. Africa: Mammalia, p. 40, fig. 11 (1900).

Two examples of this interesting little Cat, the smallest of all

the species of Felis, were presented to the Society in May 1906 by
Mr. A. W. Guthrie, C.M.Z.S.,of Port Elizabeth. They were pro-

cured from a dealer who declared they came from the Zambesi. It

would be unsafe to place any great reliance upon this statement.

Apart from colour and pattern (text-figs. 177 & 178, pp. 672
& 673) the living animal is remarkably like a diminutive
domestic cat, especially about the head and face. The legs,

however, are relatively shorter, and the paws exceptionally

small and dainty. The iris of the eyes is yellowish green

* The early literature of F. ohscura is as follows :

—" Le chat noir du Cap,"
F. Cuvier, Diet, des Sci. Nat. viii. p. 222 (1817) ; F. ohscura Desmarest. Encvclop.
Method., Mamm. p. 230 (1820); F. Cuvier, Hist. Nat. Mamm. ii. pi. 128 (1826).
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and the pupil contracts to a vertical slit under strong light.

Except in colour, and to a less extent in pattern, this Cat bears no

i^esemblance to the Serval as has been stated by Mr. W. L. Sclater,

Text-fie-. 176.

Skull of FeJis nigripes.

Lateral, dorsal, and ventral views.

Broadly speaking, the skull (text-fig. 176) is like that of F. syl-

vestris and F. ocreaia. When resting on the tips of the canines and

on the bullae, its highest point is on the anterior portion of the

parietals. From that j^oint the top of the cranium descends some-

what abruptly posteriorly, while anteriorly the frontals form a more
gradual descent towards the muzzle. The nasal bones and facial

portion make an abrupt descent from the forehead, the plane of

the nasals being nearh' parallel to the line of the anterior border

of the orbit. The postorbital processes are short but broad and
laminate. The posterior portion of the nasals is strongly com-

pressed. The zygomatic arches are widely expanded in their

anterior or orbital moiety. The under side of the skull is remark-

able for the great size of the auditory bulla? ; the greatest length

of a bulla is equal to the distance between its anterior edge and
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the palatal liin of the posterior nares ; also to the width across the

occipital condyles and to the distance between the posterior edge

of the canine and the posterior edge of the last cheek-tooth {m^) of

the maxilla. The auditory meatus also is correspondingly large.

So far as dentition is concerned, the skull presents a marked
difi'erence from those of F. ocreata and F. sylvestris in the reduction

of the inner cusp of the maxillaiy carnassial to a small rounded lobe.

The following measurements will show some other differences

between the skulls of examples of F. nigripes, F. ocreata, and
F. sylvestris.

.
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is a dwarfed and otherwise modified Cat of the last-mentioned type.

It is not therefore a matter for sni'piise that in many of the

charactei-s in which the skull diftei's from that of F. ocyeata, it shows

an approximation to featuies presented by the young of that

species. This is esjjecially shown in the relatively lai-ger brain-

case and auditoi-y bulke. Tlie skull of a kitten of /'. ocreata

resembling that of F. nigrijies in size diiieis most markedly from

the skull of F. niyripes in that the plane of the nasals is in almost

the same line as that of the antei'ioi- poi-tion of the fi'ontals, the fall

of the face begiiining only a little in front of the f i onto-parietal

suture.

Text-fio'. 177.

JPelis nic/ripcs.

Photograpli of the living- animal in summer coat with markings well-defined.

It ma}' further be noted as an intei-esting fact that the auditoiy

bullae and auditory orifice in F. nigri2)es are actually nearly as

large as in an adult of F. ocreata. The explanation of this is to

be sought. I suspect, in the relative defencelessness of F. nigripes,

which I'eqnires an acntei- auditoi'V sense than F. ocreata, for the

purpose of evading enemies.

The following description of this species is taken from the skins in

the Bi'itish Museum and from the two specimens in the Society's

collection.

General colour creamy oi' greyish fawn on the neck, sides and
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dorsal .suiface of the body, the median dorsal area darker than the

sides, the haii- on the back longer and forming a soi't of short

Text-fio". 178.

Felis niqripes.

Flat skill from specimen in winter coat witli obscure markings.

spinal mane especially upon the lumbo-sacral area as in F. ocreata

45*
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and F.chaus. Head "rabbit" grey, indistinctly or distinctly striped

or spotted on the crown, rarely so on the forehead, whei-e the

stripes are evanescent. Ears short, of about the same size as in

the domestic cat, coloured like the head ; not apically pencilled.

Stripes on the occiput black ; on the nape often broken up and

fading to rusty brown ; those on the sides of the neck especially

tending to assume a rusty hue. In front of the shoulder, short

stripes extend obliquely downwards and forwards on to the neck,

two of them, better marked than the rest, forming collars. A
third collar crosses the interramal area, and thei'e are at least two
well-marked stripes on the cheeks. The pattern on the body
consists for the most part of spots sometimes black, sometimes

suffused with brown. On the dorsal ai'ea the ari'angement of the

spots is sometimes more or less longitudinally linear ; and on the

sides of the thorax two or three oblique stripes are sometimes

formed. The tail has a median dark blackish-brown stripe and

at its distal end about three transverse black stripes, incomplete

below, and a black tip. The ventral surface from the chin to the

anus, and the insides of the limbs and under side of the tail are

white or whitish. The spots on the belly are large and black ; also

on the shoulder and thighs they ai-e blacker as a rule than on the

body. The outer side of the legs is ci'eamy fawn ; the foi-e leg is

encircled at the base with two veiy broad black stripes ; the sole of

the foot up to the wiist is black ; the paw^ is speckled above with

black ; there is an incomplete stripe above the wrist in front.

The hind leg has two strong black stripes above the hock and is

black behind from the pads up to the hock. The under-fur is

almost sooty-black on the dorsal area, but a paler more slate-grey

on the sides.

Log. Bamanguato {F. C. Selous) ; Deelfontein {Claud Grant)
;

Vredefort Road, Orange River Colony {Barrett Hamilton).

Previously recoi-ded from Bechuanaland and the Kalahari Desert.

The skins from different localities mentioned above differ

somewhat from each other ; but there is not as yet sufficient

material, in my opinion, to warrant the naming of local i"aces.

The following measurements in mm. have been taken from

animals in the flesh, with exception of no. 4.
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On Felis caracal Guld.

At the present time there are four Caracals living in the

Gardens, an adult pair from South Africa presented by Col. Slog-

gett, D.S.O., R.A.M.C, a young female from Jebba in Nigeria

presented by Mr. E. Lort Phillijas, and a young male presented

by Sir George Denton from Senegal. The South African animals

have shortei- tails and are rather darker and greyer in tint than

those from North-western Africa ; but the lattei' diflerence may
be merely a question of age. A young specimen brought by
Capt. Rice from Lake Chad was also more richly tinted than those

presented by Col. Sloggett. But the Society's material does not

justify the classification of African examples of this species

into more than one subspecies.

The example bi-ought by Capt. Rice was extraordinarily tame,

although about half-grown, and played about the office with a piece-

of string exactly like a kitten and allowed itself to be handled

without attempting to scratch or bite. The specimen sent by Sir

George Denton, on the contrary, was. Dr. Hopkinson, D.S 0.,

tells me, absolutely savage from its earliest days, although it was
taken when about a month old and always kept on a chain. The
interest of these facts lies in the conclusion they enforce that

fierceness in animals of this kind is a matter of individual

temperament, and not a specific characteristic.

Di'. Hopkinson also tells me that Caracals appear not to be

known actually in the Gambia. The species is at least unknown
to the natives, and there is no name foi- it in any of the

native languages.

On Felis parous Linn.

Subsp. LEOPARDUS Schreb.

Felis leopcmxlus Schreber, Saug. iii. p. 387, pi. ci. (named on
plate), 1777 ; Erxleben, Syst. Regni Anim. p. 509, 1777.

Both by Schreber and Erxleben the name leopardus was applied

to West-African Leopards. Schreber gave the distribution as

fx'om Gambia to the Cape; but Erxleben restricted the locality to

Guinea and the adjoining countries of Africa. Moi-eoA^er his words
" corjiorefnsco maculis suhcoachmatis nigris" and " maculis tnaxiifne

approximatis " forcibly suggest that he was acquainted with skins

or living examples of the form he was describing. The so-called

East-African Leopard cannot therefore be regarded as typical of
'•' leopardtis'^ as Mr. Lydekker maintained*.

* ' Great and Small Game of India,' p. 297, 1900. The sjnoiij'my of some of the

larger species of Felidic is still somewhat confused. For instance, Dr. Neumann
speaks of the Leopard of the Atlas as ^pantliera ' (Zool. Jahrb., Syst. xiii. p. 552, 1900)

.

Dr. Trouessart, on the contrary, applies the name '' jMnthera ' Erxl. to a Leopard
inhabiting- Persia, hidia and Ceylon (Cat. Mamrn. Suppl. p. 268, 1904) ; and
Mr. Lydekker used it for the Persian race which was subsequently named tulliana.

It appears to me, on the contrary, to be evident that Erxleben gave the nmaep'^nthera
to the species that Schreber described as uncia (see Fischer, Syn. Mamm., Add. etc.

p. 567= (367) 1830). At all events there are just as good, or as bad, reasons for holding

that panthera was applied to the species we call the Snow Leopard or Ounce, and
which Ehrenberg not unjustifiably named JF. irbis, as for holding that uncia was
applied to that species. The name pantJiera of Schreber must on Schreber's own
citation be regarded as a synonym of pardus Linn.
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Witliin the last few years the Hociety has received several

examples both yoiuig and adult of this race^namely, two cubs of

about a month old from Sierra Leone, presented by Majoi- Pearce,

R.A.M.C, F.Z.S., one haJf-grown specimen from Ashanti pre-

sented by Mr. R. Higham, and one full-grown animal from
Jaman (Ashanti) presented by Mr. F. 0. Fuller. All ai-e very

uniformly coloured, and are of a peculiar dusky shade Avhich

differs markedly from the golden tawny hue of most Indian

specimens. This dusky efiect is produced by a combination of

two causes, namelj^ by the greyer hue of the interspaces or

ground-colour and by the closeness of the spots, the interspaces

being narrower than the spots and forming what might be

described as a relatively narrow reticulated pattern. Quite distinct

in appearance from these West African Leopards is one now
living in the Gardens, which was brought by Mr. F. H. Melland
from the Luangwe Valley in N.E. Rhodesia, (north of the

Zambesi). This is of the yellow type, like typical Indian

Leopards, but the pattern is less definite than in any of the

Oi'iental and West African specimens now possessed by the Society,

that is to say the component elements of the so-called I'osettes are

less consolidated. In this respect the specimen shows an approxi-

mation to the type of pattern obsei'ved in the (rirahamstown

Leopards recorded by Dr. Glinther in the paper above referred

to* (P. Z. S. 1885, p. 243, pi. xvi. ; id. op. cit. 1886, p. 203, fig.).

I do not think it is possible to find any one character for dis-

tinguishing the skins of African Leopards from those of Asiatic

Leopards as a whole, unless it l)e that African Leopai-ds ai-e more
closely spotted, especially upon the nape of the neck. It is not

true, as has been stated, that they may be distinguished by the

presence of rot-ette-spots upon the shoulders and neck in Asiatic

animals, and of solid spots on those areas in Afiican animals.

Small rosette -sjiots are observable upon the neck of the Leopards
from Jebba and Ashanti already mentioned ; whereas in two
examples from Ceylon and the Centiul Provinces of India, that

were recently living in the Gardens, the spots on the neck were all

solid.

African Leopards never apparently exhibit the large rosettes

seen in some Asiatic animals, especially in the Chinese Felis

pardics fontanieri. Some Asiatic Leopards indeed are almost,

perhaps quite, intermediate in pattern between some African

Leopards and Jaguars. On geographical grounds one would
expect this to be the case ; for the Jaguar is beyond all doubt in

my opinion an American Leopard, in the sense that the Leopard
and the Jaguar are much more nearly related to one another than

* I do not know b\' what lacial title this Leopard from N.E. Rhodesia should
be known. Neumann has given the subspecific name suahelica to what he calls the
large spotted S. African Leopard of which he saw skins from North Ugog'o, Uganda,
and elsewhere. This description does not, however, apply to Mr. Mellaud's specimen.
Nor do the characters of the latter animal agree with those of JP. pardus nimr
Ehrenb., which according to Neumann is a grey form inhabiting the coast of the Red
Sea, and resembling the Persian F. pardus ttiUiana in tint (Zool. Jahrb., Syst.

xiii. p. 552, 1900).
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either is to the Pinna [F. coiicolor), Lion {F. leo) or Tigei-(i'''. tiyris).*

This opinion, obviously suggested by the pattern of the skin, is

confiimed by the similarity in voice between the two species.

The I'oar, which is (j^uite unlike that of a Lion or Tiger, may be

descrilied as a series of hoarse barking coughs, an interval of about

one second separating each expirator}^ effort. It very much re-

sembles the sound produced by sawing a. piece of thin wood with

a coarse-toothed saw. In a female Jaguar now in the Gardens
the roar is less deep-toned, and its repetition is more rapid than

in a female ISTepalese Leopard, but whether these differences obtain

thi'oughout the species or are merely individual, I do not know.
In any case thei'e is no mistaking the fundamental resemblance

lietween the sounds. And I do not think there can be any doubt

that the existing Leopards and Jaguai's are descended from a

counnon stock which in compai-atively i-ecent times i-anged suffi-

ciently far to the noi-tli to pass from Asia to J^oi-th America or vice

versa.

This explanation is in keeping with the greater resemblance,

above referred to, that obtains in pattern between Jaguai'S and
Noi-th Asiatic Leopards than between Jaguars and African

Leopards. And it may be noted that the Leopard which is the

least like the Jaguar in pattern is the one that is furthest

removed from it geographically, that is to say the form from
Grahamstown named Felis 'pardits melcmotlca by Dr. Giinthei".

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVIII.

Pig. 1. Felis serval senegcdensis Less. Skin of a specimen from Sierra Leone, p. 667.

Fig. 2. Felis serval Schreb. Skin of large spotted form from Uganda, p. 667.

Fig. 3. Feiis servalina pantasticta, subsp. nov. Skin of specimen from Uganda,
p. 66-5.

Fig. 4. Felis servalina liposticta, subsp. nov. Skin of type labelled " Mombasa,"
p. 666.

8. A Monograpliic Revision o£ the Monkeys o£ the Genus

Cercopitliems. By R. I. Pocock, F.L.S., Superintendent

o£ the Gardens.
[Received May 28, 1907.]

(Plates XXXlX.-XLlI.t, and Text-figures 179-193.)

Introduction.

The name (Jercopithecus was fiist used in a binominal sense by
Erxleben in 1777 for all the long-tailed Monkeys of the Old World
known up to that time. Subsequent elimination of some of the

species contained in it to form the genera Colobas, Cercocehus,

Macacus, and others in the middle and early half of the last

century gradually gave to the genus its present significance, and
reduced the species referred to it by Erxleben to the following

nine :

—

cliana, mona, sabcea, patas, tiictitans, jietaurista., talapoin,

cephus, and rolotvay.

* I refrain from putting the Ounce {F. uncia) in tbis category, having had very

few opportunities of studying this species either alive or dead,

f For explanation of the Plates, see pp. 745-746.
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Of tliese talwpoin. was made the tyjje of a- separate i^eiius, Mio-
plthecus, by Is. GeofFroy St. H. (C.R. Acad. Sci. xv. p. 720^, 1842), and
this author legitimately selected as the type of Cercojyitliecus the

species named Gcdiitrichus, which is the same as sahceits of Ei-xleben

(Oat. Method. Mamm., Primates, p. 18, 1851).

Since that date the genus Gercojiiihectis has been broken up
into a considerable number of named minor groups, notably by
Reichenbach and Trouessart. No type species were intention-

ally indicated by the authors who named these groups or sub-

genera. One only, namely Cynocebus, was based upon a single

species. Its type therefore was fixed from the beginning. More-
over, in three others, namely Mona, Petaitrista, and JJiana, the

type was, ijjso facto, indicated to stai-t with by the adoption for

the subgenus of the name of one of the si^ecies comprised in it.

Of the majority, embracing more than one species, the types have
up to the present remained unsettled ; and since it is now con-

sidered expedient to fix the type species of all genera and subgenera
in Zoology, I have attempted to revise the subgenera of Cerco-

pitheciis for that purpose and have selected a type species for each

out of the residuum of species remaining from the process of

elimination practised by authors who have preceded me.
The results arrived at are briefly expressed in the following

list :—

Gallithrix Reich.', 1863 (preoccupied). Type by selection

C. callitrich'ihs [ = sabceus Linn.).

Oercopithecus Erxl., 1777. Type by selection C. callitrichus

(^
= sabceus Linn.).

Chlorocebus Gray-, 1870. Type by selection C. sabcmi.s Linn.

Cynocebus Gray ^, 1870. Type ab initio C. cynosurus Scop.

DiADEMiA Reich. \ 1863. Type by elimination and selection

C. leucampyx Fisch.

Diana Trouess.^, 1897. Type by tautonymy G. diana Linn.

Erythrocebus Trouess.^ 1897. Type by selection C. patas
Schreb.

MiOPiTHECUS Geoffr., 1842. Type ab initio C. tcdap>om Schreb.

MoNA Reich.'', 1863. Type by tautonymy G. mono, Linn.

Otopithecus Trouess.'', 1897. Type by selection G. pogonias
Benn

.

Petaurista Reich.\ 1863. Type by tautonymy G. jMaurista
Schreb.

PoGONOCEBUS Trouess.**, 1906. Type G. diana Linn., by sub-

stitution of Pogonocebus for Diana Reich., preoccupied.

Rhinostic'tus Trouess.\ 1897. Type G. 2)ctatirista Schreb.,

by substitution of RJvinostictns for Petaurista Reich.,

preoccupied.

1 Reichenbacli, Die volls. Nat. Affen, pp. 105-122 (1863).
- Gray, Cat. Monkevs B.M. (1870).
s Trouessart, Cat. Mamm. i. pp. 16-22 (1897).
•* Trouessart, Cat. Mamm. Suppl. pp. 10-15 (1906).
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The selection by Is. Geoffrey St. H.of callitricMis{-=sahaius)RS the

type of Cercopithectis rendered abortive Gray's action in assigning

the name Cercopithecus to other species unrelated to sahcetis.

Similarly W. L. Sclater's* selection of mona as the type of that

genus cannot be entertained, both for the above-given reason and

also because mona had been eliminated by Reichenbach as the

type of his section Mona.
Although I have thus endeas'oured to show to what sections

of the genus Cercopithecus the various extant subgeneric names

must be applied, I have done so, not because I think the sections

have generic oi- subgeneric value, but simply because the names

have been proposed by earlier authors. The application of sub-

generic names to these sections is at present, I think, premature,

becavise they rest almost wholly upon colour-characters ; and if

the system be adopted with consistency, it will be necessary to

introduce additional names to emphasize the isolation of cei'tain

other sjoecies, such as G. neglectus, C. Vhoesti, and possibly

C. nigroviridis.

The groups, moreover, are of unequal value. The diffei"ences,

for example, between C. petaurista and C. ascanius or C. signaius,

are, I think, of as much importance as those tha,t separate any of

the species referred to the three sections combined, named after

Qiictitans, leiicampyx, and albogularis—perhaps, indeed, of more

importance.

One group, however, stands out from the rest and might

pei'haps with advantage be given fidl generic status. This is the

group name Erythrocelms, typified by patas. The living animals

differ markedly from other species, not only in colour, but in

form. They are slender Monkeys standing high on the legs, the

fore legs being particu.larly long as compai'ed with those of other

species, which are heavily built and low on the fore legs. A
compai'ison between them forcibly suggests the differences in

aspect between a Chitah and the larger species of Fells of about

the same size, such as a Puma or a Leopard ; and I suspect that

C. patas is more terrestrial and less arboreal than the other

members of the genus Gercopitliecus.

I regret that lack of proper material has pi'evented me making-

use of skull-characters. To woi-k the genus from the ci-aniological

standpoint requires a series of skulls of both sexes at various ages

of development of each species, so that the extent of the variation

in individuals of the same age and of different ages may be

ascertained. The material for this is inadequate ; and since the

measurement and description of such skulls as I have seen would

have doubled my work and inordinately added to the length of this

paper, without yielding commensurate taxonomic results, I have

been compelled to abandon, at all events for the present, all

consideration of cranial characters.

One great systematic difiiculty that I have had to face, and in

* 'Fauna of 8. Africa': Mammals, i. p. 5 (1900). St e also Palmer, ' Catalog-uo

of the Genera of Mammalia' (1904).
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jnaaiy cases to leave unsatisfactorily settled, is tlie decision as to the
status, whether specific or subspecific, that sliould be given to

certain forms. This is an extremely difficult point, and one about
which probably no two authors will agree. I suspect that most of

my present day colleagues w^ill think that I have been too lavish

witli subspecies, and will consider that the higher rank should
liave been assigned to them in most cases. Personally, I doul)t if

in all instances I have gone c|uite far enough in reducing species

to subspecific level. These, however, are relatively unimportant
points which futui-e investigation alone can settle.

An interesting phenomenon connected with the coloration of

the species of this genus is the frequency of the interchange of the
three colours white, red, and black. For example, in C. erythro-

gaster the nose is said to change from black to white cUu-ing

growth. In C. patas I have reason to think that the lips, and in

some cases the nose, turn from black to white and the limbs from
red to white a,s age advances. In C. sdaterl the nose-spot is white;
in C. erythrotis it is red. In C. hurnetti the belly is white ; but
in the closely related C. grayi it is j^ellowish red. In C. petaurista

a,lso it is white, but in C. erythrogaster it is red. In C. kandti
the underside is red ; in C. le%iccmvpyx it is black. In C. diana
the thighs are rusty-red inside ; in C. roloway they are white or

yellow. In C. cepluis the tail may be red or coloured like the back.

Similar phenomena may be observed in the coloui- of the hairs on
the eai' in closely related species ; and the brow-band similai'ly

may be black, white, or red.

The material I have had at my disposal has been the skins in

the collection of the Society and the examples living in the Gardens
during the past four years, most of which were deposited for

scientific work of this kind by the Hon. Walter Rothschild. I

cannot overestimate the help these specimens have been to me

;

;t,nd my thanks are due to Mr. Rothschild for allowing me to make
full use of them. I am also greatly indebted to Sir Ray Lankester
and Mr. Oldfield Thomas for lending me the invaluable collection

of skins in the British Museum, and especially to Mr. Thomas for

giving me the freest possible access at all times to the collection

under his charge. Without this privilege and help my under-
taking would have been ten times more difiicult, perhaps indeed
quite impossible.

The two most recent monogiuphs of this genus were those

by Dr. P. L. Sclater in the ' Proceedings' of this Society for 1893,

pp. 243-258, and by Dr. H. O. Forbes in Allen's Nat. Libr.,

Monkeys, ii. pp. 41-83, 1894. Since that date a, considerable

number of species have been added, principally by Dr, Matschie,

Dr. Neumann, and Mr. Oldfield Thomas. References to the
literature relating to these will be found incorporated in the text

that follows.
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Atiahjtical Key to the Groups of Species.

a. Prevailing colour nearly l)rick-red ; limbs Lelow elbow and knee wlute in

adult ; skin of face and of ears pale tlesh-colonred. PATAS-group (p. 74.'2).

a'. Colour not brick-red ; limbs below elbow and knee not wliite ; face

and ears never whollj' pallid.

h. Long snow-'A'liite uprunning whiskers associated witb a blackish or

dark red bell^'.

c. A white brow-band; markedly white chest and inside of fore limbs;

a tuft of hair on the chin and a white stripe on outside of thigh.

DiANA-group (p. 682).

c'. No white brow-band ; chest not wholly white and inside of fore limbs

not white ; no tuft on chin and no stripe on thigh.

d. Belly blackish and the same colour as the limbs; top of head

blackish, finely speckled, not encircled ... L'HOESii-group (p. 714-)-

d'. Belly and chest red, ditt'ering from the limbs in colour; top of

head encircled with black and mostly golden green.

EEXTlIKOGASTEE-group (p. 715).

h'. Whislcers variously coloured, when white and uprunning associated

with a white or whitish under side.

e. A white cordate nasal spot accompanied by a wliite or greyish-white

under side and in.side of limbs ; under side of tail white and strongly

contrasted in tint with the upper side, at least proximally.
PETAUEISTA-grOUp (p. 717).

e'. Nasal spot, when present and subcordate not accompanied by white

on the under side of the body and tail and inside of the limbs.

/. A very distinct patch of yellow or greyish-yellow hair on the cheek

defined by a black stripe above and below. CEPHUs-group (p. 721).

f. On the cheek no distinct patch of yellow hair defined above and
below by a black stripe rising respectively from the brow and

upper lip.

g. Upper and lower lips pink and contrasted with the slate-blue

hue of the rest of the face ; white, yellow, or red colour of the

under side sharply contrasted, especially on the fore limbs,

with the black or speckled upper and external areas ; (arms

almost always black) MoKA-group (p. 708).

fl'.
Face not so coloured ; colour of underside and of inner side of

limbs not so .sharply contrasted.

//. External surface of arms black or darker than back ; under

side dusky or black.

i. Summit of head with large red brow-band followed by a

jet-black transverse stripe ; a white beard, whitish thigh-

stripe; two inches at base of tail sharply contrasted with

the rest, which is black NEGLECTUS-group (p. Q^A).

i'. Summit of head not so coloured ; no white beard or thigh-

stripe; no sharp contrast in colour at base of tail.

j. A very conspicuous white patch on the nose.

NiCTiTAXS-group (p. 695).

f. No conspicuous or isolated white nose-spot.

k. Black prevailing on head, nape, shoulder, belly, and
thighs ; when the head is strongly speckled the belly

and thighs are black, when the belly and thighs are

speckled the head is black, except for the brow-band ;

(belly rarely red) LEUCAMPYX-group (p. 687).

Tc'. Black absent or at least not dominant on the above-

mentioned areas ; back usually reddish or yellowish.

AiBOGULARis-group (p. 699).

//. External surface of arms not black, sometimes the same
colour as the body, usually rather paler and greyer.

1. Face almost alwa3S black, rarely mottled or freckled with

pigment; whiskers usually growing upwards and back-

wards over the ear ^THiopS-group (p. 725).

I' . Face particoloured, pallid, with black nose and lips.

TALAPOiN-group (p. 740).
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The DIANA-GROUP.

Pogonocehus Trouess., 1906.

Face black, clothed with blacJc hairs, which spread on to the

cheeks, brows, and chin ; a narrow white brow-band (diadem) on

the forehead behind the superciliary black streak. A longer or

shorter tuft of white hairs, forming a beard, on the point of the

chin. A black band running from the corner of the eye to

the ear. Ears black, scantily clothed with white hairs. iSumniit

of head generally blacker than the body ; nape of neck, shoulders,

and sides of body dark ii-on-grey, speckled, the exposed portion of

the hair being black with two or three whitish annuli. A rich

brownish or blackish-red unspeckled band, broiid and posteriorly

expanding, extending from behind the shoulder to the root of the

tail and sharply demarcated from the surrounding iron-grey tint.

The posterior part of the jaw and of the cheek, the sides of the

neck and throat, the chest as far back as the mammte, and

the whole of the front of the fore leg halfway between the elbow

and the wrist white ; the white everywhere, except on the lower

arm, sharply defined from the surrounding black or grey. The
white hair on the cheek forming upi-unning whiskers which

partially overlap the ear. The fore leg, except for the white

strip above mentioned, black or nearly so both outside and
inside. Area of chest behind mammfe and belly jet-black. Outer

side of thigh greyish in front, white, yellow, or rufous behind up
to the root of the tail ; the rest, like the lower leg and foot, black.

The black area on the thigh separated from the anterior grey

area and from the red of the sacral area by a curving white

stripe, which extends forwards and downwards from the npper

rim of the ischial callosity. Inner surface of thigh and the

whole of the pubic and anal areas white, yellow, or rusty brown.

Tail black, with some reddish or grey hairs quite at the base.

Distr. W. Africa : Liberia to Nigeria.

The two known species belonging to this group may be

distinguished as follows :

—

a. Beard short, not more than an inch long, its basal portion covered

to a great extent by black hairs ; inner surface and back of thigh

up to root of tail bright rusty brown diana.

a'. Beard from about two to three inches long, with scarcely any black

hairs at the base ; inner surface and back of thighs white, lemon-

or orange-yellow roloway.

I have adopted Dr. Jentink's determination of these two species.

Cercopithecus DIANA Linn. (Plate XLT. fig. 1.)

Simla diana Linn. Syst. Nat. ed. 12, i. p. 38, 1766 ; Schreber,

Saug. i. p. 94, pi. xiv., 1774.

Cercojnthecus diana Jentink, Notes Leyden Museum, xx.

p. 237, 1898 (nee auct. plurim.).

Cercopithecus diana var. ignita Gray, Oat. Monkeys Brit. Mus.

p. 22, 1870.

Loc. Liberia.
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Cercopithecus roloway Schvebei'. (Text-fig. 179.)

Le Roloway ou la Palatine, Buffon, Hist. Nat. Suppl. vii. p. 77

and pi. XX., 1789.

Simia roloway Schreber, Siiug. i. p. 109, named on p. 187 and
pi. XXV., 1774.

Cercojnthecits roloway Erxl. Syst. Regn. Anim. p. 42, 1777;

Jentink, Notes Leyden Mus. xx. p. 237, 1898.

Cercopithecus palatinus Wagner, in Sclireb. Siiug. Suppl. v.

p. 47, 1855.

Oercopithecus diana, aiict. plurim., nee Linn.

Loc. Gold Coast and Guinea.

The British Museum has an adult male and female from Faiitee

(75.4.30.1-2). No exact locality is known for any of the

Society's specimens.

Text-fi^. 179.

CercopitJiecus rolotvai/ Sclireber.

(From a specimen living in the Society's Gardens.)

There is a possibility, though in my opinion it is remote, that

the name roloway is here used in a wrong sense. In the original

diagnosis and figure of this species the belly was described and
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I'epi'esented as white. Both were taken by Bufibn from a livinjt^

•specimen. But since Buftbn's time no white-bellied Monkey of

this grouj? appears to have come to hand, although a verj'^ large

number of examples have been brought to Eui'ope from Guinea,

the country whence the type of C. roloway came. The explanation

of Buflbn's assumed mistake is probably due, I think, to the fact

that when one of these Monkeys is seated the white of the inside

of the thighs is sometimes continuous with that of the chest and
conceals the black of the belly, so that at a casual glance the

whole of the imder side appears to be white.

If in the future Buftbn is proved to have observed correctly in

the matter of the whiteness of the belly, the species which here

passes as G. roloway will require a new name.

It may be added that young examples of G. roloway are nsually

coloured like tlie adults. Perhaps, however, the thighs get

darker with age ; oi- possibly specimens with white, lemon, or

reddish thighs represent distinct local races. I have not seen

sufficient localised material to determine this point. One young-

example, now living in the Gardens, had no trace of red on the

back when first received, but subsequently acquired it, and difiers

in no respect now from typical specimens.

The XEGLECTUS-group.

Gercoiyitlieci harhaii Sclatei' (in part.) ; Poyonoceh'as Trouess.

(in part.).

Prevailing colour of head, cheeks, neck, dorsal surface, and
sides of body yellowish grey, speckled with black. Upi3er part of

face blackish, lower pait (including tip of nose, upper and lower

lips, and chin) clothed with white hair, the skin blue. A mesially

interrupted black brow-band. Behind this a large fiery-red

diadem broad in the middle and tapering laterally. Behind this

a sharply defined jet-black transverse band, narrowest in the

middle and expanding at the sides, where it extends backwards
to the ears. On the throat a jDatch of white hairs ending in a

point behind on the fore part of the chest and continuous with
the white of the chin in front. The hair- of this area mesially

long, forming a white beard, which is not restricted to the point

of the chin. Hairs of the chest short, directed backwards and
downwards. Fore leg black externally, at least below the elbow,

its radial aspect and area above elbow olive-green, speckled

;

a black stripe set oflf by a paler one running obliquely down the

upper portion from the shoulder to the radial side of the elbow
and continuous with the radial edge of the black of the lower

arm. Tail with its basal two inches the same colour as the back

;

the rest jet-black. Area of rmnp beloAv the callosities white and
continuous with the white of the innei- side of thighs and of the

pubic area. On the outer side of the thigh a crescentically

curved pale stripe runs from the Avhite beneath the callosities and
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descends to the knee. Apait from this pale stripe the outei' side

of the thigli and lower leg is gi'eyish or olive, dai-ker above and
over the knee, where the pigmented ai-ea is strongly conti-asted

with the white of the innei- side of the thigh ; foot and ankle
black. Ventral surface from the chest to the pubic area soot}-

olive-grey.

Distr. Region of Lake Rudolf to the Cameroons and Congo.

Text-fio-. 180.

Head of Cercopithecus neglectiis Schlcgel.

(From P. L. Sclater, P.Z. S. 1893, p. 255.)

C. neglectus has hitherto been associated with C. (rZiffl>i« on account

of the presence of a white beard and of a white stripe on the

external aspect of the thigh arising from a point near the ischial

callosity. The importance of these characters as evidence of

affinity is, however, lessened by the fact that C. mona has a white

patch close to the callosity ; that in C neglectus the white stripe

in question starts at a point on a level with the lower mai-gin of

the callosity, whereas in G. cliana it arises at its upper margin
;

that in C. neglectus the beard is not an isolated tuft depending
fi'om the point of the chin, as in C. diana and C. roloicay, but is

formed by the elongation of the hairs covering the inferior edge

of the lower jaw and of the thi"oat ; and that in G. diana the

beard is scarcely developed. These differences, taken in con-

junction with the dissimilarities in colour, in the direction of the

growth of the hairs on the cheek, destroy confidence in the

conclusion that they ai"e to be regarded as criteria of kinship

close enough to wan-ant the association of the two species in one
section of the genus Gercopithecus.

It appears to me that the characters of the one known species

point to its being an aberi-ant type of the Leucampyx-group.
From these it differs principally in the red colour of the brow-band

;
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the presence of the l^lack stripe behind it on the head ; the

backward extension of the throat-patch to form a point on the

chest ; the length of the hairs on the chin ; the presence of

the white stripe on the thigh ; and the sharp line of demar-
cation between the speckled base of the tail and the black distal

portion.

Text-fig. 181.

CercopUhecus neglectus Schlegel.

(From a young specimen from the Cameroons, now living in the

Society's Gardens.)

To this section belongs the single species presenting the

characters of the section. Its synonymy is as follows :

—

Cercopithecus neglectus Schlegel. (Text-figs. 180, 181.)

(Jercopithecus leucocampyx (errore foi* leitcampyx Fisch.) Gray,

Cat. Monkeys Brit. Mus. p. 22, 1870 (nee l&ucampyx Fischer).

Cercopithecus neglectus Schlegel, Mus. Pays-Bas, vii. p. 70,

1876 ; and of recent authors.

Cercopithecus hrazzce M.-Edwards, Rev. Sci. (3) xii. 1886;

P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 255, and p. 443, pi. xxxiii.*

Loc. Region of the White Mle and Lake Rudolf to the Congo
and Cameroons.
The examples of this species that I have seen appear to be

* In this figure the limbs are much too long, the beard is yellow instead of white,

and the stripe on the thigh is omitted.
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referable to two distinct kinds, which are regarded as subspecies
and may be distinguished as follows :

—

a. Outer side of hind legs down to ankle pale gre3'ish g-reen,

speckled, only a little darker than the area above the thigh-
stripe and sharply defined from the black of the foot and
ankle ; a little darker over knee Subsp. hrazziformis.

a'. Outer side of legs blackish olive, much darker than area above
thigh-stripe and not so strongly contrasted with the black
of the ankle and foot ; a considerable quantity' of black over
the knee Subsp. neglechis.

The type of C. neglectus hrazziformis is the skin of the Monkey
identified by Dr. Sclater as Cercojnthecus hrazzce (P. Z. S. 1896,

p. 780), v/hich was said to have come from the French Congo.
I can find no evidence for this locality. The animal was purchased
by the Society from the Gardens in Antwerp, and may there-

fore have come from Belgian rather than from French territory

in W. Africa.

Of what may be regarded as the typical form, the British

Museum possesses the imperfect skin obtained by Petherick
on the White Nile and referred by Gray with some insight to

0. leucamjyyx ; a specimen shot by Donaldson Smith on the Omo
River, north of Lake Rudolf ; a third from the Charada forest in

Kaffa, 6000 ft., procured by Mr. W. N. Macmillan. From these
I cannot distinguish subspecifically a series sent home by Mr.
G. L. Bates from the Ja River, Cameroons, and taken near the
bank of the river at an altitude of 2000 ft.

The measurements Mr. Bates gives of his specimens are as
follows :

—

S . Head and body 580 mm., tail 680 mm.
$• „ „ ^^0 „ „ 490 „

$.^_. n. „ 485 „ „ 510 „

$ „ :, 500 „ „ 470 „

One of Mr. Bates's specimens difiers markedly fi'om the others

and from the eastern forms. The dirty white colour of the chest

extends past the mamma? and spreads on to the inner side of the
arm, even below the elbow ; most of the hairs on the black band
on the head, especially in the middle, have a reddish subapical

band ; the tail is not jet-black, but tinged with rufovis, the pale

basal ai'ea and the dark poition being much less sharply demarcated.
According to Mr. Bates the native name for this Monkey in

the Cameroons is '• Avut " or " Fum."

The LEUCAMPYX-group.

Diademia Reich.

Skin of face slate-blue ; upper and lower lips and often the

nose clothed with short greyish-white hairs. jSTo pink area on
upper and lower lips. Fringe of hair on ears almost always
white. No black stripe on brow, temple, or cheek ; but fre-

quently a speckled or whitish brow-band when the summit of the

Proc. Zool. See— 1 907, No. XLYI. 46
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head is black. Oheek-liairs usually speckled .erey and lilack,

i-irely black, and contrasted with the dai-ker often jet-black

colour of the top of the head and nape. Forearm jet-black

outside, dark inside, the two surfaces gradually blending in tint

;

the black of the upper arm frequently continued from shoulder

to shoulder. UpiDei- surface and sides of body almost always

uniformly speckled greyish yellow and black, the pale annuli in

the hairs rarely with a rufous tinge. Tail the same colour above
as below, speckled pi-oximall}^, darker, usually quite black distally.

Hind legs black externally or weakly speckled ; dark grey in-

ternally. Chin and throat grey or white, paler than the chest

and belly, Avhich are black or dark grey and almost always darker

than the sides of the body. Rarely the whole ventral area red.

Distr. Basin of the Congo; S. Abyssinia; Lake Mweru.
The species of this section differ from those of the Albogularis-

section in the absence of the red or yellow tint from the fur of

the dorsal area, the predominance of the black pigment in the

hairs of the head, shoidders, hind legs, and belly. In C. stuhl-

manni the belly is scarcely darker than in some of the forms of

the Albogularis-section, and the hairs of the hind legs, though
nearly black, ai^e annulated. The head and shoulders, howevei-,

are jet-black. In C. ojnsthostictus, on the contrary, the head and
nape much resemble those of C. moloneyi, but the belly and
hind legs are black.

This group is also unmistakably nearly allied to the Nictitans-

group, through such a form as 0. leiijcampyx boutourlimi ; and
also, I believe, though less closely, to the K^eglectus-group.

The material of this group that I have seen is insufficient to

establish with certainty the rank that should be assigned to the

various foi'ms below recognised. Provisionally I refer them to

three species, namely C. letocamjyi/x, C. opisthostictus, and C.

kandti ; and divide C. leticampyx into a considerable number of

subspecies. Some of the lattei- may, however, prove to be worthy
of specific status, or to be merely based upon individual vai-iations

dependent perhaps on age ; while, on the contrary, forms inter-

mediate between C. ojnsthostictios and C. leiicamijyx or between

C. kandti and C. leiicampyx may prove that C opisthostictus and
C. kandti are but svibspecies of the earliest described species of the

group.

The chai"acters of the three fibove-mentioned forms, I'egai-ded

as species, may be tabulated as follows :

—

a. Lower surface, inside of liind legs, and of fore legs at base

red ; some red close to and upon the base of the tail Jcandti.

a'. Above-mentioned areas not red.

b. Summit of head and nape of neck thickly speckled with
grey and mucli less markedly darker than the sides of

the neck and cheeks ; black and pale anniili in the hairs

on the bod}' subequal in width opisthosticttis.

h'. Summit of head and nape not thickly speckled with grey

and therefore much darker than the sides of the neck

and cheeks, when the latter are speckled
;
pale annuli on

hairs of body much narrower than the black Iei(ccniipj/x.
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Cercopithecus leucampyx Fischer.

Key to the subspecies here recognised :

—

a. Hairs clothing sides of neck and of cheeks, except close to the

face, jet-black, like the top of the head and the shoulders

;

a sharply defined, mostly white brow-band Subsp. nigrigenix.

a'. Hairs clothing sides of neck and of cheeks speckled black and
yellowish grey.

b. A brow-baiid of speckled or whitish hairs sharply defined from
the black of the svimmit of the head ; colour of thighs and of

sacral area usually gradually blending.

c. Median area of back greenish, turning to a ruddy tinge on
the root of the tail : side^ of body noticeablj- paler and
greyer than back ; tail not distally black Subsp. doggetti.

c . Back, sides of body, and root of tail nearly uniformlj^ grey,

speckled ; tail black distally.

d. Area between shoulders covered with nearly jet-black

hairs forming with the hairs of the fore legs, nape, and
head a continuous black area ; hairs on belly distinctly

annulated ; some grey or white in brow-band.
e. Thighs much darker thaia sacral area and sharply defined

therefrom {teste Cnvier) Subsp. leucampyx.

e'. Thighs not sharply- defined in colour from the sacral

area Subsp. stuhlmanni.

d'. Area between shoulders grizzled like the rest of the back,

but a little darker ; belly-hairs duskier, less annulated

:

brow-band speckled like cheeks Subsp. carruthersi.

h' . Brow-band much less defined, the summit of the head and
the nape of the neck decidedly speckled, though blackish

;

thighs black and sharpl}' defined from sacral area.

f. A conspicuous black patch on temple in front of ear ; brow-
band largely white Subsp. ^Z««^o.

f . No conspicuous black patch on temple in front of ear; no
white in brow-band Subsp. boutourlinii.

Subsp. leucampyx Fisch.

Cercojnthecus diana (Le Diane, femelle), F. Cuvier, Hist. Kat.

Mamm. i. pi. xvi., 1824.

Cercojnthecus leucamjyyx Fischer, Syn. Mamm. p. 20, 1829
(type C. diana 5 of F. Cuvier).

Cercojyithecus diadematus Is. Geoflr. St. H. in Belang. Voy.,

Zool. p. 51, 1834 (type C. diana $ , F. Cuv.).

Head, neck, shoulders, arms, legs, and tail black, belly and chest

not so dark as the rest. Thighs sharply marked off by colour

from the sacral region of body, which, like the entire i-egion behind
the shoulders, is grey, ticked black and white. Brow-band con-

spicuous, white with a tinge of yellow. The whole of the cheek
below a line joining the eye and the inferior edge of the ear

covered with grey, speckled hairs ; the sides of the neck similarly

coloured. Lips, chin, and nose covered with short white hairs.

Lqc. W. Africa.

I have seen no specimen quite agreeing with Ouvier's descrip-

tion and figure of this species. In drawing up the above-given
diagnosis and in placing the subspecies in the analytical key,

I have been dependent upon the characters furnished by that

author.

4C5*-
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Subsp. STUHLMANNi Matschie. (Plate XXXIX. fig. 2.)

Cercopithecus stiMmanni Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin,

1893, p. 225.

Cercopithecus otoleucus P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1902, vol. i. p. 237,

pi. XXV.

Said to resemble C. leucatnpyx in the blackness of the head,

the neck, and the anterior limbs, the greyish tint of the upper

side, the white frontal band, white lips and chin, and the grey

annulated hairs on the whiskers ; and to differ from that species

in having the greater part of the tail, the inner side of the legs,

and the belly coloured like the back, and the outer side of the

hind limbs also coloured like the back but darker, and the throat

as well as the chin snow-white, and with some longer yellowish-

white hairs on the border of the ear.

Length of body 660 mm., of tail 945 mm.
Loc. E. Africa : north of Kinjawanga,, a little to the west of

Ituri, between Lakes Albert Edward and Albert, 29° 35' E. lat.,

0° 25' N. long. ; also Kwidjvi Island in Lake Kivu.

In the type of Cercopithecus otoleiicus now living in the Gardens,

the head, nape, area between the shoulders, shoulders, and fore

legs are jet-black. The brow-band is grey-white, not snow-white,

the hairs of its anterior portion being greyish and speckled like

those of the cheek. The hairs of the ears are not white, but

faintly tinged with pinkish red. The skin of the face is deep

slate, with short whitish hairs on the lijjs. The thi'oat and chin

are white, and there is a dusky patch crossing the fore part of

the chest behind the white of the throat. The whole body above

is speckled grey and black. The belly also is speckled like the

back, but not so thickly, and the thighs externa;lly are speckled

and not sharply marked ofi^ in coloui- from the saci'al area, the

tints of the two gradually blending. The tail is black at its

distal end, speckled with grey proximally.

The specimen came from Latuka Mountain in Xorth Uganda
[Delme RadcUffe).

Dr. Matschie appears to think that the type of C. otoleucus may
be distinguished from that of C. stuhhnanni by having no white on
the chin, and the hind legs and tail black. This is not the case,

as the above-given diagnosis shows, and it is highly probable that

the two are subspecifically identical.

Dr. Matschie has recently described, under the name C. neu-

manni, some specimens from Kwa Kitoto in North Kaviiondo
(SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1905, p. 266, pi. x.). This so-called

species is said to differ from C. stuhhnanni in that the hairs of

the brow-band are not grey-white but nai-rowly banded with

dusky grey, and the hairs on the ears grey and not white ; the

hind legs also are dai'ker and only slightly speckled, and the belly

mouse-gi'ey and speckled instead of olive-grey and speckled.

In the British Museum (Reg. no. 1.8.9.17) there is a skin of

a specimen procured by Sir H. H. Johnston at an altitude of

4000 feet in the Mpanga Forest, Avhich appears to differ from
the type of C. otoleucus only in the absence of greyish-white hairs
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in the brow-band. In the continuity and completeness of the jet-

black hue of the head, nape, and shoulders it resembles the types

of C. I. otolevcus and nigrigenis, and, I presume, also of G. I. stukl-

')nanni and of typical C. leacampyx. It leads from the foregoing,

which have at least some white in the brow-band, to the two
following subspecies, in which no white is therein traceable.

Additional specimens may prove this example to be worthy of

recognition as a distinct subspecies. The head and body of the

Mpanga Forest specimen measui-e 574 mm. ( = 23 inches) and the
tail 900 mm. ( = 36 inches).

It should be stated that, in the diagnosis of C. stvMmanni,
Matschie does not mention the presence of a black bar across the

chest, which is present in the example from the Mpanga Forest

and also in other specimens of this group of Cercopithecus, where
the belly and chest are of a greyish hvie.

Subsp. CARKUTHERSI, nov.

Closely related to C. I. stuhhncmni, but distinguishable by the
absence of white in the brow-band and the less amount of blackness

of the area between the shoulders, which is ticked with grey,

being only a little darker than the back and decidedly lighter

than the head. The belly also is less speckled with grey, and
hence darker.

Loc. Ruwenzori, east side, 10,000 ft. [D. Carruthers). Type in

Brit. Mus.
There is also a native-j^repai'ed skin, apparently of the same

subspecies, in the British Museum, ticketed " Uganda ((x. ^. >S'coii

Elliot)." Possibly it also came from Ruwenzori.

Subsp. DOGGETTI, nOV.

Summit of head, including area round ears, and nape of neck
to area between shoulders, where speckling commences, jet-black.

"Whiskers and brow-band olive-grey ticked with black. Median
area of back greenish grey, speckled ; sacral region with reddish-

brown tinge, but speckled. >Sides of body speckled, but greyer than
dorsal area. Tail nearly black at the distal end, the i-est greyish

above and below, speckled only at the base. Fore leg and hands
jet-black externally; hind leg from hip blackish grey, speckled;

foot quite black. Belly and inside of limbs ashy grey ; a dark

band crossing the region of the collar-bones. Middle line of

throat white, the white narrower than in the type of G. omensis.

Head and body 487 mm., tail 655 mm. (? imperfect).

Loc. S.W. Ankole, between Lakes Victoria and Albert Edward
(jr. Doggett).

A single female specimen in the collection of the British

Museum.
This subspecies is characterised by the rufous speckling at the

base of the tail, the extension of the speckling, although indis-

tinct, to the tip of that organ, the yellower hue of the back as

compared with the sides, and the greyness of the sides of the body
an.d of the belly.
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Subsp. NiGRiGENis, iiov. (Plate XXXIX. fig. 1.)

Cercopithecus leucampyx P. L. )Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 253 (nee
^.'. leuccmipyx Fischer).

Brow-band broad in the middle, narrowed laterally, mostly
white, its anterior hairs long, annulated, pigmented almost to the
base and continuous laterally vvith the similarly pigmented and
annulated hairs of the anterior part of the cheek adjacent to the
naked or nearly naked skin of the face. The whole of the summit
and back of the head, the nape and sides of the neck, and the
shoulders both above and laterally, as well as the area in front of
and below the ears and on the greater part of the cheek, jet-black,
the black hair on the cheek gradually blending in front with the
speckled hair on the anterioi' part of the cheek adjacent to the
face and inferiorly with the greyish-white hair clothing the inter-
ramal area and the throat. Upper and lateral portions of body
behind shoulders speckled greyish yellow, a little yellower dorsally
than laterally ; the speckling scarcely extending on to the tail,

which, for the greater part of its length above and below, is

black. The posterior part of the throat, the chest, and belly
black. Limbs, outside and inside, and hands and feet black

;

back of the thighs and, in the female, the pubic I'egion greyish
and obscurely s]3eckled.

Log. W. Africa.

The type and only known repi'esentative of this subspecies
is a single female specimen, ticketed " W. Africa," in the
Society's collection. This was identified as G. leuccmipyx by
Dr. Sclater, who followed Schlegel in thinking C. pUito of Gray a
synonym of C. leucampyx. This specimen dilfers, however, fi'om
the type of C. leucampyx, as it does from all the other repre-
sentatives of this group, in having the sides of the neck and
almost the entire cheek jet-black. It further differs from the
type of C. piluto in having the brow-band sharply defined.

Subsp. PLUTO Gi-ay,

Cercopithecus pluto Gray, P. Z. S. 1848, p. 56 (text-fig., p. 57),
pi. iii.

Brow-band not sharply defined behind from the colour of the
rest of the head, consisting for the most part of white hairs
apically annulated. Summit and back of head black, speckled
with grey. A black patch on the temple in front of the ear,

but the rest of the hairs on the cheek, both close to the face,

beneath the ear, and on the sides of the neck, speckled grey and
black. Nape of neck and shoulders black, but speckled with
grey. Dorsal surface and sides of body paler than shoulders,
speckled grey and black. Tail speckled in its basal portion, the
greater part of it black. Fore limb jet-black. Hind limb black,

slightly speckled but sharply defined by its colour from the sacral

area. Belly and chest sooty grey, not speckled.

Loc. Angola.
The type of this species is in the British Museum : ISTo, 50.7.9.2.

It formerly lived in the Society's Gardens. There is also in the
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British Museum a younger specimen of the same subspecies, not

difiering in any veiy striking chai-acters from the type.

By common consent C pluto Gray has of late years been

regarded as strictly synonymous with C. leucampyx Fischer. The
type of C. pluto, however, at least differs from that of C. leiicampyx

in having the summit of the liead, the nape of the neck, and the

shoulders distinctly speckled -with grey. Hence the brow-band

lacks the definition seen in typical C. leucatnpyx and in C leu-

ca'nipyx nigrigenis, and approaches the condition obsei'vable in

C. I. boutourlinii.

Subsp. BOUTOURLINII Gigl. (Text-fig. 182.)

Gercopithecus hoidourlinii Giglioli, Zool. Anz. x. p. 510, 1887 ;

P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 441 ; Forbes, Monkeys, i. p. 69,

1894.

Text-fia-. 182.

CercopitJiecus leucanipi/x boutourlinii Giglioli.

(From P. L. Sclater, P. Z.S. 1893, p. 442.)

Gercopithecus alUgularis Gigl. Ann. Mus. Genov. (2) vi. p. 8,

1888 (nee Sykes).

Gercopithecus omensis Thos. P. Z. S. 1900, p. 801.
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Bi'ow-band not sharply differentiated from summit of head,

which, like the nape, although blackish, is speckled with yellowish

grey. Anterior hairs of brow-band darker than in G. I. stiohlmcmoii ;

'

no black j^atch of hair in fi-ont of the ear. Shotilders black but

speckled with grey, at least in the middle hue. Dorsal and lateral

areas of body speckled gi'eyish yellow, uniformly tinted ; tail

speckled only at the base, the I'est black. Fore legs jet-black ;

hind legs also jet-black, and sharply defined from the sacral

region. Belly jet-black, not speckled. Throat, lips, and chin

white, a smudge of black defining the white of the lips. Head
and body 600 mm., tail 700 mm.

Zoc. Southern Abyssinia to Lake Rudolf.

The above-given description is taken from an adult specimen

in the Biitish Museum obtained in the Oharada Forest, Kafia

(600 ft. alt.), by Mr. W, N. Macmillan. GigHolrs type also came
from Kaffa. Sclatei- I'ecords another specimen in the Florence

Museum from Abugifar in Grimma, province of Gojam. The type

of C omensis, a young animal, was from the Omo River, which
flows southwards into the northern extremity of Lake Rudolf.

This form, species or subspecies, is obviously more nearly

related to C. leucamj^yx than to C. cdbogularis, with which Gigiioli,

Sclater, and Forbes compared it. This mistake as to its affinities

may have misled Thomas into describing the type of C. omensis

as a new species.

Cbrcopitheous opisthostictus Sclater.

Cercopithecus opisthostictus P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 725.

Skin of face dark, upper lip scantily clothed with white hairs

;

lower lip, chin, and throat white. LTjDper surface of the head and
nape greyish black, the black predominating, the two pale annuli

on the hairs much narrower than the intervening black spaces
;

on the anterior part of the forehead, however, the grey pre-

dominates, as also on the cheeks and sides of the neck, which ai-e

decidedly paler than the crown and nape. Area between shoulders

blackish, the grey annuli being veiy narrow. Shoulders and ai-ms

black. Thoracic, lumbar, and sacral regions of body and root of tail

speckled, the hairs with four or five grey annuli, which for the

most part exceed the black spaces in width. Ventral surface

jet-black from the anterior extremity of the chest to the pubic

region. Legs black externally from the hip to the foot, grey, but

not so gi'ey as the back, internally. Tail greyish in its basal

third, becoming gradually blacker, almost its distal two-thiids

jet-black. Sometimes, but not always, there is a reddish-brown

patch on each side near the root of the tail.

Length from crown of head to root of tail 525 mm., of tail

700 mm.
Loc. Region of Lake Mweru.
I have seen four specimens of this species. The two flat
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imperfect skins sent to Dr. Sclater by Vice-Consul (now Sir Alfred)

Sharpe from Lake Mwern ; a third, sent hj the same collector,

to the British Museum (No. 92.2.6.2), and ticketed " Nyasaland."
The fourth and best of the series is also in the British Museum
(No. 95.7.12.1); it was sent to that institution by Mr. F. S.

Arnot, who procured it in the Kundilungo Mountains, west of

Lake Mweru.
The black belly, limbs, and shoulders, the predominance of

black on the head, the white chin and thx-oat, and the absence of

red from the dorsal area, enforce the inclusion of this species in

the Leucampyx-group of the genus.

Cercoptthecus kandti Matschie.

Cercopithecus Jcandti Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr, Berlin, 1905,

p. 264.

Summit of head and nape jet-black ; summit of shoulders

blackish but speckled. Brow-l3and and whiskers on cheeks
greyish gieen, si^eckled. Back from behind shoulders to sacral

region speckled greyish green, with reddish-yellow bases to the

hairs. A quantity of rusty-i'ed hair on the buttocks both above,

below, and at the sides of the tail. Tail rusty red at the base, the

red gradually fading posteriorly, the distal portion black and
more or less speckled. Fore legs jet-black ; hind legs blackish

but speckled. A^entral surface, inside of fore legs at the base and
of the hind legs rusty red.

Loc. Near Lake Kivu [Powell Cotton) ; north of Lake Kivu
{Matschie^.

The above-given description is taken from two flat native-

prepared skins in the British Museum ^iresented by Major Powell
Cotton.

^

This sj)ecies differs from other members of the Leucampyx-
group by the rufous tint of the underside and of the area

round the base of tlie tail. It might almost be described as an
erythristic form of C. leuc(mij)yx stuhlmanni.

The NICTITANS-group.

Rhinostict'us Trouess. (in part.).

Closely resembling the Leucampyx-group in general coloration,

but with the hairs on the nose forming a. well-defined large white

or yellowish spot, sharply differentiated from the darker-coloured

upper and lower lips, and with strongly convex upper border.

Distinguished from the Petaurista-group by the absence of the

black brow-band and of a black stripe crossing the temple from
the eye to the ear. No black strij^e on the cheeks, which are

uniformly speckled greenish black. Head and nape darker than
the back, which is blackish speckled with grey, but scarcely

yellowish. Tail the same colour above as below, black throughout
the greater part of its length. Fore legs black. Belly gieyish

black and srizzled ; throat and sometimes the chest whitish.
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Owing to the presence of the nose-spot, the species of this

section have been hitherto associated with G. petaurista and its

allies. It is possible that the two groups are connected thi'ough

such a form as G. signatus, wliich difiers from typical members
of the Petaurista-group in the coloration of the cheeks ; but

C. nictitans appeal's to me to be much moi'e nearly I'elated to the

Leuca.mpyx-group, especially to G. I. boidourlinii, from which it

difiei's essentially only in the gi-eater definition of the hairs forming

the patch upon the nose and their distinctness from those of the

upper lip.

As beai'ing on the views here expi'essed as to the affinity

between C. nictitans and G. leucmnpyx, it is significant that Cuvier

called attention to the similarity between his Diane feioaelle, the

type of G. leucampyx, and the Hocheur (G. nictitans).

Distr. Liberia through Nigeria to the Congo and Gaboon.

The two species referred to this group may be briefly dis-

tinguished as follows :

—

a. Breast, belly, and base of fore legs on the inner side blackish ; no

red on ischio-pubic area nictitans.

<('. Breast and inner side of arms at base whitish ; some red hairs on
ischio-pubic region and on base of tail, at least in adult martini.

The differences between these two species are not very marked.

I have not, however, seen any intermediates to justify me in

regarding them merely as subspecific foims. Of the two,

G. nictitans is much more commonly imported, and may usually

be seen in menageries.

Cehcopithecus nictitans Linn. (Text-fig. 183.)

Subsp. NICTITANS (Linu.).

iSi'inia nictitans Linn. Syst. Nat. i. p. 40, 1766.

Ge7'copithecus nictitans Erxl. Syst. Regn. Anim. p. 35, 1777,

and of subsequent authors.

Entire dorsal area from forehead to root of tail thickly speckled

with yellowish grey ; hairs blacker in front of and behind ears

and sometimes slightly so on nape. Arms and shoulders black
;

legs blackish but speckled. Tail mostly black, speckled at base,

without red hairs beneath. Hairs on throat and chm greyish,

a black band across collar-bones ; chest and belly dark grey to

blackish, but more or less speckled. No red on ischio-pubic area.

Hairs on body with narrow grey annuli.

Log. From the Cameroons to Oette Cama.
Pousai-gues records this species from various localities in the

French Congo—namely, San Benito, Alima River, Magumba,
Banqui, and Cette Cama.

Since the exact locality of G. nictitans is unknown, I propose to

regard as typical of this species a foim represented in. the British

Museum by examples from the Benito River, in the Congo,

collected by Mr. G. L. Bates. They were taken at sea-level from
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fifteen to twenty miles from the mouth of the i-ivei-. These
specimens ga,ve the following measurements in the flesh :

—

1. cT . Heiiil and boilv J)15 mm., tail 805 mm.
2. ?, „ .,

'

:>?,() ., ., 775 ..

•^.9-. ., ., o3o „ ., 8(>0 „
4. $ . ,, ., 535 ^, ., 8(i0 ..

Accoi'ding to Mr. Bates, tlie Jfang name for tliis Monkey,
known to dealers as the " Hoeheur," is '• Avem.''

Text-liii-. 183.

Cercopithecus aivtitans Liiiii.

(From a specimen living in tlie Society's (Tiivik-iis.)

Mr. Bates also obtained examples from Efulen in the Bulu

Country, Cameroons, 1500 ft. alt. These differ from the Benito

River examples in having the haii'S on the foi-e part of the throat

and on the posterior part of the abdomen washed with brown.

I do not know whether this difference in tint has any systematic

value, or whether it is due to artificial staining of the haii' during

the preparation of the skins. The measui-ements of two are as

follows :

—

1. 2 . Head and body 530 mm., tail 800 mm.
2. 9 540 „ „ 750 „
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tSubsi3. LAGLAIZEI, llOV.

Like the Benito River form, which I regard as typical, but
much greyer dorsally, owing to the greater length of the grey as

comj)ared with the black annuli on the hairs. In a back hair of

C. nictitans laglcdzei, picked haphazard, measuring 80 mm., the
viltimate pale annulus measures 4 mm., the jsenultimate 5 mm.,
and the intervening area about 8 mm. ; whereas in a hair of

C. nictitans nictitans, measuring 65 mm., the ultimate pale

annulus is 1'5 mm., the penultimate 2 mm., and the intervening-

area about 8 mm. These differences are fairly constant. In no
case do the pale annuli of the typical form nearly reach half the
width of the intervening dark annulus.

Log. C4aboon [Laglaize coll.). In B.M., Reg, no. 80.6.7.1.

Cercopithecus MARTINI Waterh. (Plate XXXIX. fig. 5.)

Gerco2nthecus martini Waterhouse, P. Z. S. 1838, p. 58; 1841,

p. 71.

Cerco'jnthecus luclio Gray, P. Z. S. 1849, p. 8, pi. ix. fig. 2.

Cercopithecus stamvpflii Jentink, Xotes Leyden Museum, x.

p. 10, 1888.

? Cercopithecus temmincM Ogilby, Is. Geoflfr. St. H. Diet. Hist.

Xat. iii. p. 303, 1845.

Skin of face (diied) black ; lijDS clothed with short whitish
hairs ; nose-spot large, white ; hairs on cheek and sides of neck
speckled black and j-ellowish. Head speckled black and yellow
on forehead, the yellow speckling more pi'onounced than on
cheeks ; on the crown of the head, the nape of the neck, in

front and behind the ears the yellow speckling much less con-

spicuous, the black largely predominating owing to the disappear-

ance of the distal yellow annuli. Back from behind the shouldei'

to the root of the tail densely speckled with yellowish grey, which
predominates over the black. Arms black extei'nally. Legs darker
than back but speckled ; hands and feet black. Throat and chest

dirty greyish white ; the pale area of the throat separated from
that of the chest by a faint blackish band ; the pale area of the
chest extending in a point backwards to the end of the sternum,
and spreading on to the base of the arms on the inner side.

Belly dark smoky grey, faintly speckled, the colour becoming-
paler posteriorly and upon the inner side of the thighs. A con-

siderable quantity of rusty-red hair upon the ischio-j^ubic region.

Tail Avith its basal fourth like the sacral ai-ea ; some reddish

bail's b}- the anus beneath ; the distal three-fourths black.

Loc. Liberia to the Cameroons.
Cercoiyithecus martini was based upon a native-prepared and

imperfect skin, with the face and other parts cut away. It is in

the British Museum, and is labelled " Ferntindo Po." It does not
appear to be specifically or subspecifically separable from the
form named C. hccUo by Gray. Cercopithecus stampflii was de-

scribed as distinguishalDle from C. nictitans by having white-
coloured underparts, but in the description only the chin, bren?;t,
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foi'e part of the belly, and the upper part of the inside of the fore

limbs are said to be white. Examination of a large number of

skins may show that Liberian and Nigerian examples are sub-

specifically distinct ; but as yet there is no evidence of this, so far

as I am awai-e.

The above-given description is taken from the skin of an adult

female in the British Museum labelled "[Neighbourhood of

Oamei'oon Mountains, 71.7.8.2
;
purchased of Mr. Cutler." There

is also a smaller example in the British Museum from Jebba, on
the Niger (G. F. Abadie : no. 0.3.29.1), which has the belly paler

and the tail more speckled and no red on its base beneath and
no red hairs on ischio-pubic region ; also three specimens

( 5 )

in the Society's collection labelled " W. Africa," and numbered
11.7.96 to 21.4.1901, 6.3.1900 to 24.1.1901, 3.4.1900 to 15.8.1900,

the nvimbers indicating the date of arrival and death. These
have more green in the hair than the wild-killed examples,

and the white of the chest extends down the middle line of the

belly about as far as the umbilical region, and in neither is there

so much red upon the anal area as in the adults.

Recently the Society received as a donation from Captain
Rudkin a very young example from Asaba, on the Niger,

There is also in the British Museum a specimen labelled

'•Delta of the Niger; Dr. Baikie's Coll.; no. 62.7.17.3," which
differs from the other examples I have seen in having the nose-

spot pale lemon-yellow instead of white and the pale areas of the
frontal hairs much redder, the red being particularly noticeable

in those just above the eyebrows. The speckling of the belly and
back is also less distinct.

Additional examples from this same area may prove these

charactei'S to have subspeciiic value.

The ALBOGULARIS-group.

Nearly allied to the Leucampyx-group, but with much less l^lack

pigment in the coat. The head, nape, shoulders, and cheeks very
uniformly coloured, as a rule speckled yellowish-gi'ey and black

;

the head sometimes a little darker, I'arely with a red tinge or

patches of red. The lumbar and sacral regions of the back more
brightly coloured than the shoulders and head, owing to the

presence of yellow or red annuli in the hairs, the red or yellow

sometimes restricted to the dorsal area, sometimes spread over the

sides of the body.

a. Proximal third of under side of tail nearly white and sharplj"-

defined from the iron-gre^^ upper side ; dorsal area of body
dark iron-grej' with scarcely a tinge of yellow labiatus.

a'. Upper and under sides of tail uniformlj' coloured, or approxi-

mately so; some yellow or red in the hair, at least of the

liimbo-sacral area of the l)odJ^

h. Some almost wholly red hairs on the head, forming at least

a rufous patch above and in front of the ears.

c. Cheeks strongl}- suffused with rustj' red and markedly
contrasted with the blackish-grey tint of the shoulder

adjacent to the neck rufotinctus.

c'. Cheeks without any red, approximately of the same
speckled yellowish-grey tint as the shoulders sta irsi.
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h'. No red on the bead.

d. A conspicuous white collar extending over the sides of the

neck on to its dorsal area, its two extremities only

separated by a narrow area of iron-grey speckled hair ... kolhi.

d'. Collar less conspicuous ; when present, not reaching the

dorsal area of the neck.

e. Dorsal area of lumbo-sacral region speckled chestnut-

red, and sharply contrasted with the speckled stone-

grey tint of the sides; summit of head noticeably

darker than the shoulders and cheek violoiiei/r.

e'. Coloured hairs on the body either extending all over

the sides, or when restricted to the dorsal surface

set off laterally and on the shoulder liy very dark

speckled hairs; head not darker than .^boulders or

cheeks.

f. Hairs on ear mostly black ; black hairs on nose and

upper lip; coloured area of back speckled dark

rusty brown ;
prevailing colour smokj' grey preussi.

f. Hairs on ear whitish or red : coloured area of back

yellower; no black bail's ou nose or lip.

cf. Hairs on ear decidedly red ; coloured area of body
restricted to dorsal region frav cesctr.

g. Hairs on ear whitish ; coloured area extending all

over sides alhogvlaris.

Cercopitheclts albogularis iSykes.

Se'mno2nthecus ? albogularis Sykes, P. Z. S. 1831, p. 106.

Cerccpithecus albigularis Sykes, P. Z. S. 1832, p. 18.

Cercopitliecus erythrarchus Peters, Reise MossHmb.. Savigeth. p. 1,

pi. i., 1852. •

S 5 adult.—Hend, cheeks, and dorsal area between slioulders

speckled black and grey, the liead only a little darker than the

cheeks. Behind the shoulders the grey in the hairs is gradually

I'eplaced by yellow, the entii-e lumbar and sacral regions being

uniformly washed with that coloui-, which spreads also on to the

sides of the body and the root of the tail. Arms not wholly black,

speckled close to shoxilder and along the I'adial side of forearm.

Legs dark ashy grey, thickly speckled ; hands and feet quite black.

Chin, throat, inner side of upper arms and of legs dirty greyish

white. The rest of the ventral surface, which is of a darker grey,

practically unspeckled in the female. In the male the under
side is densely speckled, the inner side of the thighs and pubic

area and the throat remaining unspeckled. Tail mostly black,

speckled with yellow at base, then for a short distance with grey,

the rest black. Root of tail and ischio-pubic region in male
without red hairs. In the female the root of the tail and the

sides of the callosities rusty red. The young of both sexes

resembles the female in this respect, and also in having the whole

of the under side greyish white and unspeckled, but differs from
the adults of both sexes in having some almost Avholly red hairs

upon and close to the i-oot of the tail above and the backs of

the thighs faintly tinged with red. In these respects they recall

C. stairsi.

Loc. (Southern ISTyasaland : Zomba (^4 . /S'A«r^:»e) ; Blantyre (i5. Z.
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S'clafer); Chiradzula (^4. Whyte); Milanji Plateau, 3500 ft., and
Foi^t Lister, Milanji, 6000 ft. ; Manzi, on the E. shore of Lake
Shirwa (^4. Sharpe).

The skins from the above-mentioned localities are in the British

]\Iusenm and in the Society's Collection.

This form has also been recorded from Cape Corrientes {Peters)

and from Quilimane and the Lower Zambesi {Peters d' Kirk).

The adult male and female from which the description has
been taken came respectively- from Fort Lister, Milanji, and fi-om

Chiradzula. I have also seen young females fi'om Milanji and
Chiradzula, and a young male from Manzi.
The name alhogularis or alhigularis has been applied to Monkeys

both fi'om East and West Africa. The type of C. alhogularis, how-
ever, was said to have come fi-om Madagascar. This informatioxr

fixes with practical certaintj- some pai-t of East Africa as its origin.

In the original description. Sykes speaks of the coloured area of

the back as " yelloioish ochre "
; and since the East-African speci-

mens known to me which best fit this desciiption are those

I'eferable to the form named C. erythrarclms by Peters, I regard

erythrarchus as a synonym of alhogularis. In this I follow

Di'. Forbes, who, however, altered the wording of Sykes's

description, and described the coloured area of the back as
" brownish yellow " : from which it may be inferred that the
specimens he had before him at the time were not true C. albo-

gulat'is, but were possibly racially identical wiijh the examples
described below from the Rufiji River.

Subsp. BEiREXSis, nov.

Closely allied to the Nyasaland form C. alhogularis alhogularis,

the back and sides being speckled with pale yellow. A slight

rufous tinge in the hairs on the sacral region ; but at the root of

the tail above and below, as well as on the adjacent area of the
rump, a quantity of bright red haii-. The whole of the under side

of the body and the inside of the hind legs to the ankle whitish
;

the back of the thighs whitish tinged with laifous.

Loc. Beira.

Two adult male examples in the British Museum belonging to

the Rudd Collection, and shot by Mr. Claud Grant. Measure-
ments in mm. of larger specimen : head and body 561 mm., tail

601 ; of smaller : head and body 501, tail 658.

These animals, although adult, resemble the young of the
Nyasaland form in the paleness of the under side and the presence

of the rufous tinge on the rump and the root of the tail. In
these respects they difli'er from the adult of the Nyasaland form
C a. alhogularis.

The type of this subspecies is remarkably like that of C. stairsi

mossamhicus, practically the only difference between them being
the absence of red on the head of C. a. heirensis.
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Subsp. RUFILATUS, nov.

? Cercopithecus monoides Is. Geoffr. St. H. Arch. Mus. ii.

p. 551, pi. xxxi., 1841.

Closely resembling the Nyasaland form, but with the back and

sides behind the shoulders speckled a rich reddish orange-yellow.

Head and neck somewhat thickly speckled with black. No
distinct whitish half-collar. Belly smoky grey, darker than in

the ISTyasaland subspecies. Thighs dark grey, speckled and

sharply defined from the lumbo-sacral area and the flanks.

Log. Rufiji River, S. of Zanzibar.

Two specimens in the British Museum, presented by Capt.

Wharton, Nos. 78.12.26.1-2. Also a specimen ticketed " Kima,

from the coast up to 9000 ft." {Carlisle Fraser, 97.2.14.4); and a

third ticketed " Zanzibar Island (J. T. Last, 06.6.5.6)," which is

not so richly coloured as the Rafiji and Kima examples.

Subsp. ALBOXORQUATUS Pous. (Plate XXXIX. fig. 4.)

Cercopithecus albotorquatus Pousargues, Bull. Mus. Paris, ii.

p. 56, 1896 ; 0. Xeinnann, P. Z. S. 1902, vol. ii. p. 144 (wrongly

assigned to Thomas).

Head, nape, shoulders, and cheeks almost down to corners

of mouth practically uniformly speckled with yellowish grey and

black, the cheeks a little greyer than the head. Throat, sides of

neck, and anteiior part of chest a little beyond the mammae snow-

white and shai'ply contrasted with the grey of the cheek and the

blackish grey of the shoulders. The white on the sides of the

neck forms a more definite half-collar than in typical C. albogiolaris,

but it does not extend on to the nape or summit of the neck as in

C. kolbi. Area from behind shoulders to root of tail speckled

with yellow, which spreads over the sides of the body. Tail

yellow-speckled at the base above for about two inches, becoming

gradually rufous lateiully and inferiorly ; the rest of the tail dark,

indistinctly speckled, the grey speckling gradually dying away
posteriorly ; the end black. Inside of fore leg at base ashy grey,

becoming sooty grey toAvards the wrist. Outer side of thighs smoky
grey, speckled ; inside of thighs much paler grey, whiter at base,

where they join the pubic region ; back of thighs greyish white

tinged with pale reddish ; a considerable quantity of rusty-red

hair on the area at the root of the tail above and outside the

callosities. Ventral surface from behind the mammse ashy grey,

unspeckled ; hairs of pubic region white.

Log. ?W. Africa.

The above-given description is taken from a single female

specimen that foi-merly lived in the Society's Gardens. It was

identified by Mr. Sclater as G. albogularis.

In nearly all respects it agrees with the description of C. albo-

torquatus published by Pousargues, especially with respect to the

colour at the root of the tail, on the back of the thighs, and the

collar on the sides of the neck. It must be noticed, however, tha,t
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Pousargues says ^^ genis albis" (cheeks white); but since there is

no niembei- of the Albogularis-group which has the cheeks, in the

English acceptation of that term, white, one must conchide that

Pousargues was referring to the area of the jaw behind the corner

of the mouth. He could not have failed to notice so striking a
difference between C. albotorquahcs and C. (dbogidaris, had the area

of the face below a line from the corner of the eye to the ear been
white in the type that received the former name.

Cercopithecus kolbi Neum.

Subsp. KOLBI Neum.

Cercopithecus kolbi O. Neumann, P. Z. S. 1902, vol. ii. p. 144.

Closely related to C. alhogidaris, of which it may prove to be a

subspecies, but distinguisha,ble by the greater distinctness of the

white collar and its extension over each side of the neck on to the

nape, so that a space of about two inches or less of speckled hair

in the middle line separates the two ends. The colour of the dorsal

side much resembles that of C albogidaris rufilaPus. Hairs on
the ears long and whitish or greyish.

Loc. Kedong escarpment {C. S. Betton, type no. 0.1.3.1 in

B.M.).

The British Museum also has examples from Mt. Kenia, 8000-
9000 ft. {A. H. J^eumann), Roromo {Lord Delmnere), and the

Nairobi Forest {C. S. Mackinder) ; and there is one in the

Society's collection ticketed " Uganda," which belongs to the

typical 01- to a nearly related form.

According to 0, Neumann, C. kolbi differs from C. (dhotorquatus

Pous. by its longer fur, owing probably to its being a mountain form,

by the presence of the white fringe on the ears, by the absence of red

on the anal region and base of tail, and of the reddish tinge on the

hind legs, and finally by the less sharp definition between the dark
and white areas on the neck.

Mr. Neumann does not state whether he has seen the type of

C. cdbotorquatus^ or whether he differentiated Cj. kolbi by the
description only. The specimens of G. kolbi examined by Neumann
show considerable variation in the distinctness of the white collar.

Again, although the skin of the pubic region is cut away, there is

a considerable quantity of brownish-red hair at the sides of the

ischial callosities, both in the specimen collected by Mr. Betton on
the Kedong escarpment and in the one from Roiomo. In the
examples from Nairobi, which are altogether less well-coloured, the
red hair on the anal region is not so conspicuous. Perhaps more
than one subspecies is here involved.

Subsp. HiNDEi, nov. (Plate XXXIX. fig. 3.)

Differs from typical C. kolbi in the following particulai's :

—

Nose and upper lip clothed with a more distinct short coating
of greyish hairs. Hairs on cheeks and head with a very decided
reddish-yellow not greyish-yellow tinge. Ear-tufts not uniformly

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No. XLYII. 47
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yellowish white, 1)ut distinctly yellowish and banded. Collar

neither so white noi- so sharply defined, on the chest blending

gradnally w itli the tint of that ai'ea . Coat long and thick ; lumbal-

and sacral regions with a, very decided brownish -red or rusty-red

tinge, which extends also on to the root of the tail above and below,

and thence round the ischial callosities. Sides of body speckled

with yellow, not with gre}'. Ventral sui-face a fairly uniform

ashy grey, very indistinctly speckled. Outside of legs not so dark,

less speckled, the speckling with a yellowish tinge.

Loc. Tutha, in the Kenia district, 8000 ft. alt.

A single male example, collected bv Br. S. L. Hinde in Dec.

1902 (B.M., Reg. no. .3.5.25.1).

Cercopithecus moloneyi Sclater.

Cercopiihecus moloneyi P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 252,

pi. xvii.

Summit of head blackish, speckled with yellow, much darker

than the cheeks, which are speckled with greyish yellow ; a con-

siderable amount of white in the hairs above the brow. Area

between shoulders speckled with gi-eyish yellow. Posterior portion

of back and lumbo-sacral region a rich ruddy chestnut-brown,

which is somewhat shai'ply contrasted with the speckled gi-ey tint

of the sides of the body and the thighs. Arms wholly black,

except the inner side of the upper arm, wdiich is greyish and

sometimes speckled ; black of upper arm extending up as a narrow

stripe in front of slioulder. Legs gi'ey, speckled. Hands and feet

black. Throat and chin dirty greyish white. Ventral surface

dark grey, more or less speckled. Tail mostly black, speckled

towards base, with some reddisli hairs above on the root. No red

on underside of I'oot of tail nor on ischial area in male ; a con-

siderable amount in the female in these places.

Loc. North Nyasaland : between Lakes Tanganyika- and ISTyasa

{Sir J. A. Moloney) \ ISTyasa-Tanganyika plateau {J. B. Yule).

Top of Masuku plateau {A. Whyte).

CERCOPrrHECus stairsi Sclater.

Cercopithecus stairsi P. L. Sclater, P.Z. S. 1893, pp. 252 & 443,

also 1902, p. 580, pi. xl. ; Forbes, Monkeys, ii. p. 73, 1894 (in

part., 2 ).

Subsp. STAIRSI Sclatei'.

S (siibaduU).—Face blackish, lips scantily clothed with white

hairs ; summit of head speckled yellowish green in front and

mesially, reddish at the sides ; above and in front of the ears there

is a ferruginous patch extending down as far as the corner of the

orbit and composed of hairs that have lost their black annidi
;
pos-

terioi'ly the reddish tint covers the occipital area as far down as

the level of the lobe of the ear. Hairs on brow-ridge longer, with

three yellowish annuli. Cheeks speckled yellowish green. Sides
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and nape of neck niucli the same colour as the cheeks. Shoulders

rather greyer than neck. Area between shoulders speckled yellow
and black, with faint reddish tinge. Posteriorly in the middle
line the reddish tinge on the hairs increases in intensity and
extent, and on the sacral region the black annuli have eniiirely

faded away. Sides of body yellower than dorsal area, with some
red hairs behind root of arm. Arms blackish and speckled with
grey externally, greyish white internally. Legs pale red ex-

ternally, the hairs not annulated
;

greyish white faintly tinged

with red internally ; feet grey above. Throat, lower side of neck,

chest, and belly greyish white, with a faint tinge of red on the

belly. Hairs round callosities on back of thighs reddish. Tail

i-ed like saci-al region for three or four inches of its length above
and for a shorter distance below

;
posteriorly the red gradually

dies away, and is replaced distally by greyish black and black.

The above-given description is taken from the skin of a, male
from the Lower Zarabesi that lived in tlie Society's Gardens
from Dec. Uth, 1900, until Dec. 3rd, 1901.

There is also a second male specimen, younger than the latter

but exactly like it in colouring. Both agree very closely with the

typical female example from Chindi described and figured by
Dr. Sclater and now preserved in the British Museum.

Subsp. MOSSAMBicus, nov.

Cercopithecus stairsi P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 612 ; Forbes,

Monkeys, ii. p. 73, 1894 (in part., S)-

Distinguishable from the typical form by the red on the head

being restricted to a relatively small rufous patch above and in

front of the ear, scarcely any red being ti'aceable behind the ears

or on the occipital area. The dorsal area is very faintly tinged

with red and the sides are grizzled like the nape of the neck,

without a.ny of the rich orange- yellow noticeable in the typical

form. Only close to the root of the tail above and laterally are

the hairs quite red and devoid of annuli. Lastly, the outsides of

the thighs are speckled with grey and black, like the sides of the

body, and without any tinge of red ; the backs of the thighs, how-
ever, are pale reddish and unspeckled. Only about three inches

of the root of the tail are red, and the transition from the I'ed to

the greyish black is much more abrupt than in C stairsi stairsi.

Loc, Mozambique.
A single male specimen received from Mr. Hintz by the Society

on June 7th, 1893. There is no evidence, let alone proof, that

the differences in colour between this specimen and the typical

form are attributable to age oi- individual variation. The two
may be distinguished as follows :

—

a. Red on head extending behind ears and on to occipital area
;

sides of the body washed with yellowish red, outer surface

of posterior limbs reddish, unspeckled Subsp. s^airsr.

a'. Red on head practically limited to a pair of patches in front

of the ears ; sides of body and external surface of posterior

limbs speckled grey Subsp. mossambiows.
47*
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Cercopithecus rufotinctus, sp. n.

Cercopithecus stairsi P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1896, p. 609.

$ . Distinguishable from G. stairsi by having a reddish tint

generally diffused over the upper portion of the head, without

distinct definition of the preaural patches ; also in having the

cheeks and the long hairs which grow backwards over the sides of

the neck beneath the ears decidedly washed with red—in fact,

differing but little from the top of the head but very strongly from
the shoulders in colour. The dorsal area and the sides of the body
are much redder than in the type of C. stairsi mosswinhicus. In
this respect the specimen approaches the male of C stairsi stairsi

but the hairs are distinctly annulated down to the root of the tail.

The shoulders and arms are blacker than in the other specimens,

and the outer sides of the legs are grizzly black, as in C. stairsi

mossambicus, but darker, and not reddish yellow as in C. stairsi

stairsi.

Loc. British East Africa (? Mombasa).
A single feniale specimen was presented to the Society by

Mr. J. W. W. Pigott on Sept. 20th, 1895.

This form should perhaps take rank only as a subspecies of

C. stairsi. The type, however, differs more from the types of the

two subspecies of C. stairsi than they do from each other.

Cercopithecus francescjs Thos.

Cercopithecus francescce Thomas, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) x.

p. 243, 1902.

Coat long and thick. Prevailing colour of head, shoulders, and
sides of body blackish, speckled with grey, the black predominating.

Over a definite area of the back from well behind the shoulders to

the root of the tail, the speckling is distinctly yellow, but the

yellow does not spread on to the sides of the body nor on to the

thighs, the blackish colour of which passes gradually into the

more distinctly speckled tint of the sides of the body. Ven-
tral svirface, inside of thighs, and chest sooty or smoke-grey.

Throat and sides of neck up to the level of the lower edge of the

ear whitish. Hair on ears with a, more decided reddish tinge

than is seen in any species of this section.

Loc. N'ear the Mount Waller plateau, Lake Nyasa. Reg. no.

in B.M. 2.7.24.1.

A much smaller Monkey than G. albogularis, with reddish

hair on the ears and the yellow speckling in the fur confined to

the dorsal ai-ea of the posterior half of the body.

Cercopithecus preussi Matschie.

Gercopithecus preussi Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1898,

p, 76.

Cercopithecus crossi Foi-bes, Nature, vol. Ixxii. p. 630, 1905.

Head, neck, shoulders, and sides of body blackish, speckled with

grey, no yellow in the hair of the whiskers or head. The dorsal
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area of the body between the shoulders and the root of the tail

black, speckled with reddish brown, the reddish annvili in the

hair much narrower than the black. Tail speckled reddish at

the root, the terminal half black, the intervening area dark but

speckled with grey. External surface of thighs blackish, speckled,

passing gradually into the darker hue of the sides of the body,

the hairs of which, at all events inferiorly, have no red in the grey

speckling. Ventral surface dark smoke-grey, sometimes with in-

distinct speckling. Throat and sides of neck up to the level of the

lower border of the ear whitish grey. Between the eyes a line of

black hair which expands on the nose into a triangular black patch

and extends thence inferiorly over the upper lip. The whisker-hairs

adjacent to the face greyish at the base. Hair on ears mostly black.

Loc. Cameroons {Matschie and Forbes) ; also Fernando Po, in

B.M. reg. nos. 4.7.1.5-7.

A young specimen in the British Museum gives the following-

measurements :—Head and body 262 mm., tail 315 mm.
A much darker form than C. alhogularis, with the rufous

speckling of the back not extending so far inferiorly, and with

black hair on the nose, lips, and ears.

Oercopithecus labiatus Geoffr.

Cercopithecus labiatus Is. Geoffr. St. H., C. R. xv. p. 1038, 1842 ;

id. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. iii. p. 302, 1 849 ; Schlegel, Mus. Pays-Bas,

vii. p. 79, 1876 : Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1893, p. 214 •

Forbes, Monkeys, ii. p. 72, 1894.

Cercojnthecus samavgo Sundev. QKfv. K. Yet.-Akad. Forh. i.

p. 160, 1844; P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 251; W. L.

Sclater, Fauna S. Afr., Mamm. i. p. 9, fig. 2, 1900.

Coat long and thick, dark-coloured, black, speckled with yellowish

grey, the back and sides of the body not more brightly coloured

than the fore part, the black bands in the hair much wider than

the pale. Top of head blacker than nape of head and cheeks.

No half-collar on sides of neck. Tail with its basal third almost

white below and laterally, the pale area much exceeding in width

the pigmented area, which is confined to the dorsal surface

;

median portion of tail dark grey above and below, terminal

portion black. Fore leg jet-black from above the elbow. Hind
leg smoky grey, speckled with yellow, not sharply defined from the

tint of the sides of the body ; the hair external to the callosities

grey tinged faintly with reddish, a little of that tint extending

on to the root of the tail. Ventral surface from the chin to the

pubic area whitish ashy grey, unspeckled, the same pale hue

spreading over the inside of the thighs.

Loc. S. Africa: King Williamstown and Pondoland (ir. L.

Sclater). Also said to occur in Natal, Zululand, and Angola.

The description given above is taken from a specimen ticketed

S. Africa, and presented to the Society in 1888. A second

specimen received in 1906 resembled it in all important

particulars. The pale colour of the under side of the proximal
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«iid of the tail of this species distinguishes it at once from the
rest of the species of the Albogularis-section. The uniformity
in the tint of the speckling of the dorsal surface from the head to
the root of the tail is another distinctive feature.

The MONA-group.

Mona Reich. ; Mona + Otopithecus Trouess.

Pale colour of inner side of arms sharply contrasted, especially

along the radial aspect, with the black or dark grey tint of the
outer side. A black temple-band extending from eye to ear and
sharply separating the colour of the cheek from that of the
summit of the head. A well-defined pale brow-band, which some-
times extends over a large part of the summit of the head. Face
slate-blue, but median area of lips flesh-coloured. Shoulder and
anterior portion of back redder or greyer than the posterior area,

which tends to turn black.

Distr. From Sierra Leone through the Gold Coast, Nigeria,

and the Congo to the Ituri Forest.

Key to the Species and Subspecies.

a. Ventral surface at least laterallj^ and at least the margins of
the limbs suffused with rustj^ yellow ; hairs on ears rustj^

yellow.

h. Outer side of hind limb from hip to ankle rusty, the color^rs

of the thigh and sacral area sharply defined; throat and
chest white ; red on the belly and on the inner side of the
limbs pronounced only whei'e the white passes into the
coloured outer or lateral surface wolfi.

b'. Outer side of hind limb usually greyish, sometimes suffused

with yellow, but the colours of the thigh and sacral areas

not sharply defined from each other; the entire ventral
surface (at least in the adult) yellowish or rusty red.

c. Arms externally speckled, not black ; ajet-black band con-
siderably moie than twice as long as broad and sharpljr

defined laterally from the greyish lateral surface extend-
ing from behind the shoulders to the rump ; no distinct

double or U-shaped pale mark on the head pogonias.
c'. Arms black; a black patch on lumbo-sacral area, if

present, not sharply defined laterally and not twice as

long as broad ; a decided U-shaped pale patch on the head, grayi.
d. Lumbo-sacral area of dorsal surface jet-black Subsp. nigripes.
d'. Lumbo-sacral area usually reddish, speckled : sacral

area sometimes jet-black Subsp. grayi.

a' . Ventral surface, throat, and inside of limbs white at all

ages; hairs on ears usually speckled.
e. A conspicuous white patch on each side near the root

of the tail mona.
e'. No white patch near root of tail.

f. Outer surface of hind legs and more or less of the lumbo-
sacral area black or dark grey and scarcely speckled,

contrasting with the fore part of the dorsal surface.

g. Brow-patch white and cheeks and side of neck pale

greyish, gradually passing into the white of the throat,

as in C. mona ; hairs on ear speckled camphelli.
g'. Brow-patch yellow usually, ill-defined, but spreading

backwards over forehead ; cheeks and side of neck dark
dusky greyish green, sharply defined h'om white of

throat ; hairs on ear yellowish burnetti..

/'. Outer surface of hind legs and the lumbo-sacral area

much the same colour as the fore part of the dorsal

surface—that is to say, speckled red and black denti.
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By Sclater and Forbes the two species C. viona and C. camphelli

were placed in a group containing C. albogulafis, C. leucampi/x, and
the I'est of the black-armed species without a nose-spot. Neither
of these authors appeal's to have detected either the close similaiity

between these two species, or the obvious affinity they exhibit

towards G. luolji, C. pogonias, and C. grayi ; and in spite of

Pousargues's remarks upon this point (Ann. Sci. Nat. (8) iii.

p. 215,"l896), Trouessart (Cat. Mamm. Suppl. pp. 13, 14, 1904)
adheres to the views implicitly expressed by the earlier writers.

Cercopithecus mona Schreb. (Text-fig. 184.)

Simla mona Schreber, Saug. i. p. 97, pi. xv., 1774.

Cercopithecus mona Erxleben, and of subsequent authors.

Brow-band whitish, l>roadei' laterally than mesially, l3ut not

extending to the ear. Head and nape speckled yellowish green ;

whiskers greyish, apically annulated with yellow and black. Ear-
tufts long, thick, of the same colour as the hairs of the nape.

Text-fii?. 184.

Cercopithecus mona Schreber.

(From a specimen living in the Society's Gardens.)

Back, shoulders, and sides of body speckled, rusty red ; lumbo-

sacral area darker, sometimes almost black. Arms black externally

:

legs blackish, sparsely and weakly speckled externally ; hands

and feet black. An elongate patch of snow-white hair extending

forwards from the ischial callosity on to the hip. Tail nearly

black, greyish on under side in proximal half. Chin, throat,

chest, belly, inside of arms and legs white.

Log. Nigeria and Cameroons. The Bi'itish Museum has

examples of this species from Jebba on the Niger {G. F. Abadie,

0.3.29.2) ; Bakana, Southern Nigeria (IF. J. Ansorge, 2.11.2.2-3.).
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Of the large number of skins of this species—one of the

commonest of African Monkeys in captivity—possessed by the

Society, not one has a definite locality.

Cercopithecus campbelli Waterhouse. (Plate XL. fig. 1.)

Cerco-pithecus campbelli Waterhouse, P. Z. S. 1838, p. 61 ; not

of subsequent authors, or, at least, only in part.

Closely allied to C. mona. Forehead with a large white or

silver-grey brow-band extending laterally further towards the

ears than in the middle, where it is partially divided. Cheeks
greyish, tinged with yellow and faintly speckled with black, the

hair gradually losing this tint inferioi-ly and on the neck, where
the colour fades impei'ceptibly away into the uniform greyish-

white colour of the throat. Hairs on ear like those on head,

speckled yellow and black. Head and shouldei^s speckled yellow

and black, the head rather yellower than in C. mona, and the

shoulders less rusty brown. Behind the shoulders and on the

arm the speckling gradually dies out of the hairs, which, at least

on the lumbo-sacral area, are of almost a uniform greyish

black, as also are the outsides of the thighs. Tail at base

blackish above and below, and the same colour as the sacral area;

following the black basal portion it is speckled above, grey below

;

its distal end is black.

Loc. Sierra Leone.

The type of this species came from Sierra Leone. In the

British Museum there are three flat native-prepai'ed skins : one

labelled Sierra Leone (Mr. Fraser, 45.9.6.1); a second ticketed

Buyabuya, Little Scarcies River inland of Sierra Leone {G. F.

Scott Elliot, 92.6.7.2) ; and a, third without locality (Zool. Soc.

55.12.24.408). I have also seen the skin of a young female

specimen which formerly lived in the Gardens. It has no exact

locality.

G. campbelli is in some respects intermediate between C. mona
and G. burneUi. It is evidently a Monkey which is i-arely cap-

tured or killed by Europeans.

Cercopithecus burnetti Gray. (Plate XL. fig. 2.)

Gercopitliecus burnetti Gray, Ann. Mag. Xat. Hist. x. p. 256,

1842.

Cercopithecus campbelli Sclater, Foi'bes (iiec Gray).

This species diflers from G. campbelli in having the forehead

yellowish in fi'ont and the patch not so sharply defined ; the

cheeks and sides of the neck as f^r back as the black of the

shoulders are olive-grey, speckled and strongly contrasted with the

relatively narrower white area of the throat ; the ear-fringe is

reddish yellow^ and stands out against the colour of the back of

the head without blending with it ; the posterior region of the

body is blacker and not a dark sla,te-gi'ey.

Loc. Gold Coast to the Cameroon,".
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The British Museum has a skin of this species, a young example,

ticketed Oameroons {C'apt. Burton, 82.6.12 1). Two specimens

that lived recently in the Gardens came respectively from

Ashanti and Accra.

In the collection of the Society there are a large number
of skins of various ages, labelled W. Africa, most of which were

identified by Dr. Sclater as C. camjjbelli. Living examples

are far more commonly procured than are those of the veritable

C. campbelli. One or moi'e may usually be seen in the Society's

Gardens.

C. hurnetti Gray, alleged to be from Fernando Po, is added to

the synonymy of G. campbelli by both Sclater and Forbes, who
described the present species under that name. The description

of C. hurnetti runs as follows :
— '' Greyish black ; head, neck, and

upper part of back yellow dotted ; throat, cheek, abdomen, inner

side of fore legs and thighs greyish white ; face black ; hair of

cheek and forehead yellow, with a. small tuft of black hair over

each eye ; fur very thick ; hairs long, rather rigid, pale at the

base, then greyish black ; those of the head, neck, and ujjper part

of the back and base of the tail with two or three broad yellow-

brown subterminal bands. Length of body and head 1 9 inches."

This description cannot be said to fit accurately the species

here identifiecl as C. hurnetti, but I think it may be regarded as

probable that Gray had a specimen of that species in his hands

when he described C. Incrnetti.

Cercopithecus denti Thos.

CeiTopithecus denti Thos. P. Z. S. 1907, p. 2, pi. i.

Brow-band not very well defined, consisting of hairs white at

the base and banded apically. Ears with white hairs. Summit
of head to shoulders grizzled greenish ; sides of head and neck

greener than head and nape. Back and upper part of sides

brownish, the hairs banded with black and red. Tail pale beneath,

greyish above, black at the distal end. Fore leg externally grizzled

greenish to elbow, black from elbow to hand. Hind leg from the

hip to the ankle speckled, yellower than luinbo-sacral area ;
distal

half of foot black. Under side and inside of limbs white, the white

of the belly passing halfway up the sides, and everywhere, both on

the limbs and body, very sharply defined from the pigmented

areas.

Log. Ituri Forest.

Cercopithecus wolfi Meyer.

Cercopithecus wolfi Meyer, Notes Leyden Mus. xiii. pp. 63-64,

1890; P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 258 ; Meyer, P. Z. S. 1894,

p. 83, pi. vii. ; Forbes, Monkeys, ii. p. 79, 1894.

Log. Congo.

Meyer's description of this species is so full and exact that no

repetition of it is necessary. The characters are also well shown
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in the plate in the ' Proceedings of the Zoological Society ' for

1894.

The exact locality of the type was not known ; but in August,

1904, a beautiful example of the species, obtained by Mr. J. D.

Hamlyn in Brazzaville, on the Congo, whither it was brought by
natives, was deposited in the Zoological Gardens by the Hon.
Walter Rothschild.

Dr Forbes quite correctly placed this species in the same category

as G. grayi. In this he has been followed by Trouessart.

The most distinctive characteristics of the species are :—the

extension of the white brow-band laterally as far as the ears ; the

reddish-brown colour of the hind legs from the hip to the ankle,

the hairs of this limb, however, are distinctly speckled with black
;

the presence of an ill-defined dorsal blackish band and of a con-

siderable quantity of yellow in the hairs on the sides of the body
and on the belly, and bordering the white of the innei' side of the

limbs.

Cercopithecus grayi Fraser.

Subsp. GRAYI Fraser..

Cercopithecus grayi Fraser, Cat. Knows! . Coll. p. 8, 1850;
Matschie, SB.lGes. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1893, p. 214 ; Forbes, Monkeys,
ii. p. 77, pi. xxiii., 1894 (bibliography).

Cercopithecus erxlebeni Dahlb. & Puch. Rev. Mag. Zool. 1856,

p. 96.

Brow-band greatly developed and extending backwards on to

summit of head as a pair of whitish patches, separated mesially by
a narrow area of blacker hair. A broad black band across the

temple. Cheeks speckled with greenish yellow and black. Ear-

fringes long, yellowish red, standing boldly out against the back-

ground of the head and neck. Dorsal surface uniformly rusty

red nearly all over, jet-black on sacral region, yellower on nape of

neck ; the sides sometimes greyer (in the male) ; arms black

externally ; legs greyish, speckled down to ankles ; hands and feet

black. Tail mostly black, reddish in its basal half below. Under
side from chin to pubic region and inside of limbs rufous yellow.

Loc. The British Museum has specimens from the following

localities:—Efulen in the Cameroons [G. L. Bates, 96.3.20.1);

Benito River, Congo (G. L. Bates, 0.2.5.4-6) ; Gaboon [Laglaize,

80.6.7.2).

Pousargues, who, perhaps rightly, regarded C. pogonias, C.

erxlebeni, and C. nigripes as synonyms, and at most as representing

local races, records specimens from various places in the French
Congo, namely from Ogoue, Mayumbe, Bangui, and Ouadda, Upper
Oubangui. With the exception of the specimen from Mayumbe,
none of these showed ti'aces of black on the back.

Pousargues and Trouessart reject the name grayi for this

species, alleging that no description accompanied its first publi-

cation. This is an error. Fraser gave a good though brief

diagnosis of the species in the work cited above.
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Three adult specimens from the Benito River taken at sea-level,

20 miles from the coast, gave the following measurements in the

flesh :—
(S . Head and body 525 mm., tail 750 mm.
d. „ „ 547 „ „ 870 „

$. „ „ 440 „ „ 785 „

According to Bates the Fang name is " Sliunie."

Judging from some skins, without definite locality, in the col-

lection of the Zoological Society, the under side and inner surface

of the limbs are much whiter, in some cases, indeed, almost

untinged with yellow in immature forms.

Subsp. NiGRiPES Du Chaillu.

Cercoplthecas myripes Du Chaillu, P. Bost. N. H. Soc. vii.

p. 360, 1860.

Log. Gaboon {Da (Jhailla, 61.7.29.16 in B.M.).

The single skin of this foi-m that the British Museum possesses

is only distinguishable from typical rejiresentatives of C. grayi, as

exemplified by the specimens from the Benito River, by the

greater amount of black over the lumbo-saciul area. In this par-

ticulai- C. nigripes is nearly intermediate between the typical

C. grayi and C pogonias ; but in the latter the black shield is

sharply defined along its edges and relatively much longer as

compared with its width.

Cercopitiiecus pogonias Bennett.

Oercopithecus pogonias Bennett, P. Z. 8. 1833, p. 67 ;
and of

most subsequent authors.

Allied to C. grayi. Xo lateral white or yellowish-white stripe

on the head above the temple- stripe. Head, neck, shoulders, fore

legs, and sides of body speckled yellow and black, with more grey

in the hair on the sides of the body than on the slioulders. The
entire dorsal area behind the shoulders covered with a broad band
of jet-black hair, imperceptibly blending with the speckled hair of

the shoulders in front, but very sharply deiined from the greyish

-

speckled hue of the sides of the body. Outer side of thighs

greyish, tinged with yellowish red. The entire under surface and
the inside of the limbs are rusty red. The basal half of the tail

is red beneath, black above, and the terminal half is wholly blatck.

Loc. Exact locality unknown. Said to be Fernando Po.

The above-given description is taken from two flat native-

pi-epared skins in the British Musei\m. They appear to agree

with the example described by Bennett, a very young thick-coated

specimen mounted in the British Museum, except in the definition

of the dorsal black ai'ea. In Bennett's specimen the shield is

smaller and only sharply defined on the sacral area.

Pousargues records a specimen referable either to typical

C. pogonias or to C. grayi nigripes from Oette Gama.
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The L'HOESTI-group.

This section, containing the single species C. Vhoesti, resembles

C. opisthostictus of the Leucampyx-section in the blackness of the

legs, shoulders, and belly, and in a lesser degree of the head. The
rufous dorsal area, on the other hand, recalls the Albogulai-is-group.

From the latter, however, as well as from all the species of the

Leucampyx-section, it differs entirely and resembles the typical

C. cethiops of the ^thiops-section in the upward direction and
snow-white colour of the longish cheek-hairs. The white throat

and whiskers, as well as the direction of growth of the lattei', and
the thickish clothing of black hair on the nose suggest affinity

with C. erythrogaster.

Oercopithecus l'hoesti Sclater.

Subsp. l'hoesti Sclater. (Plate XLI. fig. 2.)

Cercojnthecus Vhoesti P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1898, p. 586,

pi. xlviii. ; Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1905, pt. 10,

pp. 262-264.

Face (dry skin) black ; nose thickl)', lips more sparsely clothed

with black hairs ; area of face below the eye clothed with a mixture

of short black and white hairs, which posteriorly become longer

and run up over the whiskers. The latter white, long, and

directed upwards and backwards to form a thick fringe between

the face and the ear, partially concealing that organ and continued

on to the sides of the neck behind it. The throat and posterior

half of the interramal area white like the cheeks, the white con-

tinued jjosteriorly in a narrow point as far back as the mamma).
Summit of head black, but the whole of its median area, like that

of the nape of the neck and the sides of the area between the

shoulders and the sides of the body above the belly, speckled wdth

greyish white. On the middle of the area between the shoulders

begins a band of hairs speckled black and orange-red, which

gradually expands posterioi-ly over the costal and lumbar regions

and dies away upon the hip and towards the root of the tail, the

orange-red in the hairs being in these places replaced by grey.

Tail for the most part grey speckled wdth black, its distal third

blacker, quite black at the end ; also about four inches of the

under side at the base black. The shoulder and fore limb, the hip

and the hind limb jet-black outside and inside. The entiie ventral

surface black with a tinge of brown from the clavicular region to

the anus, with exception of the above-mentioned white median

angular area on the fore part of the chest.

Loc. Chepo or Tschepo in Congoland.

A single adult 5 (type) from the above-mentioned locality,

which lived in the Societv's Collection from July 1898 to March
1902.

Unless the specimen changed considerably in colour during

captivity, which is not impossible, the original description is inexact.
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Dr. Sclater, for example, applied the term "cinereovis" to tlie

belly, limbs, and tail, the tail being said to be blackish below.

The tail is, as a matter of fact, heavily speckled with grey
throughout the greater part of its length, being gi'eyer below than
above, except at the base and apex, and the limbs and belly show
no trace of grey speckling to account for the epithet " cinereous."'

According to Matschie there is a specimen of this Monkey from
Tschepo in the Tervueren Museum.

Subsp, THOMASi Matschie.

Cercopithecus thomasi Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1905,

p. 262.

So far as I can determine from the description, this form, to

which Matschie gives full specific rank, differs from the typical

form in being chestnut-red above, in having a much more distinct

band of greyish-white hair below the eyes, and in the extension

of the white on the chest to about the middle of the sternal area.

Loc. East shore of Lake Kivu between Lakes Tanganyika and
Albert Edward.

The ERYTHROGASTER-group.

Cercopithegus erythrogaster Gray. (Plate XLI. fig. 4.

Text-fig. 185, p. 716.)

Cercopithecus erythrogaster Gray, P. Z. S. 1866, p. 169, pi. xvi.

;

id. Cat. Monkeys Brit. Mus. p. 128, 1870 ; Murie, P. Z. S. 1866,

p. 380; Schlegel, Mus. Pays-Bas, vii. p. 69. 1876 ; P. L. Sclater,

P. Z. S. 1893, p. 252; Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1893,

p. 226 ; Pousargues, Mem. Soc. Zool. Fr. vii. p. 71, 1894 ; Sclater,

P. Z. S. 1894, p. 1; Forbes, Monkeys, vol. ii. p. 46, 1894;
Pousargues, Bull. Mus. Paris, iii. p. 52, 1897.

Skin of face round eyes bluish grey, lips and chin pinkish grey.

Nose clothed with black hairs, which, at least in some cases, appa-

rently turn white in the adult. Crown of the head speckled

golden green and encii'cled with a continuous black brow, temple,

and parieto-occipital strijDe. Below the temple-stripe a conspicuous

greyish-speckled patch close to the face, and beneath the latter a

smaller black patch near the corner of the mouth, which is con-

tinued backwards and upwards in the direction of the ear. The
area of the cheek below this and the throat covered with a thick

mass of longish white whiskei'S. The entire dorsal surface uni-

formly coloured blackish speckled with yellow, darker than the

head. Outer side of fore limbs with evanescent speckling, nearly

black ; hands blacker ; of hind limbs blackish grey but speckled
;

feet black. Upper side of tail like the back ; under side greyish

white ; chest and belly rusty brown ; inside of fore legs blackish

grey ; of hind legs greyish white.

Loc. Lagos (sec. Pousargues).

This species was based upon a young specimen showing no trace

of the white nasal patch characteristic, as was afterwards shown,
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of some adults. In 189M Sclater, to whom only the young was
known, classified the S})ecies in his " melanochirine '" section ; but

in the same yeai' Matschie pointed out its a.ftinity to the " spot-

nosed" group. This obsei'vation was corroborated in 1894 and
again in 1897 l)y Pousargues, who added to oui' knowledge of the

species the fact that the nasal field is completely naked in the

young individual and covei-ed with white hairs in some adult

examples. In the type specimen, as asserted by Sclater, the area

Text-fia-. 185.

Cercojiifhems erythru(iaster Gvay.

(From a specimen li\ing in the Society's Gardens.'

ill question is clothed with black hairs with whitish bases. Hence

it seems probable that the condition of this specimen represents a

stage intermediate between that of the naked-nosed young and of

the white-nosed adult observed by Pousargues. There is, how-

ever an example (text-figure 185) now living in the Gardens which

a,ppeais to be almost or quite adult and the nose is jet-black.

Pousargues placed this species inclose proximity to C.petaurisia^
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which is probably its nearest ally, as is sliown pi-incipally by
the arched inferior cheek-stripe and the extension of the white
of the chin and throat up to the ear forming white whiskers.
The differences between tlie species are, however, very marked,
especially in the I'edness of the belly, the very conspicuous grey
patch on the cheek adjacent to the face, the blackness of the nose
until maturity or old age is reached, and the marked difference in

colour between the under side of the body and the inside of the
limbs in C. erythrogaster.

The PETAURISTA-group. •

Rhinostictus Trouess.

Skin of face round the eyes slate-blue or blackish ; of lips pale

bluish grey. Usually, probably always in the adult, a distinct

black brow-band continuous with a black band extending across

the temple on each side backwai-ds to the ear. Area between the
eyes with a strip of black hair, which expands on the nose and is

confluent with a large cordate white patch narrowing below
between the nostrils and transverse, convex, or mesially emarginate
above. Dorsal surface from occiput to tail almost uniformly
coloured, black speckled with greyish or reddish yellow. Ventral
surface from chin to pubic region white or greyish white, paler
on inner than on outer side of limbs

;
pale area on inner side of

upper arm sharply contrasted with the darkei- tint of the outer
side. Lower surface of tail pale, at least in its proximal portion,

and sharply defined in coloui- from the upper surface.

Distr. From Libei-ia and Angola eastwards up the Congo
Valley to Uga,nda,.

Key to the S'pecies and iSahspecies.

K. White of the throat extending upwards on to the cheek
almost to the level of the top of the ear, the hairs growing
upwards and backwards, and bordered b}'' an upwardly-
arched black stripe running from the upper lip beneath tlie

ear ; arms speckled to the wrist petaurisia.
h. A black band, more or less developed, crossing the hack of

the head ; no distinct patch of greyish-yellow hair on the
cheek below the eye Subsp. fetaiiristu

.

b' . No black band crossing the back of the head; a distinct

patch of greyish-yellow hair on the cheek below the eye . Subsp. huttikoferi.

a'. White of the throat not extending up on to the cheek; the

hairs, at least of the lower portion of the cheek, growing
downwards and backwards ; arms black to the wrist.

f. Hairs of the cheek yellowish or whitish and marked oft'

from those of the throat by a more or less well-defined

black stripe running straight backwards from the upper
lip beneath the ear ascanius.

d. Black stripe crossing the lower portion of the cheek
broad and expanding on the face adjacent to the upper
lip ; hairs on ears red Subsp. ascanum.

d'. Black stripe crossing lower portion of cheek narrow and
fading away towards the corner of the mouth ; hairs on
ears white Subsp. scIunMH.

c'. Hairs on the cheeks speckled like those on the top of the

head ; no inferior stripe on the cheek signatus.
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Cercopithecus petaurista Schreber.

Siibsp. PETAURISTA Schreb.

Simia petaurista Hchreber, Sang. i. p. 103, pi. xix. b, 1775.

Cercopithecths petaurista Erxleben, and of subsequent authors.

Cercopithecus fantiensis Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin,

1893, p. 64.

Brow-band and temple-band well developed, the latter extending

round the back of the head as a parieto-occipital stripe. The
anterior part of the cheek and the adjacent area of the face down
to the corner of the mouth continuously clothed with jet-black

hairs. Some little distance behind the corner of the eye on the

temple there is a whitish stripe, which runs obliquely backwards

and downwards beneath the ear ; and underlying this there is a

conspicuous black stripe, which passes downwards and backwards

from the black anterior portion of the cheek on to the side of the

neck. The white of the throat runs up on the cheek considei'ably

above the corner of the mouth as high as a point on a level with

the bottom of the ear, the hairs being directed obliquely upwards

and backwards. The black hairs of the cheek just in front of

this uprunning white area are also directed iipwards and back-

wards. The top of the head, the neck, shoulders, back, and

limbs speckled, the head, neck, and limbs being yellower or greener

and distinctly less red than the back. The tail speckled through-

out above
;
greyish white below.

Loc. Gold Coast : Sekondi (in Zool. Soc, Dr. Careiv) ; Rio

Bontag, Cape Coast (type of fantiensis).

Subsp. BUTTiKOFERi Jeut. (Plate XL. fig. 6.)

Cercopithecus hivttiJcoferi Jentink, IS'otes Leyden Mus. viii.

p. 56, 1886.

Distinguishable from the typical form C. p>. petaurista by the

characters indicated in the key, namely by the absence of the

parieto-occipital black band and the presence of a patch of

greenish speckled hairs on the cheek adjacent to the face just

below the eye. But since some examples I refer to C. p. petaurista

have indications of this last-mentioned patch, and since the black

parieto-occipital band varies greatly in the degree of its develop-

ment, these two features must be regarded, I think, as of sub-

specific value. It may be added that Dr. Jentink does not

mention the presence of the pale facial patch in his description of

C. buttikoferi*. It is, however, present in all the examples that

I refer to this form, and was, I presume, overlooked as a distinctive

feature when the original diagnosis was compiled.

Loc. Liberia.

* Sir H. H. Johnston possibly detected this difference, for he says that

C. buttikoferi differs most markedly from C. petaurista in having a long white

mark over the ridge of the eyebrows, stretching from the bridge of the nose right

across the face to below the ear (' Liberia,' ii. p. 679). This description, however,

does not fit examples of this Monkey I have seen.
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Cercopithecus ascanius And.

Subsp. ASCANius Aud. (Plate XL. fig. 5. Text-fig. 186.)

Simla ascanius Audebert, Hist. ISTat. Singes, fam. IV. sect. ii.

lA. xiii., 1799.

Cercopithecus melanogenys Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. xvi.

p. 212, 1845 ; id. P. Z. S. 1849, p^ 7, pi. ix. fig\ 2.

Cercopithecus histrio Reichenbach, Afien, p. 106, pi. xviii.

figs. 256-257, 1863.

Cercopithecus 2>icturatus Santos, Jorn. Sci. Lisboa, xi. p. 98,

1886.

Text-fie-. 186.

Cercopithecus as canius Aud.

(From a j'ouug specimen living in the Society's Gardens.)

At once distinguishable from C. petau7^ista petccurista and
C. p. huttikoferi by the colour and arrangement of the hair on the

cheek. There is typically a black brow-band extending across the

forehead and backwards to the ear, but not over the back of the

head. Beneath this, in front of the ear upon the cheek, there is

a large patch of yellowish-white hair arranged radially in a whorl,

and below this whorl a large black stripe extends from beneath
the ear, where it is thinnest and palest, forwards on to the sides

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907. No, XLYIII. 48
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of the face between the corner of the movith and the eye. Hairs

on the ear pale red. Fore leg blackish, only sparsely and faintly

speckled. Hind leg also blacker than in C. petcmrista. Tail red

above and below in the distal three-fourths of its length, whitish-

grey below at the base, and for a couple of inches above at the

base the same colour as the back.

Log. The Congo ; Oubangui and Adima {Pousargues) to Angola
;

Encoge, south of Bemba* ;
Quimpampala {Santos).

I have seen several young examples referable to this species,

but for none of them was a definite locality known. All wei-e

imported by dealers and deposited in the Gardens by the Hon.
Walter Rothschild. They exhibited considerable variability in

the width of the black stripe on the cheek, and also in the stripe

crossing the brow and temple. In typical C. melanogenys the whole

area of the cheek between the eye and the corner of the mouth is

black, and the brow and temple-bands are well defined. In the

Zoological Society's Collection there is a skin, dated 14.8.1900 to

21.7.1901, which very nearly agrees with this; but in a small

example now living in the Gardens the black area below the eye is

interrupted by a conspicuous patch of yellow-speckled hair, reducing

the extent of the black area, and the temple-band is hardly

developed. In another that died about eighteen months ago the

black band was still further reduced both in length and width, the

temporal and brow bands were practically absent, and the nose-

spot was tinted with yellow. These facts indicate the probability

of the existence of two or more unnamed subspecies ; and since

the specimens are intermediate between typical examples of C. as-

canius and of C. schmidti, they have influenced me in concluding

that the latter form is an East African subspecies of the former.

Were it not for the presence of red instead of white hairs upon
the ears, I should have been in doubt to which of the two forms

to refer the above-mentioned specimens.

Subsp. SCHMIDTI Matschie. (Plate XL. fig. 4.)

Cercopithecus schmidti Matschie, Zool. Anz. 1892, p. 161
;

P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1893, p. 245, pi. xvi. ; Johnston, Uganda,

i. pp. 363, 364, and p. 421, coloured plate facing p. 364.

Differs from the typical form of C. ascanius in having a fringe

of long white hair on the ears, and in that the hairs on the cheek

adjacent to the face beneath the black temporal stripe and back-

wards beneath the ear are greyish yellow and wealdy annulated

apically ; they are directed downwards and forwards oi- backwards

(in dried skins), and foi-m a thick crest with the hairs of the area

below, which grow obliquely upwards and backwards from the

corner of the mouth and, being thickly annulated with black, form

a dark stripe extending beneath the ear to the neck. None of the

examples that I have examined have, on the cheek, the distinct

radiating whorl of yellowish hair noticeable in typical C. ascanius.

* Monteiro, P. Z. S. 1860, p. 112.
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In the Bi'itish Museum there are specimens of this local race
from the following localities:—Uganda {F. J. Jackson, 99.8.4.1

;

Capt. R.J. yadorhr, 98.10.10.1); Port Alice {H. E. Johnston,
1.8.9.16); Manyema {Beche Coll., 93.1.1.1); Bumba, Upper
Congo {Capt. We/jus, 1.5.4.1).

Cercopithecus signatus Jentink. (Plate XL. fig. 3.)

Cercopitheciis martini P. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 176,
pi. xiv. ; 1893, p. 245 {nee Waterh.).

CeTGopitliecus signatus Jentink, Notes Leyden Mus. viii. p. 55,
1886 ; Pousargues, Ann. Sci. Nat. (8) iii. p. 206, 1896.

A well-marked species of this group and most nearly allied to

C. ascaniits schmidti, but distinguishable at once by the colour
and direction of growth of the hairs on the cheek. The black
brow- and temple-bands are well developed. The ai'ea of the
cheek beneath the latter, down to a line on a level with the corner
of the mouth, is covered with hairs speckled greenish yellow and
black and of the same colour as those on the top of the head, and
directed obliquely downwards and backwards. Low down on the
cheek they gradually blend with the white of the throat. On the
antei'ior part of the cheek adjacent to the upper lip there is a
single rather conspiciious black patch. Hairs on ear white. The
top of the head and the neck are uniformly speckled yellow and
black ; on the back, and especially on the lumbo-sacral ai-ea, the
colour is more rufous than anteriorly. Lastly the tail is not
red, but coloured like that of C. petaurista.

Log. W. Africa (exact locality doubtful).

In the collection of the Society there is a single skin I refer to
this species. It is ticketed Fernando Po, and belonged to a
female that lived about ten years in the Gardens, since it bears
the dates 19.2.84 to 6.4.94. 'This is the example that Dr. Sclater
described and figured as Cercopithecus martini Waterhouse. An
examination of a co-type of the latter in the British Museum
proves this identification to be erroneous, as Pousargues supposed.
If Pousargues, however, had seen a specimen of C. signatus
and had been acquainted with C. huttikoferi, he would probably
have given a different classification of the '•^Bliinosticti " from that
which is printed in his excellent essay on the Monkeys of the
French Cone'o.

The CEPHUS-grol-p.

Rhinostictus Trouess. (in part.).

Resembling the typical species of the Petaurista-group in the
practically uniformly speckled colouring of the head, dorsal area,

and sides of the body, and usually in the presence of a black brow-
band extending backwai-ds to the ears, and of a second black
stripe separated from the former by a patch of yellowish hair, and
running from the region of the upper lip foi' a varying distance

*48*
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backwai'ds towards the lower edge of the eai' ; but having the

throat, chest, belly, and the inside of the limits, at least proxinially,

dark ashy grey and not white or greyish white. Nose-spot,

when present, subquadrate or diamond-shaped.

Distr. W. Africa : Benin, Cameroons, and Congo.

Key to the Sj^ecies.

a. Upper lip with a moustache of short black hairs underlying a clear

pale blue transverse stripe ; chin black ; nose naked or clothed

with pale pubescence ; no black brow-band ccpJins.

a'. Upper lip with black hairs onlj- towards the corner of the mouth
;

no blue stripe ; chin pale (? flesh-coloured) ; nose with distinct

patch of red or white hairs; a distinct black In'ow-band.

1). Nose-patch red ; ear-fringe red ; no occipital stripe ; some black

below elbow ; legs grej'ish black, darker than back ; tail red,

except above at base eri/throtis.

h'. Nose-patch almost wholly white ; ear-fringe white ; an occipital

stripe ; arms and legs grey, speckled, paler than dorsal surface

;

tail red in its proximal half beneath sclateri.

Cercopithecus cephus Linn. (Plate XLI. fig. 3.

Text-fig. 187, p. 723.)

Simia ceplius Linn. S3\st. ISTat. i. p. 39, 1766.

Cercointlieciis cephus of most subsequent authors.

Face bluish slate-grey, with a brilliant whitish-blue stripe on

the upper lip beneath the nostril extending obliquely outwards

from the middle line. Beneath this a moustache of black hairs

borders the lips, and exjjanding externally merges with the black

hairs clothing the lower part of the cheek close to the face. Some
black or blackish hairs also on the chin. Nose naked or clothed

with pubescence, which never forms a very definite patch. Hairs

on the cheek directed obliquely downwards and backwards

;

those just beneath the temple-stripe clear yellow, except close to

the ear, where they are annulated. Beneath this patch the hairs

are strongly annulated black and yellow, the black predominating

neai' the face. Hairs on ear yellowish white. On the upper side

of the head the paleannuli on the hairs are greener than those on

the body, which are almost rusty red. On the outside of the

limbs, too, the hairs are . speckled, but the dark element is

dominant, making them darker than the body ; hands and feet

black. Tail variable in coloui', mostly coppery i-ed or coloured

much like the back above and grey below.

Loc. Congo and Gaboon.

The specimens of C cejjhus that I have seen may be refer]:'ed to

two categories characterised by the coloui- of the tail, which is red

in the one and the same colour as the body in the other. I do

not certainly know what value in taxonomy this feature possesses.

It was well known to Pousargues *, who pointed out that of the

series of ten specimens in the Paris 'Museum all have red tails

except three,which came respectively from Doume-Ogowe(? Doume
on the Ogoue) and Mayumba, near the ocean (? sea-level), all

* Ann. Sci. Nat. (8) iii. p. 211, 1896.
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being adult females. The others wei-e an adult male from
Samkitta-Og-owe(? Samkitta on the Ogoue) ; a very young specimen

of doubtful sex, a semi-adult male, and an adult female from San
Benito ; an adult male from Ogoue ; and two adult males from the

Forest of Mayumba. That the difference is not attributable

either to age or sex, is pro\ed by the fact that all the specimens

known from the Benito River and San Benito in the British and
Paris Museums, whether old or young, male or female, have the

tail red. Moreover, Pousargues lays stress upon the fact that all

Text-fio-. 187.

Cercopitliecus cepJius Liii;;.

(From a young specimen living in the Society's Gardens.)

the specimens known to him with tails coloured like the body

were females. But in the British Museum there is a male

specimen, just adult, as shown by its teeth, in which the tail is also

coloured in that way. This example is ticketed " Gaboon {Laglaize

Coll., 80.6.7.3)." In addition to this, there are two skins in the

collection of the Society, ticketed W. Africa, which resemble

the above-mentioned Gaboon specimen in the similarity in colour

between the tail and the body. They also resemble it, and differ
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fi'om the examples of C. cephus from the Benito River, in having

a thick fringe of yellovi^ish-white hair upon the ears, and in

having a greater quantity of black in the hairs on the crown of

the head.

Pousargues did not admit that any systematic importance was
to be attributed to the absence of red in the tail. But his series

of skins does not establish the fact that the two forms occur

together in the same locality. If that were the case, I think one

would be compelled to assume, from the available evidence, tha.t

G. cephus is dimorphic with respect to the colour of the tail. It

may be so ; but, pending the establishment of this conclusion,

and in consideration of the possibility of the character being-

correlated with a difference of distribution or habitat, I think it

should be nominally emphasized, and the two forms be known by
distinct names until their identity has been fully established.

That the name cejyhus must be assigned to the red-tailed form
is proved by the original diagnosis of Linnteus, which says :

—

" Gcaidm medietas tdtima ex ruffo flavescens .... ccmda apice

ferruginea."

The two may be contrasted as follows :

—

a. The tail, at least in its distal portion, coppery red above and below;
hairs on the ear «hite Subsp. cephus.

a'. Basal portion of tail the same colour as the sacrum above and
greyish below, becoming gradually darker distally ; a thick fringe of

j'ellowish hairs on the ear Subsp. cephodes.

I regard as typical 6'. cephus some examples in the British

Museum, two males and two females from the Benito River,

Congo, and one female from Como River, Gaboon, collected by
Mr. G. L. Bates. All are adult, and although taken ^practically

at sea-level, they have remarkably long and thick coats. Two
females, shot in June and July, are more richly coloured than one
shot" in December, and are perhaps a little longer in the coat.

A male killed in October is long-coated and coloiu'ed like a female
killed in June.

The
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belonged to the animal that lived in the Gardens from August

1887 to January 1893. It must therefore have been at least

about six years old. It differs from the type in being less

yellowish red on the back, and in having the fore and hind limbs

and tail much greyer. The second resembles the first, but is

smaller and less vividly tinted. In both these menagerie-

specimens the nose and interocular area are quite naked. In the

type, on the contrary, the nose is covered with greyish pubescence.

Similar pubescence, moreover, is observable in varying quantity

upon the noses of the British Museum examples of C. cephus

ceplmts. It has been stated by Pucheran (Rev. Mag. Zool. 1857,

p. 195) and by Pousargues (Bull. Mus. Paris, iii. p. 52, 1897)

that in the young of C. cephus the nose is covei-ed with a diamond-

shaped patch of hairs. This statement is not borne out by all the

young examples that I have seen.

Cercopithecus eryxhrotis Waterh. (Plate XLI. fig. 5.)

Cercojyithecus erythrotis Waterh. P. Z. S. 1838, p. 59, and 1841,

p. 71 (and of subsequent authors).

The essential characters of this species are stated in the above-

given key (p. 722).

Loc. W. Africa : Fernando Po and Cameroons.

Pousargues classified this species with his Ascanius-HQction of

the Rhinosticti ; but I think there is no doubt that its affinities-

lie with C. cejihus, which that author excluded from the Rhino-

sticti.

Cercopithecus sclateri Poc.

Cercopitliecus sclateri Poc. P. Z. S. 1904, pp. 433-436, fig. 87

(in text).

The characters of this species are described and its affinities

discussed at leng-th in the paper cited above.

Loc. W. Africa : Benin.

The .ETHIOPS-group.

Cercopithecus Ei-xl. (s. s.) + Chlo7^ocebus+Ci/nocebus Gray.

Face and ears black, very rarely pale and mottled with dark

pigment, sometimes with white hairs on the lips. Head and

upper side of body fairly uniformly speckled black and grey,

yellow, or very rarely red. Outside of both fore and hind limbs

also speckled and never darker, very generally lighter than the

body. Tail mostly the same colour as the body, the end some-

times black or yellow. Whiskers, except in C. nigroviridis,

directed upwards. Under side and inside of limbs pale.

Bistr. From Sierra Leone to Abyssinia, thence southwards to

Cape Colony.
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Key to the Sj^ecies.

a. Wliiskers duskj' olive, almost the same colour as the top of the
head, though less yellow, directed hackwards, with scarcely a
trace of ui:)ward trend nigroviridis.

a'. "Whiskers, at least on the lower half of the cheeks, white or
yellowish, and quite differently coloured from the top of the
head, with marked backward and upward trend.

h. No distinct white brow-hand
;
yellow whiskers with a parting

or whorl in front of the ear, half running up in front of
that organ and half backwards beneath it, the ear being
wholly exposed sahcens.

h' . A white brow-band ; no parting- in whiskers, the long hairs
of which run backwards and upwards, so as to conceal the
ears if long enough.

c. Tail shorter than body djamdjamensis.

c'. Tail longer than body.

d. Prevailing colour of dorsal surface chestnut-red, speckled
black iiiatscJiiei.

d'. Prevailing colour of dorsal surface yellowish, greenish,
or gvey, speckled black.

e. A considerable but varying quantity of silky-white
hairs on the lips and chin ; scrotum slate-blue.

f. Whiskers long and white, sharply defined in colour
from the top of the head ; a tuft of hairs at root
of tail athiops.

f. Whiskers short and grizzled above, where they
blend in colour with the top of the head ; no tuft
at root of tail cj/nosurns.

e'. Face sooty black, no silky-white hairs on lips or chin.

ff. Whiskers rather sharplj' defined in colour from
the top of the head; a tuft of hairs at the root
of the tail on each side ; no red at root of tail

;

scrotum slate-blue ; hands and feet grey, end of
tail 3'ellow tantalus.

gi. Whiskers blending in colour with the top of the
head ; no tuft on each side of the root of the
tail, which is red below ; scrotum turquoise-
green ; hands, feet, and end of tail black or duskj'
in adult pygerytlirus.

On account of the brevity of the descriptions of C. onatschiei

and C. djamdjanieiisis, I have been compelled to j)lace them
in the above-given key in such a manner that no clue to their

true affinity is supplied. They are probably ofishoots either ot

C. cethiops or C. 'pygei-ythrus. It v^ould perhajjs have better
expressed the affinities of the last four species if C. tantalus and
C. oithiops had been put under one heading, and C. cynositrussnid

C. fygerythrus under another.

Cercopithecds SABiEUS Linn. (Plate XLII. fig. 1.)

Simia sabcea Linn. Syst. Nat. ed. 12, i. p. 38, 1766 ; Schreber,
Saug. i. p. 100, pi. xviii., 1774; Audebert, Hist. Nat. Singes,
fam. lY. sect, ii., 1799 (in part. ; nee fig. iv.).

Gercopitkecus sabcea Erxleben, Syst. Regni Anim, p. 33, 1777.
Le Callitriche, F. Ouvier, Hist. Nat. Mamm. i. pi. iv., 1819

{(Jercopithecus sabceus in the Tabl. Gen. et Method, p. 1, 1824).
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Cercojnthectis sahams Wagnei', Martin, Matschie, and other

authors.

Chlorocehus sahanis Gray, Cat. Monkeys Brit. Mus. p. 25,

1870.

Cercojnthecus )A)erneri Is. Geoffr. St. H., C.R. Acad. Sci. xxi.

p. 874, 1850 ; id. Cat. Method. Mamm., Primates, p. 23, 1851
;

id. Arch. Mus. v. p. 539, pi. xxvii., 1851.

Cercopithecus callitrichus Is Geofir. St. H., Cat. Method. Mamm.,
Primates, p. 23, 1851 ; and ot Reichenbach, Sclater, Forbes, and
most recent authors.

Face and lips black, scantily clothed with black hairs. No white

brow-band except sometimes an indistinct one formed by the

greyish basal portion of the hairs. Whisker-hairs yellow and
strongly contrasted in colour with the haii-s of the top of the head :

their mode of growth chaiucteristic ; they run vertically upwards
in front of the ear and hoi-izontally backwards beneath it, so that

the ear and a varying amount of the cheek in front of it are

left uncovered. Colour of dorsal area of head and body greenish,

resulting from the yellow and black annulation of the individual

hairs, the varying width of the yellow annuli—of which there is

frequently only one—causing a corresponding variation in the

greenness of the pelage. Limbs greyer than the back ; hands
and feet grey, not black or bi'own. Tail darker than the back

above, bright yellow at its distal end ; the root of the tail

beneath, the scrotal ai/ea in the male, and the pubic area in the

female with intenser, sometimes almost rufous-yellow hairs.

Throat, chest, and belly greyish or yellowish white. Scrotum
slate-blue.

Log. Senegambia, Sierra Leone, and Noi-thern Liberia. Also

introduced into some of the Cape Verde and West Indian Islands,

and still abundant at least in Barbados.

This is one of the commonest Monkeys in European menageries.

Although of recent years this species has been universally cited

as C. callitrichus, I can find no valid reason for setting aside the

conclusion of earlier authoi's that scdxeus is its earliest specific title.

Even if it be established that Linupeus confused more than one

species under that name, one of those species was certainly the

Monkey that was subsequently desci-ibed as C. callit7-ichus.

Hence Schreber and Erxleben, who followed Linnseus, were
acting within their rights in assigning the name sabceus to that

species.

Even if sabceus be rejected, the well-known name callitrichus

cannot, in m.y opinion, be retained, because it is antedated by
werneri, which, judging from Geoffroy's figure and description of

the type, was given to a redder form at most only subspecifically

distinct from the type of C. callitrichus.
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Cercopithecus .ETHiors Linn.

Subsp. .ETHioPS Linn. (Plate XLIl. fig. 2. Text-fig. 188.)

Simla aithio2'>s Linn. Syst. Nat. erl. 10, i. p. 28, 1758; cle Win-
ton, in Anderson's Zool. Egypt, Manim. p. 15, 1902.

Cercojnthecus griseo-viridis Desm. Mamm. p. 61, 1820.

Le Grivet, F. Cuvier, Hist. Nat. Mamm. i. pi. vii., 1819.

Simia subviridis F. Cuv. Diet. Sci. Nat. 1821, p. 17.

Cerco2nthe.cus griseit,s F. Cuv. Hist. Nat. Mamm., Tabl. Gen.
et Method, p. 1, 1824.

Text-fis-. 188.

Ccrciipitlieciis celhiops (ethiops Linn.

(Prom a yoiaiig specimen from Khartoum living in the Society's Gardens.

Cercopithecus sabceus Is. GeofiV. St. H., C.R. Acad. Sci. xxi.

p. 874, 1850; id. Cat. Method. Mamm., Primates, p. 22, 1851 {nee

Linn.).

Face black with some short silvery-wliite hairs invading the
upper and lower lips from the cheeks and chin. Whisker-hairs
on cheeks wholly wdiite, very long, growing upwards and back-
wards over the ears. A distinct white brow-band passing
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laterally into the wliite of the cheeks. The top of the head
and the cheeks strongly conti'asted from each other in coloui'.

The head, neck, ujjper parts of the body, and outside of the limbs

speckled gi'eyish yellow and black, the general effect of the
combination of speckling being greyish green ; the outside of

the limbs grej^er than the body and head ; the hands and feet

also grey or becoming gradually and lightly infuscate. Tail

greyish speckled above, white beneath throughout, sometimes

(? always when the tail is complete) with longer white hairs at

the end ; at the base on each side a tuft of white hairs and white
beneath at the root. The whole of the under side of the body
and the inside of the limbs white ; no red or yellow hairs on the

pubic or anal ai-eas.

Loc. Upper Nile : Abyssinia, iSenaai', Kordofan.
During recent yeai-s the name ceihwjys Linn, has by almost

common consent been aj)plied to one of the species of Cercocehus.

I can find no reason, however, for doubting the correctness of

Mr. de Winton's verdict that it was given in the first instance

to the species of Cercojyitheciis of the Upper ISTile which is usually

cited as sabceus or griseo-viridis.

At the present time there are living in the Gardens thi-ee

subadult examples that I regard as typical C. cethiops, one from
Khartoum and t\A'o from the White ISTile. AjDparently refei-able

to the same form are three examples in the British Museum,
namely, one from Senaar [Parreyes coll., 46.6.15.53), one from
Renk in the Sudan [B. M. Haivher, 1.8.8.1), and one from
Metola Shoa, 11,000 ft. alt. ( IF. N. Macmillan, 6.11.1.3). In the

last the head and body measure 510 mm. and the tail 600 mm.
I do not know whether examples of the t}q3ical subspecies ever

have an}' red colouring in the hair at the base of the tail

below.

Subsp. ELLENBECKi Neumann.

Cercoinihecus eUenhecki jSTeumann. SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Beilin,

no. 3, p. 50, 1902.

Intermediate between C. a\ hllgerti and C. ce. cethio2>s from the
White Nile. Most like the latter, but the upper side deeper olive-

yellow. Feet and hands somewhat darker. Under side of tail

clear grey, only the extreme tip white.

Loc. Zuai Lake (Suksuk and Maki Rivers).

Two examples in the British Museum perhaps belong to this

local race. One is a specimen identified by Gray * as C. engy-
thittia Herm., and the other belonged to the East India Company
and is labelled " Ashkowa (44.9.30.15)." Both are much greener
in colour thair those mentioned above, which came from Benk
and Senaar. It is possible also that the two specimens in the

* ChJorocehvs enr/n'Jiitlia Htrmann, Gray, Cat. Moiikoys Brit. Mus. p. 2C, 1870.
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collection of the Society, mentioned below under the name

C. cBthiops hilgerti, should be referred here.

Subsp. HILGERTI Neumaim.

Cercopiihecus hilgerii Neumann, 8B, Ges. nat, Fr. Berlin,

no. 3, p. 50, 1902.

Reddish olive. Fore limb grey ; hind limb grey from knee

;

hands and feet blackish, but the black not shai'ply defined from

the grey. Tail blackish grey mixed with olive above, grey

beneath, with white tip. Whisker-hairs long, white ; face black

with narrow frontal band. Upper side of head mixed with black ;

a rtisty-red spot at base of tail below. White below and on inner

side of arms.

Log. Webbi Schebeli (Gallaland).

In the young there is no rusty spot at root of tail and the feet

and hands are grey.

In the collection of the Society there is the skin of an adult

male specimen ticketed " N.E. Africa, 17.6.71 to 14.10.75;]

which in most points agrees very well with the description of

C. hilgerti, except that the upper side is thickly speckled black

and yellow without any tinge of red. As in typical C. ceihiops,

thei'e is a conspicuous white tuft at the root of the tail on each

side and the upper and lower lips ai'e clothed with many short

white hairs, features which ai'O not mentioned by ISTeumann ; and

a young example now living in the Gardens, received fi'om

Mrs. W. N. MacMillaii from Southern Abyssinia, belongs appa-

rently to the same subspecies. Thei-e is no red at the root of the

tail, howevei-. This may perhaps be due to the immaturity of

the specimen.

Cercopitheous matschiei Neumann.

Cercopithec'us 'matschiei Neumann, P. Z. S. 1902, ii. p. 143;

id. SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, no. 3, p. 51, 1902.

Colour chestnut-red, mixed with black. Limbs pale olive-

yellow, grey beneath ; hands and feet blackish. Tail olive-yellow

mixed with black, pale beneath, with greyish-white tip. Whisker-
hairs long and white. Under side wliite ; a, rusty-red spot on the

base of the tail.

Loc. Omo and Sobat Rivers.

This form would be regarded by myself, I suspect, as a subspecies

of C. cethiops. It certainly difi'ers, however, from that species, as

well as from all the species of the group known to me, in its

chestnut-red coloration.

Cercopithecus djamdjamensis Neumann.

Cercopithecus djcmicljamensis Neumann, P. Z. S. 1902, ii. p. 143
;

id. SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, no. 3, p. 51, 1902.

Colour as in C matschiei, but paler and j^ellower red ; hind
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leg from the knee ash-gvey. Under side silver-grey. Tail blackish

grey, tinged with olive above at the base, black distally ; paler

beneath. Whisker-hairs short. Coat thick, forming a kind of

mane on the shonlders and fringes on the belly and hind legs.

Tail extremely short, much shorter than the head and body
(55 : 90).

Loc. Mountains east of Abaje Lake (10,000-12,000 ft.).

This mountain form differs, as Neumann points out, from all

other species of Cercojnthemts of this group in the extreme
shortness of the tail. Unfortunately the description of other
characters is too brief to supply infoi'mation as to the affinities of

the species.

Cercopithecus tantalus Ogilby.

Subsp. TANTALUS Ogilby. (Text-fig. 189, p. 732.)

Cercopithecus tantalus Ogilby, P. Z. S. 1841, p. 33; Matschie,
SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1893, p. 216.

? Cercojnthecus cJirysurus Blvth. J. A. S. Bengal, xiii. p. 477,
1844.

? Cercopithecus sahaius E.eichenbach, Affen, p. 114, 1863
(in part.).

? Cercojnthecus caUitrichns Forbes, in Allen's JSTat. Libr.,

Monkeys, ii. p. 62, 1894 (at least in part).

? Cercopithecus sahceus Pou.sargues. Ann. Sci. JSTat. (8) iii.

p. 224, 1896.

Face as black as in C. sahceus and C. pygeryihrus ; no white
hairs on upper lip and chin. Whiskers long, growing upwards
and backwards and concealing or partially concealing the ears,

the summit of Jihe whiskers yellow, the ends of the uppermost
hairs lightly infuscated and speckled. A distinct white brow-
band, marked off from the whiskers laterally both by colour and
by a narrow black streak extending backwards behind the corner

of the eye. Whiskers shai-ply defined by their colour from the

top of the head. Colour of head, dorsal surface, and of limbs

very much the same as in C . cynosurus. Tail longer than head
and body, becoming paler at its posterior end, where in the adult

it is as yellow as in C. sahceus ; a tuft of usually white hairs on
each side at its base ; no red hairs beneath at the base. Hairs
round the callosities also white ; but beneath them in adult and
immature examples of both sexes there is a patch of orange or

rusty-yellow hairs. Scrotum in male slate-blue
;
prepuce scarlet.

S . Head and body 500 mm., tail (imperfect) 750 mm.
Loc. Nigeria (Lakoja, Dahome\', Upper Benue River) up to

Lake Chad.
A large number of specimens of this species have been exhibited

in the Societj^'s Gardens. For most of these, as for Ogilby's

unknown type, no locality was recorded. Recently, however,
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specimens have been sent to the Society from the above-mentioned
places.

Although G. tantalus has never, I believe, been previously

identified with certainty, I do not think there is any reason to

doubt the correctness of my determination. At all events the
description of C. tantalus applies more closely to the form to

which I have given the name than to any other known to me

;

Text-fie-. 189.

Cercopithecus tantalus tatitalns Ogilbj'.

(From a specimen living in the Soeiety's Gardens.)

and I find it impossible to believe that so common a Monkey in

menageries has escaped naming down to the present time. For
many years there has been a stufi:ed example in the British

Museum labelled " C. calUtrichus "
; and it was probably this

specimen that caused Dr. Forbes to describe C. calUtrichus

( = sabceus) as having a wdiite brow-band. C tantalus, as here

identified, may be at once distinguished from C. sabcpus hy the
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direction of growth of the whiskers as well as by the frontal band.
The tuft at the i-oot of the tail and the sharp differentiation in
colour of the whiskei^s from the crown of the head point to
affinity with C. rethiojos ; but the absence of white hairs on the
lips, the yellower whiskers, the yellow end of the tail, and
the rusty pubic patch separate C. tantalus from that species.

The alleged blackness of the face and the presence of orange-
yellow hairs round the scrotum in the examples, identified as
C. sabceus by Pousargues, from the Grande Brousse and the
Kemo Rivers in the French Congo, suggest the possibility of
these Monkeys belonging to C. tantalus rather than to C. sabceus.
And I think there cannot be much doubt that certain Nigerian
Monkeys referred to C. sabceus by Audebert and Reichenbach
belonged to this species.

In the British Museum there is a specimen of this species
ticketed Jebba (G. F. Abaclie, 0.2.18.1), resembling that described
above in almost every i-espect, except that it may be regai-ded as
aged or decoloiised. There is scarcely any trace of yellow in the
whiskers, and the hairs of the dorsal area of the head and body
are almost brownish yellow without the rich colouring charac-
teristic of those in the Society's collection. I am disposed
to attribute this difference to the fact that menagerie-kept
examples are protected from those influences of weather to
which wild animals are subjected. I have noticed similar
differences between menagerie and wild-caught specimens
of other species of this genus. It is, in my opinion, not impro-
bable that C cethio'jjs and C. tantalus, as here recognised, will be
found to intergrade. Up to the present time, however, I have
not seen any specimen that could not with certainty be assigned
either to one or the other of these forms.

Subsp. BUDGETTI, nOV.

Differing from the typical Nigerian form in having the long
whisker-hairs much more decidedly speckled and annulated
some black hairs on the hands and feet near the base of the
fingers and toes, and the hairs below the knee and elbow on the
inner side of the limbs distinctly speckled. There is a very large
patch of almost fiery-red hairs on the pubic area.

Loc. Uganda : Bathyaba, on the east shoi-e of Lake Albert
{J. 8. Budgett, no. 3.2.12.1 in B.M.).

The extension of C. tantalus into ^^estern Uganda is a fact of

some interest. C tantalus hudgetti diflers from C. 'pygerythrus
centralis Neum., its most nearly related geographical -Alj, in the
pale colour of the hands, feet, and extremity of the tail, its darker,

less green dorsal colouring, its dirtier yellow and longer whiskei-s,

the presence of a black streak behind the corner of the orbit

limiting the brow-band, the speckling of the under side of the
limbs distally, and in the size and brilliance of the rufous patch
of pubic hairs.
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Cercopithecus cynosurus Scop. (Plate XLII. fig. 3.

Text-fig. 190.)

Simia cynosiorus Scopoli, Delic. Flor. Faiui. Insulir. i. p. 44,

pi. xix., 1786.

Le Malbrouek, F. Ouvier, Hist. Nat. Mamm. i. pi. ii., 1819

(named C. cynosurits on p. 1 of Tabl. Gen. et Method., 1824).

Cercopithecus cynos'n.rus Desmarest, Mamm. p. 60, 1820, and

apparently of most subsequent authors.

Cercojyithecns teplirops Bennett, P. Z. S. 1833, p. 109.

Face usually, at all events, much less heavily pigmented than

in other species of the group, being pallid, greyish, and to a

Text-fio'. 190.

Cercopithecus cynosurus Scop.

(From a specimen living in the Society's Gardens.'

varying degree patched oi' clouded with black, darker on the nose

than laterally, and with many short white hairs on the upper and
lower lips and chin. Whiskers short, growing upwards but not

concealing the ears, speckled down to the level of the edge of the

ear, and much the same tint as the top of the head, those on the

lower half of the cheek Avhite. A white brow-band ; but neither

the brow-band noi' the top of the hea,d sharply diflierentiated from
the cheeks in colour. The head and body uniformly speckled

yellow and black, the tint of the yellow sometimes rich, some-

times dull and gi-eyish. Limbs externally below the shoulder and
hip becoming gradually greyer ; uppei- suiface of hands, fingers,

feet, and toes grey. Tail longer than head and body ; scarcely
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yellow, even at the base, speckled grey and black, the black pre-

dominating ; no lateral tuft of hair at its base, and no red hair

at its base beneath
;
grey throughout on the under side. Under

side and inside of limbs greyish white, the middle line of the
belly sometimes tinged with yellow ; hairs round scrotum in male
and on pubic area in female yellowish grey. No coloured hair round
the callosities, which are pink. Scrotum in male slate-blue, as in

G. cethiops and G. tantalus.

Log. W. Africa : south of the Congo, Brazzaville [Pousai^gues).

NvTmerous examples of this species have from time to time been
exhibited in the Society's Gardens, but in no case has the exact

locality been known. The above-given description has been taken
from the skins of an adult male and female. Pousargues says the
hair round the scrotum and vulva is of the same colour as tlaat of

the belly. This, however, is not the case in the skins of two
males and two females that I have examined. He also says that

the hairs on the face are black. This also is not so in those

that I have seen. It can hardly be claimed as definitely estab-

lished that the species here described as G. cynosurus is the same
as the one to which Scopoli gave that name. Tradition, however,
seems to have fixed the name cynosarus on to the present species,

and there appear to be no valid reasons for setting aside the

identification.

Cercopithecus pygerythrus Ouvier.

Subsp. PYGERYTHRUS Cuv. (Plate XLII. fig. 4. Text-fig. 191,

p. 736.)

Cercopithecus pygerythra F. Cuv. Hist. ISTat. Mamm. iii. pi. 24,

1821.

Gercopitliecus jyygerithrceus Desmarest, Mamm. pt. 2, Suppl.

p. 534, 1822.

Gercopithecus pygerythrus Lesson, Is. Geoff'r. St. H., and of

subsequent authors.

Simia erythropyga Cuvier, Regn. Anim. nouv. ed. p. 92, 1829

;

Fischer, Syn. Mamm., Addenda, p. 336, 1830.

Gercopithecus pusillus Desmoulins, Diet. Class, vii. p. 568,

1825.

Gercopithecus lalandii Is. Geofir. St. H. Diet. d'Hist. ISTat. iii.

p. 305, 1843.

Face black, clothed with black hairs ; a very distinct white

brow-band continuous laterally with the white haii' clothing the

anterior portion of the cheeks, so that the face usually appears to

be encircled with a continuous ring of white. Whiskers long,

more or less concealing the ears, the ends of the hairs greyish and
speckled with black, so that there is no sharp line of demarcation

in colour between the whiskers and the top of the head. Head,

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. XLIX. 49
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neck, body, and outer surface of arms and legs greyish, speckled

unifoi'mly black and washed-out yellow, sometimes with a pale

wash of yellow, the limbs greyer than the body ; the hands and
the feet in the adult black, blackish, or at all events darker grey

than the arms and legs, the hands darker than the feet. Hairs on

the back of the thighs up to the callosities whitish, those round
scrotum in male and on pubic area in female white (perhaps not

Text-fiff. 191.

Cercopithecus pygerythrus Cuvier.

(From a specimen living in the Society's Gardens.)

always true, at all events of the female). Tail coloured like the
back, but gieyer, its distal end black, a very conspicuous patch
of rusty-brown red at its base beneath and above the callosities.

Scrotum turquoise-blue
;
prepuce scarlet.

Loc. S. Africa.

The types of C. fygerythriis, C. pusillus, and C. lalandii were
recorded from the Cape. Hence these names may be regarded as

synonyms. The British Museum has a series of these Monkeys
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belonging to the Rudd Collection, and shot by Mr. Claud
Grant :

—

§ . Head and body 403 mm., tail 61 4 mm. Umfolosi, Zululand.

d.

309 .,
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Subsp. WHYTEI.

TJpperside greenish ticked with black, veiy much the same

colour as in G. lyycjeryihrus centralis, but differing from that form

in the colour of the under-fur, which, instead of being sooty, is of

a pinkish grey, in the greater length of the coat, especially over

the shoulders, and in the length and colour of the whiskers, which

are long, completely concealing the ears, and veiy conspicuously

Oil w c\ pri

Log. Mt. Chiradgula, Nyasaland {A. Whyte, 95.12.7.7).

A single specimen in the British Museum.

Subsp. JOHNSTONi, nov.

Face jet-black ; a distinct greyish-white or tawny-white brow-

band, bi'oadly continuous at the sides with the paler hair on the

cheek, which it resembles in colour. Long cheek-hairs in front

of and overlying the ears banded and gradually passing in tint

dorsally into those of the upper side of the head. Coat long

;

general colour of the dorsal siu-face a washed-out tawny grey,

not so distinctly speckled as in most other forms, and without

any marked greenish-yellow tint, the predominance of the tawny

hue and indistinctness of the speckled appearance being due to

the relatively great length of the distal pale band on the indi-

vidual hairs, which on the fore part of the body considerably

exceeds that of the black areas adjacent to it (in a hair of 60 mm.
in length, taken from the shoulders, this band measures 13, the

proximal black area being 10, and the terminal 8). On the

posterior portion of the body the areas are more equal in length,

but laterally where the dark speckling dies away the predominance

of the pale bands is still more marked. Arms greyer than body ;

hands and wrists black above and rather sharply defined from the

forearm. Legs also greyer than body, thighs sometimes washed

with yellow ; feet blackish, but not so black as hands. Under
side dirty white. Tail greyish above, scarcely washed with

yellow, becoming quite black at the tip, under side with a large

rusty-red basal patch, the rest greyish or greyish rufous to the

tip. Some greyish-rufous hairs on the pubic area.

Measurements of dried skin :—Head and body about 430 mm.,

tail about 600.

Log. Moshi : south side of Kilima Njaro, 5000 ft. alt. {Sir H.

II. Johnston).

Two specimens in British Museum. Reg. nos. 85.1.17.1 and

85.1.17.2 {type). There is also a young female specimen in the

collection of the Society which was received 17.9.91, and died

in the Gardens 24.11.92. This specimen, ticketed "Kilima
Njaro," is much richer and more yellowish green in colour than

those collected by Sir H. H. Johnston, which is possibly due to

want of exposure to rain and sun. The coat, however, is thick
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and long, and the hairs show the same predominance of the pale

band. There is also an example in the British Museum labelled

Fort Hill, Mt. Kenia (*S'. L. Hinde, Reg. no. 2.7.6.1), representing

the same or a closely allied form.

Subsp. CENTRALIS Neumann.

Cercopithecus centralis Neumann, Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xiii. p. 533,

1900.

General colour fairly uniformly greenish, speckled with black.

Whisker-hairs short, not concealing ears, the ends of the long

hairs indistinctly banded. Tail grey, yellowish at root above
;

black at end. The rusty-red hair on the root of the tail and
above the callosities small in quantity (perhaps owing to imma-
turity of specimens). Forearm below elbow and hind leg below

knee ashy grey, speckled ; wrist and hand black ; ankle grey, foot

blackish. Under-fur sooty grey on back, pale grey at sides. In
the male the hairs round the scrotum, and in the female those on
the pubic area, are tinged with red as in C tantalus (this would
probably increase in quantity with age).

S . Head and body 530 mm., tail 445 mm.
9 614 525

Log. Dakota and Ssesse Island [Reumann).
The above-given descrijDtion is taken from two examples in the

British Museum, from Barumba, in Ankole, 5000 ft., collected

by the late Mr. W. Doggett. Mr. Thomas tells me they were
identified by Dr. Neumann, whose original description of this

Monkey is too brief to be of any value.

In the British Museum there is the skin of a specimen from
the Juba River, S. Somaliland, which only differs in minor points

from the specimens above referred to C. p. centralis. Neumann
also records, but refrains from naming, examples also from the

Juba River, setting them aside as allied to G. riifoviridis.

Cercopithecus nigroviridis, sp. n. (Plate XLII. fig. 5.)

Skin of face black, pale on the cheek ; hairs on upper lip and
adjacent to face black. A very narrow black supei-ciliary band,

also a narrow black stripe continued laterally from the corner of the

eye towards the ear. Hairs on cheeks directed straight backwards,
blackish grey near the face, and with an obscure golden subapical

band towards the ear, where they are of much the same tint as

those on the summit of the head. Hair on summit of head, neck,

back, shoulders, and sides of body black with two narrow rich

golden-yellow bands, which are much narrower than the black

area between them or than the apical area. Hence the black is
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the dominant colour. Fi'equently, however, the proximal of the
two yellow bauds is not, or scarcely, differentiated from the
greyish-brown colour of the basal portion of the hair. Arms
externally much like the back, but the yellow is paler and less

rich ; hands blackish above. Legs externally yellower than the
back, owing to the greater width of the yellow band ; foot and
ankle less yellow than thigh. Chin, throat, sides of neck, chest,

belly, and inside of limbs greyish or yellowish white. On a level

with the shoulders the dark hairs encroach on each side across the
chest, partially separating the pale hue of the throat from that
of the chest and belly. Tail almost the same colour as the back
above, but dai-ker, especially distally

;
yellower on the under side,

quite yellow at base. Pubic area below the callosities rusty red.

Length of body and head 290 mm., tail defective.

Loc. Upper Congo.
The type of this species is the skin of a female specimen that

lived in the Society's Gardens from ISTov. 29th, 1892 to May 15th,

1894. It is ticketed "Congo." Subsequently, however, there
was a specimen living in the Gardens, belonging to the Hon.
Walter Rothschild, which was brought by Mr. J. D. Hamlyn from
Brazzaville (Stanley Pool), 700 miles up the Congo, in Belgian ter-

ritory. Mr. Hamlyn tells me it was brought witlr other Monkeys
to Brazzaville from further inland. Hence we are still ignorant
of the exact locality of the species.

This species, which has remarkably soft and silky hair, is about
the size of C. talapoin. In this particular, as well as in the colour
of the cheek-hairs, it differs from the rest of the ^^thiops-group.
The direction of the hair on the cheeks at once differentiates

it from C. talapoin.

The TALAPOIN-group.

Miopithecus Is. Geoffr. St. H.
In addition to the chai'acters for this gi^oup mentioned in the

analytical key (p. 681), it may be mentioned that the single
known species is the smallest of the members of this group of

Monkeys. It is frequently the case in Mammalia that a species
composed of small individuals presents characters which are met
with in the young of allied species composed of larger individuals.
The adult Hippopotamus liheriensis, for example, resembles in
many features the young of its larger ally H. am2)hihi.t(,s. So, too,

with C. talapoin. The small face and la,i'ge cranium of the adult
recall those of the young of other species of this genus, so much
so that any one acquainted with the aspect of full-grown
specimens of other species would suppose upon a cursory exami-
nation that an adult C. talapoin was an immature animal.
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Cercopithecus talapoin Schreber.

Subsp. TALAPOIN Schreb. (Plate XLII. fig. 6.)

Simia tcdcqjoin Schreber, Siiug. i. pi, xvii., 1774.

Cercojnthecns talapoin Erxl. Syst. Regni Anim. p. 36, 1777;
and of recent authors.

Miojnthecus talapoin Is. Geoffr. St. H., C.R. Acad. Sci. xv.

p. 720, 1842 ; id. Diet. Hist. Nat. iii. p. 309, 1845.

Simia melarhina F. Cuv. Regn. Anim. nouv. ed. p. 92, 1829.

Skin of face pallid ; nose, upper and lower lips clothed with
black hair ; no superciiiaiy pale band on head. Hairs on cheeks

mostly golden yellow, many of them apicallj^ infuscate ; a black

streak running backwards from the corner of the eye halfway
towards the ear ; the hairs on the anterior half of the area between
the eye and ear directed backwards, those on the posterior half

radiating from a point near the middle of the ear upwards, for-'

wards, and downwards, forming a well-defined semicircular tract.

Hair on lower portion of cheek longish, and directed straight

backwards. Ears flesh-coloured or black, with some blackish haii-s

or black and yellow hairs on them. Summit of head, nape of neck,

and back uniform dark olive-yellow, the hairs greyish on the
basal two-thirds, black distally and marked with one golden-

yellow band, which is narrower than the black terminal portion :

hence black preponderates on these areas. On the shoulder and
hips the yellow begins to increase in extent at the expense of the
black. This is still more emphasized on the arms and legs, which
are externally golden yellow ; hands and feet also golden yellow
above. Chin, throat, chest, belly, and inside of limbs greyish
white, the limbs becoming yellower distally. Tail with its dorsal

surface the same colour as the back, becoming blacker distally

;

lower surface golden yellow at base, then greyer, and becoming
blackish distally. Hairs round anus and on pubic and scrotal

regions and back of thighs golden yellow.

Measurements :

—

2 . Head and body 340 mm., tail 380 mm.
6 • ,, ,, 350 ,, ,, 37o ,,

Loc. Cameroons and Congo.

The above-given description is taken from two specimens in the
British Museum collected by Mr. G. L. Bates. The male was
taken 30 miles from the mouth of the Benito River, at an altitude

of 200-300 feet ; the female from the Como River, 70 miles from
the Gaboon, where it was caught in a swamp almost on the sea-

level.

The female is decidedly less richly coloured than the male.
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Subsp. ANSORGEI, nov.

Largei" than the form from the Benito River which I select as

typical for the species, and further differing in having much less

black upon the cheeks, the forwardly directed hairs in front of

the ear for the most part white instead of yellow and black, aiid

the hairs on the cheek adjacent to the face yellow with slightly

darkened tips, instead of yellow with pronounced infuscation of

the distal end. The whole dorsal area paler and greener, owing
to the fact that the yellow area on the hairs is much longer,

practically equalling, in in.ct, the black terminal poi-tion, instead of

being only about half its length as in G. tcdajyoin talapoin. The
ventral area a clean instead of a dirty white.

Head and body? (wrongly labelled 900 mm., which is probably

a misprint for 400), tail 525 mm.
Loc. Cambaca, in Angola {Dr. W. J. Ansorge, no. 4.4.9.1 in

B.M. register).

A single typical specimen.

I do not know whether the species described by Geoffroy as

Miopithecus cajnllatus (C.R. Acad. Sci. xv. p. 720, 1842 ; Diet.

Hist. Nat. iii. p. 309, 1845) is related to C talapoin or not. The
description indicates a distinct species at all events. The locality

was unknown.

The PATAS-group.

Erytlwoceh^is Trouess.

Large Monkeys, differing from the members of the foregoing-

groups in standing high upon their long slender limbs, in the pallid

whitish hue of the skin of the face and ears, and in the preponder-

ance of red in the hairs of the body and head and of white on the

lower limbs.

Distr. Sienna Leone to the Upper Nile.

Oercopithecus patas Schreber.

Subsp. patas Schreb. (Plate XLI. fig. 6. Text-fig. 192, p. 743.)

Simia 2^cttas Schreber, Saug. i. p. 98, pi. xvi., 1774.

Cercopithecus patas Erxl. Syst. Regni Anim. p. 34, 1777, and
of most recent authors.

Svniia rubra Gmelin, Syst. ISTat. i. p. 34, 1788.

Cerco2nthecus ruber Geoffr. Ann. Mus. xix. p. 96, 1812, and of

many authors.

Hair on nose black and extending upwards to join the black
superciliary band, which generally has a few white hairs and which
extends laterally to the ears with a slight dorsal angulation above
the temple; hairs on lips and chin white in adult. Whiskers directed

downwards and backwards ; black close to the face, mostly greyish

white, but becoming gradually yellower and annvilated with black
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beneath the ear. Hair on summit of head short and rich coppery

or orange-red in front, becoming sj)eekled posteriorly, the coppery-

red patch gradually blending with the hair of the rest of the head.

On the occiput, nape, shoulders, and anterior portion of the back
the hairs ai'e red to the base, with the tip black and a pale

yellowish subapical annulus. On the lumbar and sacral regions

and above the root of the tail and on the upper portion of the

thighs the hairs ai'e uniformly red. On the shoulders the hairs

Text-fio-. 192.

Cercopitliecus patas pafas Schveber.

(From specimens living in the Society's Gardens.)

are long and blackish, with a broad pale subapical annulus, giving

an iron-grey appearance to this area. On the sides of the neck

the hairs are washed with yellow ; on the sides of the body they

are longer than on the back and redder. Tail dark rich red

above, greyish or yellowish below, and paler apically. Chin, chest,

belly, inner side of limbs and outer side up to shoulders, and

ischial callosities white or greyish white.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. L. 50
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Young. In young examples refei'red by me to this species the

hairs clothing the upper and lower lips are black and not white

as in the adult ; and the outer sides of the legs and arms are pale

yellowish red. I have very strong reasons for suspecting, although

no actual proof of the fact is supplied by observation of the process

in an individual, that the hairs of the lips turn from black to white

and those of the appendages from yellowish to white during

growth.

Text-fio-. 19.3.

Cercopithectis 'patas ptjrrlionotus Hempr. & Elivpiib.

(From a specimen from Uganda in the Society's Gardens.)

Subsp. PYRRHONOTUS Hempr. & Ehrenb, (Text-fig. 193.)

I also suspect that the nose of the white-nosed eastern form of

this species, for which the oldest name appears to be pyrrhonotus,

is black in the young. The Society possesses skins that

I refer to this form, at all events pi'ovisionally, from Uganda
(C. R. Hall) and Gondokoro {Col, Bruce). They may be dis-
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tinguished from the West-African specimens I have seen by the

following characters :

—

a. Nose black in advilt, some black hairs adjacent to the face on the

cheeks; red patch on the crown of the head not very sharply

defined ; shoulders iron-grey , Subsp. ^mtas.

a'. Nose white in the adult ; hairs on cheeks adjacent to face also white

;

red patch on crown of head sharply ditferentiated and bordered

antero-laferally by a short black band extending upwards fronr the

superciliary band above the external angle of the eye ; shoulders less

noticeably "iron-grey Subsp. pyrrlionotus.

Although the Society almost always has examples of this

species on exhibition, and there are a number of skins of old

and young individuals in the collection, they are mostly labelled

merely W. Africa,. The British Museum possesses practically no

material. Hence lack of properly localised skins makes it

impossible for me to contribute anything to our knowledge of

the geographical races of the species.

Broadly speaking, C. patas with its subspecies is distributed

from Senegambia across N. Africa to the Upper Nile. It is, I

believe, an open countiy and not a forest form.

For further information regarding this species and its local

forms, reference may be made to the recent paper by Dr. Matschie

which is cited in the appended list of names :

—

jjaias { = ruber). References ns above. Senegal.

rnfa Schreber, Sang. Suppl. pi. xvi. B, 1801. Loc. ?

circuvicinctus Reichenbach, Aflfen, p. 123, 1863. Loc. ?

Probably W. Africa.

sannio Thomas, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xvii. p. 173, Feb.

1906. Go, Lake Chad.

zechi Matschie, SB. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, 1905, pt. 10, p. 274.

Togoland

.

kerstingi, id. loc. cit. Sokode and Fasan (Nigeria).

langheldi, id. op. cit. p. 275. Upper Benue, Cameroons.

pyrrhonotus Hempr. &. Ehrenb. Verli. Ges. nat. Fr. Berlin, i.

p. 407, 1829 ; iid. Symb. Phvs. pi. x. Le Nisnas, F. Cuv.

Hist. Nat. Mamm. i. pi. 27, "1830. Kordofan.

2}oUophceus Reich. Aften, p. 122, 1863 {= poliolophns Heuglin,

Reise Nord-Afr. ii. p. 5, 1877). Fazoglo, Darfur.

baumstarki Matschie, op. cit. p. 273. Ikoma.

Dr. Matschie regards all these forms, with exception of C. p.

sannio, as species of the genus Erythrocehus.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXXIX.

Fig. 1. Head of Cercopithecus leiicampyx nic/rigenis, subsp. nov. (p. 692). From
the skin of type specimen.

2. Head of C. leticampyx stuJilmanni Matschie (p. 690). Prom the tj'pe

specimen of C. otoleucus Scl., now living in the Society's Gardens.

3. Head of C. koJbi Ithidei, subsp. nov. (p. 703.) From the skin of the type

specimen.
4. Head of specimen identified as C. albogularis albotorqnatus Pons. (p. 702)

in the collection of the Society.

5. Headof C.jHar^/ni Waterh.(i).698). From a skin in the collection of the Society.
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Plate XL.

Fig. 1. Head of C. campheUi Watei'h. (p. 710). From a skin in the collection of the

Societr.

2. Head of G. Inrnetti Gray (p. 710). Ditto.

3. Head of C. signatns .Tent. (p. 721). Ditto.

4. Head of C. ascanius schmidti Matschie (p. 720). From a skin, not quite

typical, in the collection of the Society.

5. Head of C. ascanins ascanins Audeb. (p. 719). From a skin in the collection

of the Society.

6. Head of C. pefaiirista huttiloferi Jent. (p. 718). Ditto.

PL.4.TE XLI.

Fig. 1. Head of C. diana Linn. (p. 682). From a skin in the Society's collection.

2. Head of C. Vhoesti Scl. (p. 714-). From the type specimen ditto.

3. Head of C. ceplms cephus Linn. (p. 722). From a specimen now living in the

Society's Gardens.

4. Head of C. eri/throc/aster Gray (p. 715). Ditto.

5. Head of C. eri/thvoiis Waterh. (p. 725). From a skin in the Society's collection.

6. Head of C. ^«^as^)fl^rts SchreLer (p. 742). Ditto.

Plate XLII.

Fig. 1. Head of C. sahwus Linn. (p. 726). From specimen living in the Society's

Gardens.

2. Head of C. (stJiiops cstJtiops Linn. (p. 728). Ditto.

3. Head of C. cipiosiirus Scop. (p. 734). Ditto.

4. He'dd oi C. pi/geri/flims pi/c/er^fhrns Cnv. (p. 735). Ditto.

5. Head of C. niffrovii-idis, sj). n. (p. 739). From the skin of the type specimen.

6. Head of C. talapoin taJapoin Schreber (p. 741). From specimens now living-

in the Soc:'etv's Gardens.
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G. A. BouLEXGER, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. H. B. Faxtham, B.Sc, F.Z.S., exhibited original drawings
of Spirochceta anodontce from the crystalline style and intestine

of Anodo7ita cygnea. This was the first record of the occurrence
of this parasite in the British Pond-Mussel, though Keysselitz
recorded probably the same organism from Anodonta mutahilis
about a year ago, without giving its dimensions. The organism
was found to be about 40^ long and about 0'7 /j broad, with
pointed ends and an undulating membrane. Its motion was
most rapid, but seemed to be both spiral and vibratory.

The iSeoretaey exhibited photographs of a young male African
Elephant now living in the Bronx Zoological Park, Kew York,
and probably tlie type of Elephas africanus 'pumilio Noack, from
the French Congo. The photographs had been given him by
Mr. W. T. Hornaday, C.M.Z.S, He remarked on the distinctness

of the race, and pointed out the existence in the specimen of an
undescribed peculiarity in the trunk.

Dr. William E. Hoyle read a paper, illustrated by lantern-

slides, on the Cephalopoda of Zanzibar and East Africa collected

by Mr. Cyril Crossland in 1901-1902, He stated that the
collection was not extensive either in point of individuals or

species, and that a large proportion were young individuals to

which it was impossible to affix definite names in the present
state of our knowledge.

Five were identical with forms contained in a collection

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., ou the Tuesday following the date of Meeting; to which it refers. It will

be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the ' Proceedings

'
; but it may be obtained on the day of publication

at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of Six
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
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recently made by Professor Herclman near Ceylon, whilst others

occurred also in the Red Sea, thus showing a marked similarity

in the Cephalopod-fauna of the whole of this region.

Advantage had been taken by the presence of several specimens
of Sepioteuthis loliginiformis to give a full description of that

species.

Some Octopod embryos showed epidermal structures very
similar to, if not identical with, those described by Ohu,n as

constituting a bristle coat in young Octopods, and an account of

these, as full as the material allowed, was given.

Mr, Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., contributed the fifth of the
series of papers on the Mammals collected by Mr. M. P. Anderson
during the Duke of Bedford's Exploration of Eastern Asia. The
present paper gave an account of a collection from Central Korea,
just north and south of Seoul, the capital. 73 specimens were
dealt with, belonging to 13 species, of which several were new,
additional to those already discovered by Mr, Anderson during
a previous visit to the southern part of the peninsula.

Mr. AuBYN Trevor-Battye, M.A., F.L.S., F.Z.S., read a paper
on some new buildings in Continental Zoological Gardens, based
upon recent visits to those of Stellingen, Hamburg, Berlin,

Dresden, Breslau, Vienna, Budapest, Fi'ankfort-am-Main, Amster-
dam, Dusseldorf, Rotterdam, and Antwerp. By the kindness of

their Directors he was able to show the plans of the new Rodents'
House, Berlin, and of the Monkey House, Departmental, Storage,

Isolation, and Infiimary Buildings, Rotterdam. He also showed
diagrams of important erections in Breslau, Cologne, and elsewhere.

He called attention to the greater use of glass abroad than with
us, to the tendency to get rid, as far as possible, of iron bars, to

improved methods of heating, lighting, and ventilation, and to

the increased recognition of the fact that great wai'mth was
usually a mistake (excepting in the case of Reptilia), since many
animals from warm countries would thrive out-of-doors in the
cold, provided they had plenty of food and means of exercise.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, the 28th May, 1907, at half-past Eight
o'clock P.M., when the folloAving communications will be made :

—

1. Dr, G, Elliot Smith.—On the Form of the Brain in the

Extinct Lemurs of Madagascar, with some Remarks on the

Affinities of the Indrisinfe. (Appendix to Mr. H. F. Standing's

paper " On recently Discovered Subfossil Prosimi^e from
Madagascar.")

2, Mrs. O. A. Merritt Hawkes,—On the Abdominnl Viscera

and a Vestigial Seventh Branchial Arch in Chlamydoselachu,s,
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3. Mr. G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S.—Second Report on the Ba-
trachians and Reptiles collected in South Africa by Mr. 0. H. B.

Grant, and presented to the British Museum by Mr. C. D. Rudd.

The following Paper has been received :

—

Mr. James Ritchie, M.A.—Some Collections of the Cape
Verde Islands Marine Fauna, made by Cyril Crossland, July to

September 1904.—Hydroids.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings of the

Zoological Society of Loxdon should be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL, SecreMry.

3 Hanover Square, London, W
May Utk, 1907.
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May 28t]i, 1907.

Dr. J. RosK Bradford, F.R.tS,,' Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a report on the additions that had been

made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of April

1907.

The Secretary exhibited a specimen of the patent Falconnier

Glass Bricks, which had been referred to by Mr. Ti-evor-Battye

at the last scientific meeting of the Society, as specially suitable

for the construction of menagerie buildings.

The Secretary also exhibited a frontlet bearing a fine pair of

horns of the Takin (Budorcas taxicolor Hodgson). The specimen
had been given to Mr. A. St. Clair B. Carnegy by Mr. Charles

T. Forbes, of Badipar, Assam, who had obtained it from the Rajah
of the Kampti Country.

Dr. H. Hammond Smith exhibited and made remarks upon a
collection of the grits from the gizzards of the Game-birds of

England, Scotland, and Wales.

Dr. C. W. Andrews, F.R.S., communicated a paper, illustrated

by lantern-slides, by Dr. G. Elliot Smith, of the School of Medicine,
Cairo, on the form of the Brain in the Extinct Lemurs of

Madagascar, with some remarks on the affinities of the Indrisince..

It formed a supplement to the paper on recently-discovered sub-

fossil Prosimise fi-om Madagascar, read before the Society by

* Tbis Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refei-s. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the ' Proceedings

' ; but it may be obtained on the day of publication
a,t the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of Six
Shillings per annum, pa3^able in advance.
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Mr. H. F. Stn.nding on March 19tli. From an examination of

cranial casts of an extinct species of Lemur and of Mesopro-

pithecus and Palaiop>ropithecus, and of brain-casts of Nesopithecus

and Meguladapis, in conjunction with information derived from
the study of recent Lemurs, the Author had arrived at the con-

clusion that Pi'opithecus, AvciMs, Indris^ Mesoproijithecus, Neso-

pithecus, Fcdceopro'pithecus, Chiro'niys, and Megaladapis must be
leyarded as the diversely specialised members of one family, all

of which exhibited in greater or less degi'ee distinct evidence of

retrogressive changes from a moi'e pi-imitive and also more pithecoid

type.

Some Notes on the Abdominal Viscera of Chlamydoselachus,

contributed by Mrs. O. A, Mereitt Hawkes, M.Sc, comprised

observations on the alimentary canal, including the associated

glands, the dentition, and the spiral valve of this Fish. The
results were compared with the accounts of these organs previ-

ously given by Garman and Giinther, and attention was directed

to any discrepancies which had been noted. The female repi'o-

ductive organs were also examined, and evidence was cited

supporting the conclusion that Chlamydoselachtis was viviparous.

The interesting discovery was recorded that a vestigial seventh

bi'aiichial arch was pi-esent.

Mr. G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S., read a second Report on the
Batrachians and Reptiles collected in South Africa by Mr. C. H.
B. Grant, and presented to the British Museum by Mr. C. D.
Rudd. The Report dealt with 58 species—19 Batrachia and 39
Reptilia—of which two were described as new.

Mr. James Ritchie, M.A., B.Sc, of the University of Aberdeen,
communicated a paper on the Hydroids of the Cape Verde Island

Marine Fauna collected by Mr. Cyril Crossland, F.Z.S. The col-

lection contained 27 species, and added considerably to our rather

meagre knowledge of the Hydroid fauna of the northerly portions

of the West Coast of Africa. The maajority of the specimens
hitherto described from Cape Verde Island had been obtained

in comparatively deep water, but the present collection was a
littoral one, and contained examples of only one species before

I'ecorded fi'om the locality, viz. Sertidaria versluysi Nutting. Of
the 27 species represented in the collection 18 were already

known, while the remaining 9 were described as new to science.

Of the new forms the most interesting was a Gymnoblast, the
peculiar branching and simple gonophore of which separated it so

widely from known genera that a new genus had been established

for it.
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The next INEeeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, the 18th June, 1907, at half-past Eight
o'clock P.M., -when the following communications will be made :

—

1. Dr. F. W. Jones, F.Z.S.—On Growth-forms and supposed
Species in Corals. (Illustrated by lantern-slides.)

2. Mr. R. T. GtJm:HER, M.A.—Notes on Limnocnida from
Lakes Tanganyika and Victoria IS'yanza.

3. Mr. G. A. BouLEXGER, F.R.S.—On Lacerta ionica Lehrs, a

Variety of Lacerta taurica Pallas.

4. Mr. Hamilton H. Druce, F.Z.S.—On Neotropical Lyccenidw,

with Descriptions of new Species.

5. Mr. C. Tate Regan, F.Z.S.—Descriptions of Veli/er hypse-

lopterus and a new Fish of the Genus Velifer.

6. Mr. 0. Tate Regan, F.Z.S.—On the Anatomy, Classification,

and Sj'stematic Position of the Teleostean Fishes of the Sub-ordtr
Halotriognathi.

7. Mr. R. I. PococK, F.L.S., F.Z.S.—A Monographic Revi.sion

of the Monkeys of the Genus Cercojnthecus.

8. Mr. R. I. PococK, F.L.S., F.Z.S.—Notes upon some African
Species of the Genus Fells recently exhibited in the Zoological

Gardens.

The following Paper has been received :

—

Mr. Martin Jacoby, F.E.S.—Descriptions of new Species of

South-American Cryptocephalini.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings of the
Zoological Society of London should be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL, Secretm-i,.

3 Hanover Square, London, W.
June UK 1907.
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G. A. BoulejSTGER, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair

The Secretary read a Repoit on the additions that had bef-P-

made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of May
1907.

Mr, H. 0. Bax-Ironside, H.B.M. Minister to Yenezuela,

exhibited a series of eighteen models of Venezuelan animals.

The models had been made from I'ving specimens by a native

Indian, the material employed being Ballata gum.

Mr, C, J, Gahan exhibited the female of a luminous Beetle of

a species of Phengodes from Manaos, Brazil.

Mr. C. L. BouLBNGER exhibited and made remarks on a new
Hydromedusan of v/hich examples of both pol3^p and medusa
stages were obtained by Dr. Cunnington and himself during their

recent exploration of the lake Birket Gurun in the Fayum,
The medusa, for which Mr. Boulenger proposed the name

Moerisia lyonsi, g. & sp. n., was an Anthomedusan which
appeared closely related to Sarsia.

The hydroid was gymnoblastic and resembled Cordylophora,

differing, however, from that genus in possessing a more complex

mode of branching, and in the situation of the gonophores, which

were on the polyps themselves.

Mr. R, I. PocooK exhibited two young examples of the Common
Sqviirrel which had undergone a peculiar change in colour.

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,

W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will

be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,

along with the ' Proceedings' ; but it may be obtained on the day of publication

at the price of SLvpejice, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of Six

Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
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Dr. F. W. Jones, F.Z.S., read a paper entitled " On the

Growth-forms and supposed Species in Corals," in which he

showed that the growth-form of the colony was the outcome
of the conditions of the environment, and was not a specific

character. The growth-form was largely the result of the

method of division of the zooids of the colony, and different

external conditions produced difi"erent methods of division, so

that almost any coral could show almost any method of division.

Every coral had three innate tendencies of gi^owth, viz. : (1) to

grow on the lines of an inherited growth-form, (2) to grow
upwards, and (3) to oppose its maximum area to the line of

currents. The conditions of the environment modified these

tendencies, e. g. :— (1) Rough water caused: (a) building dense

skeleton, (b) the corallites to be flush with the general surface,

(c) the whole growth to be rounded or flattened. (2) Deep water

caused : (a) building of light porous skeleton, (b) the loss of pig-

mentation, (c) the production of long attenuated branches.

(3) Sediment in the water caused : (a) the raising and narrowing
of the corallites, (b) the sculpturing of the intermediate spaces,

(c) the production of stunted and amorphous forms. Coloration

was no criterion of a species. The question of injury was a most
important one in the production of growth-forms, and an injured

colony might repair itself by a form of gi'owth differenc from its

original type. The various conditions of the environment pro-

duced an endless series of variations, but these were mere
modifications of a few "species"; and in many cases a large

colony might be broken up and its various fiugments referred

to many difi"erent named " species." The study of the zooid, the

study of the development of identical embryos exposed to d'ifierent

environments, nnd the noting of the range of variation in situ,

were the only methods by which the determining of the limits of

a " species " among the corals could be arrived at.

Mr. G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S., read a paper on the Lizard of

the Ionian Islands which had been named Lacerla ionica by
TIerr Philip Lehrs. Tie stated his opinion that this Lizard was
not entitled to specific rank and that it was merely a variety of

Lacerta taurica Pallas.

Mr. Hamilton H. Druce, F.Z.S., communicated a paper on
" Neotropical Lycsenidfe," in which a large nvnuber of new forms
were described and the synonymy of many others discussed.

Six cabinet drawers containing a representative series of the

group were exhibited.

A communication from Mr. 0. Tate Regan, M.A., F.Z.S.,

contained descriptions of Velifer Jiijpselo'jjtertts and of a new fish

of the genus Velifer.
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A second communication from Mr. Regan, entitled " On the

Anatomy, Classification, and Systematic Position of the Teleostean

Fishes of the Sub-order Halotriognathi," showed that the Lampri-
didse, Veliferidse, Trachypteridse, and Lophotidse formed a natural

grovip closely related to the Beryciformes, from which they
differed especially in the structure of the mouth. The maxillaries

were protractile and had well-developed inner posteriorly directed

processes, which moved backwards and forwards in a pair of

grooves on each side of a median keel on the antero-superior face

of the vomer ; whereas in the Beryciformes the maxillaries were
articulated to the vomer, and each had a ligamentous attachment
to a process of the palatine, which prevented any movement other

than the rotation forward of the distal extremity. The Halo-
triognathi were divided into Selenichthyes {Lampris), Histich-

thyes {Velifer), and Tseniosomi (Trachypteridse and Lophotidse).

Reasons were given for believing that the Beryciformes were
directly derived fi'om Clupeoid Malacopterygians.

Mr. R. I. PococK gave a brief abstract of a monograph of the
Monkeys of the genus Cercopitheciis and pointed out that all the

. known forms of this genus might be arranged into groups typified

by the following species :

—

patas, cethiops, petaurista, cepfius,

nictitans, leucamp)yx, alhigularis, mona, neglectus, Vhoesti, and
diana.

Mr. R. I. PococK also read a paper upon some African species

of Felis, based upon specimens exhibited in the Society's Gardens.
He drew special attention to some interesting points connected
with F. nigripes, F. served and servalia, and F. aurata {= chryso-

thrix). A specimen of the last-named species from Sierra Leone
changed from red to dusky grey while living in the Gardens, thus
proving that the differences in colour between individuals of this

species were not of specific or subspecific value.

Mr. R. T. Gt'NTHER contributed a paper on the Jelly-fish of the

genus Limnocnida collected during the Third Tanganyika Expe-
dition. The material had been obtained on four distinct dates in

September, November, and February, by Dr.W. A. Cunnington, and
therefore during the season of the great rains. The greater number
of specimens in all the collections showed a vigorous gi-owth of

young medusa-buds on the manubrium, and that therefore the
theory that asexual reproduction occurred during the dry season

only, which was propounded by Mr. Moore, must be abandoned.
Dr. Cunnington's material threw new light upon the order and

siiccession in which the tentacles developed, and had enabled the

author to record all the stages of tentacle development as exhibited

by individuals ranging from 2 mm. to 22 mm.
Oei'tain variations in the arrangement of radial canals and of

sense-organs were discussed. As large a percentage as 24 "/o were
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found to possess 5 or more radial canals, the greatest number being
7 instead of the normal 4.

The Victoria Nyanza form of Limnocnida collected by Sir 0.

Eliot, F.Z.S., which was also dealt with in the paper, was believed

to be a variety, which differed from the Tanganyika form in that

the tentacles were more deeply imbedded ia ridges of jelly of the
exumbrella than in the Tanganyika form. All the individuals in

a collection from the Victoria Nyanza were females.

The result of a reinvestigation of both Limnocnida and Limno-
codium had led the author to the conclusion that both genera
were to be referred to the Trachomedusse, in spite of the fact that
no other known Trachomedusan had gonads on the manubrium.
Reasons for this view were given as also for the association of

both freshwater meduspe with the Olindiadse. It was considered

exceedingly doubtful whether either Limnocodium or Limnocnida
ever passed through a hydroid stage at all.

This Meeting closes the Session 1906-1907. The next Session

(1907-1908) will commence in November next.

The following Papers are in hand :

—

1. Mr. Martin Jacoby, F.E.S.—Descriptions of new Species

of South-American Oryptocephalini.

2. Mr. Knud Anbersen,—A Monograph of the Chiropteran
Genera Uroderma, Enchisthenes, and Artibeus.

3. Mr. E. S. Russell, M.A.—Environmental Studies on the

Limpet.

Communications inteaded for the Scientific Meetings of the

Zoological Society of Londox should be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL, Secretary.

3 Hanover Square, London, W.
Jxme 2bth, 1907.
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The Society consists of Fellows, and Honorary, Foreign, and

Corresponding Members, elected according to the By-Laws. It

carries out the objects of its foundation by means of the collection

of living animals at Regent's Park, by its Library at 3, Hanover

Square, W., and by its scientific publications.

The Office of the Society (3, Hanover Square), where all

communications should be sent, addressed to " The Secretary," is

open from Ten till Five, except on Saturdays, when it closes at

Two P.M.

The Library, under the superintendence of Mr. F. H. Waterhouse,

is open daily at the above hours, except in September.

The Meetings of the Society for General Business are held at the

Ofiice on the Thursday following the third Wednesday in every

month of the year, except in September and October, at Four p.m.

The Meetings for Scientific Business are held at the OflS.ce twice

a month on Tuesdays, except in July, August, September, and

October, at half-past Eight o'clock p.m.

The Anniversary Meeting is held on the 29th. April, or the

nearest convenient day, at Four p.m.

The Gardens in the Regent's Park are open daily from Nine o'clock

until Sunset. Mr. E,. I, Pocock is the resident Superintendent.

The Prosectorium for Anatomical and Pathological work at the

Gardens is under the charge of Mr. Frank E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S.,

Prosector, assisted by Mr. H. G. Plimmer, M.E..C.S., Pathologist to

the Society.

TERMS FOR THE ADMISSION OF FELLOWS.

Fellows pay an Admission Fee of £5, and an annual Contri-

bution of £d, due on the Ist. of January, and payable in advance,

or a Composition of =£45 in lieu thereof; the whole payment,

including the Admission Fee, being =£50.

No person can become a Fellow until the Admission Fee and

First Annual Subscription have been paid, or the annual payments

have been compounded for.

Fellows elected after the 31st. of August are not liable for the

Subscription for the year in which they are elected.



PRIVILEGES OF EELLOWS.

Fellows have Personal Admission to the Gardens with Two

Companions daih", upon signing their names in the book at the

entrance gate.

The Wife or Httsband of a Fellow can exercise these privileges

in the absence of the Fellow.

Every Fellow is entitled to receive annually 60 undated Green

Cards, and, when no specific instructions are received, the supply

will be sent in this form. If preferred, however, 20 Green Cards

may be exchanged for a book containing 2 Orders for each

Saturday * throughout the year. A similar book of Sunday Orders
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The annual supply of Tickets will be sent to each Fellow on the
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of Standing Order supplied to Fellows.

Fellows are- not allowed to pass in friends on their written

Order or on presentation of their Visiting Cards.

Fellows are exempt from payment of the fee for Painting,

Sketching, and Photographing in the Society's Gardens.

Fellows have the privilege of receiving the Society's ordinary

Publications issued during the year upon payment of the additional

Subscription of One Guinea. This Subscription is due upon the

1st. of January, and must be paid before the day of the Anniversary

Meeting, after which the privilege lapses. Fellows are likewise

entitled to purchase these Publications at 25 per cent, less than

the price charged to the public. A further reduction of 25 per

cent, is also made upon all purchases of Publications issued prior

to 1881, if above the value of Five Pounds.

Fellows also have the privilege of subscribing to the Annual

Volume of ' The Zoological Eecord,' which gives a list of the Works

and Publications relating to Zoology in each year, for the sum of

* The Saturday Orders are uot available if the Fellow introduces friends

personally on that day.



One Pound Ten Shillings. Separate divisions of volumes 39 to

42 can also be supplied. Full particulars of these publications can

be had on application to the Secretary.

Fellows may obtain a Transferable Tvort Ticket admitting

two persons, available throughout the whole period of Fellowship,

on payment of Ten Pounds in one sum. A second similar ticket

may be obtained on payment of a further sum of TAventy Pounds.

Any Fellow who intends to be absent from the United Kingdom
during the space of one year or more, may, upon giving to the

Secretary notice in writing, have his or her name placed upon the
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Secretary.

Ladies or Gentlemen wishing to become Fellows of the Society
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P. CHALMERS MITCHELL, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.,
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3 Hanover Square, London, W.,
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LIST OF THE PUBLICATIONS

OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

The scientific publications of the Zoological Society of London
are of two kinds—-" Proceedings/' published in an octavo

form, and "' Transactions/' in quarto.

According to the present arrangements, the " Proceedings"

contain not only notices of all business transacted at the scien-

tific meetings, but also all the papers read at such meetings

and recommended to be published in the '^Proceedings" by

the Committee of Publication. A large number of coloured

plates and engravings are issued in the volmnes of the

" Proceedings/' to illustrate the new or otherwise remark-

able species of animals described in them. Amongst such

illustrations, figures of the new or rare species acquired in a

living state for the Society's Gardens are often given.

The "Proceedings" for each year are issued in four parts,

on the first of the months of June, August, October, and

April, the part published in April completing the volume

. for the last half of the preceding year. From January 1901

they have been issued as two half-yearly volumes.

The "Transactions" contain such of the more important

communications made to the scientific meetings of the Society

as, on account-of the nature of the plates required to illustrate

them, are better adapted for publication in the quarto form.

They are issued at irregular intervals.

Fellows and Corresponding Members, upon payment of

a Subscription of One Guinea before the day of the Anni-

versary Meeting in each year, are entitled to receive the

Society's Publications for the year. They are likewise

entitled to purchase the Publications of the Society at 25 per

cent, less than the price charged for them to the Public. A
further reduction of 25 per cent, is made upon purchases of

Publications issued prior to 1881, if they exceed the value of

five pounds.

Fellows also have the privilege of subscribing to the

Annual Volume of the Zoological Record for a sum of "dOs.

(which includes cost of delivery), payable on the 1st July

in each year ; but this privilege is forfeited unless the

subscription be paid before the 1st of December following.

The following is a complete list of the publications of the

Society already issued.

[May, 1908.]
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THE ZOOLOGICAL RECORD.

'^PHE object of the Zoological Record is to give, by means of an

annual Volume, complete lists of the Works and Publications

relating to Zoology in all its branches that have appeared during

the year preceding the issue of the Volume, together with full

information as to the points they deal with, arranged in such a

manner as to serve as an Index to the literature of Zoology in all

parts of the globe, and thus to form a repertory that will retain its

value for the Student in future years.

All Members of the Zoological Society of London have the

privilege of receiviug the ' Record ' at a subscription price of 305.

per annum, including the cost of delivery. This Subscription is

due on the 1st of July in every year, and the privilege of Sub-

scription is forfeited unless the amount be paid before the 1st of

December following.

The Zoological Society is able to supply complete sets of the

' Zoological Record.' The first thirty-seven Volumes (1864-1900),

and the Index-Volume (1880-1900) in addition, will be supplied

for .£15 net (or mithout the Index-Volume, for £14: 10s. net).

Volumes of any single year (exclusive of the last five volumes and

Vols. 4 and 6) can likewise be supplied at 10s. per volume net.

Index Zoologicus. An alphabetical list of names of genera

and subgenera proposed for use in Zoology, as recorded in the

•Zoological Record,' 1880-1900; together with other names not

included in the ' Nomeuclator Zoologicus' of S. H. Scudder. Com-

piled (for the Zoological Society of London) by Charles Owen

Waterhodse and edited by DiviD Sharp, Editor of the 'Zoological

Record.' London, 1902, Price to Fellows, 18s. ;
price to the

public, 20s.

Members of the Society wishing to subscribe to the ' Record '

are requested to apply at this office for a Form, to be returned

when filled up and signed by the subscriber. In order to facilitate

the payment of the subscription, a Banker's Order Form is also

supplied to those who prefer that mode of payment. This order,

when filled up and signed, should be sent to the Society's office for

registration ; it will then be sent to the Agents named therein.

[p. T. 0.



SEPARATE DIVISIONS OF THE ZOOLOGICAL RECORD.

Divisions of the ' Zoological Record,' Vols. 39-42, containing

the literature of the years 1902-1905, may be obtained separately

as follows :

—

s. d.

List of abbreviations of journals, etc. . . . 2 net.

Special Records, viz. :
—

I. General Subjects 2 6,,
II. Mammalia . . 2 6 „

III. Aves 6 „

IV. Reptilia and Batrachia 2 6,,
V. Pisces 2 6 „

VI. Tunieata . . . . 1 „

VII. MoUusca 4 „

VIII. Brachiopoda . . 1 „

IX. Bryozoa . . . . 1 „

X. Crustacea 2 6,,
XI. Arachnida 2 0.,

XII. Myriopoda 1 6 „

XIII. Insecta 12 „

XIV. Echinoderma 3 6 „

XV. Vermes 3 „

XVI. Coelenterata . . . . 16,,
XVII. Spongiee . . 2 „

XVIII. Protozoa 2 „

Index of new names of genera and subgenera . 2 0,,

Divisions from Vol. 43 onwards are now supplied by Messrs.

Harrison & Sons, 46 St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretary.

May, 1908.

Zoological Society oi' London,

3 Hanover Square, W.
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November 12, 1907.

F. Du Cane Godman, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., Yice-President,

in the Chair.

Report on Additions to the Menagerie dxhring June to

October 1907.

June.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of June were 210 in number. Of these 60 were acquired
by presentation and 33 by purchase, 89 were received on deposit,

3 by exchange, and 25 were born in the Gardens. The total

number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 222.

Amongst the additions special attention may be called to the
following :

—

A male Musk-Deer {Moschus moschiferus) from Cliamba,
presented by Major Rodon, F.Z.S., on June 16th.

A male Red Bird of Paradise [Paradisea rubra) from Waigiou,
a male Twelve-wired Bird of Pai'adise {Seleucides nigricans) from
Salwatti, and two pairs of King Birds of Paradise {Cicinnurus
regius) from Aru Island, purchased on June 8th.

An Abyssinian Fruit-Pigeon (FMi«(/o waalia), two Buff-breasted
Partridges {Ptilopachys fuscus), a Black-billed Hornbill [Lopho-
ceros nasutus), and two Black-backed Plovers (Pluvianus cegyjJtins)

from Nigeria, presented by Miss Jardine on June 15th.

July,

The additions to the Society's Menagerie during the month
of July were 364 in number. Of these 114 were acquired by
presentation and 20 by purchase, 38 were received on deposit,

i45 by exchange, and 47 were born in the Gardens. The total

number of departures dizring the same period, by death and
removals, was 273.

Amongst the additions special attention may be called to the
following :

—

A South-African Fennec {Vulpes chama) from S. Africa, pur-
chased on July 3rd.

A Three-striped Phalanger {Dactylopsila trivirgata) from Sal-

watti, New Guinea, presented by Walter Goodfellow, Esq., F.Z.S.,

on July 26th.

A Collection of 139 Birds, principally from North America,
including two White-headed Sea-Eagles {Haliaetus leucocephalus),

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LI. 51
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two Turkey Yultures [Cathartes aura), four Sulphur-breasted

Toucans [Rhamphastos carinatus), as well as a large number of

Thrushes, Finches, and other Passerine birds, representing many-

species new to the Collection : received in exchange from the

Bronx Zoological Park, New York, on July 10th.

August,

The additions to the Society's Menagerie during the month of

August were 185 in number. Of these 51 were acquired by

presentation and 6 by purchase, 81 were received on deposit,

9 by exchange, and 38 were born in the Gardens. The total

number of departures during the same period, by death and

removals, was 152.

Amongst the additions special attention may be called to the

following :—

•

A Simpai Langur [Semnopithecus melalophtis), being the second

example of this rare Monkey exhibited in the Gardens, deposited

August 17th.

A Phillips's Dik-Dik {Madoqua phiUipsi), new to the Collection,

presented by Capt. M. J. Quirke, I.M.S., August 27th.

A female Mountain Zebra {Equus zebra), presented by A. W.
Guthrie, Esq., F.Z.S., August 14th. The Society have now a pair

of these Zebras.

A young Lammergeier (Gypaetibs bui^batus), presented by

F. Burgoyne, Esq., F.Z.S., August 28th.

September.

The additions to the Society's Menagerie during the month of

September were 149 in number. Of these 68 were acquired

by presentation, 2 by purchase, 65 were received on deposit,

4 by exchange, and 10 were born in the Gardens. The total

number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 158.

Amongst the additions special attention may be called to the

following :

—

One female Giraffe [Giraffcc camelo2JardaUs antiqioorum), born in

the Menagerie on Sept. 20th.

One male Gayal {Bibos frontalis), born in the Menagerie on
Sept. 6th.

Three Hai-nessed Antelopes [Tragelaphus scriptus), one Nagor
Antelope (Ce7"'«icajor« redii,nca),ivii([ two Side-striped Jackals {Cants

Za^eraZis), from Gambia, presented by Sir George Denton, K.C.M.G.,

F.Z.S., on Sept. 28th.

One Cayenne Kite-Falcon (Leptodon cayennensis), deposited

on Sept. 30th.
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October.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of October were 214 in number. Of these 107 were

acquired by presentation, 3 by purchase, 92 were received on
deposit, 10 by exchange, and 2 were born in the Gardens. The
total number of departures during the same period, by death and
removals, was 140.

Amongst the additions special attention may be called to the

following :

—

Two Chinchillas {Chinchilla lanigera), presented by the Countess

de Grey on Oct. 4th.

Five Viscachas (LagostOTnus trichodacti/hos), three presented by
the Countess de Grey on Oct. 4th, and two deposited on Oct. 26th.

A Spotted Cuscus {Fhcdanger macidatus), new to the Collection,

purchased on Oct. 4th.

A Naked-throated Bell-bird [Chasviorhi/nchus nudicollis), de-

posited on Oct. 16th.

A Ground Hombill [Jjucorvus ahyssinicios), deposited on

Oct. 3rd.

Two Arizona Heloderms [Heloderma suspectttm), deposited on
Oct. 10th.

Mr. R. I. Pocock, F.L.S., the Superintendent of the Gardens,

exhibited two photographs of a kitten bred in the Gardens

between a male European Wild Cat {Felis sylvestris) and a female

African Wild Cat {Felis ocreata ugandce), and made the follow^ing

Temai'ks :

—

The kitten was one of a litter of three born on August 14th.

Two were eaten by the mother soon after birth, but the third

was safely reared by a foster-cat. The three kittens Avere alike in

pattern and resembled in all respects fairly typical domestic cats

of the striped-tabby bi-eed, as was shown by the photographs

taken on Sept. 4th and Oct. 22nd, when the survivor was

respectively about three and nine weeks old (text-figs. 194, 195,

p. 750). This experiment in cross-breeding, although throwing

no light upon the origin of the Blotched-tabby Domestic Cat, con-

firmed Mr. Pocock's opinion * that the Striped-tabby Domestic Cat

of Europe was descended from the European and African Wild
Cats {Felis sylvestris and Felis ocreata).

Mr. P^. Lydekker, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited, on behalf of the

Hon. Walter Rothschild, the skins and horns of a male and female

Takin from Bhutan, differing from the typical Mishmi form by
its much smaller horns.

P. Z. S. 1907, pp. 143-166.

51*
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Text-fie'. 194.

Text-fis'. 1 95.

Pl3'brid between a male European Wild Cat (Fel is .y/Ircntris} and a female African

Wild Cat (Felis oereata vc/andce) at nine weeks old (text-tig. 19i) and at three-

weeks old (text-fig. 195).
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The following papers were read :

—

1. On the Scales of Fish, Living and Extinct, and their

importance in Classification. B}^ Edwin S. Goodrich^,

F.K.S., F.Z.S., Fellow o£ Merton College, Oxford.

[Received November 12, 1907.]

(Plates XLIII.-XLVI.* and Text-figures 196-204.)

In a recently pviblislied paper on the Dermal Fin-rays of Fish (3),

I remarked that the importance of the scales in classification

seemed not to have received the attention it deserved. A careful

study of the structure of the scales of living and extinct fish having

confirmed this opinion, an account is here given of the results of

my researches. Incomplete as these are, partly owing to the lack

of material, they will be sulficient, I think, to show that the

subject is full of interest, and well worthy of further study.

For the material used in the investigations I am to a great

extent indebted to the genei-osity of various friends, among Avhom

may be mentioned Dr. Traquair, Prof. Sollas, and Mr. Boulenger
;

but especially do I wish to express my thanks to Dr. A. Smith
Woodward for help constantly rendered dui-ing my frequent visits

to the British Museum.
Agassiz, in his classical memoirs on fossil fish (1), laid the

foundation of the modern work on fish-scales, and it is well-known

that he based his classification chiefly on their structure. But
less generally known is it that more than half a century ago

Williamson (26 & 27) published two most important papers on

the scales of _fish, of which he gave a very detailed and beautiful

account. Not only was he able in many ways to complete and

correct previous obsei-vations, to give the first accurate description

of the minute structure of the scales of living and extinct Selachii,

' Ganoidii,' and Teleostei, but he also explained their mode of

growth, and brought forward a theory of the origin of the various

types of scales, aiad of their derivation from the primitive denticles

of the Elasmobranch. Indeed "Williamson's theory is in many
respects superior to those modifications of it which have since been

published by Hertwig (7), Klaatsch (10), and others. It may be

added that in these remarkable papers Williamson clearly dis-

tinguished calcification of cai'tilage in the Elasmobranch from the

various processes of the formation of true bone he desciibed in other

fish. His theories will be discussed later on (pp. 759-760) ; but

it may here be mentioned that he considered that the superficial

layer of the scale of Megalichthys is formed by the combination of

a layer of " cosmine," derived from denticles homologous with those

of Elasmobranchs, with deeper layers of bone of independent

origin. He believed the cosmine layer to be formed by the

concrescence of " dermal teeth." He further showed that the outer

* For explanation of the Plates, see p. 774.
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layers of a ganoid scale are not formed of true enamel, but are

continuations of the lower layers which overlap on to the uppei-

surface, the scale growing by the deposition of complete con-

centric lamellae. The Teleostean scale he described as growing in

the same way, and as derived from the Ganoid.

At the time Williamson made these interesting observations, the

classification of fossil fish was in a very unsatisfactory state.

Allied forms were frequently widely separated, or distantly

related forms closely grouped together. It is not surprising, then,

that the systematic importance of his work should have escaped'

the notice of ichthyologists as well as of the author himself.

Now that the classification is so much better understood, we cannot
help being struck by the value of the evidence afibrded by his-

researches ; and it is mainly for the purpose of calling attention,

to them that this paper has been written.

Types of Scale.

The Placoid. Scale.—Little need be said concerning the denticles;

of Elasmobranch fish ; attention must, however, be drawn to a
few important points. True denticles are universally pi'esent in

the living Elasmobranchs and their extinct allies. In structure

they are remarkably constant, always consisting of a cap of dentine

enclosing a pulp-cavity from which radiate numerous canaliculi

(text-fig. 196). The cavity often becomes subdivided into branching-

canals uniting at the base, and giving oflf the dentinal tubules.

The base is pierced by one or more openings through which the

pulp can communicate with the surrounding mesoblastic tissues of

the dermis. The dentine cap is covered on its outer surface with

a layer of hard transparent enamel-like substance, the exact nature
of which has given rise to considerable controversy. It is either

true enamel deposited by the epidermis, or merely an outer

specialised layer of dentine (Rose, 21), or a combination of both
(Tomes, 22). For our present purpose we may call it enamel,,

allowing that Tomes' view is probably correct.

The important thing to notice is that from its earliest appearance
in development onwards the dentine cap is in direct continuity

with the basement membrane lying below the epidermis. Unlike
bone, the dentine grows on one sui^face only, and that is the

surface limiting the pulj)-cavity. The placoid scale, then, always
remains next to the epidermis, and never as a whole sinks down
into the dermis (text-fig. 196). As it grows older it may, and
generally does, acquire a well-marked basal jDlate of fixation

(text-fig. 196, b). This plate is merely an extension inwards of the

original cone, and it soon comes into connection with the deep
fibrous layer of the cutis. As described by Hertwig (6), the
connective-tissue fibres penetrate into the plate. Like the rest

of the denticle, the basal plate is never composed of true bone,

never contains bone-cells : it may be formed either of dentine, or

of some less dense substance especially in its deeper parts. When
the base is very large, as in the spines of Skates, the dentine may
gradually change to a softer tissue composed of numerous trabeculee
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surrounding irregular spaces. Since scleroblastic cells are free to

pass on both sides of the ingrowing base, it can increase in size in

ail directions.

One may summarise the chief points thus :—The placoid scale,

or denticle, begins as a cone of dentine deposited by mesoblastic

scleroblastic cells below the epidermis, in continuity with the

basement membrane ; a basal plate may be present in the form of

a direct extension inwards of the cone, never as a separate

element which becomes fused on to it secondarily ;
both the cone

and the plate are composed of dentine or some allied substance,

never of true bone ; the cone may pierce the epidermis, when fully

grown.

(From Lankester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by permission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)

Diagrams of the structure and development of the dermal skeleton of A, an early

stage, and B, later stages of Elasmo'branchs ; C, Thelodus ; D, Fsammosteus ;

E, Pteraspis, all in section at right angles to the surface ;
the dentine is black.

F-I. Enlarged views of the outer surface of the dermal skeleton of F, Thelodus

head, G, Thelodus i;ail, H, Fsammosteus shield, and I, Fteraspis shield, hf.,

expanded basal plate; bm., basement membrane; ct., connective tissue; dc,

dentine cap; ep., epidermis; I., bony lamellie ; p., pulp-cavity; r., smiace

ridge ; tr., bony trabeculse of vascular layer.

Such denticles are found in the Selachii and Holocephali, which

are devoid of other forms of scaling. Probably they also occur m
the Pleuropterygii (Oladoselachii) and Ichthyotomi (Pleuracan-

thodii) ; though details concerning the histological structure of the

scales of these fish are still lacking. Rarely the denticles seem to

fuse together, as for instance in Hyhodus (28). The circumorbital
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plates of Cladoselache, and the dermal plates of certain Holo-

cephali (29) may also be of this nature, since they appear to be
formed of dentine-like substance.

The Scales and Plates of the Heterostraci.—The impoi-tant

researches of Traquair (23 & 24) have disclosed a most interesting

series of Palaeozoic fish in which it appears to be possible to trace

clearly the evolution of the bony carapace of the Pteraspids from the

simple placoid scales of Thelodus. The latter (text-fig. 1 96, c & f) are

broad and flattened denticles closely set in a mosaic on the head and
trunk, and fitting together by their crenulated edges. In the tail

region theylose the crenulations, are set farther apart, and are more
spine-like in shape (text-fig. 196, g). Rohon (18) and Rose (21) have
described their finer structure. The pulp-cavity is simple, and there

is no distinctly marked basal plate. The whole scale is formed of

typical dentine. Psammosteus is almost entirely covered with large

plates (Traquair, 23). Sviperficially these are studded with small

denticles in every way similar to those of Thelodus (text-fig. 196, h).

They have a rounded or pointed top, a wider base, and more or

less closely-fitting crenulated edges. Below these denticles is a

thick plate of bone-like tissue, which, however, is devoid of bone-

cells. Since the structure of these plates has not been described in

detail I give some figures of sections (PI. XLIII. fig. 4, & text-

fig. 196, d). An outer spongy layer, pierced in all directions by
a network of vascular canals, occupies the greater thickness of

the plate. It is indistinctly subdivided into two by a layer of

lamellae parallel with the surface. The inner side of the plate is

strengthened with a thick lamellated layer. These skeletal

structures have been deposited in successive laminae, as is evi-

denced by the striation seen in sections (PI. XLIII. fig. 4). The
plate grows in thickness by the addition of new layers on its

lower surface.

The denticles are of quite difierent structure, are composed of

true dentine very like that of Thelodus (PI. XLIII. fig. 4), and
contain a pulp-cavity. They rest on the underlying plate, to which
they become fixed, being fused to it here and thei'e at their base.

But they are sufficiently separate to be frequently broken off in

specimens. These denticles grow, of course, by the addition of

new matter below ; and so the pulp-cavity becomes very shallow,

and is not exposed even when the cone is much worn down.
It is but a step from Psammosteus to Pteraspis^ whose exo-

skeleton has been well described by Huxley (9) and Lankester

(11). Here the denticles already elongated in some regions of

Thelodus have been converted into long narrow, closely fitting

ridges (text-fig. 196, i). Pander figures a fragment of a plate,

probably of Psammosteus^ which shows most beautifully inter-

mediate stages in the elongation of the denticles (14). Each ridge

of the Pteraspis shield shows in transverse section the structure of

a typical placoid scale, with numerous tubules radiating fi'om the

elongated pulp-cavity into the dentine. Very narrow deep valleys
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separate the dentine ridges, which may sometimes meet below.

Traces of the crenulations may still be seen.

The underlying plate consists of an outer layer with very

large vascular spaces, and a lamellated inner layer. The skeletal

substance of which these are composed is quite similar to that of

the Fsammosteus plate.

Thvis it appears that the shields of the Heterostraci, and also

the scales and dermal fin-rays, have all been evolved by the

combination of a covering of separate isolated denticles and an
underlying plate, and the theory of Williamson is confirmed in a

most remarkable manner by Traquair. But, and this is an
important point, the superficial tubercles and the plate should not

be compared to the pointed tip and expanded basal plate of an
ordinary Selachian placoid scale. Throughout these changes the

denticles i-emain essentially unaltered ; the inner and continuous

plate is evidently a quite distinct structure of separate origin—

a

new skeletal support doubtless developed in the cutis, and with

which the denticles only came into secondary connection. In the

most specialised forms \Pteraspis) the latter almost entirely lose

their individuality, and acquire the deceptive appearace of being

merely the ornamental surface of a scale or plate
;
yet they neither

lose their characteristic tooth-like histological structure, nor do

they really take part in the formation of the underlying plate.

The true Scales.—Coming now to the fish with true scales, we
first of all study those scales which have hitherto been grouped

under the name "ganoid." Of these there are three types which

can be clearly distinguished.

The Cosmoid Scale.—As an example of the first type, which may
be called the ^'^cosmoid " scale, we may take that of Megalichthys.

It has been so well described by Williamson (23), that little need

be said concerning its structure, which is shown in text-figs. 197

& 200. As usual, a basal layer is present composed of parallel bony
laminae of " isopedine," over which is a zone with large vascular

spaces. Near the surface these canals combine to a more regular

horizontal system forming a network passing round vertical canals,

which reach the outer surface of the scale. It is the openings of

these canals which give the pitted appearance to the shiny scales of

the " Orossopterygian " fish. Below the surface the canals expand
into conical chambers, between which pass upwards another set of

vertical canals ending above in pulp-cavities. From these radiate

a multitude of canaliculi.

A section parallel to the surface and just below it shows the

conical chambers surrounded by a hexagonal pattern, formed by
the cut ends of the dentine tubules (text-fig. 1 97). A section further

down displays the pulp-cavities surrounded by the canals joining

the chambei's. This layer of vascular chambers and puljD-cavities

disposed with such beautiful regularity may be considered as the

highest development of " cosmine." Williamson gave this name
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to the peculiar dentine-like substance he discovered in " ganoid
"

scales. Unfortunately he also applied it to a very different bony
tissue found in Lejndotus (p. 758). But in this paper the name
cosmine will be restricted to a tissue with canaliculi like those of

dentine, and the name " cosmoid " will be applied only to scales

with an outer layer like that of Megalichthys.

The cosmine is restricted to that part of the outer surface of the

scale which is exposed. Those regions which are overlapped by
their neighbours in front have no cosmine, and are formed entirely

of the two lower bony layers, the vascular and the isopedine (text-

fig. 197, c). In both these are distributed numerous bone-cells..

No such cells are found in the cosmine layer. The passage from
the one to the other is gradual. Overlying the whole cosmine-

covered surface is a thin layer of tiunsparent glassy appearance

and of homogeneous texture (text-fig. 197, A, & PI. XLIII. fig. 5)..

(From Lankester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by permission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)!

Scale of Megaliclithijs hibherti Ag. ; Carbonii'erous, England. A. Piece of a thick

transverse section, much enlarged. B. Section through the hind edge, en-

larged. C. Outer view of a scale, ae., anterior region covered hy next scale

;

c, large vascular cavity; cli., chamber of cosmine layer; dt., canaliculi of

cosmine ; g., thin outermost shiny layer ; h., irregular vascular canals ; i., bony
inner layer or isopedine; o., opening of chamber on surface; j)c., pulp-cavitj-

from which canaliculi radiate ; •y.c, vertical canal.

Now, such a cosmoid scale grows at its edge and lower surface..

New cavities may be excavated in the vascular layer, or old ones

filled up ; but the increase in bulk of the scale as it grows older

can only take place by the addition of new lamellse of isopedine

below, and by the deposition of substance, enclosing new chambeis
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and pulp-cavities at the periphery (text-fig. 197, b). The cosmine
layer with its thin enamel-like covering, is formed once and for all

when it is first laid down. As far as one can judge from the
examination of sections it does not materially alter with age. No
new layers are deposited above it ; such changes as take place are
unimportant, and chiefly due to the filling up of the various
spaces. The stratification of the isopedine indicates the lines of

growth. Faint signs of laminte are also visible in the walls of the
vascular spaces.

We may summai-ise the characters of the cosmoid scale as

follows :—It has an outer layer of dentine-like substance with
pulp-cavities and vascular chambers arranged in regular manner

;

a middle bony layer with vascular spaces ; and an inner layer of

bony laminte, pi-obably ossified fibrous tissue of the cutis. The
cosmoid scale grows in thickness only by the addition of new
lamellae below ; its outer surface is covered with a thin shiny layer,,

the nature and origin of which is uncertain.

The Ganoid Scale.—It is proposed to restrict the name "ganoid"
to a type of scale found in all the Actinopterygii except the modern
Teleostei. In its full development this type is represented by the

rhombic scales of Pcdceoniscus and Lepidosteus. It difiers radically

from the cosmoid scale described above in that it grows in

thickness by the addition of new layers not only below, but also

on its upper surface. In fact concentric layers of new substance
are continually being deposited over the whole surface ; the oldest

part of the scale is' therefore at the centre. These layers,

however, are not the same throughout ; the lower being bony or

fibrous, the upper of much denser homogeneous, enamel-like

substance called ganoine by Williamson (text-fig. 198, c).

There are two distinct varieties of "ganoid" scale, differing in

constant and important characters :

—

The Palceoniscoid Scale.—Gonatodus or Eurynotus yields good
examples of this type. The exposed surface of the scale is covered

with a shiny layer of ganoine, pierced here and there by small

vascular canals leading downwards into a horizontal network of

canals (PI. XLY. tig. 15, & text-fig. 198). From this again a few
vertical canals pass downwards to open on the lower surface. The
bulk of the scale, below the network of vascular spaces, is made up
of the usual horizontal laminse of bone, arranged in parallel layers.

At the periphery these layers are bent upwards and, so to speak,

turned over to form the laminse of ganoine covering the outside of

the scale. The two are continuou.s ; but at their junction, just

above the vascular spaces, is a cosmine-like layer penetrated by
bunches of minute branching canaliculi passing upwards (fig. 15).

Bone-cells are abundant below the vascular network, but none
are found above it. Thus, in the Palseoniscoid scale, a layer of

cosmine is interposed between the lower bony and the upper ganoine
layers.
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Text-fig. 198.

o.

(From Laiikester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by permission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)

'Euri/Hotus crenatus Ag. ; Lower Carboniferous. A. Diagrammatic and much
enlarged view of a piece of the scale. B. Enlarged outer view of a scale.

C. Transverse section of a scale, enlarged. «., anterior covered region ; ap.,

articulating process; c, fine canaliculi of cosmine layer; g., ganoine layer;
7i., system of horizontal canals ; i., isopedine layer; o., opening on outer surface
of vertical canals

; p., posterior exposed shiny surface ; s., outer surface

;

vc, vertical canal.

During growth the three kinds of tissue are laid down simul-

taneously and in continuity ; but the articulating peg and the

flange which is overlapped by the neighbouring scales are formed
of bone only.

The Lepidosteoid Sccde.— While resembling the Palaeoniscoid

scale in its general appearance and mode of growth, the scale of

Lepidosteus differs from it in two important pai-ticulars (text-

figs. 199 & 200). In the first place there is no horizontal network of

vascular canals giving off canaliculi—there is therefore no regular

zone of cosmine. In the second place, the scale is pierced by a
multitude of slender unbranched tubules passing inwards from the
surface at right angles to the lines of growth (PI. XL VI. fig. 20).

These tubules converge therefore towards the central or oldest

region of the scale, and many of them penetrate to quite near the
ganoine. As has been well shown by IIertwig(7) and ISTickerson (13),

each tubule belongs to one cell, which lies on the surface of the
scale and sends a long process down the tubule. At their inner
extremities the tubules break up into minute branching twigs.

In some cases, as for instance in Lepidotus, these fine branches
pass upwards at the edges with some regulaiit}^, where the bony
lamellse merge into the ganoine. Williamson speaks of this region
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as cosmine ; but tlie resemblance to the typical cosmine of Megcd-

ichthys, or even to the cosmine of Palaeoniscids, is not at all close,

and the two structures are probably not homologous. Since in

the lepidosteoid scale there are neither pulp-cavities, nor vascular

networks giving rise to canaliculi, it seems advisable not to apply

to them the name cosmine at all. The tubules, with their inner

branching ends, may very well merely represent modified bone-

cells, which, instead of being buried in the matrix they produce,

get carried outwards further and further from their first position

as the scale grows older. They do not all start from the same
region. Only the oldest tu.bules reach the central parts

;
younger

ones start at various points among the later foi"med laminfe.

Occasionally the tixbules seem to traverse the ganoine in its outer-

and thinner region ; but as a rule they either do not run upwards
to the exposed surface or they get cut off by the newly deposited

layers of ganoine, each of which of course extends a little further

than the last (text-fig. 199).

Text-fig. 199,

(From Lankester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by pennission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)

Much enlarged view of a piece of the scale of Lepidosteus osseus L. d., suijerficial

denticles ; g., ganoine layer ; ?"., inner bony layers, or isopedine ; t., tubules with
branching inner ends ; vc, vascular canal.

We have seen what are the three chief kinds of scales commonly
called ganoid : to the first it is proposed to give the name cosmoid,

while the second and third are varieties of the true ganoid scale.

Other and less important varieties exist and Avill be dealt with

later on (p. 765).

Origin of the Cosmoid and Ganoid Scales.

According to Williamson's theory, which has already been

mentioned, the cosmoid scale arose by the fusion of a large number
of denticles, and their combination with a bony plate developed

below. In fact the theoiy which we have just found to appl}^ so

admirably to the explanation of the plates of the Heterostraci,.
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was put forward by "Williamson to account for the structure of the

scales and dermal plates of MegcdicJithys (26). Each pulp-cavity

•of the cosmine layer is supposed to indicate a single denticle. As
representing an intermediate stage in the foi-mation of cosmine,

he pointed to the dermal bones of the Ocelacanth Macropoma.
Here the denticles are clearly seen, either standing up as sharp

teeth on the scales, or as more or less blunt protuberances on

the cranial bones. The denticles in Macropoma i-etain their

histological character and pulp-cavity, although they become fused

to the underlying bone, and so deeply sunk in it, that they may
be mistaken for a mere superficial ornamentation. Cosmine,

•says Williamson, is formed by "the confluent aggregation and
superficial depression of a number of placoid teeth, surmounting

a highly developed scale."

"While cosmine grows from ^vithin, ganoine is deposited from
without. The scale here called Pala?oni&coid, "Williamson believed

to be formed by the overlapping of the bony laminfe at the edges,

and their spreading out over the outer surface of the cosmine as an
enarael-like layer. The ganoid scale, then, would be described as

a cosmoid scale the edges of which have been turned over on to

the outer surface.

These fascinating theories meet with many difiiculties in the way
of their adoption ; difficulties which are probably not insuperable,

iDut must be disposed of before "VV^illiam son's views can be con-

sidered as established.

First of all, it is a far cry from the scattered denticles of

Macropoma to the complex cosmine of the Osteolepids. Most of

"Williamson's ubservations on Macropoma I can fully confirm.

But I have looked in vain for any intermediate forms bridging

over the gap between the two types of scale. The dentine-like

substance of Megalichthys forms a continuous layer, without sign of

subdivision externallj^ ; and the appearance of a series of crowded

denticles seen in a section is chiefly due to the pulp-cavities and
conical chambers being cut through alternately. Although so

extraordinarily like the shield of Fteraspis in section, the two are

really very different in structure. In the palasoniscoid scale the

cosmine may be said to have lost any trace of the subdivision into

separate denticles which it may once have possessed ; and in the

lepidosteoid scale no true cosmine occui-s at all, according to my
observations.

Pander, it is true, has given beautiful figures of sections of the

dermal bones of Glyptolepis, showing how the superficial teeth

may become fixed to the bone, and converted into cosmine-like

tubercles (15) ; but I have failed to find anything quite like this

in the material at my disposal. On the scales of Glyptolepis

there appear to be no regularly disposed denticles, though
here and there ai'e tubercles which resemble rather the last

remnants of disappearing cosmine than the incipient stages in its

formation. Rohon, however, agrees with Pander, and supports
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the view that the tvibercles in " Dendrodus " are denticles which

have become fused on (19). This is an important point which

requires further investigation.

With regard to the ganoid scale new difficulties arise. The
cosmine layer in these is supposed to represent the thoroughly

fused denticles. Williamson is not explicit on this point, and

does not trace in detail the origin of the scale of Palceonisctis from

that of Megalichthys. The denticles, we may suppose, have sunk
away from the epidermis, and have become surrounded by
concentric layers secreted by the mesodermal pocket in which the

scale is now enclosed (text-fig. 200, e & p). But how on such a

\iew can we account for the new formation of cosmine in each

successive layer ? In the case of the cosmoid scale, the outer

layer, we might suggest, remained immediately below the

epidermis, new denticles being continually added at the circum-

ference. Such a ring of growth may be compared to a dental

groove. These denticles might develop in the ordinary way from
" germs " at the edge, and become fixed on diu'ing growth (text-

fig. 200, d). The thin sheet of transparent substance covering

the cosmoid scale would then represent the enamel. But, it

may be urged, in the palseoniscoid scale the cosmine would soon

become cut oflt" from the epidermis, and it is difficult to see how
new " germs " could be produced, and more especially how the

newly formed denticles could come to occupy the position of the

cosmine in the middle of each lamella at the junction between the

ganoine and the bone. This objection is not fatal, for it must be

remembered that the inner secreting surface of the pocket probably

represents the original upper surface of the dermis as far as the

edge of the scale, and therefore might well retain the power of

producing new denticle " germs " at the periphery. In the series

of diagrams (text-fig. 200, p. 761) I have endeavoured to illustrate

this extension of Williamson's theory in accordance with more
recently acquired evidence concerning the development of these

various structures.

Of the development of a typical pala^oniscoid scale we know
nothing ; but Mckerson (13) has given us a most excellent

account of the development of the scale of Lepidostexis, which

entirely bears out Williamson's view as to its mode of growth by
concentric layers, and I have myself made observations on the

development of the scales of Folypterus which lead me to the

same conclusion.

Let us now examine a third difliculty which suggests itself.

It is this : if the denticles are already represented in the cosmine,

how comes it that the scales of Folypterus, which contain a cosmine

layer (p. 770), have denticles set on their outer surface ? This

question brings us to the consideration of Hertwig's theory of the

origin of scales and dermal bones.

Agassiz and Williamson described the denticles which are

movably articulated to the surface of the dermal bones of

certain Siluroid fish {Bypostotna, etc.) ; and Reissner (17) found
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similar small denticles fused to the surface of the scales of

Lejndosteus. 0. Hertwig, in a series of valuable papers on the
dermal covering of fish, contributed a number of interesting
observations on its structure and develoj)ment. But, neglecting
the work of Williamson, the importance of whose researches he
failed to appreciate, Hertwig does not appear to have understood
the growth of the ganoid scale, and moreover revived the old and
fundamental error of calling the outer layer true enamel. Tracing
the origin of all the scales and dermal bones of Lepidosteus
to the fusion of small plates bearing a denticle, homologous
with the placoid scale of the Elasmobranch, Hertwig concluded
that originally these fish were provided with a general covering
of denticles, that by concrescence their basal plates gave rise to

scales, that enamel was deposited where such plates reached
the surface, and that subsequently the denticles tended to

disappear. Klaatsch, in his important paper on fish-scales (10),
supports Hertwig's general theory ; but considers that each scale

of the higher fish represents a single denticle of which the basal

plate has become much enlarged. " Die Ganoidschuppe ist der
Placoidschuppe homolog, in so fern sie die alte Einheit fortfiihrt.

Sie entspricht in der Hauptmasse der Basalplatte, und zwar den
tieferen Theilen derselben. Der Spitzentheil der Placoidschuppe
ist rudimentar geworden. Die Ganoinschicht der Lepidosteus-
schuppe entspricht den oberfljichlichen Theil der Basalplatte.

Den Ziihnchen der Lepidosteusschuppe kommt keine morpholog-
ische Bedeutung zu." (p. 155.)

Nickerson also compares the ganoid scale to the placoid denticle

on the supposition that the basal plate of the latter has given rise

to the scale. The separate development of the dentine cone and
of the plate in Lepidosteus, he would interpret as due to secondary
modification (13).

The denticles on the scales of Lepidosteus and Polyptems are
generally spoken of as degenerate vestigial structures usually

absent in the adult, except in certain restricted regions. But
there is reason to believe that the denticles are much more
abundant and regularly distributed than is commonly supposed.
They are to be found in adult specimens of both genera on the
scales of the trunk where these have been protected from rough
usage. Their absence in many specimens is due to a great extent,

if not entirely, to their having been rubbed off". As Nickerson

(13) has well shown in Lepidosteus, the denticles develop just

like those of Elasmobranchs, on the surface of the mesoblastic

tissue, and afterwards become fused on to the scale, in the
formation of which they take no real part, except in so far as they
may occasionally get buried in it. The same is the case in

Polypterus, as my observations show.
The comparison of the denticle and ganoid scale with the conical

apex and basal plate of the placoid denticle seems, therefore, to

be fundamentally wrong. As already insisted upon, the basal

plate is merely an extension of the denticle cone ; there is no
Proc. Zool. See—1907, No. LII. 62
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reason to think that it can ever develop separately. Xor is there

any evidence that denticles do ever really conti-ibute to form

dermal bones. Even in the case of the palatal bones of fish and

amphibians, the teeth do not actually combine to build up the

supporting bone, but become fused sooner or later to bony

sulDstance independently developed at their base.

The history of the palseoniscoid variety of ganoid scale would

seem be this (text-fig. 200, p. 761). It first arose as a dermal plate-

of bone to which became attached a number of denticles, eventually

forming an outer layer of cosmine—the cosmoid stage. It then

sank deeper into the dermis, which grew over the oviter face, and'

so enclosed it in a mesoblastic pocket secreting complete concentric

layers. The outer dermis continued to give rise to denticles,

which thus came to be situated on the top of the sunken scale,

and subsequently became attached to its surface. Whether the

cosmoid scale ever was provided with such denticles is unknown..

None have been described in extinct forms ; and I have looked

for them so far in vain. Possibly the cosmoid scale always

remained close under the epidermis, and so there would have been

no room for their development. At all events such denticles,

are only known to occur in Lepidosteus, Polypterus, and some

Siluroids, and the extinct Coelacanths (which have no true cosmoid

or ganoid scales).

This hypothetical history of the cosmoid and palseoniscoid

scales is illustrated in the diagrams (text-fig. 200, A to g).

Whether the lepidosteoid variety can be considered as a modi-

fication of the palfeoniscoid type seems to me extremely doubtful.

It is true that the scale of " Dcqndius gramdosu,s" as described by-

Williamson, might be taken as intermediate, but my own obser-

vations on this species do not confirm his description of cosmine

tubules. Indeed this scale appears hardly to difFer from the

typical lepidosteoid form. Future research on fossil forms may
perhaps enable us to determine what has been the history of the

lepidosteoid scale—whether it has ever passed through a cosmoid

stage.

So far we have merely developed, in a more modern form,

Williamson's theory of the origin of the scales of the Teleostomi.

It is obvious, however, that another view might be held. The

alternative theory which can be put forward is simply this : that

the outer layer of the cosmoid scale is merely a special region of

the bony plate, which has come to acquire a dentine-like struc-

ture, and not a product of superficial denticles. This theory

would difFer from the first only in its account of the origin of the

cosmine ; the palajoniscoid scale would still be derived from the

cosmoid as explained above. One of the chief difiiculties to be

met by this view, is that the more primitive and ancient fish

(early Dipnoi, and Osteolepidoti (Crossopterygii)) have the most

perfectly developed cosmine. On the whole Williamson's theory

seems the best, though it cannot be considered as fully established
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until stages intermediate between the cosmine and the denticle

have been discovered.

We have determined what are the three chief kinds of scale
;

let us now see of what importance they are in classification.

The Systematic Importance of the Scales in the

Dipnoi and Teleostomi.

The CosMOiD ty23e and its derivatives.—That type of scale

which we have called cosmoid occurs only in the extinct Osteo-
lepidoti (Crossopterygii) and in the Dipteridse. In the thick
rhombic scales of the Osteolepidfe it is most perfectly shown. The
scale of Megalichthys has been fully dealt with aloove (p. 755).

That of Osteolepis is quite similar, as may be seen in Pander's
excellent figures (15). A section of the edge of the scale

of Osteolepis is here figured, showing the outer layer of typical

cosmine and the absence of stratified ganoine (PI. XLIII. fig. 5).

Diplopterus difiers scarcely from Megalichthys (Williamson).

Now it is extremely interesting to find that the scale of Diptertis

has exactly the same structure, for it has long been recognised
that the Dipteridae approach the Osteolepidoti (Crossopterygii)

more closely than any other group of fish. The importance of this

fact is enhanced by the knowledge that the cosmoid type occurs

in no other Order. Pander's figures leave no doubt about the
resemblance of the scale of Dipterus to that of Osteolepis.

Unfortunately I have not had material favourable for sections
;

but the fragments I have examined confirm his descriptions.

This cosmine layer is of such peculiar, elaborate and complex
structure, that we cannot suppose it to have been independently
developed in the two cases. There seems no escape from the
conclusion that the common ancestor of the Osteolepidte and
Dipnoi had scales of this cosmoid type.

The evidence with regard to the other families of the Osteo-
lepidoti (Crossopterygii) is not so clear-. Various forms of scale

occur among them ; some of which are probably degenerate
cosmoid scales, while others perhaps belong to some difiereni

though related type.

In the Holoptychiidse the scales are usually rounded, and
ornamented with tubercles and ridges. Williamson (see his

fig. 24, plate 42) figures a section through the scale of Holoptychius
showing an outer layer which is undoubtedly a stage either in the
formation or in the degeneration of the typical cosmine structure.

According to Rohon's careful account, the scale of Iloloptychiits

(probably another species) is very like that of the Osteolepida?,

excepting for the outer layer. Instead of being built in the
uniform and beautifully regular manner of typical cosmine, it is

in the form of the irregular tubercles and ridges already
mentioned ; and these are composed of dentine-like tissue,

resembling the cosmine layer of the palseoniscoid scale. There is

no alternating svstem of pulp-cavities and chambers, but merely
52*
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a vascular network from which arise branching dentinal tubules.

Rohon considers that the tubercles represent denticles fused

on to the surface ; they appear to me rather to represent stages

in the degeneration of cosmine, than in its formation. The same
may be said of Glyptolejns (p. 760) j here the middle vascular layer

is to a great extent exposed, forming ridges on the upper face

quite similar to those found on the scales of the Rhizodonts.

The scales of the Rhizodontidse I have been able to examine,

such as Rhizodus, Strepsochis, and Eusthenopteron, are rounded,

relatively thin, and with a superficial ornamentation of ridges and
tubercles (PI. ^LY. fig. 14). The bulk of the scale is made up of

the usual parallel bony laminae of isopedine, which merge above

into the vascular layei'. The ornamentations have no resemblance

to cosmine in structure, and are directly continuous with the bony
trabeculae of the vascular layer, being formed of the same sub-

stance (PL XLIV. figs. 6& 8). Where the tubercles ai-e very large,

they appear to be formed to a great extent by the upturning of

the isopedine lamellse at the growing edge of the scale (fig. 7). In
some regions of the scale of Rhizodus this overturning of the laminas

is very pronounced
;
yet it never results in the deposition of a con-

tinuous covering, and only occm^s at the edge. Nevertheless, in

JEiisthenopteron and Rhizodits the ornamentation seems to have

grown, to some extent, by the addition of new bony layers on the

outer surface ; and we may suppose that, the cosmine having dis-

appeared, the bone-forming cells of the middle layer emerged on the

outer face and continued to secrete there. But when once formed,

the middle layer itself does not appear to have grown appreciably

in thickness, though new laminfe were always being added to the

lower strata. The ridges are often very numerous and regular,

with an elaborate network of canals below opening by many
apertures on the surface at the bottom of the valleys. This

structure is also seen in Glypiolepis ; in which, however, here

and there the tubercles have the appearance of cosmine (p. 760)*.

Gyrop)tycliius, alone among the Rhizodonts, has preserved a thick

shiny scale ; and here can be seen an outer layer of true cosmine

as in Osteolepis.

With regard to the Coelacanthidfe our knowledge is still very

incomplete. It has been clearly established by Williamson (26)

that some genera such as Macropoma have typical denticles, with

dentine cone and pulp-cavity, fused on to the outer surface of

their scales and dermal bones (p. 760). His account I can fully

confirm. The scale consists of an inner layer of isopedine,

an intermediate layer with vascular canals, and lastly of the

denticles on that hinder region which is not overlapped by neigh-

bouring scales. In Coelacanthus are found the first two layers

;

but instead of superficial denticles, there are elongated tubercles

or shiny ridges which in section appear merely as hollow a]:'ches

* We sliall await with tlie greatest interest a description of tlie scale of Tarrasius
;

doubtless it will throw much light on the problem of the systematic position of this

ntvj imperfectly known but important genus.
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on tlie top of the scale (PL XLIY. fig. 1 2). Whether these tubercles

represent modified denticles remains to be proved. A careful

study of better preserved material, and of other genera, might
settle this point.

Turning now to the Dipnoi, we find that Dipterus has typical

cosmoid scales (p. 765). All the living genera have scales of very

uniform structure (Wiedersheim 25, Giinther 5, Klaatsch 10); con-

sisting of a basal layer of isopedine lamellae, little if at all calcified,

and an outer calcified layer. The latter closely resembles the outer

vascular and ornamental layers of the scale of the Rhizodontidse^

A horizontal network of canals and space runs through the base

of the calcified region, and opens by numerous pores between
more or less well-defined ridges. A m.ultitude of very small

spines projects from the whole surface of the scale. The ridges

and partitions separating the vascular spaces grow by the additioix

Text-fis. 201.

vc.

(Prom Lankester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by permission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)

Enlarged view of a small portion of the scale of Flianero^pleuron curtum Wht.

;

Upper Devonian, Canada, i., inner bony layer ; sp., surface spinelet ; vc, vascular

space.

of new laminae of bony substance without cells ; and the spines-

are merely processes of the calcified layer developed in just the

same manner. They are obviously analogous to the tubercles on

the scale of the Rhizodonts, and like them are found all over the

posterior covered as well as generally over the anterior exposed

region. These spines have nothing to do with denticles, with

which they have been compared by Wiedersheim (25) ; and
differ from them radically both in structure and development.

Wiedersheim's theory has already been disposed of by Klaatsch

(10). Now it is very interesting to find that this peculiar
" Dipnoan " type of scale is already perfectly differentiated in the
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Devonian genera, Phaneropleuron and Scavmienacia (PI. XLIY.
figs. 10 & 11, and text-fig. 201). These fish have thin scales, with-

out cosmine or ganoine, but studded all over with the same
characteristic spines. This Dipnoan type of scale would seem to

be a degenerate form derived from the cosmoid type of Dipterus^

after the loss of the cosmine layer. We may expect to find inter-

mediate scales among the other extinct Dipnoi.

The Ganoid Scales.—Ganoid scales, whether of the palteoniscoid

or of the lepidosteoid type, are found only in the Actinopteiygii
(and Polypterini).

^ All the Palfeoniscidse and Platysomidse I have been able to

examine, have scales belonging to the Palseoniscoid type, differing

Text-fig. 202.

(From Lankester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by permission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)

CJieirolepis sp., L. Devonian. A. Transverse section of scale. B. Outer view of
scales enlarged. C. Much enlarged view of a piece of a scale cut transversely.
D. A fragment of the inner bony layer, magnified, dt., canaliculi of cosmine
layer; /., vertical blind canals (pulp-cavities)

; g., ganoine layer ; Ji., system of
horizontal vascular canals ; i., inner bony layer, isopedine ; s., shiny outer
surface ; vc, vertical canal.

only in unimportant details {Palceoniscus elegans ; Eurynotus
crenatus, text-fig. 198 ; Elonichthys, Gonatodus, PL XLY. fig. 15).

They can be recognised at once in sections by the presence of a
network of canals and a layer of cosmine underlying the laminae

of ganoine.

The scale of Cheirolepis, the structure of which is shown in

PI. XLY. fig. 13 and text-fig. 202, has all these characters well

developed in spite of its small size and peculiar shape.
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The remainder of the Actinopterygii, except the Teleostei, all

appear to have the Lepidosteoid type of scale, with the peculiar

tubules described above (p. 758).

The Protospondyli.—In the family Semionotidse, I have

examined Semionotus kajypfi, Lepidotus mantelli, and Dapedius

sp. ; in the Pycnodontidfe, Microdon sp. ; in the Eugnathidse,

JiJicgnathus formosus (PI. XLYI. fig. 20) ; in the Pachycormid^,

Pachycormus heterurus ; and Ophiopsis in the Macrosemiidas.

These genera display a remarkably uniform type of lepidosteoid

scale. The scales of the Amiidfe (Amia and the extinct 2Iegalurus)

are so thin that little can be made out in sections beyond the fact

that they are formed of laminae and contain bone-cells, except in

the topmost layer. However, a section of a cranial dermal bone

of Amice shows the lepidosteoid tubules developed in the most

^perfect manner (PI. XLVI. fig. 18). This observation is of some
practical importance, as it may help us to determine the affinity

of those fish in which the scales are degenerate or absent, but of

which cranial plates can often be obtained*.

The uEtheospondi/li.—Both the Aspidorhynchidae and the

Lepidosteidfe show the same characteristic structure ; the genera

examined being Lepidosteus (PI. XLVI. fig. 16, and text-fig. 199),

and Aspidorhynchus (fig. 19), already described by Williamson,

It is interesting to find that the scale of Pholidophorus also

belongs to the Lepidosteoid type.

Summary.—From what has been said in the foregoing pages,

it will be gathered that the scales of the Dipnoi and Teleostomi

present very few distinct types of structure. That in fact only

three distinct types exist : the cosmoid, the palseoniscoid, and the

lepidosteoid. -Certain other varieties are found, such as the

Rhizodont and Dipnoan, which are probably to be derived from

the cosmoid. The position of the Ocelacanth scale is at pi-esent

difficult to determine : it may be a primitive form in which the

denticles have not yet fused to a cosmine layer, as Williamson

supposed ; or it may be simply a degenerate cosmoid scale to the

surface of which denticles have become attached.

Further, it appears that the structure of the scales is very

uniform within the families, and that closely allied families

usually have very similar scales. The cosmoid scale occurs in the

extinct Ostcolepidoti (Orossopterygii) and Dipnoi ; but in no

other group of fish. Similarly the ganoid scale occurs in the

Teleostomi and never elsewhere. The palasoniscoid type is

restricted to the Palseoniscidse and their immediate allies ; while

the lepidosteoid type is universal among the Protospondyli, the

^theospondyli, and the Pholidophoridae, and not found in any

other group as far as is known.
These different kinds of scales, then, are of great systematic

value, and the position of a fish in any of the large divisions can

* Stewart lias described similar bone in Fistularla (Cat. Coll. Surgeons).
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at once be determined by an examination of its scale. Doubtless,

all the types have been evolved from some common ancestral

scale, and numerous intermediate forms will be found, whose
position will be difficult to assign; but so far the chief types
remain remarkably distinct from each other. *

The Scale 0/ Polyptebus.—Let us now apply our test to the
scale of Polypterus. The Polypterini have always been placed
among the so-called Crossopterygii ever since Huxley wrote his

famous paper on the classification of Devonian fishes (8). I
have elsewhere discussed in greater detail the affinities of Poly-
pterus (4) ; and shall only mention here that, in a j)aper published
some years ago (4 «), my opinion has already been expressed
that its relationship is rather with the Actinopterygii than with
extinct " Crossopterygii."

The scale of Polypterus has been described by Agassiz (1),

Leydig (12), and Hertwig (7). The last author especially

Text-fig. 203.

(From Lankester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by permission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)

Portion of a thick transverse section of the scale oi Folypterus hiehir Geoffr., much
enlarged, h., inner bony or isopedine layer ; c, canaliculi of the cosmine layer

;

d., superficial denticle ; g., gauoine layer ; h., system of horizontal vascular

canals; o., opening of vertical canal on outer surface ;'«e., vertical canal.

has contributed much information concerning the histological

structure of the scale itself, and the denticles which become

attached to its surface (p. 763).

A glance at text-fig. 203 will show at once that the scale of

* Since this was written I have found a paper, which unfortunately escaped my
notice, by Dr. H. Scupin (" Zur Histologic der Ganoidschuppen," Arch. f. Naturg.,

vol. Ixii. 1896), in which the microscopic structure of fish-scales is dealt with.
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Folypterus is of the ganoid type ; and, moreover, that it belongs

to the pala3oniscoid variety. For in it can be seen not only the

concentric layers of bone below and ganoine above, but also the

intermediate hoiizontal network of vascular canals, and the

cosmine-like layer supplied by narrow canals from which spring

numberless dentinal tubules. iSTo scale of this kind is known
outside the Actinopterygii. The evidence is quite clear and
definite : the scale is of the true ganoid type, and approaches that

of the Palfeoniscoid more closely than any other. Not for a
moment is it asserted that Polypterus is a living Palasoniscid

;

but it is probably in the neighbourhood of this family that it will

eventually find its place in the system of classification.

The AcANTHODii.—The scales of the Acanthodii are of very

uniform structure, usually in the form of a mosaic of very small

closely fitting, thick, rhomboidal plates, set in oblique rows like

the ganoid scales of a Teleostome.

They have always been compared to those of the Elasmobranchs,

and are generally spoken of as modified denticles, in which the

pulp-cavity has become reduced. Rohon (18), Reis (16), and

Text-fig. 204.

dt

(From Laukester's ' Treatise on Zoology,' by permission of Messrs. A. & C. Black.)'

Transverse section of the scale of Acantliodes sp. ; L. Carboniferous, Edinburgh.

dt., branching canaliculi ; g., outer shiny layer ; i., inner more opaque layer.

Fritsch (2) have given descriptions of the scales of various

Acanthodians.

The chief features of the structure of the scale of Acanthodes

are shown in the semi-diagrammatic text-figure 204, and in fig. 21

(PI. XLVI.), which represents a section taken parallel to the upper
surface. It is at once clear that it difi'ers radically from the placoid

denticle in its mode of growth, which is by the addition of complete.
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concentric layers, just as in a ganoid scale. Neither in this

nor in any other species that I have examined, from Devonian,

Carboniferous or Pei-mian rocks, can I find the slightest trace of

the small pulp-cavity the presence of which is asserted by Rohon,

but denied by Reis. Nor does the structvire of the scale seem to

me to afford any evidence whatever of such a cavity having been

present. Reis and others have already described dentinal tubules

passing inwards from the periphery. These run in towards the

centre, at right angles to the lines of growth, from all the cir-

cumference except the top ; and are specially numerous about

half way up the scale, where a slight constriction separates the

upper from the lower region. Only a few tubules reach the

middle, most of them stop short at varying distances from the edge.

The outer or upper region of the scale appears more dense than

the lower ; it is not pierced by tubules from above, but some of

them penetrate far into the superficial laminaa from the sides

No bone-cells are present.

The Acanthodian scale, with its concentric laminfe and upper
ganoine-like layers, bears a striking resemblance to the ganoid scale

of the Teleostome. Moreover, the distribution of the branching

dentinal tubules is quite like that of the similar tubules of the lepid-

osteoid type of scale, excepting for their more extensive spreading

on to the upper surface. There are no vascular canals, a fact

which may be correlated with the small size of the scale.

Whatever may be the origin of the Acanthodian scale, there

can be no doubt that it is built on a quite different plan from
that of the placoid, and that it approaches most nearly to the

lepidosteoid tyP®- Fritsch (2) figures scales of Traquairia and
Protacanthodes with a tooth-like process on the hinder edge

;

unfortunately he gives no information as to the histological

structure of these scales, so that it cannot be determined whether

the process represents a pointed extremity or a denticle

fused on.

At present we know too little concerning the scales of the

Acanthodii, to draw any conclusion from their structure as to

the phylogeny of the group. But these scales should no longer

be vaguely called modified denticles, and used as evidence of

•afiinity with the Elasmobranchs.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XLIII.-XLVI.

SCALES OF FISH.
Repeeence Lettees.

he, bone-cell ; bt, branching canaliculus ; cc, branching cosminc canaliculus!;

d, denticle ; e, enamel-like layer ; ed, growing edge of scale
; g, line marking growing

edge at an earlier time ;
gn, ganoine ; Iw, horizontal vascular canal ; i, inner bony-

laminae of isopedine ; ir, inner and older region ; U, inner laminated layer ; o, outer
ornament of ridges and spines; oe, outer cavit.y; oZ, outermost or newest layer;
pc, pulp-cavity ; r, ridge ; sp, spinelet on surface ; t, tubercle ; tu, tubule with
branching inner end ; -yc, vascular cavity ; ye/;, vascular chamber ; «?, vascular layer;

vtc, vertical vascular canal.

Plate XLIII.

Fig. 1. Enlarged outer view of scales on the head of Tkelodus.
2. Similar view of scales on the tail of Thelodus.
3. Fragment of a plate oi J?sammosteus paradoxus Ag. Enlarged.
4. Vertical section of a plate of Psammosfeus arenatus Ag. Enlarged, cam.
5. Section through the edge of a scale of Osteolepis macrolepidotus Ag..

Enlarged, cam.

Plate XLIV.
Fig. 6. Section of a scale of E^istlienopteronfoordi Wh. Enlarged, cam.

7. Section through the broken edge of a scale of BJiizodus sp. Enlarged, cam.
8. Similar section of a scale of Mliizodus ornatus Traq. Enlarged, cam.
9. Oblique view of surface of cleithrum of Po?,yj9#erMS S«>7i«r G. Enlarged. '

Figs. 10 & 11. FJianeropleuron curtum Wh. ; sections of scale. Enlarged, cam.
"

Fig. 12. Section of gular plate of Ccelacanthus sp. The outer cavities, oc, 'are

covered over with a thin shiny layer. Enlarged, cam.

Plate XLV.

Fig. 13. Horizontal section, nearly parallel with the outer surface, of a scale of
Cheirolepis sp. Enlarged, cam.

14. Siirface views of the scale of Rliizod^is ornatus Traq. A, Anterior edge of

scale ; B, posterior exposed region. Enlarged.

15. Outer region of sections of scale of Gonatodus sp. A, oblique : ganoine not
shown. B & C, vertical to surface ; B, towards centre of scale ; C, at

edge. Enlarged.

Plate XLVL
Fig. 16. Fragment of bony layers of scale of Lepidosteus osseus L. Enlarged.

17. Central portion of vertical section of scale of JELeterolepidotus latus Eg.
Enlarged, cam.

IS. Section through a cranial plate oii Amia- calva. Enlarged, cam.
19. Section through a scale of Aspidorhynclms sp. Enlarged, cam.
20. Section through the edge of a scale of ISugnathus sp. Enlarged, cam.
21. Section nearlj^ parallel with the surface of a scale of Acanthodes sp.

Enlarged, cam.

2. The lludd Exploration of South Africa.—YIII. List of

Mammals obtained by Mr. Grrant at Beira. By Oldfield

Thomas, F.R.S., and U. C. Wkoughton, F.Z.S.

[Received July 18, 1907.]

Long as the region of Beira and the Pungwe River has been
known as a paradise for sportsmen, no scientific collection of

mammals appears ever to have been made there, and certainly

our own National Museum has never received any specimens
from the district. Consequently the present collection, obtained
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by Mr. Grant for the Rudd Exploration, is of very great value as

filling in the geographical gap between Inhambane, whence came
the magnificent series enumerated in our previous paper, and the
better known regions of the Zambezi and [Nyasaland.

The results, from the point of view of geographical distribution,

are in many cases most curious and interesting, and show the
necessity for such systematic explorations as this of Mr. Rudd's
before we can consider our knowledge on the subject to be at all

complete. For example, in the case of Petrodromus one would
have supposed that the same form would occur as at Inliambane
further southwards, since a closely allied one is found on the
coast further north in East Africa. But instead a member of

quite a.nother group

—

P. ietradactylus, an inhabitant of the higher
inland region from Nyasa to S. Rhodesia—here reaches the East
coast area, and isolates the Inhambane species from its northern
ally.

Then, again, the Georychus is much more closely allied to the
Bechuanaland G. hcgardi than to G. darlingi of Mashonaland,
intermediate in geographical position.

There are evidently therefore very many interesting problems
still to be determined about the geographical distribution of the
species, and about the faunal areas into which the country should
be divided.

Twenty -nine species are included in the present collection,

represented by 129 specimens, all, as before, added to the National
Museum by the generosity of Mr. C. D. Rudd.
The collection was made in two localities, the one just outside

Beira, and the other, Masembeti, on the Railway 23 miles from
that place.

Mr. Grant's report on the region is as follows :

—

" The Beira District may briefly be described as low lying, flat

country, with patches and stretches of forest alternating with
open plains dotted with palmetto, bamboo brakes and ant-heaps,

and with vleis and lakes in the lowest parts.

"In the wet season the whole country, except the higher
forested portions, is one vast swamp and the vegetation is both
thick and high.

" Natives are few and scattered, as there is little habitable

veldt on which crops can be grown.
" The climate during the wet season is by no means healthy,

and although the thermometer may not always record high
temperature, it is generally sultry and muggy. Collecting work
is difficult and the damp heat is most enervating.

" Throughout the trip the weather was warm, average temper-
ature 86° in the shade. There was plenty of rain, especially

during the latter half, which was undoubtedly bad for trapping-

work ; this combined with the scarcity of mammals in the district,

and the ravages of ants which completely destroyed nvimbers of

trapped specimens, prevented the collection made from being
larger.
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"The scarcity of mammals, especially the smaller ones, is probably

due to the annual flooding of the country, as numbers must be

drowned out and killed during the rainy season."

1. Oercopithecus pygerythrus Cuv.

c?. 1743, 1746, 1794. $ . 1744, 1745, 1793. Beira.

It is worthy of record that no. 1746, a mere baby in arms, the

son of no. 1744 {teste the Collector) has, above the usual white

brow-streak, a sandy-coloured streak separated from the former

by an indefinite black one ; this eftect is produced by the fact that

the hairs immediately above the white face-streak are black Avith

yellow tips.

" Native name, ' Shoku.'
" Fairly common in all the forest and seen in troojos of from

six to perhaps a dozen or fifteen.

" Extremely wary and at the least sign of danger hiding in the

tops of the trees and on the upper sides of the larger branches,

where it is impossible to detect them ; they can sometimes be

secured by lying in wait where a troop has been seen to thus

disappear.
" Diurnal only, and living on the wild fruits and berries."

2. Oercopithecus albogularis beirensis Poc.

P. Z. S. 1907, p. 701.

c?. 1761, 1781. Beira.

A new form described by Mr. B. I. Pocock on these specimens,

and therefore to be credited as one of the discoveries of the Budd
Expedition. No. 1761 is the type.

3. Galago granti Thos. & Wrought.

$ . 1695, 1696. Beira.

Both specimens are quite young.
" Native name, ' Sfenge.'

" Apparently not common.
" Frequenting the forests and breeding and sleeping in the

hollow trees."

4. Epomophorus crypturus Pet.

J. 1685, 1686. $.1687. Masembeti.

These specimens undoubtedly represent the E. crypturus' oi

Peters, the type locality of which was Tette. Whether this name
is a synonym of E. gambianus as stated by Dobson, may be left

to be decided when the genus is again thoroughly overhauled.
" Native name, ' Igoshe.'

" Observed only in the bed of the Masembeti B., where thes&

specimens were disturbed from the overhanging ti'ees, and shot.

" According to the natives it is common, and is constantly seen,

by them when the ' cachou ' trees are in fruit."
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5. Glauconycteris papilio Thos.

5 . 1777. Beira.

The present specimen in its white head and belly recalls very

strongly the colour pattern of G. variegatios ; it is, however,

immature, and we think it safer at present to rank it, as we did

the specimens from Inhambane (P. Z. S. 1907), with G. 2)a2nlio.

" Native name, ' Sinyegetongi.'
" The specimen was the onl}^ one observed."

6. ScoTOPHiLUS NiGRiTA Schreb.

cJ. 1773. $.1769,1770. Beira.

3 specimens in al.

The specimens are all immature ; they possibly represent

Petei-s's Nycticejtis plardrosti'is, and are apparently identical with

the smaller form received from Inhambane.
" Native name, ' Sinj^getongi.'

" This species was observed only on two or three occasions and

is apparently rare near Beira."

7. Petrodromus tetradactylus Pet.

cJ. 1772, 1790. 2.1702,1723. Beh^a.

Peters's recorded localities were "Tette, Sena, Boror," and iden-

tical or very closely allied forms are found in Mashonaland,

N. Rhodesia and Nyasaland. It is curious that the species at

Inhambane, on the coast to the south of Beira, is a totally distinct

species allied to F. sultan from Mombasa.
" Native name, ' Wiei-are.'

" Decidedly iTncommon in the district.

" Inhabits the forests, especially the thicker parts where it has

reo-ular runs, iii which these specimens were trapped.

" Both nocturnal and diui-nal."

8. Crocidura sp.

c?. 1694, 1725, 1729, 1747. Beira.

Though much darker and slightly larger, these probably

represent Peters's C. hirta from Tette.

" Native name, ' Majaje.'
" Apparently uncommon ; inhabiting thick vegetation both in

the forest and on the borders of vleis, lakes and streams."

9. Felis serval Schreb.

c^. 1749. Beira.

" Native name, ' Nsonsi.'
" Not uncommon ; the spoor is often observed along the

native footpaths.
" It is a rather wary animal and not easy to trap.

" Strictly nocturnal and often visiting the kraals at night for

the chickens, &c."
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10. Genetta sp.

$. 1758. Beira.

Belongs to the group with a well marked internal cusp on j)\

May be G. zambesiana of Matschie, the type locality of which is

given as " Boror, Nyassa."
" ISTative name, ' Mulimba.'
" Spoor of this species was seldom seen, showing that it cannot

be jjlentiful.

" Found principally along the valleys of the streams and near
vleis ; also within the forest.

"Nocturnal in habits."

11. MuNGOS GALERA Erxleb.

6. 1765. ?. 1780. Beira.

" Native name, ' tSlangane ' or ' Ivugo.'
" Not uncommon i\\ the low-lying parts, such as the vleis and

the borders of lakes and streams.
" Nocturnal only."

12. Crossarchus pasciatus Desm.

6 . 1683, 1684. Masembeti.
" Native name, ' Madenbo.'
" Fairly common, especially at the River Masembeti ; observed

in parties of a dozen or more.
" It inhabits the forest where it is not easy to secure, more

often being heard than seen, scampering away to the thick
undergrowth.

" Diurnal only, living principally on coleopterous insects."

13. FONISCIURUS MUTABILIS Pet.

6. 1754, 1756, 1764, 1774, 1782. $. 1716, 1748, 1750,
1791. Beh^a.

S. 1679, 1680. Masembeti.
" Native name, ' Shindi.'
" Quite one of the commonest animals near Beira, and

frequenting all the forests, especially the dead trees left in the
native clearings, in the holes of which they apparently sleep
and breed.

" Generally observed in pairs and sometimes family parties,

very active and somewhat shy, hiding by laying itself along the
upper side of a bi-anch, where it is very difficult to detect them.

" The alarm note is a bird-like chatter, and their food
^apparently consists of the fruit and berries of the forest trees.

" )Strictly diurnal."

14. FuNisciURUS SPONSUS Thos. & Wrought.

$. 1789. Beira.

Quite similar to specimens from the type locality.

"Native name, 'Shindi.'
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"This species is decidedly rai-e on the Beira side of the

Pungwe and was only observed on two occasions, both times in

the same small stretch of forest.

" Only four were observed altogether, three when the specimen
sent was secured and one on another occasion.

" It was excessively wild, and in the thick forest difficult to

observe or shoot."

15. Tatera lobengul^ de Wint.

c?. 1697, 1699, 1783. $.1701,1707,1784. Beira.

These specimens are of the long-tailed type characteristic of

Africa south of the Zambezi. Peters 's Meriones leucogaster, which
comes from the coast immediately north of the Zambezi, has a

short tail. It is interesting to note that the Beira form is

practically identical with that of Mashonaland, and totally

distinct from that from the very much nearer Quillimane District,

although the climatic conditions of the latter are practically the

same as those of Beir.i.

" Native name, ' Banye.'
" Not common, inhabiting principally clearings and native lands,

where in habits it is similar to its congenei'S in other parts of

South Africa."

16. Pelomys fallax Pet.

c?. 1693, 1776. Beira.

c?. 1688. Masembeti.

These specimens show clearly that the length of the tail in

proportion to the head and body varies considerably in this

species ; in all three cases, however, it is longer than the head and
body combined. Peters records a length considerably shorter

than the head and body and at the same time shorter than in any
of these individuals ; his figure, however, does not support the text,

for in it the tail is almost though not quite equal to the head and
body. In all other respects these specimens answer to the
description of P. fallax, the type locality of which was Boror.

" Native name, ' Ibusi.'

" Not common. In habits it exactly resembles Otomys irroratiis,

like that species inhabiting the vleis, the banks of rivers and
lakes and all damp places, also sometimes the long grass on the
outskirts of the forest.

" No signs of nest or hole were, however, observed.
" Strictly diurnal and a vegetarian."

17. Arvicanthis dorsalis Sm.

c?. 1700. $.1708,1721,1753. Beira.

" Native name, ' Ntanu.'
" Fairly common both in the forest and in the open country.
" Exactly similar in habits to its congener in Inhambane and

elsewhere."

Proc. Zool. Soc.^1907, No. LIII. 53
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18. Mus CHRYSOPHiLUS de Wint.

J. 1704, 1730, 1742, 1752. $.1719,1734. Beira.

" ISTative name, ' Banye.'
" Not common : in habits similai^ to its congeners in other parts

of South Africa."

19. Mus sp. (multimammate).

J. 1720, 1760, 1771, 1788. $.1762,1763. Beira.

" Native name, ' Shikwi.'
" Common everywhere, especially near native lands and

kraals.
" Habits similar to those of the species in other parts of South

Africa."

20. Cricetomys gambianus adventor Thos. & Wrought,

c?. 1791. Beira.

A young individual.

" Native name, ' Wipe.'
" Apparently scarce, as the specimen sent was the only one seen

and I was unable to find any of their burrows."

21. AcoMYS SELOusi de Wint.

$ . 1678. Masembeti.

cJ. 1710,1728,1737,1759,1768,1785. $. 1706,1740,1741,

1766. Beira.

Three in al. Beira.

" Native name, ' Mdondaundo.'
" Very common everywhere both in the forest, the cane-brake,

and the long grass in the vleis."

22. Saccosxomus campestris Pet.

d. 1727, 1786. Beira.

" Native name, ' Iwite.'

" Not uncommon in and around old or cultivated lands.

" Nocturnal and a vegetarian."

23. Saccostomus mashon^ de Wint.

d. 1767. $. 1724. Beira.

24. LeGGADA MINUTOIDES A. Sm.

cT. 1757. $. 1711, 1733. Beira.

These specimens almost certainly represent the Mus minwixie

of Peters from Tette, Buio, ikc.

25. Georychus beir.«:, sp. n.

c?. 1709, 1712, 1713, 1717, 1795. $.1714,1731.

A Georychus about the size of G. luyardi, with a white frontal

spot.
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Size only very slightly smaller than G. lugardi.

Fur short (4-5 mm.) and soft.

General colour above between " ecru drab" and " drab-grey"
;

the hairs " slate-gi-ey " at their bases with fawn-coloured tips. A
white mark on vertex about half an inch in diameter, varying in

shape individually, but generally an irregular pentagon ; not

produced backwards on to the neck. Colour below the same as

above, but the fawn tips of the hairs less conspicuous.

Skull but slightly smaller than that of G. lugardi at the same
age, but slighter

;
premaxillaries at the base of incisors distinctly

narrower ; nasals somewhat longer
;
posterior premaxillary process

not meeting or even nearly meeting behind the nasals as in

G. lugardi.

Dimensions of the type :

—

Head and body 155 mm. ; tail 14; hind-foot 25 ; ear 5.

Skull—greatest length 40 ; basilar length 33
;
greatest breadth

28 ; breadth across postorbital processes 12 ; across base of

incisors 7*5; upper molar row 6*5
; diastema 12'5.

Hah. Beira, Portviguese East Africa.

Type. Adult male. B.M. no. 7.6.2.98. Original number 1713.

Collected by C. H. B. Grant, 28th Nov., 1906.

Mr. Grant obtained a fine series of this species (seven specimens).

It is at once distinguishable from G. darlingi, which it resembles

in colour pattern, by its much larger size ; from G. lugardi (with

which it agrees in size and general colour pattern) it may be

separated by its frontal white patch, which is sharply limited to

the crown, while in that species it tends to stretch backwards as

a median white line on to the neck and shoulders. Besides the

skull characters noted above, it may be added that the lambdoid

crest makes a reentering angle where it meets the sagittal, while

in G. lugardi it is a straight line at right angles to the long axis

of the skull.

" Native name, ' Fungi.'
" Common and forming regular runs and mounds.
" In captivity they show cmnous i¥«,s-like propensities in their

method of feeding, sitting up on their haunches and holding the

food in the fore paws as do the rats and mice.
" On the surface of the ground their movements are slow and

undecided.
" Apparently strictly vegetarian."

26. Thryoxomys swixderexianus Temm.

S. 1739.

" Native name, ' Tishengi.'
" Common in all thick vegetation bordering the vleis and lakes

in the open lands, and edges of forest and lands.

" Very difficult, however, to secure specimens, especially during

the wet season when the vegetation is rank and high.
" A vegetarian and probably chiefly nocturnal."

53*
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27. Cervicapra arundinum Bodd.

c?. 1691, 1692. Masembeti.
" Native name, Isawy.'
" I^ot by any means common.
" Inhabits the open plains, especially the long grass bordering

the lakes and vleis.

"Here the Reed-Buck is unvisnally wild and difficult of

approach."

28. Cephalophus grimmi L.

J. 1778,1787. Masembeti.

" Native name, ' Nkwenkwi.'
" Decidedly scarce in the district, only some half-dozen were

seen during the trip.

" The natives say that this country is too damp for it, and it is

qviite possible this is one of the causes of its scarcity.

" Also, according to them, all the Duikers near Beira are of the

same remarkable fawn coloration as the two specimens secured.

" It lies up in the forest, feeding in the open plains at night."

29. Cephalophus hecki Matsch.

(?. 1779. Masembeti.

This is a pale-coloured animal with a dark median dorsal area,

very different from the more southern C. moniicola. It seems to

possess all the characters attributed by Prof. Matschie to his

C. hecki.

" Native name, ' Ngudo' or ' Sikwi.'

" Scarce near Beira, slightly more common at the Masembeti
River.

" Found exclusively in the forest ; in habits is appai^ently

similar to its congener in Zukiland and the Knysna."

3. Note s on Two African Mammals. By E. Lydekker,

[Received October 20, 1907.]

(Text-figure 205.)

The Cameruns Elephant,

Since my paper on the ears of African Elephants * was published,

I have leai-nt that the young living elephant from the hinterland

of the South Cameruns upon which Dr. Matschie founded Elephas

africanus cydotis is figured in a work by Dr. L. Heck entitled

' Lebende Bilder aus dem Reiche der Tiere,' and published in

Berlin in 1899. The ear is well shown in Dr. Heck's plate

(No. 146), which is reproduced from a photograph, and appears

to have a moi-e regularly curved margin than the ear from Congo

* Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1907, pp. 380 et seq.
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territory shown in fig. 1 1 1 of my paper, and provisionally referred

to the same race as the Cameruns Elephant. Now that I have seen

the photograph (to say nothing of the original) of the latter, I

have little doubt that the Congo Elephant is distinct—an opinion

shared by Dr. Matschie. Unless, then, it be identical with
E. a. albertensis, the name U. a. cottoni, already suggested in my
original paper, may be adopted for the Congo Elephant, although
I am unable to define its characteristics.

I may also refer to another point which has been brought to

my notice since the publication of the Elephant paper, namely
that the head represented in fig. 112 was obtained only a few
miles away from the spot where the type of E. a. selousi, fig. 108,

was killed. The Duke of Westminster's Elephant must therefore

belong to the last-named race. The mistake is largely due to the
fact that when first writing the paper I was misinformed as to the

locality of the type of E. a, sehiisL It follows that the alleged

inflection of the lappet of the ear in the latter is a feature of no
importance ; its presence or absence depending apparently upon
the way in which the ear is mounted.

The Uganda Leopard.

The skin now exhibited (text-fig, 205), which was sent home
from Uganda by Mr. Stanley C. Tomkins, is quite difierent in

pattern from any other African leopard-skin that has hitherto

come under my notice, and is certainly racially distinct from the

ordinary small- spotted Leopard, of which, according to Mr. R. I.

Pocock (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1907, pp. 675, 676), the West African Felis

pardus leopardus is the typical i-epresentative. In addition to its

colour-pattern, the Uganda skin is remarkable for the relative

shortness of the limbs and tail ; the length of the latter falling

consideiably short of half that of the head and body. Mr. Tomkins
assures me that the tail is entire.

As regards pattern, the spots on the head are small and solid,

and there is also the usual patch of larger solid spots on the

withers, but with these exceptions and the occurrence of a double

row of large oblong spots near the root of the tail, which seems
quite peculiar to this form, the whole of the markings on the

upper-parts take the form of large rosettes. These are frequently

more or less completely closed, and often show one or two small solid

spots in the enclosed area, which is darker than the general

ground-colour. The latter gradually lightens from pale rufous

fawn on the middle line of the back, to white on the under-parts,

where, as on the limbs, the spots are very large and more or less

completely solid. The point of resemblance to the ordinary small-

spotted African leopai-ds is the nariowness of the network of

light lines.

A large-spotted Leopard, Felis leopardus suaheliciis, has been
described by Dr. O. Neumann (Zool. Jahrb., Syst. vol. xiii. p. 551,

1900), of which Uganda is one of the localities. No mention is,
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Text-fig. 205.

A Leopaid-skiu from Uganda.
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indeed, made in the description of F. fardihs suahelica, as this

large-spotted race should be called, of the occurrence of spots

within the rosettes, which form such a marked feature in the skin
sent by Mr. Tomkins. This I take to be a jaguar-like feature,

although, except as regards their relative large size and complete-
ness, the rosettes are not specially jaguar-like. Mr. Pocock {op.

ci<.) has already directed attention to jaguar-like Asiatic Leopards;
and if I am right in my interpretation of the markings of the
present specimen, we have now evidence of a resemblance to the
American species in an African Leopard.

In addition to the above, a Leopard from Mount Ruwenzori has
been recently described by Prof. L. Camerano * as Felis pardus
riiwenzorii. This also seems to be a large-spotted form ; and it is

difficult to see how it can be separated from F. p. suahelica^ at

all events till we have a fuller description of the type specimen of

the latter. The ground-colour, judging from the description,

appeal's, however, to be darker than in the specimen now
exhibited.

I certainly cannot affirm that the skin sent home bv
Mr. Tomkins is not leferable to F. p. stiahelica. If, however,
the Leopard from German East Africa shown in plate 180 of

Dr-. Heck's above-cited work be the type of suahelica, then the
specimen before us may possibly be distinct.

The locality where the Leopard-skin was obtained is Gomba.
The specimen, I am pleased to be able to add, has been presented

by Mr. Stanley Tomkins to the British Museum.

4. On the Feeding of Reptiles in Captivity. With Obser-

vations on the Fear of Snakes by other Vertebrates.

By P. Chalmers Mitchell, D.iSc, LL.D., F.R.S.,

(Secretary of the Society, :ind R. I. PocoCK, F.L.S.,

Superintendent of the Grardens,

[Received November 12, 1907.J

For a numbel' of years it has been the practice in the Society's

Gardens to feed snakes in captivity on dead animals wherever
possible. The feeding has taken place weekly on Fridays after

the Reptile House has been closed to visitors, and has been part

of the duty of our extremely competent keeper of the reptiles,

J. Tyrrell, who has great experience and an unusual facility

in handling reptiles and interpreting their wants. One or other

of us has from time to time been present at the feeding, but we
desired to make observations over a continuous period, and
accordingly one or both of us have been pi'esent on all occasions

when the snakes have been fed between the beginning of May

*. Eoll. Mus. Zool. Torino, xxi. 19C6, No. 343, p. 1.
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and the end of October 1907, We chose the summer months,

as even in a House artificially heated all snakes feed less readily

and some of them not at all during the winter months.

General Observations.

All our remarks under this heading relate to animals which
have been killed before being offered to the snakes. Movements
of the prey are movements that we have caused by variovis means,

by throwing the animals in suddenly, by wriggling them with
wooden forceps or attached twine, and so forth. We have not

noticed any difference in the readiness of the snakes to take food

if the animals were freshly killed, warm, or bleeding, or if they

had been dead for some time ; and it is to be noticed that, in many
cases the prey was not actually taken until night, long after it

had been introduced ; this was particularly the case when Pythons
took large animals such as goats.

For the present purpose snakes may be divided into four

groups :—Pythons ; Non-poisonous Colubrines ; Poisonous Colu-

brines ; Yipers.

Pythons.—Pythons and Anacondas generally show their readi-

ness to feed by special restlessness and activity; they move about
restlessly. Pythons often leaving their tanks completely and
Anacondas stretching part of the body out of the water ; they

become specially alert when they hear movements in the passage

behind their cages, or when the back-doors are moved ; in the

words of the keeper, " they are asking for food." But this is not

invariable ; sometimes a Python will take no notice when the

prey is thrown in or when it is moved in front of it or dangled

over it, and yet later on it will take it. If the snake is eagei-, it

makes a sudden dart at the prey, striking at no special part of

the body and seizing and retaining hold with a violent: bite. An
Anaconda taking hold of a duck in this way almost at the same
moment surrounds it with one or two tight coils and takes it

nnder water. A Python without letting go throws a coil over

it, holding it down ; if the prey is of small size and motionless

there is no attempt to wind the body round it, bvit if it is bulky
or moves more coils are pressed over- or round it. There appears,

however, to be no special attempt to crush the prey, to suffocate

it, or to break its bones. The amount of pressure or constriction

exerted is, so to speak, a reflex action directly proportioned to

the struggles or size of the prey. After some time, during which
an originally living prey would have been suffocated, or in the
case of the Anaconda drowned, the snake usually lets go its hold.

It then passes its head all round the prey, playing over it with
its forked tongue, and by some means other than that of sight, as

the choice is made equally in the dai-k, perhaps by the sense of

touch in the muzzle or lips, selects the head of the carcase to

begin the process of swallowing. A snake that comes across a

dead body behaves in the same way. We have never seen a snake
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of the Python group make a mistake in its selection of the head
and snout to begin on, and it is plain that the lie of hairs, or

feathers, the position of horns and the general shape of the body
of vertebrates, justify the snake in its choice. Occasionally in the

process of swallowing, a coil of the snake appears to push against

the posterior end of the prey, but this appears to be simply a

means of holding the prey steadily. The mechanical process is

one in which the snake pushes itself outside the carcase ; it gives

a huge gulp and fixes its teeth as far back over the body as is

possible, and then slowly, in big wrinkles, pushes a portion of its

mouth and gullet forwards ; then with another gulp gets its teeth

fixed still a little further on to the prey and repeats the forward

bringing up of the body, the general appearance of the motion
being similar to that of the progression of an earthworm.
Frequently, when the prey is large, the process of ingestion is

not straightforward s, the jaws being moved first to one side and
then to the other, alternately. Whilst swallowing is taking place

there is a certain amount of salivation, but the discharge is not

so copious as in poisonous snakes, and no saliva is shed on the

prey before the swallowing begins. A carcase wetted all over is

one that has been swallowed and afterwards disgorged.

So far as the quantity of food taken by Pythons in the course

of the year is concerned, our experience differs considerably from
that of Mr. H. IST. Ridley, who, writing of the specimens in the

Botanical Gardens, Singapore *, says :
—" Small-sized Pythons

usually feed once a month. The large ones over 20 feet long usually

once in from six to nine months. One which was about 22 feet

long, not long after it was brought in, passed the remains of a deer.

It fed again some time later on three chickens, and remained
without food for six months, when it passed the remains of the

fowls and then ate a good-sized pariah dog, which lasted it for

nine months."
Non-poisonous Colubrine Snakes.—Such snakes, e.g. Boodon

li7ieatus, Spilotes corais, behave very much like pythons in

feeding. They seize the prey with a straightforward dart of

the head and then, if it is of large size or moving, either lie upon
it or partially twist round it to hold it steady. They then select

the anterior end and begin to swallow it. If, however, the prey
is of small size and easily swallowed, they take it straight away in

the fashion of Cobras and Viperine snakes.

Poiso7ious Colubrine, Snakes.-—Our snakes in this category

(Cobras) very seldom strike at dead food that is thrown to them.
When the door of the cage is opened, they fix their attention on
the keeper, and, if lively, stand up with the hood raised, watching
him. They take dead food readily, swallowing it in the fashion

of Viperine snakes, never being seen to lie partially over it or to

coil round it as is done by non-poisonous Colubrines occasionally,

and Pythons habitually.

* Journ. Straits Branch K. A. Soc. no. 46, p. 189 (1906).
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Poisonous Viperine Snakes.—Puff-adders, Ooppei-heads, and
species of Lachesis very often strike dead food when it is thrown
to them, or when it is dangled in front of them or otherwise

made to simulate life. They strike and let go their hold in a

moment, the strike and disengagement being equally rapid.

If the prey is very small they occasionally swallow it at once.

"When swallowing dead food that they have struck and released,

or, as frequently happened, that they had never attempted to

strike, they are not infrequently indifferent to the direction of the

hair, but begin to swallow from the anterior or posterior end of the

prev with equal readiness. Salivation appeai-ed to us to be much
more copious than in the case of the Pythons.

It is possible that the rapid disengagement of the fangs after

striking may be a protective instinct by which the snake avoids

being bitten or clawed by its prey before the poison has taken

effect.

Detailed Record.

In all these cases the prey was killed before being offered to the

reptile.

Reticulated Python {Python reticulatus),

(East Indies.) *

a. A large specimen, judged to be 24 feet in length, deposited

in Aug. 1898. This Python was thin and lethargic in the early

part of the summer and could not be induced to feed until August.
But having once made a start, he continued to feed till November
while the warm weather lasted, and took in all six goats and six

ducks. He never showed keenness, however ; and was never seen

to seize his prey with the swift head-drive characteristic of speci-

mens c and d, even when it was made to move. He always

approached it slowly and took it in a leisurely and deliberate

manner, after searching for the head in the way described above.

Quite commonly he refused to touch it before nightfall.

h. Of two large specimens deposited in April 1907, one did not

feed before being returned to the depositor in September. The
other refused all food through June and July but began to feed

in August. He rapidly picked up in condition and on October

25th took one duck, one rabbit, one guinea-pig, and two pigeons
;

and on November 1st swallowed a small goat.

c. Presented in Oct. 1898. Always lively and vicious, this

snake fed with great regularity all through June, July, and
August, only refusing food on one or two occasions when sick for

shedding. Rabbits were usually given ; but he took a kid one
day, although not with eagerness.

* Brackets indicate t]i.it the exact locality of the particular specimen is unknown.
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d. Presented in Sept. 1890. Although not so active and eager

as the last, this Python usually took one rabbit a week, from

June to September. A kid offered to him on one occasion was
rejected ; but a rabbit was instantly seized.

e. This specimen, presented in 1894 and kept in the same cage

as the last, was in poor condition at the beginning of the summer
and was a bad feeder all the season, only now and again taking

rabbits after they had been left some little time in the cage.

The second time of feeding, he swallowed two rabbits within a few

minutes of each other. For five days he lay as if dead, and then

disgorged them, the swelling caused by the two rabbits showing
no signs of lessening during that period.

Diamond Python {Python spilotes).

(Australia.)

Although no experiments were made upon a representative of

this species, it is worth recording that an example deposited for

a short time in the Gardens early in the year had been trained,

we were told, to take dead rats from its owner's hand.

Common Boa {Boa constrictor).

(S. America.)

A specimen about six feet long, deposited during the month of

August, took rats with avidity, swallowing five one after the

other at the first trial. This snake had previously been fed upon
living rats, as was ascertained from its owner, who, influenced

by the popular belief, had never considered it worth while to

offer it dead animals.

Anaconda {Eunectes miorinus).

Para.

Presented in Aug. 1902. This snake began to feed at the end
of June and continued to take ducks at irregular intervals until

the end of August, being very uncertain in his appetite. He
always fed in the water. Sometimes he required a good deal of

persuasion in the way of moving the duck at the surface. At
other times he would seize it from the keeper's hand the moment
it appeared over the edge of the tank.

Cooke's Tree-Boa {Coralltcs cookii).

(Tropical America.)

Some newly imported specimens, deposited in the Gardens in

the summer in very poor condition, would not take the food, and
died after a few weeks without showing any signs at any time of

recovej'ing health.
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Common Grass Snake (Tropidonotus tmtrix).

(England.)

The three specimens of this species in the Society's collection

fed at irregular intervals upon young gudgeon and dace. They
appeared to find the fish by scent.

ViPERiNE Snake {Tropidonotus viperinus).

(North Africa.)

Like the specimens of T. natrix, one example of I', viperinus

fed upon small fish.

Mocassin Snake {Tropido^wtus fasciatus).

(North America.)

One specimen. Fed readily upon gudgeon, taking them without
hesitation from the keeper's hand.

CoRAis Snake (SpUotes corais).

(S. America.)

Of two specimens of a black variety identified as variety couperi

and presented in Oct. 1906, one or the other fed upon yoving

rats nearly eveiy week, the number taken at a meal varying from
one to four. Another specimen, perhaps belonging to the variety

melanura, which was deposited in September of this year, also

took rats and sparrows as well ; the keeper tells us that a
specimen formei-ly exhibited in the house would eat pieces of raw
meat off a plate. Sometimes these snakes made use of a loop of

the body to hold their food to the ground ; but usually they

swallowed it without that aid after the manner of Vip^rine

Snakes. They were never seen to coil round it.

LiNEATED BoODON {Boodon lineatus),

(S. Africa.)

A specimen of this species fed, but by no means regularly

every week, upon small rats and mice. Upon one occasion he
was seen to coil once round the carcase like a Python.

Corn Snake (Coluber guttatus).

(N. America.)

Annulated Snake [Lepiodira antiwlata),

(S. America.)

JEscuLAPiAN Snake {Coluber longissimus),

(Europe.)

RuFESCENT Snake {Leptodira hotambosia).

(S. Africa.)

The specimens of these four species took fish. TheJGsculapian
Snake would also eat mice; but the Annulated Snake on one
occasion took a gudgeon after refusing a dead mouse.
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Indian Cobra (JVaia triptidians).

(India.)

Although suffering from a tumour behind the head, from which
it died in September, this snake took a rat on one occasion.

Yellow Cobra {JV^aia flava).

(S. Africa.)

This snake took one or two young rats near]}- regulai-ly every
week.

Black-anb-White Cobra {Naia melanoleuca).

(W. Africa.)

Like the Yellow Cobra, this snake, deposited in Aug. 1905,
fed nearly every week, except when quiescent before shedding
his skin. He took from one to four rats at a meal.

Puff Adder {Bitis arietans).

(S. Africa.)

Of this species the Society possesses a very large number of

specimens, mostly presented during the course of the present year
by Mr. A. W. Guthrie, C.M.Z.S., of Port Elizabeth. Owing to

the necessity of keeping a number together in one cage, it is quite

impossible for us to state that all of them took dead rats. Some
five or six rats, however, were placied in each cage every
week, and were for the most part eaten, sometimes at once,

sometimes in the course of the night. A large specimen, deposited

in May 1906, and kept in a cage by himself, took small rabbits,

guinea-pigs or rats fairly regularly throughout the summer.

Copper Head [Ancistrodon contortrix).

(N. America).

Three specimens of this species, received in 1900 and 1901,
have fed regularly on rats throughout the summer and autumn.
An example of an allied species, the Water-Viper [Ancistrodon

piscivorus), that was formerly exhibited in the Zoological Gardens
at Clifton, was fed upon pieces of raw meat, which it took just as

readily as the Society's specimens take rats or mice.

Fer-de-Lance {Lachesis lanceolata).

(S. America.)

The three snakes of this species possessed by the Society are
the survivors of a brood of about twenty purchased in Dec. 1905.
They were fed at first upon small fish. They now take mice and
small rats, and are the best feeding snakes in the collection.

They have scarcely refused food once through the summer and
autumn, and raise their heads in expectation as soon as they
hear the doors of the adjoining cages being opened.
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Some additional specimens deposited in September of this year

refused all food for the first five weeks. A large one, however",

took a half-grown rabbit at the beginning of November.

Crossed Viper {Lachesis cdternata).

(S. America.)

Three specimens, deposited in August 1905, have fed almost

as regularly through the season as the specimens of Fer-de-Lance.

When frightened by the opening of the door of the cage, they

sometimes make a rustling sound, quite audible through the

glass, by rapidly vibrating the end of the tail against the sides of

the cage. In their natural haunts no doubt the same sound
would be produced by the shaking of the tail in the herbage.

We also found that Glass Snakes {Ophisaurus apus), one of the

Lacei'tilia, Hatteria and some of the larger Frogs, such as the

Bull-Frog, readily taok dead mice and small rats. The frogs

invariably hopped into the water with their prey immediately after

seizing it, as if with the object of drowning a living animal

as quickly as possible.

Summary of Record.

It will be noticed that throughout the many months over which
our observations extended, our snakes fed with great regularity

and at much shorter intervals than is generally reported, espe-

cially in the case of the Pythons, It is also noteworthy that we
found no species of snake, poisonous or non-poisonous, that would
not take dead food, and that it was unnecessary to give live food

to any individual snake. In these respects, however, other

observers of at least equal experimental enthusiasm, have had a

smaller measure of success in inducing serpents to take dead prey.

Private persons who have kept snakes and Directors of Zoological

Gardens in Europe and America have spoken to us of getting

only one snake in four to take dead food, of poisonous snakes that

will never take dead food, and so forth. We set it down, there-

fore, not as a matter of scientific fact that all snakes can be per-

suaded to this non-natural form of diet, but as one of some interest

that with the large collection in the Society's Gardens, we have

been and hope to continue to be more uniformly successful in this

mode of feeding reptiles than have been the owners of any other

public or private collections with the exact details of which we are

acquainted.

Emotional Attitude of other Animals to Snakes.

In the course of our own observations and experiments at the

Society's Gardens and elsewhere, we have satisfied ourselves as to
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certain facts regarding the psychical effect of snakes on other-

animals, facts partly known to those who have had an opportunity
of observing them, but not yet matters of common knowledge.
In the first place, there is no such thing as a power of fascination

possessed by snakes. In the vast majority of cases there is not

even a pretext for imagining the existence of such a power. A
good many animals, however, are inquisitive, and this in the case

of many small and feeble creatures, such as the smaller birds and
mammals, is associated with the power of attention. If a move-
ment is sudden or noisy, they may start off at once ; if it is slow,

silent, and stealthy, they remain motionless but intensely watchful.

If a snake is quick enough, it may secure its prey in that brief

moment of motionless watchfulness, but a human hand slowly

and carefully advanced has just as much power of fascination.

The second point on which we have been able to satisfy ourselves

is that, except in the case of one group, animals have no specific

fear of serpents. The vast majority of animals, including of course

frogs, rats and mice, guinea-pigs, rabbits, ruminants, and birds,

are totally indifferent to their presence, and even when a snake
approaches them directly avoid it, just as they would avoid a stick

thrust at them. In the case of such animals, the problem involved

in giving them alive to snakes is no more than whether they are

killed more painlessly by snakes or by human beings. In their

recognition and fear of snakes, however, the Primates are in

marked contrast to all other animals. Many naturalists have
recorded that monkeys display an instinctive fear of snakes, and
we ha\'e made a number of experiments on this point, displaying

live and active snakes, such as the brightly coloured Corn Snake,
a Tree-Boa, and a small Reticulated Python, to the Monkeys in the
Society's Collection. "We assumed that it was unnecessary to

select poisonous snakes, as probably monkeys, like most savages
and many civilised persons, would make no distinction between
poisonous and harmless snakes. We wish first to record the
extremely interesting fact that Lemurs differ- markedly from true

Primates, inasmuch as they exhibit no fear of snakes whatever.
It was most curious to notice how, when we approached adjoining
cages, the one with lemurs the other with monkeys, carrying with
us writhing snakes, how the monkeys at once fled back shrieking,

whilst the lemurs crowded to the front of the cage, displaying the
greatest interest and not the smallest perturbation when a snake
was brought so close to them that its tongue almost touched their

faces. We got the impression that had the lemurs been given
the opportunity, they would at once have seized and tried to

devour the snake. The South American monkeys showed fear in

irregular and sometimes slightly marked form. Spider-monkeys
{Ateles) were quite as excited and alarmed as any Old World
monkey. Some of the larger Cebidse did not retreat, but un-
covered their canines and looked as if they were ready to show
fight. Some small specimens retreated but showed no special
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alarm, others were nearly indifferent. The Old World monkeys
of all the genera in the Society's Collection recognised the snakes

instantly and bolted panic-stricken, chattering loudly and retreat-

ing to their boxes or as high up as possible in the larger cages.

Our large Baboons, including the huge Mandrill, were even more
panic-stricken, jumping back in the gi-eatest excitement, climbing

as far ovit of reach as possible and barking. Of the Anthropoids,

the Gibbons were least timid ; one small agile Gibbon i^IIapale

agilis) showed no fear and very little curiosity ; a larger one of the

same species and a Hoolock receded but without showing panic.

It is possible that the very markedly ai-boreal habits of the

Gibbons have brought them so much less in contact with snakes

that their fear of snakes is partly obliterated. The Chimpanzees,

except one baby which was indifferent, recognised the snakes

at once and fled backwards, uttering a low note sounding like

" huh, huh." They soon got moi-e excited and began to scream,

getting high vip on the branches or on the wire-work of their

cages, but all keeping their eyes fixed on the snakes. Apparently

they took a certain amount of coui-age from one another's

presence, and they began slowly to draw nearer chattering loudly,

but soon fled again screaming. The panic, however, at the pre-

sence of snakes was most sudden and best marked in the case of

Orangs. The Society has at present two examples—a young
female which came two years ago as a very small baby, and a

lai'ge, probably adult male. Both of these are usually extremely

slow and deliber-ate in their movement, but as soon as they got

sight of a snake and long before it was near them, they fled silently

but with the utmost rapidity, climbing as far out of reach as

possible with a ludicrous celerity. It is well known that Anthro-

poid Apes are timid animals, readily alarmed at any strange

creatures however small or harmless these may appear to be.

One of our Chimpanzees was infested with large nematodes, and

living examples of these that were passed with the fseces terrified

the others. Earthworms similarly alarmed them, but nematodes

and earthworms may have been mistaken by them for snakes.

But mice, cockroaches, and guinea-pigs sometimes also terrify

them extremely at first. We cannot doubt, however, that apart

from this general timidity, monkeys (excluding lemurs) have a

specific fear of snakes. It is probable that human beings have

inherited this specific fear of snakes from their anthropoid an-

cestors, and that our inclination to attribute a similar fear of

snakes to other animals is due not merely to erroneous observation

but to an " anthi^opoidomorphic " prepossession.
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5. Descriptions o£ new Loricariid Fishes from South
America. By C. Tate Regan, M.A., F.Z.S.

[Received October 4, 1907.]

(Plates XLYII.-XLIX., and Text-figures 206-208.)

The fishes here described are a new Otocinclus, five new
species of Plecostomus, and two neAv species of Arges. Since the
pubHcation of my monograph of the Loricariidfe (Trans. Zool.
Soc. xvii. 1904) I have written a note* calling attention to the
specific distinctness of Plecostomus horriclus Kner and P. tenuicauda
Stdr. from P. emarginatus 0. & V., with which they had been
united; whilst Dr. R. von Iheringt has described four new
species, P. tietensis, P. regani, P. paiolinus, and P. hermanni, from
San Paulo, Brazil. Including the five new species described below,
four of which have been sent to me by Dr. von Ihering, the
known species of the subgenus Plecostomus (i. e., with an adipose
fin and without opercular bristles) now number 32, instead of

the 21 described in my monograph.

Plecostomus iheringii, sp. n. (Plate XLVII. fig. 1.)

Depth of body 4f in the length, length of head 3i. Depth of

head If in its length, breadth of head IjL, length of snout 1-|,

diameter of eye 6^, interorbital width 2 Jr. About 40 teeth on
each side in both jaws; length of mandibular ramus 2 in the
interorbital width. Barbel nearly as long as the eye. Snout
obtuse, narrowed anteriorly ; supraorbital ridges slightly raised

;

supraoccipital somewhat elevated posteriorly, but without median
ridge, bordered posteriorly by a single scute ; occipital process
short ; temporal plates, nuchal scutes and anterior scutes of the
second series weakly keeled. Scutes spinulose, 26 in a longi-

tudinal series, 6 between dorsal and adipose fin, 13 between anal
and caudal. Lower surface of head naked except for a granular
patch in front of each gill-opening ; abdomen in great part naked,
covered with granular scales laterally and posteriorly ; a trans-
verse strip of granular scales between the pectorals. Dorsal I 7,

the first ray a little shorter than the head, when laid back
extending to the third scute behind the last ray, which is ^ as
long as the first ; length of base of dorsal equal to its distance
from the posterior part of spine of adipose fin. Anal I 4. Pec-
toral spine extending to anterior ^ of ventral fin. Caudal
emarginate, the middle rays less than |- as long as the longest.

Caudal peduncle 2|- as long as deep. Posterior part of head with
transverse stripes ; fins duskj^, the dorsal with the posterior half

of each interradial membrane darker than the rest.

* Ann. Maa:. Nat. Hist. (7) xvii. 1906, p. 94.

t Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xv. 1905, pp. 558-o61.

I'Roc. ZooL. Soc—1907, Xo. LIV. 54
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Hah. Rio Piracicaba, San Paulo, Brazil.

A single specimen, 150 mm. in total length, received from

Dr. R. von Ihering.

Plecostomus margaritifer, sp. n. (Plate XLVII. fig. 2.)

Depth of body 4| in the length, length of head 3i. Depth of

head If in its length, breadth of head 1|, length of snout If,

diameter of eye 6, interorbital width 2f . Length of mandibular

ramus li in the interorbital width; 18 to 20 teeth on each side

in the upper jaw, 15 to 17 in the lower. Barbel | the diameter

of eye. iSnout obtuse, narrowed anteriorly; supraorbital edges

slightly raised ; temporal plates not keeled ; supraoccipital slightly

convex, bordered posteriorly by a single scute ;
occipital process

short. Scutes spinulose, not carinate, 27 in a longitudinal series,

7 between dorsal and adipose fin, 13 between anal and caudal.

Lower surface of head and abdomen naked, except for some small

scattered granules. Dorsal I 7 ; first ray a little longer than the

head, when laid back extending to the sixth scute behind the

last ray, which is less than \ as long as the first. Length of base

of dorsal equal to its distance from tip of spine of adipose fin.

Anal I 4. Pectoral spine extending to anterior i of ventral fin.

Caudal emarginate, the middle rays a little more than f as long

as the longest. Caudal peduncle 2| as long as deep. Scattered

rounded pale spots on head and body ; fins dusky, the dorsal with

the posterior half of each interradial membrane blackish.

Eab. Rio Piracicaba, San Paulo, Brazil.

A single specimen, 160 mm. in total length, received from

Dr. R. von Ihering.

Plecostomus strigaticeps, sp. n. (Plate XLYIIL fig. 1.)

Depth of body 5 in the length, length of head 34 to 3f.

Depth of head If in its length, breadth of head 1 to l\, length of

snout If to If, diameter of eye 5 to 5i, interorbital width 2|.

Length of mandibular ramus If in the interorbital width ; about

60 teeth on each side in both jaws. Barbel -^ to | the diameter

of eye. Snout broad, i-ounded ; supraoi'bital edges not or scarcely

raised ; temporal plates not keeled ; supraoccipital slightly convex,

without median ridge, bordered posteriorly by 1 or 2 scutes;

occipital process short. Scutes spinulose, not carinate, 26 in

a longitudinal series, 6 or 7 between dorsal and adipose fin^

12 between anal and caudal. Lower surface of head naked except

for a granular patch in front of each gill-opening ; abdomen

nearly completely covered with granular scales except foi- a naked

area in front of each ventral fin.. Dorsal I 7, the first ray a little

shorter than the head, when laid back extending to the second

or third scute behind the last ray, which is ^ as long as the first.

Length of base of dorsal equal to its distance from the middle of

the "spine of adipose fin. Anal I 4. Pectoral spine extending
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to anterior ^ of ventral fin. Caudal emarginate, the middle rays

less than ^ as long as the longest. Caudal peduncle 2| as long-

as deep. Posterior pai-t of head with undulating stripes ; dorsal fin

with the posterior part of each interradial membrane dusky.

Ilab. Rio Piracicaba, San Paulo, Brazil.

Two specimens, 150 and 200 mm. in total leng-th, received from

Dr. R. von Ihering.

Plecostomus albopunctatus, sp. n. (Plate XLIX. fig. 1.)

Depth of body 5| to 6 in the length, length of head 3 to 3^.

Depth of head 2 in its length, breadth of head Ij^, length of

snout 1|- to Ij, diameter of eye 9 to 10, interorbital width 3 to

3-i-. Length of mandibular ramus Ig to 1| in the interorbital

width ; 26 to 32 teeth on each side in the upper jaw, 22 to 26 in

the lower. Barbel very short. Snout broad, rounded ; supra-

orbital edges not or scarcely raised ; temporal plates not keeled
;

supraoccipital slightly convex, without median ridge, bordered

posteriorly by a single scute ; occipital process short. Scutes

spinulose, not carinate, 26 in a longitudinal series, 6 or 7 between

Text-fifi-. 206.

TJecostomns albopunctatus.

Head seen from above {a) and below (b).

dorsal and adipose fin, 12 between anal and caudal. Lower
surface of head and abdomen almost completely covered with small

granular scales. Dorsal I 7, the first ray i to more than | the

length of head, when laid back extending just beyond the base

of the last ray, which is f as long as the first. Length of

base of dorsal equal to its distance from the posterior part of

spine of adipose fin. Anal I 4. Pectoral spine extending to

base of ventral fin. Caudal slightly emarginate, the median rays

I as long as the longest. Caudal peduncle 2| as long as deep.

Small rounded whitish spots on head and body and on the rays of

54*
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the fins; fins dusky, the posterior half of each interradial mem-
brane of the dorsal darker than the rest.

Hob. Rio Piracicaba, San Paulo, Brazil.

Two specimens, 170 and 220 mm. in total length, received

from Dr. R. von Ihering.

Plecostomus goyazensis, sp. n.

Plecostonius latirostris (part.) Regan, Trans. Zool. Soc. xvii.

1904, p. 213.

Depth of body 5 in the length, length of head 3^. Depth of head
l|-in its length, breadth of head 1, length of snout 1-|, diameter of

eye 7, interorbital width 2|^. Length of mandibvilar ramus 1|- in

the interorbital width ; 28 teeth on each side in both jaws ; barbel

|- the diameter of eye. Snout broad, i-ounded ; supraorbital edges
slightly raised ; supraoccipital with median ridge, bordered pos-

teriorly by a single scute ; temporal plates not distinctly keeled.

Scutes spinulose, the iipper and anterior ones very weakly keeled,

27 in a longitudinal sex'ies, 6 between dorsal and adipose fin, 13

between anal and caudal. Lower surface of head and abdomen
nearly completely covered with small gi-anular scales. Dorsal I 7

;

length of base equal to the distance from tip of spine of adipose

fin. Anal I 4. Pectoral spine extending to anterior g of ventral.

Caudal emarginate. Caudal peduncle 3 times as long as deep.

Uniformly brownish (in spirit).

Hab. Goyaz.

Text-fig. 207.

Plecostomus goi/azensis.

Head seen from above (a) and below [h).

A single specimen, 260 mm. in total length, received in 1889
from the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.,

U.S.A.
P. latirostris is distinguished by the more slender and more

numerous teeth and by the shorter caudal peduncle.
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Otocinclus paulinus, sp. n.

Depth of body 5 in the length, length of head 24-. Diameter
of eye 7| in the length of head, interoi-bital width 2f, length of

snout 2|. Occipital region evenly convex, without crests. Scutes

spinulose, not carinate, 22 in a longitudinal series. Lower surface

of head with a naked area in front of the clavicles ; abdomen
posteriorly with numerous small plates, anteriorly naked except

Text-fiff. 208.

Otocinclus ^a^dinus (X 2).

for a series of plates on each side. Dorsal I 7 ; origin above the

base of ventral ; no adipose fin. Anal I 4. Pectoral spine extend-

ing beyond middle of ventral. Caudal emarginate. Caudal
peduncle 3 times as long as deep. Caudal blackish, except the

postei^ior half of the upper lobe, which is pale with dark spots \^

other fins pale with series of dark spots.

Hah. Rio Piracicaba, San Paulo, Brazil.

A single specimen, 35 mm. in total length, received from
Dr. R. von Ihering.

Arges heterodon, sp. n. (Plate XLIX. fig. 2.)

Length of head 4 in the length of the fish. Nasal flap pro-

duced into a short barbel, Interocular width equal to the distance

from eye to posterior nostril and 3 in the length of head. Width
of mouth Tj the length of head ; outer series of teeth in the prse-

maxillaries unicuspid, more or less compressed, expanded and
truncated ; mandibulary teeth acutely bicuspid ; barbel just

reaching the gill-opening. Dorsal I 6 ; first ray produced, longer

than the head ; adipose fin elongate, strongly developed, without

trace of a spine. Pectoral spine probably produced and extending

beyond the middle of ventral (broken off on each side) ; ventrals

longer than the head, originating a little in advance of the origin

of dorsal, extending nearly to the vent, which is situated at more
than |- of the distance from the base of the ventrals to the origin

of the anal. Anal I 6. Distance from tip of snout to origin of

dorsal 2| in the length of the fish, from base of last anal ray to

that of the caudal 5|, Greyish, spotted and marbled with blackish ;.

vertical fins with series of blackish spots.

Hah. Jimenez, Western Colombia.
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A single specimen, 110 mm. in total length, collected by

Mr. Palmer.
This species is allied to A, longifilis Stdr., from Peru, which is

known to me only from Steindachner's description and figures,

but which is separated at least by the smaller mouth, longer

caudal peduncle, and different coloration. The teeth in the upper

jaw in A. Jieterodon approximate in form to the incisor-like teeth

of Arges peruanus and A. simonsii.

Arges retropinna, sp. n. (Plate XLVIII. fig. 2.)

Lensjth of head 3 i to "ih in the length of the fish. Interocular

width less than the distance from eye to posterior nostril,

nearly 4 in the length of head. "Width of mouth a little more

than 5 the length of head ; outer series of teeth of the prsemaxil-

laries unicuspid, acute ; mandibulary teeth bicuspid ; barbel

extending not more than | of the distance from its base to the

gill-opening. Dorsal I 6 ; first ray not produced, h, or a little

more than ^ the length of head; adipose fin with a well-

developed movable spine, which is inserted at a distance from the

caudal equal to | the length of the middle rays of the latter.

Pectoral spine not produced, but extending to middle of ventral

;

ventrals originating well in advance of the doi-sal, not reaching

the vent, which is situated at 4 of the distance from base of

ventral to origin of anal. Anal I 6. Distance from tip of snout

to origin of dorsal 21 to 2\ in the length of the fish, from base of

last ray of anal to that of the caudal 7|. Greyish, clouded with

darker and with some small pale spots ; dorsal, anal, and pectoral

with a series of dark spots ;
pectoral dark at the base ; caudal

blackish at the base and also posteriorly.

Rah. Jimenez, Western Colombia.

Two specimens ( $ ), 55 and 65 mm. in total length, collected

by Mr. Palmer.

This species is allied to A. homodon Rgn. and^. boidengeri Rgn.,

but is easily distinguished by the smaller and more posteriorly

placed dorsal fin, shorter barbels, shorter caudal peduncle, &,c.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XLVII.

Fig. 1. Plecostomus ilieringii.

2. Plecostomus niargaritifer.

PlATE XLVIII.

Fig. 1. Plecostomtis strigaticeps.

2. Arges retropinna. 2 a. Head seen from above. 2 b. Head
seen from below. 2 c. Teeth.

Plate XLIX.

Fig. 1. Plecostomus alhopunctatus.
2. Arges Jieterodon. 2 a. Head seen from below. 2 b. Teeth.
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G. Notes on Mayer's Pigeon (JS^escenas maijeri).

By Lieut.-Colonel N. Manders, F.Z.S.

[Received August 8, 1907.]

This bird is now so nearly approaching extinction, that it is

pei'haps advisable to put on I'ecord all available information

regarding its distribution and habits, and I have therefore com-

piled a few notes embodying all I know and have ascertained

from other persons about this bird, which may be interesting to

ornithologists and naturalists generally.

Before the indigenous forests were lai'gely destroj^ed it was
probably abundant all over the island of Mauritius, but its range

has become gradually more and more circumscribed, until at the

present day it is entirely confined to a small range of forest-clad

hills in the south-western corner of the island known as the

Savanne district, comprising a country some eight miles from east

to west and fi-om two to three from north to south. The hills

rise abruptly from the sea-coast to an elevation varying from a

thousand to nearly two thousand feet, thence extending to a

plateau covered now with light scrub jungle which stretches north-

wards at a gradually decreasing elevation to the central plain,

which is now entirely under cultivation. I have never observed

the bird in this scrub jungle, and it only visits it at a certain

period of the year, under conditions to which I shall subsequently

allude.

For administrative purposes this range of hills is divided up

into the following forest districts, all nearly continuous and in all

of which the bird is found :—Les Mares, and Grand Bassin, where

it is most common ; Calbot, Kanaka, Coutanceau and Dayot ; a

few at Charmarel ; and I have once seen it at Morne Brabant in

the extreme south-western corner of the island.

The character of these forests is much the same ; they are very

thick and almost impenetrable owing to the multitude of seedlings

and young trees, which are allowed by an inefficient Forest

Department to grow up and choke each other by their tangled

growth. There is a singular absence of large trees, one of three

feet in diameter is rare, and these usually show signs of incipient

decay. For six months in the year the rainfall is very heavy,

sometimes it rains continuously for days, making the woods almost

one vast swamp. Under these circumstances it is frequently

difficult to get near the birds to observe their habits ;
it requires

patience and a disregard for one's personal comfoit.

In the early morning shortly after sunrise they come out and

sun themselves, and their " wlaoo " " whoo " may be heard at a

considerable distance. My friend M. Georges Antelme, who has

probably a more extensive acquaintance with it than any other

naturalist, gives it as his opinion that the number of birds still

existing does not exceed one hundred and fifty pairs, and from my
own frequent rambles through these forests in the last two and a
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half years, I should say this is an outside estimate. It is somewhat
difficult at first sight to account for their diminution, when we
consider that they are not destroyed by Europeans, and that

possessing a character for being unwholesome to eat they are not

ti"apped. It may fairly be said that in this instance at any rate

man is not directly responsible for its extinction. I say directly,

but indirectly he undoubtedly is. The Portuguese, who had
a penchant for monkey- flesh, introduced an Indian species of

monkey into the island shortly after they first discovei-ed it in the

middle of the sixteenth century. Until the last few years, these

animals confined their depredations to the jungle-covered hills

surrounding Port Louis and the adjoining cane-fields. Now, by
some unfortunate mischance, but probably by a necessary emigra-

tion owing to their increasing numbers, they have sjjread to

all pai'ts of the island, and the Savanne forests are overwhelmed
by their numbers. Not only do they do incredible damage by
destroying the fruits of valuable forest trees, but thej'^ destroy also

the seedlings and tender shoots of trees of larger growth ; and large

numbers of natives are constantly employed to keep them ofi:' the

cane-fields, where they do enormous mischief in the shortest possible

time. The Pigeons are totally unable to resist this invasion of their

last refuge as their nests, eggs, and young are ruthlessly destroyed

;

and the forest keepers inform me that in consequence the bfrds

have almost ceased to breed. It was in the Savanne forest that

the last specimen of the Dutch Pigeon [Alectroenas nitidissima),

now in the Port Louis Museum, was shot in the year 1826. It

seems strange that one species should survive the other for

close on a hundred years, and were it not for the pestilent monkey
would probably do so for another hundi'ed. I venture to give the
following explanation of the phenomenon.
Heemskerk, who visited the island in 1601, mentions that the

sailors knocked down with their sticks a large number of pigeons
with " red tails," which on being eaten proved so disconcerting to

the Dutchmen's stomachs, making them violently sick, that they
subsequently left them severely alone, and they probably passed on
an account of their unpleasant experiences to others of their

countrymen. This evil repittation has happily survived to the

present day and with it the pigeon ; Avhereas the Dutch Pigeon
being a toothsome and withal a wholesome diet, has succumbed.
As a matter of fact Mayer's Pigeon is not unwholesome, though
this fact is carefully hidden away in the bosoms of local naturalists.

The Curator of the Port Louis Mviseum, wdio skinned one, had
sufficient courage to tackle the flesh, and found it uncommonly
tough but nothing more. At a certain season of the year the birds,

as I have said, leave the forest and come out into the adjoining-

scrub to feed on the berries of the "Tomdamane" [Aphloia thei-

formis), of which they are inordinately fond, and on which they
gorge themselves to repletion. It appears that these berries have
some intoxicating properties, as they render the birds so helpless

that they can be readily snared by a noose at the end of a stick.
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It is quite possible that when in this condition the flesh becomes
unwholesome for the time being. It is to be noted that Heemskerk
specially mentions the red tails of the pigeons, from which I

conclude he means " Mayer's Pigeon," as this is very conspicuous

especially when in flight.

It nests twice in the year, in October and again in January.

The nest is similar to that of the common Wood-Pigeon and merely

consists of a few sticks laid together in the branches of a ti-ee a

few feet from the ground. The eggs are pure white, similar to but

decidedly larger than those of the wood-pigeon. I am inclined to

think that the young birds for some time are of an uniform rusty

red much like the tail of the adult bird, and that it is only sub-

sequently that they assume the adult jjlumage. In confinement

they lose to a great extent their extreme delicacy of colouring, the

bill loses a great deal of its brilliant ciimson, and the plumage on

the neck and breast assumes a dull piiikish slate-colour rather than

a beautiful rosy pink. In characteristics generally it is much more
a dove than a pigeon. In confinement at any rate they are

extremelj^ pugnacious, and being essentially bullies the bird which

gains the upper hand certainly does its best to hunt the other to

death.

It is interesting to note that its mental development is at tlie

same level as when the island was first discovered. It exhibits

not the slightest fear of man, and at the present day it would be
as easy to knock them over with a walking-stick as it was three

hundred years ago. The climate of these Mauritian forests is of

sub-tropical character, and I have no doubt that with very slight

protection it would do well in England. So far it has not bred in

confinement, but I am inclined to think that the conditions under
which they were kept were not favourable. I should much like

to see a successful attempt in England, the more so as the time is

fast approaching when Mayei-'s Pigeon will be a thing of the

past.

7. On some Points in the Structure o£ GalicUctis striata.

By Frank E. Beddaed, M.A., F.E.S., Prosector to the

Society.
[Received October 17, 1907.]

(Text-figures 209-216.)

In continuation of a series of communications * to the Society

upon the anatomy of the smaller Oarnivora, I beg leave to offer

the following notes upon the little-known Madagascar Yiverrine,

Galklictis striata, which has not, so far as I am aware, been

* "On the Visceral and Muscular Anatomy of Cryptofvocta" P. Z. S. 189.5,

p. 430. " On certain points in the Anatomj' of the Cunning Bassarisc, Bai^sariscus

astutus," ib. 1898, p. 129. " On the Anatomy of Bassaricyon alleni," ib. 1900,

p. 661. " Some notes upon the Anatomy of the Ferret Badger, Selictis personata,"
ib. 1905, p. 21.
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dissected. The specimen which I dissected is a female, and 1

have preserved the skin for future reference. It died on

September 18th last, apparently from congested lungs. The
viscera were in an excellent state for anatomical investigation,

-save for the fact that the body was rather fat. This, however,

has not interfered with the possibility of recording certain facts

of importance in the systematic placing of this ^luroid.

The principal external and osteological characters have been

given by the late Dr. Mivart *, who has referred to previous

literature upon the genus and upon its immediate allies, Galidia

and Heinigalidia (a genus founded by Dr. Mivart in that paper).

He distinguishes Hemigcdidia from Galidia and from Galidictis

by the fact that the former possesses the first premolar, which is

alleged to be missing in both Galidia and Galidictis. This generic

distinction cannot, however, be enforced. In a specimen of

Galidia elegans, formerly living in the Society's Gardens (it was
acquired in 1886), and which is hardly likely to have been

wrongly named, the skull shows most distinctly and on both sides

the first premolar, a small tooth with only one root. There is

obviously, however, no such tooth in Galidictis, where indeed

there is no diastema between the canine and premolar 2. It is

therefore Galidictis which is to be contrasted with Galidia and

Heiyiigalidia (if, indeed, the generic distinction is to be retained),

and not the latter genus with the two former in this particular.

As to the large size of the canines in Galidictis, I confirm

Dr. Mivart's statements.

The only external character to which I wish to direct attention,

is the condition of the glands in the neighbourhood of the anus

and of the vulva. Dr. Mivart has figured these parts in a female

Genetta tigrinaf, where he indicates clearly the folds of the

scent-gland lying behind the vulva and forming externally with

the vulva one common region of the integument. In a later part

of the same paper +, Dr. Mivart distinguishes the Viverrinae (of

which Genetta is a genus) from the Herpestinas, Galidictinse, and

some others by the existence in the first-named and the absence

in the two latter of the " prescrotal glands." With regard to

Galidictis, this assertion is only based upon its likeness to Herpestes

&c. ; for Dr. Mivart writes § with respect to that genus :
—" I can

find no record of the condition of the anus, or of the number of

anal glands, neither any note as to prescrotal glands ; I, however,

anticipate that the latter are wanting, that thei-e is but a single

pair of anal glands, and that the anus opens onto the surface of

the body, and not into a pouch." It is perhaps a little remarkable

that Dr. Mivart should have postulated the absence of a pouch

into which the anus opens in Galidictis, in view of his opinion

that the subfamily Galidictinse lies between the Viverrine and'

Herpestine groups, " though more nearly allied to the latter than

* " On the Classification and Distribution of the ^luvoidea," P. Z. S. 1882,

p. 135. t P- Z. S. 1882, p. 156, fig. 5.

I Id. ibid. p. 205. § lb. p. 187.
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to the former "
; for in the genus (and 1 am able to confirm this

by my examination of Her'pestes fidvescens) Herpestes there is

certainly present this pouch into which the anus opens. Dr.

Mivart is, however, quite correct in his prophecy as the accom-
panying illustration (text-fig. 209) will show. The anus, which
is rather large, appears to open directly on the sui-face of the

body, and there are two large anal glands. On the other hand,

xis the same figure shows, the " prescrotal " or scent-glands are as

Text-fig. 209.

Anus, Vulva, ami Scent-Gland of Galidictis striata.

A. Vulva. B. Scent-gland ("prescrotal gland"). C. Anal glands, represented

as visible through the skin. D. Anus.

undoubtedly present. The actual glands, as visible on the opposite

side of the piece of skin, are smallish (smaller than the anal

glands) oval glands. In regard to these external structures,

Galidictisis therefore more like the Yiverrinsethanthe Herpestinae.

For the former sometimes have, while the Herpestinse have not,

the scent-gland ; and the anus in them (the Viverrinse) does

not open into a pouch, which it frequently does among the

Herpestines.

§ Alimentary Canal.

In the consideration of the viscera belonging to this system as

well as to others. Dr. Mivart's memoir upon the anatomy of the

catlike Oarnivora * has been largely consulted as a storehouse of

information iipon the anatomy of these animals. He includes in

p. 459.

'Notes on some Points in the Anatomj^ of the iEluroidea," P. Z. S. 1882,
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that paper a few notes upon the Madagascai" Galidia, which is

the nearest ally of the present genns Galidictis. I have myself

particularly compared Galidictis with Genetta vulgaris, of which a

specimen happened to fall into my hands at the time that I was

studying the former. With regard to a number of the facts

which I describe in the present communication, there is nothing

recorded which allows of a careful comparison with other genera

of Herpestids.

The Tongue shows a character found in certain Yiverridfe in

that toM'ards the free tip there is a patch of specially enlarged

conical papilla?. This patch does not reach the edge of the tongue

anywhere.
As far as I can gather from Mivart's descrijDtions, this is

much like what is found in Galidia and certain Herpestines.

Dr. Mivart remarks that in the Genet there are no enlarged

papillse forming a patch upon the dorsum of the tongue. In Genetta

vulgaris the entire tongue is covered with papillse which are

quite as large as those forming the patch of enlarged papillse in

Galidictis. In the figure (text-fig. 210) illustrating the tongue an

isolated spine considerably magnified is shown. It will be seen

that there is a tendency tow&rds bifidity at the tip.

Text-fig. 210.

A. Fore part of Tongue of Galidictis striata. B. A single papilla from the
anteriorly situated patch of papillae in the same.

The Stomach of Galidictis is, as it would appear, much like that

of Galidia ; for it is large and globular, with but a slightly pro-

jecting pyloric region. It contrasts with Genetta and Arctictis^

which in these particulars are at the opposite extreme of the

series, with comparatively narrow stomachs and well developed,
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long, narrow pyloric portion. It also contrasts in other pai'ticulars

with the stomach of the also Madagascar genera Eupleres * and
the archaic type of existing Viverrid (as some think it) Nandinia
hinotata t. In both of these latter the stomach approximates
very closely in its characters to that of Arctictis, as described by
the late Prof. Garrod.

The Intestines of Galidictis have in their convolutions the

simple character of those of other members of this group, as is

shown in the figures of Dr. Mitchell %. It is noteworthy that

the duodenal loop of Galidictis approaches more to a square with
rounded angles than in Genetta vtdgaris, where the first section

of the duodenum forms a more slight and C-shaped curve ; that

is to say, in the latter type the lower end of the duodenal loop

does not run so parallel with, and so exactly in the opposite

direction to, the upper limb of the loop as it does in Galidictis.

Both these types, however, show one difierence from the intestine

in Genetta pardina and Arctictis hinturong. In the two latter

the whole of the intestine forms a simple coil with no secondary

mesenteric connections between its coils. The whole canal forms
a simple though convoluted tube supported throughout by a

continuous mesentery. In Galidictis and Genetta vulgaris the

lower end of the duodenum, where it bends over to the left side

of the body, is attached by a mesentery to the mesocolon. It is

perhaps remarkable to find a difference in this matter between
two species of the same genus. But it will be recollected that

while Genetta vulgaris is Palsearctic, G. pardina is Ethiopian.
The proportion between the large and small intestines are in

Galidictis as they are in other Yiverrines ; i. e.. the large intestine

is very short, both actually and relatively. There is, however, a

difference between Galidictis and Genetta vulgaris. For in the

latter, which is a larger animal, the large intestine is 4| inches in

length and is actually, and therefo]:'e much more so relatively,

shorter than it is in Galidictis where it measures 5^ inches. In

Genetta in fact the whole of the short large intestine is perfectly

straight ; there is no bend from its origin to the anus. In Galidictis,

on the other hand, the upjjer extremity of the large intestine is bent

round to the right, thus forming a rudimentary transverse colon.

Indeed, it could not lie straight ; for if artificially so placed it

reaches the diaphragm. The attachment of the duodenum where
it bends to the left of the mesocolon is by no means a character-

istic of the ^luroidea as opposed to the Arctoidea. For of the

Kinkajou [Cercoleptes caudivolvulios) Owen wrote § :—"The duo-

•denimi made a large semicircular SM^eep downwards, backwards,

and to the left, being loosely connected by a wide duplicature of

peritoneum for the greater part of its course ; it was also

* Carlsson, Zool. Jalirb., Abtli. f. Syst. xvi. p. 217.

t Id. ibid. xiii. p. 509.

X
" The Intestinal Coils in Mammals," Trans. Zool. See. vol. xvii. p. 494 &c.

-figs. 33 &c.

§ P. Z. S. 1835, p. 119.
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connected with the colon by a fold of peritoneum continued from
it." This is obviously the same that I have described above in

Galidictis. I may also observe that I am able to confirm from
my own dissections Owen's account of Cercoleptes so far as

concerns the course of the intestine, and in some other facts to

which I may have occasion to refer hereafter. It is important

to notice that in this, as in other anatomical features, there is no
strict line of demarcation between the Arctoid and ^luroid
Carnivora.

The CcBGum of Galidictis seems to resemble very closely that

of its near ally Gcdidia—to judge from the figure of the caecum

of the latter given by Dr. St. Geoi'ge Mivart in his memoir
already referred to. It is long (for an Herpestid) and pointed

and thinner at the free end. There is a matter concerning the

caecum in these animals that has not been, I believe, referred to.

This concerns the mesentery attaching the caecum to the small

intestine. In Galidictis an anangious fold of membrane binds

the proximal half of the caecum to the small intestine. In
Herpestes fulvescens (see text-fig. 211) this membrane is more

Text-fig. 211.

Cseca of Galidictis striata (left-hand figure) and Herpestes

fulvescens (right-hand figure).

A. Median freniim. B. One of the lateral mesenteries. C. Caecum.

extensive and nearly reaches the tip. A more careful examination

reveals also the presence of a much less developed fold on either

side of the median frenum which bears the blood-vessels supplying

that region of the gut. These lateral membranes are of im-

portance in that they are better developed in some other animals.

I have myself referred to them in Lemurs *. Even in the more
rudimentary caecum of Genetta vulgaris the same three membranes

* "Additional Notes upon Sapalemwr griseus," P. Z. S. 1891, p. 451.
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are easily to be recognised. Another fact in reference to the
csecuni of GaUdictis is the existence of a lymphatic gland just

at its junction Avith the intestine. I found the same state of

affairs exactly repeated in Genetta v^dgaris. The fact would
therefore appear to be of some importance.

The Liver of GaUdictis is represented from the abdominal side

in the accompanying figure (text-fig. 212), The diaphragmatic
view of this viscus shows that the gall-bladder is just visible on
that surface through the cleft right central lobe. The principal

features relating to the shapes and relative sizes of the different

lobes are plainly shown, and obviate the necessitj^ of a full

description of the same. I would call attention to the large size

of the caudate lobe and to its bifid free extremity. The Spigelian

lobe is also larger than in some animals.

Text-fig. 212.

L.C.L.

CoL.L.

Abdominal surface of Liver of GaUdictis striata.

Ca.L. Caudate lobe. G.B. Gall-bladder. L.C.L. Left central lobe. L.L.L. Left
lateral lobe. R.C.L. Right central lobe. R.L.L. Right lateral lobe. Sp.L.
Spigelian lobe.

The Spleen has the usual elongate form that it shows in the

Carnivora, the duodenal end being rather broader than the
opposite extremity.

Pancreas.—This gland is not dealt with by Mivart in his

account of the abdominal viscera of the ^luroidea. In GaUdictis
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it is very large and clijSfers in its form fi'om that of some other

genera of Yiverrines. In Suricata tetradactyla Sir Richard Owen
remai'ked * that " the pancreas has a singular form. A thick

transverse portion extends from the spleen behind the stomach

to the pylorus ; it then divides and forms a circle, which lies in

the concavity of the great curve of the dtwdenum ; sending off

•one or two processes in the inesoduodenwrn" This peculiar

pancreas was later figured by Owen f. A pancreas of this form,

is, however, neither universal among the Viverrines nor confined

to that group. Dr. Mivart's figures of the stomach and pancreas

of Genetta tigrina J prove the former statement, and my own
figures of Helictis and Galictis § prove the latter. "With regard to

Genetta tigrina^ I may remark that G. vulgaris has quite the same
form of pancreas, i. e. not forming a figure 6 as in the Suricata.

The pancreas of Genetta vulgaris gives off a small lobe running
towards the liver by the side of the bile-duct, and on the other

side of the bile-duct—the left—is a comjDletely detached lobe of

pancreas whose connection with the rest of the pancreas I found

it impossible to detect. I may take this opportunity of remarking
that in Arctictis hwiturong the pancreas, which was not described

by the late Prof. Garrod
||
in his account of the anatomy of that

animal, is on the whole like that of the Genet ; that is to say, it

is a sti-aight or rather chevron-shaped gland forming no circle

round the duodenal loop. In Galidictis striata the appearance of

this gland is quite different. For it runs round the loop of the

duodenum as in the Suricate ; but it does not, as is the case with

that animal, rejoin itself in the region of the pylorus. There is

also a small process of the pancreas i-unning up alongside the

bile-duct as in Genetta, but no detached lobe. An anangious

fold of membrane attaches the gastric region of the paiicreas to

the median mesentery as in other Oarnivora ^. It is very much
as I have figured it in Helictis personata, but runs up to very

nearly the end of the pancreas.

§ The Postcaval Vein and its branches.

Information upon the venous system of these Oarnivora is so

scanty, that no apology is needed for giving a description of such

facts as I have observed in Galidictis striata and in Genetta vulgaris,

with which I have been able to compare it. The accompanying
drawings (text-figs. 213, 214) show the veins in question in the two
Yiverrines. In both of them the branches on the two sides of

the body are asymmetrical ; but the asymmetiy diflers in the

two animals. In Galidictis (text-fig. 213) the veins are arranged

* P. Z. S. 1830-31, p. -40.

t Comp. Anat. vol. iii. 1868, p. 444, fig. 351.

X p. Z. S. 1882, p. 505, fis:. 6.

§ P. Z. S. 1905, p. 25, fig. 9 & p. 26, fig. 10.

II
"The Anatomy of the Binturong," P. Z. S. 1873, p. 196.

% Beddard, " On Helictis personata," P. Z. S. 1905, p. 24.
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as follows :—On the left side, shortly behind the liver,]an important

vein enters the postcaval. This is composed by the union of three

principal trunks ; the most anterior of these is mainly fed by the

body-wall, but it receives also the left suprarenal vein. The second

affluent is the renal vein ; the third and last is the ovarian vein,

which also receives a small supplementary renal vein and a branch

from the parietes. On the right side of the body these veins are

all separate and enter the postcaval as separate veins. They are

thus grouped : the most anterior vein is a lumbar^vein receiving

a suprarenal branch. This enters the postcaval symmetrically

with the large compound vein of the left side.

Text-%. 213.

v.c
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veins, of which the left opens into the postcaval a little below

that of the right. These veins, however, are curiously symme-
trical in the details of their branching. At the opening into

the postcaval each is a single trunk. This immediately divides,

and the anterior branch gives off two twigs running in the

direction of the kidney ; the two branches then reunite to form

a single vein. In the case of Genetta vulgaris (text-fig. 214), the

first vein which enters the postcaval behind the liver is a branch

Text-fiff. 214.

The corresponding- veins of Genetta vulgaris.

Lettering as in text-fig. 213.

on the right which is the first lumbar and suprarenal vein ; the

corresponding vein of the left side lies a little lower down. The
renal veins are also asymmetrical, the right lying higher up than

the left. There is no accessory renal vein entering the postcaval.

The right renal vein gives off the spermatic. That vein of the

opposite side of the body enters the postcaval considerably behind

the left renal. The two posterior lumbar veins are symmetrical

and are undivided trunks.
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§ Organs of Reproduction.

The specimen of Galidictis striata which I dissected was a female.

The organs (text-fig. 215) showed at least one remarkable pecu-

liarity. That is, the uterus was completely double. As will be
seen from the annexed drawing, the cornua of the uterus come
together in the middle line posteiuorly ; but instead of being
blended into one tube their distinctness is quite obvious, and is

marked by a median depression. This is also emphasised by the

distribution of the blood-vessels which supply each uterus sepa-

rately, as well as giving ofi" a median trunk wLii'h lies in the

Text-fiff. 215.

Ovaries, Uteri, and Vagina of Galidictis striata.

The right-liaud figure represents more liigUy magnified the opening of the
uteri into the vagina.

A. Uterus, a. Orifices of uteri. B. Region vrhere the two uteri are enclosed in

a common sheath. C. Projection of ores uteri into vagina. D. Vagina.

furrow between the two xiteri. A dissection confirms this view of

the structure of the oviducal tube. At the junction with the vagina
there were two distinct and quite separate ores uteri. They were
borne, however, upon the same projection, and, as the figure shows,
lay on each side of this projecting mass. It was of course easy to

pass a probe into each utei-us, and their non-eommunication was
55*
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thus rendered evident. In the Oarnivora generally there are two
prolonged cornua uteri and a median corpus uteri, part of which
is divided by an internal septum. In Herpestes fulvescens, for

exa.mple, and Cercoleptes caudivolvulus this is the case—which
species I have dissected for the purposes of a comparison with
Galidictis. It will be noticed that the remains of an interuterine

mesentery is to be seen at the point where the two uteri diverge.

The accompanying illustration shows also the comparative short-

ness of the divergent region of the uteri. In Herpestes fulvescens
the cornua are much longer in proportion.

The ovaries of Galidictis are not enclosed in capsules as they
are in many, if not all, of the Arctoidea. In this Galidictis agrees

with other ^luroidea, e. g. Herpestes fulvescens.

§ Brain.

I have had the brain of this Carnivore figured in two aspects,

which are reproduced in the accompanying figures (text fig. 216).

Text-fig. 216.

Dorsal (left-hand figure) and Lateral (right-hand figure) views of Brain of
Galidictis striata.

A. Crucial sulcus. B. Lateral sulcus. C. Suprasylvian sulcus.

D. Sylvian. E. Postsylvian.

Viewed from above, the brain is seen to contrast with that'of

Viverra civetta * by reason of the large size of its crucial sulcus

and the total absence of any precrucial sulcus, present in the

Civet and forming in that Carnivoi-ean " Ursine lozenge," f which
also exists, according to Dr. Elliot Smith, in other ^luroids, e g.

Felis leo %. There is certainly no trace of this in Galidictis. In

* Cat. Mus. Roy. Coll. Surgeons, vol. ii. ed. 2, 1902, p. 249, fig. 122.

t Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xix. 1886.

X Cat. Mus. Roy. Coll. Surgeons, p. 247, fig. 119.
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this it agrees with Herpestes and 8ur%cata &c. It is interesting

to note the classificatory value of these facts, which appear to

characterise the Yiverrinse and the Herpestinfe, and Avhich

therefore show that in this brain character at any rate Galidictis is

Herpestine rather than Yiverrine. It is furthermore to be observed

that the two crucial sulci are asymmetrical, that of the right side

reaching the median line at a point further back than the junc-

tion with the left crucial sulcus. The lateral sulcus differs in

some respects from that of allied Carnivora. It is apparently

very long and curves outwards anteriorly, reaching to a point

on a level with the end of the crucial sulcus. I take it therefore

that in this brain as in that of Viverra civetta and Nandinia
hinotata* the fissure is really a conjoined coronary and lateral.

If so, it contrasts with Herpestes where the two fissures are

separate. This combined fissure gives off in Galidictis an inwardly

and forwardly directed fissure, which I presume to be the ansate

sulcus ; that of the right half of the brain is situated further

forward than the other of the left side. This ansate sulcus does

not occur in a good many species among the Yiverridas. But it

is figured by Elliot Smith in Herpestes (though lying much
further back than in Galidictis), and it occurs in Hycena in a

situation corresponding to that which it occupies in Galidictis.

As bearing upon the systematic position of Galidictis, it is to be

noted that this sulcus seems to be absent in Viverra.

The Sylvian fissure or, as Dr. Elliot Smith proposes to call the

sulcus in these animals, the " feline sylvian fissure " is long.

Dr. EUiot Smith has gone fully into his views t of the several

fissures which exist in this region. I have only to point out

to what forms Galidictis appears to show resemblances. The
Sylvian fissure (as it has been termed by many) is much longer

than in either Herpestes or Viverra. It is long, as in the Hyaena
and Proteles, as well as in Cryptoprocta % and Eupleres §. Behind
it lies a well-marked postsylvian as in Herjjestes. In front of this

latter—biit upon the left hemisphere only—is a small forwardly

directed branch of it which I presume to be one of the ectosylvian

fissures of Herpestes and other allied Carnivora. The suprasylvian

fissure is well developed, and bends rather downwards posteriorly

as in Viverra and Hycena, instead of being straight and bent rather

upward as in Herpestes pulverulentus. Dr. Elliot Smith com-

ments upon the small orbital fissure of the Ichneumon just

mentioned, which is so concealed owing to its forward position

by the olfactory that it has been actually asserted to be absent.

In Galidictis the fissure in question is quite like that of Viverra
;

for it is qiiite large and thus conspicuous as well as being lateral

* Carlsson, "Ueber die syscematische Stelluns: cler Ifandinia hinotata," Zool.

Jahrb. xiii. 1900, pi. 36. fig. 7.

t Loc. cit. p. 245, &c.

J Beddard, " On tlie Visceral and Muscular Anatomj- of Cryptoprocta" P. Z. S.

1895, p. 434, woodcut fig. 5.

§ Carlsson, "Ueber die svstematische Stellunff von JStcpleres gotidoti," Zool.

Jaiirb., Abtb. f. Syst. vol. xv'i. 1902, p. 230, pi. 10, fig. 11 s.
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in position. There is no " fissui-e anterior" (anterior ectosylvian)

such as occurs in Nandinia.

The foregoing description of anatomical facts relating to Gali-

dictis may be summarised for the purpose of shortly presenting
its characters and of comparing them with other Viverrid Oar-
nivora ; they are as follows :

—

(1) Prescrotal (i.e. postvulvar) glands are present.

(2) The anus opens directly on to tlie surface of the body and
not into a superficial cutaneous depression. There are a
pair of anal glands.

(3) The stomach is not particularly elongated; it is more
globular in form.

(4) The csecum is long (for aYiverrid) and jjointed at the apex.

(5) The convolutions of the brain are partly Herpestine and
partly Viverrine in their characters.

(6) The uterus is completely double.

(7) The tongue has an anterior patch of conical papillae.

These characters collectively distinguish Galidictis from all

other genera of Viverridse the anatomy of which is known, and I

believe that the last but one mentioned character—the completely

double uterus—is new to the Oarnivora. The specimen may of

course be abnormal, it being the only one that has been dissected,

though the probabilities ax-e against this.

The division of the Viverridse by Mivart into a number of

subfamilies, viz. : Yiverrinse, Hei-pestinse, Cryptoproctinee, Eu-
plerinse, and Galidictinse, is not used by every one. For example,

in the most recent ' List of Vertebrate Animals,' * published by
the Zoological Society, there is no such division adopted. If,,

however, this division is finally allowed, I should confirm from
rny own experience the justice of separating Galidictis in a sub-

family apart from some others. But whether it will be found
to agree with Galidia is a matter which cannot as yet be decided.

For the latter genus has not been thoroughly examined. It is

clear, however, that the form of the csecum is more alike in the

two genera than is that of either of them to that of other forms.

But I rather gather from Mivart's classificatory scheme that

Galidia has not the scent-glands of Galidictis. In this the former
genus resembles Eupleres, as it does by the possession of four

instead of three {Galidictis) premolars.

The relationship in fact which Galidictis bears to other Viver-
ridse is quite analogous to that which Ezipleres bears to other

Yiverridfe. Carlsson has justly commented, after describing the
principal facts in the anatomy of that form, upon the deduction

that Eiipleres'f seems to be a more ancient type of Viverrine

than the other genera, excepting only Nandinia, which the same

* 9tli ed. 1896. Carlsson (Zool. Jalirb. xvi. Syst. Theil, p. 217) only allows
Herpestinee and Viverrinse.

t Zool. Jalii-b., Abth. f. Syst. xTi.
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T

WTiter* agrees with Winge in i-elegating to the otherwise extinct

family of Amphictince. But while Eupleres leans more to the

Viverrine than to the Herpestine type, it appears to me that

Galidictis has on the whole more the characters of the Herpestinse.

But both genera combine the characters of both of the main
subdivisions of the Viverridse. This does not however mean that

the two are closely allied, and that one subfamily alone is neces-

saiy for the reception of both Exipleres and Galidictis. The
important difterences between them are too obvious to need

recapitulation here. Nevei-theless, Mivart is of opinion that " of

all other Yiverridse, Eupleres comes nearest to the genus Hemi-
galidia." Hitherto it has been impossible to say whether Gali-

dictis was or was not a specialised and modern type of Herpestid.

I think, however, that the facts brought forward in the present

pages are conclusive against the view that Galidictis is a further

development of either the Herpestine or Viverrine branch of the

Yiverridse. In the combination of characters which it shows

Galidictis would seem to be, like Eupleres and possibly Ci^ypto-

procta, an ancient type of Viverrid. Like those two other

Madagascar genera, Galidictis is an example of the retention of

archaic characters so much shown in the Mascarene fauna.

November 26, 1907.

G. A. BouLENGER, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Ohau'.

The Secretary exhibited an oil-painting by Mr. W. "Walls,

R.S.A., of a young female Gorilla recently living in the Society's

Gardens.

The following papers were read :

—

1. On some New and Little-known Araneidea. By the

Hev. 0. Pickakd-Cambridge, M.A., F.R.S., C.M.Z.S.,

&c.
[Received November 27, 1907.]

(Plate L.)

Eleven species of Araneidea are noted, or described and figured,

in the following paper : one from Lagos, Portugal ; three from

Cape Colony, S. Africa; one from Mashonaland, E. Africa; five

from the Canary Islands ; and one from Old Calabar. Of the

* Zool. Jahrb., Abth. f. Syst. xiii.
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foregoing, seven appear to me to be new to science; while of the

remaining four, three seem to be very little known.
A point of considerable interest with respect to some of the

above Spiders is that five of them were imported to England in

packages of bananas (from the Canary Islands). Importations of

this kind are becoming more and more frequent, and it is easy to

see how perfect a material bananas furnish as a vehicle for soft-

bodied creatures like Spiders.

Fam. Theraphosid^.

Subfam. Ctenizin.^,

Genus Pachylomerus Ausserer.

Pachylomerus ^dificatorius Westwood. (Plate L. figs. 1-6.)

Pachylomerus cedificatorius Westwood, Trans. Ent. Soc. vol. iii.

pp. 7-15, pi. X. (1840) ; E. Simon, Actes de la Soc. Linn, de

Bordeaux, xlv. (1888).

Through the kindness of Mr. George Nicholson (late of the

Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew) I have received fi'om his nephew,
Lieut. J. B. Nicholson, H.M.S. ' Ari'ogant,' female examples of this

Spider and its tubular nest from Lagos, Portugal. From a com-
parison with Professor Westwood's description and a recollection

of the type specimen (a dry one in the Oxford University Museum)
1 had doubts about the specific identity of the Lagos examples
with that specimen. I have, however, since obtained Mons. Simon's
kind examination and opinion upon the Lagos Spiders, and he
feels no doubt whatever but that they are identical with P. ceclifi-

catorius Westw. Prof. Westwood's type came from Barbary

;

it appears to be abundant in West Algeria ; and "M. Simon tells

me it has occurred at Carthagena, in Spain.

From what Lieut. Nicholson says it would appear to be not at all

rare at Lagos. M. Simon believes that a species described from
Spain by the late Dr. Thorell {Um/midea picea Thor.) is the male
of this species. The difiiculty of deciding on the relationship of

isolated examples of the sexes in this group is well known.
Naturalists and collectors who may have the chance of being

able to work out this point in respect to the present species at

Lagos have an opportunity to deserve well of their Arachnological

brethren.

I have given (PI. L, figs. 1-6) some details of the Lagos
examples, which I conclude to be hsrdly adult. There is a point

of much interest in respect to the nests sent to me by Lieut.

Nicholson ; these tubular nests not only have a hinged lid at the

upper end (as described and figured by Westwood), but another,

of a thinner texture and distinctly hinged, at the lower end also.

The use and purpose of this arrangement, which is hitherto with-

out parallel, I believe, in the known history of any described

Trapdoor Spider, were not easy to be conceived, especially as I
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had at first no opportunity to ascertain Avhether this lower trap-

door led to any other tube or cavity. In reply, however, to

questions I have since asked Lieut. Nicholson, I understand that

there is a more or less distinct kind of empty chamber, but with-

out any silk lining, at the bottom of the tube. Mons. Simon
(1. c. supra) does not mention the lower lid. There is here
again a chance for a local collector to ascertain with care

and patience (such as that shown by the late Mr. Moggridge in

his careful study of the Trapdoor Spiders of Southern France)
what is the extent of the development and the use of the lower
door in the nest of the Lagos Spider. Lieut. Nicholson and a
brother officer, Lieut. Walter Stokes, who assisted him, appear
to have satisfied themselves that the bottom chamber Avas not
used as a " storehouse." I may add that, in company with the
nests of Pachylomerus, Lieut. Nicholson found nests (with examples
of the Spider) of another Trapdoor species {Nemesia siinonii

Cambridge). These appear to occur on the same spots and to be
much mixed up with those of the other Spider. Considex-able

care therefore would be necessary in conducting the operations

and obsei'vations necessary to elucidate the respective economy of

the two.

Fam. Drassid.5:.

Subfam. Hemiclcein^e.

Genus Platyoides Cambr.

Platyoides separata, sp. n. (Plate L. figs. 7-12.)

Adult female, length 4| lines.

Cephalothorax and abdomen uniformly flattened ; the foi'mer

is of a dark rather bright yellow-brown colour ; the latter on the
upper side is of a movise-coloured black above and on the sides,

the underside being of a dull greyish white. The clypeus is

almost obsolete. The legs, 4, 2, 1, 3, are not very, strong, the
three basal joints pale yellow, the rest moi-e or less sufiiised with
yellowish brown ; and there is a thin scopula of i-acquet-shaped

hairs on the tarsi and part of the metatarsi of the first pair. The
coxal and genual joints of the fourth pair are of moderate
length, nearly equal together to that of the femoral joint. The
cephalothorax is a little broader than long, and broadest behind,
truncated before and somewhat truncate behind.

Eyes small, not greatly unequal ; the hind-central pair smallest;

placed in two transverse rows occupying the greater part of the
Avidth of the caput ; the anterior row is straight, the posterior

longest and has the convexity of its very slight curve directed

backwards. The interval between the two central eyes of each
row is less than that which separates them from the latei'als.

Fcdces strong, tumid in form, divergent and porrected. Fang
long, not very strong, regularly curved and tapering. Colour
similar to that of the cephalothorax.
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Maxillce long, enlai'gecl at their base, strongly constricted at

the middle, enlarged again at their extremity, where they are

obliquely truncated on the inner side ; colour yellow-brown.

Labium nearly as broad as high, with a transverse suture below

the middle ; the apex rounded ; colour of a darker hue than the

maxilla?.

Sternum, of a nearly regular roundish oval ; colour yellow

tinged with orange.

Spinners small, short, and compact. Genital aperture of very

distinct and characteristic form.

A single adult female was included among a few other Spiders

kindly obtained for me from East London, Cape Colony, S. Africa,

by Mr. Richard Hancock, of Hadleigh, Stechford.

Platyoides simonii, sp. n, (Plate L. figs. 13-17.)

Adult male, length 2 lines.

Though resembling it in general form and other essential

characters, the small comparative size of this Spider will dis-

tinguish it at once from P. separata. The eyes also are more
closely grouped together and rather larger.

The cejjhalothoyxix is pale dull yellow-brown, the normal grooves

and indentations indicated by darker lines. The legs are pale

dull yellowish, the femora, tibiee, and metatarsi suffused with

brownish.

The abdomen, of a short oval form and dark yellowish-brown

hue, has a broad central longitudinal band or area of a pale

colour, bearing a longitudinal dark central tapering stripe, with

some indistinct lateral sloping or oblique dark lines on each side

of its hinder extremity, and representing the normal angular

bars or chevrons.

The palpi are short ; the radial shorter than the cubital joint,

with a short obliquely truncated apophysis at its extremity on

the inner side. The digital joint is of moderate size and short

oval form ; the palpal oi-gans well developed and complex, with

spiny processes.

Hab. Cape Colony, S. Africa ; kindly communicated to me
through Mr. R. Hancock.

Fam. ZoROPSiDJi;.

Subfam. Zoropsin^.

Genus ZoROPSis Sim.

? ZoROPSis RUFiPES Lucas. (Plate L. figs. 18-21.)

Olios rufipes Lucas (ad partem).

Adult female, length 6 lines.

Cephalothorax rather longer than broad, moderately and uni-

formly convex above, and broadly truncate in front ; lateral

marginal impressions at caput scarcely perceptible ; colour pale

yellow-brown, margins palest, with dark brown marginal line,.
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On each side is a broad longitudinal brown band, rather tapering-

forwards, and irregularly dentate along both its margins, which

are darker than the rest of the band ; the space between these

bands is marked with several longitudinal, curved, and straight

brown markings. The cephalothorax is clothed thinly with short

fine dark hairs.

Eyes in two transverse rows ; the posterior row considerably

longer, curved, the convexity of the curve directed forwards ; the

anterior row very nearly straight. They are small and do not

differ very greatly in size ; the fore-laterals are largest, the fore-

centrals smallest ; the interval between the hind-centrals is up-

wards of double that between each and the adjacent hind-lateral

eye ; and the interval between the fore-centrals is, if anything,

rather greater than that between each and the adjacent fore-

lateral. The clypeus is low, its height little, if anything, greater

than the diameter of the fore-central eyes. The four central

eyes form veiy nearly a square whose anterior side is shortest.

Legs long, 4, 1, 2, 3, apparently laterigrade (though this

is partly if not entirely from the distortion of the specimen),

tolerably strong, furnished with numerous spines of diflferent

lengths and strength, those of the first and second pairs mainly in

two parallel rows underneath, five pairs of spines (sessile) beneath

the tibife and four pairs, more prominent and some stronger,

beneath the metatarsi. A scopula beneath the tarsi and metatarsi

of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd pairs ; all end with a small but compact

claw-tuft. All the tarsi are short, but of uniform length. The
calamistrum is very indistinctly indicated on the metatarsi of the

4th pail-. The colour of the legs is similar to that of the cephalo-

thorax, and they are marked rather irregularly with spots and

other dark brown markings, those on the femora having a tendency

to obscure annulation.

The jy^ilpi are similar in colour and markings to the legs.

Falces strong, straight, a little indistinct backwards, towards

the sternum, and of a yellow-brown colour.

MaxiUce and labium. These were too much concealed by a

contraction over them of the adjacent parts to allow of their

special form to be ascertained.

The stern-mn is small, appai-ently oval, and of pale dull yelloAvish-

brown hue.

Abdomen much shrunken, but apjDeared to be oval; very similar

in colour to the cephalothorax, marked with dark brown markings,

and forming a pattern of which the following might be traced

:

a longitudinal short dark central broken band on the fore part,

indicated by some pale marginal hairs, some oblique lateral lines

on each side, and on the hinder half of the upper side tw^o con-

verging rows of dark spots representing the extremities of some
obscure angular lines or chevrons. The under side is similar in

general colour to the upper, and is slightly marked with dark

brown. The genital aperture is of a very distinct and characteristic

form, though much obscured by long hairs ; spinners short,
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compact, and of ordinary form. Cribellum transverse, lineai',

subdivided, very nari-ow and indistinct.

An adult female was found among bananas imported from the

Canary Islands and kindly sent to me by Mr. H. Speyer of Keigate.

Unfortunately it had been allowed to get dry and much shi'unken

before it reached me, and this has rendered its minute description

to be to some extent imperfect. Mons. Simon, however, suggests

that it is of the species to which 1 have here relegated it.

ZoROPSis MACULOSA, sp. n. (Plate L. figs. 22-24.)

? Adult female, length 4g lines ; an immature male nearly

5^ lines.

Cejsihcdothorax longer than broad, ti'uncate before ; the latei'al

m.argins at the caput moderate. The profile runs in a nearly even

and rather descending line from the beginning of the hinder

slope (which is rather abrupt) to the ocular area. The height of

the clypeus is scarcely more than equal to the diameter of the

fore-central eyes. Colour dull yellowish, with two longitudinal

indistinct yellow-brown bands, one on each side, leaving a broad

centi-al one between them. These bands are chiefly indicated by
lines or narrow stripes of yellow-brown converging to the thoracic

indentation ; there is also a short deep brown or black line on the

margins of the thorax opposite to the basal joint of each leg.

Eyes in normal position, those of the hinder row largest, the

row is strongly curved, the convexitj^ of the curve directed for-

wards, and the hind-central pair are nearer to each other than
each is to the adjacent hind-lateral eye ; the hind-laterals are

largest ; the anterior row is shortest, and cui-ved in a similai-

direction to the hinder row, but very much less curved. The
fore-central eyes are very small, and rather nearer together than

to the fore-laterals.

Legs moderate in length and strength, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1 being

very nearly of equal length. They are of a similar colour to the

cephalothorax, more or less speckled with small dark and lighter

spots, from which on their upper sides spring short fine spines

;

beneath the metatarsi and tibiee of the first two pairs are two
parallel rows of long sessile spines ; five pairs of spines beneath the

tibia? and four pairs beneath the metatarsi. I could see no trace

of the " calamistrum." Tarsi short and ending with a small com-
pact claw-tuft.

Falces rather long, strong, straight, tapering ; colour yellow-

brown.
Maxillce and labium similar in colour to the falces.

Sternum oval, pointed behind
;
pale yellow in colour.

Abdomen pale yellow-brown, thinly clothed with shoit fine

hairs, minutely speckled with dark brown or blackish, and with

some short black linear markings forming two longitudinal parallel

rows in the middle of the fore half of the upper side, and six

forming two converging lines on the hinder half to the spinnei's

;

each of these linear black spots has a small tuft of pale hairs
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outside it, and the minute black specklings form oblique lines on
each side, where also are traces of oblique pale lines. Spinners,
short, compact, inferior pair strongest. Crihellum transverse,

subdivided, linear, but very indistinct.

It was not quite apparent whether this female was adult, but
if so the genital apei-ture is very simple; if not that would
account for the rather larger size of the immature male which
accompanied it.

The two examples above referred to were imjjorted from the
Canary Islands in packages of bananas, and kindly sent to me by
Mr. H. Speyer. I am unable to detect the calamistrum in either
of the two specimens above mentioned, and the cribellum is very
slightly indicated. Both the calamistrum and cribellum are far
less developed in some other species of this genus than in other
families, and very j^ossibly one or both may, in some instances,

be almost if not quite obsolete in some species of the genus.

Fam. Theridiid^.

Genus Teutana Sim.

Teutana nobilis Thor. (Plate L. figs. 25-28.)

Lethijphantes nobilis Thor. Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akad.
Handl. 1875, Bandet 13, no. 5, p. 338.

Adult female, length 5|- lines.

Cejihalothorax dark reddish brown. Caput in some examples
much darker, with a narrow dull pale marginal line or border.

The height of the clypeus considerably exceeds half that of the
facial space.

Eyes subequal, in two transverse lines, forming three well-

separated groups. Those of each lateral group, or pair, contiguous
and seated on a strongish tubercle. The four central eyes form
a square whose posterior side is shortest.

Legs moderate in length and strength, 1, 4, 2, 3, of an orange-
yellow colour. The fore extremities of the tibife are a little

sufiused with reddish brown, and furnished pretty thickly and
uniformly with short fine hairs.

Faljyi similar to the legs in colour.

Falces strong, straight, vertical, conical, and of a deep rich

red-brown colour, like that of the cephalothorax.

Maxillce, labiumi, and sternum rather lighter coloured than the
cephalothorax ; the sternuvi longer than broad, rather triangular
heart-shaped ; covered with numerous minute granulations and
short fine dark hairs.

Abdomen large, oval, very convex above, of a dull pale yellowish
white, the white being occasioned by a more or less dense sprinkling

of white cretaceous mottling ; on each side of the upper side is a
broad longitudinal deep brown or blackish band, the two con-
verging at both the fore and hinder extremities, and each divided
transA'ersely into somewhat quadrate but ii'regular patches ; in
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some examples these patches run together. The bi'oad pale band

between those at the sides is marked more or less with some dark

lines and markings. The sides of the abdomen are also marked
on the hinder half with dark brown spots, forming more or less

distinct oblique lines. The under side of the abdomen has near

the middle two short, parallel, broken, dark brown lines. The
spinners are normal, short, compact, and of a dull brownish colour.

The genital aperture small, but of characteristic form.

Several examples of the female of this fine species were con-

tained among other Spiders imported in packages of bananas from
the Canary Islands, and kindly sent to me by Mr. H. Sjjeyer.

Steatoda clarkii Cambr., found many years ago in Devonshire by
the late Mr. Hamlet Clark, is of this species (c/. Proc. Dorset

F. Club, XX. p. 6, sub Teutana nohilis Thor.).

Tetjtaka grossa C. L. Koch.

Theridion versutum BL, ' Spiders of Great Britain and Ireland,'

p. 193.

Adult females of this Spider were included among those

imported in the packages of bananas from the Canary Islands

before referred to. The species has been long known to have

occurred in England, and would very probably be met with more
frequently on the Devon and Cornwall coasts. It does not appear

to be rare in the island of Guernsey, whence I have recently

received adult males of it.

Fam. G ASTER AC ANTHID^.

Genus Pasilobus Sim.

Pasilobus insignis, sp. n. (Plate L. figs. 29-31.)

Adult female, length 15-5 mm. (7| lines); length of abdomen
11 mm., width 24 mm.

Cejjhcdothorax short, broad ; lateral indentations at the caput

very strong. Caput broadly truncate before, with strong promi-

nences bearing the central and lateral groups of eyes ; height of

clypeus equals half that of the facial space ; a strongish conical

eminence just at the hinder part of the occiput. Surface rather

rugose, colour dark yellowish brown.

Eyes small, in three widely separated groups, the central four,

nearly of equal size, form a rectangle a little longer than broad ;

those of each lateral pair are very small, contiguous, and not easy

to discern.

Legs short, moderately strong, not differing greatly in length,

1, 2, 4, 3, furnished with hairs only; the tibiae of the first and

second pairs with a few small prominences, giving them a slightly

rugose appearance ; colour yellow-brown, very similar to that of

the cephalothorax.

Falces short, powerful, conical, roundly prominent near their

base in front. Similar to the legs in colour.
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Abdomen rather more than twice as broad as long, of a some-
what transverse oblong form

; its fore margin strongly emarginate

;

its upper margin is surrounded with tubercular conical or sub-
conical prominences of different sizes, all, excepting those on the
hinder margin, more or less confluent, the largest are on the
lateral margins ; the upper surface also has other similar promi-
nences symmetrically disposed. There are also on the upper side
numeroiis orange-red round sigillse, each with a dark blackish or
deep red-brown pupil ; these sigillas form a submarginal border
and a sj'mmetrical pattern in the middle ; a small symmetrical
pattern of minute roundish cream-yellow spots of diffei-ent sizes

and margined narrowly with black occupies the centre of all. The
whole upper sui'face is dull yellowish, with a large very irregular
jet-black patch on each side of the hinder part, which does not,

however, obscure the orange-red sigillfe. The under side is dark
yellow-brown on the hinder half, the anterior portion being black
covered with small yellow irregular spots and scratch-like markings.
The genital aperture is of simple but characteristic foi'm. Spinners
short, compact, situated within a circular slightly raised rim.
Sternum shield-shaped, longer than broad, with eminences

opposite to the insertion of the legs. Colour dark reddish yellow-
brown.

Received from Old Calabar, whence it was kindly sent to me
by Mr. Holland, of the Botanic Gardens, Old Calabar.

Fam. Thomisid^.

Genus Thomisus Walck. (ad partem).

Thomisus malevolus, sp. n. (Plate L. figs. 32-34.)

Adult female, length 9*05 mm.
General colour pale yellow with white markings and mottlings.
The cephalotho7-ax has on each side a broad longitudinal band

throughout its length of yellow-brown ; the caput, which has the
usual horned shape above, is rather symmetrically streaked with
lines of white granvilosities and suffused with white at the occiput
behind the eyes ; and the ocular area is white, margined with a
strong black line, forming a large triangle, whose apex (in front)

forms an acute angle almost touching the lower margin of the
clypeus. This triangle is subdivided by two short curved black
lines, running through the fore-central eyes and uniting at the
middle of the hinder side of the triangle, which runs to the
extremity of each horn. The height of the clypeus equals half

that of the facial space.

The eyes are small, widely spread, occupying the whole width of

the black triangle above described. Those of the fore-central

pair are nearer together than to the fore-laterals, while those of

the hind-central pair are rather further apart than from the hind-
laterals ; these last are placed beneath the tips of the horns of the
caput, and are not easy to be seen.
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Legs strong, 1, 2, 4, 3, pale yellow, mottled more or less in front

with white ; each of the femora of the first pair has in front a

conspicuous black spot, margined with white, and two other

similar spots (of which one is large and oval) on the front of the

tibiae- The tibiae also of the second pair are similarly marked.

Beneath the metatarsi of tiie first and second pairs is a double

(parallel) row of short spines in 6 or 7 paii-s. The fore extremity

of the tarsi and metatarsi of the two pairs is suffused with yellow-

brown.
Falces pale yellow, much suffused with white in front.

Abdomen much broader behind, where on each side is an
obtuse subconical prominence ; colour whitish, a little suffused

with pale yellow-brown at the middle of the upper side in front,

and on the sides in front are numerous minute granulosities. A
short yellow-brown streak runs from the summit of each abdo-

minal prominence inwards, and the hinder part of the abdomen
is strongly and transversely rugulose. The genital aperture is of

simple form, but characteristic.

This Spider is closely allied to Thomisus antJiohius Pocock,

but appears to differ from it in the position of the triangle on the

ocular area, the markings of the cephalothorax and abdomen, the

spotted legs of the first two pairs, and the form of the genital

aperture. It is also much smaller than T. anthohms.

Hah. Cape Colony ; received through Mr. T. Hancock.

Genus Philodromus Walck.

Philopromus punctigerus, sp. n. (Plate L. figs. 35-37.)

Adult female, length 3| lines.

Cejihcdothorax modei-ately convex above, though of a flattened

form, pale yellow-brown, with a broad submarginal darker band
on each side ; margins white. Ocular area marked with white, of

which colour some fine streaks run backwards just between and
behind the hind-central eyes ; behind this at the hinder part of

the caput and just in front of the thoracic indentation is a some-

what crescent-shaped white marking, whose convexity is directed

backwards (in the male this marking is of a subangular form).

The height of the clypeus is a little less than half that of the

facial space.

The eyes are small, normal ; those of the hind-central pair are

fui'ther from each other than from the hind-laterals ; those of the

anterior row also show the same relative position.

The legs are long, slender, second pair longest ; all furnished

with fine black spines and short fine hairs ; they are pale yellow,

minutely speckled with dark brownish.

Fcdces, maxillce, and labium pale yellow-brown.

Sternum pale yellow.

Abdomen hroa.dev behind, where it is pointed, than before, where
it is truncate ; it is somewhat rugulose longitudinally ; its colour

is pale brownish, ringed with white and thickly covered with
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minute dark specks. The middle of the upper side shows the

ordinary four impressed spots in a quadrangle longer than broad,

and whose fore side is shorter than the hinder side. Between
these spots and the spinners are several slender, broken, angular
lines or chevrons, formed by some of the dark specks mentioned
above. In an immature female there appeared something of a

more or less regular whitish j)attern along the middle of the

upper side, with yellow -brown lateral spots and markings.

Probably this pattern would become more definite in a series of

examples. The underside is of a pale, dull whitish hue. The
genital aperture is small, but characteristic.

An adult male measured a little over 2 lines in length. The
cephalothorax of this sex is flatter and the abdomen is more
rugulose, but in general colours, markings, and other respects it

closely i-esembles the female ; its legs,- however, are much longer.

Palpi similar to the legs in colour. Cubital and radial joints

equal in length ; the latter has a veiy small pointed apophysis at

its fore extremity outside ; the digital joint is very naiTOw, scarcelv

broader than the radial. The palpal organs very simple and
inconspicuous.

An adult male and female and an immature female were found
among bananas imported from the Canary Islands, and kindly

sent to me by Mr. H. Speyer.

Fam. Pisa u RID JE.

Genus Euprosthenops Pocock.

(This generic name was substituted in 1897 by Pocock foi-

Podojihthalina De Brito Capello, preocc, 1866.)

Euprosthenops prospiciens, sp. n, (Plate L. figs. 38-40.)

Adult male, length 7 lines.

Cephalothorax longer than broad ; lateral marginal impressions

at caput strong, lower corners of caput produced into two strongish

obtuse prominences, each bearing an eye. Cephalothorax I'ather

flattened, the caput and thorax being on the same level ; the fore

part of the caput sloping forwards to the prominent corners ; the

normal grooves and indentations are strong ; colour yellow-brown,

narrowly margined with black, and with a broad dark yellow- brown
longitudinal band on each side of the median line, and a narrower
lateral band between it and each lateral margin, moi'e or less

densely clothed with short adpressed white hairs, which also run
more or less through to the corner prominences ; these last are

strongly margined with deep reddish brown on their inner sides.

Eyes in two groups : four behind form a large quadrangle, the

anterior side of which is much the shortest, and four in front (of

which the two antei'ior ones are very wide apart at the extre-

mities of the corner prominences) of the caput, and the posterior

ones near together in front of the fore eyes of the hinder group,

Proc. Zool, Soc— 1907, No. LYI. 56
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All are small, those forming the hinder side of the fr'ont quad-
rangle smallest.

The legs were too much damaged (in fact, only one of the first

pair was intact) to admit of any proper description ; their relative

length apparently 1, 2, 4, 3. They are long and slender, of a
dark yellow-bi'own colour, and showed signs of having been
furnished with long fine spines.

Pcd'pi moderately long, dark yellow-brown, furnished on some
or all of the joints with short white hairs or pubescence ; but this

had been much rubbed off. Cubital and radial joints short, the
latter a little the longer, and with a short, tapering, slightly curved
apophysis at its extremity on the outer side ; the digital joint

large, oval, with its fore extremity produced in a long, pointed,

finger-like form, its whole length equal to that of the humeral
joint

;
palpal organs simjale, consisting of several corneous lobes,

with a small, rather curved, pointed, black spine at their extremity
in front.

Fcdces strong, straight, vertical, yellow-brown, with a broad,

dark, longitudinal stripe on each side in front.

Afaxillce and labiwin black-brown, with pale, dull, yellowish

extremities.

Sternum somewhat ovato-quadrate, its hindei- extremity ending
in a small abrupt point. Colour yellow-brown, with an obscure,

central, longitudinal, blackish diffused stripe.

Abdomen long, narrow, rather tapering to spinners; yellow-

brown, with a pointed spear-shaped, longitudinal, blackish central

marking at its fore extremity on the upper side, edged with a pale

yellowish line ; sides dark black-brown, and on the under side is a
longitudinal tapering band from the fore end to the spinners,

edged with a fine pale line. Spinners short, convergent, the
inferior pair much the strongest.

It is very probable that other parts of this Spider, as well as

those noted above, were furnished with white hairs or hairy

pubescence ; but the bad condition of the specimen described did

not permit of any exact description.

A single examj)le w^as kindly sent to me by Mr. "W. Falconer, of

Slaithwaite near Huddersfield, having been received by him from
Mashonaland, South Africa. It is nearly allied to—but quite, I

think, distinct from

—

E. elliottii Cambr. (from East Central India).

It is also distinct from the type species described by De Brito

Capello {E. hayoneanus) as well as from E. austrcdis Sim. (Ann.
Soc. Ent. Belg. xlii. p. 12 (1898), S.E. Africa).

List of Species above noted and desarihed.

Pachylomerus cedijicatorhis Westwood, p. 818, PI. L. figs. 1-6.

Lagos, Portugal.

Platyoides separata, sp. n., p. 819, PI. L. figs. 7-12. Cape
Colony.

Platyoides simonii, sp, n., p. 820, PI. L. figs. 13-17. Cape Colony.
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Zoropsis rufipes Lucas, p. 820, PI. L. figs. 18-21. Canary Islands.

Zorcpsis maculosa, sp. n., p. 822, PL L. figs. 22-24. Canary
Islands.

Teutana nobilis Thor., p. 823, PI. L. figs. 25-28. Canary Islands.

Teutana grossa C. L. Koch, p. 824. Canary Islands.

Pasilohus msignis, sp. n., p. 824, PI. L. figs. 29-31. Old Calabar.
Thomisus maXevolus, sp. n., p. 825, PI. L. figs. 32-34. Gape

Colony.

Philodromiis punctigerus, sp. n., p. 826, PL L. figs. 35-37. C'anary

Islands.

Euprosthenops prospiciens. sp. n., p. 827. PL L. figs. 38-40.

Mashonaland, S. Africa.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE L.

Fig. 1. Pachylomerns eedtficaforius Westw., ^ , enlarged, without legs or palpi.

2. Profile. 3. Eyes from above and behind. k Extremitj'^ of tarsus of
fourth pair of legs, on outer side. 5. (Spinners. 6. Tibia of third pair of
legs.

Fig. 7. Flatyoides separata, sp. n., $, outline, enlarged, without legs or palpi.

8. Eyes from above and behind. 9. Maxillte and labium. 10. Genital
aperture. 11. Profile outline. 12. Sternum.

Fig. 13. Flati/oides simonii, sp. ii., $ , ej'es and falces from above an I behind.
14. Maxilla; and labium. 15. Left palpus on outer side. 16. Cubital and
radial joints of ditto from inner side. 17. Upper side of Spider without legs

or palpi ; enlarged.

Fig. 18. Zoropsis rtifipes Lucas, $ , Spider, upper side enlarged. 19. Eyes from
above and behind. 20. Genital aperture. 21. Leg of second pair.

Fig. 22. Zoropsis maculosa, sp. n., '^ , full fig., upper side. 23. Eyes from in

front. 24. Genital aperture.

Fig. 25. Teutana nohilis Thorell, $ , full fig., upper side. 26. Profile. 27. E\es
from above and behind. 28. Genital aperture.

Fig. 29. Pasilohus iiisignis, sp. n., $ , full fig., upper side. 30. Eyes and caput
from above and behind. 31. Genital aperture.

Fig. 32. Thomisus malevolus, sp. n., $, upper side, without legs. 33. Eyes and
ocular area from in front. 34. Genital aperture.

Fig. 35. Philodromiis 'punctigerus, s^.w., $, full fig., upper side. 36. Ei'es from
above and behind. 37. Genital aperture, $ .

Fig, 38. ISuprosthenops prospiciens, sp. n., ^, upper side, without legs. 39. Eyes
from in front. 40. Left palpus, outer side.

2. Descriptions of new Species of 8outh-American Beetles

of the Cryptocephaline Division of the Family Chryso-

melidce. By the late Martin Jacoby. F.E.S.

[Received IMay 17, 1907.]

Since Sufltrian's valuable monograph of South-American Qrypto-

eephalini (Linn, Entom, 1863) only single descriptions of some of

these immensely numerous insects have appeared. The present
paper deals with those species contained in my collection which
seem to be undescribed. The genera Metallactus and Gribiiritis

are so difficult to define, however, and show so little stability iu

their structural characters, that it matters little in which of these
genera the species now incorporated are placed,

5G*
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At all events the present descriptions add considerably to those

forms already known from the regions in qviestion.

A few species from some West Indian islands have been added.

MONACHUS PICIPES, sp. n.

Black and shining ; basal joint of antennae, labrum, and tibiae

and tarsi more or less piceous or fulvous ; thorax impunctate

;

elj^ra strongly punctate-striate.

Length 2-2^ millim.

Head deeply inserted in the thorax, black, impunctate, minutely
granulate ; antennse with the lower four joints fulvous, rest

black, strongly widened, extending to the base of the thorax.

The latter twice as broad as long, strongly narrowed in front,

subcylinclrical, the sides nearly straight, the surface minutely
granulate but not perceptibly punctured, shining. Elytra, with

a slight purplish gloss strongly punctate-striate at the base, each

row beginning with a small fovea, apical portion nearly im-

punctate. Base of the femora and the tibiae more or less fulvous

or piceous. Prosternum strongly transverse, sometimes fvilvous.

Hah. Peru ; Colombia.

Differs from M. nigritula Boh. in the black, shining, not blue

opaque colour of the upper surface and the want of the thoracic

depression. M. tenehricosus Suff. is of nearly double the size and
has also thoracic depressions.

MoNACHUS MEXICANUS, Sp. n.

Black ; basal joints of the antennae fulvous ; thorax opaque,

impunctate ; elytra deeply punctate-striate, bluish black with a

transverse oblique fulvous band at middle.

Length 2| millim.

Of oblong-ovate shape, distinctly narrowed at apex ; the head
impunctate, very narrow between the eyes, emargination of the

latter short but deep; lower four joints of antennae fulvous, the

rest wanting, third and fourth joints very short. Thorax pro-

poi'tionately long, strongly narrowed anteriorly ; sides feebly

rounded ; basal margin simple ; entire surface dull black, finely

granulate, without trace of punctures. Scutellum elongate,

pointed and narrow. Elytra nai-i'owed at apex and convex, deeply

and regularly punctate-striate, the punctures distinct to apex

;

the interstices costate at sides and slightly raised at inner disc

;

the surface of a more bluish colour than that of thorax and leather

shining; the fulvous band broad, commencing below the shovUders,

and extending obliquely to suture, which remains, however, of the

ground-colour to a very small extent ; upper margin of the band
concave near the suture, but convex at the same place at lower

edge. Body below and legs bluish black. Prosternum slightly

broader than long, impunctate, its lower edge feebly emarginate.

Hah. Yantepec in Mexico.

In coloration this species agrees entirely with M. hiplagiaiKs

Boh., but differs in the strong elytral puncturation and I'aised
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interstices, in the shape of the prosternum and that of the general

outline ; there is also a difference in the shape of the elytral band.

MONACHUS PERUANUS, Sp. n.

Black ; anterior legs and thorax flavous, the latter with two
black spots, impunctate ; elytra finely punctate-striate, each with
a small fulvous spot near apex.

Length 2 millim.

Head impunctate, flav^ous, sometimes obscure fuscous ; antennae
extending to base of thorax, black, basal joint flavous. Thorax
twice as wide as long; sides straight, narrowed anteriorly;

surface entirely impunctate, opaque, flavous, with two elongate

short black stripes at middle, widely separated
;
posterior margin

with a row of fine punctures. Scutellum elongate and pointed,

smooth, black. Elytra extremely minutely punctured, black,

the punctures commencing more deeply impressed at the base;

each elytron with a transverse flavous spot near apex. Prosternum,
mesosternum, and the anterior and intermediate legs flavous

;

rest of the under side and legs black, shining, and nearly

impunctate.

Hab. Peru.

Somewhat similar to M. bicolor Fab. and allied species, but
quite distinct in the markings of the elytra, which are the same in

the two sj)ecimens contained in my collection.

MONACHUS NIGRITARSIS, Sp. n.

Dark metallic blue ; labrum fulvous ; abdomen and tarsi black
;

thorax impunctate ; elytra distinctly punctate-striate, the punc-
tures visible to apex.

Length 2^ millim.

Head impunctate, finely granulate, opaque ; eyes ratlier closely

approached at top ; antennai black, second and third joints small,

the following ones widened, scarcely longer than broad. Thorax
strongly transverse and narrowed in front ; surface entirely

impunctate, with a narrow short groove at the base each side

near the scutellum, impressed with a few fine punctures.

Scutellum elongate, pointed. Elytra twice as long as the thorax,

the basal margin strongly raised, behind which each stria

commences with a deep puncture ; rest of the surface finely

punctured, distinct to the apex. Prosternum much broader than
long. Legs bluish, tarsi black.

Hab. Pex'u.

Difiers from M. nigritulus Boh. in the elytral puneturation,

(which is not obliterated behind), in the black tarsi, and want of

row of punctures at base of thorax.

MONACHUS ORNATIPEISINIS, Sp. n.

Black ; basal joints of antennae fulvous ; thorax impunctate

;

elytra very finely punctate-striate, each with an oblique longi-

tudinal red band from shoulders towards suture.
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Length 2 milliiu.

Head entirely impunctate, bluish black ; antennae with the

lower tive joints, fulvous, rest black, second and following joints

very small, terminal joints wanting, sixth and seventh thickened

Thorax subcylindrical, rather long, strongly widened at middle
;

surface smooth and shining, black ; a narrow tiansverse gi'oove in

front of scutellum, finely punctured. Scutelluiu elongate and
pointed, black, impunctate. Elytra about one-half longer than

broad, the pvincturation only visible under a very strong lens

;

shoulders and humeral lobes but feebly marked, the black colour

intei-rupted by a broad oblique red band extending from the

basal margin to below the middle and inwards as far as the first

row of punctures. Prosternvim twice as broad as long, fulvous as

well as the mesosternum and the tibiae and tarsi, these latter

more obscurely so.

Eah. Prov. Tucuman, Argentine Republic,

Smaller than M. pustulipennis St., the thorax without lateral

depressions, the elytral puncturation much finer, the red band

extending to the base and much nearer towards the suture.

MONACHIJS TERMINATUS, sp. n.

Fulvous ; terminal joints of antenna, sides of breast, legs, and

apex of elytra black ; thorax impvinctate ; elytra finely punctate-

striate.

Length 2| millim.

Head with the middle portion fulvous ; eyes occupying the

entire sides ; antennse extending to base of thorax, black ; lower

two joints fulvous, second and following joints short, terminal

ones considerably thickened. Thorax twice as broad ; anterior

margin half the width of posterior one ; surface entirely im-

punctate, opaque, fulvotis. Scutellum elongate, triangularly

pointed. Elytra slightly narrowed posteriorly, with finely

punctured rows, each row;- beginning with a deep puncture at

base;, basal margin naiTOwly black; rest of surface fulvous, the

apex in shape of a transverse band black ; sides of breast, abdomen
and legs black. Prosternum fulvous, transverse, widened at

posterior portion ; the angles pointed.

Hah. Peru,

MONACHUS MERIDAEXSIS, Sp, n.

Below black ; thorax fulvous, with two black spots anteriorly,

impvinctate ; elytra bluish black, strongly punctate -striate.

Length 2 millim.

Rather broad and short ; the head impunctate, blackish,

opaque, lower portion more or less fulvous ; antennae very short,

black, basal joint fulvous, terminal ones strongly thickened.

Thorax scarcely twice as broad as long, strongly narrowed

anteriorly; surface opaque, impunctate, with two small, elongate,

black spots before middle anteriorly. Scutellum much longer

than broad. Elytra broad at base, slightly narrower posteiiorly
;
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basal margin nan-owly raised
;

puncturatiou rather strong and
distinct to apex ; surface of greenish or bluish-black coloration.

Prosternum fulvous, transverse. Legs black or partly fulvous.

Hob. Merida, Venezuela.

Very closely allied to M. obsciirellus Suff., with which I cannot
identify the species ; the thorax has no puneturation at all and
the dark spot is not placed at the middle, nor does it extend to

anterior or posterior margin as Sufirian describes his species ; the
elytra are not finely, but compai-atively strongly, punctured.

MONACHUS DIVISUS, sp. n.

Black ; basal joint of antennte fulvous ; thorax extremely
minutely punctured at sides ; elytra finely punctate-striate, a
broad transverse band at base, not quite extending to suture,

bright red.

Length 2^ millim.

Head black, entirely impunctate ; antennas black, the basal

joint fulvous, very elongate, terminal ones strongly thickened.

Thorax rather long, strongly subcylindrical and narrowed in

front, black with seneous gloss ; the sides with some minute
punctures ; the disc impunctate ; the base with a narrow trans-

verse sulcus in front of the scutellum ; the latter broad and
triangular. Elytra about twice the length of the thorax, rather

strongly punctate-striate, each stria commencing with a deep
puncture at the base ; the interstices very finely punctured ; the
entire anterior half occupied by a transverse red patch or band,
which at its inner lower angle is obliquely rounded and does not
quite extend to the suture. Under side and legs black ; femora
very strongly thickened. Prosternum twice as broad as long,

finely punctured.

Sab. Jalahy, Prov. Goyaz, Brazil.

]!>rot unlike M. babioides Sufi\, but the thorax with a distinct

aeneous gloss, the basal joint of the antennae very elongate, and
the elytra without apical red spot. The seneous gloss of the

thorax and its fine puneturation at the sides, and the much larger

elytral red patch which extends to the base and nearly to the

suture, separate the species from M. j^ustulijjennis Stal.

StEGNOCEPHALA NIGRITARSIS, Sp. n.

Dark fulvous ; the antennae (the basal joint excepted), apex of

tibiae, and the tarsi black. ; extreme basal margin of the elytra

black.

Length 3|-4 millim.

Oblong. Head impunctate ; eyes nearly touching at base
;

labrum and mandibles black. Antennae extending to the base of

the thorax, black ; basal joint fulvous, elongate, second very
short, third and fourth nearly equal, elongate, the following joints

widened, but little longer than broad. Thorax strongly narrowed
anteriorly, sides nearly straight, narrowly margined ; surface

entirely impunctate, very shining, with a short oblique depression
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in front of scutellnm at each side. Setitellttm ti-igonate, foveolate

at base, the latter navrowl}^ black. Elytra with strongly produced
humeral lobes, extremely finely punctured in shallow grooves

;

the interstices flat and impunctate. Prosternum transverse,

strongly produced in front
; pygidium closely and rather strongly

pimctured, pale fulvous.

Hah. Brazil.

This species difl'ers from Crypt, pasticus Suff.,to which it seems
closely allied, in the black antennse, the short thoracic depression

(which does not extend to the sides), and in the black apex of the
tibiae and the similarly coloured tarsi.

Stegnocephala basalis, sp. n.

Fulvous ; terminal joints of the antennae and the breast black
;

thoi'ax impunctate ; elytra very finely punctate-striate, fulvous,

the basal margin black.

Length 3-3| millim.

Short and ovate ; the head impunctate ; eyes nearly contiguous

in the male, more separated in the female, broadly subquadrately

emarginate. Antennae slender, extending to the base of the thorax
;

lower three or four joints flavous, rest black ; third and fourth

joints elongate, equal, following ones slightly thicker and shorter.

Thorax neaily twice as wide at the base as anteriorly, strongly

widened at the middle, lateral margins nearly straight posteiior

angles acutely produced ; median lobe scarcely marked ; surface

entirely impunctate, the anterior portion slightly darkened,

obscure, basal portion paler fulvous. Scutellum broadly trigonate,

obscure fulvous, impunctate. Elytra slightly narrowed posteriorly,

extremely finely punctured except near the basal margin, where
the rows commence with a deep impression ; interstices flat,

impunctate, the last outer one slightly convex; the base narrowly
black, in shape of a transverse band extending across the shouldeis

and downwards along the margins to' a, slight extent. Breast more
or less black

;
piosternum broader than long, anterior margin

concave.

Hah. Amazons.
Of nearl}" similar coloration as the variety of S. discoidalis Baly,

but distinguished by the entirely impunctate thorax and the

finely punctured elytra, even when seen under the strongest lens.

Five similar specimens are contained in my collection.

Cryptocephalus peruanus, sp. n.

Black ; thorax impunctate ; elytra finely punctate-striate.

Length 3 millim.

Oblong, slightl)' narrowed posteriorly ; the head finely granulate-

punctate, opaque ; eyes triangularly emarginate ; antennae rather

short, black, basal joint fulvous below, long and slender, third and
fourth equal, the following joints slightly triangularly widened.
Thorax rather long, about one half broader'than long, sides feebly
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rounded and narrowed in front ; hind angles acute biit not pro-

duced ; surface entirely impunctate. Scutellum ratlier long and

pointed. Elytra with the basal margin carinate, the punctures

stronger at base than posteriorly, each row commencing with a

deep foveolate puncture. Legs elongate ; anterior femora thickened,

their tibise widened at the apex.

Hah. Peru.

Of somewhat Monachus-M^Q shape and well distinguished by
the entirely black coloration, finely granulate head, &c. The
pi'osternum is svibquadiute, with the posterior margin truncate.

Cryptocephalus olivaceus, sp. n.

Olive-green ; basal joints of antennfe, under side, and legs

flavous ; thorax impunctate ; elytra finely punctate-striate.

Length 5-6 millim.

Subcylindrical aiid parallel. Head pale green, the vertex with

a deep depression and a few fine punctures only ; clypeus distinctly

separated from the face, more distinctly punctured, margined
with obscure flavous ; eyes broadly and subquadrately emarginate

;

mandibles black ; antennae extending to middle of elytra, black,

lower three joints flavous, third and fourth equal, fifth and following-

joints much longer. Thorax subconical, strongly narrowed in

fi'ont ; sides nearly straight, posterior margin oblique at each side,

median lobe strongly produced ; surface entirely impunctate, olive-

green, extreme basal margin pale piceous. Scutelhim obscure

flavous. Elytra finely punctate-striate, with a very feeble depression

below the base, interstices slightly wrinkled anteriorly ; extreme

sutural margins piceous. Below and the legs as well as the

pygidium flavous
;
prosternum bi'oad, sparingly punctured, pos-

terior margin subtriangular.

Hab. Jalahy, Prov. Goyaz, Brazil.

Much distinguished by its green and flavous coloration, rare

amongst the numerous members of this group, but evidently allied

to C.aUiaceus Kirsch, from Peru, in coloration, but in that species

the head is flavous and the elytra are banded.

Ceyptocephalus foveicollis, sp. n.

Fulvous ; antennee and legs (base of femora excepted) black
;

thorax impunctate, sides with a foveolate sulcus ; elytra strongly

and closely punctate-striate.

Length 4 millim.

Elongate and narrow ; sides and upper portion of the head
entirely occupied by the eyes, which meet at the vertex ; clypeus

separated from the face by a deep semicircular groove, sparingly

punctured as well as the intraocular space ; antennae slendei-,

black, lower two joints fulvous, third and fourth joints equal,

much shorter than the following ones, these scarcety thicker.

Thorax about one half broader than long, much naiTowed in front,

lateral margins oblique and straight ; surface impunctate, the

anterioi' poi-tion sti'ongly convex, the posterior with a curved
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sulcus, which couiineiices »t the inidclle of the lateral mai-gin and
ends in a deep fovea in front of the posterior angles, these acute

and produced, another more shallow depression is placed at each

side near the scutellum ; extreme edge of posterior margin black.

Scutellum narrowly elongate and pointed, fulvous, base with a

small fovea. Elytra parallel and elongate, with a very shallow

depression below the base, very closely punctate-striate ; the punc-
tures transverse, much finer near the apex ; the interstice at the
shoulders costiform ; epipleural lobes rather strongly produced.

Under side paler ; legs elongate, black, the base of the femora
fulvous, claws appendiculate. Prosternum longer than broad, with
shallow lateral grooves, posterior margin straight.

Ifab. Bahia.

A very aberrant species and agreeing almost with the genus
Mastacanthus Suff., but the prosternum of different shape.

Having only a single specimen for comparison, I have included

it at present in Cryptocephalus.

Cryptocephalus emarginatus, sp. n.

Fulvous ; antennse and sides of breast black ; thorax impunc-
tate ; elytra finely punctate-striate, fulvous, the extreme basal

margin black, outer interstices costate.

Length 3 millim.

Broadly ovate ; head impunctate, sides and vertex entii-ely

occupied by the eyes, which are only separated by a very narrow
space ; antennte extending to middle of elytra, black, basal two
joints fulvous, third and fourth joints elongate, equal, following

joints shorter and thicker. Thorax strongly narrowed anteriorly,

twice as wide at the base than in front, the sides straight ; surface

shining and impunctate, the basal portion paler than the anterior

one. Scutellum triangular, fulvous, base black. Elytra with
fine rows of punctures distinct to the apex, the fifth and sixth

rows shortened and joined at the apex, thii-d and ninth rows
similarly connected ; the extreme basal margin black, this colour

also extending to the epipleurse of the humeral lobes, the
extreme sutural and apical margins likewise black ; interstices

impuncta.te, the outer two longitudinally convex. Breast more or

less black. Prosternum broadly subquadrate, with some irregular

depressions.

Hah. Amazons.
Of short and broad shape, the pimcturation of the elytra very

tine, the latter with the basal margin and epipleurse black. I

have two exactly similar specimens before me. The species bears

the above specific name in the Brit. Mus. collection, but I can
find no species so described.

Cryptocephalus bahiaensis, sp. n.

Reddish-fulvous, shining ; head, underside and legs flavous

;

antennfe with apical joints black ; thorax impunctate ; elytra

finely punctate-striate.
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Length 3 millini.

Rather short and broad ; the head impunctate ; eyes subtri-

angularly notched, nearly touching at vertex ; antenna? slender,

lower four joints testaceous, rest black, third and fourth equal,

elongate, terminal joints slightly widened. Thorax about one
half broader than long, basal margin about twice as wide as

anterior one, sides nearly straight ; surface entii-ely impunctate,
reddish-fulvous, anterior margin sliglitly flavous. Scutellum
trigonate, basal margin black. Elytra slightly narrowed towards
apex, without depression, finely and regularly punctate-striate,

the punctures slightly larger at anterior portion ; last two or three

interstices feebly convex ; colour similar to that of thorax, extreme
basal margin black. Under side and legs flavous. Prosternum
subquadrate, the lateral margins raised, base truncate.

Hah. Bahia.

Not unlike C bisidcatus Sufi", in coloration, but Avith entirely

flavous legs and finely, not coarsely punctured elytra, interstices

smooth.

Cryptocephalus tucumanensis, sp. n.

Flavous ; thorax nearly impunctate, j)ale brownish, sides, a.

central longitudinal band, and two obscure spots at base flavous
;

elytra very finely j)unctate-striate, flavous, an elongate sub-

quadrate band across suture extending below middle obscure

dark brownish.

Length 1|- millim.

Very narrowly elongate, subcylindrical, subopaque. Head
flavous with a brownish central band, impunctate ; eyes feebly

emarginate, widely separated at vertex
( § ?) ; lower three joints

of antennse flavous, rest wanting. Thorax scarcely twice as broad

as long ; sides nearly straight, but little narrowed anteriorly
;

surface microscopically punctured and granulate, flavous ; a broad

pale brown band each side near middle includes a small spot of

the ground-colour at the base. Scutellum narrowly elongate,

nearly black. Elytra twice as long as the thoi-ax, very finely

punctate-striate, with a few extra punctures below the shoulders
;

interstices flat, minutely granulate, the last one widened ; the

gTOund-colour pale yellow ; the humeral callus and an elongate

sutural band from base to below middle pale piceous. Below and
the legs entirely flavous. Prosternum longer than broad, feebly

emarginate at posterior margin.

JIab. Tucuman, Argent, Rep.
This extremely small species seems more nearly allied to C. mi-

serahilis Suff. than others, but is of difierent coloration and well

distinguished (as far as the single specimen before me admits) by
the sutural piceous elongate band, also by the almost invisible

puncturation of the thorax.

In the La Plata Museiim and that of my own. The following

species from the same locality may possibly be a variety of this

one or represent the other sex.
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Gryptocephalus acuminatus, sp. n.

Flavovis ; terminal joints of antennae and the breast black

;

thorax finely granulate, an obscure broad oo-shaped mark at

middle pale brownish ; elytra finely punctate-striate, the punc-

tures piceous.

Length 1^ millim.

Larger and more robust than the preceding ; the head as in

that species ; last six joints of the antennae thickened, only extending

to base of elytra. Thorax with straight lateral margins, the

posterior angles strongly produced and pointed ; surface minutely
granulate, with a broad and obscure brownish cr-^-shaped mark
so frequently met with in the group ; this design includes three

flavous spots at the base and another one near anterior margin
at middle. Elytra cylindrical, distinctly punctate-striate ; all the

punctures piceous and distinct to apex, the seventh row only in-

dicated at base, entirely wanting below the shoulders, the corre-

sponding interstice on this account much wider than the others and
as wide as the last two. Breast black ; abdomen piceous at base.

Hah. Tucuman, Argent. Rep
There seem to be sufficient differences to separate this species

from the preceding, the more so as another similar specimen is

contained in the La Plata Museum.

CrYPTOCEPHALUS BIVITTICOLIilS, Sp. n.

Flavous ; base of head, antennae, and tarsi black ; thoi-ax

remotely punctured, with two black bands ; elytra closely punc-

tate-striate anteriorly, each elytron with a subsutural and lateral

narrow band and suture black.

Length 4| millim.

Head with a few punctures at vertex, the latter in shape of a

narrow transverse band, black, another small black spot in front

of each eye ; middle of head with a deep short groove which
extends to clypeus, the latter very strongly and closely punctured

;

antennae with second and third joints flavous below, rest black,

third joint half the length of fourth, following four elongate, rest

wanting. Thorax strongly subcylindrical, long, scarcely one half

broader than long ; sides rounded, rather suddenly constricted in

front ; surface sti'ongly and remotely placed at sides and near

anterior margin, flavous, each side with a straight, black, narrow
band near middle, from base to apex, basal margin strongly

thickened. Scutellum black, broad, truncate at apex. Elytra

rather short and broad, i-ather finely punctured in semiregulai-,

not very closely placed rows from base to middle
;
puncturation

very obsolete near apex ; the suture narrowly and two broader

bands from base nearly to apex black, the first band commences
from middle of base and the second is placed close to lateral

margins. Below flavous, a spot at outer side of femora, extreme
apex of tibiae, and the tarsi black. Prosternum broad, rugosely

punctured, pubescent, basal margin straight.

Eab, Argentine Ptep.
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Somewhat allied in coloration to C. 4:-vittatus Jac. from
Central America, but distinguished from that and .some other

species by the j^ropoitionately long thorax and its two black

bands.

Cryptocephalus flohri, sjd. n.

Above yellowLsh white ; the head with two, the thorax with four

longitu<linal brown bands ; elytra strongly punctate-striate, the

alternate interstices pale brownish.
Length 3g millim.

Head nearly white, with a central brown stripe which divides

anteriorly into two branches, this portion distinctly punctured,

rest impunctate ; eyes very bi'oadly but not deeply notched
;

clypeus transverse, deeply triangularly emarginate, the base with
a narrow transverse brown stripe ; antennae extending just below

the base of the elytra, black, the lower four joints fulvous, third

and fourth equal, each shorter than the fifth joint. Thorax twice

as broad as long, the lateral margins nearly straight, anterior one

about half the width of the posterior ; suiface sparingly and
extremely finely punctured, coloured like the head, with four

.slightly curved ferr-uginous bands from base to aj)ex, of nearly

equal width and distance, the two middle ones nearly touching

at the base and not quite extending to the anterior mf>rgin, the

lateral bands with a very narrow short stripe at middle branching

off at right angles outwai-ds. Hcutellum yellow, margined with

black. Elytra narrow and parallel, strongly and regularly punc-

tate-striate, the seventh row interrupted below the shoulders and
closely approached to the eighth row, second row united with the

ninth at the apex ; the interior of all the punctures dark browai

;

the third, fifth, and seventh interstices pale fulvous ; humeral
callus likewise dark brown, extreme sutural margins nearly black.

Breast and abdomen dai'k brown, strongly rugose-punctate ; femora

and tibife likewise brown ; a spot at the apex of the femora,

anterior coxfe, upper portion of the breast, a subquadrate spot at

the metasternum, and the pygidium yellowLsh white, the latter

strongly punctured.

Hah. Guanajuato, Mexico.

A very prettily marked species, of which I received a specimen

from the late Mi-. Flohi', too late for description in the ' Biologia

Centr.-Americana.'

Cryptocephalus apicipes, sp. n.

Pale fulvous ; the antennfe, apex of the tibise, and the tarsi

black ; thoi-ax with a deep semicircular groove at the po.sterior

angles, impunctate ; elyti'a finely punctate-striate.

Length 4 millim.

Head slightly rugose or uneven ; the large eyes deeply sub-

quadrately emarginate, the emargination placed at the middle ;

clypeus wedge-shaped, broad, impunctate ; antennfe black, the

basal joint fulvous, robust, fouith and following joints gi'adually
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and strongly widened, elongate, the terminal joint nearly extending

to the apex of the elytra. Thorax about one half broader than

long, strongly nari"Owed in front; sides rounded; disc very convex,

bounded at the sides by a deep, nearly semicircular groove, which
surrounds the anterior angles, but is continued at the base to the

scutelium ; surface entirely impunctate ; extreme basal margin
black. Scutelium narrowly elongate ; its apex truncate, impunc-
tate. Elytra with strongly pronounced epipleural lobes, slightly

narrowed posteriorly ; the shoulders tuberculiform ; the surface

finely punctate-striate, the punctures at the sides rather stronger;

interstices flat and impunctate. Under side slightly paler ; legs

robust ; tarsi very broad. Presternum widened posteriorly ; the
margin slightly emarginate or concave.

Hah. Jalahy, Prov. Goyaz, Brazil.

This is a very aberrant species, and recalls an Australian

representative of the genus rather than a New \^^orld form ; I

know no similarly structured species from that region. I received

a specimen from M. Donelder at Paris, and I have no reason

to doubt the correctness of the locality. The strong thoracic

sulcus, dilated antennse, and structure of the eyes characterize

the species most decidedly.

Cryptocephalus semiopacus, sjd. n.

Head, antennae, thorax, and legs fulvous, elytra dark blue

;

thorax finely rugosely punctured ; elytra strongly punctate-striate,

the interstices finely transversely wrinkled ; breast and abdomen
black.

Length 4 millim.

Elongate and parallel ; the head very deeply, subconfluently

punctured, fulvous ; eyes very broadly, subquadrately emarginate
;

clypeus impunctate, transverse, well separated, its anterior edge,

as well as the labrum, piceous ; antennse extending to the middle
of the elytra,, flavoiis, terminal joints fulvous, third and fourth
equal, fifth longer, the following gradually shortened. Thorax
twice as broad as long, distinctly narrowed anteriorly ; sides

feebly rounded ; surface fulvous ; the postei^or angles flavous,

strongly produced ; entire disc finely rugosely punctured. Scu-
telium black, short. Elytra elongate, finely punctate-striate near
the suture, the first three or four rows regular and well separated,

the outer rows much more closely approached and irregular, the
last two rows with deeper punctures at the basal portion ; all the
interstices extremely finely transversely wrinkled, of silky

appearance. Pygidium black, closely punctured ; legs fulvous,

rather slender ; uiider side black. Prosternum fulvous, elongate,

narrowed at middle
;
posterior margin with strongly produced

angles.

Hah. Mexico.

This is a well marked and distinguished species, of which I know
a. single specimen only, received from M. Donckier at Paris, The
coloi-ation and characteristic sculpturing of the elytra difter from
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any other Central-American CJryptocephalus with which I am
acquainted.

Oryptocephalus guianaensis, sp. n.

Pale flavous ; antenna? (the basal joints excepted) black ; head
coarsely punctured ; thorax with a very deep, foveolate sulcus at

each side, impunctate ; elytra deeply and closely punctured, with

rugose and costate interstices.

Length 5 millim.

Elongate and pai'allel, the head with a row of punctures near

the eyes, rest impunctate ; eyes deeply subquadrately emarginate
at middle, rather closely approached at the vertex ; antennfe

extending beyond the middle of tlie elytra, black, the lower three

joints flavous, third and fom^th joints equal, fifth as long as the

preceding two together, the following nearly equally long and
thickened. Thorax quite twice as broad as long ; the sides less

strongly deflexed than in most species ; lateral margins nearly

straight, moderately strongh^ narrowed in front ; surface impunc-
tate and shining, flavous ; fi-om the middle of the lateral margins
runs a deep, sinuate sulcus to the base in front of the scutellum,

at the middle this sulcus is widened into a fovea, the space which
lies behind is strongly raised, especially so near the posterior

angles ; in front of the scutellum this sulcus ends in another

fovea. Scutellum narrow and elongate, almost subcylindrical.

Elytra convex, very slightly narrowed posteriorly, with rows of

deep, foveolate punctures, extremely closely placed and almost

confluent, the interstices transversely rugose and longitudinally

costate, the punctures neai- the apex finer and more separated.

Legs elongate, flavous. Presternum broadly subquadi-ate, strongly

produced in front, base feebly emarginate.

Hah. British Guiana.

I know no other South-American Oryptocephalus with an
equally deeply sulcate thorax or similar elytral sculpture.

Oryptocephalus gundlachi, sp. n.

2 . Purplish blue ; thorax finely punctui'ed with wrinkled
interstices ; elytra strongly punctate-striate, a transverse band at

base ; the sides below the shoulders and the apex flavous.

Length 5 millim.

Of broad and somewhat flattened shape ; the head strongly and
rather closely punctured, purplish blue ; labrum and mandibles
black; antennse purplish, lower three joints more or less fidvous

below, fifth and following joints very elongate, longer than fourth.

Thorax more than twice as broad as long, not much narrowed
anteriorly, the sides rounded, posterior angles produced ; the entire

surface finely wrinkled, sparingly and very finely punctured
;

median lobe very short, scarcely produced. Scutellum black,

oblong, impunctate. Elytra strongly punctate-striate anteriorly,

finely so towards the apex, the rows widely separated ; the inter-

stices very finely wi-inkled,. with a transverse smooth i-aised space
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at the sides below the shoulders, the punctures in front of this

space interrupted ; the base in sha.pe of a transverse band ex-

tending downwards at the sides to below the middle and the apex,

pale fulvous, rest of the disc purplish blue. Below and legs of

the latter colour. Pr-osternum strongly produced in front, deeply

bilobed posteriorly.

Hah. Havana.
Whether this is the female of C. grossulu's Oliv., the male of

which was described at length by Suflrian, I do not know, but the

coloration is entirely different. The thorax has no yellow margins,

nor have the elyti-a a flavous band at middle ; they may be
described as fulvous with the entire disc purplish blue, this colour

assumes the shape of a broad band which is strongly emarginate
at the sides ; the colour of the body below and that of the legs

also differs from Olivier's species.

Cryptocephalus cubaensis, sp. n.

Body below dark brown, above metallic dark blue ; thorax im-

punctate ; elytra very deeply and closely punctured, a transverse

spot at the base and a narrow band at the middle flavous.

Length 4 millim.

5 . Elongate, the head nearly impunctate, metallic blue

;

clypeus fulvous ; eyes subtriangularly notched ; antennee long and
slender, lower five joints fulvous, rest dark, fifth and following

joints longer than fourth. Thorax scarcely more than one-half

broader than long, narrowed anteriorly, sides rounded, median
lobe scarcely produced ; surface entirely impunctate, blue. Scutel-

lum elongate and narrow. Elytra with very deep and closely ap-

proached rows of punctures, which only slightly diminish in size

towards the apex ; the last two interstices costate, the others

slightly wrinkled near the shoulders ; the blue ground-colour

interrupted by a transverse flavous spot near the scutellum at

the base and by another oblique narrow band at the middle near

the sutvire, not extending to the sides. Body below and legs dark

fulvous. Prosternum longer than broad, posterior margin feebly

concave.

Hah. Cuba.

Differs in coloration from any other species from the same
locality.

Cryptocephalus semifasciatus, sp. n.

Black ; thorax fulvous, minutely punctured ; elytra ferru-

ginous, deeply and closely punctured, a spot below the base,

another near the apex, and an inteiTupted transverse band across

suture below middle, black.

Length 4 millim.

Subcylindrical and parallel ; head black, closely punctured and
finely pubescent ; labrum fulvovis ; eyes broadly emarginate at

middle ; antennae long and slender, black, basal four joints ful-

vous, first piceous above, third and fourth equal, fifth longer.
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Thorax subglobtilar, not much narrowed in front, posterior margin
about one-half wider than anterior one, sides rather rounded

;

surface extremely clo.sely and finely punctured, dark fulvous,

extreme posterior edge black
;
posterior angles acute, but not

produced. Scutellum black, not longer than broad, impunctate.

Elytra parallel-sided, more yellowish in colour than the thorax,

without basal depression, very deeply and closely punctate-

striate, punctures scarcely finer at apex ; interstices more or less

transversely rugose, the outer ones and those near the suture and
apex costate ; subsutural short row of punctures extending to

middle, first row below the latter, second row nearly joined to

ninth at apex, third and fourth similarly connected, the following

two rows abbreviated near apex. Body below and the legs black,

finely pubescent ; a small bla,ck spot below base near suture on
the thii'd row of punctures ; a tra,nsverse, slightly oblique, black

band, not extending to the margins, but across suture below
middle, and a larger black spot between the fourth and eighth rows
of punctux'es at their apex.

Hah. Mexico.

I only know a single specimen of this species ( J ), well dis-

tinguished by the black head and body, the deep and close

punctures of the elytra and theii' design.

Cryptocephalus sub^nescens, sp. n.

Fulvous ; thorax with feneous gloss ; elytra dark metallic

greenish, very finely punctured ; breast and abdomen black.

Length 1^ millim.

Narrowly elongate, the head impuncta,te, fulvous ; eyes slightly

sinuate only ; antennae pale fulvous, terminal three joints slightly

darkened, third and following joints gradually widened. Thorax
subglobular, about one-half broader than long, sides rounded at

middle ; surface extremely minutely punctured, obscure fulvous

with greenish aeneous gloss. Scutellum triangular. Elytra sub-

cylindrical and parallel, of a brass,y-green colour, very finely

punctate-striate ; interstices flat and impunctate ; the lateral

margins deflexed, bounded above by a longitudinal ridge. Legs
robust, fulvous. Prosternum narrowly elongate, carinate at the

sides, fulvous ; rest of under side black, nearly impunctate.

Hah. Tucuman, Argentine Rep. Coll. La Plata Mus. and
my own.
From C auratus Fab. and allied species the present one may be

known by the fulvous, not seneous or green thorax, this part

having only a slight seneous lustre, and by the black under side.

In the male the elytral punctu.ration is scarcely perceptible except

under a strong lens.

Cryptocephalus haitiensis, sp. n.

Metallic purplish blue ; abdomen and tarsi black ; thorax finely

punctured ; elytra strongly punctate-striate.

Length 2| millim.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No. LVIT. 51
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Of broadly subquadrate shape, entirely purplish ; the head with a

few punctures and some sulci at the vertex, the latter very narrow

on accoimt of the rather closely approached eyes, these triangularly

emarginate ; clypeus well separated from the face, broader than

long, sparingly punctured ; antennae pui'plish, slender, rather

short, the terminal three or four joints slightly thickened.

Thorax not more than one-half broader than long, convex, sides

feebly rounded, but little narrowed anteriorly, posterior angles

rather strongly produced ; surface somewhat uneven, finely and

not very closely punctured, the punctures shallow. Scutellum

narrow, longer than broad, black. Elytra, scarcely more than

double the length of the thorax, rather strongly punctate-striate,

with a shallow fovea immediately below the shoulders. Body
below dark blue, shining. Prosternum subquadrate. posterior

margin feebly rounded.

Hah. Port-au-Prince, Haiti.

Smaller than C. riifitarsus Suff. and C, tristiculus Weise from

Porto Rico, entirely metallic, the elytral punctures straight, the

interstices impunctate.

Cryptocephalus argentinus, sp. n.

Bluish black ; basal joints of the antennae, lower portion of face

and legs flavous ; thoi-ax finely granulate ; elytra very finely

punctate-striate.

Length 1| millim.

Head impunctate, black at the vertex, lower portion flavous

;

eyes but feebly notched ; antennae black, basal joint flavous, third

and fourth joints small, equal, terminal joints strongly thickened.

Thorax scarcely twice as broad as long, strongly narrowed

anteriorly, the anterior margin preceded by a narrow tiunsverse

sulcus ; sui-face not perceptibly punctured, median lobe of basal

margin truncate ; disc black and shining. Scutellum elongate and

pointed, longer than broad. Elytra finely punctate-striate,

slightly greenish black; the punctures rather widely separated,

distinct to apex; last interstice slightly convex, shoulders tuberculi-

form. Legs fulvous, knees and tarsi piceous. Prosternum sub-

quadrate, posterior margin emarginate.

Hah. Buenos Ayres, Argentine Rep.

A very small species, of subquadrate shape and with antennae

much like a Monachus, but with difl'erently shaped prosternum
;

the entirely flavous lower portion of the face and the similarly

coloured legs distinguish well this species, received from the La
Plata Museum.

Griburius bolivianus, sp. n.

Black ; thorax finely and closely punctured, with deep depression

at sides ; elytra finely punctate-stiiate, a subquadrate patch at

base, not extending to suture, and a round apical spot bright red.

Length 3 millim.

S . Upper portion and sides of head entirely occupied by the
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eyes which meet at the middle ; clypeus finely rugose ; antennae
with the lower five joints black above, obscure fulvous below,
third shorter than fourth, both very elongate, rest wanting.
Thorax nearly twice as bi'oad as long, sides rounded, moderately
narrowed antei-iorly ; surface exti-emely finely and subremotely
punctured, only visible under a strong lens, the base with a deep
transverse depression near the posterior angles. Scutellum very
broad at base, impunctate, black. Elytra with a shallow trans-

verse depression below the base across the suture, finely and
rather regularly punctate-striate, the space near the suture at the
basal portion irregulaily punctate, black, with a slight purplivsh

gloss ; the humeral red patch extending nearly, but not quite, to

suture and dowuAvards to about one-third the length of the elytra,

the apical spot i-ound or nearly so, impunctate. Body below
clothed with fine yellow pubescence, apex of the tibias and the
tarsi more or less fulvous. Prosternum inuch longer than broad,

strongly punctured.

Hah. Bolivia.

Smaller than any other species of similar coloration and dis-

tinguished by the very fine thoracic puncturation. Female
unknown.

Griburius ornatus, sp. n.

Yellowish white ; thorax with two longitudinal fulvous bands,
sparingly punctiu^ed ; elytra strongly punctate-striate, da,rk ful-

vous, each with five elongate, whitish, raised spots (2.2.1) and
similar nari-ow stripes near lateral margins.

Length 3| millim.

Head strongly but sparingly punctured, a small piceous spot at

A'^ertex and at base of antennte, punctures likewise piceous, ground-
colour pale yellow ; emargination of eyes triangular ; antennae

very slender, lower five joints pale, rest black, third joint much
shorter than fourth. Thorax scarcely twice as broad as long, sides

nearly straight, but slightly narrowed anteriorly, median lobe of

basal margin broadly rounded ; surface sparingly (but strongly and
irregularly) punctured at sides, middle impunctate, basal margin
accompanied by a row of deep punctures ; a broad longitudinal band,
irregularly widened into spots at sides, is placed at each side near
middle, the latter has likewise a small spot situated at base.

Scutellum pale yellow. Elytra subcylindrical, parallel, the fulvous

portion separated by i-aised whitish elongate spots, of which one is

placed near suture, one at shoulders, two at middle, transversely,

and a round one at apex ; the last interstice near margin is neai-ly

entirely whitish, except below middle ; all the pale spots are with-

out punctures, the latter are arranged as follows :—two irregular

short rows near suture, followed by four closely placed rows, a

few punctures below shoulders and two rows near margins com-
plete the sculpturing ; none of the rows extend to apex, the first

of the longer ones divides the pale discoidal spot near suture.

Legs pale fulvous, anterior femora incrassate.

57*
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Hah. Paraguay.

Allied to G. 17-gutiatus Suff., but with extra pale lateral

stripes, and differently sculptured.

Griburius aureovillosus, sp. n.

Obscure purplish or greenish black ; labrum and base of femora

fulvous ; thorax nearly impunctate ; elytra finely punctate-

striate anteriorly, a transverse band at base and an apical spot

flavous ; body below densely golden-yellow pubescent.

Length 5 millim.

Head finely punctured anteriorly only ; eyes large and oblique,

constricting the head at base, inner margin tiiangularly and but

slightly notched ; antennae extending to base of elytra only, five

lower joints fulvous, rest dark, basal joint black above. Thoi-ax

more than twice as broad as long, sides angulately and strongly

narrowed from middle to apex, and to a less extent at base, with

distinct reflexed margins ; surface with deep oblique sulcus at sides

near base, the depressions more strongly, the disc very finely

punctured ; median lobe of basal margin broad, feebly but dis-

tinctly produced. Scutellum much broader than long, closely

and finely punctured. Elytra broad, slightly narrowed at apex,

irregularly punctured near suture, rest of disc finely punctate-

striate, apex smooth ; lateral lobes strongly pi-oduced ; the flavous

band at base of regular shape, extending downwards to one-third

the length of the elytra ; apical spot transverse. Base of femoi'a,

apex of tibiae, and the tarsi flavous. Presternum broad, widened

posteriorly, base obtusely I'ounded. Entire under side densely

clothed with silky golden pubescence.

Jlab. Upper Amazons.
Allied to G. argentatus Erichs., but without pubescent sides of

thorax and with golden pile on the under side.

Griburius hirtifrons, sp. n.

Bluish black ; base of femora fulvous ; thorax finely and closely

punctured ; elytra strongly punctate-striate, a subquadrate patch

at base, not extending to suture, and the apex flavous ; head finely

pubescent.

Length 3| millim.

cJ , Head finely punctured at vertex, lowei- portion fui'nished

with yellow pubescence ; eyes very large, nearly meeting at

middle, feebly notched ; antennae long and slender, lower three

joints fulvous below, rest black, third and fourth equal. Thorax
one-half broader than long, sides rounded at middle, narrowed in

front ; surface very closely and distinctly punctured, pvu-plish
;

base with a slight depression at each side near scutellum ; median

lobe broadly but feebly produced. Scutellum broadly subquadrate,

finely punctui-ed. Elytra subquadrately oblong, finely punctate-

striate, punctui'cs irregular near suture and partly double at base
;

apex impunctate ; a subquadi'ate, ti'ansverse band at base, sui--

rounding the shoulders, but not extending to sutiu-e, and a spot at
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apex of each elytron flavous. Boch^ below densely clothed with

silvery pubescence ; base of all the femora and apex of the tibiae

fulvous. Prosternum longer than broad, longitudinally depressed.

Hah. Pi'ov. Goyaz, Brazil.

Allied to G. prcetextatus Suff., but with finely and closely

punctured thorax and totally difierent elytral puncturation, the

scutellum glabrous.

Griburius nigritarsis, sp. n.

Testaceous ; antenn?e, parts of breast, and middle of abdomen
black ; head with two, thorax with four black spots, sparingly

punctured ; scutellum black ; elytra finely and closely punctured,

suture, a humeral and lateral spot below middle, black ; apex of

tibiae and the tarsi black.

Length 6 millim.

Head rather closely punctured near eyes and at anterior

portion, middle with a longitudinal groove, emargination of eyes

very broad, base of antennae with a black spot ; vertex with a

divided sinuate black transverse band ; antennae long, black, third

joint shorter than fourth, terminal joints widened. Thorax
scarcely twice as broad as long, lateral margins slightly rounded
at base, constricted and nearly straight anteriorly ; surface finely

and sparingly punctured at middle, more closely and strongly so

at sides. Scutellum subquadrate, black, shining. Elytra scai-cely

wider at base than thorax, elongate, basal margin raised ; surface

irregularly, closely, and finely punctured ; apex obsoletely punc-

tured ; extreme sutural mai-gins, a round spot on shoulders and a

rather smaller one near the lateral margins at middle black. Sides

and apex of abdomen testaceous, breast and middle portion of

abdomen black ; apex of tibiae and tarsi likewise black ; anterior

femora strongly thickened
;
prosternum flavous as well as the legs,

the first-named subquadrate, narrowed posterioi-ly, rather strongly

sulcate.

Hah. Sfio Paulo, Brazil.

Somewhat similarly coloured as G. conspurcatits Suff., but

diflferently marked, and separated from this species and G. ahstersus

Suff. by the entirely different elytral sculpturing, in which there

is scarcely a trace of an ari^angement of the punctures in rows.

Griburius femoratus, sp. n.

Black ; labrum, three spots on the head, and lower margins of

the femora yellowish white ; thorax strongly punctured ;
elytra

deeply punctate-striate, with a, large subquadrate humeral red

patch.

Length 5 millim.

Head strongly and closely punctured, black, a narrow, short,

transverse stripe between the eyes and a small spot at the

emargination of the latter yellowish white, labrum of the same
colour ; antennae with the lower six joints fulvovis, following two
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black, rest black, basal joint black above, third joint much shorter

than fourth. Thoi'ax about one and a half times broader than

long, sides subangulately rovmded near base, but slightly narrowed

in fi'ont; ; sui-face with a rather deep oblique impression near base

at each side, strongly and rather closely punctured, black, some
narrow, irregulai*, short stripes at the extreme lateral margins

pale yellow, basal margin not produced at middle. Scutellum

broader than long. Elytra about one-half longer than thorax,

very strongly punctate-striate, extreme apex nearly smooth ; a

regular subquadrate dark red spot is placed at the shoulders,

extending inwards as far as the third row of punctures and down-
wards nearly to the middle of the elytra. Under side black,

covered with rather long white pubescence ; legs black ; femoi'a

all margined with yellow below.

Uah. Brazil.

I possess only a single apparently female specimen of this

species, which may be known from other somewhat similarly

marked by the strong puncturation of the head and upper parts

and the regular, nearly squai'e-shaped elytra! patch, as well as the

colour of the femoi'a.

Metallactus bolivianus, sp. n.

Below black ; head obscure fulvous, with a, central white patch
;

thorax short, spai-ingly punctured, yellowish w^hite, with a large

subquadrate black patch at each side ; elytra finely punctate-

striate, pale yellowish, a transverse band at the base, another

below the middle, and the sutural and apical margins black.

Length 4 millim.

Head flat, the inner margins of the eyes, the intermediate

space, and the clypeus distinctly punctured, the latter and the

vertex obscure fulvous, intraocular space yellowish white ; eyes

w^ell separated, subquadrately emarginate, this space strongly

punctured ; antennse with the lower five joints black (the rest

wanting), third joint slightly shorter than the foui'th. Thorax
twice as broad as long, of equal width, not narrowed anteriorly,

the sides feebly rounded anteriorly, the base with a short but

deep sulcus at each side ; surface very remotely punctured at the

disc, the sides rather more closely and strongly so ; the ground-

colour yellowish white, the sides w^ith a large subquadrate black

patch, more closely approached to the anterior than the posterior

margin, its lower edge oblique. Scutellum broader than long, finely

punctured, black, its apex truncate. Elytra paxallel-sided, rather

strongly punctate-sti'iate, the punctured rows closely approached

and rather irregular at the base, more widely separated pos-

teriorly, of the same colour as the thorax, the base with a

transverse narrow black band not extending to the lateral

margins; a similar band is placed below the middle, extending

to the extreme lateral and apical margins, the latter therefore

including a round flavous spot at the apex of each elytron.

Under side and legs black, sides of the abdominal segments flavous.
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Pi-osteraum longer tlian broad, very broad and slightly concave
at the base, gradixally narrowed at the apex, the latter ronnded.

Hah. Bolivia.

Closely allied to M. hifasciatus Jac. (Mitt. ent. Gesells.

Miinchen, 1878, p. 142), but the thorax with two lateral not

one median spot, and finely and sparingly punctured, the head
not black.

Metallactus flavofrontalis, sp. n.

Head, antenna*, legs, and breast black, vertex with a flavous

spot ; thorax strongly punctured, with two large subtriangular

black patches ; elytra very closely punctured in iri-egular rows,

black, two spots at the middle, two below the latter, the outer

ones of both small, a spot at the apex, and the epipleurse at the

shoulders, yellow ; sides of the abdomen and pygidium likewise

yellow.

Length 5 millim.

Head very strongly and closely punctured, black, the vertex

with a round yellow spot ; labruni fulvous ; antennae long and
slender, black, the lower four joints flavous below, the third joint

one-half longer than the fourth, terminal joints very elongate

and slender, very slightly widened. Thorax scarcely twice as

broad as long, the sides rather suddenly narrowed anteriorly
;

posterior margins strongly thickened at the sides, strongly and
rather closely punctured ; flavous, with two large black patches,

narrow at the apex and extending to the anterior margin, rather

suddenly widened at the base, leaving the margin of the ground-

colour as far as its thickened portion, the space dividing the spots

in shape of a narrow flavous middle line, the sides more broadly

of that colour and abruptly widened near the anterior angles.

Scutellum flavous, subquadrate, the basal portion black. Elytra

with strongly produced lateral lobes, subcylindrical, strongly and
closely punctured, with but feeble indication of rows, black ; each

elytron with five bright yellow spots, the one near the suture at

the middle the largest and of round shape, the lower ones more
transverse and smaller, the outer two small, the first of these

joined to the flavous epiplein^se at the base. Breast, middle

of the abdomen, and the legs black
;
prosternum rugose and

pubescent, longer than broad, narrowed between the coxpe, the

apex rounded
;
pygidium and the sides of the abdominal segments

flavous.

Hah. Jalahy, Prov. Goyaz, Brazil.

Somewhat similarly coloured as M. koUari Perty and allied

species, but quite diff"erent in the pattern of the elytra in con-

nection with the broadly flavous sides of the abdomen, black

legs, &c.

Metallactus affixis. sp. n.

Flavous, the vertex of the head, the antennae, and the tibife

and tarsi black ; thorax strongly punctui'ed, with a transverse
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sinuous black band ; scutellum black ; elytra strongly punctate-

striate, each with six small black spots (2.2.2).
Length 4|-5 millim.

Head strongly rugosely punctured, strongly narrowed between
the eyes, the vertex black ; a spot at the base of the antenna;
and the edge of the clypeus likewise blsck, rest of the surface

flavous ; eyes very large, broadly notched ; antennee black, the
lower three joints flavous below, third joint one-half shorter than
the fourth. Thorax neai'ly twice as broad as long, the lateral

margins very feebly rounded at the middle ; the surface ti-ans-

versely depressed near the anterior mai'gin, strongly but not
closely punctured, flavous, with a narrow more or less -^-shaped
black band at the middle, abbreviated at the sides. Scutellum
subquadrate, black. Elytra with closel}^ approached rows of

strong punctures, the rows often irregular with extra punctures,

the interstices more or less costate from the middle downwards
and at the sides ; each elytron with six black spots, the largest

of somewhat subqua,drate shape at the base, two others much
smaller below the middle and the smallest near the apex. Below,
the femora and the pygidium flavous, tibiae and tarsi black ; the
sides of the breast anteriorly and the metasternum posteriorly

sometimes likewise more or less marked with black
; prosternum

longer than broad, pubescent. Female with a deep abdominal
cavity occupying the middle of the last two segments.

Hab. Lagos, S. Brazil.

In general system of coloration this species agrees exactly with
spotted varieties of M. nigrofasciatus, M. albifrons, and M. albipes,

Suflf., but the coarsely punctured elytra, semiconvex interstices,

and the extension of the punctures to the apex does not allow
the identification of the species with any of those named above,
the more so as there are two exactly similar specimens before me.

Metallactus argentinensis, sp. n.

Black ; a spot on the head and the thorax fulvous or flavous,

the latter finely punctured, with two black stiipes; elytra minutely
and closely punctured and finely transversely wrinkled, black, a
humeral spot of subquadrate shape and a round spot at the apex
flavous.

Length 4| millim.

Head black, nearly impunctate, the vertex almost entirely

flavous, in shape of a large rounded patch, lower portion of face

rugose and closely pubescent ; labrum flavous ; eyes large, widely
separa,ted, broadly notched ; antennae slender, black, the lower
five joints flavous, the basal joint black above, third joint slightly

shorter than the fourth. Thorax about one-half broader than
long, subcylindrical, the sides rounded ; the surface rather closely

punctured at the sides, nearly impunctate at the middle, flavous,

with two longitudinal black bands from the base to the apex,

these meet in front and are suddenly narrowed from the middle
downwards, forming acute angles at each side at their widest
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portion. Scutellum broadly subquadrate, punctured and pubescent
at the base. Elytra broadly subquadrate, punctured in closely

approached irregular rows, the interstices finely wrinkled, black ;

the shoulders with a large subquadrate flavous patch, the apex
with a round smaller spot. Below and the legs black ; the anterior

femora thickened, longer than the others, their tibiae curved.

Ilab. Cordoba, Argentine Republic.

Metallactus capitatus, sp. n.

Head and anterior femora purplish blue ; scutellum black

;

thorax and elytra dark fulvous, the latter strongly punctate-

striate ; body below bluish, closely silvery pubescent ; tibia3 and
tai'si fulvous.

Length 6 millim.

Rather large and robust ; head with a longitudinal central

groove, the lower portion distinctly pimctured ; labrum black

;

eyes rather closely approached
( ? ), triangularly notched at lower

portion ; antennae slender, bluish, lower five joints fulvous, third

and following two joints very elongate. Thorax more than twice

as broad as long, sides strongly subangulately rounded at middle,

constricted in front and at base ; disc with a rather broad trans-

verse depression near the posterior angles, the middle finely and
remotely, the sides more strongly punctured. Scutellum finely

punctured, scarcely longer than broad, black. Elytra scarcely

wider at base than the thorax, the humeral lobes strongly pro-

duced ; surface with very deep and irregular rows of punctures,

these much finer and more regular below the middle ; interstices

at base somewhat convex. Body below strongly inflated ; legs

elongate ; anterior femora thickened, entirely, intermediate

femoi'a partly, blue
;
prosternum subquadrate, slightly caiinate

at middle.

JIab. Espiritu Santo, Brazil.

Quite distinct in coloration than any of the described species,

the head purplish, the elytral puncturation deep aiid strong, the

entire upj^er surface unicolorous.

Metallactus semipurpureus, sp. n.

Obscure purplish ; thorax very finely punctured ; elytra

strongly punctate-striate, the humeral lobes and a I'ound spot

at apex of each elytron pale fulvous.

Length 5 millim.

Head with a few punctures near the eyes, the latter rather

closely approached, large, with a small notch at lower poition
;

anterior part of head rugosely punctured ; antennae slender, black,

lower six joints fulvous, basal joint black above. Thorax twice

as broad as long, sides rounded near base, gradually narrowed
anteriorly ; surface very finely and remotely punctured at disc

;

sides more closely punctured, with a rather deep transverse

depression near base ; median lobe but very slightly produced.

Sciitellum subquadrate, apex broadly truncate, surface longi-
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tudinally strigate and finely pubescent. Elyti^a with deep and
irregular rows of punctures, those near the suture still more
confusedly placed ; all rows distinct except at the extreme apex,

the latter with a round fulvous spot not extending to either

margin ; another narrow elongate spot is placed in front of the

shoulders, extending nearly to the middle of the lateral margins
but not to the humei-al callus. Body below finely pubescent,

black; legs purplish black, extreme base of the femora fulvous.

Prosternum. broaxl, subquadrate, finely punctured and pubescent,

surface slightly concave.

Hah. Brazil.

The entirely purplish ground-colour, strong elytral punctura-
tion, and the shape of the elytral markings distinguish this species,

of which I received a specimen from Mr. 0. Bruch, of the

La Plata Museum, without detailed locality. M. palcumon ^u.^.

and allied species all differ in their black colour and diii'erent

markings.

Mbtallactus peruanus, sp. n.

Flavous ; vertex with a black spot ; thorax and elytra black,

the last-named with four raised spots placed subquadrately at

suture, two other spots at apex and the pygidium white.

Length 4 millim.

Head with a few punctures at vertex, the latter with a trian-

gular black spot at base, middle with a longitudinal groove,

entire sides occupied by the large oblique eyes, which closely

approach at top, their emai-gination very broad and subtriangular,

their surface spotted with black ; lower portion of face im-

punctate ; base of antennae with a brownish spot, lower six

joints piceous, more or less pale at base, rest broken off, third

joint shorter than fourth. Thorax about one-half broader than
long, narrowed anteriorly, the sides and middle with patches of

irregularly placed distinct punctures, forming a W-shaped band,

rest of surface impunctate, black. Scutellum obscure fulvous,

truncate at apex. Elytra with fine, partly geminate rows of

punctures at the black portions only, the white spots impunctate,

raised, those near the scutellum raised to a point at the apex of

the latter ; the black portion at the sides likewise convex and
smooth, surrounded by a few rows of punctures ; each elytron

with three large round white patches, one at base near the

scutellum, followed immediately by a, similar patch at the suture,

and the third rather smaller at the apical angle ; besides these

markings, a short elongate spot somewhat obscure is placed near
the lateral margins at the apex. Pj^gidium, under side, and legs

yellowish white
;
prosternum twice as long as broad.

Hah. Peru.

This is one of the most peculiarly marked and sculptured species

of the genus, and much distinguished by the raised black and
white elytral spaces devoid of punctures and the elytral markings.

I have only a single specimen.
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Metallactus divisus, sp. n.
.

Below black ; thorax dark purplish, closely punctured ; elytra

strongly and closely punctate-striate, flavous, a sutural, posteriorly

widened band and a broad, elongate, subquadrate patch at the

sides purplish ; femora fulvous.

Length 3 millim.

J . Upper portion of head entirely occupied by the large eyes,

which meet at the top, they likewise extend sideways down to

the clypeus and are triangularly bub not deeply emarginate at the

base of the antenna? ; clypeus triangular, deeply punctured,

purplish ; antennae slender, black, lower four joints fulvous

below, third and following joints very elongate. Thorax about
one-half broader than long, sides widened at middle ; surface

rather strongly and closely punctured, with a deep oblique

depression at each side near the base, the puncturation at the

sides scarcely stronger than at middle. Scutellum longer than
broad, finely punctnred, greenish black. Elytra wider at base than

the thorax, parallel-sided, with a shallow transverse depression

below base ; shoulders very prominent ; surface closely and strongly

punctate-striate, the punctures near the suture irregularly placed,

interstices at the sides slightly costate ; the suture with a purplish

band, very narrow at base, but suddenly angulately widened near

the apex ; the sides with an elongate subquadrate band, which
commences before the middle and ends obliquely before the apex,

this band approaches very closely the sutural stripe at its middle,

but is rather abruptly constricted behind, leaving the apex in

shape of a rounded spot of the flavous ground-colour. Legs
flavous, the anterior tibiae and tarsi darkened. Prosternum
longer than broad, strongly rugose-punctate.

Hcd). Gov. Chaco, Argentine Rep.
More closely allied to M. succinctus Suff. than to any other

species, but the eyes touching, only feebly emarginate, clypeus

coarsely punctured, pattern of elytra different, and general size

much smaller.

Metallactus unicolor, sp. n.

Entirely fulvous, apical joints of antennse black.

Length 4 millim.

. Head impunctate at the vertex, lower portion depressed, with a

few fine punctures widely separated ; emargination of the eyes

narrowly subquadrate, finely punctured ; antennse black, basal

joint fulvous, third and fourth joints elongate, equal, terminal four

wanting. Thorax twice as broad as long, obliquely but moderately

constricted anteriorly ; lateral margins feebly rounded below the

middle, anterior margin preceded by a short depression at middle,

base with a deep transverse short sulcus near the anterior angles

;

surface very remotely and irregularly punctured. Scutellum

strongly raised, broad, impunctate. Elytra not wider at base

than the thoiux, finely and iiregularly punctiired at basal portion,
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partly geminate
;
puncturation from middle downwards more

regular and in single rows, last two rows more distinct ; interstices

flat. Presternum longer than broad, deeply concave anteriorly.

Hah. Brazil.

Of entirely fulvous colour ; the puncturation of thorax very
remote, that of the elyti^a iri-egular at base. I received a speci-

men from Mr. C. Bruch at the La Plata Museum without a more
detailed locality.

Metallactus donckieri, sp. n.

Yellowish white
; thorax sparingly punctured, disc with a black

triangular spot ; elytra closely punctate-striate, a transverse band
at the base and another at the apex black.

Yar, Elytra with two spots at base and one below middle
black.

Length 3| millim.

Head with central longitudinal groove, nearly impunctate at
vertex, the latter sometimes with a triangular black spot ; lower
portion of the clypeus and the labrum brownish ; lower four joints
of antennae more or less pale below, following three black, rest

w^anting, third and fourth joints equal. Thorax twice as broad as
long or somewhat broader, sides nearly straight, base with a deep
oblique depression at each side ; surface sparingly impressed with
deep punctures at disc and sides, the middle with a triangular
black spot or fulvous band, sides with another more obscure mark.
Elytra with closely placed rows of deep punctures of transverse
shape, those near the suture more confusedly arranged, the
punctures partly absent at the middle between the 6th and 8th
rows ; interstices slightly convex. Pygidium, under side, and legs

yellowish white
;
presternum slightly longer than broad.

Hah. Jalahy, Prov. Goyaz, Brazil.

I have taken the banded form as that of the type, but between
this and the spotted varieties probably other variations occur.

The species seems almost identical with some of the varieties of

M. nigro-omat%is Stal, but may be at once distinguished by the
pale under side and legs, and by the interrupted punctures at the
sides of the elytra,.

Metallactus partitus, sp. n.

Head, breast, and middle cf the abdomen black ; clypeus flavous
;

thorax fulvous, with an anterior black spot, closely punctured
;

elytra finely punctate-striate, black, a transverse band at the
middle fvdvous.

Length 3| millim.

Head sparingly punctured at vertex, the latter black, lower
portion pale fulvous, strongly punctured ; anterior edge of clypeus
black, labrum pale fulvous ; eyes closely approached at middle,
very large, their emargination small and triangular; antennae
extending to middle of elytra, black, lower five joints fulvous,

third joint slightly shorter than fourth, basal joint black above.
Thorax about one-half broader than long, sides obliquely but
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moderately narrowed anteriorly ; surface closely and strongly

puncturecl at the sides, more finely and remotely so at the disc

;

a triangular black spot is placed at the middle of the anterior

margin, extending downwards beyond the middle of the disc.

Scutellum subquadrate, black, its apex broadly truncate. Elytra
scarcely or not wider at base than thorax, closely and finely

punctured in iri-egular rows anteriorly, the latter moi'e distinct

and widely separated below the middle, black, with a transverse,

slightly curved, fulvous band placed immediately before the middle.
Pygidium and sides of the abdomen pale yellow ; anterior legs

black, their femora strongly incrassate, upper portion fiavous
;

posterior femora flavous with a black spot near the base ; tibiae and
tarsi black ; breast and the first three abdoininal segments like-

wise black. Presternum subquadrate, its posterior margin tii-

angularly produced. Female unknown.
Hah. South Brazil.

Allied to M. semirufus Suflf., but the thorax with a black patch,

the apical portion of the elytra likewise black.

Metallactus inustus Suffr. Linn. Ent. xvi. p. 252.

Sufirian has described specimens in which the pubescence of the
upper surface was partly rubbed ofi"; in the perfect insect, not
only the thorax but also the elytra are closely covered with white
hairs, which on the last-named parts are somewhat arranged in

rows. Varieties of this species occur which have entirely black
elytra. The insect is of dull appearance when perfect, but very
shining if the hairs are wanting.

Metallactus nigrovittis, sp. n.

Below black; head flavous; thorax closely punctured, black
anterior and lateral margins and two spots .'it base flavous; elytra
strongly punctate-striate, interstices costate, the sides and a
broader svitural band black ; legs fulvous.

Length 2 millim.

Head at sides entirely occupied by the large eyes, which meet at
the vertex, lower portion and labrum flavous, strongly and closely

punctured ; antennfe pale fulvous, third joint not longer than
second, much shorter than fourth. Thorax one-half broader than
long, not narrowed anteriorly, sides rounded ; surface very closely

and strongly, almost i-ugosely punctured, black ; anterior margin
very narrowly, sides more bi-oadly flavous, the base with two
oblique flavous spots of elongate shape. Scutellum black, sub-
quadrate. Elytra with deep transverse punctures placed in close

rows, the space near the suture irregularly punctured
; the inter-

stices longitudinally costate and thickened
; the sutural band con-

stricted posteriorly and then suddenly widened, not extendino- to
apex ; the lateral bands equally bi'oad but of more regular shape
occupying the last three rows of punctures. Below black, finelv
pubescent ; legs fulvous. Prosternum longer than broad, its base
truncate.

Hah. Chaco, Argentine Kep.
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3. Environmental Studies on the Limpet.

By E. S. Russell, M.A.*

[Received May 30, 1907.]

(Text-figures 217-228.)

Introduction.

The ol)ject of this paper is to correlate certaiii modifications of

the shell of Patella vulgata with definite environmental conditions.

Patella is stationary ; hence if one takes a number of shells from
one locality and contrasts them with a number from another
locality, which differs from the first in certain definite respects,

any difierences between the two sets may be safely put down to
the influence of the environmental factors in which the localities

differ. That is true if there has been no selective process at
work, and since the diflferences found were slight and apparently
of no selective value I have assumed the absence of selection.

Measurements were made of several hundred shells from
definite localities and the ratios of the dimensions calculated.

Since the ratios of length to breadth (g), length to height (g), and

distance from apex to posterior edge to distance from apex to

anterior edge \^) change very rapidly with the growth of the

shell, it has been necessary to arrange the ratios in groups accor-d-

ing to the size of shell, and to calculate the mean values for each
group separately.

The shells measured were collected in 1903 and 1904 at

W. Bennan, Arran.- A few shells of P. athletica were included.

I desire to express my indebtedness to Dr. J. F. Gemmill,
rTlasgow University, whose interesting papers on sex in the
Limpet are well known, for much helpful criticism.

I hope to work out from my data on a future occasion some
results concerning variation, laws of growth, and correlation in the
shell of Patella.

I. The Homing Hahit of the Limpet.

It has long been matter of common knowledge that a limpet,

when once it has taken up a fixed position on a rock, only leaves

that position to make short excursions for food, and returns always
to it. This fact may be taken as well established.

Most of the published observations, however, concerning this

habit of the limpet record merely isolated cases, and many gaps
remain in our knowledge of it.

There is no agreement among authors as to the time at which
the limpet leaves its " home " to seek for food. Lukis (10),
Jeflfreys (9), Peach (quoted by Jeffreys), and Robertson (14) state

that the limpet wanders when covered by the tide. Davis (3)
and H. Fischer (6) state that it Avanders while uncovered, and

* Communicated by the Secketakt.
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P. Fischer (7) says that young ones wander only when uncovered.
Bouchard-Chantereaux (1) says that it makes its excursions just

after the tide goes out, Lloyd Morgan (11) that it wanders chiefly

as the tide leaves it, and as the tide returns. Lloyd Morgan and
Roberts (13) are of opinion that it does not move about when
submerged.
The observations recorded in this paper show that limpets

above 20 mm. or so in length do not wander when uncovered by
the tide. Smaller limpets, however, may wander even when
uncovered, but also when they are covered by the tide. I believe

that the difterences of opinion regarding this point arise from the
fact that the habit of fixity becomes established only when the
shell has reached a length of 10-15 mm. Dr. Robertson's
observations seem to me to be the fullest and most satisfactory

of all. He found that limpets go out on the flow of the tide,

sometimes for two consecutive tides, sometimes alternately.

Limpets in captivity had very much the same habits, going out
to browse about once in the twelve hours.

The gi'eatest distance from which a limpet has been known to

return to its " home" is three feet (Davis, 3).

The seat of the limpet's marvellous sense of direction is quite un-
known, and the accuracy with which it retui'ns to a definite spot is

very astonishing. Several observers (Lukis, Roberts, Hawkshaw,
Robertson, Morgan) have noticed that the edge of the shell is

often accurately adjusted to the irregularities of the rock, or to

barnacles, round about the " home." I haA^e recorded in this

paper one or two other instances of the same thing.

A.S to how long a limpet may stay in one spot, Lukis records

the fact that five limpets observed in 1829 were found in the same
position several months after ; and I have had one or two under
observation for six months which kept exactly to the same spot.

I give here some observations made in 1906 at Kames, Kyles of

Bute, on a number of limpets in their natural habitat. Each of the
limpets had a distinctive mai-k filed on its shell, so that no mistake
as to identity might be made. All the measurements were taken
while the limpets were uncovered by the tide. The first table

refers to four limpets, ranging in size from 34 mm. to 44 mm.,
which grew close together on a ledge of rock near high-water
mark.

Table I.

Distances
apart

(in mm.).
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During a whole month, therefore, the relative positions of these

limpets remained practically unchanged. One of them. No. 3,

was almost surrounded by barnacles, to which its shell fitted

accurately.

The relative positions of another series of limpets for various

dates during a month are given in Table II. The sizes ranged

from 8'5 mm. to 34 mm. The stone on which they were lay near

low-water mark, and was largely overgrown with Ficcus.

Table II.

Distances
apart
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when I noticed that No. 5 was moving. Nos. 4 and 6 made no
movement. No. 5 crept a few millimetres, and fitted the indenta-

tions of the hinder edge of its shell to three barnacles adhei-ing

to the stone. It then settled down as if for good, and moved no
more. On re-measuring its distances from No. 4 and No. 6, I

found them to be identical with the distances measured on 30th

June. Evidently the positions of No. 4 and 6 were definitely

fixed, and No. 5, too, had a definitely fixed place of abode and was
able to find its way back thereto with astonishing accuracy.

On the 26th and 30th July I noticed that the weed growing on
the stone had covered over most of the limpets and so kept them
moist. I believe that under these circumstances the limpets,

especially the small ones, moved about a little more than usual,

and did not return so carefully to their fixed positions. The
figures certainly show considerable variations for these dates.

I kept records also of the movements of five small limpets, « (10

mm.), h (13 mm.), c (4 mm.), d (7 mm.), and e (5"5 mm.). They
were under observation at intervals for over three weeks. The
records may be summarised as follows -.—a was to be found always

within a few centimetres of one fixed spot, and on the 11th, 12th,

and 30th July was found on that spot, with its shell fitted to a

Sjyirorhis-tvCbe and to a barnacle. On the 30th July I saw it

move to the spot and adjiist itself. Limpet h was more irregular,

and did not seem to have a fixed stance, but it was always to be

found near at hand. Limpet c changed its position by a few
centimetres from time to time. Limpets d and e occupied on 5th

July a definite position on a clearly marked circular space on a

stone. On the 10th, 11th, 26th, and 30th of the same month
they occupied exactly the same positions. On the 7th they were
distant 4 cm. and 8 cm., evidently in search of food. On the 12th,

at 9.30 A.M., e was in position, d 3 cm. away. The stone had just

been uncovered, and d was on its way " home." Twenty minutes

latei' I found d in jjosition. These two limpets therefore had^a

definite home, to which they returned when the tide left them
high and dry.

A well-known fact which goes far to pi-ove the homing habit

of Patella may here be mentioned. One may often find on the

shore a limpet quite surrounded and hemmed in with barnacles.

If one knocks the limpet off one finds a clear space on the rock

below, the outline of which, formed by the barnacles, closely follows

that of the limpet's shell. Another fact of the same kind may often

be observed. If a large limpet adhering to a smooth surface of

rock be detached, a dark " weathering," of shape corresponding

to the limpet's, will usually be seen.

The former of these facts afiords a simple method of deter-

mining the size at which a limpet settles down to a fixed abode.

I have not seen any below 10 mm. in length occupying a definite

position marked out by barnacles. Near low-water mark the

average size at which limpets settle down seems to be, as

determined by this method, about 15 mm., though I have seen
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several fixed from 10-12 mm. long. Davis (4) found a limpet

g-^ inch long homing, and also smaller ones.

From all these observations, then, the following conclusions

can be drawn;—(1) that every limpet of 15 mm. and upwards
occupies, for long periods at a time, a definitely fixed position, to

which it returns after any wanderings that it may make for

food
; (2) that limpets under 15 mm., if not yet settled in a

definite position, at least never wander far away, and so generally

keep to the same stone
; (3) that limpets wander chiefly when

covered by the tide.

In many cases, of course, the limpet settles down at a much
smaller size than 15 mm.—for example, « at 10 mm., d at 7 mm.,
and e at 5*5 mm. The factors delaying fixation would seem to be

three : 1st, a short exposure to air; 2nd, the moisture and shelter

afibrded by weed ; 3rd, want of a sviitable place for settling down.

The late fixation of low-water limpets is undoubtedly due to the

first two caizses, which usually act in conjunction with one another.

The third factor comes into play in the case where a small limpet

establishes itself on a stone which is completely covered with

barnacles, and can find no uncovered patch of rock on which to

settle down.

II. High-xoater and Loiv-ivater Lwipets.

Table III. gives the average ratios for 300 limpets collected at

two different stations near high-water mark, 200 at Station 1 , and
100 at Station 2.

Table III.

High-water Limpets.
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Table IV. gives the average ratios of a like number of shells

collected—200 at Station 1, 100 at Station 2—at low water.

Table IY.

Low-water Limpets.
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Size of High-water Limpets.—Jt seems to be the opinion of

most authorities that high-water limpets are on the whole smaller

than low-water limpets.

Canon Norman (12) says definitely:—"It will be found to be

a general rule with regard to the Limpet, that the nearer high-

water mark the shells are taken, the higher spired, more strongly

ribbed, and smaller it will be ; and that the lower down it lives,

the flatter, less ribbed, and larger it becomes." While my obser-

vations entirely corroborate the truth of the statement that high-

water limpets are typically high-spired, yet I find, foi- one area

at least, that the proportion of large shells is greater at high-

water than at low-water. Table III. shows that of 300 high-water

limpets collected without conscious preference of large over

small, 161, or 53| per cent., were under 40 mm. in length, and
139, or 46 J per cent., were over 40 mm. From Table IV. it

appears that 234, or 78 per cent., of the low-water shells were
below 40 mm., and only 66 or 22 per cent, were above 40 mm. in

length. The average maximal size of the high-water shells is

about 55 mm., of the low-water shells about 50 mm. For the

locality therefore in which these limpets were collected, the

proportion of large limpets was considerably greater at high-

water than at low-water.

Of course that does not mean that here and there a low-water

limpet may not be found as large as, or larger than, any high-

water limpet. As a matter of fact, of the six specimens over

60 mm. long which I obtained among the 1000 collected, three

came from high-water, and three from low-water level ; and the

largest of these, a limpet 66 mm. long, came from low-water level.

III. Sheltered and Exposed Limjyets.

Table V. gives the mean ratios of 100 limpets collected from
sheltered situations in one definite locality, and of 100 limpets

collected from exposed situations in the same locality.

Table V.

Sheltered, Exposed.

i
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Table YI. gives ratios for a series of 100 exposed shells from
another locality.

Table VI.

Exposed Limpets.
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Text-fig. 217. Text-fii'. 218.

Text-fio-. 219.

Text-fio-. 221.

Text-fie. 220

Text-fio'. 222.

Text-figs. 217-222.—Some irregular outlines, all of exposed shells.
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on exposed flat siu-faces are tjqjically low and broad, and that

shells on sheltered sm-faces are typically high and narrow.
The results obtained by Cooke (2) for shells of Purpu.ra lapillus

may be recalled here. He found that shells in exposed places

were stunted and had a large mouth, and that shells in sheltered

spots were lai-ge and possessed a well-developed spire and a small

mouth. With regard to stunting, I find that a larger proportion,

namely 55 per cent., of the exposed shells are below 40 mm. in

length, than in the case of the sheltered shells, where the pi'o-

portion is 34 per cent. This fact may point to some stunting

among the exposed shells, but many exposed shells reach a great

size.

Two other points of difierence between exposed and sheltered

limpets, and perhaps more important ones, become evident when
a number of exposed shells are directly compared with a number
of sheltered shells. Exposed shells are typically thick and hea^-y.

This thickness of the shell is j)robably a direct adaptation to the

greater shocks which an exposed shell has to withstand. The
second difierence is that exposed shells are much more irregular

in outline than sheltered shells. Of the shells which I kept on
account of their irregular outline, the majority came from exposed

limpets, and the outlines selected for illustration (text-figs. 217-

222) are all drawn from exposed shells. On the other hand, the

most beautiful symmetrical shells to be got are those which one

finds on the smooth under surface of a stone in a rock-pool, %. e.

in a very sheltered situation. It is natural that exposed limpets

should fit their shells to the irregularities of the rock to which
they cling, in oixier to gain support against the waves and tide,

and that (as will be shown in the next section) then- shells should

for this reason grow irregular in outline.

To sum up, adult exposed shells of Patella are lower spired,

nai'rower, thicker, and more irregular in outline than sheltered

shells ; and these difierences are probably due to the diflference of

friction to which the two kinds of shells are exposed from waves
and tide.

IV. Limpets on Rough Stones and Limpets on Smooth Stones.

While I was collecting limpets for measurement at the

Southend of Arran I noticed that they were of two distinct types,

a " rough " type and a " smooth " type. The former was the

typical P. vulgata L., the latter the variety cairulea L. (Jefii'eys, 9).

It became evident after a little careful observation that the rough

type occui-red always on rough stones, the smooth type always on
polished stones.

I examined some 500 limpets with regard to their habitat, and
I found few exceptions to this rule.

The detailed records are given in Tables "VTI., VIIL, and IX.
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very favourable for the study of the two types of shell. The
shore was covered with bouldei'S, some of rough knobby granite,

others of smooth polished greenstone. The rough type of limpet
occurred on the granite, and harmonised in colour with the greys
and browns of the weathered rock. The smooth type occurred on
the dark greenstone, and was usually dark in colour. It should

Text-fig. 223. Text-fio-. 224.

Text-fiiT. 225, Text-fig. 220.

Text-fig. 227. Text-fio-. 228.

Text-fig". 223.—A typical "smooth " shell.

Text-iig'. 225.—Outline of margin of same.

Text-fig. 227.—Marginal outline of a small
"smooth" shell.

Text-fig. 224.—A typical '-roug^h" shell.

Text-fig. 226.—Outline of margin of same.
Text-fig. 228.—Marginal outline of a small

"rough" shell.

be remarked that the smooth type occurs only on very smooth
stones, and that for this reason it is not in every locality that
limpets are distinctly separable into rough and smooth types. In
places where no polished stones are to be found, there are usually
no smooth limpets, but only various shades of rough.
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The difference between rough shells and smooth shells must be

directly due to the difference of the rock surfaces on which they

occur, for this is the sole difference between their respective

environments. Smooth limpets and rough limpets (on different

stones, of coiu'se) may be found within an inch or two of one

anothei", and so subjected to environmental influences identical

except in one respect. Moreover, since limpets do not wander
from stone to stone (Section I.), the difference in environment
between rough and smooth shells is constant during their lives.

The differences between the two types of shell are therefore caused

by the diffei-ence in a single environmental factor.

The question ai'ises, in what way does the surface of the rock

modify the growth of the shell so as to give rise to two distinct

types of shell, according as the surface is rough or smooth ? It

is necessary first to state in what particulars the two shells

differ.

Differences betioeen the two types.—As stated above, the smooth
type corresponds more or less to the variety ccerulea L. (the

P. ccerulea of Linne, S. N. p. 1259), which is thus defined by
Jeffreys :

" Shell depressed, roundish oval, ribs more delicate and
less regular, inside dark blue." It is found " on flat stones and
slabs of rock at low water."

The chief peculiarities of the smooth shell are its regular

outline, and the number and minuteness of its ribs (text-figs. 223,

225, & 227). When the shell is small, say below 20 mm., there

are a large number of fine ribs, 12-14 of these being slightly more
distinct than the others. When the shells grow bigger these

12-14 ribs cease to be at all prominent, and the surface becomes
covered by small fine ribs, all more or less equal in size. In
rough shells, on the other hand, the outline of the rim is irregular,

and some of the ribs are much more prominent than the rest (text-

figs. 224, 226, & 228). Rough shells of 9-15 mm. in length have
only 12-14 ribs. Shells of larger size have these 12-14 ribs, and
usually a few more, very prominent, together with minute ribs in

between the principal ribs.

Rough shells are usually heavier and thicker than smooth
shells, and the thickening of the rim takes place earlier in

them.
The differences between the two types are most evident in

medium-sized shells and tend to become obscured in large shells

by the efiects of weathering and erosion. Small specimens of the

smooth tj^pe sometimes have their shells gaily coloured with little

radiating streaks of white and red and blue, but the geneiul

colour of large smooth shells is dark green or brown. Rough
shells are coloured in various shades of brown and grey, the ribs

being usually tinged with reddish brown.

Effect of Roch Surfcice on character of Shell.—It is easy to see

in a general way that a lim23et growing on a smooth surface will
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tend to have a smooth shell-riiii ; for the rim of the shell is kept
closely aj^plied to the sui^face of the rock, and so the deposition of

shell-material along the rim is to some extent guided by the

surface, and must therefore be even. Similarly, if a shell is kept
applied in a definite way to a rough uneven surface, its rim must
in growth take on an irregular outline, and certain ribs be
emphasised while others are checked in their development.
Now in many cases one can observe in rough limpets that the

shell is accurately adjusted to inequalities of the rock to which it

clings, or to barnacles on the rock, in such a way that the in-

dentations of the rim between the projecting ribs fit closely round
the projecting substRnces. Two or three cases of this adjustment
ai'e given above -(Section I.), and a few cases noted by other

observers may be adduced here. The phenomenon is in fact

quite common.
Roberts (13) puts on record the following interesting observation

of a limpet which he watched returning to its " home." " I

watched his course : he arrived, and I immediately perceived a
difiiculty Avhich he made nothing of, viz., the getting adjusted

;

he slewed himself round, and fitted a little notch that was in the

edge of his shell to a small piece of projecting quartz with
wondei-ful readiness. He was tight in a moment, ready to resist

the heaviest breakers or any enemy." The limpet returned

daily to the same spot and adjusted himself. Hawkshaw (8) says :

" On the top of the smooth fractured surface of a pedestal of flint

a limpet had taken up its abode. The shell was closely adapted

to the uneven surface which it would only fit in one position."

Lukis and Lloyd Morgan record similar cases ; and this fitting of

the margin of the shell to the irregularities of the rock has been
observed also in Acmcea sjyectrum Reeve (Willcox, 15).

An abnormal case which is significant for our purpose is given

by Dr. Robertson (14) :
—" A case once came under my notice of

a> half-grown limpet that had got jammed between the inequalities

of two large stones. It obviously had been there for a considerable

time, as the shell had grown into a triangular shape to conform
to the walls of its prison."

The irregular outline of the rim of the rough type of limpet-

shell is therefore probably a mechanical result of the accurate

adjustment of the rim of the shell to the inequalities of the rock

on which the limpet grows.

Similarly, the regular outline of the smooth shell is due to the

rim being moulded during growth by the polished surface opposed

to it, and hence becoming smooth and regular.

It is a well-known fact that Anomia takes the shape of the

surface to which it is adherent : if it grows on a Pecten shell it

bears the impress of the radiating ribs of the Pecten. Just in the

same way. Patella, since it is very sedentary and stays for months
adjusted in one definite way to the inequalities of the surface to

which it adheres, takes on at the edge of the shell the shape of
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that surface ; or if the surface be quite smooth, the edge of the

shell becomes smooth and regular too.

The difference between the ribs of the two types is to be
explained in the same way. All limpets below 15 mm., whether
rough or smooth, have about 12 principal ribs. These ribs are

very distinct in the rough shell, and project at the rim, giving a
very irregular outline to the shell (text-figs. 226 & 228). In the

smooth shell these ribs are inconspicuous and hardly project at all,

so that the outline of the shell is regular (text-figs. 225 & 227). The
specially large ribs of the rough shell arise primarily as projections

of the rim, mechanically caused by the irregularities of the rock-

surface. These projections of the rim must, owing to the very
nature of the shell's growth, be retained during growth, and
hence must be continued as i-ibs. In the smooth shell there is no
mechanical formation of projections of the rim, and hence there

are no specially prominent ribs.

This case of the rough and the smooth limpet-shell is of interest

in that it shows that a small change in an environment may
produce through its continuous action a large cumulative result,

by a summation of successive little effects. " Continuity " of

environment may be apparent only, not real.
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(1) Introductory.

In a recent communication to this tSociety* I dealt with a
number of points in the anatomy of a Frog apparently identical

with Ceratophryne Qiasuia of Schlegel {= 3Iegalophr9js nasuta auct.).

1 was unable at the time to compare this frog with any other
member of the family Pelobatidfe, save only Pelobates fuscus.
Since then Sir E. Ray Lankester has been so good as to entrust

to me for study one example each of Megalophrys montana, Xeno-
phrys monticola, and Leptohrachimn hasseltii. I am able, therefore,

in the present communication to the Society, to express some
opinions with regard to the family Pelobatidfe and the inter-

relationship of some of the genera or alleged genera belonging to

that family. The three genera with which I deal in this contri-

bution were admitted as such by Mr. Boulenger in his ' Catalogue
of the Batrachia Salientia ' t, and have been quite recently accepted
(with the exception of Xenophrys) by Dr. Gadow in the volume
of the ' Cambridge Natural History ' devoted to Reptiles and
Amphibia +. Mr. Boulenger himself, however, previously to the
publication of the last-mentioned work, had expressed the view
that it was impossible to retain both the genera Xenophrys and
Leptohrachimn, and therefore merged the former in the latter §.

This alteration was due to the discovery of Megalophrys fece, a
frog showing the general structure of Leptohrachimn. It was
originally referred to Megalophrys, partly at least on account of the
projections of horny skin above the eyes, which are met with in

all of the previously known species of Megalophrys. Mr. Boulenger
did not, however, as I understand him, combine all the three
genera with which I deal in the present paper, viz. Megalophrys,
Xenophrys, and Leptohrachium, into one genus. But my own
observations upon Megalophrys nasuta, to which I have referred,

* P. Z. S. 1907, p. 324. t London, 1882, p. 443.

X Vol. viii. London, 1901, p. 161.

§ Ann. Mus. Geneva, ser. 2, iv. p. 512, vii. p. 750.
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seem to me to render desirable a revision of the anatomical

chai'acters of these various genera and species of Pelobatidse.

At present it would almost appear that Megalophrys nasuta is

more different from Megalophrys montana than the latter is from

either Xenophrys or Leptohrachiimi. The external resemblance

too between the last three—particularly between Megalophrys

tnontana and Xenophrys monticola— are quite as striking as the

difierences which all of them show to Megalophrys nasuta.

(2) Some ISTotes upon the Anatomy of

Megalophrys M0NTJ^L4.

So far as I am aware, our knowledge of the structure of this

frog is at present confined to the external chai'acters, to such

osteological characters as have been used for classificatory purposes

by Cope and Boulenger, and to the sternum, which has been
figured and described by Prof. Parker*. Quite recently the

tadpole has been reported upon by Mr. Laidlaw t, who quotes an
account by Prof. Max Weber. The tadpole, with its curious

funnel-shaped hood, has been figured by Dr. Gadow J. As to the

adult frog, I have been able to compare its structure with

its congener (or, I perhaps ought to say, alleged congener)

Megalophrys Qiasuta, on the anatomy of which I have lately

contributed an account to this Society §.

The specimen upon which I report hei-e was kindly placed in

my hands by Sir E. E,ay Lankester from the stores of the Natural

History Museum. It shows in most respects the characters of

the species as given by Mr. Boulenger in his ' Catalogue of the

Batrachia Salientia' |l. 1 find, however, one rather important

difference. Mr. Boulenger uses the phrase "tympanum hidden"
as part of his generic definition of Megalophrys. This undoubtedly

applies to 31. nasitta^, as I have been able to ascertain for

myself. Subsequently ** Mr. Boulenger himself found a distinct

tympanum in M. longipes. I have now to record that the tym-
panum is distinctly visible in M. montana, where, however, it is

decidedly more obvious when the animal is dry. It is 4 mm. in

diameter and is distant fi'om the eye twice its own diameter.

Another rather salient difference between the two species which
is hardly apparent from Mr. Boulenger's definition, concerns the

tubercles of the body. I have no doubt that these may offer

differences from individual to individual in Megalophrys montana
;

but, as I have already pointed out, there are some reasons for

believing that these tubercles do not differ much in different

specimens of Megalophrys nasuta : so that, in any case, they can

* ' Monograph of the Slioulder-girdle,' Ray Societ}', 1869.

t " The Frogs of the ' Skeat ' Expedition," P. Z. S. 1900, p. 890.

X ' Cambridge Natural Historj-,' Reptiles and Amphibians, p. 60.

§ P. Z. S. 1907, p. 324.
II

i*. 442.

^ I have carefull}' re-examined mj' specimen and find the barest indication of the
tympanum.

** P. Z. S. 1885, p. 850.
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be contrasted in the two species. In Megalophrys montana they
are much more numerous than in the other species. On the head,

however, I only found two, and this is not very different from
the three tubei'cles found on the head of M. nasu.ta. On the
back and sides there are a considerable number in Megalophrys
montana. They are perhaps rather less couspicuoiis than tliose of

M. nasuta ; but this is partly a matter of the smaller size of

M. montana. Furthermore they present the appearance of sessile

barnacles, owing to their variegated colour and radiall}^ arranged
grooves ; this, however, is possibly merely a matter of shrinkage
of the skin.

§ Abdominal Viscera.

The liver of this species is on the whole like that of M. nasuta.

The right lobe is much the smaller, and the left lobe consists of

two halves, of which the larger completely covers the more dorsally

placed and smaller portion. In Megalophrys montana, there is no
distinct ring-like thickening, marking off the pyloric end of

the stomach from the duodenum, such as occurs in M. nasuta and
is there veiy pronounced. The alimentary viscera, however, do
not vary greatly among the Pelobatida?.

Certain features in the muscular anatomy of this Frog as com-
pared with its alleged congener are dealt with in the ensuing-

section of tlie present paper, where they are more conveniently

treated of. Broadly speaking, Megalophrys montana agrees with

M. nasuta in those peculiarities of myology which I have already

pointed out as differentiating Megalophrys from liana *.

§ Lungs.

The lungs of this species are interesting from more than one
point of view. In describing those organs in Megalophrys nasuta
I pointed out that this Frog differs from Rana by the fact that

the right lung is attached to the liver and the membrane bearing
the bile-ducts &c., by a ligament which extends much furtlier

down the lung than it does in Rana. A portion of the lung,

however, towards the free tip is not attached by a part of tlris

ligament, which ceases at some little distance from the tip.

Megalophrys montana shows a condition of the pulmonary ligament
which is an exaggeration of the conditions found in M. nasuta.

The pulmonary ligament in fact extends to the very end of the

lung. Moreover, as in M. nasuta, there are two ligaments, of

which one is attached as mentioned while the other is fixed to

the dorsal body-wall. At their insertion on to the lung these

two ligan^ients are continuous at one point. It follows, therefore,

that a part at least of the lung is hidden away in a chamber of
the coelom which is cut off from the general coelom of the abdo-
minal cavity. This is obviously a step in the direction of the

* P. Z. S. 1907, p. 3-48.
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complete enclosure of the respiratory organs in their own coelomic

chamber.

§ Shoulder-girdle.

The shoulder-girdle of my example of Megalophrys inontana

agrees generally with W. K. Parker's * figure of the same. But
there are differences to be recorded. The right coracoids overlap

the left considerably more than they are represented to do in

Parker's figure, and more than is the case with Megalophrys

oiasiUa according to my own observations. The thin edge of the

cartilage in question quite covers the pectoral muscles of the

left side at their origin, which can be seen through the thin

transparent blade of cartilage. The omosternum may be, perhaps,

rather larger than Prof. Parker has figured, but it is distinctly

more rudimentary than in Megcdophrys nasuta, where it is calcified

and has a more distinctly Rana-YikQ form. However, slips of the

muscular system of the shoulder are attached even to this flat and

very thin omosternum in Megcdophrys montana.

The sternum of the example of Megalophrys montana which I

have examined does not agree in every detail with the figure by

Parker of the same species. The bony style of which the sternum

mainly consists is a much more slender style in my example than

would be surmised by an inspection of Prof. Pai-ker's figure. I

find that the measurements of this part of the sternal apparatus

are as follows :—The total length of the style is 1 3 mm. The

diameter at the front end is 4 mm. ; in the narrowest part of the

style it is less than 1 mm. in breadth. The end of the sternum,

where it terminates in a cai'tilaginous " epiphysis," is about 1 1 mm.
in diameter. It is clear from Prof. Parker's figure that the

sternum of his example was distinctly difierent and stouter and

shorter than my specimen. Still, on the whole there is j)lainly a

substantial agTeement. The cartilaginous end of the sternum is

not at all rounded in my example. It ends squarely, and is of no

greater diameter than the bony part immediately preceding it.

There is absolutely no approach to the rounded cheesecutter-like

end of the sternum, as it is portrayed in Prof. Parker's figure.

In all of these points the present species difi"ers markedly from

Megalophrys nasihta.

The proportions of this pai't of the skeleton are, moreover,

rather different in the two Frogs. The length of the sternum in

Megalophrys montana has been mentioned. As the frog itself

measures 72 mm. from the tip of the snout to the vent, the length

of the sternum is very nearly one-sixth of that length. On the

other hand, in Megalophrys nasuta, which measured at least

135 mm. in length, the sternum proper had a length of 36 mm.
from end to end. The proportion is here obviously rather different.

The sternum is plainly shorter and more like a quarter of the

total body-length. As to the sternum itself, in Megaloj^hrys

* ' Monograph of the Shoulder-girdle,' Ray Soc. 1869, pi. vi. fig. 8. On p. 78 he

says that " the left, normally, overlaps the rigJit " (italics mine).
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nasibta I have already described its general characters. The
proportions of the length to the breadth of the bony shaft in its

naiTowest region do not appear to differ greatly from those of
M. montana. The diameter was rather more than 1 mm., perhaps
1| mm., about a twenty-fourth part therefore of the length.

This is not widely different from the proportions exhibited by
M. montana.

§ Hyoid and its Musculature.

I reserve for later discussion * certain facts relative to the hyoid
cartilages and the muscles attached thereto. In this place the
differences between the two Frogs assigned both of them to the
genus Megalojyhrys will be considered. In examining the hyoid
cartilages one obvious difference will be seen to distinguish the
present species from Megalophrys nasuia. In the latter (c/. the
figxire illustrating my paper upon that Pelobatid f) the two pro-

cessus anteriores of the body of the hyoid run anteriorly on the
whole parallel to each other, with but a slight inclination towards
the middle line, ^. e. towards each other. Their extremities are

in fact separated by quite 9 or 10 mm. across the middle line of

the throat. In Megalophrys montana the processes in question,

as in Pelobates and Pelodytes +, incline greatly towards each other

and are finally only separated by the space of 1 mm. or but
slightly more,

§ Q^sopliageal Portion of the Transversalis Muscle.

This muscle is quite as conspicuously developed in Megalophrys
'montana (text-fig. 233, p. 886) as it is in M. nasuta. But there

are certain difterences in detail between these two species.

Anteriorly at the sej)tum defining the abdominal cavity (the

cervical aponeurosis) its fibres lie side by side with those of the

obliquus externus, and no line of division can be detected between
the two muscles. Continuing on an imaginarj- line from the

point where the two muscles are really distinct, it would appear

that the transversalis is only inserted upon the oesophagus and
is not connected with the cervical aponeurosis or the lungs at

their root. The oviduct runs across it ; but I cannot find that

any of its fibres are deflected into the membrane supporting that

tube. The muscle is pretty stout_ and fairly thick. Crossing

the anterior end of the pelvis, and of course the ilio-coccygeal

muscle arising therefrom, not far from its anterior end, as shown
in the accompanying figure (text-fig. 233, p. 886), the fibres of the

transversalis gather themselves together to form a thicker tract of

the muscle like the laths in the handle of a fan. This is the

origin of the muscle, and it passes back for a considerable distance

completely free of the ilium, to be finally attached away from that

* Infra, p. 892. t P. Z. S. 1907, p. 341, text-fig. 97.

X See figs, bj' Bouleiiger in ' Tailless Batrachia of Europe,' and Kidewood, P. Z. S.

1897, pi. XXXV.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LIX. 59
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bone for a long way behind its anterior extremity. This

appears to be the only origin of the oesophageal muscle ; it has no

connection Avhatever with the transverse processes of any vertebrre

anterior to the ilium, so far as I have been able to ascertain. In

re-examining Jfegaloj^hrys nasuta for purposes of comparison with

the pi-esent species, I find that my description is correct, but not

sufficiently detailed for purposes of accurate comparison with the

Text-fio-. 229.

I CL

A I

y

Left ilium and adjacent musculature of Megaloplirt/s nasuta from the ventral

surface. The ilio-coccj-geal muscle (to the left of the figure) is cut across

obliquely.

a. Obliquus muscle, b. (Esophageal muscle, c. Long muscle of ilio-lumbar

complex.

muscle of Megcdophrys montana. In Megcdo-phrys nasuta the

transversalis muscle of the oesophagus arises from the pubis, as I

have already stated. The exact mode of connection is shown in

the figure annexed hereto (text-fig. 229), and will be seen to be

not very difierent from that of Megcdophrys montana.

The muscles in question are represented from the ventral
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surface. The ilio-coccygeal is cut across obliquely. The ilium
is seen clearly, and to the outside of it runs the narrow muscle
belonging to the ilio-lumbar complex which I have had occa-

sion to describe as probably characteristic of the Pelobatidse.

Outside of this again is seen the broad and thin transversalis

muscle with its cut edge divided across its fibres, i. e. parallel to

the long axis of the body of the frog. Outside this, again, is the
obliquus muscle. It will be seen that the transversalis is not fan-

shaped and that its fibres are nowhere collected into a thick
bundle as in Megaloplirys montana. On the contrary, the muscle
obviously ends in a series of digitations near to the end of the
obliquus fibres, and these are connected with the pubis only in-

directly by the tendinous aponeurosis represented in the drawing-

referred to (text-fig. 229). The insertion of the transversalis on to

the aponeurosis is a very long one : it reaches, in fa,ct, a little way
anteriorly to the pubis and back nearly as far as the symphysis.

In both species therefore the attachment of the transversalis

muscle lies outside of the long ilio-lumbai* muscle., which, I may
take this opportunity of remarking, is just as well developed in

Meyaloplwys 'inontana as it is in M. nasuta. ISTor is there, so far

as I could see, any attachment to any vertebree comparable to the
equivalent of this muscle in Rana, Ceratophrys, &c. In fact, in

Megalo'phrys the transversalis seems to have preserved a primitive

arrangement as one of the covering sheets of the body unconnected
directly (only through aponeurosis) with any bones. A further

specialisation of this muscular sheet would lead to the conditions

observable in Sana &c. on the one hand, and in Pipa and Xenopus
on the other. There are in fact no reasons that I can detect from
an examination of the transversalis and neighbouring muscles
in Megcdophrys montana, for separating it widely from its supposed
congener Megaloplirys nasuta.

The following is a tabular statement of the difterences existing

between the two species. The resemblances I shall point out

later, when considering the allied forms Xenop)lirys and Lepto-

hrachium.

Megaloplirys nasuta. Megaloplirys montana.

(1) Tympanum invisible. Tympanum quite distinct.

(2) Palpebral processes very large; Palpebral processes small ; "nose-leaf

"

"nose-leaf" present. rarely present.

(3) Conical tubercles on back only three. Conical tubercles numerous.

(4) Index finger considerably longer Index finger only just longer than
than second. second.

(5) Vomerine teetli betvreen clioanse. Vomerine teeth behind choanai.

(6) Omosternum less rudimentary. Omosternum more rudimentary. Ster-
Stei-num one fourth body-length, num one third body-length, with
with large posterior cartilaginous small posterior cartilaginous epi-
epiphysis. physis.

(7) Vertebra procrelous. Vertebraj opisthoccelous *.

(8) Sacral vertebra completely fused Sacral vertebra articulating with adjoin-
with coccyx. ing coccyx.

(9) Anterior processes of hyoid parallel. Anterior processes of hyoid convergent.

I have verified these facts in the case of the specimen described here.

59*
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(3) On Xenophrys and Leptobbachium.

Of these two genera I have examined, as akeady mentioned,

the species Xenophrys monticola and Leptohrachivin hasseltii. The
external characters of both are described in some detail by
Mr. Boulenger in his ' Catalogue,' and later in the ' Fauna of

British India,' 1891, and I have identified upon my specimens

every characteristic mentioned by him. There are, however, a

few—^very few—minutise with which he does not deal. As already

mentioned, the external resemblances between Megcdophrys mon-
tana and Xenophrys 'monticola are very close. The interorbital

region is, however, distinctly more concave in the Megcdophrys
than in the representatives of the two other genera. Mr. Boulenger

has remarked the large triangular mark between the eyes (which

does not exist in Leptohrachkmn hasseltii) in Megalophrys montana
and Xenophrys monticola. I may add that this has a straight

anterior margin in the latter species, but is deeply concave in

Megalop)hrys. The " V-shaped linear raised fold on the nape" is

very plain in Xenophrys monticola ; but that species has also—and
Mr. Boulenger* does not mention this—on each side a lateral

longitudinal fold, exactly as in Megalophrys montana. In the

latter species the equivalent of the V-shaped glandular fold is

accurately transverse t. But there is in these folds a close likeness

between the two species referred to, and they are totally absent in

Leptohracliiimn hasseltii. I have observed another minute feature

in which my species of Megalophrys and Xenophrys agree to differ

from the species of Leptobrachium which I have studied : in the

last-mentioned frog the gape of the mouth only just reaches the

anterior margin of the tympanum ; in the other two it extends

rather beyond this point. The example of Xenophrys mo7iticola

which I have examined and described does not, it would appear,

quite agree with those examined by Boulenger at the time when
he drew up his ' Catalogue.' He writes under the generic defini-

tion of Xenophrys: "Tympanum scai-cely distinct," and again,

under the specific description of Xeiiophrys monticola :
" tym-

panum slightly distinct, vertically oval, about two thirds the width

of the eye." In my example the tympanum was particularly

distinct owing to its enclosure within a very strongly marked
raised rim continuous above with the fold leading from the eye to

the shoulder. Another feature of likeness between Megalojyhrys

'montana and Xenophrys monticola is in the metatarsal tubercle.

Boulenger correctly states of both species that this tubercle is

indistinct. This statement may be amplified by noting the addi-

tional fact that the metatarsal tubercle has the same elongate

oval form and comparatively large size in both of these frogs,

which is very difter"ent from the small and prominent and nearly

round tubercle of Le23tobrachiu,in hasseltii.

An external character to which but little attention has been

* Dr. Anderson (P. Z. S. 1871, p. 201) appears to have noticed it.

t It is, however, V-shaped in Megalophrys longipes (P. Z. S. 1885, p. 850).
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paid is a patch of glands upon the thigh *. These are really not

clear until the skin has been removed from the subjacent muscles

Text-fig. 230.

..,«sss«9*w

xi

1'

^' B

A. The thigh (upper fig-nve) and detached fragment of skin more highlj^ magnified

(lower li"-ure) of Xenoplirys monticola, to show the " thigh-gland." In the

upper tisure the dand is shown as a large white patch with a tew isolated

and scattered glands near it. In the lower figure the composition t the gland

from a number of a2;gregated simple glands is shown. It is here seen from

the lower surface.—B. Corresponding parts of Megalophrys nasuta of the

same proportional size.

and then inspected upon its lower surface. That is to say, the

individual glands are not clear, for the patch as a whole is marked

* Mr.Mr Boulenger, in his more recent definition of Xenophrys monticola (Reptilia

and Batrachia in ' The Fauna of British India/ 1890, p. 510), does not refer to the

gland-patch on each thigh.
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by its wliite colour conti-astiug Avith the suri'ounding brown in-

tegument. There are also scattered glands upon the thigh and
elsewhere ; but only this one large patch which lies on the doi'sal

surface near to the posterior border of the thigh. In Xenophrys
monticola this aggregation is 7 mm. in length and is at aliout the

middle of the length of the thigh. In LejAohrachAum hasseltii

the patch is nearer to the knee and of about the same I'elative

size. In both species of Megaloplirys the gland-patch is present,

but it would be easily overlooked if the skin were only examined
from the outside ; for it is considerably smaller both actually

and relatively than in the last two genera. It lies not far from
the middle of the length of the thigh. These differences of size

m.ay of course be sexual. I could not find any such patch in

Pelohates.

§ Abdominal Viscera.

The liver in Xenophrys differs from that of both species of

Megalophrys in the greater extension backwards of the larger left

lobe. This lobe almost conceals the junction of the stomach with

the duodenum. Its posterior margin is cleft into three conical

processes ; the left lobe is, as usual, subdivided into two lobes, of

which the smaller and distinctly bifid lobe is completely hidden by
the larger and superficial subdivision of the lobe. It is not com-

pletely hidden in Megalophrys nasuta^ and apparently not in

M. m,oiitana, though here what appears to be a fusion between

the two subdivisions of the left lobe somewhat masks their rela-

tions. The gall-bladder is not entirely concealed by the right lobe

of the liver in Xenophrys monticola.

In Leptobrachitmn hasseltii the liver is a little different from

that of Xenophrys monticola. In the first place it does not extend

nearly so far back over the stomach, and is thus more like Mega-
lophrys. It also differs greatly from the liver of Xenophrys in

the approximately equal points to -which the two lobes extend

posteriorly ; this seems to be largely due to the greater size (as

compared wdth other genera) of the right lobe which completely

covers and conceals the gall-bladder. Furthermore, the two sub-

divisions of the (largei') left lobe barely overlap and the lower lobe

is thus practically fully exposed. This is an exaggeration of what
is met with in Megalojyhrys nasuta.

The jj»(xncrerts of Xenophrys monticola agrees pretty closely with

that of Leptobrachiimi and of Megalophrys as recently described by
myself*. I should mention that in these genera a slender branch

of the pancreas lies in the fold of mesentery which connects the

stomach and duodenum. In neither Xenophrys nor Leptobrachium

could I detect any marked division between the stomach and
duodenum, such as is found in Megalophrys nasuta.

* P. Z. S. 1907, p. 319.
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§ Lungs.

The suspension of the lungs in Xenoplirys monticola is more
like what is found in Megcdophrys nasuta than in M. montana.
On the right side, the lung is attached to the liver by a membrane
which extends fully halfway down the lung and ends upon the
vena cava at its entry into the liver, being attached also of course
to the liver antei-iorly to this point. There is also a membrane
binding the lung to the dorsal median line and arising from the
lung in common with the pulmo-hepatic ligament. The cori'e-

sponding ligament on the left side of the body has a line of attach-
ment of the same length to the left lung. Leptobrachium hasseltii

agrees rather with Megaloplirys montana than with the other types.

For the pulmo-hepatic ligament of the right side is attached to a
point further back along the vena cava than in Xenopilirys, and
almost, if not quite, to the end of the lung. In Pelohates the
lung is attached by a well-developed pulmo-hepatic ligament,
which however is not longer than in Xenophrys.

§ Uro-genital Organs.

The kidneys both of Xenoplirys and LeptohrachivAn are smooth
glands very much like those of Rana. I emphasise this fact

because the kidneys of Megaloplirys nasuta., which I did not
describe in my account of the anatoni}^ of that Frog, are very
different in appearance from those of its allies. And, I may take
this opportunity of stating, the kidneys of Megaloj)hrys montana
are on the whole like those of its congener. In both these species

in fact the kidney is broken up into three or four large, almost
disconnected lobes, and the general appearance of the organ thei'e-

fore contrasts very much with that of the kidneys of Xenophrys
and Lep)tohrachium, which are flat and smooth with an even
surface.

The Xenophrys which I studied was a fully adult male, that is

to say, the testes measured respectively 11-5 (right) and 9 (left)

mm. The right kidney possessed four vasa efferentia, forming no
rete ; two of them bifurcated before reaching the kidney. In an
adult Pelobates fuscus each testis had six vasa efferentia. It has
been recorded that the male Pelobates fuscus has no vesicula

seminalis. This structure is also absent from the ureter of

Xenophrys monticola. It is known that the fat-bodies vary con-

siderably in their degree of development in males of Rana. They
were very greatly developed in the male Pelobates just referred to.

In the Xenophrys., however, they were most feeble ; there were
only three digitations on the right side (and I think the same
number on the left) which were not attached to the anterior end of

the kidney, but to the membrane attaching it to the postcaval vein.

In Leptobrachiuin the genitalia were immature. The fat-bodies

had many digitations. The mesoarium was partly attached to the
dilated end of the oviduct, as I have described in Megalophrys
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nasuta. I am uncertain whether a definite diverticuhim of

the expanded termination of the oviduct exists ; there was, how-

ever, the appearance of such, accentuated doubtless and indeed

perhaps caused by the taut condition of the ligament in question.

§ Ventral Musculature.

The ventral musculature of Xenophrys differs from both that of

Rana and that of Megalo'phrys nasuta. The general disposition

of the muscles, exposed by the removal of the skin of the ventral

Text-fig. 231.

Ventral musciilature of Zeno;pliri/s nKDiticola.

a. Submentalis muscle, h. Submaxillaris. c. Subhyoideus. d. Posterior

septum of lymph-sac lying upon the pectoralis muscle.

surface, will be rendered plain by the accompanying figure (text-

fig. 231), The abdominal portion of the pectoralis seems to be

precisely as in Rana and Megaloplirys. It is of considerable size
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much larger than in Leptohracliiimn (to be described presently),

and arises from the second tendinous intersection of the rectus

abdominis, and from the fascia covering that muscle for some way
anterior to that point. The pectoralis anterior (or pars epicorac-

oidalis) arises as usual from the surface of the coracoid cartilage.

In front lies the pars episternalis of the deltoid, which also receives

fibres from the small omosternum ; nothing superficial can be

possibly distinguished as a separate sterno-radialis such as is

found in Rana. The pectoralis posterior (or pars sternalis) is

more like that of Rana than it is like that of Megaloplirys nasnta,

for it extends in its origin down the whole of the bony shaft of

the sternum up to the expanded xiphoid plate, which line of origin

is of about the same length as that of the pectoralis anterior.

In Megalo'phrys nasuta this muscle does not reach in its line

of origin beyond the expanded anterior end of the bony sternum.

With regard to these muscles I have also examined Megaloplirys

montana, though they were much hardened and stuck together

and thus difficult to discriminate. I believe, however, that I am
able to assert that this species presents characters which are

intermediate between the two extremes already referred to. For
the origin of the pectoralis posterior extends some way down the

bony style of the sternum, in fact for about half its length.

I could find no pectoralis cutaneus in Xenophrys monticola, and
in this the frog agrees with Megaloplirys nasuia. The septum
dividing the abdominal lymph-space from the pectoral was plain

enough ; but it was nowhere invaded by or connected with slips

of muscle arising from or near the pectoralis abdominalis.

The considerable extension backwards of the sternum in Xeno-

phrys as in Megaloplirys reduces the posterior {i. e. poststernal)

region of the rectus abdominis muscle. In Xenophrys monticola

the third intermuscu.lar septum of the rectus abdominis lies on a

level with the end of the xiphoid cartilage of the sternum, there

being thus only three segments of this muscle lying behind the

sternum.
The throat region of Xenophrys monticola agi'ees more closely

with the cori'esponding region in Rana than in the, in other

respects, more nearly allied Megalopihrys. The proportions

between the submaxillaris, the subhyoideus, and the submentalis

appear to me to be exactly as has been figured in Rana esculenta.

I may mention that the subhyoideus of both Megaloplirys nasuta *

and M. montana is relatively a much larger muscle. Furthermore,

the median raphe between the two halves of the submaxillaris

and subhyoideus is a mere streak.

The ventral musculature of Leptohrachium hasseltii presents

considerable differences from that of its ally Xenophrys monticola,

and is in more than one respect much more like that of Megalo-

phrys. It difiers, however, from all these frogs in two very salient

points which are visible when the ventral integument is reflected.

* P. Z. S. 1907, p. 340.
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The shortness of the sternum considered relatively to the length

of the sternum in other genera results in a much longer post-

sternal rectus abdominis, while the pectoralis appears to be short,

again relatively speaking. The second point of difference concerns

the course of the sheet of membranous tissue which separates the

abdominal from the pectoral lymph-space. In Xenoplirys and in

Megaloplirys nasuta this is almost transverse to the longitudinal

axis of the body, being slightly convex anteriorly ; it hardly

reaches the pectoralis abdominis. In Lejitohrachium, on the other

hand, the attachment of this membrane is V-shaped with the apex
of the V directed anteriorly ; it passes OA^er the pectoralis

abdominis to near the middle of which it is attached.

Ventral musculature of LeptobracMum hasseUH.

Lettering as in text-fig. 231.

However, in this genus, as in those already treated of, there

appears to be no pectoralis cutaneus. The jDectoralis anterior

seems to be exactly like that of XenojjJirys, and I could detect no

trace of a separate sternoradialis muscle. The jDectoralis posterior,

on the other hand, is not like that of Xenoplirys. For it arises

along a line which extends halfway down the bony style of the
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sternum, and thus moi-e closely resembles the same muscle in

Megalojyhrys montana.
The throat musculature of Lejitohrachium (text-fig. 232) does

not agree entirely with that of either of the other two genera of

Pelobatidse with which I am concerned in the present communi-
cation. I have already pointed out that in the two species of

Megalophrys (at any rate as commonly held) the subhyoideus is

a large muscle as compared with the submaxillaris. The sub-

hyoideus in Lej)tohrachium has exactly the same charactei'.

Furthermore, this species, i. e. Lei')tobracliiimi hassdtii, shows a

likeness to Megalophrys nasuta in the submaxillaris. I have

already pointed out that in Xenophrys monticola a mere seam
separates in the middle line of the throat the two halves of the

muscle. On the other hand, in both Leptohrachitmi hasseltii and
Megalophrys nasuta this seam is expanded into a widish tendinous

sheet. Megalophrys montana appears to agree with its congeners

in this point. Leptohrachium, however, does not agree with

Megalophrys in the arrangement of the submentalis muscle.

In the former genus, and in both species, the submentalis is com-

pletely concealed by the fibres of the submaxillaris, the median
tendinous interval ceasing some way behind the mandibular
symphysis. The fibres of the submaxillaris have to be cut before

the submentalis can be seen. The arrangement in both Lepto-

hrachium and Xenophrys is difierent from this, and they agree

entirely with each other. The submentalis is quite distinct

anteriorly near to the symphysis of the lower jaws, not being

concealed by muscular fibres of the submaxillaris. The greater

part of the submentalis is thus visible ; but not its insertions on

to each mandible. Moreover, a distinct tendinous seam on each

side is seen to 4ivide its fibres from those of the submaxillaris.

The two tendinous seams meet to form the anedian tendinous

interval between the right and left halves of the submaxillaris.

So far, therefore, as concerns the superficial muscles of the

ventral surface, Leptohrachmm and Megalopjhrys are more nearly

allied than either of them is to Xenophrys. The two former

agree in (1) the reduced posterior pectoralis, (2) the distinctness

and relatively large size of the subhyoideus, (3) the considerable

tendinous interval between the right and left halves of the sub-

maxillaris. On the other hand, Leptohrachixmi and Xenophrys
are alike in the relations of the submentalis to the submaxillaris.

It is interesting to compare the Eastern genera, Megalophrys.,

Xenophrys., and LejJtohrachhmi^ Avith the essentially European
Pelohates *. The comparison shows an extraordinary uniformity,^

so far as the muscular peculiarities already dealt with are con-

cerned, between Pelohates fuscus and Xenophrys monticola. The
pectoralis muscle is identical by reason of the large size of the

pectoralis posterior, which extends as far back in its origin as to the

posterior end of the bony style of the sternum. The muscles on
the floor of the mouth are also identical in the tM'o genera. It is.

diificult to draw any boundar}'' line between the submaxillaris

* This genus only extends eastward as far as Asia Minor and Syria,.
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and the subhyoideus, such as is very obvious in the other two

Oriental genera. A fine tendinous seam divides the right and

left half of the submaxillaris. This seam also in Pelohates^ as

in Xenophrys, bifurcates anteriorly and partitions oS' the sub-

mentalis from the submaxillaris, which is therefore not covered

by the latter as it is in Megalophrys.

§ The Trcmsverscdis Muscle to (Esophagus.

This muscle in its large size, place of origin, and insertion, is

apparently peculiar to the Pelobatida?. It becomes therefore of

very great importance to ascertain its relations in the genera

Text-fig. 233.

oe

%»

o.d^

OEsophageal muscle and neighbouring structures in Megalophrys montana.

m. The oesophageal muscle at first separate but towards the centre of the figure

indistinguishable from the obliquus externus which lies above it; its

posterior attachment to the oesophagus is seen to overlie the sacral vertebra,

which latter is seen to be free from the ensuing coccyx, od. Oviduct.
ce. Qilsophagus.

Xenojjhrys and Lei)tohrachium. In Xenophrys the muscle is very
obvious, and without further dissection appears to be precisely as

in the genus Megalophrys. It occupies the anterior half of the

abdominal cavity and has a curved, somewhat excavated posterior

border a little in front of the kidney. It seems distinctly thinner
in proportion than the same muscle in Megalophrys tnontana

(text-fig. 233), a conclusion at which I arrive with greater con-

fidence, since the two frogs were of the same size. I can see
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no features in the corresponding muscle in Lejitohrachnmi which
necessitate a particular description of that type. I may take this

opportunity of remarking that the pelvic muscles in this region

(long strip of ilio-lumbar. ilio-coccygeal, &c.) are in Xenojihrys

and Leptohrachium as in Megalophrys.

§ Musculature of the Thigh.

In comparing the thigh-muscles of the several genera of Pelo-

batidse which I describe in the present communication, 1 have used

Text-fiff. 234.

5

--e

^
r

y

Thigli-muscles of Sana guppyi on the inside of the thigh.

a. Vastus interniis. h. Adductor longus. c. Sartorius. d. Adductor brevis.

e. Adductor magnus. f. Rectus internus major, g. Rectus internus minor.
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the conditions obtaining in Rana gu]ipyi as a basis of comparison.
In using the same species for a comparison with Pipa I regret to
find that I have made an error as to Raim guppyi in a paper
communicated to this Society some twelve years since*. There
are six muscles visible (text-fig. 234) when i;he skin is removed
from the inside of the thigh. These are precisely as figured in

Text-fig. 235._
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compared with Xenopliry^ monticola some difterences are seen.

The inner side of the thigh of the latter species is represented in

the accompanying figure (text-fig. 235) and there is no doubt
about the identification of the three adductors, the two recti

interni and the vastus internus. This leaves for identification

the two muscles which I have lettered " i" and "e./." The two
heads of origin are plainly seen in the case of the latter muscle,
while the insertion only of " ^ " is visible. The latter muscle
seems to be without doubt the semimembranosus, which in the
case of Rana does not appear upon the inside of the thigh at all

but is quite restricted to the dorsal aspect. It is not without
interest to note that in this appearance of the semimembranosus
upon the inner surface of tlae thigh, Xenophrys agrees with
Pipa* but not with the Aglossan Xeno2nis'X. There i*emains

now the muscle "e./." This has two heads of origin, of which the
posterior is much the smaller and soon joins the anterior head.
The supei'ficial position of the muscle and the fact that it is

inserted onto the knee superficially to {i. e. ventrally to) the in-

sertion of the recti interni, would seem to argue the identity of

this muscle with the sartorius of Rana, from which it would in

that case only difi'er by its two heads and its more posterior

origin, and consequently difierent position in i-elation to the
other muscles of the thigh. On the other hand, the two muscles
end in a well-marked and longish strap-shaped tendon and are

totally indistinguishable for some distance in front of their

tendinous ending, which would fit in well with the view that we
have here, as in Rana, a double-headed semitendinosus with a
slightly difierent origin and insertion from that muscle in Rana.
An obvious third view is to regard the two-headed muscle as

actually composed of two muscles which are in course of fusion or
of separation, and to compare them with both the sartoiius and
the semitendinosus of Rana. A consideration of the arrange-
ment of these muscles within the family Pelobatida3 ofiers no
clue to the determination of the homologies. For the genera
which I have dissected agree with Xenophrys.

I have already described the muscles in question in Megaloplirys
na&utaX, where they are practically the same as in Xenophrys
except for the additional and slight complication caused by the
presence of an additional head to the posterior of the two muscles.
Megalophrys montana is like Xenophrys, and Lep)tobrachiuin

hasseltii only difiers very slightly, this difference consisting in

a somewhat earlier fusion between the two muscles, Avhose

homologies are under consideration. In Pelohates the differenti-

ation of the two was even slighter. If, however, we consider the
thigh-muscles in the Aglossa, it is possible, as I think, to arrive

at a reasonable conclusion concerning these muscles in the Pelo-
batidse. In Pipa § the same two muscles that are present in the

* P. Z. S. 1895, p. 838, f5g. 4. f IhUL p. 844. fis;. 3.

X p. Z. S. 1907, p. 343.

§ P. Z. S. 1895, p. 838, woodcut, fig. 4, 3, 4.
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PelobatidiB are present, a.ncl have the origin, course, and insertion

as in Megalophrys, &c, Tliey ai-e completely superficial and visible

on the internal aspect of the thigh only. There is no deeper

muscle which could correspond to the semitendinosus of Rana.
I find on a dissection of another example of Pipa that the

insertion of the muscles (at any rate in that individual) is a little

different from my description of the same in the paper already

referred to. The two muscles are free from each other at their

origin and also for the greater part of their coui-se—and in this

they differ from the corresponding muscles of the Pelobatidas

—

but unite to form a common tendon which interposes itself

between the two recti interni muscles (or gracilis), and is therefore

inserted ventral of one and dorsal of the other. In spite of these

differences, it is I think reasonable to assume that there is an
homology between these muscles in Pipa and those which have
just been described in the above-mentioned genera of the Pelo-

batidse. This resemblance is in itself an interesting fact, and is

to be added to those which I have already referred to and shall

have occasion to refer to later.

My own observations upon the anatomy of Pipa and Xenopus
and those subsequently published by Dr. Ridewood, which I have
occasion to refer to several times in the course of the present

communication, have certainly strengthened the opinion that
there is a relationship between Pipa and Xenopus closer than
that which ties either of these genera to any other genus *, and
that the group Aglossa is fully justified. It is not unreasonable,,

therefore, to compare the thigh-muscles in the two. I have again

dissected Xenopihs in case any eiTor might have crept into my
former account of that Frog, and find that the facts relating to

the miTSCulature of the thigh are as I there stated them f. I

believe, moreover, that my interpretation of the thigh-muscles of

Xenopus was more correct than of those of Pijya. The sartorius

of Xe7iopus is largely fused with the semitendinosus, but has a

separate insertion. The loss of this and the reduction in size of

the sartorius (from before backwards) would bring about a state

of afiairs such as exists in Pipa and the Pelobatidfe, where the
presumed sartorius is not only thinner but has a more posterior

origin ; the loss of the anterior portion of the muscle in Xenopus
would obviously bring about such a result. These suggestions

are of course based upon the supposition that there is likely to be
a resemblance in the musculature of Xenopus and of Pipa. And
in any case the views which I have ventured to express seem to

me to be the most probable ones. On general grounds one might
perhaps be tempted to look for a closer likeness between the

Pelobatidfe and the Ranidpe than between the Pelobatida3 and the

Aglossa ; but the facts which have just been considered afi"ord no
basis for a comparison on these lines. Finally, as concerns the
thigh-muscles, I may point out that the exposure of the insertion

* Except of course Hymenocliinis, the third genus of Aglossa.

t P. Z. S. 1895, p. 844.
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of the semimembranosus on the ventral side of the thigh occurs

in Megalophrys^ LejJtohrachium, and Pelohates as well as in

Xeno2)hrys.

The various facts concerning the musculature of the hind limb
in the Pelobatidae, which I have detailed in the foregoing pages,

enable us to assign certain characters to that family as a whole,
though the existing infoi'mation upon the Anura genei-ally does
not allow at present of formulating a definition of the Pelobatid^e

which shall diflerentiate them from other families, except possibly

from the Ranidfe. As opposed to the Ranidte, the Pelobatidee, so

far as we know them, are characterised by—(1) the appearance of

the distal end of the semimembranosus (at its insertion) on the
ventral surface of the thigh

; (2) the fusion of the sartoriits with
the semitendinosus, if that is to say the homologies arrived at
above are allowed

; (3) the fact that, the semitendinostis is either

a, single muscle or, if composed of more than one part (as in

Mexjcdophrys nasuta), the two heads arise side by side and not at
different levels as in Rana, and that this muscle is quite superficial

and not concealed by the rectus internus major or other muscles
;

(4) the tendon of insertion of the rectus internus major runs
dorsally of the tendon of insertion of the semitendinosus.

§ Stermmi.

The sternums of Xenophrys and Leptohrachiiim are much like

the sternums of Pelohates * and Megalopjhrys t. There are,

however, differences of detail which are worth recording as an
assistance towards the determination of the mutual position of

the various forms of Pelobatidje to which geneiic rank has been
given, and which are considei-ed in the present contribution to

the zoology of that family. I have already pointed out the great

differences in the proportion of the body-length to the sternum in

Megalophrys nasuta and Pelohatesfuscus% and in the two species

usually referred to the genus Megalophrys §. In Xenophrys
monticola the total body-length from the tip of the snout to the
vent was 68 mm. ; from the anterior end of the omosternum to

the extreme end of the sternum the length was 27 mm., and the
true sternum measured 16 mm. In Lep)tobrachium hasseltii the
corresponding measurements were 55 mm., 18 mm., and 10 mm.
It appears, therefore, that in Xenophrys the proportions between
these diflerent lengths are not very different from those of

Megalophrys nasuta ; that is to say, the body-leng"th of Xenophrys :

length of entire sternum : : 10 : 4, while in Megalophrys nasuta
the proportions are 10 : 4*5. Again, the body-length of Xeno2}hrys :

length of true sternum : : 10 : 2'3, and the corresponding pro-

portions in Megalophrys nasuta are 10 : 2*7. Of Leptohrachium

* Gf. Bouleiia,er, ' Tailless Batvacliia of Europe,' pt. i. p. 197, fis'. 76.

t Beddard, P. Z. S. 1907, p. 329.

X Id. ihid. p. cit. § Supra, p. 874.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, Ko. LX. 60
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hasseltii the proportions of body-length to total sternal length

(including omosternum) are 10 : 3'2,and of body-length to length

of true sternum 10 : 1'8. Megaloj^hrys montana clearly comes

nearer to Leptohrachium than to its congener or to Xeno'phrys,

for the two sets of proportions are (in the order adopted) 10 :
3"5

and 10 : 1'7. Translating these numbers into words, Xenophrys

monticola and Megcdophrys nasuta fall into one group charac-

terised by a long stei"num, while Megcdophrys inontana and
Lep)tohrachiu7)i hasseltii agree with each other in possessing a

short sternum.

In Felohates f%(jscus the body-length was 47 mm., the total length

of the sternal region including the omosternum 16 mm., and the

length of the true sternum 9 mm. The actual proportions are

therefore, as treated above in the Oriental Pelobatidpe, 10 :
3 "4

and 10 : 1'9. These numbers hardly fill up the gap between the

Pelobatidse with a short sternum and those which possess a long

sternum ; they show that Pelohates is referable to the former

group. I have already pointed out* that the form of the sternum

proper differs in Megcdophrys nasuta and M. montana, especially

in the form of the cartilaginous plate in which it ends posteriorly.

Xenophrys and Leptohrachiihm agree with each other and with

Megcdophrys nasuta, Pelohates, &c. in that the xiphisternum is a

wide cheesecutter-shaped cartilaginous plate, differing thus from

that of Megcdophrys montana. In neither Xenophrys nor Lepto-

hrachium does the sternum extend so far as the end of the larger

(left) lobe of the liver.

In dissecting the sternal musculature of Xenophrys m,onticola

I have noticed a sheet of stiff fibrous tissue which extends

laterally along each side of the sternum and overlies the sterno-

hyoideus muscle. This is not an aponeurosis connected with

that muscle or with any other muscle. The muscle is quite free

from it and unconnected by any fibres. It seems to be an
extension of the sternum itself latei'ally. It may indeed be

regarded as morphologically part of the sternum ; and, if this

suggestion is correct, it brings the sternum of this Pelobatid more
into line with that of some other Batrachia Salientia. A broad

expanded sternum is, for instance, a character of the Aglossa.

This is not urged, of course, as necessary evidence of special

afiinity with the Aglossa ; for other genera belonging to the

Phaneroglossa have .also a broader sternum than is typical among
the Pelobatidfe. It is not, however, at variance with such a view

which other facts referred to support.

§ Hyokl Muscles and Ccortilages.

The relations of the rectus abdominis and the sternohyoideus

in Xenophrys monticola are very unlike those of Pcona and very

like those of Megcdophrys ncosuta. When the pectoralis posterior

* Supra, p. 874-.
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of Rana guppyi is cut aci-oss and reflected, the stei^nohyoid is

exposed from its origin from the xiphoid end of the sternum up
to where it dips under the shoulder-girdle anteriorly to reach the
hyoid. In Xenophrys (text-fig. 236) the disposition of this

muscle is as in Megalophrys nasuta, but with some slight dif-

ferences of detail. When the pectoralis posterior is cut aci-oss

Text-fie-. 236.

i\

'St.

Rtenuim and iidjacent musculature oi Xenoplirys monticola.

a.' Specialised tract of rectus abdominis muscle attached by a tendon to border of

coraeoid. h. Scapular portion of obliquus. p. Pectoralis abdominalis exit

across antei'iorlj'. r. Rectus abdominis, st. Sternum.

and reflected, the sternohyoid is in the same way brought into

view. The sternal portion of it, i. e., that which ai-ises from

the xiphoid process of the sternum, runs anteriorly on each
60*
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side parallel to, and in contact with, the bony style of the sternum.
Anteriorly dipi^ing under the expanded anterior end of the
sternum and joining the rest of the sternohyoideus, as in Mega-
lophrys nasuta, it is covered \>y an aj)oneui'osis inserted upon
the latero-posterior border of the expanded anterior end of the
sternum. This here joins the sternal attachment of a portion of

the rectus muscle, which muscle I have also referred to as occur-

ring in Megaloplirys. The attachment of this latter muscle is

strongly tendinous in Xenophrys as it is in Megaloplirys. The
tendon of this muscle, though attached to the rhomboidal expan-
sion of the sternum anterioi'ly by a stout tendon, is continued on
by this tendon to the posterior border of the cartilaginous and
expanded coracoid "*. 1 have on a redissection of Megalophrys
nasuta ascertained that this is also the case with that Frog. The
portio omo-abdominalis of Rana, which is also plainly to be seen
in Xenop>hrys, and Avith the same general relations that it has
in Baoia, is not to be confused with the present muscle, which.
is, as I think, to be regarded as a specialised tract of the rectus

abdominis, not represented (at any rate as a specialised muscle)
in Mana. The corresponding muscles in Leptobrachiu'jn hasseltii

seem to show no differences from those of Xenophrys ononticola,

and there is thus in this region of the musculature an agreement
among these Eastern Pelobatidse.

I have been able to compare these several muscles which
agree so exactly among the Oriental Pelobatida? with those of Pelo-

hatesfuscus. I find that this species of Pelobatid agrees with its

Eastern relatives and thus disagrees with Rana. Pelohates agrees
more closely with Megaloplirys nasuta than with Xenophrys
tnonticola in that the sternal portion of the sternohyoid is not
inserted at all anteriorly upon the rhomboidal expansion of the
sternum. It can be plainly seen to dip under this {i. e., to pass
above it dorsally), and appears to be quite unconnected with
it by any fibres at all, and there is no conspicvious aponeurosis.

The coracoidal insertion of the rectus is therefore much clearer

than in Xenophrys, where its relations to the anterior end of

the sternum are rather confused by the sternal insertion of the
sternohyoideias. The tendon can be seen to pass through a
tendinous sling, which runs from the external corner of the
anterior end of the sternum to the surface of the rectus muscle
just above it, to the posterior border of the coracoid. This is, as

I have convinced myself, the actvial arrangement in Xenophrys
and Megalophrys as well as in Pelohates.

In describing the geniohyoideus muscle of Rana esculenta,

Dr. Haslam translates t as follows from Ecker's work upon the
Frog :—This muscle on each side of the throat " divides poste-

riorly into two portions. One of these, the median, is inserted into

* The principal attacliment of the tendon is really to the coracoid. The attach-
ment to the sternum is rather of a fibrous than a tendinous nature, as in Felohatea.

t 'The Anatomy of the Prog,' by Dr. Alexander Ecker. Transl. by George
Haslam, M.D., Oxford, 1889, p. 64.
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the inner border of the posterior horn of the hyoid bone, and is

here attached to a fascia which covers the m. hyoglossus from
beneath. By the same fascia the muscles of opposite sides are

connected in the space between the two posterior cornua." I quote
this description in full in order to emphasise the differences which
Ranuj shows from all of the Pelobatidas examined b}' myself and
described in the present paper. In Xenophrys monticola, when
the submaxillaris and subhyoideus are cut and reflected, a thin

and broad sheet of muscle is seen to occupy the greater part of

the area of the throat. This muscle is indistinguishable into two
muscles ; for, while in Rcma guppyi (and esculenta as figured by

Text-fig. 237.

Some of the hyoid muscles of Jlegalophrys montana. On the right side the
processus anterior of the basal cartilage of the hyoid is seen exposed : the
corresponding cartilage on the left side (the right-hand of the drawing) is

covered by the genioh3'oid muscle, through which it appears dimly.

-a. Hyoglossus. h. Sternohyoid, c, d, e. Subdivisions of postarior petrohyoid ; the
large anterior petrohyoid is seen in front of c. f. Part of geniohyoid.

(/. Omohyoid.

Ecker) a membranous median interval separates the right and left

geniohyoid muscles, allowing the subjacent {i. e., dorsally lying)

hyoglossus to be seen through this transparent fascia, the genio-

hyoideus in Xenophrys is indistinguishable antei-iorly into two
halves, the fascia being represented by muscle. There is then
no view of the hyoglossus muscle until the geniohyoid is divided

and reflected. Furthermore, when the muscle of each side

bifurcates to permit of the passage of the sternohyoideus (as in

Manaj, the two inner portions form a continuous sheet of muscle
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which covers completely, and has to be dissected away to reveal,

the underlying hyoglossus. This same arrangement of the genio-

hyoid is quite plain in Megaloiohrys montana and in Lejytohrachium

hasseltii, and apparently in Megalophrys nasuta.

The hyoglossus in Xenophrys is an extremely stout muscle,

arising from the thyrohyals as usual. In cutting the muscle

through longitudinally in that part of it which lies on the body of

the hyoid, the muscle is seen to be separable into five superjacent

layers very plainly distinct from each other. The muscle does not.

run so far forwards along the floor of the mouth as in Rana,

and enters the tongue nearer the middle of that organ, which

is more attached to the floor of the mouth in the Pelobatidse

than in many other Frogs. This greater adhesion of the tongue

is perhaps connected with the spreading and greater extension of

the geniohyoideus. In respect of these matters, Leptobrachium,

shows no particular diflerences that I could discover from

Xenophrys. In Megalop)hrys montana (text-fig. 237) the only

difference appeared to me to be the much more marked subdivision

of the hyoglossus into rope-like strands at an earlier period than

in the other genera. It is important to notice that as regards the

two h3''oidean muscles that have been already dealt with, Pelobates

entirely agrees with its Oriental allies. In dissecting the muscles,

above described in the several species of Pelobatidaj, certain

diflerences are obvious in the point at which the hyoglossus dis-

appears anteriorly into the tongue from the floor of the mouth.

In some species this point is more anterior in position, in others

more posterior. It is curious to remark that Xenophrys and Lepto-

hrachium offer the two extremes in jDOsition. The measurements

taken were as follows : from the middle of a line drawn connecting

the posterior (articular) extremities of each mandibular ramus

another line at right angles was drawn through the mandibular

symphysis ; this represents the length of the throat ; and the

point at which the hyoglossus disappears can be measured along

this line. The actual measurements in the types examined were

as follows :

—

Lensfth of

Throat.

Xenojjhrys 22 mm.

Megalophrys nasuta 42 ,,

Megalophi'ys montana ... 22 ,,

Leptohrachium hasseltii . .

.

19 ,,

It is also noteworthy that Leptohrachium and Megalophrys

montana are nearer together than any other forms, and that the

two Megalophrys are by no means identical.

The hyoid cartilages of Megalophrys montana have been already

dealt with to some extent in this paper* as assisting to distinguish

* Supra, p. 875.

Length of

Hj'oglossus.

6 mm.
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that species from Megalo'phrys nasuta, the hyoid cartilage of ^Yhich

I have ak^eady examined and figured *. In comparing the two
species alleged to be of the same genus, I pointed out a difierence

in the curvature of the basal cartilage which happens to be of

morphological impoi'tance. It is most interesting to find that this

undoubted likeness to Pelobates, shown by Megaloplirys montana
but not by M. nasuta, does not occur elsewhere among the species

which I have had the o^Dportunity of investigating. There is a
very slight approach to the curvature exhibited by Megalo2}hrys

montana in the case of Xenophrys. But in Lpyptoh^acli'nmi the

processiis anteriores are directed straight forward parallel with the

long axis of the body of the Frog and without the slightest

deflection towards each other, as in Megalophrys nasuta—not the

first point of likeness between these two that I have pointed out

in the present paper.

In describing the structure of Megalophrys nasuta, I particu-

larly pointed out the large size of the thyrohyals and the immense
mass of the investing muscles as characteristic of that Frog when
compared with Rana. In Rana gupjyyi, a much larger Frog than
Megalophrys nasuta, the thyrohyals and their investing mass of

muscles were absolutely considerably less in size than in the

Megalophrys. Furthermore, the bones and muscular sheath in

question are directed upwards and nearly at right angles to tlie

direction of the body of the hyoid. It appears to me to be justifi-

able to regard this position of the processes in question as some
evidence, though doubtless slight, in favour of considering the

processes as the remains of branchial arches—an homology which
has been disputed, and is at least not clear. As it is, the direction

of these thyrohyals in Megalophrys across the throat is, at any
rate, the direction of a bi-anchial branch. These two facts con-

cerning the thyrohyals and their musculature in. Megalophrys
apply equally well to the other species of Pelobatidee considered in

the present communication. They all agree in the direction of

these processes and in the very thick muscular covering. Pelo-

bates, too, agrees with its Eastern relatives entii-ely. When the

thyrohyals are stripped of the investing hypoglossal muscle, the

bony shaft is very plainly marked off from the cartilaginous

epiphysis, and the insertions of the petrohyoidei posteriores

become obvious. In all the types that I have examined the

thyrohyals are straight and with a " waist " in the middle. The
epiphysis in Megalophrys montana, Y'ik.Q that of i/.7«.aszt^a, projects

boot-like towards the petrous region of the skull. It differs, how-
ever, in some degree from the epiphysis of its alleged congener.

In M. nasuta the epiphysis is attached distinctly to the side—the

outer side—of the end of the thyrohyal. The latter bone is bony
up to the actual posterior truncated edge. It is, lioweA^er, carti-

laginous at the inner posterior corner. Thus it comes about that

the epiphysis is very easily detached. This is not at all the case

* P. Z. S. 1907, p. 341, text-fig. 97.
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with M. montana. In that Frog the epiphysis (which is straighter

and not so curled as in M. nasuta) is continuous with the carti-

laginous posterior border of the thyrohyal, and is not detachable.

In Xenophrys monticolcc there is a slight difierence ; the carti-

laginous epiphysis is easily detachable and is attached to the bony
shaft, as is shown in the accomjDanying figure (text-fig. 238), partly

to the side and partly to the posterior border of the thyrohyal.

The thyrohyal of LeptohrachhiTn hasseltii is quite different from
any of the types just described. The bone is straight and narrow
at the posterior end. It has not the hourglass-shape that it has

Text-fiff. 238.

Laryngeal cartilages and adjacent structures of 2lenophri/s monticola.

Bronchial cartilage, c. Bony shaft of thyrohj-al with cartilaginous epiphj'sis to
left. hp. Hypopharyngeal processes of cricoid cartilages, p.h.'i. Posterior
petrohyoid.

in the other genei-a. It ends in cartilage below, and from this

latter is readily detachable by a slighter cartilaginous epiphysis.

This region of the hyoid in Leptohrachmm (text-fig. 239) difliers

much more from that of Xenophrys than the latter genus does in

this respect from Megcdophrys. A final peculiarity of the thyro-

hyal epiphysis distinguishes Xenophrys from both species of Mega-
lophrys. In the two latter the epiphysis is distinctly postei'ior to

the petrohyoideus posterior tertius muscle. In Xenophrys^ on
the other hand, this cartilaginous process lies as distinctly in
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front o£ the same muscle, in fact between it and the petrohyoideus

posterior secvuidus. I am not quite clear about the exact relations

of the corresponding parts in Lejytohrachium hasseltii.

The petrohyoidei muscles are all four of them present in such

Pelobatidfe as I have dissected. The insertions of these (and of

the hyoid muscles generally) in Pelohates and Pelodytes have been

carefully figured and described by Ridewood * and compared with

those of liana temjyoraria. He has observed that the fourth

division of the petrohyoideus, i. e. the petrohyoideus posterior

tertius, is absent from Pelodytes. As to Rana the current figures

and descriptions of the hyoid musculature in R. teni2)oraria and

R. esGulenta indicate four petrohyoideal t muscles ; and I can

confirm these statements as appljdng to Rana tigrina. Farther-

more, it is plain from the illustrations cited below and from my own

Text-fig. 239.

- - A

pyi.3. I \

w

it
• Jr-y

LeptohrachituH hasseltii.

c. Points to cartilagiuous epiphj'sis of thyrohyal. p.Ji.S. Posterior petrohyoid.

dissections, that in these species of Rana the three portions of the

petrohyoideus posterior are slender, of insufiicient width to come

into contact at their insertions on to the thyrohyal bone. It must

not, however, be imagined that this is distinctive of Rana. For in

Rana g-ap'pyi the petrohyoideus posterior is only formed of two

separate muscles, which are, however, broad and fanshaped and

nearly fill up the entire margin of the thyrohyal at their insertion.

The anterior of the two muscles is the larger and clearly corresponds

to the primus and secundus ; but in two examples of the Frog in

which 1 dissected these muscles I can find no evidence of the

fusion of two muscles. In Rana generally the three (or excep-

tionally two) divisions of the petrohyoideus posterior are inserted

* P. Z. S. 1897, pi. XXXV. ligs. 10, 11.

t E.g., Ridewood {loc. cit.) ; Wilder, Zool. Jalirb., Abth. £. Anat. ix. 1893, Taf. 20.

fig. 35; Haslam in Ecker's 'Anatomy of the Prog,' fig. 60, p. 65. But Goppert

(Morph. Jahrb.Bd.xxvi. 1898, Taf. 8. fig. 7) figures only three in Bana temporaria.
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on to the bony thyroliyal, the anterior slip of the muscle straying

only slightly if at all on to the body of the hj^oid, as figui-ed for

instance by H. H. Wilder*. On the other hand, I have already

pointed out that in Megalophrys nasuta the first of the three

slips of the petrohyoideus posterior arises mainly—and indeed I

believe I may say, after a reexamination, exclusively—from the
body of the.hyoid at its junction with the thyrohyal t. In liana
a small slip of the petrohyoideus posterior tertius is not inserted

with the mass of the muscle on to the thyrohyal but forms a part
of the laryngeal musculature. I could see that this was the case

with Rana giq^j^yi, where nearly the whole muscle appeared to be
inserted on to the thyrohyal, but a few fibres escaped beyond it

and appeared to be inserted onto the ligament binding the
posterior end of the thyrohyal to the cricoid ; I did not trace

them beyond this point t. In Megalo-phrys nasuta I have described

this muscle as passing beneath the end of the thyrohyal § {i. e.,

beneath when the animal is examined in the ordinary position of

dissection). In reexamining the Frog I find that this is the case,

but that the muscle is not entirely inserted upon the thyrohyal.

In fact, the greater part of the muscle escapes the thja^ohyal and
is inserted close to the laryngeal apparatus, and only a part is in-

serted onto the inner end corner of the thyrohyal. "VVe have here
in fact conditions precisely the reverse of those sometimes found
in Rana, the major part of the petrohyoideus posterior tei'tius

being a laryngeal muscle. I may point out that this fact is of

some importance embryologically. For, as Wilder j| has shown,
the petrohyoideus in question is originally a continuous miiscle

reaching the larynx, part of it in Rana becoming later separated

as an intrinsic muscle. Furthermore, among the Aglossa it has
been shown by Ridewood ([ that the third division of the petro-

hyoideus posterior (or rather the muscle believed to correspond
thereto) is a purely laryngeal muscle, having no connection with
the hyoid. Thus Megaloflirys nasida shows a distinct likeness

in this anatomical relation—though it is doubtless a small one
—to the Aglossa. These same peculiarities of the petrohyoid
muscles occur also in the other Oriental Pelobatidaj upon which I

am able to report in the present communication. The peculiarities

therefore cannot be held to be in any way characteristic of sex.

In Leftohracliium hasseltii (see text-fig. 239) the three posterior

petrohyoidei are visible as perfectly distinct muscles. The petro-

hyoideus posterior primus is in contact with the petrohyoideus
anterior. The petrohyoideus jDOsterior secundus is larger than it

and the following and last of the muscles, which latter passes

under the cartilaginous epiphysis of the thyrohyal bone.

* Loc. cit. and fig. cit.

t This does not appear to be the case with Felodytes.

X According to Goppert's figure, however {loc. cit., fig. cit.) the whole of the last

jjetrohyoideus escapes the thyrohj'al and is a laryngeal muscle.

§ P. Z. S. 1907, p. 339.

11
Loc. cit. p. 307.

^ Journ. Linn. See, Zool. xxvi. 1897.
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The slender petrohyoideus posterior primus seems to be

attached to the body of the hyoid just above the articulation of

the thyrohyaL
In Xeno'plirys monticola the petrohyoideus posterior primus is

separated by a wide gap from the petrohyoideus anterior. The
middle and posterior slips of the former are about equal in size

;

but the latter runs in cjuite a different direction, passing below

the end of the thyrohyal as is shown in the accompanying
figure (text-fig. 238, p. 898).

Megalojihrys montana is so much like M. nasuta (text-fig. 240,

p. 902) that a special description is hardly needed. The differences

from the last two types will be obvious.

The subhyoideus and the petrohyoidei of Pelohates fuscus are

different from those of the Oriental Pelobatidje. Owing to the

absence of the anterior cornua of the hyoid in Megalojihrys nasuta^

the subhyoideus is attached to the lateral walls of the skull. In
Pelohates, on the other hand, as is shown in the figures of Ride-

"Vvood * and Boulenger t, there is a detached piece of cartilage, in

shape like the sound-holes of a violin, on either side which
represents the posterior region of the anterior cornu. To the

posterior extremity of this is attached the subhyoideus, thus con-

firming the morphological views held with regard to that piece of

cai-tilage. Pelohates fuscios has the usual four pairs of petro-

hyoideal muscles. Of these the petrohyoideus anterior needs no
special comment. The three slips of the petrohyoideus posterior

are slender muscles as in Pana, and, as is also partly the case in

that genus, are all attached to the thyrohyals. And furthermore,

again as in Patia escidenta, the petrohyoideus posterior tertius is

practically entirely inserted upon the end of the thyrohyal. As
in Xenophrys, the long cartilaginous epiphysis of the thyrohyal

—

inadequately represented by Boulenger J and Ridewood §—lies

between the second and third divisions of the petrohyoideus

posterior.

§ Larynx.

In my paper upon Megalophrys nasuta I did not deal with the

larynx of that Frog. I desire therefore in the present place to

suj)plement that deficiency by a few facts. The laryngeal

cartilages present us with several difierences from those of other

Frogs. Pana has naturally been taken as the type of the

Anuran larynx, and until recently Wiedersheim's|| figures of the

same. These latter have, however, been shown by H. H. Wilder
to be representations of a type " entirely unique"^. The more

* P. Z. S. 1897, pi. xx-x-v. fia-. 12.

t Ray Soc. Monog-raph, p. 197, fig. 75.

X Loc. cit., fig. cit.

§ Loc. cit., fig. cit.

\\
In the various editions of his two text-books.

1l Zool. Jahvb., Abth. f. Anat. ix. p. 288.
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ordinary ari-angement is for the bronchial cartilages to be straight

bars not fused and contoi^ted to form " a fantastically shaped W."
Tn all of the three types, however, figured by Wilder, the cricoid

cartilage or " annulus " is represented as ending medianly in a
pharyngeal piocess closely applied to the ventral wall of the
oesophagus. This is termed by Haslam the " spine of cricoid

cartilage." It might therefore be inferred that this spine was
characteristic of the genus Eana*. However, this is not the case

;

foi- in Rana tigrina there is the barest rudiment of this process.

Otherwise there are no great differences between that species and
" type II "^of Rana as described by Wilder.

Text-fiij. 240.

Laryngeal cartilage and adjacent structure of MegaJophrijs nasuta.

Lettering as in text-fig. 238.

In the figure of the laryngeal cartilages of Rana escidenta given
in Haslam's translation of Ecker's work t, a stifi:' membrane is

represented as filling up the interspace of the cricoid cartilage.

This I find strongly developed in Rana tigrina. I mention this

point with some emphasis, since in Megalo2}hrys nasuta it is

represented by an extremely delicate membi'ane. The two
principal features that T have noticed in the structure of the
larynx of Megalophrys nasuta which differentiate it from that of

* It is very long in Hana guppyi. t P. 313, fig. 204 M.
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Rcma are the following :—the bronchial cartilages are two very
slender cartilages, one on each side. Instead of being stiff,

straight, thick processes as in Rana tigrina, each is a very slender
and ai'ched cartilage, like a bronchial half-hoop, and corresponding
of course to the point of opening of the king into the laiynx. I
could see no arborescent outgrowths of these such as Ridewood
has figured in liana*. Its slenderness and semilunar outline are
distinctive as compared with the same cartilage in Rana. The
second and more striking difference from Rana and from other
Anura relates to the middle pharpigeal process of the annulus or
cricoid cartilage. Instead of being a single median process, this

is very distinctly composed of two pieces symmetrical with each
other and lying closely side by side, being united by ligamentous
tissue. These processes are very long. It seems to be difficult to

avoid the conclusion that we have in this Frog a persistent

embryonic condition in the separateness of the two halves of the
cricoid. This second peculiarity of the larynx of Megaloplirys
nasuta (see text-fig. 240) is not, however, peculiar to that species

or genus. I find exactly the same double median pharyngeal
process of the cricoid in Megalophrys montana and in Xenophrys
monticola. It would appear therefore to be unlikely that the
disposition of these cartilages is in any way related to sex, for the
Xenophrys which I examined was a male and the two Megaloplirys
were both females. In Xenojjhrys raonticola the bronchial cartilage

was arched like that of Megaloplirys nasuta, but shorter and
rather stouter.

In Megaloplirys 'montana these cartilages are leather more of the
type of Xenoplirys than of Megaloplirys montana. In all of these
Frogs there is an agreement in the position of the point of oiigin

of the bronchial-processes in which they all difler from liana. In
the latter genus the bronchial cartilages arise from a point not far

from being on a level with the posterior end of the thyi'ohyals.

In Megaloplirys and Xenophrys, on the other hand, these processes

arise much more anteriorly where the cricoid and arytenoids come
into contact to form a hood concealing the anterior end of the
aditus laryngis. I have had occasion elsewhere in this jsaj^er to

refer to differences between Xenophrys and Leptohracliium, which
is interesting in view of their recent fusion to form one genus. I

now find that in Leptohrachmm hasseltii there is at any rate one
very well marked difference in the larynx. This difference con-
cerns the cricoid cartilage. These cartilages are not connected
posteriorly, in which fact they agree with the other Oriental

forms of Pelobatida?. Moreover, the cartilages are very short and
fail by a long distance to meet in the middle line posteriorly, there
being of course no pharyngeal process or processes.

* Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvi. ijl. ix. fig. 7.
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(4) Defixition of the Family PELOBATiDiE.

Thei-e are not two opinions concerning the validity of the

family Pelobatidfe, or respecting the justice of placing in that

family all of the genera dealt with in the present communication.

Among the matters that require settlement with regard to this

family are : the limitations of the several genera which have been

assigned to it, their mutual affinities, and the relationship of the

Pelobatidfe to other Anurous Batrachia. I pretend to have

brought forward in the present communication facts which bear

vipon the two important questions above set forth. The facts

dealt with in the foregoing pages also permit of some extension in

the definition of the family. At the present moment the only

characters known which combine to define the Pelobatidee are the

following, viz. :—Teeth confined to upper jaw. Vomerine teeth

usually present. Omosternum small and cartilaginous, rarely

absent *, or larger and calcified t ; sternum mostly with an ossified

style. Coracoids overlap (" arciferous " shoulder-girdle). Trans-

verse processes of sacral vertebrae large and expanded. Coccyx
occasionally fused with sacrum. Tongue round or oval, feebly

nicked behind and free (except in Asteroj)hrys). Pupil vertical.

These characters are not found collectively in any other family

of Anura, though all of them singly or in some slight combination

are found in other families. To these characters is sometimes

added the condition of the tympanum—stated to be " indistinct."

This does not appear to me to be a just character as defining the

family. Furthermore, there are a certain number of negative

characters, such as—ribs absent, no suckers on fingers and
toes, (fee.

To these may be now added two rather important characters

—

whose possible occurrence, however, in other families requires

further demonstration. These are the reduction or even absence

of the principal cornua of the hyoid complex, in formulating

which I confirm and extend the opinion of Boulenger and Ride-

wood ; and the existence of a peculiarly large oesophageal muscle

extending in its origin as far back as the middle of the pelvis.

The non-union of the two halves of the cricoid and the double

character of the often long hypopharyngeal process is characteristic

of, though not universal in, this family, and it has not been
recorded elsewhere.

The investigations described in the present paper and others

referred to allow of the inclusion of a number of other characters,

perhaps of minor importance, in the definition of the family

Pelobatidse. So far as we know at present, the thigh-muscles are

peculiar in the absence of a deep-seated semitendinosus and the

presence of two muscles closely related upon the inner surface of

the thigh, which may correspond to the semitendinosus and the

* In Scaphiopus solitarius. f In JlegalopJir^s nasuta.
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sartorius. Another feature is the absence of a superficial sterno-
radialis muscle, the existence of a special slip of the rectus
abdominis attached to the posterior border of the coracoid, the
existence of a strong muscle extending from the ilium to the
transverse process of the third vertebra belonging presumably to
the ilio-lumbar complex (which is unrepresented in Rana, &c.), and
the large size of the geniohyoid which covers the hyoglossus. It

is possible also that the family will prove to be characterised by
the numerous vasa efferentia not forming a rete, and by the
absence of a vesicula seminalis.

Finally, the suspension of the right and left lungs up to or
nearly to the posterior end by a ligament is, so far as we have
gone, a character of this family.

(5) The Genera of Pelobatid.^.

The next point for consideration is the limitation of the several
genera treated of in this communication, which are for the most
part allowed as valid by systematists. The only genus which is

at the moment not generally allowed is Xenophrys, which has
been included by Boulenger * (whom others follow) in the genus
L&ptohrachium. So far as external charactei-s go, Megalophrys
might also be included, for LeptohracMiim fece and L. carinense
(occasionally) possess the processes over the eye which has given
to Megaloplirys its generic name.

Mr. W. L. Sclater has also in the paper referred to below f
shown that Leptohrachium carinense may possess vomerine teeth
which were absent in the first individuals examined by Bouleno-er
but subsequently found by him J. This point is a further aro-u-

ment in favour'of a coalescence of the genera Xenophrys and
Lejitohrachium, which were formerly distinguished by the pi-esence

in the former and the absence in the latter of these teeth.

Again, the vomerine teeth of L. carinense ai^e between or even
slightly in front of the choante, which tends to throw doubt upon
the use of this position of the teeth to distinguish Megaloplirys
nasuta from its congener and from Xenoplirys. As to other
characters, it has been pointed out that Pelohates cidtripes §
varies in the fusion or non-fusion of the sacrum with the coccyx.

It is not, however, I'easonable to decline to use as a chai-acter

an anatomical peculiarity which may happen to vary. Indeed
if this were the case it would be hard to frame a considerable
number of apparently useful specific and generic distinctions.

In a similar fashion, the procoelous or opisthocoelous nature

* Boulenger, Ann. Mus. Genova, loc. cit.

t W. L. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1892, p. 348.

X Ann. Mus. Genova (2) xiii. 1893, p. 344.

§ See Boulenger, ' The Tailless Batracliia of Europe,' Raj- See. 1897, pt. i., and for
references to statements made bj' others upon this anatomical variation which has
not apparently been noted in P.fusciis.
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of the vei'tebral centi'a has been shown to vary in one in-

dividual of Xenophrys montieola by Boulenger, and in other

forms by others. If the three characters just shortly dealt

with are disallowed as of classificatory value, I do not see how
we are to escape from the inclusion in one genus not only of

the Oriental, and doubtless closely allied, forms now named
Megalophrys, Xenophrys, and Leptohrackium, but also of Felo-

hates and Pelodytes. Sccqyhiopus alone (of the genera that are

tolerably well known) would escape this simplification in nomen-
clature. For the internal characters are not very decisive as

evidence of generic delimitations. In one or two points, for

example, Xenophrys stands rather alone, or is much nearer to

Pelohates than to its more obviously related allies Megaloplirys

and LeptobracMum. Elsew^here LeptohracMum comes nearer to

Megalop)lirys nasuta than to Xenophrys. If we were to arrange

the different forms considered in the present communication by
the mode of suspension of the lungs, LeptobracMum and Megalo-

phrys moniana would be placed together and contrasted with

Megalophrys nasuta and Xenophrys. And other instances of

cross-resemblance will be found to occur in the descriptions given

hi the preceding pages. These differences, however, though appa-

rently unreliable as generic distinctions on accomit of their—so

to speak—capriciotisness of occurrence, are, taken in conjunction

with the external and osteological characters already known,

of sufficient importance in my miud to divide the Pelobatidse

considered in this paper into a number of genera. And I am dis-

tinctly of opinion, as far as the facts allow me to judge, that

Xenophrys must be reinstated and a new genus formed for

Megaloplirys nasuta. On the other hand, it must be borne in

mind that these Oriental Pelobatidfe which I distribute among
four genera have certain points in common which distinguish

them "all and equally from Pe/oS«ies. These points are: (1) the

general form of the larynx with its separate ciicoids—a peisistent

embryonic condition as I imagine
; (2) the more or less rudimen-

tary condition of the metatarsal tubercle
; (3) the less completely

webbed hind toes
; (4) the presence upon the thighs of a gland-

patch ; (5) the complete absence of the anterior hyoidean cornua.

Do these outweigh the osteological and other differences which

have led to the separation of the Oriental forms into several

o-enera ? I am inclined to think not ; for they appear to me to be

less important even than characters which, if used for that pur-

pose, would relegate Pelohates to the same genus as Xenophrys or

Pelohatradnis. This view, however, which is in any case a matter

of opinion, may be strengthened or weakened by the future col-

lecting of fact.

The following table indicates the various points of anatomical

likeness and unlikeness among the Oriental Pelobatidre considered

in the foregoing pages :

—
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tliat Xeno2)hrys nnd L&ptohrachiuni are not nearer to each other

than any other two. M'ith the addition of some further cha-

racteI^s these genera may be described as on the following pages.

The genus Xenojylivys will be thus characterised :

—

Sliin with no conspicuous indurations. Aggregations of glands

present on thighs. Tympanum fairly conspicuous. Vertehrce

proccelous ; sacral vertebra free from coccyx. Omostemum rudi-

mentary., cartilaginous ; xiphistermim ossified, ending in au ex-

panded cartilaginous plate. IJyoid with anterior processes inclined

towards each other ; thyrohyals hotorglass-sha^yed with long cartila-

ginous epij^hysis separating the second and third. p)etrohyoidei pos-

teriores. Right lung supp)orted for more than half its length hy

ptihno-hepatic ligament. Sternum long in proportion to hody-length.

Pectoralis poste^'ior arisingfrom trhole of sternum. Suhmaxillaris

fleshy throughout, with only a fine median tendinous raphe. Suh-

hyoideus not very distinctfrom suhmaxillaris and slender. Larynx
tvith long sep)arate hypopharyngeal p)rocesses and short bronchial

hoop.

The following definition will indicate the chief characteis of

Leptobrachium :

—

Skin with no conspncuous indurations. Aggregations of glands

present on thighs. Tympanumfairly consjncuous. Yertebrce pro-

ccelous; sacral vertebrafree from coccyx. Omostemum rudimentary,

cartilaginous ; xiphistermim ossified, ending in an expanded car-

tilaginous plate. Hyoidj toith anterior processes strictly parallel,

and not inclined toward,s each other ; thyrohyals rod,-like, without

a laterally directed epiphysis. Lung supportedfor nearly its entire

length by pulmo-hepatic ligament. Sternum short in proportion to

hody-length. Pectoralis piosterior reduced in size. Submaxillaris

with extensive tendinous centre. Suhhyoideus very distinct and
large. Larynx with no hypopharyngeal processes of cricoids, which
remain separate.

Megalophrys has the following characters :

—

Shin with no conspicuous indurations ; with many tubercles.

Aggregations of glands p)resent on thighs. Tympanum fairly con-

spicuous. Vertehrce ojnsthocalous ; scleral vertebra freefrom coccyx.

Omostemum rudimentary ; xiphisteriium ossified, ending in a not

expanded cartilaginous plate. Hyoicl with anterior processes

inclined towards each other ; thyrohyals hourglass-shaped with

long cartilaginous epiphysis lying behind p)osterior petrohyoidean

muscle. Right lung supported for its entire length by pulmo-
hepatic ligament. Sternum long in p)roportion to body-length.

Pectorcdis posterior reduced in length of origin. Submaxillaris

'with extensive tendinous centre. Suhhyoideus distinct and large.

Larynx as in Xenophrys.

There remains the Frog which I have hitherto referred to

under the name of Megcdop)hrys nasuta. There is no doubt that
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if the foregoing genera are allowed, and if Megcdoplwys is distinct

from LejJtohrachium, that that Frog will have to be placed in a
distinct genus equivalent to these others. For this genus I
suggest the name Pelobaxrachus, which may be thus defined :

—

Skin vnth cons2yicuoi(,s indurations. A feiv large tubercles.

Aggregations of gkmds present on thighs, hut smaller than in
allied genera. Tympanum invisible. Vertebrce procoelous ; sacral

vertebra fused with coccyx. Omosternum of fair size and calcified

in part ; sternum ossified xoith expanded cartilaginous xiphistermmx.
Hyoid with anterior p)'>'Ocesses parallel; thyrohyals hourglass-
shaped v-ith long cartilaginous epiphysis lying behind last peiro-

hyoid. Right lung supported for half its length by ligament.
Sternum short in proportion to body-length. Pectoralis jjosterior

reduced in length. Suhmaxillaris with extensive tendinous centre.

Siihhyoideus large and distinctfrom submaxillaris. Larynx with
long separate hypopharyngeal processes and long bronchial hoop on
each side.

The following characters are, so far as we know, peculiar or

nearly peculiar to, and therefore to be used in the definition of,

the genus Pelobates :
—

Skill withoui indurations. Vertehrce proax-lous. Sacricm. fused
tvith coccyx ; transverseprocess ofsacrumformedfrom two vertebrce.

Anterior processes of hyoid nearly meeting in middle line ; anterior

cornua of hyoid rudimentary and detached frovi the body of the

hyoid. Xo gland on thighs. Toes ujebbed fully. Metatarsal
tidjercle a sharp-edged digging-organ. Larynx diferent in fortn

from that of Oriental Pelobatidoi* . Omostermmi riidimentary,

cartilaginous ; xijihisternum ossified, ending in an expanded carti-

laginous plate. ^Sternum short in proportion to body-length.

Pectoralis posterior arisingfrom whole of stermmi. Sid)m axillaris

fleshy throughottt with only a fine tendinous raphe. Subhyoideus
not very distinctfrom submaxillaris.

The facts do not exist for a criticism of the nmnerous species

that have been desci'ibed and assigned to the genus Leptobrachizim,

and especially recently. -It is clear, however, from these descrip-

tions that external characters foi'merly regaixled as distinctive of

the genera Megalopjhrys, Xenophrys, and Leptobrachium respec-

tively can no longer be allowed. For example, the species

Leptobrachitim p)elodytoides t has an oval metatarsal tubercle pre-

sumably like that of Megalophrys, and therefore not like that of

I^eptobrachium hasseltii. L. carinense % has horns on the eyelids

as has Megalophrys, and the integument is hardened by stellate

bony deposits. L.fea'. has the same characters, and, in addition,

warts upon the body, the presence of which differentiated X. mon-
ticola which has them not, from Megalophrys which has them.
The fact that these forms possess proccelous vertebrte does indeed

* I reserve details for the present wliicli I hope to furnish later.

t Bouleijger, Batrachia in ' Fauna of British India,' 1890, p. -510 &c.

X Bonlenger, Ann. Mi.js. Geneva, yiii, 1893, p. 344.

61*
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differentiate tliem fi'om AIegalo2)Jirys vwviana, but not from
Meg(dophr7/s vasnta. Megalophrys lonyipes^ has a, V-shaped fohl

upon the nape which recalls that of Xenophrys monticola, and not

that of Meyalophrys montana.

A more satisfactory investigation of these various forms might
perhaps break down the distinctions which I have endeavoured

to set up between the four Oriental genera, and show that

Asterophrys and Bctirachojjsis are to be placed with them. In the

meantime, however, it is quite clear that the structure of the

Pelobatida?, as far as we know it at present, is quite in harmony
with the geographical range of the different forms. There is no
doubt that the four genei-a discussed here, which occur in the

Oriental region, are much nearei- together on the whole than any
one of them is to Pelobates, which is Pakearctic in range. It

would apjDeai- also that the American Scaphiojms is qiiite as

widely removed from either group, so far as we can judge from
the osteological characters accumulated by Mr. Boulenger f. It is

important to have been able to emphasise this relation betAveen

structure and geogi-aphical distribution.

(6) Affinities of the Pelobatid.e.

A number of features, chiefly to be found in the hyoid and the

fvised saci-al vertebi'te, by reason of which the Pelobatidne resemble

the Aglossa, and especially Pipa, have been brought together by
Dr. Bidewood J. I am able in the present communication to

add a few points of likeness between these two, at first thought,

very dissimilar groups of Anura. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that the existing knowledge of the Anura is in so very

rudimentary a condition that the following points of likeness

between the Pelobatida? and the Aglossa, though they are, as I

hope, accurately stated, may not be confined to the Pelobatida?

;

future dissection may show them to apply equally to other

families or genera among the Phaneroglossa. In view of the fact

that the Aglossa are an especially aquatic race, the members of

which rarely leave the water, and are not capable of active pro-

gression upon the land, features of- structui'al resemblance

between them and the Pelobatidfe in the muscles of the leg are

not Avithout interest, for they can be hardly put down to a mere
physiological caiise. As far as I am aware, the Pelobatidfe ai'e

not as a family especially aquatic in theii' habits.

With regard to the hyoid, I can extend the facts dwelt upon
by Dr. Ridewood as evidence of approximation in structure to

the Aglossa ; for in certain of the Asiatic Pelobatidfe there is the-

same tendency towards a union of the anteiioi- processes of the

bod}^ of the hyoid. As an absolutely new point of likeness

between the Pelobatidfe and the Aglofsa, may be pointed out the

condition of the most posteriorly lying Petrohyoideus muscle.

* Boulenger, P. Z. S. 1885, p. 850. f P- ^- S. 1899, p. 792.

X Jnuvn. Linn. Soc. xxvi. 1897, p. Ill &c.
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This mascle in the Pelobatidae has retained its embryonic rela-

tions to the larynx, and has only in a very slight degree acquired

the secondary relation to the thyrohyal. Precisely the same
thing is figured by Ridewood for Xenopics and Fipa. The long

extension backwards of the cesophageal muscle, universally charac-

teristic of the Pelobatidpe (as far as our information goes), and its

relation to the pelvis is possibly to be conipared with the also very

lai'gely developed and apparently corresponding muscle in the

Aa'iossa.

5. Microlepidoptera of Tenerife. By the Eight Hon.

Lord Walsingham, M.A., LL.D., F.H.S., F.Z.S.

[Received November 12, 1907.]

(Plates LI-LIU. and Text-figures 241-243.)

In the Annalen of the K.-k. Naturhistorische Hofmuseum
(Vienna) Professor Dr. H. Rebel has published a series of very

interesting and instructive papers on the Lepidopterous Fauna
of the Canary Islands ; I desire now to record the result of

a short visit to Tenerife, during which I was able to devote a

good deal of attention to the Microlepidoptera of the island

:

a large proportion of these having been bred, it is satisfactory

to be able to add some information upon their food-plants and
larval habits. In the last of the papers above referred to, published

in Vienna in 1906, Prof. Rebel gives a revised sj^stematic cata-

logue and enumerates 87 species of Alicrolepidoptera (10 of which

are merely indicated without special nanies under the genera to

which they belong), 4 out of the remaining 77 not being recorded

from Tenerife; we have therefore a residue of 73 species, to which

the additions following in this paper may now be made, raising

the total to 173 species (of which 70 are here described) distri-

buted among 84 genera (seven of which are new). It is proposed

to add some critical notes upon Rebel's List, where these seem to

be required thi'ough the acquisition of additional information : the

species not met with are merely inserted to facilitate reference.

I desire to express my very grateful thanks to Dr. George

Perez, and to Dr. 0. Burchard, for the great assistance they gave

me in naming many plants which I should otherwise have been

at a loss to determine ; as also to the Rev. A. E. Eaton for

numerous additions to my cabinet included in this paper.

I had moreover the great advantage of being allov/ed to examine
Mr. W. W. White's collection at Guimar, enabling me more fully

to appreciate the value of Dr. Rebel's work ; nor can I forget that

that author had already most kindly dealt with some material

originally submitted to him from my collection. Without the

encouragement offered by the complete and systematic manner in
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which he undertook aiid continued his studies I could scarcely j^et

have ventured to work out luy present collection.

In addition to the species named in the following pages a

few others may be usefully indicated with a view to their identi-

fication by future collectors. I have still a number of living-

larvae in swelled shoots of Lycium afruin, collected at Puerto
Oi-otava on Aprd 27th. They are white with black heads, and
were found on two only of several bushes growing along the

narrow track leading eastward from the town along the middle of

the rocky, abrupt slopes overhanging the sea. They feed in the
interior of the base of the long thorn-like shoots which arise from
the main branches, at some distance from the stem, causing them
to swell perceptibly, but not distorting them. (Writing on
September 1st: " ISTone have vet changed to pupae, some have
died.")

A larva found at Guimar on April 1st was very long and attenu-

ated, of an ivory-white colour, burrowing along the pith in the

interior of a stena of Salvia canariensis : this larva was alive a

few days ago, but showed no sign of feeding or pujaating.

Another larva, which gave me several days of fruitless work,
mines the minute leaflets of Plocaina pendula, hollowing them out,

and leaving them white and transparent—a condition in which
they rapidly become shrivelled, when all trace of the larval work
is lost, except the little brown desiccated point of the leaflets. I

found unmistakable traces at Santa Cruz, in January, at the

Barranco di Honda, between Santa Cruz and Guimai-, in February,

and again in a small barranco, close to Guimar, in March, where
I secured, at last, one living larva. It was of a very pale amber-
yellow, and might have been a, Nepticula ; I failed to rear it.

A larva (possibly a Phycid) burrowing under the woolly clothing

of the stems of Phagnalon saxatile is very abundant at Guimar,
and was collected at sundry intervals during my stay there in

March and April, producing onl};^ repeated disappointment.

During my visit to Tenerife a considerable number of Macro-
lepidoptera were collected which have been placed in the hands of

others more competent than myself to deal with them ; it may,
however, be interesting to mention that I bred a specimen of

Eucrostis simonyi Rbl. { = Omphacodes *divincta Holt-White, nee

Wkr.), Geometridae Stgr-Rbl. I. 2899, from a conspicuous red

larva found on Frankenia ericifolia on the coast near Guimar,
6.III, excl. 15. lY. 1907.

I. PTEROPHORiNA.

Being of opinion that in Entomology " A special type must be

a zoological entity in its imaginal form " (Merton Rules, 36), on
which text a sermon has yet to be preached, I find myself unable
to regard as of generic value embryonic characters unsupported
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by imaginal differences, and thus obliged to discard no small

portion of the generic nomenclature of Yol. V. of Mr. Tutt's-

' British Lepidoptera.'

I. PTEROPHORIDAE,

1. (207) BUCKLERIA Tutt.

=*TmcHOPTiLcs Mejr.; Stgr-Rbl. (nee Wlsm.).

I adopt Tutt's geneonym here as I entirely agree with him
in separating pallidum Z. and siceliota 7i. from the Californian

pygmaeus Wlsm., the type of Trichoptilus Wlsm., which has the •

fissure of the fore wings difterently shaped, the lobes being more
divergent.

1. (1311) BUCKLEEIA (StANGEIA) SICELIOTA Z.

Pteropho7-us siceliota 'L. Isis 1847. 907 no. 450'. PteropJiorus

{Aciptilia) siceliota Z. Lin. Ent. VI. 401 no. 59 (1852) '^ Aciptilia

siceliota Mill. Ann. Soc. Linn. Lyon XXIX. 173-4. PL 4- 3-5

(1882) '
: Nat. Sic. V. 224 (1886) \ TrichojJtilus siceliota Meyr.

Ent. Mo. Mag. XXYL 12 (1891)' ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 71

no. 1311 (1901) I Btangeia siceliota Tutt Br. Lp. Y. 492 (1906) '.

Hah. S. EUROPE— Cistus salviaefolius, ononspeliensis, III-

lY, excl.Y-YL SW. ASIA. K AFRICA '-\ Canaries—Tene-
BIFE : Guimar, 14. lY,, Cistus monspeliensis, 28. Ill, excl. 24.

IY-6. Y. 1907.

Taken and bred at Guimar from larvae similar to those which I

used to find, and have reared successfully, on the same plant at

Cannes.

2. (208) OXYPTILUS Z.

Crombrugghia Tutt Br. Lp. Y. 449-51 (1906).

2. (1314) OxYPTiLus (Crombrugghia) distaxs Z.

Pterophorus distans Z. Isis 1847. 902-3 no. 441 K Pterophoms
(Oxyptilus) distans Z. Lin. Ent. YI. 345-6 no. 13 (1852)

^

Oxijptilus distans Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 16, 18 no. 137

(1894)
'

: XXI. 43 no. 173 (1906)* : Stgr-Rbl. Cat, Lp. Pal. II. 71

no. 1314 (1901) '. Crombrugghia distans Tutt Br. Lp. Y. 451-67

PI. 4- 1-10(1906)°.

Ifab. S. and C. EUROPE. WO. ASIA. Canaries ^-^—Tene-

RiFE : Guimar, 25. Ill -14. lY., @ Andryala jnnnatijida, 9-25.

Ill, excl. 7. lY - 3. Y. 1907 ; Puerto Orotava, 27. lY - 3. Y. 1907

{Wlsm.) ; Forest de la Mina, 8. lY. 1894 [Eaton); La Laguna, 21.

Y. 1889 {Krauss)\
Prof. Rebel [Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 262-3 (1892)] records

Oxyptilus laetus from Tenerife, La Palma, and Gran Canaria ; he

subsequently [Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 81 (1894)] records a single
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specimen fi'om Tenerife as 0. distaiis, suggesting that it may be a
spring form of Lis Canarian laetus, and in Standinger and Rebel's
Catalog (II. 1314) he treats laetus plus distans as two broods
\nider one special name. In his last paper [Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XXI. 43 (1906)] he retains both names, possibly through being
unable to refer to the single specimen which he had recorded as
laetus.

I found lain^ae at Giiimar, feeding in March on the crowns of
young plants of Andryala pinnatifida, completely covering them-
selves with the woolly debris of the consumed leaves ; these pro-
duced up to the beginning of May typical forms of Oxyptilus
distanSjWhioh I have compared satisfactorily with the actual types
described by Zeller from Syracuse. They are, to all appearance,
similar to all that I have pi'eviously bred from flowers and leaves
of Andryala sinuata at Cannes and elsewhere. I have preserved
specimens of the larvae for comparison with others from Europe.

Pteropliorus laetus Z. Isis 1847. 903 no. 442 \ Pterophorus
{Oxyptilus) laetus Z. Lin. Ent. VI. 346 no. 11 (1852) -. Oxyptilus
laetus Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 262-3, 282 no. 36 (1892)^ :

IX. 16, 81 no. 138 (1894) ^: XXI. 43 no. 174 (1906)'. Oxyptilus
distans Z. (II) laetus Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.' 71 no. 1314^

(1901) ^ Oromhrugghia laetus Tutt Br. Lp. Y. 459-60 (1906) \

Hah. S. EUROPE. WC. ASIA. N. AFRICA. Canaries '-'—

La Palma, 25. VIII. 1889 {Simony)''—Tenekife : Bajomar, 25.

V. 1907 {msm.); 10. VIII. 1889 {Simony)'—Gnm Canaria :

Bco. de los Chorros (San Mateo), 1. VIII. 1890 ; Mogan, Bco. de
los Hornos (Mogan), 4-20. VIII. 1890 {Simomj)\

The only examples apparently agreeing with Zellei''s type of

Oxyptilus laetus were met with at Bajomar, on the sea-coast,

where they were easily distiu'bed from flowering plants of

Andryala pinnatifida; I brought home only three specimens,
some full boxes being lost in my hui'iy to return to a waiting-

conveyance. These specimens are unifoi-mly characterised by
their slightly smaller size, by the lighter brown, rather than
greyish, shade of the forewings, and by the notably bronzy brown
tint of the hiiidwings, not to be found in my series of distans
from the higher elevations. Tutt (Br. Lp. V. 450-1, 454-9) veiy
strongly contends that there are two distinct species imder the
above names, and certainly seems to prove his case, but except
perhaps by a careful examination of the genital segments, not
yet undertaken, I confess to being unable to distinguish them
with certainty thi'ough an extensive series, bred and captured
from many remote localities. It seems indeed quite possible that
these Tenerife specimens, obviously attached to the same plant,

but at different dates and altitudes, may represent successive

broods rather than truly distinct species. I suggest this without
in any way disputing Mr. Tutt's conclusions, founded as they
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are on differences in tlie genital segments, and on Dr. Chapman's
veiy critical and careful study of the different larvae.

3. (209) PLATYPTILIA Hb.

3. (1339) Plaxyptilia (Amblyptilia Hb.) acanthodactyla Hb.

Alucita accmthodacUjla Hb. Smlg. Eur. Schm. IX. PL 5 • 23-4
(1812 ?)\ Ptemphorus acanthodactylm Stn. Ann-Mag. NH.
(3 s.). III. 214 (1859) \ Flatyj)tilia acanthodactyla Wlsm. Tr. Ent.
Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 538 no. 1 (1894) \ Amhlyptilia acanthodac-
tyla Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 1 1 5, 146 no. 149 (1896) \ Platy-
ptilia acanthodactyla Bh\. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 36, 43 no, 175
(1906)': Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 73 no. 1339 (1901) ^ Frnld.
Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 443 no. 4939 (1902) \ AmUyptilia
cosmodactyla Tutt Br. Lp. V. 273-99, PI. 1- A^"'

(1906) "*.

^a6. EUROPE. W.ASIA. X. and S. AFRICA. Madeiras"^'
—Madeira-: Funchall Canaries '"'— Texerife : Santa Cruz,
S. II. 1907 {Wlsm.), 3. V. 1895 {Hedemann)

' ; La Laguna, 8.
IIL 1904 {Eaton), 13. V. 1907 {Wlsm.); Guimar. lo. IV.
1907 (ir/sm.); Puerto Orotava, 14-22. IV. 1895 {Hedemami)%
23. IV -8. V. 1907 (ff7.sm,.)— Gran Ca^jaria {Hedemann)\
UXITED STATES \

I must point out that I adopt this name for the Tenerife
species in the same sense as it is used by Zeller, and Rebel, and
not as referring to jmnctidactyla Hw., being a,t present unable to
agree with Tutt (I. c. 8) in his interpretation of Hiibner's figures
23-24, and 35-36 i-espectively.

4, (210) ALUCITA L.

= AciPTiLiA Hb. ; Pteiiophohus Meyr. HB. Br. Lp. 435 (1895).

4. (1356-1) ALucrrA bystropogoxis, sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 2.)

Antennae brownish grey. Palpi short, slender, porrect ; brownish
grey. Head and Thorax brownish grey, the latter becoming hoary
grey posteriorly. Forewings brownish grey, the fissure extending
approximately to half the wing-length ; the apical lobe shows two
narrow, elongate, smoky blackish cloud-spots on its costal margin,
one about the middle of the lobe, the other half-way between this
and the base of the fissure ; between them the costa is white, and
beyond them the lobe is white, with a small black dorsal spot
before the apex ; the tornal lobe is white, from the base of the
fissure to its apex, its costal cilia white on the basal half and smoky
black on the distal half of the lobe ; the dorsal cilia of the apical
lobe whitish beyond the fissure to two-thirds, thence smoky black
below the apex

; the dorsal cilia of the tornal lobe whitish, with
a black spot a little before the middle of the lobe, their tips
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slightly grey-shaded. Exj). al. 16-20 ram. Hindvnngs brownish

grey ; cilia slightly paler throughout, especially along their base on

the dorsum of tlie tornal lobe. Abdomen bi'ownish grey, with

slender white lines along either side of the doisum. Legs white,

with smoky black patches at the base of each paii- of white spurs.

Type 2 (98768); c? (98769); © (98801) Mus. Wlsm.
ITab. Tenerife: Forest de la Mina, 7. lY. 1904 (Eaton);

Guimar, Bystropogon phtmosus, 28. Ill, excl. 4. IV - 29. "V.

1907 {msm.); La Laguna, 23. IV. 1907 (TF/sm.). Forty-three

specimens.

Some varieties assume a decidedly browner tint than the type,

and in these the white cilia are often so modified by the extension

of the brown suffusion, especially within and below the fissure, as

to alter considerably the general appearance of the insect : there

are several intermediate degrees of such modification in a bred

series.

The larva feeds on Bystropogon plumos2ts, drawi]ig together the

leaves and young flower-bucls on the leading shoots ; it attains a

length of 11 mm., and is very pale glaucous green, covered with

short and somewhat spatulatehaii-s, among whicli longer diverging

hairs, arising each from a minute brownish pimple, are ranged in

groups along either side of a faint greyish dorsal shade and along

the spiracular line ; the head is very pale ambei'-brown. The pupa,

which has a line of elongate black spots along the dorsum, is

covered with scattered groups of hairs of varying length, the

shoi-ter ones not spatulate as in the larva. It is attached poste-

riorly to the leaf of its food-plant without any encircling band.

I received this insect first from the Rev. A. E. Eaton, taken

in the Forest of La Mina, and lately found it abundant above

Guimar, but, like its food-plant, it is somewhat local. It reminds

one closely of Gypsochares baptodactyla Z., and is very similarly

coloured, but the lobes of the liindwings are more slender and the

fissure of the foreAvings somewhat deeper. There is a very notice-

able difference also in the pupa : that of Gypsochares baptodactyla

has a line of conspicuous elongate black spots on either side of the

dorsum, whereas the pupa of bystropogonis has but one medio-

dorsal line of spots.

5. (1365'1) Alucita particiliata , sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 3.)

=*AciptiUa tetradactyla Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 263, 280

no. 39 (1892): XXI. 43 no. 177 (1906).

Antennae white, speckled above with brownish grey. Palpi

porrect, slender ; whitish, with a dark spot at the base of the

terminal joint, which extends a little beyond an obtuse short

frontal tuft. Head and Thorax brownish ochreous. Foreicings

brownish ochreous at the base, blending to pale straw-whitish

beyond ; costa narrowly smoky blackish, this colour suflusing the

whole of the costal cilia, except about the extreme apex ; the
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fissure extends to a little more than the wing-length ; the cilia of

the tornar lobe, and of the lower margin of the apical lobe, dis-

tinctly straw-white on their basal half and smoky blackish on
their outer half (this distinct division in the basal and distal

colouring of the cilia is in itself amply and uniformly sufficient to

separate jxirticiliata ivom tetradactyla L., in Avhich the cilia are

darkened throughout). Ex2y. al. 20-22 mm. Hindwings brownish
ochreous ; cilia of all the lobes smoky fuscous on their costal

margins, whereas on their dorsal margins the basal two-thirds ai-e

straw-white, the distal third only fuscous. Abdomen whitish,

especially at the base, with a narrow dorsal, and wider lateral

brownish grey lines. Legs white.

7>e / (98810); $ (98816) Mus.Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife: Santa Cruz, 23. XII - 12. 11. 1907; Puerto

Orotava, 21. TV. 1907. Fifteen specimens.

Having mistaken this species in the field for tetradactyla L., no
special search for the larva was undertaken, but T strongly suspect

that two green and slight]}' hairy larvae found on Lavandtda abro-

tanoides at Santa Cruz, which I unfortunately failed to rear, must
have belonged to it.

Rebel records worn specimens of Acvjytilia tetradactyla from
Pedro Gil (Tenerife, 1600 m., 30. VII. 1889

—

Simony), and from
Giun Canaria [Eichter). As Pedro Gil is on very high ground the

date is not surprising, but it is at least probable that these speci-

miens (which I have not seen) belong to the same species which
occurs so abundantly at Santa Cruz in January and February, and
of which I have a single specimen taken at Puerto Orotava on
April 21st. I certainly thought the species was tetradactyla when
I took it, indeed I should have secured more specimens had T then
recognised it asTiew.

6. (1365 "2) Alucita hesperidella, sp. n.

Antennae pale brown, speckled with white. Falpi short, porrect,

slender, scarcely projecting beyond the face
;
pale brown. Head

and Thorax pale buff-brown. Forevnngs pale buff-brown, the

costa narrowly white, more consjjicuously before the apex, a small,

oblique, inverted darker greyish streak a little beyond the middle
(sometimes obsolete) ; the fissure extends approximately to half

the wing-length, the tornal lobe being white along its upper half

from the base of the fissure to its apex, the cilia tinged with
brownish grey, as also are those of the apical lobe. Ex2). al. 16-18
mm. Hindwings pale greyish brown ; cilia the same, becoming
whitish at the apex of the tornal lobe. Abdomen pale greyish

brown, with whitish dorsal line. Legs white, a slender greyish

line along their outer sides.

Tyj^e 2 (98825); S (98827); (98829) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife : IV. 1884 {Leech) ; Santa Cruz, 13-31. 1. 1907

{msm.); Guimar, 21. III. 1904 {Eaton), 2. Ill- 14. IV. 1907,

@Micromeria vccria, 23. Ill, excl. 16-26. IV. 1907(IT7s?h.) ; Puerto
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Orotava, 27. IV - 8. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.); La Laguna, 23. V. 1907

{Wlsm.); Tacaronte, 31. V. 1907 {m.sm.). Fifty-nine specimens.

Common at Guimai-, Santa Ciaiz, Orotava, etc. The larva is

slightly hairy, the hairs arranged
"

rji ,j. n^ c,A-i in small divergent fascicules ; it

* ^
' is of a dull glaucous green, with

narrow, parallel, paler doi-sal and
spiracular lines ; head pale brown

;

it tapers slightly toward the anal

segments ; all the legs uniformly

of the same colour as the body.

It feeds on the leaves of Micro-

meria varia, from which it is not

difficult to sweep or beat it into

Alucita liesperidella the net.
f98829). TlhQ species greatly resembles

Gij2)sochares olbiadactyla Mill., to

which it is precisely similar in the distribution of the white
margins. Some specimens are distinguishable by the possession

of a costal spot, but the uniformly more slender apical lobe of

the forewings at once distinguishes it from the more robust

Gypsocliares which in other respects it might almost be said

to mimic. Many years ago I received two specimens from the
late Mr. J. H. Leech, which stood in my cabinet as doubtfully

distinct from olbiadactyla imtil I bred that species.

5 (213) GYPSOCHARES Meyr.

7. (1381) Gypsochares olbiadactyla Mill.

n. syn.=^ hedeniantii Rbl.
; \_
= leptodactyla Stgr. LjV.^°].

Ftero]}ho7-us olhiadactylus Mill. Ic. Chen-Lp. 1.89-91. PI. 5" 1-3

(1859)\ Acvjotilia olbiadactyla Stgr-Wk. Cat. Lp. Eur. 344 no. 3199

(1871)-; Mill. Cat. Lp. Alp-Mar. 382-3 (1875)^'; Hrtm. MT.
Munch. Ent. Yer. lY. 68 no. 1399 (1880) ^ Mill. Nat. Sic. Y.
224 no. 3199 (1886) \ Gyjisochares hedemanni Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. XI. 115-6, 146 no. 156, PI. 3 • 3 (1896) ''

: XXI. 43 no. 178

(1906) ^ Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 75 no. 1382 (1901)1 Gypso-

chares olbiadacti/la Stor-Rbl. Gat. Lp. Pal. II. 75 no. 1381 (1901) ^
Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag^ XXXYII. 234-5 (1901)^°.

Hab. S. France^'"'''—Hy^res, © \lichen on rocks f^l 25. III^"*,

excl. lY - Y^ I'Esterel, 30. lY. 1877 '
: S. Spain "1 Malaga '°,

28. I., 15-17. lY. 1901 {Wlsm.); Chiclana, Phagnalon rio-

pestre'", e. II, excl. 27. Ill - 1. lY. 1901 (Wlsm.). Canaries—
Tenerife : Santa Cniz, ^Phagnalon saxatile, 21.1- 3. II, excl.

18. II - 12. lY. 1907 (msm.) ; La Laguna, 23. II. 1904 (Uaton)
;

Puerto Orotava, 15-22. lY. 1895 (Hedemann)\ 27. lY. 1907
(IFZsm.) ; Guimar, 2. Ill - 12. lY. 1907, ©, 27. II, excl. 28. lY.
1907 {Wlsm.).

Prof. Rebel described his Gypsochares hedemanni from specimens
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collected at Oi'otava in Apiil ; I found the same quite abundant in
the larval stage on Phagnalon saxatile at Santa Oruz and Guimarv
and saw traces of it in other localities where its food-plant occurs.

Mairy years ago Milliere gave me a specimen of his olbiadactylus,

taken in the Esterel (vide Nat. Sic. Y. 224) : I was therefore well-

acquainted with his species, which I have taken in Spain and
reared from Phagnalon riqyestre there. Milliere figures and de-

scribes the larva and pupa, but he omits to mention whether he
actually bred or captured the imago. He suggests that the larvae
feed on lichens growing on the rocks where they were found, but
he adds that they did not eat in cajDtivity, and quickly pupated.
I know that Phagnalon saxatile is common in the locality where
he discovei-ed the species, and where I have myself sea,rched for it

unsuccessfully when in ignorance of its food-plant. His figure of

the larva shows no black dorsal spots, nor does he describe them.
but the Tenerife larvae (and, if

Text-fig. 242. -*- I'iglitly remember, the Spanish
larvae also) possessed a line of

such spots, one on each segment.
It is open to doubt whether the
larvae recoi'ded by Milliere on
rocks were not those of Alucita
tetradactyla L., which is abun-
dant on the same spot. Aftei-

very careful comparison of s]De-

cimens with Milliere's figure, and
Gypsochares olhiadacti/la with the exponent received from

(^^902). i^in^i there remains no possible
doubt that Gypsochares hede-

manni as figured and described by Rebel, and represented by a

named specimen in Mr. W. W. White's collection, is the same as

Pterojihorus olhiadactylas Mill. I have received the same species

from Spain from Dr. Staudinger under the logonym " /e^jto-

dactylaJ' The traces of the larva are easily recognised by the
curling-back of the woolly underside of the leaves from which
it has eaten the upper surface and parenchyma, thus exhibiting-

small white spots distributed about the plants on which it has
fed : this is similar to the effect produced by larvae of Ahtcita
adaonas Cnst., on Staehellnus—a noticeable sign of its presence,

to which I called my late friend's attention before he was himself
acquainted with the larva, and before we had either of us seen
the imago.

6, (214) PTEROPHORUS Geoflr.

= Alucita Meyr. HB. Br. Lp. 438;.(r895) ; Emmelika Tutt Br
Lp. Y. 97 (1906).

8. (1387) Pterophorus monodactylus L.

Phalaena Alucita monodactyla L. Syst. K'at. ed. X. 542 no. 300
(1758)'. Pteroj^horns monodaciylns Alphh. Mem. Lp. Y. 231
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no. 57 (1889) - ; Holt White B. & M. Ten. 95 (1894) \ Alacita

monodactyla Wlsni. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 539 no. 3 \

Pterophorus monodaotylus Rbl. Aim. KK. Hofmns. VII. 263,

282 no. 38 (1892) '
: IX. 16, 81 no. 140 (1894)" : XT. 115, 146

no. 153 (1896)' : XXI. 43 no. 179 (1906) ''; Stgr-Rbl. Oat. Lp.

Pal. 11.75 no. 1387 (1901) ^ Fmld. Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52.

446 no. 4981 (1902)'".

Hab. EUROPE. W. ASIA. X. AFRICA. X. AMERICA.
Madeiras '""

—

Madeira : ( Wollaston)
*. Canaries

-"^

—

Hierro : 28.

VIII. 1889 {Speyer)''''^—Tenerife ^"''
: Convolvidus florldas'';

IV. 1884 {Leech); Santa Cruz, 28. I. 1907 {Wlsm.), 3. V. 1885

{Hedemann)\ 25. V. 1907 (IFZsm.); Paevto Orotava, 1887

{Sievers)-\ 3. V. 1907 {Wlsm.)\ Bajonmr, 25. V. 1907 {Wlsm)—
Gran Oanaria : Las Palmas, 7. V. 1895 {Hedemann)'''^.

This species occurred everywhere in Tenerife.

9. (1393) Pterophorus (Lioptilus Wlgrn.) inulae Z.

Pterophorus [Pterophorus Z.) imdae Z. Lin. Ent. VI. 384-6 no. 41

( 1 852) \ Pterophorus vimlae Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 76 no. 1393

(1901)'. Leioptilus sp. Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 16, 81 no. 141

(1894)
'

: XXL 43 no. 176 (1906) '.

Hab. Germany. Austria. Canaries

—

Tenerife : IV. 1884

(Leech); Santa Cruz, Inula vlscosa, 10. I, excl. 24. I- 14. IL,

29. IV. 1907 (msm.); Guimar, 13. Ill - 10. IV., /nida

viscosa, III, excl. 23. Ill - 7. IV. 1907 {msm.); Puerto Orotava,

29. IV - 4. V. 1907 {msm.); La Laguna, 23. V. 1907 (Wlsm.).

Prof. Rebel records an " unbestimbare.s Fragment " of a species

of Leiopiilus from Guimar, 16. V. 1889 {Krauss); this was probably

imdae Z., which is common and widely distributed in Tenerife.

It seems to occur whei'ever Itntla viscosa is abundant, as at

Guimar, Santa Cruz, Puerto Orotava, etc. I bred specimens from
larvae boring the leading shoots ; they were easily distinguished

by their dull glaucous green colour, and by a conspicuous series

of blackish dorsal spots.

10. (1395-1) Pterophorus (Lioptilus) melanoschisma, sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 1.)

Antennae smoky bone-colour. Palpi slender, porrect, projecting

less than the length of the head beyond it ; smoky fuscous above,

pale beneath. Head smoky fuscous ; face straw-whitish. Thorax

pale, or sometimes brownish, straw-colour. Foreioings j^ale sti'aw,

sometimes darker brownish straw—in both cases fading somewhat
on the doi'sal half ; a very narrow fuscous line along the costa to

two-thii'ds from the base ; the fissure extends to two-fifths of the

wing-length ; the cilia within the fissure are uniformly fuscous,

connected with a dark fuscous spot at the base of the fissure, which
is distinctly visible on tlie underside ; the doi/sal cilia are also

fuscous. Exp. al. 16-17 nnn. Hindwings and cilia brownish
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grey, the surface of the lobes somewhat shining. Abdomen con-

colorous with the hinclwings. Legs straw-white, or straw-brownish,
unspotted.

Type S (98934) ; 2 (98935) Mus. Wlsm.
Hob. Texerife: Santa Cruz, 21. 1-9. II., @ Phagiialou saxaiile,

31. I, excl. 27-29. III. 1907 ; Guimar, 12. III. 07; Puerto Oro-
tava, 29. IV. 07. Seven specimens.

The larva feeds in the flowers of Phagncdoa saxatile, but the

species is not abundant. It is closely allied to pectodactyhis Stgr.

(= chrysocomae Rgt.), but differs especially in the darkened cilia of

the fissure reaching fully to the base ; these are very conspicuous.

7. (215) STENOPTILiA Hb.

11. (1406) Stexoptilia (Adkixia Tutt) bipuxctidactyla Sc.

Fhalaena hipunctidactyla Sc. Ent. Carn. 257 no. 673 (1763) \
Pteropliorus {Pterophorus Z.) serotinus Z. Lin. Ent. VI. 361-4
no. 27 (1852)". Mimaeseoptihis serotinus Rbl. Ann. KK. Hof-
mus. VII. 263, 282 no. 37 (1892)^': XXI. 43 no. 180 (1906).
Stenoptilia hipunctidactyla Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 76 no. 1406
(1901) \ Adkinia hijmnctidactyla Tutt Br. Lp. V. 97, 334-60
(1906)'\

Hah. EUR(3PE. WC. ASIA. X. AFRICA. Canaries-
Texerife=-«: 2. VIII. 1889 {Simony)''; Santa Cruz, 8-16. II.

1907 {Wlsm.) ; Guimar, 14. Ill- 12. IV. 1907 {]nsm.) ; Puerto
Orotava, 4. V. 1907 {Wlsm.); La Laguna, @ Bartsla trixago,

12. VI, excl. 1. VII. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Common at Santa Cruz, Guimar, and Orotava. Two specimens
were bred on July 1st from larvae found feeding on Bartsia trixago,

at La Laguna, on June 12th. These larvae were noted as pale

green, with purplish dorsal line; with groujDS of hair distributed

evenly on each segment, and with minute black tubercular spots

above the spii-acles : they agreed well Avith Tatt's description of

the larva of hipunctidactyla (Br. Lp. V. 350), to which species I

have no doubt the Tenerife specimens are rightly referred.

II. AGDISTIDAE.

8. (216) AGDISTiS Hb.

Rebel records only two species, tamaricis Z. and canariensit

Rbl. ; I am now able to add franheniae Z., salsolae sp. n., and
staticis Mill.

12. (1420) Agdistis fraxkexiae Z.

Adactyla frankeniae Z. Isis 1847. 900-2 no. 439 \ Agdistis fran-
keniae Z. Lin. Ent. VL 321 no. 1 (1852) ^

; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal.

II. 77 no. 1420 (1901) ^ ; Chpm. & Tutt Br. Lp. V. 128-30, 131-2

(1906)* ; Wlsm. Ent. Rec. XIX. 53-5 (1907) \

Hah. S. EUROPE ^''—Sicily '. Corsica: Punta Paiuta, 5. V.
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1896 (Wlsm.). Spain : cadiz : Ohiclana, © Frankenia jnd-

vemlenta, 27. I, excl. 2. II. 1901 (irfem.). N. AFRICA^—
Algeria : Biskra, HammaiTi-es-)Salalun, 5. Ill - 2. IV. 1903,

14. y. 1903, © Frankenia, 10-22. Ill, excl. 13. III. 1906, 19.

Ill - 23. IV. 1903 {Wlsm.). Canaries

—

Tenerife : Guimar, 6.

III. 1907, Q Frankenia ericifolla, 6. Ill, excl. 6-24. IV. 1907

(Wism.); Puerto Orotava, 11. III. 1904 {Eaton), 21. IV - 14. V.

1907 lyWlsm.) ; Tejina, 18. III. 1902 {Eaton) ; Bajomar, 25. V.

1907 {Wlsm).

This is very common on tlie coast on Frankenia ericifolia and

possibly on other species of the genus ; the larvae are extremely

similar to those of what I must {jxtce Tutt) regard as the very

closely allied Jgdistis {Ernestia Tutt) lerlnensis Mill., but, like the

perfect insects, considerably smaller. Although variable in size

the Tenerife specimens agree better with Zeller's original types

from tSicily than with the uniformly larger specimens which I

found at Biskra (Algeria). I took and bred many specimens,

including a single example at light at Guimar, 1200 ft. above the

sea-level, at which alone its food-plant grows.

13. (1420-1) Agdistis salsolae, sp. n.

Antennae stone-grey, a dark spot on the basal joint. Palpi

very short, the median joint rough, hoary grey ; terminal joint

blackish, not projecting beyond the frontal clothing. Head and

Thorax hoary stone-grey. Foreioings hoaiy stone-grey, minutely

speckled with black, except on the more thinly clothed, slaty grey,

triangular fold-space ; the outer third of the costa narrowly white,

showing four strong, black, oblique spots, the apex of the wing

also black, including the apical cilia ; on the lower edge of the

fold-space are two strong, elongate, black spots, preceded by a

smaller one at the angle of the fold, and followed by another, more

conspicuous, and including the cilia at the tornus, before the base

of which it is produced upward along the tei-men
;
terminal cilia

greyish white, a slender blackish line along their middle. Ex}).

al. 16-18 mm. Bindtoings slaty grey, with some black speckling

on their lower half ; cilia whitish grey, a slender shade-line along

their middle. Abdomen brownish grey, with slender white dorsal

and lateral lines. Legs, posterior pair white, thickly sprinkled with

greyish fuscous scales— less thickly on the anterior extremities of

the joints.

Ti/pe 6 (98356) Mus. Wlsm.
Ilab. Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, Salsola opjjositi/olia, 30.

lY _ VI, excl. 5. VI - 16. VII. 1907. Six siDecimens.

The larva is yellowish brown, varying to giey-brown (jarecisely

the colour of dead leaves and stalks of the food-plant) ; it has a

o-roup of four small tubercular excrescences on the prothorax,

followed by two much larger and more elevated humps on the

mesothorax, each tipped with a, black spot ; a much shorter pair,

also black-tipped, and i-ather wider apai't on the metathorax ;
on
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the first abdominal somite are four black clots in two pairs, one
behind the other, while on the

rri J. j2q, i)Ao anterior half of the remain-
^' "

' ing somites are some more or

less strongly indicated slender,

blackish, oblique lateral lines

;

the ninth abdominal somite with
two short black protuberances

above. Type (98418) Mus.
Wlsm.

This larva differs in structure

from others of the genus, and
Agdistis salsolae especially by its much higher

(98418). metathoracic humps from that

of frankeniae 7i., although in

the imago the two species can scarcely be distinguished.

Agdistis salsolae is more easily recognised by a glance at the
underside than in any other way, for here frankeniae shows only
some rather obscure spots on its dull costa, the tornal and apical

shades being also insignificant, whereas in salsolae the white costa

of the forewings shows very clearly on the under side, making the
four costal spots very distinct ; the apical and tornal patches in

the cilia are also very clear, and the limbus of the hindwings is

thickly sprinkled Avith black scales, a raised brush of the same
along the cubitus. In salsolae the legs are also somewhat stouter

and more distinctly mottled, while scarcely any trace is shown of

the subcostal spot at the end of the plical space which is always to

be found 'vn frankeniae ; the spots are also usually larger and more
conspicuous, but in bred specimens of both species this is scarcely

a reliable character.

The larva is extremely difiicult to rear, and I was successful

with only six out of some sixty collected.

14. (1425) Agdistis canariensis Rbl.

Agdistis canariensis Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 114-5, 146
no. 148(1896)^: XIII. 380 no. 161 (1899) ^

; XXI. 36, 43 no. 181

(1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 78 no. 1425 (1901) ^

Hah. Canaries^"*— Tenerife ^''^
: Santa Cruz, 3. V. 1895

{Hedemannf; Puerto Orotava, 20. IV - 3. Y. 1907 {Wlsm).
Fuerteventura '^

: 15. Y. 1905 {Polatzeky.

I have but little to add to what has been already published : a

specimen in Mr. White's collection is probably correct, and ex-

hibits the white unsjDotted costa, beyond the middle of the fore-

wing, specially noted in the original description, and suflicing to

separate this from others of the genus. I had at first regarded it

as probably a mere variety of some other species, but the distin-

guishing character is very clearly shown in a specimen (98415)
taken at Puerto Orotava, 3. Y. 1907, which can only be compared
with the nearly allied adactyla Hb.

Proc. Zool. See— 1907, No. LXII. 62
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I met with a single small larva (9841 7) at Guimar, on March 1 1th,

on Phagnalon saxatile, the flowers of which it continued to eat

very sparingly until it died on May 25th : persistent efforts to

Jind other specimens wei"e unsuccessful. The brownish larva,

less than | inch in length, has a pair of small projecting pronotal

tubercules, and a metanotal pair, larger and more erect, also an

anal tubercule ; on all the segments are short, reflexed, bristles,

arising from pairs of small tubercular excrescences. It differs

somewhat from the larva of the allied saianas Mill., and I had

regarded it as probably that of adactyla Hb., with which I am
not personally acquainted, until observing the close alliance of

the imago of canariensis Rbl. to that species. There can be

little doubt that this was the larva of canariensis, although I so

unfortunately failed to rear it.

(1426) AoDtSTIS SATANAS Mill.

Agdistis satanas Mill. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLIV. (5 s. V : 1875). p. clxvii (1875) '

;

Cat. Lp. Alp-Mar. 377-8. PI. 2 • 9 (1875) 2 : Nat. Sic. V. 221-2 no. 3114 ^^^ (1886) » :

Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 78 no. 1426 (1901)^; Wlsm. Ent. Rec. XIX. 53 (1907) '=.

Sab. S. France ^'^
-. Cannes, ® Scabiosa candicans VI, excl. VII *.

In Mr. Tutt's recently published ' British Lepidoptera ' [V. 129, 136 (1906)] some

doubt is expressed as to whether a larva which I submitted to Dr. Chapman as that

of Agdistis satanas Mill, is reallj^ an Agdistis at all : this opportunity maybe taken

to record the evid'ence upon which the identification rests. My experience in attempt-

ing to rear canariensis was precisely similar to that of Milliere, and the failure may
probably be attributed to the hibernating habits of the larvae of this group coming

into premature practice through the necessity of keeping the bottles containing them

in a comparatively cool temperature. I extract the following abridged notes from

my voluminous correspondence with my late friend Monsieur Milliere:—In 1885

Milliere had two larvae which he believed to be those of Agdistis satanas. He was

taking great care of them—one disappeared, the other fixed itself up for pupation,

but did not change, drying up, but preserving its form, so that he could figure it.

In his letter to me, of August 19th, 1885, he mentions this fact and adds "car je crois

avoir acquis la preuve que c'est bien la chenille de Satanas." The proof appears in

the following translation :
' One female of this Agdistis has had the good thought

to lay ten fertile eggs, but I have not been able to feed the little caterpillars, which

have not touched anything and have died of hunger. I have preserved in spirit

some of these young larvae, which, under a strong lens, seem to me to have all the

characters of the caterpillar which you have prepared for your collection. I can send

you these larvae obtained ab ovo.' I have empty egg-shells, sent at that time, but

cannot find the larvae in spirit.

In June 1886 Milliere published (Nat. Sic. V. 221-2) the following additional

information on Agdistis satanas :
—

" 06s. Au dernier moment je trouve a I'habitat de la Satanas, la chenille de cette

Agdistis qui, du 15 au 25 juin, est parvenue a son entier developpement. Elle se

nourrit sur la Scabiosa candicans dont elle ronge les feuilles, et sans doute sur

d'autres plautes sous-ligneuses.
" Cette larve rappelle la chenille de sa congenere Heydenii, mais elle est plus courte,

avec les caroncules dorsales moins developpes et les polls longs et raides, dont elle est

couverte, depourvus, a I'extremite, du petit rentlement spatulifere qu'on remarque

chez sa voisine.
" L'^tat 16thargique dure a peine un mois.
" L'Agd. Satanas qui n'a qu'une g<5neration pond rarement en captivite, cependent

une '^ enfermee en un tube de verre, ayant pondu une 30* d'oeufs, j'ai pu les etudier.

Ces oeufs sont relativement gros, elliptiques, blanchatres, et profondement canneles

en long ; leur eclosion eut lieu 15 jours apres.

"La jeune ch. se montre alors a pen pres ce qu'elle sera a ses divers ages. Elle

passe I'hiver fixt^fl a une tige seche, dissimulee dans les brindilles herbacees."
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15. (1428) Agdistis (Herbertia Tutt) tamariois Z.

Adactyla tamaricis Z. Isis 1847. 899 no. 438 • 1 \ Agdistis tama-
ricis Z. Lin. Ent. VI. 325-6 no. 7 (1852) = ; Meyr. Ent. Mo. Mag.
XXII. 106 (1885)

'
; B-Bkr. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 50.^; Bbl.

Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 115 (1896)': XIII. 376, 380 no. 162
(1898)*=: XXI. 43 no. 182 (1906)' : Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.

78 no. 1428 (1901) ^ Herbertia tamaricis Chpm. & Tutt Br. Lp.

V. 129-30, 132, 135, 253 (1906) \ Agdistis tamaricis Wlsm. Ent.

Bee. XIX. 54, 55 (1907)^".

Hab. S. EUROPE ^--'^ WC. ASIA^ AFRICA—Egypt :

Alexandria"*

—

Algeria": Biskra, Hammain-es-tSalahin, 6. Ill
- 28. lY. 1903, 3. lY. 1904, © Tamarix, 9. Ill, excl. 10. lY. 1904
(TF^sm.). Canaries""^—TE^^ERIFE : Santa Cruz, 30. lY. 1898

{HintzY; © Tamarix gallica, 14. I, excl. 27. II - 8. lY. 1907,

© 24. Y, excl. 13-15. YI. 1907 (Wlsm.). Cape de Verdes : St.

Yincent^' ''-'•".

Abundant in many parts of the Island, and no doubt thus

widely distributed owing to the prevailing custom of planting

Tamarix along the sides of the main i-oads so far as these extend.

Preserved larvae compared with European and Algerian speci-

mens show a curious modification in form, the tuberculous excres-

cences on the prothorax and mesothorax, and on the second, fifth,

and ninth abdominal somites, although similarly placed, are dis-

tinctly exaggerated, being at least one-third longer than in

European specimens, a peculiarity in which they are at least closely

appi'oached by larvae from Algeria. I am unable to find any
difference in the imago.

16. (1430) Agdistis (Adactylus Crt.) staticis Mill.

Agdistis staticis Mill. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLIY. (5 s. Y : 1875).

p. clxvii (1875)^: Cat. Lp. Alp-Mar. 375-6. PI. 2 • 4-8 (1875)-^

:

Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXYII. 141 (1891) ^ Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp.

Pal. 11. 78 no. 1430 (1901) '. Adactylus staticis Chpm. & Tutt

Br. Lp. Y. 128-30(1906)'. Agdistis staticis YHsm. Ent. Rec.

XIX. 53-4(1907)".

Hab. S. France ^'"
: He Ste Marguerite

^''
; Bsaulieu

'^

; © Sta-

tice cordata, III, excl. 15. Y. 1890 '; © Y, excl. YIII '"-. Alge-

ria
''

: Ain-Oumash '\ Biskra ", Hammam-es-Salahin ", © Staiice

limonium % 2. Ill - 5. lY, excl. 28. lY. 1903, 23. Ill - 13. YI.

1906 (Wlsm.). Canaries—Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, @Statice

pectinata, 8. Y, excl. 29. Y - 13. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.).

The moths bi-ed at Puerto Orotava from larvae on Statice pecti-

nata are of a distinctly darker shade than those from Cannes and
Biskra, but perhaps this may be partially due to fading in the

older specimens ; the lai'vae are similar.

The larvae of lerinensis Mill, could not be found among those

of staticis as they were at Cannes and Biskra.
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II. ORNEOD!NA.

I. OENEODIDAE.

9. (217) ORNEODES Ltr.

17. (1438) Orneodes hubneri Wlgrn.

Alucitahexadactyla Hb. Smlg. Eur. Schm. IX. PI. 6 • 30-1 (1818) '.

Alucita hiibneriWlgrn. Kngl. Yet-Ak. Hndl. III. (7). 24 (1859) ^

Orneodes huhneri Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 78 no. 1438 (1901)'

:

Kbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 36, 43 no. 183 (1906) ^

Hah. EUROPE '"^ Canaries "—Tenerife : Guimar (TF. IF.

}Yhite) \

Prof. Rebel records huhneri from Guimar on the authority of

Sir George Hampson. My only knowledge of this species in

Tenerifeis derived from specimens in Mr. White's collection.

III. TINEINA.

I. GELECHIADAE.
10. (297) METZNERIA Z.

18. (2487"1) Metzneria insignificans, sp. n.

Antennae snow-white, faintly annulate with greyish fuscous.

Paljyi moderately recurved, the median joint somewhat coarsely

scaled, but scarcely roughened beneath ; stone-whitish, sprinkled

with fawn-brown and greyish fuscous. Head and Thorax stone-

whitish, sprinkled with fawn-brown. Forewings stone-whitish,

profusely sprinkled with pale fawn-brown and pale grejdsh

fuscous scales ; there is a faint indication of a small spot at the-

end of the cell, preceded by another in the middle of the Aving,

and the line of the fold is sometimes slightly tinted with ochreous
;

cilia speckled as on the wing-surface, and with a scarcely perceptible

oblique shade-line before their tips. Exp. al. 10-11 mm. Hind-

wings iridescent pale bluish grey, with rosy reflections ; cilia very

pale brownish cinereous. Ahdomen iridescent, bluish grey. Legs

pale bi-ownish cinereous.

Ty2?e 6 (14145) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Teneripe: Guimar, 1700 ft., 20. III. 1904 {Eaton);.

Santa Cruz, 3. TV. 1904 {Eaton). Two specimens.

I did not meet with this species.

19. (2488-1) Metzneria infelix, sp. n.

Antennae stone-whitish, faintly annulate with greyish fuscous.

Paljn stone-whitish, shaded with fuscous along their outer sides.

Head and Thorax stone-whitish, sprinkled with fawn-gi'ey. Eo)-e-

vjings stone-whitish, with a slight ochreous tinge, freely sprinkled

with fawn-grey, especially along the costa, along the upper edge
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of the outer end of the fold, and about the termen ; a small
fuscous spot in the fold, scarcely before the middle of the wing, is

followed by a larger more elongate discal spot, scarcely beyond the
middle, another lying at the end of the cell ; a few of the scales

along the termen are tipped with fuscous, a slight sprinkling also

occurring along the micldle of the greyish ochreous cilia. Exi).

al. 11-15 mm. Hindioings pale bluish grey; cilia pale greyish
ochreous. Abdomen fawn-grey; anal tuft stone-whitish. Legs
stone-whitish.

Type S (98962) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Texerife: >Santa Cruz, 8-14 II. 1907; Puerto Orotava,

2.3. IV, 10. Y. 1907. Five S2:)ecimens, but only one in good
condition.

This species differs from tristella E,bl. in having the antennae
anniilate, and in the paler colour of its somewhat narrow fore-

wings ; moreover, although the spots are in the same position they
are unaccompanied in this species by the yellowish, or ochreous,

streaks Avhich in tristella tend to connect and emphasise them.
The palpi appear to be also a little more slender.

20. (2489-1) Metzxeria dichroa, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 4.)

Antennae whitish ochreous, speckled with black above. Pcdpi
whitish ochreous, more brownish ochreous on their outer sides.

Head whitish ochreous. Thorax jjale ochreous. Forewings
whitish ochreous, longitudinally smeai-ed with pale brownish
ochreous below, above, and beyond the cell ; an elongate black

discal spot lies on the middle of the wing, followed by a smaller

one at the end of the cell and preceded by two, even less conspi-

cuous, groups of black scales on the fold and at the upj^er edge
of the cell respectively ; cilia whitish ochreous, with a slender

brownish line running through theii" middle. Exp. al. 14-16 mm.
Hindivings tawny grey ; cilia pale brownish ochreous. Abdomen
shining, pale grevish. Legs whitish ochreous.

Ty2Je S (98304) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Texerife: Villa Orotava, ©in seed-heads of Carlina

salicifolia, 25. IV - 7. VII, excl. 3. VI - 18. VII. 1907. Four
specimens.

Larva white, w^ithout markings. Head olivaceous blackish,

rather broadly edged with white on either side of the suture
;

pronotal plate indistinct, pale olivaceous. Long. 6 mm. Type
(98308 : 7. VII.) Mus. Wlsm.

Bred from larvae, collected Apiil 25th, feeding in old seed-

heads of Carlina salicifolia Cav. in barrancos above Villa Orotova.
Allied to castiliella Mschl.

21. (2490-1) Metzxeria moxochroa, sp. n,

(Plate LI. fig. 5.)

Antennae pale ochreous. Palpi ochreous ; brownish ochreous
on their outer sides. Headj and Thorax pale ochreous, slightly
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smeared with pale brownish ochreous. Forevnngs whitish ochreous,
suffused with very pale brownish ochreous, leaA'ing the neuration
faintly indicated by slender lines of the paler gTOund-colour,
scarcely noticeable, except towards the ajDex ; a slight suffusion of

fawn-brown from the base of the costa reaches to about one-third,

with a group of scales, indicating a spot, beloAv the costa neai- its

termination ; a plical spot is placed below and a little bej^ond this,

and there is also a similar fawn-brown spot, rather more conspi-

cuous, at the end of the cell ; cilia pale ochreous, with a very faint

dividing shade-line. Ex2i. al. 23 mm. Hindvnngs tawny grey
;

cilia very pale brownish ochreous. Abdomen grey. Legs pale

ochreous ; tarsi unspotted.

Ty2)e S (98309); $ (98310) Mus. Wlsin.
Hab. Teneeife : La Laguna, 11. Y. 1907. Two specimens.
The S in fine condition, the 9 not quite so good ; found below

the large leaves of wild Artichoke {Cynara cardunculus), shelter-

ing on the ground from a high wind. It is near torridella Mn.,
but much paler and quite distinct.

11, (321) SITOTROGA Hnm.

22. (2902) SiTOTROGA OEREALELLA Oliv

AlucitacereaMla Oliv. Enc. Meth. IV. (Ins. I.). 121 no. 15 (1789)\
Sitotroga cerealella Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 544
no. 32-; Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 89 no. 172 (1894)^

:

XXI. 44 no. 215 (1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 157 no.

2902 (1901)'; Busck Bull. IJS. Xa,t. Mus. 52. 496 no. 5552
(1902)'' ; Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. XSW. XXIX. 286 no. 50 (1904) \-

Jr. Bomb. XH. Soc. XYI. 591 (1905) «.

Hab. EUROPE '-\ ASIA—Ceylon «—Japan {Fryer : Mus.
Wlsm.). AUSTRALIA". X. AMERICAN Madeiras-—
Madeira- : Funchal ( Wollaston) -. Canaries

-"
'

—

Tenerife ^"'
: IV.

1884 (Leech) ; Santa Cruz, 31. I. 1907 (Jllsm.) ; Puerto Orotava,

24. III. 1902 {Eaton); "on board SS. ' Gando '," 15. VL 1907
{Wlsm.).

Taken at Santa Cruz, and on board shin when coming home.

12. (320-1) PRAGMATODES, gn. n,

(7rpoyjL(arw2r/s= troublesome.)

Type Pragmatodes fruticosella Wlsm.

Antennae -i, slightly serrate, somewhat thickened in S ; basal

joint without pecten. Maxillary Paljyi very short,^ connivent.

Labial Paljn recurved, moderate, median joint smoothly scaled
;

terminal joint shorter than median. Haustellum moderate. Head
rtnd Thorax smooth. Foreioings elongate, gradually tapering to

apex : neuration 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked, to costa, 6 out of 7
;

rest separate, 1 furcate at base. HindvAngs ( — 1), costa and
dorsum almost parallel, apex strongly produced, termen oblique

;,
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cilia 3, costal cilia somewhat bristly towards base : neuration

8 veins; 2 to 5 remote; 6 and 7 stalked, 6 weak. Abdomen
moderate. Legs, hind tibise clothed with loose hairs.

I am unable to refer this somewhat obscure species to any
described genus. In the combined characters 3 and 4 remote,

6 and 7 stalked in the hindwings ; and 6 out of 7, beyond its

fvu^cation with 8, in the forewings, this agrees with. Sitotroga Hum.,
which however differs in having a pecten on the basal joint of

the antennae. Schisto'pMla Chret. and Glauce Climb, differ in

having broader hindwings, with 3 somewhat approximated to 4,

and the latter has long, flattened, broad, black subcostal bristles.

Ptocheuusa Hnm. has 3 and 4 of the hindwings connate, and
3 and 4 of the forewings coincident. The group of AjJroaerema

Drnt., having 6 and 7 of the hindwings stalked, differs in having
3 and 4 connate ; Ajjodia Hnm. agrees with Fragmatodes in the

neuration of the forewings, but like other allies of Aristotelia Hb.,

with 3 and 4 of the hindwings remote, differs in having 6 and 7

separate, not stalked.

23. (2901 -1) Pragmatodes frutioosella, sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 10.)

Poecilia {Stenolechia) sp. Ptbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 128, 146

no. 192 (1896) \ Stsnolechia {Poecilia) sp. Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XXI. 44 no, 214 (1906) -^

Antennae dirty whitish, obscurely annulate with fuscous. Palpi

dirty whitish, dusted with fuscous, a black band before the apex
on the median and terminal joints. Head and Thorax whitish,

speckled with fuscous. Forewings dirty stone-whitish, dusted

with fuscous ; a_ basal patch, with convex outer margin, reaches

to nearly one-fifth from the base and is thickly bestrewn with
fuscous, the space beyond it forming a narrow fascia of the pale

ground-colour, followed by a transverse blackish band, also irre-

gularly convex, but ill-defined on its outer side ; this again is

followed along the dorsum and costa by somewhat profuse blackish

dusting, a small dark discal spot lying in the middle of the wing

;

beyond the middle an inverted and rather angulated fascia of the

pale ground-colour is ill-defined and followed by profuse blackish

speckling, reaching to the apex and termen ; cilia pale brownish
grey, with a shadedine before their outer ends. Exp. al. 6'5-7'5

mm. Hindioings deeply sinuate, but not squarely excised below

the apex
;
grey ; cilia pale brownish grey. Abdomen greyish.

Legs pale brownish grey, with fuscous bands on tibiae and tarsi.

Ty2)e $ (98969); c? "(98970) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife: Santa Cruz, 31. I -21. II, 29. Y. 1907,

Eubia fruticosa, 13. 11, excl. 19-20. III. 1907 ; Guimar, 28. II - 4.

III. 1907. Ten specimens.

Bred in March from larvae found mining the leaves of Rubia
fruticosa in Februaiy. The moth was also taken on the wing
from January to March, and in May, at Santa Cruz and Guimar.
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I feel very little doubt that the Foecilia [Stenolechia) sp., which

Rebel described from a worn $ , taken by von Hedemann, in a

barranco near Santa Cruz among Tamarix, 5. V. 1895, was the

species now described nsfruticosella, the larvae of which, althoiigh

difficult to rear, are very common on Ruhia in all the barrancos

west of the town.

13. (320) APODIA Hnm.

24. (2900"4) Apodia guimarensis, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 6.)

Antennae cinereous. Paljn whitish cirereous. Head and
Thorax whitish cinereous, the latter with a pale fawn-brown
patch above. Foretvings pale fawn-brown, with whitish cine-

reous lines and streaks, placed longitudinally and obliquely, but

not transversely; one along the costa from base to apex, one

along the cell from the base, branching to the costa beyond the

middle, and again before the apex ; another along the upper
edge of the fold as far as the middle of the wing, nearly touching

the outer end of an oblique dorsal patch arising before the middle,

a similar patch arising before the tornus and angulated outward
toward the apex ; cilia whitish cinereous, dusted with fawn-brown
scales on their basal half. Exj). al. 7*5-9 mm. Hinclwings pale

grey; cilia pale brownish cinereous. Abdomen brownish grey.

Fegs pale cinereous.

Type 6 (98979) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife: Guimar, 13-28. III. 1907 (TFZsm.), 20. III.

1904 [Eaton). Four specimens.

14. (310) ARISTOTELIA Hb.

25. (2797*1) Aristotelia axcillula, sp. n.

Antennae pale fawn, broadly barred with dark fuscous above,

almost obliterating the paler colour, except a noticeable spot at

the outer end of the basal joint. Palpi pale cinereous ; the

median joint coarsely clothed beneath, sjjeckled externally with

fuscous ; terminal joint much sprinkled with fuscous externally.

Head rosy fawn, shaded with fuscous. Thorax rosy fawn, a

strong dark fuscous shade anteriorly between the tegulae. Fore-

wings rosy faw^i, thickly sprinkled with fuscous, and with some
dark fuscous, almost black, spot.s—one on the costa near the base,

another, larger, on the dorsum below it, and a smaller one between
them—these more or less confluent ; opposite the middle spot is

a larger one at about one-sixth, its lower edge resting on the

fold ; again, a little before the middle, is a similar spot on the

disc, more or less confluent with a smaller one slightly preceding-

it on the fold, and these again are followed by a smaller and less

conspicuous spot at the end of the cell ; cilia rosy fawn, sprinkled

with fuscous along then- base. Exp. al. 13 mm. Hindioings (1)

;

shining, somewhat iridescent, pale bluish gxey ; cilia fawn-
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brownish. Abdomen gveyish. Ze(/s pale fawn-ochreous, somewhat
speckled with pale fuscous.

Type $ (98982) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Texerife : Guimar, 25. III. 1907. Unique.
Agreeing precisely in the form of the hindwing with servella Z.,

but differing from this, and so far as I am aware from all other
species of the genus, in the form and distribution of the more or

less distinct spots.

26. (28iri) Aristotelia cacomicra, sp. n.

Antennae brownish grey. Paljn with the median joint slightly

ruiBed beneath
;
pale cinereous, dusted with brownish grey, with

a fuscous band around the middle of the terminal point. Head
and Thorax brownish grey. Forewings brownish grey, with a
slight sprinkling of pale cinereous scales, some of which about
the apex are tipped with brownish fuscous ; three brownish
fuscous spots are indistinctly indicated, one on the middle of the
fold, one before the outer end of the fold, and one above and
between these, on the cell, forming with them an almost equi-

lateral triangle ; cilia brownish cinereous. Exp. al. 7-8 mm.
Hindivings iridescent, dark bluish grey ; cilia brownish cinereous.

Abdomen greyish fuscous. Legs brownish cinereous, the tarsi

spotted whitish at the joints.

Type S (98983) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 26. 1 - 21. II. 1907, 29. lY. 1907;

Puerto Orotava, 14. Y. 1907. Seven specimens.

^ea,r rtomicetella Hfm., but without any indication of pale

opposite spots before the apex ; also differing noticeably in the
absence of the shade-line which runs through the cilia in that
species, and gives a rounded appearance to the otherwise almost
evenly pointed wing.

15. (319) CHRYSOPORA Clms.

27. (2894-1) Chrysopora boseae, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 7.

)

Antennae golden yellow, annulate with black. Palpi black,

medial and terminal joints tipped with yellow. Head shining,

brassy yellowish. Thorax black, with a few yellow scales. Fore-
ivings black ; a bright golden fascia, at one-fourth from the base,

descends obliquely inward from costa to dorsum, and is followed
on the middle of the dorsum by two yellow spots, the first pre-

ceded by some raised black scales and having at its upper edge a
tinge of coppery chestnut which is repeated in a strong spot at

the end of the cell, above and beyond which is a triangular pale

yellow spot on the costa ; cilia pale brownish ochreous, thickly
sprinkled, except on their outer ends, with black. Exj). al. 7-8 mm.
Hindivings deeply excised below the apex

;
grey ; cilia brownish

grey, a slender pale cinereous line marking their base. Abdomen
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blackish. Legs black, with pale ochreous spurs ; hind tarsi with

about five pale ochreous a.nnulations.

Type J (98991J; $ (98992) Mus. Wlsm.
Rah. Teneeife : Puerto Orotava, 27. lY - 8. V. 1907, mining-

leaves of Bosea yervamora, 21. lY, excl. 11-29. Y. 1907. Thirty

specimens.

The larva makes blotch-like mines in the leaves of Bosea

yervamora, an indigenous shrub (which also occurs in the West
Indies), on which it is by no means uncommon at Orotava

;

probably to be found elsewhere, as I believe I recognised the old

mines between La Laguna and Tegeste.

16. (311) APROAEREMA Drnt.

= '^Anacampsis Stgr-Rbl. (nee Crt.).

28. (2838) Aproaerema psoralella Mill.

n. %-^n. = ^alhipali-)ella (p.) "VVlsm. (nee HS.); —infestella Rbl.

;

= *anthyllidella (p.) Stgr-Rbl.

GelecMa lysoraUla Mill. Ic. Chen-Lp. 11. 83-6. PI. 61 • 1-6

(1865)' : III. 460 (1874)'. Anacamjjsis psoralella Stgr-Wk. Cat,

Lp. Eur. 299 no. 2079 (1871)'; Mill. Cat. Lp. Alp-Mar. 335

(1875)'; Hrtm. MT. Miinch. Ent. Yer. lY. 24 no. 2079 (1880)'.

Anacampsis *albijKtlpella (p.) Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894.

537, 544 no. 33 (1894)' [excl. ' Porto Santo, Stoi.']. Anacampsis

infestella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 128, 146 no. 195 (1896)^:

XXI. 44 no. 212 (1906)': Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. 11. 154

no. 2838(1901)'. Anacampsis ^(mthyllidella (p.) Stgr-Rbl. Cat.

Lp. Pal. II. 153 no. 2835 (1901)'° [excl. "Mad."].

Sah. S. France : Amelie-les-bains ; Cannes ; Frejus. Pso-

o^alea hituminom, X-IY, excl. Y-A^II. Madeiras ''—Madeira "

:

{Wollaston)\ Canaries'—Tenerife': Guimar, 14. III. 1907,

^Psoralea Utitminosa, 3-9. lY, excl. 6. lY - 6 Y. 1907 (TFZsm.);

Puerto Orotava, 14-30. lY. 1895 {HedemannY ; 26. lY - 14.

Y. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Bajomar, 25. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Stainton [Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). III. 213] recorded *anthylli-

della Hb. from Porto Santo (Madeiras), and described elach-

istella, sp. n., from Xorthern Deserta (Madeiras). In 1894 (1. c. 6)

I referred Stainton's supposed * anthyllidella to *albipalpella HS.,

and recorded as the same species a single specimen (13617) from

Madeira. Rebel (1. c. 7) suggests the possibility that the species

recorded by me as *albipalpella HS. {= '*anthyllidella Stn.) might

be the species which he proceeds to describe as infestella Rbl.

I think this extremely probable, so far as the specimen from

Madeira (13617) is concerned, for I have now before me more

reliable exponents of albipalpella HS., and this Madeiran specimen

does not completely agree with them ; but it does agree with

psoralella Mill., which Rebel (1. c. 10) sinks as a synonym of the

true anthyllideUa Hb. As we are all seeking for the truth, and as
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one good turn deserves another, may I, in thanking Prof. Rebel
for the hint, suggest that his infestella is ijsoralella MilL ? In
support of this theory, without seeing Rebel's type, I can only

say that psorcdella Mill, is very common on Psoralea bititminosa

in Tenerife, and the larvae from which I reared it there are the

same as those pointed out to me by Milliere himself at Cannes
many year's ago. Rebel's specimens of in/estella were taken at

Orotava 14-30. TV. 1895 ; I have specimens of jisoralella labelled

Orotava, 26. IV - 14. Y. 1907.

In any case I must admit that the Madeira specimen (13617)
is psorcdella Mill., while Stainton's specimen from Porto Santo,

recorded as *anthyllidella (no. XXVIII) has a white face and white

palpi, and is a finer specimen of elachistella Stn. than is the unset

type (no. XXIX, S ) fi'om Xorthern Deserta.

28 ^. (2846) Apeoaeeema elachistella Stn.

=*anthyllidella Stn. (nee Hb.) ; ^*alhipalpella (p.) Wlsm. (nee HS.).
Gelechia *anthyllidella Stn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). III. 213 no. 19 (1859) K
GelecMa elacMittella Stn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 a.). III. 213 no. 20(1859)2; Wkr.
Cat. Lp. BM. XXIX. 628 no. 307 (1864) "'. Anacamjjsis *albipalpella (p.) Wlsm.
Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 544 no. 33 (1894)-'. Anacampsis elachistella

Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 544 no. 34 (1894) ^ ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. PaL
II. 154 no. 2846 (1901) e.

Sah. Madeiras --iJ

—

Xoetheen Deseeta : {Wollaston)-' '^- ^.—Poeto Santo :

{Wollaston)^. Canaries

—

Gean Canaeia : Las Palmas, 15. VI. 1907 {Wlsm.).
Stainton [Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). III. 213] recorded *anthylUdella Hb. from Porto

Santo, and described elachistella, sp. u., from Northern Deserta. In 1894 (1. e. 4)
I referred Stainton's supposed *anthyllidella to *alhipalpella HS., and recorded as

the same species a single specimen (13617) from Madeira. Having now before me
more I'eliable exponents of albipunctella HS., I find that this specimen from
Madeira does not completelj' agree with them; but it does agree with psoralella
Mill., which I have bred from Psoralea hituminosa at Cannes and in Tenerife. I
have again examined Stainton's specimens and find that his *anthylUdella from
Porto Santo (no. XXVIII) has white palpi and white face, and is a finer specimen
of elachist'jlla Stn. than is the unset tj-pe (no. XXIX, (J) from Northern Deserta.

I took two specimens of this snecies at Las Palmas on June 15th. The localitv

"Mad." (Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 153 no. 2835) pertains to elachistella fitn.

{=*anthyllidella Stn.)—the true anthyllidella Hb. has not yet been recognised as

occurring in the Madeiras or Canaries.

29. (2847-01) Aproaerema gexistae, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 8.)

Antennae black, with white annulations. Palpi white, with a

slender black line along the under side of the acute terminal

joint. Head white. Thorax brownish olivaceous. Forevings
pale brownish olivaceous at the base, blending to blackish about
the middle, and on the dorsum nearly to the base ; beyond the

middle is a straight, well-defined, oblique white fascia, of even
width, pointing slightly outward from dorsum to costa ; beyond
it the terminal portion of the wing is profusely sprinkled with
some brownish, many blackish, and a few elongate shining steely

grey scales, the latter prevailing around the margin and at the
base of the tawny greyish cilia. Ex'p. al. 8 mm. Hindivings
leaden grey ; cilia tawny grey. Abdomen leaden grey. Legs
white, with broad tawnv fuscous bands around the hind tibiae.

Type Q (98993) ; c^ (98994) Mus. Wlsm.
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Hah. Tenerife : La Laguna, in shoots of Genista canari-

ensis, 18. V, excl. 21. V -"9. VI. 1907. Thirty-three specimens.

Closely allied to captivella HS. and acanthj/llidis Wlsm. [Ent.

Mo. Mag. XLT. 40 (1905)], differing from the former in the white

fascia being more outwardly oblique from dorsum to costa, and
from the latter in the form of this fascia, which is consistently of

even width throughout, throwing no projection toward the

termen on its outer side ; it is also slightly larger and has darker

hindwings.

30. (2847-2) Aproaerema thaumalea "Wlsm. (Plate LI. fig. 9.)

Ajjroaerevia thaumalea Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XLI. 41 no. 2847*2

(1905)

\

Hah. Algeria^: Hammam-es-Salahin, @ Astragalus gombo,

III-Y, excl. IV-VI.^ Canaries

—

Tenerife : Guimar, Lotus

sessilifoUus, 6. Ill, 16-27. lY, excl. 10-29. lY, 20. Y. 1907.

Thirteen specimens, bred from larvae forming sand-galleries

beneath the trailing shoots of Lotus sessilifoUus, on the coast

near Puerto Guimar, are not in any way distinguishable from my
Algerian specimens bred from Astragalus gombo. The food-

plants are not very nearly allied, but they both grow on hot

sandy soil, and the habits of the larvae are almost similar, but the

larvae themselves, or at least the specimens which I preserved,

believing them to belong to this species, are totally different, so

much so that I am led to doubt Avhether the Algerian specimen

(97110) does not rightly belong to some other species feeding on
the same plant. About the Tenerife larva there can be no
mistake : it is a curious, long, attenuated larva, with the thoracic

somites slightly swelled ; the head pale yellow-brown, pronota'

plate broad, but very faintly indicated ; abdominal claspers short

almost rudimentary. It is creamy white, with a slender reddish

line on either side of the dorsum, running from the mesothorax

to the anal extremity. Long. 13 mm. (98996) Mus. Wlsm. It

descends into the sand in a silken tube, coming up to feed on
the leaves of the plant, and again retiring below ground. So far

as I obsei-ved, the Algerian larva did not descend below the

surface of the soil, the sand-tubes being among the trailing

branches.

The specimen figured (98995, § ) is from Guimar.

31. (2847-1) Aproaerema mercedella, sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 11.)

Antennae yellow, annulate with black. Palpi pale yellowish,

the median joint black nearly to its apex, except a narrow line of

white along its upper side ; terminal joint with a broad blackish

shade before its apex. Head yellowish white. Thorax pale

yellowish, with a diffused greyish fuscous median shade above.

Forewings blackish, Avith pale yellowish patches and lines occupy-

ing almost as much space as the ground-colour, which is accom-
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panied, around their edges, by some rust-brown suffusion, especially

noticeable on the apical portion of the wing ; at the extreme base

a short yellow streak, which follows the fold, is quickly divei-ted

and dilated to the dorsum ; a large pale yellow patch, commencing
above its outer extremity on the costa, is attenuated obliquely

outward along the cell, ending in a pale ocellate spot at the end
of the cell, containing an elongate black dot, a little beyond which
an outwardly angulate, narrow, pale yellow fascia crosses the

wing ; this is produced at either extremity along the margins
and around the apex, forming thus a narrow yellowish band
enclosing a space of the shape of a blunt arrow-head ; cilia pale

yellowish, with two parallel black lines running through them
and emphasising the obtusely rounded appearance of the apex

;

the pale costal patch throws a slight excrescence across the fold

before the middle, but does not reach the dorsum. Ex2). al. 10 mm.
Hindivings \Qi\.diei\ gvQj ; cilia brownish grey. Abdomen grey; anal

tuft ochreous. Legs ochreous, the tarsi banded with leaden grey.

Ti/2)e c? (14107) Mus. Wlsm.
Ilab. Tenerife : Las Mercedes, on dead raoss-grown bark

of Lmirocerasus hisitanica, 7. Ill, excl. 24. YIII. 1904 {Eaton).

Unique.
Among described species this is most nearly allied to nigrato-

tnella Clms. and concinusella Chmb., from both of which it differs

in the presence of dark dorsal markings ; the pattern is found

also in other allied American genera. A single specimen was
bred by the Rev. A. E. Eaton from a larva found on dead moss-

grown bark of Laurocerasus lusitanica, 7. III., near the Casa del

Agua, in the forest of Las Mercedes, 2050 ft. (near La Laguna),.

on August 24th, 1904.

17. (303'01; TELPHUSA Chmb.

= Xenolechia Meyr.

Telphusa Chmb. Can. Ent. IV. 132 (1872); Busck Bull. US.
Nat. Mus. 52. 496-7 (1902): Busck Pr. US. Nat. Mus. XXY.
773, 783-9. PI. 38-5 (1903).

Xenolechia Meyr. HB. Br. Lp. 583 (1895).

32. (2743) Telphusa cisti Stn.

Gelechia cisti Stn. Tin. S-Etu\ 211-12 (1869) \ Teleia cisti Mill.

Cat. Lp. Alp- Mar. 331 (1875)-; Hrtm. MT. Munch. Ent. Yer.

lY. 20 no. 1983 (1880) ^ Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXYII. 145
(1891)"*; Rbl. Yerh. ZB. Ges. Wien XLI. (1891). 630 no. 45
(1891)'. Gelechia {Teleia) cisti Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 150

no. 2743(1901)1

Hab. S. EUROPE ^-•'—S. France ^-"
: © Cistus salviaefalius ^'

^
C. albidus\ III-YI ^ excl. IY-YIIL'^—Dalmatia '-"—Corsica :

Corte, Cistus salviaefolius, excl. 18-27. YII. 1898 [Wlsm.).

N. AFRICA—Tunis ; Aine-Draham, 21. YII. 1896 {Eaton)—
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Algeria: Port National, Algiers, 1. XI. 1892 {Eaton); Azagga,

2. IX. 189.3 {Eaton) ; Lac Houbeira, 3. YII. 1896 {Eaton).

Canaries

—

Tenerife : Guimar, Cistus monspeliensis, 26. II.

excl. 4. Y - 3. YI. 1907 {Wls7a.).

33. (2749-1) Telphusa schizogynae, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 12.)

Antennae black, dotted with white throughout. Pa^n., ter-

minal joint longer than the smoothly and compactly clothed

median
;

pinkish white, with two slender black lines running
throughout the length of the terminal, and a black patch on the

outer side of the median joint at its base. Head iridescent, steely

whitish. Thorax black, shaded with brownish ochreous at the

sides. Forewings steely whitish, suffused with bluish grey to

two-thirds from the base, and again narrowly around the apex
;

at the extreme base is a short bi'ownish ochreous patch, externally

bounded by a black dorsal streak, and separated from the casta

by black ; there are two black discal spots, one before the middle,

one at the end of the cell—the first of these preceded by a similar

spot on the fold below it ; the outer edge of the blue-grey shading-

is straight, except for the outer discal spot projecting- through it

;

apex and cilia white, the latter with a faint median shade.

Exp. al. 14-16 mm. Hindioings abruptly and deeply excised

below apex, veins 3 and 4 separate, 5 approximate to 4, discoidal

weak, 6 and 7 stalked ; tawny grey ; cilia paler, with a lighter

line along their base. Abdomen and Legs tawny grey, the tarsi

pale-spotted.

Ty2)e 6 (98997) ; $ (98998) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, in galls on stems of

.ScMzogyne'sericea, 21. lY - 16. Y, excl. 25. lY, 10-30. Y, 3-30.

YI, 2-10. YII, 19. YIII. 1907. Fourteen specimens.

A distinct species, perhaps most resembling fugitivella Z.

4- lyellella Crt., but larger. The median joint of the palpi is too

smooth to be described as " thickened with rough scales beneath,"

but the clothing of this joint is variable in the genus Telphusa.

Bred from larvae feeding in a swelling on the stems oi Schizogyne

sericea : these galls are abundant on the plant, but their numbers
are likely to be somewhat misleading as to the abundance of

the species, for not only are they for the most part empty galls

belonging to many previous seasons, but a very large projjortion

of the living larvae are afTected by parasites—indeed I have been

able to rear only fourteen specimens from at least 150 galls

collected.

34. (2749-2) Telphusa canariensis, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 15.)

Antennae mealy white, annulate with fuscous. Paljn mealy

white, with two blackish annulations on the terminal joint, and

tAvo oblique blackish bars on the outer side of the median. Head
and Thorax mealy white, the latter slightly sprinkled with fuscous.

Foreivings mealy white, sprinkled, and almost sufi'used locally.
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with greyish fuscous ; an oblique costal spot, at one-sixth from
the base, points downward to a similar one on the fold a little

beyond it, which again points to another on the dorsum, each

containing some raised scales, there is also a small spot at the

extreme base of the fold ; another costal spot occurs before the

middle and is somewhat diffused outward and downward toward

a small dark discal spot, beyond which, ti^ansversely placed, are

two small spots at the end of the cell, these and the preceding

being partially surrounded b}^ pale ochreous scaling ; there is a

faint indication of a transverse shade beyond the end of the cell,

throwing an acute angle outward towards the apex from below

its middle, the space beyond this shade being of the paler ground-

colour, but succeeded by more shady suffusion around the apex

and termen ; cilia mealy white, dusted with greyish fuscous.

Exp.cd. 16 mm. Hinclwings pale grey; cilia pale brownish grey.

Abdomen brownish ochreous. Legs whitish ochreous.

Tyjye 2 (98999) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Canaries—Tenerife : Guimar, 12. lY. 1907. Unique.
Taken at light.

18. (303) GELECHIA Hb,

35. (2533) Gelechia dobiestica Hw.

35 +a. (2533 4- a) domestica Hw. + domestica Hw.

Recurvaria doviestica Hw. Lp. Br. 551 no. 18 (1828) \ Bryotro2yha

domestica Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 142 no. 2533 (1901)".

Hah. EimOPE— England— Germany—Austria— Italy—
Spain. WC. ASIA.

35+ b. (2533+ b) domestica Hw. + salmonis, var. n.

Bryotroplia domestica W\sm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 544

no. 31 (1894) ^ ; Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 38, 44 no. 208

(1906) ^

Hah. Algeria: Hammam-es-Salahin. 18. IV. 1903 {Wlsm.);

Constantine, 20. V. 1895 {Eaton) ; El-Kantara, 25. V. 1903

{]Vlsm.). Madeiras^—Madeira: {WollastonY . Canaries^—Tene-

rife : {White) ' ; Guimar, 4. IV. 1907 {^Vlsm.). Five specimens.

T^Jpe S (99000) Gtiimiar, Mus. Wlsm.
I have already I'ecorded this species from Madeira, and Prof.

Rebel mentions a Tenerife specimen which I have seen in

Mr. "White's collection. I took a fine S at Guimar on April

4th. These specimens have a salmony pink hue in the ground-

colour of the forewings, Avhich is wanting in European specimens.

I have three specimens, taken in Algeria, which resemble the

Canary form, and to which I had given the MS. name " salmonis":

as all the markings correspond with those of English domestica

Hw., it is perhaps sufficient to indicate these and the Canary and
Madeiran specimens under this varietal name, taking my Guimar

<? (99000) as the Type of this variety.
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36. (2584) Gelechia plutelliformis Stgr.

= olhiaella Mill. ;
= sieioersiellus Chr. (nee sieversi Stgr., sp. alt.,

2584-01).

Gelechia jdictelliforonis Stgr. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XX. 239 no. 79

(1859)' ; Stn. Tin. S-Eur. 141, 147 no. 18, 360 (1869) -. Alacita

olbiaella Mill. Ic. Clien-Lp. I. 193-6. PI. 1 • 1-6 (1861) ^ Stn.

Tin. S-Eur. 167, 182-5 no. 10 (1869) \ Hypsolo2:>lms sieioer-

siellus Chr. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XXVIII. 239-40 (1867) ^ Geledda

2)liaelliformis Stgr. Berl. Ent. Zts. XIV. 309-10 no. 91 (1870)^

:

Stgr-Wk. Oat. Lp. Eur. 290 no. 1832 (1871)'; Mill. Cat. Lp.

Alp-Mar. 326 (1875)^; Hrtm. MT. Munch. Ent. Ver. IV. 16

no. 1832(1880)"; Curo Cat. Lp. Ital. VI. 38 (1882)"; Rouast

Cat. Chen. Eur. 155 (1883) ''; Chr. Mem. Lp. Rmhf. II. 158

no. 316 (1885) '- ; Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VIL 274, 283 no. 56

(1892)": XIIL 377, 381 no. 203 (1898)": XXI. 44 no. 209

(1906) ''
: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 144 no. 2584 (1901) '\

Hah. S. Spain '-^' '"'' " "' ".—S. France ^-*' '-"' '"' "• ".—SE.
Russia : Sarepta '' '' '" '^ 23. V. 1866, 1. VII. 1866, 11. VIIL
870 (Ghristojyh). Pontus "' '''.—Syria ". —Tura'--" '«

: Tama-
Ha; '''"": gaUica '-''"-''

: laxa''': paUasii''', III-IV^; VI-
VIII ' ' ; IX ' ; aiitumn '' '' ", excl. V ^-VI ^' ''

'

; VII '''' ' '

;

YJJJ3-1. 8-9_jx''. Canaries ''""—Tenerife ''"
: Guimar, 15. I.

1898 {HintzY^; Santa Cruz, 17. 1 - 2. II. 1907, Tamarix
gaUica, XII-I, excl. 20. II - 17. IV. 1907 (msm.) ; Monte de

Aguirre, 800 m., 21. VII. 1889 {S'imom/) ".

Among a series of fifteen specimens, bred from Tamarix gallica,

near Santa Cruz, one pale variety approaches somewhat closely

in colour to the Algerian sinuatella, Wlsm. [Ent. Mo. Mag. XL.
223 (1904)], but the form of the markings is distinctly that of

plutelliformis, which it resembles also in its smaller size.

The larva feeds on Tamarix gallica, jn December and January,

the moth flying in January, February, and March.

Larva, somewhat attenuate to either extremity, greenish

yellow, with reddish patches on the anterior portion of each

segment, and a few, sparsely distributed, bristly hairs ; there is

a single black dot on either side of each thoracic somite. Head
pale green ; no distinguishable pi-onotal plate ; legs and claspers

long, blackish.

In 1859 Staudingei- described Gelechia plutelliformis (Stett. Ent. Ztg. XX. 239)

from two $ $ bred from larvae taken at Chiclana, and in 1870 lie described

Gelechia sieversi Chr. in litt. (Berl. Ent. Zts. XIV. 309-10), pointing out the

differences between the two species, and adopting Christoph's name, apparently

overlooking Christoph's description of Sypsolophtis sieiversiellus (Stett. Ent. Ztg.

XXVIII. 239-40). The two species are quite distinct and easily separated: in

plutelliformis the dark streak reaches to the base, and is sinuate thus "^v/->>/^
^

being clearly defined beneath hj' whitish ochreous, but above it fades away into the
ground-colour of the wing; at the extremity of the dark sinuate line is a dark
extension, sometimes separated from it. In sieversi the longitudinal dark marking-

may be best described as a cuneate streak commencing at half the wing-length and
attenuate towards the base, which it does not reach ; this streak is sharply edged
with whitish above, and slightly beyond its outer extremity, in line with its upper
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edge, is an elongate dark streak, also edged above with whitish ; at the base is a
lilack limbal streak which does not occur in plutelliformis. When describing

sieiversiellus, Christoph had before him (unwittingly') specimens of hoth pliitelli-

formis and sieversi, both taken at Sarepta, and apparently both bred from Tamarix.
His description of siewersielhis was obviously taken from plutellifurmis, and
Staudinger und Wocke (Cat. Lp. Eur. 290) give the synonymy correctlj' thus :

1831. sieversi Stgr.

18-32. plutelliforniis Stgr. ; :=olbiaeUa Mill. ; =i sieiversiellus Chr.
Christoph's collection contains six specimens and a larva labelled " sieversi Stgr.";

and four specimens labelled " plutelliformis Stgr." These are all from Sarepta,

and are correctly determined, except that the third specimen of plutelliformis is

a worn example of an allied species distinct from both. The name siewersielhis

does not occur in the collection : the larva labelled "' sieversi " appears to be
distinct from, but closely allied to, that of jplutelliformis {sieiversiellus), and
probably fed on Tamarix laxa ov j)allasii (vide Chr. 1. c).

Christoph sent Zeller two specimens, which constitute Zeller's series of "plutelli-

formis Stdg." The tirst, received from Christoph in 1860, is labelled by Zeller
" Gelechia plutelliformis Stdg. E. Z. 59, 239 "

: this determination is incorrect, it is

sieversi Stgr. The second specimen is not speciallj' labelled, not being regarded as

distinct from the first; it is, however, truly plHtelliformis Stgr. ( = sieiversiellus

Chr.). When describing sieversi, Staudinger observes that, owing to its similarity

to 2)kitelliformis, he had at first thought it that species, but, recognising its

distinctness, he retains for it the name given by Christoph in honour of the now
unfortunately deceased entomologist Sievers. It is therefore presumable that

Christoph sent Staudinger sieversi Stgr., labelled " sieiversiellus Chr." On the
other hand, Christoph sent Hofmann, in 1871, four specimens of '' sieiversiella

Chr.", which are rightly determined by Hofmann as plutelliformis Stgr.

In Staudinger and Eebel's Catalog (II. 144) we find both species united thus :

—

2o84!, plutelliformis Stgr.; — olhiaella Mill.; -sieiversiellus Chr.; —sieversi
Stgr. [ab.].

The confusion caused by both species occumng at Sarepta, and both species being
distributed by Christoph as "sieiversiellus," has doubtless suggested the erroneous
idea that the verbal variants IIi/psolopJius sieiversiellus Chr. and GeleuJiia sieversi

Stgr. pertained to mere varieties of one species. Staudinger's two species are

undoubtedly distinct, and we mvist revert to the synonymy of Staudinger and
Wocke's Catalog, correcting that of Staudinger and Rebel thus .

—

2o84'01. Gelechia sieveksi Stgr.

(nee sieiversiellus Chr., = 2584. plutelliformis Stgr.)

Gelechia sieversi Stgr. Berl. Ent. Zts. XIV. 309-10 no. 91 (1870) i
: Sta:r-Wk. Cat

Lp. Eur. 290 no. 1831 (1871) -
; Hrtm. MT. Miinch. Ent. Ver. IV. l6 no. 1831

(1880) •* [*in syn. plutelliformis Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 144 no. 2584 (1901) *"].

Hah. SE. RiTSSiA: Sarepta i-^, 29. VI. 1859, 16. VI. 1866, 1. VII. 1866, 14.

VIII., 18. VIII. 1866, 20. VIII. 1879 {Christoph), Tamarix'^.

37. (2611-2) Gelechia lunariella, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 13.)

Antennae shortly biciliate in J ; blackish, .spotted with rosy

reddish above. Palpi moderately biserrate beneath ; rosy whitish,

speckled and ringed with black, the terminal joint having a

black ring before its middle, and a bi'oader band before its

minntely pale apex ; the intermediate space pale rosy. Head
steely greyish, with rosy iridescent scale-tips. Thorax black,

mixed with rosy reddish. Foreioings cinereous, varying to rosy

reddish ; sprinkled and sufiused with tawny grey and black

scaling, the latter for the mcst part slightly raised, and exhibited,

especially on the base of the dorsum, in an outwardly oblique,

narrow, partially interrupted, transverse fascia at about one-sixth

from the base ; in a patch on the middle of the cell, another,

toward the end of the cell, produced downward to the dorsum at

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LXIII. 63
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the outer end of the fold ; above it a blackish costal patch,

preceded by an elongate costal shade, the intermediate spaces

blight rosy red ; the terminal portion of the wing is much
mottled with similar colouring, tending to indicate marginal

spots, radiating through the tawny greyish cilia, which have two
narrow shade-lines running through them before their ends.

Exj). al. 15-17 mm. Einchmngs tawny grey, M-ith a rosy tinge;

cilia pale brownish cinereous. Abdomen and Legs brownish
cinereous, the latter spotted externally with tawny fuscous.

Ty2ye S (99001) ; $ (99002) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Ten^eeife : San Andres, Rumex lunarms, 23. I, excl.

27 11 - 9. III. 1907 ; Guimar, 12. IV, excl. 11--24. V. 1907
;

Puerto Orotava, 24. lY, excl. 23. V. 1907. Thirteen

specimens.

Bred from pale glaucous green larvae collected on Eumex
litnarius in January and April ; these larvae turned to rosy

reddish before pujoating (99003 Mus. Wlsm.).

I met with this species first at San Andres, near Santa Cruz,

and subsequently observed it near Guimar, and again at Orotava.

It contorts and attaches together the young terminal leaves of its

food-plant, and probably occurs wherever this indigenous shrub

is to be found on the island. It is closely allied to nigrorosea

Wlsm., but is a darker and rather broader winged insect : it is

also very near to the European diffinis Hw.

38. (2635) Gelechia epithymella Stgr.

GelecMa ejnthymella St^r. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XX. 242 no. 89 (1859)^

;

Stn. Tin. S-Eur. 141, 1 50 no. 28, 332 [l869) -. Lita efitliymella

Mill. Ic. Chen-Lp. III. 392-4. PI. 149- 8-10 (1874)'^: Cat. Lp.
Alp-Mar. 329 (1875)^; Hrtm. MT. Mlinch. Ent. Yer. IV. 18

no. 1914 (1880) '. GelecMa {Lita) ejnthymella Stgr-Wk. Cat. Lp.
_Pah II. 146 no. 2635 (1901)".

Hah. S. France ^'^
: Cannes ^' *, Monaco '\ Mentone \ Solanum

nigrum, VIII-IX ''% excl. IX-XI ^-'—S. Spain ^-- '"«
: Chiclana,

14. Ill ^"'. Canaries—Teneeife: Puerto Orotava, ^Hyoscyamus
albics, 10. V, excl. 6-16. VI. 1907 (Wlsm.).

After persistingiy searching plants of Hyoscyamus alhus in the
expectation of finding Gelechia hyoscyamella Mill., I at last found
larvae mining the leaves of two or three plants only, among
several, in a lane east of Puerto Orotava. To my surprise these

produced rather dark varieties of Gelechia epithymella Stgr.,

which has been recorded as feeding on Solanum nigrum in the
south of France, but which has not hitherto been observed in

Tenerife.

39. (2636-1) Gelechia micradelpha Wlsm.

Gelechia micradelpha Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXVI. 217-8
no. 1916-3(1900)^; Stgr-EbL Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 264 no. 2694^"

(1901) \
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Kah. S. France """'
: Perpignan, Lycium europaeimn, 22. V,

excl..7-9. VI. 1899 {Wlsm.y. Algeria: Biskra, 13. II - 7.

lY. 1903, © Lyckmi europmum, 12. I, excl. 6. III. 1904 (Wlsm) :

Hammam-es-Salahin, 22. Ill - 30. IV. 1904 (Wlsm.). Canaries—Texerifb: Santa Cruz, 10. I. 1907 (Wlsvi.); Puerto Orotava,
27. IV. 1904 {Wlsm.).

This obscure little species is common among Lycium afrum,
west of Santa Cruz, and east of Orotava. It has not hitherto

been known to occur in the Canaries, unless it be the same as tha
worn specimen, taken by von Hedemann at Orotava, 14. IV. 1895^
recorded as Lita sf., by Rebel, Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 127, 146
no. 191 (1896): XXL 44 no. 211 (1906).

40. (2712-1) Gelechia sciurella, sp. n. (Plate LI. fig. 14.)

Antennae dark grey, with blackish annulations. Palpi hoary,

much sprinkled and sufiused with black and chestnut-brown,
except on the inner side of the median Joint, which appears
slightly serrate beneath. Head and Thorax steely grey. Fore-

wings whitish grey, mottled, sufiused, and blotched with chestnut-

brown and black ; the former prevailing especially along the
costal area, from the base to beyond the middle, and in a difi'used

patch a little beyond the upper angle of the cell ; the latter

especially in a roundish spot on the fold near the base, in a large

reniform patch before the middle, its lower edge crossing the
fold, and in an inverted, upwardly attenuate, oblique patch resting

on the outer end of the fold ; the apex and termen are also

speckled with black ; cilia smoky greyish, with some pale brown
around the apex. Exp. al. 10-12 mm. Hinchvings subiridescent,

bluish grey ; cilia tawny grey. Abdomen grey. Legs greyish

fuscous, pale cinereous at the joints.

Tyjye 2 (14290) Funchal Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Madeiras—Madeira : Funchal, 2600 ft., 8. III. 1902

{Eaton). Canaries—Tenerife : Guimar, 27. 11-12. IV. 1907
(TFZsm.) ; Arafo, 13. IV. 1907 {]Vlsm.). Seven specimens.

Most nearly aUied to 2^'^ovinciella Stn., but smaller and more
glossy ; the darker shades are greyer, and the ground-colour is

more cinereous, less ochreous. I have had the type in my col-

lection for some years : the capture of six worn specimens in

Tenerife has induced me to describe it.

19, (300) PLATYEDRA Meyi'.

41. (2509) Platyedra vilella Z.

Gelechia vilella Z. Isis 1847. 846-7 no. 393 \ Platyedra vilella

Meyr. HB. Br. Lp. 605 (1895)- ; StsT-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. 11. 141

no. 2509 (1901)1

Hob. WC-C. and S. EUROPE—Spain : sevilla : Corrio

del Rio, 10. XII. 1900: Alcalar, 12. XII. 1900 {Wlsm.): cadiz :

Jerez de la Frontera. 18. XII. 1900; Chiclana, 22-25. II. 1901
63*
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{Wlsm.): MALAGA: Malaga, 2. I. 1901 {msm.). WC. ASIA.

N. AFRICA—Morocco : Tangier, 13. IV. 1901 (Wlsm.) —
Algeria: Biskra, 7. III. 1903 {Wlsm.). Canaries—Texerife :

Villa Orotava, 19. II. 1907 {Wlsm.); near Tacaronte, 29. IV.

1907 {Wlsm.).

Two specimens : one taken at Villa Orotava, the other lietween

Villa Orotava and Taoai'onte.

20, iSOO'D PHTHORIMAEA Meyr.

Phthorimaea Meyr. Eiit. Mo. Mag. XXXVIII. 103-4 (1902) ^
Busck Bull. US. Xat. Mns. 52. 502 (1902)

'
: Pr. US. Nat. I\Ius.

XXV. 773, 821-3. PI. 30- 19 (1903)^'; Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc.

NSW. XXIX. 259, 315-6 no. 20 (1904) \

'^Antennae i, in d simple, basal joint elongate, without pecten.

Labial Palpi long, recurved, second joint expanded with rough

projecting scales beneath, terminal joint as long as second, acute.

Forewings : 2 and 3 parallel, 7 and 8 stalked, 7 to costa. Hind-

wings 1, trapezoidal, apex pi^oduced, acute, termen bisinuate,

cilia If ; in S with long pencil of hairs lying along costa from

base beneath forewings ; 3 and 4 connate, 5 somew^iat approxi-

mated to 4, 6 and 7 remote, nearly parallel.

'' A Noi'th American genus of several species, of which one has

been artificially introduced with its food-plant into widely sepa-

rated regions ;' it is a derivative of Gnorimoschema Busck. Imago

with forewings elongate, pointed." {Jleijrick, 1. c. 4.)

42. (2509-1) Phthorimaea operculella Z.

= § <e?TfWa Wkr. ; =solanella Bdv. ; =tahacella Rgt. ; =sedata

Bti. ; =*piscipellis Hwrd. (nee Z.).

Gelechia terrella Wkr. Cat. Lp. BM. XXX. 1024 (1864)'.

Gelechia {^ Bryotropha) operculella Z. Verh. ZB. Ges. Wien
XXIII: 1873. Abh. 262-3. PL 3" 17 (1873)-. Bryotropha

<>olanella Bdv. J. B. Soc. Centr. Hort. (XI. 1874)1 Gelechia

tahacella Rgt. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLVIII (4 s. IX : 1879)

pp. cxlvi-vii (1880) ^ Gelechia sedata Btl. Cist. Ent. 11. 560

no 88 (1880)'. Litha solanella Alph. Mem. Lp. Rmhf. V. 231

no! 56 (1889)"; Holt AYhite B. cfe M. Ten. 95 no. 20 (1894) \

Lita solanella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 274-5, 282 no. 57

(1892)3- IX. 18, 89 no. 171 (1894) ^ XL 127, 146 no. 190

(1896)^": XIII. 381 no. 204 (1899)" : XXI. 44 no. 210 (1906) ^^

Gelechia {Lita) solanella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 146 no. 2636

(1901)'-'. Phthorimaea opercidella Meyr.Ent.Mo. Mag. XXXVIII.
103-4 (1902)"; Busck Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 502 no. 5616

(190-'>) " : Pr. US. Nat. Mus. XXV. 821-2. PI. 30- 19 (1903)
'"

;

Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. XXIX. 316 no. 94 (1904) "
; Wlsm.

Fn. Hawaii. L 483-5, 731, 745, 757, 758 no. 21. PI. 13- 27

(1907) ^\
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flah. WEST INDIES. UNITED STATES. HAWAIIA.
TAHITI. AUSTRALIA. NEW ZEALAND. S.EUROPE—
Spaix. N. AFRICA

—

Algeria. mining leaves, shoots,

stems, tubers : Lycojyersicwm escuhntv/m ; NirMiana tahacxmi ;

Solammi carolinense, melongena, tuberosum, I-XII. excl. I-XII.

Canaries"-'^'' ^^—Texerife «-^-' ^'
: IV. 1885 (Leech); Guimar, 2.

Ill - 16. IV. 1907 (irZsm.) ; La Laguna, 3-23. V. 1907 (Tr'7,sm.)

;

Puerto Orotava, IX {Al'pherahj) '''.—Fuertevextura""*'' ^^
: Pdo

Palma, 20. X. 1890 {Srmowj)\
Not uncommon in March and April at Guimar, and at La

Laguna in May ; often, but not exclusively, near potato-fields.

[For Index to full list of references vide Wlsm. 1. c. 18.]

21. (306'01) TRICHOTAPHE Clms.

Tricjiotaphe Clms. Pr. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phil. XII. 166 (1860)^:

Clms-Stn. Tin. N. Am. 121 (1872)^; Busck Bull. US. Nat. Mus.
52. 505-7 (1902) '

: Pr. US. Nat. XXV. 772. 906-16. PL 32- 33

(1903)*.

"Antennae serrate, often more or less ciliated. Labial Falpi

long, recurved ; second joint thickened with scales, appressed

and smooth in front and laterally, smooth, or more or less long-

haired above (on the inner side) ; terminal joint long, but shorter

than second joint, slender, smooth, pointed. Forevnngs elongate,

apex obtuse; 12 veins, 7 and 8 stalked, 2 and 3 .stalked. Hind-
wings broader than forewings, slightly sinuate below apex,

trapezoidal, anal angle rounded ; 8 veins, 3 and 4 connate with

a tendency to become short-stalked, 5 approximate to 4, 6 and 7

connate with a tendency to become short-stalked. Discal vein

in several species with a tendency to become obsolete." {Busck.

1. c. 3.)

43. (2270-01) Trichotaphe lamprostoma Z.

= zulu Wlsm.

Gelechia lam2)rostoma Z. Isis. 1847. 851-2 no. 400 \ Qelechia

Zulu Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1881. 261-2. PI. 12* 30 ^

Anacam2)sis lamprostoma Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 154 no. 2848

(1901) '. A'proaerema lamprostoma Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag.
XXXVII. 236 (1901)*. Onebala Imaprostoma Wlsm. Ent. Mo.
Mag. XL. 267-8 no. 2770-1 (1904)'. Anacanvpsis {Onebala)

lamprostoma Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 38. 44 no. 213

(1906)\

ILab. SW. ASIA-^' '
: VI \ S. EUROPE ^''' '—Sicily, V ' ^^

'

—Spaix, V''*'. AFRICA

—

Algeria: IV'

—

Gambia: XI'.

—

Natal: VII; XII \ Canaries—Texerife ^ {Wiite, 1905)':

Puerto Orotava, 10. V. 1907, Convolvidus althaeoides, 10. V.
excl. 15. VI. 1907 {msm.).

I bred a single specimen from a larva found at Puerto Orotava

;

this did not emei'ge until June 5th. although I captured five
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specimens on the same spot on May 10th, when I t'ouml the larva

feeding on Convolvulus althaeoides : the food-plant of this species

was hitherto unknown.

44. (2270-02) Trichotaphe convolvuli, sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 16.)

= Ceratophora sp. Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 275, 283 no. 58

(1892) \ Brachmia {Ceratophora) sp. Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.

XXI. 44 no. 216(1 906) ^

Antennae dark tawny fuscous. Palpi, dull whitish ochreous,

unspotted ; the median joint clothed with closely appressed scales.

Head whitish ochreous. Thorax dark tawny fuscous. Fore wings

dark tawny fuscous, with a small, narrow, elongate, pale ochi-eous

costal spot at four-fifths from the base ; on the cell, at one-third

from the base, is an elongate blackish spot, followed by another

at two-thirds—each rather obscurely annulate wdth chestnut-

brown scales ; a similar spot lies in the fold, straight below the

first discal, and a row of minute ochreous spots pi-ecedes the dai-k

tawmy grey cilia. Exp. al. 13-15 mm. Hindwings brownish

grey, with a slender pale ochreous line along the base of the

otherwise unicolorous cilia. Abdomen fuscous. Legs dark taAvny

fuscous ; the spurs and joints of the tarsi pale cinereous.

This species (which is obviously the same as Ceratophora sp.

Rbl.) is closely allied to juncidella Clms., but difters in its darker

face and palpi : the median joint of the palpi is more roughly

scaled, and the pale costal spot is distinctly visible on the under

side of the forewings.

Type $ (99004)1 S (99005); © (99006) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Canaries

—

Texerife : Santa Cruz, 19-22. I. 1907,

Ipomoea quinquefolia, 19. 1, excl. 20. II - 2. III. 1907 {Wlsm.).

—Grax' Caxaria : {Richter) ^~'. Thirty-two specimens.

Bred from larvae reminding one much of those of Brachmia

rufescens Hw. in their black and white oblique striping. Head
honey-yellowish, edged with blackish

;
pronotal plate honey-

yellow, posteriorly broadly black - margined Innately, suture

iioney-yellow ; mesothorax, metathorax, and abdominal somites

I-II blackish, mesothorax conspicuously separated by white from

the metathorax and prothorax, the latter similarly separated

from the head ; abdominal somites III-IX white, with blackish

markings—the latei'al markings are oblique, as in rufescens, but

having no pale dorsal stripe to interrupt them, anteriorly above,

they form on each segment a complete arcuate band, followed on

somites III-VII by a transverse bar of the same colour, but on

Y this bar is not apparent, owing to dark dorsal sufiusioji

;

noi-mal spots distinct, black ; legs black, abdominal claspers

tipped w-ith blackish ; long. 15 mm. (99006 Mus. Wlsm.). The
larvae I'oll the leaves oi Ipomoea quinquefolia in January, and are

extremely abundant on this introduced plant at Santa Cruz,

especially on a Avail below the Quisisana Hotel.
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22. f349'1) APATEMA Wlsm.

Apatema Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXYI. 219-20 (1900); 8tgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 265 no. 348^^ (1901).

45. (3050-1) Apatema fasciatoi Stn.

n. symi. =*quadripuncta Stn. (necHw.); =co(crcteHa Ptbl. ; =me-
dirypallidum Wlsm.

Gelechiafasciata >Stri. Ann-Mag. XH. (3 s.) . III. 213 no. 18(1859)^
Wkr. Cat. Lp. BM. XXIX. 628 (1864)^ -Oegoconia *quad)-i-

puncta Stn. Tin. Hyr. As-Min. 41 no. 23 (1867) '. Rypaiima
fasciata Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 554 no. 56 (1894) -.

Lampros coarctella Ptbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 129-30, 147

no. 198, PI. 3 • 11 (1896) '. Apatema mediopallidumWlsm. Ent.

Mo. Mag. XXXVI. 220 no. 2223 • 1 (1900) "
: Stgr-Ptbl. Cat. Lp.

Pal. 11. 265 no. 3049'^'* (1901)'. Hypathna fasciata Stgr-Ptbl.

Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 164 no. 3073 (1901)'. BorJchausenia coarctella

Stgr-Ptbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 178 no. 3380 (1901 j
''

: Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. XXL 44 no. 229 (1906) ^^

Hah. WC. ASIA—Palesiixe^ Plains of Jordan, 1865 {O.P.

Camhridgef. S. EUROPE—Corsica '^"^
: Ajaccio, 6. V. 1896

(Wlsm.)"; He RoiLsse, 5. YI. 1898 (TT7.sm.) "—S. Spaix: gkaxada:

Granada, 13-17. TI. 1901 (nZsm.)—Gibraltar : 3. VI. 1903

\msm.). X. AFRICA—Morocco : Tangier, 14. IV- 18. Y. 1902

(TT7.S//;.)—Algeria : Biskia, 9. lY. 1903 {Wlsm ). Madeiras'"'
''''

—Madeira -"'
: Funchal ^ The INIount {WoUastoa) '

—

Deserta

Graxde'- '
: (IVolIaston) '' \ Canaries '

^'''— Tex-erife '' ''
: Santa

Cruz, 2. I - 20. II. 1907 (Wlsm.): Guimar, 20. III. 1904 (Eaton),

9. Ill -18. lY. 1907 (TT7.s-m.); La Laguna, 27. IIL 1904 (^r<^o?t),

23. Y. 1907 (msm.); Puerto Orotava, 26-30. lY. 1895 (Rede-

mann)% 21. lY- 2. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.).—GnAS Caxaria'": Las

Palmas, 9. Y. 1895 {Redemann)'.
Having placed this .species in the Oecoplwridae, through failing

to obsein-e that veins 6 and 7 of the hindwings were stalked,

Prof. Rebel not unnaturally overlooked my genus Aptatema {Gele-

chAadae, 1900), allied to Oecogenia {-^Oegoconia) Stn., and Symmoca
Hb. ; and when descinbing mediopallidum, from Cor.sica, I over-

looked the MadeiiMn GeUcfiia fasciata Stn., which I had erro-

neously referred to Rypatima Stgr-Wk. (nee Hb.) in 1&94. The
specimen which Stainton recorded as Oegoconia quo/lripuncta'^v} .,

from the Jordan (9212 Mus. WLsm.), is Apatema fasciata Stn.,

badly worn.

;it should be observed that Hypatopa Wlsm. Pr. US. Xat.

]k[us. XXXIII. 200, 211 {\mi)= ''Rypatima HS. (nee Hb.) typ'?.

Oecophora inunctella Z., and that Hypatima Hb. (nee HS.) =
Chelaria Hw.]

46. (3050-2) Apatema lucidum, sp. n. (Plate LII. fig. 3.)

Antennae greyish ochreous ; basal joint black above. Palpi
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pale ochreons, the median joint shaded on its basal half with

black, and with a black spot on its distal half externally. Head
and Thorax pale ochreous, the latter slightly shaded with fawn-

brown anteriorly. Forewings pale ochreous, partially shaded

with umber-bi'own, especially below the fold, on the outer half of

the costa, and around the apex where the dark scales project

more or less through the pale ochreous cilia ; the extreme loase of

the costa is narrowly black, a few black scales being scattered

along the base of the dorsum ; at one-third from the base are tAvo

small black spots placed obliquely in the cell, sometimes confluent,

and beneath the outer one is a stronger black spot in the fold
;

beyond these, at the end of the cell and preceded by a small

elongate spot at its upper edge, is an oblique reniform patch,

covering the discoidal and produced inward from the upper angle

—these markings are subject to more or less modification, and

are less distinct in some specimens than in others, but their posi-

tion is uniformly maintained. Exjy. al. 13-14 mm. Hindwings
pale straw-whitish ; cilia pale ochreous. Abdomen and Legs pale

ochreous, the tibiae and tarsi slightly shaded with brownish on

their outer sides.

Tyjje S (98242) ; 5 (98241) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Forest de la Mina, 7. lY. 1904 {Eaton)

;

Eealejo, 7. V. 1907 {m.sm.) ; Las Mercedes, 19. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.):

La Laguna, 23. Y. 1907 {msm.) ; Tacaronte, 31. Y. 1907 (If7s7«.).

Thirteen specimens.

This species is somewhat larger on the average than Ajxdema
fasciatimi, and the forewings are uniformlybroader ; their invariably

ochraceous ground-colour and the distribution of the black spots,

with the absence of any distinct shade across the base, serve to

distinguish it from its ally—like the forewings the hindwings are

also of an entirely different hue. It does not appear to be a

common species.

23. (349"2) AMBLOMA, gn. n.

(a^t/3\w/xa =abortion.)

Type Ambloma hracliyptera Wlsm.

Antennae without pecten ; a little longer than the forewings ;.

simple in 6 . Maxillary Palpi short. Labial Paljn bent upwards,

reaching to vertex ; median joint moderately clothed with slightly

projecting scales below at apex; terminal joint short, smooth.

Head and Thorax smooth. Forewings very short, tapering rapidly

to a slightly depressed, obtusely pointed apex; costa evenly convex,

flexus rather squarely developed, dorsum straight beyond the

fiexus : neuration 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked, to costa; 6 out of

stalk of (7+ 8) ; cell short. Hindwings f,
much shorter, but of

the same shape as the forewings ; cilia 1| : neuration 8 veins
;

6 and 7 stalked ; 3 and 4 stalked. Abdoinen smooth. Legs, hind

tibiae moderately hairy.

Allied to Ajxitema Wlsm. and Symmoca Hb., but differing in
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its curiously aborted appearance, wliich recalls the form of Em-
hryonojisis Etn. and Hodegia Wlsm., both insular forms, and, in

the European fauna, the $ of Chimahacche Hb.

47. (30-50"3) Ambloma brachyptera, sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 18.)

Antennae dark greyish fuscous, the basal joint hoary white.

Palpi greyish fuscous externally, hoary white on their inner sides,

and around the apex of the median joint. Head and Thorax
hoary white, the latter with grey sprinkling. ForevAngs hoary
white, profusely sprinkled with dark stone-grey scales, but devoid

of pattern ; a slight spot of ochreous suffusion on the cell a little

before the middle of the wing ; cilia hoary whitish, with a slight

admixture of grey, esj^ecially about the tornus. Ex2). cd. 9 mm.
Hindioings whitish grey ; cilia pale grey. Abdomen ochreous

;

anal tuft hoary Avhite. Legs whitish, dusted with brownish grey,

the tarsi faintly banded.

Tijpe S (99007) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Guimar, 6. III. 1907. Unique.
Found under leaves of Lotus sessili/olius, on the black sand

of the coast near Puerto Guimar. No other specimen seen.

24. (348'01) CHERSOGENES, gn. n.

(xep'7oyei'//s = bred on dry land.)

Type Ghersogenes victimella AVlsm.

Antennae 1, simple in c? ; without pecten. Maxillary Palpi

moderate. Labial Palpi extending fully three times the length

of the head beyond it ; median joint thickly clothed above and
beneath, the lower scales projecting nearly half the length of the

slender, erect terminal joint, beyond its base. Haiistellunx

moderate. Head and Thorax moderately smooth. Forewings

narrow, elongate, lanceolate, with sti^aightened costa and slightly

curved dorsum tapering to a point : neuration 12 veins; 7 and 8

stalked, 7 to termen ; rest separate. HindAvings as broad as the

forewings, considerably shorter, but much the same shape ; cilia

Ig : neuration 8 veins; 6 and 7 long-stalked; 3 and 4 long-stalked..

Abdomen smooth, somewhat flattened ; uncus and claspers strongly

developed, Legs^ hind tibiae slightly hairy.

This genus is most nearly allied to Epanastasis Wlsm., l3ut

differs in the structure of the palpi.

48. (3022-01) Ghersogenes victimella, sp. n.

(Plate LI. fig. 17.)

Antennae dark brownish fuscous. Palpi hoary whitish, sprinkled

with fuscous scales on their outer sides. Head and Thorax
cinereous, dusted with fuscous. Forewings pale cinereous,
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densely spiinkled Avitli fuscous throughout, except along a narrow
line running- from the base to the lower angle of the cell, with

a slight break about its middle ; on either side of this break

is a small spot of raised dark fuscous scales, two similar spots

appearing on either side of the outer end of the pale line, the

lower spot in each case being a little further fi-om the base than

the one above it ; there is also an indication of a small group of

dai'k fuscous scales resting on the upper edge of the cell at its

base; cilia cinereous, s^^rinkled with fuscous. Exj). al. 12 mm.
Hindwings and cilia dark tawn}'- brown. Abdomen brownish
cinereous. Legs pale cinereous, slightly dusted Avith fuscous.

Tyjje 6 (99008) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Texertfe: Santa Cruz, 29. TV. 1907. Unique.
The most jDersistent eftbrts to secure another specimen of this

A-erv distinct species were unsuccessful.

25. (348'02) EPANASTASIS, gn. n.

{eizavaaraais = rebellion.)

Type HoJcopogon soj)hronieUus ilbl.

Antennae nearly as long as the forewings, slightl}^ serrate
;

^without pecten. JIaxiUari/ Falpl Short, dejDendent. Labial

Paljn clothed with projecting scales beneath, these extending
beyond the base of the terminal joint ; terminal joint not more
than half the length of median, smooth. Haustellum well-

developed. Head and Thorax smooth. Foreicings elongate, lan-

ceolate, the dorsum slightly more convex than the costa : neiwation

12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked, 7 to termen ; rest separate. Hind-
vnngs 1, apex slightly depressed, termen very oblique, almost
sinuate, flexus moderately develojied ; cilia 1 : neuration 8 veins

;

6 and 7 long-stalked : 3 and 4 stalked. Abdomen &m.ooth.. Legs,

hind tibiae slightly hairy above.

Has much the appeai^ance of Apiletria Ldr., to which it is closely

allied, but diflers in having vein 7 of the foreAvings to termen, in

Avhich it agrees ^Yith Si/m^noca Hb. ; difiering from Symmoca, as

also from Apiletria, in its more roughly clothed palpi, AA'ith much
shorter terminal joint.

49. (3022-02) Epaxastasis sophroxiella Rbl.

Rolcopogon sojyhroniellus Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 89-90
no. 174(1894)^: XI. 128-9. 147 no. 196, PI. 3- 10-10" (1896) -

:

XIII. 381 no. 210 (1899)-^ : XXI. 44 no. 217 (1906)^ : Stgr-Rbl.
Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 160 no. 2980 (1901) \

Ty2)e d (61057) Mus. Wlsm.
ZTff6. Canaries^"' — Texerife^'': IV. 1885 (Leech)

^—Gran
Oanaria'"': Teror, 10. T. 1895 {Hedemann)-.

Despite j^ersistent search I did not meet Avith this species.
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26. ^348; SYMMOCA Hb.

50. (3035-1) Symmoca caxaeiex.sis Rbl. (Plate LII. fig. 1.)

Symmoca canariensis Rbl. Aim. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 38-9. 44
no. 218 (1906) \

Hah. Texerife' : 1905 (ir. W. mdte) ' : Santa Cruz, 4-29. II.

1907 ( Wlsm.), 3. IV. 1904 {Eaton), 29. IV. 1907 (m.sm.) ; Guimar,
2. Ill - 14. IV. 1907 (Wlsm.) ; Arafo, 13-14. IV. 1907 (IR-sm.)

;

Puerto Orotav-a, 21. IV - 10. V. 1907 (Wlsm.) ; La Laguna. 23. V.
1907 (msra.).

I carefully examined the single specimen, in Mr. White'.s collec-

tion, at Guimar, which is the type of liynvmoca canariensis Rbl., and
bearing in mind the appearance of Holcopogon sophroniellus RVjI.,

at fir.st imagined they mu.st be the same, but, although I cannot
agree with Prof. Rebel in placing sopJironiellas in the genus Uol-

copogon 8tgr. (which has been wrongly included in iheGeUchioflMe,

and miLst be i-emoved to the Ilyjyonoraeatidae), the shorter terminal

joint of the palpi, even "«T.thout f)ther more impoi-tant characters,

is at once sufficient to separate it from the Symraoca. I found
S. canariensis almost the commonest insect in the Island ; it was
abundant at >Santa Criiz and Guimar, but I have no clue to the

habits of the lai-^"a.

A fine series of 64 specimens exhibits considerable variation : in

some the costal margin is broadly and conspicuously darkened, in

contrast to the dull white ground-colour ; in others a suffusion

extends more or le.ss over the whole wing ; while in others again
there is a yellowish .streak along the cell, or sometimes two pairs

of obliquely placed fuscoiis spots, befoi-e and beyond the middle,

recalling vividly the pattern of oxyhiella Mill., but more obliquely

placed than in that .species, and exhibiting scarcely any of the
yello^^"ish .scales which are there to be found on the outer edge of

the spots. Some of the smaller and more suffused varieties .show

a faint indication of these .spots and approach very closely, except

in colour, the only two specimens which I am obliged to eliminate

from my series and to describe under another name {aegrdla, sp. n.).

S. canariensis was not found at the time and place where the new
species occurred.

51. (3035-2) Symmoca aegrella, sp. n. (Plate LII. fig. 2.)

Antennae and Palpi .sandy ochraceous. Head and Thorax pale

ochreous. Forev;ings sandy ochreous, dxLsted with fa-\A-n-browni.sh

.scales, slightly more thickly aVjove and below than upon the cell

;

cilia pale sandy ochreous. Eccp. al. 13—14 mm. Hindv;ings

shining, pale .straw-ochreous, a little more Ijrownish toward the

apex ; cilia very pale sandy ochreous. Ahd.ornen and Legs pale

.sandv ochreous.

Tyjje 6 (99009) Mus. ^l.sm.

Hob. Texerife : La Lagnna, 9. VI. 1907. Two .specimens.

This .species, which agrees with canariensis in having veins 3
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and 4 of the forewings short-stalked, differs in its ochreous, rather

than whitish, or greyish, colouring ; in its paler and more ochreous

hindwings, and in the absence of a dark shade along the outer

side of the median joint of the palpi, which are also somewhat
more slender in apjpearance.

27. (347) EPIDOLA Stgr.

52. (3019) Epidola stigma Stgr.

Epidola stigma Stgr. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XX. 244 no. 93 (1859)';
Stn. Tin. S-Eur. 141, 152 no. 32 (1869) - ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal.

II. 162 no. 3019 (1901) ^

Hah. S. EUROPE

—

Corsica : Punta Parata, Frankenia
pidverulenta, 7. YI, excl. 1. IX. 1899 {Wising; Ajaccio, @ Criih-

mum maritimum, 10. YI, excl. 7. IX. 1899 {Wlsm.)—S. Spain ^'^

:

Chiclana, Quercus coccifera, lY, excl. YI {Stgr.)
^"~

; Coto,

Granada, Cisius, Helianthetmom, lY-Y. 1901 (Wlsrii.).

X. AFRICA—Morocco : Tangier, 29. II. 1902 {Wlsm.) ; Cape
Spartel, on palings, 14. lY. 1902 (Wlsm.)—Algeria: Con-
stantine (Stgr.). Canaries

—

Teneeife : Santa Cruz, on rocks,

30. I- 10. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.).

I found, at different dates, six cases of this species on the rocks,

above the Hotel Quisisana at Santa Cruz, but failed to rear any
of them, repeating my previous experience as to the difficulty of

breeding it. From more than a hundred cases, collected at Granada,

not a single specimen emerged ; but the few cases previously found

in Corsica all produced the moth in due course. I am quite at a

loss to account for the failures. Similar cases are made by species

of the Australian genus Ocystola Meyr. [Oecoj^horidae).

II. BLASTOBASIDAE.

28. (351) BLASTOBASIS Z.

Prof. Rebel recorded the occurrence of Blastohasis roscidella Z.

in the Canaries [Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 90 no. 177 (1894)],

on the strength of a specimen (61060) received from me in 1893.

This was one of a series of seven specimens (61058-64) taken in

Tenerife, by the late Mr. J. H. Leech, in Apiil 1885, and is now
recognised as Scythris fasciaiella Rgt. (3536), vide no. 86, p. 973.

53. (3054) Blastobasis phycidella Z.

Oeco2yhora (Scythris) 2)hycideUa 7i. Isis 1839. 193 no. 35 \ Blasto-

hasis j)hycidella Stgr-Wk. Cat. Lp. Eur. 309 no. 2303 (1871)-;
Mill. Cat. Lp. Alp-Mar. 346 (1875) ^ Hrtm. MT. Miinch. Ent.
Yer. lY. 33 no. 2303 (1880)*; Srhgn. Kleinschm. MBrndbg.
221-2 no. 305 (1886)^; MP-FT. Xat. Sic. YIIL 187 (1889) '^

Meyr. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXYIL 59 (1891)'. Blastohasis ? phyci-
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della Rbl. Ann. IvK. Hofmus. YII. 276, 283 no. 60 (1892) \
Blastohasis 'phycidella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 90 no. 176
(1894) '': XXI. 44 no. 220 (1906)"; Sblcl. Deutsche Ent. Zts.

Iris XI. 317 (1898)" ; Stgr-Rbl. Car. Lp. Pal. II. 163 no. 3054
(1901) ^^

Hah. WC. ASIA ^' '• ^^ S. EUROPE ^-^> ^' *'^' '' — Ger-
many ^"'' ^'' ^'—S. Austria -• ^"

—

Switzerland ^-—Italy "
: San

Remo, 2. lY. 1893 {Wlsm); Rome, 10-25. lY. 1893 {Wlsm.)—
Sicily '' ^—Corsica : Ajaccio, 4-6. Y. 1896, 16. YI. 1899 {msm.)
—S. France': Cannes, 20. lY. 1890, 1. YI. 1892, ® Ruhia
perecjrina, excl. Y. 1881 {Wlsm.) ; Napoule, 24. Y. 1892 {msm.);
Thues-les-bains, 18-21. YI. 1900 (TF^sm.)—Spain "

: granada :

Granada, 17. YI. 1901 {Wlsm.): Gibraltar, 3. YI. 1903 {Wlsm.).

X. AFRICA—Algeria '-'^=: El-Biar, 21. lY. 1893 {Eaton);

Bone* 11. Y. 1896 {Eaton); Azazga, 2. IX. 1893 {Eaton)—
Morocco: Tangier, 2-4. Y. 1902 {Wlsm.). Canaries

'"• '-—

Tenerife'-": IY. 1885 {Leech)'; La Laguna, 23. Y - 9. YI.
1907 (THsm.)—Gran Canaria^"'" : {Richter)'-^\

Five tS S from La Laguna at the end of May and tlie beginning
of June : one of these specimens ( S 98233), with broader and
more pointed wings, taken on May 23rd, is abnormally large {exjJ.

al. 19*5 mm.) for a representative of this species, but it cannot
otherwise be separated.

Rebel mentions a single worn 6 , with notched antennae and
hindwings similar to those of j)hycidella 7a., as taken at Orotava,

20. IY [Blastobasis sj). Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 132 no. 20P
(1896)1. He apparently regarded it as distinct from both
phycidella and ruhiginosella.

54. (3056) Blastobasis rubiginosella Rbl.

= s^. 179 RbL

Blastobasis sp. Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 91 no. 179 (1894)^:

XXI. 44 no. 223 (1906)". Blastobasis rubiginosella Rbl. Ann.
KK. Hofmus. XI. 130-1, 147 no. 200, PI. 3- 12 (1896)': XXI.
44 no. 221 (1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 163 no. 3056
(1901) \

Hah. Tenerife'-^ IY. 1885 {Leech) ^
; Guimar, 4. Ill- 16.

IY. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; La Laguna, 8. IY. 1904 {Eaton), 7. YI. 1907
{Wlsm.); Puerto Orotava, 21. 1Y. 1895 {Hedemann)\ 30. IY. 1907
{Wlsm'); Las Mercedes, 29. Y- 7. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.); Tacaronte,
31. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Twenty-eight specimens were taken at Guimar, Tacaronte,
Puerto Orotava, Las Mercedes, and La Laguna, from March 4th
to June 7th, but the larva remains unknow^n.

The specimen mentioned by Rebel as Blastobasis sp. 179 {I. c. 1)
is in my collection ( S 61053); it is undoubtedly a worn S of rubi-
ginosella ; the type of the species, when subsequently described
having been a $ .
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55. (3056-1) Blastobasis velutixa, sp. n. (Plate LII. fig. 4.)

Antennae and Pa^yi ash-grey, the latter sprinkled with black

scales. Head and Thorax ash-grey. Forewings ash-grey, with a

short square patch of black scales at the base of thecosta, followed

at a distance equal to its own length by a broad transverse band

of black scales, some conspicuously raised, especially along its outer

edge, which is convex and i-eaches nearly to the middle of the

wing ; its inner edge approaches nearer to the base on the dorsum
than on the costa ; beyond this patch, which in some specimens

aj)pears divided into two fasciae, the wing is much more sparingly

bestrewn with black scales, which however are somewhat
thickened on the margins at three-fourths, and around the apex

;

cilia brownish cinereous. Ex2}. al. 11-14 mm. Hinclvnngs

brownish grey ; cilia brownish cinereous. Abdomen asb-grey,

shaded at the sides and posteriorly with black
;
pale cinereous

beneath. Legs brownish cinereous, the tarsi blackish, with whitish

cinereous annulations.

Tyjje S (98258) ; $ (98263) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife: Guimar, 9-30. III. 1907; Tacaronte, 31. Y.

1907 ; La Laguna, 9. VI. 1907. Four specimens.

Allied to ruhiginosella Rbl., but distinguished by the broad,

dark, transverse band before the middle of the wing. The antennae

are deeply notched in the S •

56. (3060) Blastobasis fuscomaculella Rgt.

= seeboldiella Kreithn.' ; =^^marmarosella Rbl. (nee Wlstn.) ^"^.

Oecophora fuscomaculella Rgt. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLYIII. (5 s.

IX : 1879). p. cxli (1880) '. Oecopliora seeholdiella Kreithner

Verh. ZB. Ges. Wien XXXI. SB. 20-1 (1881)-. Blastobasis

marmarosella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 276-8, 283 no. 61.

PL 7 • 6-6a 5 (1892) ^
: IX. 18, 90-1 no. 178 (1894) ^ Blasto-

basisfuscoviacuMla Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 549

no. 47 (1894) "'

; Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 130, 147 no. 199

(1896)". Sbld. Deutsche Ent. Zts. Iris XI. 317. PI. 11 • 15

(1898)". Blastobasis fuscomaculella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XIII. 377, 381 no. 213"(1899) « : XXI. 44 no. 224 (1906)

'
: Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 163 no. 3060 (1901)"'.

Hab. Spain ^-^'^'^"•. Bilbao ^"^'^ Y^ YII % YIII '
— Por-

tugal ^' '• "
: Coimbra \ Madeiras — Madeira '"' ^". Ca-

naries '"'' ''^'—Tenerife ''-'' " '"-"
: lY. 1885 {Leech)

'

; La Laguna,

23. Y-7. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.), YI. {Cabrera)^; Puerto Orotava,

IX. 1889 (AS't'moi?.?/)'' '— HiERRO ': Yalverde, 9-14. II. 1898

{Hintz) ^

This is apparently a scarce species, I only met with three

specimens. Yalverde is in Hierro, not in Tenerife.
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29. (351-1) PROSTHESIS, gn. n.

(7rpocr9ecrts= an addition.)

Type Prosthesis exchosa, sp. n.

Antennae with pecten
; (S simple, or minutely ciliate, not

notched, nor attenuate at the base. Maxillary Palqn short, con-
verging. Labial Palpi recurved, reaching above the vertex,
closely clothed ; terminal joint shorter than median. Haicstellum
scaled at the base. Head and Thorax smooth. Foreioings narrow,
elongate, evenly lanceolate : neuration 12 veins ; 7 aiid 8 stalked,
to costa. Hindwings nearly as broad as the forewings, acutely
lanceolate, the costa straighter than the dorsum : iwuration 7 veins

(3 and 4 coincident); (3+4) and 5 stalked; 6 and 7 remote,
almost parallel. Abdomen smooth. Legs, hind tibiae moderately
hairy.

This genus agrees with Blastohasis Z., Episteius "VVlsm., and
Zenodochium Wlsm. in having 3 and 4 of the hindwings coincident,
stalked, or connate, with 5. It differs from Ejnstetus and Zeno-
dochium in having a pecten instead of a conchoidal shield of scales

on the basal joint; of the antennae, and from Blastohasis, with
which it agrees in having a pecten on the basal joint, in the
absence of a notch.

57. (3067-1) Prosthesis exclusa, sp. n. (Plate LII. fig. 5.)

Anteoinae stone-whitish. Paljyi stone-greyish, sprinkled with
fuscous ; the median joint fuscous on its outer side nearly to the
apex. Head and Thorax stone-grey. Foreioings pale stone-grey,

sparsely sprinkled with fuscous and rust-broAvn scales ; a small
spot at the base of the costa, a narrow fascia at one-third
from the base, much mixed with rust-bro^vn and strongly
angulated outward on the cell, whence it runs nearer to the
base on the dorsum than on the costa ; at two-thirds a leather

strong group of fuscous and brownish scales, on the dorsum,
is more or less connected by scattered scales across the wing-

to a smaller costal spot a little nearer to the aj)ex, and these
again are more or less connected with each other by a chain
of six or seven obscure maiginal spots running around the
apex ; cilia pale brownish grey. Exp. al. 12-14 mm. Hindwings
grey ; cilia brownish grey. Abdomen greyish fuscous, with narrow,
shining, pale steely grey, transverse bands. Legs stone-greyish,

thickly speckled with bro"wnish fuscous Oli their outer sides.

Tijpe 6 (98291); $ (98298) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife: Puerto Orotava, 25. IY-3. Y. 1907; La La-

guna, 23. Y-9. YI. 1907; Las Mercedes, 29. Y-7. YI 1907.
Nineteen specimens.
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30, (352-1) ZENODOCHIUM Wlsm.

Zexodochium Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XLIY. 49 (1908).

Type Zenodochium mono23etali "Wlsm.

58. (3069"2) Zexodochium polyphagum, sjd. n.

(Plate LII. fig. 6.)

^Blastobasis sp. Rbl. Ami. KK. Hofmus. XI. 131, 147 no. 20P
(1896) '

: XXI. 44 no. 222 (1906) ^

Antennae brownish fuscous. Paljn brownish fuscous, the distal

end of the median joint narrowly whitish. Head and Thorax

whitish, sprinkled, or sometimes entirely suffused, with brownish

fuscous. Forewings usually dirty whitish, but varying from clear

white to dull ash-colour, with brownish fuscous streaks and

blotches ; the usually paler basal third of the wing has a small

spot at the base of the costa, one or two short length-streaks on

and above the fold, and another near the dorsum, and is sometimes

also profusely sprinkled with brownish fuscous scales ; at one-

third occurs a slightly inverted triangiilar costal spot, between

which and an ill-defined, outwardly oblique, dorsal patch the paler

ground-colour asserts itself in a naiTOw, oblique, separating band
;

on the median area is a short length-streak along the upper edge

of the cell, and much sprinkling (sometimes considerable sufiusion)

of brownish fuscous ; at three-fourths is a transverse, narrow,

brownish fuscous band, slightly inverted from costa to dorsum,

and sometimes intermipted below the costa, and beyond is another

short median length-streak and a series of about six dentate

streaks around the margin ; cilia hoary, faintly sprinkled and

narrowly striated with brownish grey. Exjj. al. 13-20 mm.
Rindivings brownish grey ; cilia shining, yellowish brown along

their base, greyer beyond. Abdomen grey. Legs brownish grey.

Type d (98227); 2 (98221); FT. var. c? (98210) Mus.

Wlsm.
Uab. Tenerife^"- : Puerto Orotava, 24. IV. 1895 [Hedemann) \

23. lY - 7. Y. 1907, in refuse on Artemisia canariensis, 27.

Ill, excl. 4. YI - 2. YIII. 07, ® AUagojyappus dichotomus, 4. lY,

excl. 4. Y - 4. YII. 07, © Senecio Jdeinia, IY^ excl. 13-31. Y.

07, Sonchus gummifer, 23. lY, excl. 23. YI. 07, Finns cana-

riensis, 20. lY, excl. 19. Y-11. YI. 07, Rubia fruticosa, II,

excl. 18. Y. 07, Cytisus proliferus, 22. lY, excl. 29. lY- 10.

YI. 07, Rhus coriaria, 28. lY, excl. 6. YI. 07 (insm.) ; Bajomar,

26. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.). Thirty-six specimens (33 bred, 3 captured).

The species varies much in the amount of sprinkling, or suf-

fusion, of brownish fuscous on the ashy ground-colour, some of

the whiter varieties being more plainly marked than others, but

all possess the oblique pale separating line between the costal

triangle and dorsal blotch. In appearance it reminds one rather

of Tecmeriimn anihophagum Stgr., but its nearest ally is Zeno-

dochium xylo2JhagitmV^\sm., f\, much darker species with indistinct
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markings. I bred thirty-six specimens from accumulated refuse
on Artemisia canariensis (3), AUagojjaj^jnis dichotomus (13),
Senecio kleiuia (4), and Sonchibs gummifer (1)

—

Compositae; Pinus
canariensis (6)—Conlferae ; Rubia fruticosa {l)~'R\x\iiB,ce2i% ; Cy-
tistos jjrolifertcs (4)—Leguminosae ; and Ehus coriaria (1)—Tere-
binthaceae

;
these are, I believe, all plants indigenous to the

Island. The larva frequently bores into the stem of the food-
plant before pupation, leaving a hole from which the imago
escapes.

III. OECOPHORIDAE.

31. (369-01) AGONOPTERYX Hb.

Forewings : 2 and 3 stalked ; 7 and 8 stalked.

Type Pyralis ocellana F.

= -\Agonopterix Hb. (Type ocellana F.) ; =Pinaris Hb. (Type
arenella S-D.); =Tichoxia Hb. (Type atomella S-D.) ; =Epe-
LEUSTiA Hb. (Type liturella Hb.) ; =Haemylis Tr. (Type assi-

milella Tr.) ; =-*Volucba Z. {conterminella Z.), nee Ltr. ; =
Depressaria (A) Meyr.

Wallengren [Entomologisk Tidskrift II. 81 (1881)] described

the new genus Siganorosis for species agreeing with heracliana DG.
in having veins 2 and 3 of the forewings separate, thus restricting

the use of Depressaria Hw. to species with 2 and 3 stalked. Un-
fortunately he overlooked the fact that in 1828 Curtis had cited

heracleana as the type of Depressaria Hw., and figured its neuration.
Siganorosis "Wlgrn. must therefore sink as a synonym of Depres-
saria Hw., and also of Volucra Ltr. The species having 2 and 3
of the forewings stalked form a natural and easily recognisable

genus and should be known as Agonopteryx Hb.

59. (3193'1) Agonopteryx oinerariae, sp. n.

(Plate LII. fig. 7.)

Antennae ochraceous, much clouded beyond the base with smoky
fuscous. Palp)i pale ochreous, the terminal joint minutely tij^ped

with black, and having a black band around it above the middle.

Head and tufted Thorax pale ochreous. P'oreivings with the costa

moderately convex, apex depressed, termen oblique
;
pale ochreous,

with a few darker fawn-ochreous shades tending to define the
neui-ation ; more or less profusely sprinkled with scattered black

dots, some being placed along the termen, some on the costa, one
on the costa beyond the middle, in position to form an equilateral

triangle with two others on the disc, above and near the first of

which is sometimes a blackish patch
; a small black mai'ginal spot

also lies near the base of the dorsum. 3xp. al. 17-20 mm. Hind-
wings very pale, shining, whitish ochreous ; cilia still paler.

Abdomen and Legs pale straw-ochreous.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No. LXIV, 64
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Tjjpe <S (99011); FT. var. 6 (99012) Mus. Wlsm.

liah. Tenerife : Arafo, 13. IV. 1907 (IFZsHi.) ; Barranco Lorez,

near Orotava, @Senecw {Cineraria) jwpidifoUus, 7. Y, excl. 11-

20. VI. 1907 {)ns'in.). Seven specimens.

Larvae found in April and May, at Cluimar and near Orotava,

on Senecio {Cineraria) pojndifolius and heritieri, mining between

the upper and under surfaces of the leaves, causing a slightly-

puckered appearance, but very difficult to detect owing to their

pale greenish white colour. Six specimens bred in June, and a

single (3 taken on the wang above Arafo, April 13th.

Allied to assimilella Tr., but easily separated by the distinct

black spotting on the under side of the costa of the forewings, which

are, as are also the hindwings, much paler than in that species.

60. (3201-1) Agonopteryx conciliatella Rbl.

Depressaria conciliateUa Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 272-4,

283 no. 55. PL 17 • 14 $ (1892)^; Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond.

1894. 538, 546 no. 40 (1894)-^; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 171

no. 3223 (19.01) ^ Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 44 no. 226

(1906) \

Hah. Sicily ^"^: Palermo \ Madeiras-'^

—

Madeira-: Fun-

chal ; The Mount {WoUaston)'\ Canaries''*

—

Tenerife': Agua
Mansa and Pedro Gil, @Cytisus ptroliferus, 20. IV, excl. 20-23. V.

1907 {Wlsm.); Pedro Gil, 1420 m., 30. VII. l^9>'d {Simony) ^—

Gran Canaria '
: San Mateo, 805 m., 7. VIII. 1890 {Simony)\

The only named species, of the uni-estricted genus Depressaria,

recorded by Rebel in his complete list (1906) is conciliateUa. In

1894 {I. c. 2), I wrote that if I had rightly identified this species

it was very variable. I have now two specimens, bred from larvae

feeding in the leading shoots of Cytisus proliferus, from Pedro Gil

and Agua Mansa respectively, which are much darker than the

Madeiran examples, but not distinguishable in the position and

character of the markings. Professor Rebel, throughout his

description, compares conciliateUa with '•' yeatiana F.," but it is

much more nearly allied to scoparieUa Hnm., from which indeed

some of the less speckled varieties are almost indistinguishable.

The easiest way to separate them is by the costal markings on the

luiderside : in conciliateUa there is a wide pale band around costa

and termen, much peppered and streaked with fuscous along the

basal half of the costa : in scopctrieUa the pale band is narrower

and decidely less speckled.

61. (3222) Agonopteryx yeatsana F.

= -f yeatiana F., t yeatsana. (T. P. Yeats, nom. j)r.)

Fvralis yeatiana F. Sp. Ins. II. 286 no. 60 (1781) \ Depressaria

yeatiana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 272-4 (1892) ^
; Stgr-Rbl.

€at. Lp. Pal. II. 171 no. 3222 (1901) \

Hah. C-S. EUROPE '""' — Corsica : Corte, © Heloscyadium
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s/;., 7. VI, excl. 20. VI. 1898 (TFZsm.)—S. France: R. Var,
<^ Peucedanimi 2icdustre, 10. IV, excl. 18. VI. 1896 {Wlsm.).

N. AFRICA

—

Morocco : Tangier, © Heracleum sj). ?, 24 IV,
excl. 19. V. 1902 (Wlsm.). Canaries— Tenerife : Puerto
Orotava, 4. V. 1907, © Umbellifer, 9. V, excl. 10. VI. 1907
(Wlsm.).

Six specimens taken, and one bred from an Umbellifer, growing
under drij^ping rocks on the sea-coast, near Orotava. The plant

appeared to be the same as tha.t from which I bred this species in

Corsica, in 1898, and which was named for me at the time
" Heloscyadium, sp", but I am not sure that the species occurs in

Tenerife : in any case my botanical knowledge is quite inadequate

to decide the point from such specimens as were available at the

date on which the larva was found near Orotava. My experience

is, that this species occurs only on marshy ground ; I have also

bred it from Peucedanum pcdustre, gathered at the mouth of the

Var, on the Riviera, and from Reracleum sp.^ at Tangier.

62. (3232-1) Agonopteryx perezi, sp. n. (Plate LIT. fig. 8.)

=-^api:>lana Wlsm. (nee F.).

Depressaria applana Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 546
no. 41 (1894) \

Antennae smoky fuscous. Pal2n cinereous, the median joint

thickly sprinkled with black and tawny on the outer side, except

in a narrow band around its upper end ; terminal joint with a

narrow black band around its base, a broader one before its apex,

-and the extreme apex miniately black. Head and Thorax cinereous,

more or less tinged with fuscous ; the latter with an elevated crest

posteriorly. Poretoings tawny reddish fuscous, with smoky black

suffasion and speckling ; a pale ochreous patch at the extreme
base, its outer edge straight and black-margined to the upper edge

of the cell, above which it is angulated and produced outward
along the costa, and gradually absorbed in the darker ground-
colour ; on the cell, at one-third, are two clearly defined, almost

contiguous, but obliquely diverging, black spots, the lower one
slightly beyond the upper— both followed by a few ochreous scales,

produced and broken into two spots, in line with the lower one

on the cell ; the slightly paler costa is obscurely spotted with dark

fuscous throughout, and the termen is also narrowly spotted, the

fuscous shading on the wing tending to follow and indicate the

neuration ; cilia corresponding in colour to the wing-surface

;

underside shining, sericeous, the costa and termen strongly speckled

with fuscous. Exp>. al. 16-20 mm. Hindwings and cilia shining,

pale cinereous, the cilia with slender parallel shade-lines running
through them ; underside shining, sericeous, the costa and termen
strongly speckled with fuscous. Abdomen and Legs pale cinereous,

the tarsi with four fuscous bands.

Tyj^e S (99018); ? (99019) Mus. Wlsm.
64*
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Hah. Madeiras^

—

^Madetra \ Canaries

—

Tenerife : Puerto

Orotava, © Buta jnnnata, 14. Y, excl. 4. VI - 1. YII. 1907

(Wlsm.). Twenty-four specimens.

The pale green larva rolls the leaves of Btita pinoiata, an

indigenous and somewhat local plant, to which my attention was

specially called by my friend Dr. George Perez, after whom I

have named this Agonopteryx, and whose great assistance in the

botanical work connected with my study of the Tenerife Lepidoptera

I gratefully acknowledge.

As compared with Agonoj^teryx apjjlana F., the chief points of

difference noticeable in jpe?'e2;i are that the pale basal patch is

sharply angulate (not curved outward) at the radius, along and

above which are some distinctly ochreous scales ; the discal spots

are yelloAvish, not- white, and the antennae are shorter. Looking

again at the rather poor specimen which I recorded from Madeira,

.

as applana, in 1894, I am now inclined to regard this an pterezi.

32. (369) DEPRESSARIA Hw.

Forewings : 2 and 3 separate ; 7 and 8 stalked.

Type Phalaena Tortrix heracleana (L.) DG., F., Hw.

Depressaria Hw. (Type heracleana Hw.) ; =Pybalis F. (II.)

Ltr. ; 'i^ Fiesta Blhg. (Type heracleana L.) LN'.']; =^^^ Furale,
Volvcbe" Ltr. (Type heracleana F.) ; =Volucba Ltr. (Type

heracleana F.) ; =^Sigakobosis Wlgrn. (Type heracleana L.,

Wlgrn.) ; = Depressaria (B) Meyr.

63. (3299-1) Depressaria teneripae, sp. n. (Plate LII. fig. 9.)

— Depressaria sp. Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXL 39, 44 no. 227

(1906)

\

Antennae smoky fuscous. Falpi cinereous, densely speckled

with smoky fuscous externally, and with a fuscous ring above the

middle of the terminal joint. Head and Thorax pale slaty greyish,

more or less sprinkled with tawny fuscous. Foreivings slaty

greyish, suffused, and obscurely blotched, with smoky fuscous; a

very dark patch at the base, below the fold, leaving a narrow pale

margin within it, is diluted upward and outward, and followed

by two clouds of a similar colour on the cell, one before and one
beyond the middle, of which the first is the darker, owing to black

scaling continued from its lower edge in a series of two or three

small spots reaching to the end of the cell ; beyond the cell is

a strong, outwardly curved, dark fuscous shade, preceding the

speckled margin and cilia, the latter are delicately rosy-tipped.

Exp. al. 17-19 mm. Hindioings and cilia pale, shining, rosy

cinereous. ^JcZomew and Zet/s shining, cinereous; the tarsi with

four fuscous bands.

Tyjye $ (99020) ; S (99021) ; © (99022) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife: 1905 {White) ^

\ Santa Cruz, ©Artemisia cana-
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riensis, 11. II, excl. 19. Ill - 3. lY. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Guimar,

@ Artemisia cana7'iensis, 25. Ill, excl. 9. IV - 2.3. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.).

Sixteen specimens.

Bred from a leather stout green larva, feeding in the leading

shoots of Artemisia canariensis, at Santa Cruz and Guimar. As
•compared with the Eur-opean species which feed on Artemisia, it

is distinctly more suffused in its colouring, the darker patches

being unaccompanied by any lines of whitish scales ; indeed the

whole insect has a much more silky, smooth appearance, with some
gloss, not only in the hindwings, but also on the antei-ior pair.

It is perhaps nearest to ahsinthivora Frey, but the absence of any
outward elongation of the median shade is a good character by
which it may readily be distinguished.

64. (3306) Depressaria apiella Hb.

= nervosa Hw. ; =^^heracliana Wlsm. (nee DG.).

Tinea apiella Hb. Smlg. Eur. Schm. VIII. (Tin.). 39. PL 14 94

(1796) \ Depressaria nervosa Hw. Lp. Br. 506 no. 4 (1811)-.

Pinaris ajnella Hb. Verz. Schm. 411 no. 3966 (1826) ^ Depres-

saria nervosa Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1881. 317 (1881)*. De-

2yressaria ^heracliana Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 546

no. 42 (1894) '. Dejyressaria nervosa Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.

174 no. 3306 (1901) ^ Busck, Pr. US. Nat. Mus. XXIV. 747

no. 34 (1902)'; Dyar Bull. US. Nat Mus. 52. 522 no. 5887

(1902) \

Ifab. EUROPE ^-\ N. AFRICA—MOROCCO : Tangier, ©#e-
rula sp., excl. 19. V. 1902 [Wlsm.): @ Oenanthe peitcedanifolia,

6. V, excl. 7-15. VI. 1902 (I[7.s;».);' ® Thajysia garganica, 9. V,
excl. 7. VI. 1902 (Wlsm.). Madeiras '—Madeira : {Wollaston)\

Canaries—Tenerife : Guimar. BupAeurum aciphyllimi, 6. Ill,

excl. 16. IV. 1907 (THsm.) ; '(^UmheUifer, 14. IV, excl. 22. V.
1907 (TFZsm.). UNITED STATES*" ""'^-Oregon^''-^: grant
CO.: Camp Watson, IV™. 1872 (Wlsm) : jacksonco. : near Rogue
River, 4-6. V. 1872 {Wlsm).

For more than half a century apiella Hb. (1796) has been sunk

as a synonym of nervosa Hav. (1811) : so long as these two names
are held to pertain to the same species, it is obvious that that

species must be named apiella Hb.
Two specimens bred from an Umhellifer, found at Guimar, and

one from the rare Bupleurum aciphyllum ( = salicifolium) appear

to be inseparable from this species : they agree exactly with

specimens bred in Morocco, in 1902, from Ferula, Oenanthe

peucedanifolia, and Thapsia, garganica, and are only distinguished

from my European series by their slightly larger size and darker

colour, partly clue to the freshness of the specimens. This species

has not been met with in the United States since 1872, when
I took two specimens in Oregon. I again refer to these two
specimens to give the exact localities, viz., (91970) Camp Watson,
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Grant Co., in Northern Oregon, taken in A.pril 1872, and (91971)
taken in Jackson Co., in Southern Oregon, 4-6 June 1872, when
near Rogue River, These two American specimens have vein 5

of the hindwings out of the stalk of 3 and 4, in which they agree

with Canary, Tangier, Madeira, and European specimens which
have 5 connate with, or out of the stalk of 3 a,nd 4 ; a character

which occurs also in discijninctella HS. {= *pastinaceUa Stn.).

The specimen recorded by me from Madeira in 1894 [l. c. 6)
as " Siganorosis heracliana DCt. " is a bleached example of

apiella Hb.

33. (365) ETHMIA Hb.

= PsKCADiA Hb., Stgr-Rbl.

65. (3143) Ethmia bipunctella F.

Alucita hipunciella F. Ent. Syst. 668 no. 7 (1775) \ PsecacUa
Mimnctella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 272, 283 no. 54 (1892) '

:

IX. 18, 89 no. 168 (1894)^: XIII. 377, 381 no. 201 (1899)^:
XXI. 44 no. 225 (1906)' : Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 167 no. 3143

(1901)

^

Ilab. W. ASIA^-^*'". C. and S. EUROPE ^-^'
'^—S. Spain:

huelva: Coto, 23. IV. 1901 (Tl^sm.). X. AFRICA -"='' "—Mo-
rocco : Tangier, 11.11. 1902 (n7sm.)—Algeria : LeTarf, 29. YI.
1896 (Eaton). Canaries -""—Tenerife '''

: Santa Cruz, 6-12.1.

1907, © Btjmphytum, 14. I - 13. II, excl. 5. lY. 1907 {Wlsm.\
30. lY. 1898 {Eintz)

'

; Las Mercedes, 7-29. III. 1904 (Eaton) ; La
Laguna, 12. YI. 1889 (K?-auss) ^

—

Gran Canaria^'^ : (Richter)-~\

Taken on the wing, and bred at Santa Cruz.

33^ (376) HARPELLA Schrk.

65^ (3329) Haepella foei'icella Sc.

PJiahtena forficella Sc. Ent. Oara. 248 no. 638 (1763)1. Sarpella forjicella RbL
Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 276, 283 no. 59 (1892)2; XXI. 44 no. 228 (1906) » : Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 176 no. 3329 (1901) *.

Ba6. C-S. EUROPE i-i. C&xi&i:ies"'^—{? gran canaria'^).

I did not meet with this species in Tenerife.

IV. HYPONOMEUTIDJE.

34. (412) COLEOPHORA Hb.

66. (3713) COLEOPHORA OROTAVENSIS Rbl.

ColeopTiora orotavensis Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 137-8, 147
no. 214, PI. 3- 16 2 (1896)^: XXL 44 no. 234 (1906) ': Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 193 no. 3713 ((1901) \

Hah. Tenerife ^'^
: Santa Cruz, 26. XII - 26. I. 1907 (n7.s?H.)

;

Guimar, 28. II - 12. lY. 1907 (Wlsm.), 24. III. 1904 (Eatoii)

;

Tacaronte, 1. lY. 1902 (Eato?i); Puerto Oiotava, 21-30. lY. 1905
(Hedemami)', 21. lY. 1907 (Wlsm.).
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Exceedingly common everywhere. It seems to be attached

to Chenojyodiam, and to appear m succes'sive broods almost

continuously.

67. (3713"1) COLEOPHORA MICROMERIAE, Sp. n.

Antennae white, annulate with greyish fuscous; the basal joint

roughly clothed, but not tufted. Falpi white, a broad greyish

fuscous band spreading around the apex of the median, and base

of the terminal joint, including some slightly projecting scales

from the former. Head white, slightly shaded along the middle

with greyish fuscous. Thorax white above ; tegulae touched with

greyish fuscous. Foreivings greyish fuscous, the costa narrowly

pure white from the base, widening outward, and continxied to the

apex, before which the costal cilia are slightly touched with grey
;

there is a less conspicuous line of white scaling along the fold-

and slightly diflused downward across the space beneath it to the

dorsum, the base of the terminal cilia being also white, forming a

streak which runs out throtigh those of the apex; with this

exception the cilia are pale brownish grey ; the marginal white

lines are cleai"ly visible on the underside. Exj). al. 8-1 1 mm. Hind-
wings very pale bluish grey ; cilia pale brownish grey, becoming
whitish at their tips around the apex. Abdomen bro\^*nish grey

above, white beneath ; anal clothing whitish. Legs white, the hind

tai'si faintly speckled.

Type $ (99023) ; S (99024) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, 19. II. 1907, 5.Y. 1907 (TFZsm.);

Guimar, 27. II - 14. lY. 1907(TF/s^?^.), © Micromeria varia, 23. II,

excL 10. Y. 1907 (msm.); Cruz de Afur, 5. lY. 1904 {Eaton);

Forest de la Mina, 7. lY. 1904 (Eaton). Sixteen specimens, one

bred.

The case is brown, short and cylindrical, sprinkled with short

whitish hairs, like the leaf-surface of the food-plant ; the mouth is

slightly oblique. It was found on 2Iicromeria varia, among
which plant I took several specimens, at Guimar, at about 1200 ft.

I also met with the species at Puerto Orotava, in February, and

in May, and received three specimens from Mr. Eaton, taken in

April 1904, at Cruz de Afur, and in the Forest de la Mina.

68. (3773) CoLEOPHORA coxfluella Rbl.

Coleophora confluella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 278-9, 283

no. 63, PI. 17 • 15 c? (1892) ^
: XXI. 44 no. 235 (1906) ^

: Stgr-Rbl.

Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 195 no. 3773 (1901)1

Hah. Canaries ^"^

—

La Palma^-^: Pico del Berigoya, 1400-

1500 m., 21. YIII. 1889 (*S'imo?<2/) '—Texerife : Guimar, ©Heli-

anthemum guttattom, 27. Ill, excl. 25. IX - 1. X. 1907 (Wlsm.);

La Laguna, @ Helianthemum guttatitm, 3. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.).

Larvae were common, in cases made of leaves (similar to those

of heliauihemella Mill.), on Helianthemum guttatum, and also on
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Cistus mons2)eliensis. I found numerous cases at Guimar, at the

end of March, from which I bred two specimens only at the end
of September and the beginning of October. I have always found
helianthemella an extremely difficult species to rear, under the
conditions to which a travelling entomologist is i-estricted, and
conjluella presents similar difficulties, for I bred only the two
specimens mentioned, although larvae were collected subsequently

at La Laguna in the beginning of May.

68-'*. COLEOPHORA SP. ?

Three cases found on Adenocarpus foliolosus, at Guimar, 26th
February, were extremely similar to those of covfluella, and might
have been taken for stray specimens from the Helianthemitm, had
I not observed traces of their feeding on the leaves. They were
slightly smaller than the others, but would not feed in captivity

and I failed to rear them.

69. (3815-1) COLEOPHORA AEGYPTIACAE Wlsm.

Coleophora aegyptiacae Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag, XLIII, 148 no.

3815-1 (1907) \

Hah. Algeria : Hammam-es-Salahin, Salvia aegyptiaca,

III - lY, excl. IV.^ Canaries

—

Tenerife : Santa Cruz, Salvia

aegyptiaca, 16. I - II. 1907.

Sevei-al cases of this Algei-ian species were found at Santa Cruz,

at different dates in January and February, on Salvia aegyptiaca,

but were not reared.

70. (3840-1) CoLEOPHORA teidensis, sp. n.

Antennae jmle gTey, with very faint paler annulations ; basal

joint smooth. Palpi greyish white ; smooth, a few scales projecting

from the end of the mectian, before the base of the short terminal

joint. Head and Thorax pale silky grey. Foreivings narroAv

;

pale silky grey, without any ochreous or brownish scaling ; a faint

greyish white line, along the costa, is a little widened about the

middle, but thence touches only the outer ends of the greyish

costal cilia ; other still fainter greyish lines running throughout

the wing-length, one along the upper edge of the cell throwing
three slender branches to the costa along the principal veins

;

one along the middle of the cell leaves the costa near the base,

approaching and running parallel to the termen, another lying

below it along the fold; cilia pale stone-grey. Exjj. al. 13 mm.
Hindtoioigs very'pale bluish grey; cilia pale stone-grey. Abdomen
dark leaden grey. Legs whitish grey.

Type S (99026); $ (99027) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, 14. V. 1907; Tacaronte, 31. Y.

1907 ; La Laguna, 5. YI. 1907. Three specimens.

The nearest approach to this species in our Eui'opean lists is

algidella Stgr., which it greatly resembles in colouration and in
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the faint whitish longitudinal lines ; it diflers, however, decidedly

in its much narrower forewings. I should place it between algidella

Stgr. and miorinipenneUa Dp. : its scarcely annulated antennae
•and more silky grey colour separate it from the latter.

71. (3852) COLEOPHORA ATLANTIOELLA Rbl.

Coleophora atlanticella E,bl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 138-9, 147

no. 215 (1896) ^ XXI. 44 no. 236 (1906)- : Stgr-Ebl. Cat. Lp.

Pal. II. 198 no. 3852 (1901) '.

Hab. Canaries ^"^

—

Tenerife^'-: Santa Cruz, 22. I - 10. II.

1907(I17sHi.); Guimar, 12-30. III. 1907 (IHsm.); Puerto Orotava,

27. lY. 1895 {HedemannY — Gran Oanaria'"^: Las Palmas,

7.Y.im5{Hedemann)^-
A good series taken at Santa Cruz ; I also met with it at

Guimar.

72. (3895) Coleophora artemisiae Mhlg.

Coleophora artemisiae Mhlg. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XXV. 163-5 (1864)'
;

Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 199 no. 3895 (1901)-.

Hab. Germany ^"^

—

Austria -. Canaries

—

Tenerife : Guimar
12. lY. 1907; Puerto Orotava, 21. lY. 1907.

Six specimens taken at Puerto Orotava, and two at Guimar,

among Arteinisia canariensis.

73, (3904"1) Coleophora poecilella "Wlsm.

Goleopliora poecilella Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XLIII. 129 no.

3904-1(1907)'.

Hah. Algeria : Biskra, Hammam-es-Salahin, Suaeda ver-

miculata, lY, excl. lY - Y, X.' Canaries

—

Tenerife : Puerto

Orotava, Salsola oppositifola, 4. YI. 1907.

Three of the easily-recognisable, long, tapering, cylindrical cases,

found on Salsola oppositifolia., at Orotava, are undistinguishable

from those taken in Algeria on the allied Suaeda vermiculata
;

but again I was unable to rear them.

35, (389) BATRACHEDRA Stn.

74. (3562) Batrachedra ledereriella Z.

Cos'mopterijx ledereriella 7i. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XL 198 no. 220
(1850 \ Batrachedra ledereriella YHsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXYII.
149(1891)-; Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 132, 147 no. 205
(1896)^: XXI. 44 no. 232 (1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.

185 no. 3562 (1901)'; Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXIX. 167
<1903)«.

Hah. WO. ASIA^ S. EUROPE '-«—S. France: Cannes,
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in webbed rubbish on Mimosa, excl. 20. IV. 1879, in webs
of Spiders and Larvae, II-IIl, excl. TV. 1881, Juniperus
oxycedras. III, excl. 24. Y. 1890, Rosmarinus officinalis, III,

excl. 16. y. 1890, old fruit of Mes2nlus c/eronanica, excl. 12.

Y. 1892 {lVls7n.); Beaulieu, rubbish in leafy galls on Salix

pendula, 6. lY, excl. 5. Y-17. YIII. 1890 (TFZsm.)—Spain :

MALAGA : Malaga, in seed-heads of Ayithyllis cytisoides, XII.
excl. 2. lY. 1901, Genista umhellata, 28. I, excl. 1. lY. 1901,

Cistus alhidus, 27. 1, excl. 5-8. lY. 1901 {Wlsm.). N. AFRICA
—Morocco : Tangier, 11. 1., 8. III., 2. Y. 1902 (TFZs«i.), ^CisUts
ladaniferus, 9. XII, excl. 30. YII. 1902 (TF7sm.); Cape Spartel,

seeds of Cistus sp., excl. 16. YIII. 1902 (Wlsm.). Canaries^''—Tenerife^: La Laguna, 2. III. 1904 {Eaton), 7. YI. 1907
(Wlsm.) ; Guimar, 2. Ill - ] 4. lY. 1907 (Tf^sm.) ; Puerto Orotava,

11. lY. 1895 {HedemannY , old seeds Senecio Meinia, 26. lY,
excl. 29. lY - 10. YI. 1907, diseased stems Cytisus proliferus,

24. lY, excl. 13. Y. 1907, Piniiis canadensis, 20. lY, excl. 24-29.

Y. 1907, Mangifera indica, 14. Y, excl. 25. YI - 14. YII.
1907, Sonchtis lep>tocephalus, 30. lY, excl. 7. YII. 1907 \Wlsm.)

;

Arafo, 13. W. 1907 (IF/sm.)—Gran Canaria^: Las Palmas, 9.

Y . I'^m {Eedemanny

.

Taken commonly at Guimar, and bred from Senecio, C'ytisus,

Pinus, Mangifera, and Sonchus, bearing out my previous ex-

perience of the habits of the sj^ecies in Europe and Morocco,

where it is invariably a rubbish-feeder, among debris of spiders*^

webs, and frass of other larvae on numerous plants as enumerated
above.

36. (388) COSMOPTERYX Hb.

75. (3550-1) CosMOPTERYX coRYPHAEA, sp. n. (Plate LII. fig. 10.)

= Cosmopteryx sp. n. Y/lsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXYII. 237
(1901) \

Antennae pale buff, spotted with white along their outer sides,

two black, and two white annulations occurring before a darker
band, which precedes the four or five yellowish distal joints.

Palpi white, with pale buff lateral lines throughout. Head
olivaceous brownish, with a short central, and two longer lateral

lines. Thorax olivaceous brown, with a central white line, and
one along the inner edge of each of the tegulae. I'orewings
olivaceous brown to about three-fifths of their length, on v/hich

colour are five slender silvery white lines ; one from the base of

the costa, slightly diverging, and terminated below the costa at

at about one-third • another, above it along the costa, slightly

widened towards its outer end ; a third, from the middle of the
base, extending to the outer margin of the olive-brown space,

whence a shorter, inverted, streak divei-ges, terminating opposite
to the outer end of the first costal ; the fifth streak is from the
base, along the dorsum, and is rather shorter than the first costal

;
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beyond the brown space, and therefore a little be3"ond the middle
of the wing, commences a pale lemon-yellow patch, which is con-

tinued toward the apex, bearing the following markings : first,

two bright silver spots, each touching the brown preceding space,

and each carrying a jet-black dot on the side opposite to it

;

beyond these, at a distance equal to about the middle of the'

wing, are two corresponding spots of bright silver scales, but

with only one or two black scales attached, the yellow ground-
colour extends between and beyond these, blending to creamy
white along the costa and dorsum to the apex, the margins being-

separated by a short olive-brown dash reaching the extreme apex

;

cilia brownish grey. Exp. cd. 9-10 mm. Hinclwings pale grey,
cilia brownish gi'ey. Abdomen yelloAvish. Legs white, shaded
externally with oblique olivaceous brownish bands.

Tyjje S (99029) ; $ (99030) Santa Cruz, Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Spain: malaga : Malaga, 29. TY. 1901 {Wlsm.)\

Canaries

—

Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 12-16. II. 1907. Eight
specimens.

Nearest to similis Wlsm., but differing in the continuation of

the yellow band beyond the outer pair of silver spots, giving the

wing a much lighter appearance ; in this respect it agrees with
quadrilineella Chmb., but differs in having five white lines in

the dark basal area of the wing, of these the subcostal, the median,
and the dorsal arise from the base.

76. (3553) OosMOPTERYx attenuatella Wkr.

n. 5j'n..=JlavofasGiata E. Wlstn. ; =lespedezae Wlsm.

Gelechia attenuatella Wkr. Cat. Lp. BM. XXX. 1019 (1864) \

Cosmopteryx flavofasciata E. Wlstn. Ann-Mag. NH. (5 s.). III.

438 (1879)': Lp. St. Helena 53 (1879)-. Gosmopteryx lespe-

dezae Wlsm. Tr. Am. Ent. Soc. X. 198 (1882) ^ [? = Gosmopteryx

{% gemmiferella Clms.) Mschl. Ab. Senck. Xat. Ges. XY. 345, 354

(1890)'; Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1891. 536, 548 (1892)'^].

Gosmopteryx lespedezae Riley, Smith's List Bor-Am. 107 no. 5771

(1891)1 Gelechia attemuciella Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1891.

519, 545 (1892)'^. Gosmopteryx lespedezae Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc.

Lond. 1891. 536, 548 (1892)'. Gosmopteryx flavofasciata Rbl.

Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 91-2 (1894)^ : XL 133-4, 147 no. 208

PL 3-13 (1896)": XXL 44 no. 230 (1906)". Gosmopteryx

attenuatella Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1897. 105-6 no. 123
(1897)^-. Gos')nopteryx flavofasciata Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. 11.

185 no. 3553 (1901)". Gosmopteryx lesjyediza Dyar Pr. Ent.

Soc. Wash. lY. 478 (1901) ^"'. Gosmop)teryx attenuatella Dyar
Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 53. 535 no. 6068 (1902)^^; Busck Pr. US.
Nat. Mus. XXX. 710 (1906)".

Rah. UNITED STATES ^'''^'-' ^^-"—Texas S' i- "
: Lespe-

deza''^-^^-—^. CAROLmA^"—Florida"-": II-III ". AYEST
INDIES'' '"'''"'''"'"— Jamaica'' '- '-: Constant Springs, 18.
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XII - 2. I. 1905 (Wlsm.); Runaway Bay, 17. II - 13. III. 1905
{Wlsm.)—B:AYTi '-''': V; San Domingo'"—[? Portorico^''' '-]

—St. Croix : Y '"—St. Vincent ' > '-—Grenada : III-IV ''—St.
Helena -•

'' ". Canaries '"""- '= — Tenerife "'"
: Guimar, 19.

Ill - 12. IV. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Puerto Orotava, 1895 {Hedemann) '°,

29. IV. 1895 {Hedemann); 14. V. 1907 (n7s7«.)— Gran Ca-
naria'"-": LasPalmas, 7-9. V. 1895 {Hedemann)^'.

Professor Rebel (1. c. 10) records and discusses flavqfasciata
E. Wlstn., of which I have one of the examples (7244) collected

by von Hedemann in the Botanical Gardens at Puerto Orotava,
29. IV. 1895, and six taken by myself at Puerto Orotava, 14. V.,
and Guimar, 19. Ill - 12. IV. 1907. I have now re-examined
Mrs. AVollaston's type from St. Helena, and am convinced that it

is the same as the species identified by Rebel under this name
from Tenerife, but the possession of more specimens has now
enabled me to correct the synonymy as follows :

—

attenuatella Wkr. {l^U) ;
=^ flaiwfasciata E. Wlstn. (1879);

= lespedezae Wlsm. (1882)—thus proving that the species is

widely distributed.

77. (3555) Cosmopteryx turbidella Rbl.

•Cosmopteryx sj). Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 91-2 no. 183
(1894)'. Gosmojneryx turhidella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL
135-6, 147 no. 209. PL 3 • 14 $ (1896)': XXI. 44 no. 231
1906 ^

: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 185 no. 3555 (1901 '.

Hah. Canaries '^—Tenerife'"' : Guimar, 5. 11-17. III. 1907
{msm.), 20. III. 1904 {Eaton), ® Parieiaria vtdgaris, 5. II,

excl. 17-18. III. 1907 (THsHi.); Puerto Orotava, Parietaria,
excl. 15-25. III. 1904 {Eaton), 16-30. IV. 1895 {Hedemann)^;
Forest de la Mina, 17. III. 1902 {Eaton) ; Cruz de Afur, 5. IV.
1904 {Eaton) ; Las Mercedes, 28. V. 1907 {Wlsm.), VI. {Cabrera)^;
Barranco del Loro (nr. Realejo Alto), Parietaria arborea, 7. V,
excl. 11-12. VI. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Cosmojyteryx turbidella feeds on Parietaria vtdgaris, near
Guimar, in great abundance ; it was found there by Mr. Eaton,
who also observed the larvae Avhere I have taken and bred it.

An intimate acquaintance with the form of the mine caused me
to suspect that a large, broad-leaved, shrub growing in the
Barranco del Loro, above Realejo Alto, was Parietaria arborea

;

and this turned out to be collect.

C. turhidjella Rbl. differs from indclierrimella Chmb. in the
possession of a black dot, a little above the middle of the wing,
contiguous to the golden metallic band which precedes the yellow
fascia

; also in having the silver apical streak undivided, whereas
in indcherrimella it is broken into two short lines ; moreover, the
outer golden fascia does not commence in a pure white costal

«j)ot, as in the somewhat smaller American species. After re-
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exanaining my series of 2>^''^cherrimella, collected in Madeira by
WoUaston, with the addition of specimens subsequently received

from Eaton, and my own from Tenei-ife, I am surprised to find

that there is not a specimen of turhidella from Madeira. Mr.
Eaton notes (MS., 16. lY. 1904) that "The CosmojJteryx so

common at Guimar, and Puerto (de la Cruz) Oi-otava [i. e. turhi-

della Rbl.], was also plentiful on Parietaria, at Funchal, in the
garden of the Carmo Hotel " ; but his specimens of jiulcherrimella

were taken at " Funchal : at altitude of about 600 ft., 26. II.

1902 : out of Etqxitorium aclenophorum Sjjreng.," one of the
Comi)ositae. This plant should be searched, but it is not a
probable food-plant iov ]r>idclierrhnellaQh.mh.^ which in the United
States feeds on Pilea pumila^ one of the Urticaceae.

Cosmopteryx tun^hidella is by no means consistent in the colour

of the yellow fascia ; this, in some specimens, is almost obsolete

through the strength of the brownish suflfusion ; in others the
colour is only slightly influenced in tone, while rarely it is of a
clear orapge-yellow, without partial shading or sufiiision. I have
again cai-efully comj^ared all the specimens, without being able

to detect any difference between the American and Madeiran
specimens of pidcherrimella.

37- (405) STAGMATOPHORA HS.

78. (3564) Stagmatophora (Pyroderces) argyrogrammos Z.

Gosmopteryx argyrogrammos Z. Isis 1847. 37-8 no. 177 \ Pyro-
derces argyrogrammos Cnst. Ann Soc. Ent. Fr. LII. 20 (1883)'";

Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 132, 147 no. 207 (1896)
'

: XXI.
44 no. 233 (1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 185 no. 3564
(1901) ^

Hab. WC. ASIA 1- '—Haleb : Shar Devesy, 1893 {N'at. Coll. :

Leech). S-MC. EUROPE ^-'—Italy : Rome, 10-25. lY. 1893
(IFZsm.)—Corsica: Corte, 19-21. Y. 1896; He Rousse, 5. YI.
1898; Ajaccio, 16. YI. 1899 (TF?sm.)—France : © Compositae— Carlina corymhosa, Kentropliyllimi lanatum, Centaurea aspera.,

Pycnomon acarna, etc.'; Monte Carlo, 5. Y. 1882 [Wlsm.); Beau-
lieu, © Carduus, excl. 12. YII. 1889 (TF/sto.)— S. Spain:
MALAGA: Malaga, 14. III. 1901 : granada : Granada, 22. Y-20.
YI. 1901 : CADIZ : Chiclana, Centaurea, excl. 10. YI. 1902
(msm.). N". AFRICA'—Algeria : Bone, 21. IY. 1896 {Eaton)-
Morocco: Tangier, IY. 1902 (J[7sm.); Rabat, lY. 1902 {Wlsm.).
Canaries'''''—Tenerife^"': Guimar, 111". 1907 {White); Puerto
Orotava, 14. IY. 1895 (ZTecZemfm^i) ' ; La Laguna, 5. YI. 1907
{Wlsm.).

Mr. M^hite took a good specimen of this at Guimar, when
collecting with me, at the end of March ; I subsequently mot
with a worn example, at La Laguna, in June.
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38. c417) APHELOSETIA Stph.

= *Elachista (Tr. p.) Z., Stn., Stgr-Rbl., etc.

Type Phalaena Tinea argentella CI. (Wstwd. 1840).

Aphelosetia Stph. 111. Br. Ent. Haust. lY. 287 (1834); Wstwd.
Syn. Gn. Br. Ins. 112-3 (1840).

Elachista Tr. (c. Elachista) Z. Isis 1839. 211, 212-3.

"When de&cYihmg, Elachista, Treitschke [Schm. Eur. IX. (2). 177

(1833)] wrote as part of his generic diagnosis :
" Die Raupen

leben auf der TTnterseite der Baumblatter oder minirend zwischen
den Hauten derselben. Sie verpuppen sich in festen Hlilsen."

This restricted the possible type to species with such larval habits

(i. e. Buccidatrix 7i. and Phyllonorycter Hb.) with whose life-

history Treitschke was acquainted, and rendered it impossible

for any of the grass-mining species {Elachista Auct.) to be
regarded as a potential type. Treitschke quotes the life-history

of Buccidatrixfrangidella Goze and Phyllonorycter [Lithocolletis)

tremidae 7i. from Fischer von Roslerstamm (^in litt.), but he was
personally acqviainted with the larvae of idmifoliella Hb. and
hlancardella (F., mespilella Hb. 272) Tr. Elachista Tr. must there-

fore sink as a. synonym of Phijllonorycter Hb., and v.lmifoliella

Hb. should be taken as the type. Duponchel [HN. Lp. Fr.

XI. 25, 499-502 no. 30 (1836)] cited comjjlanella Hb. as the type

of Elachista Tr., but Treitschke was unacquainted with the larva

of complanella, and this species is not indicated as specially

typical. Zeller's restriction to the grass-feeding species is also

invalid for the same reason.

79. (3994-1) Aphelosetia hypoleuca, sp. n.

(Plate LII. fig. 11.)

Anteiinae fuscous, the basal joint pale ochreous. Palpi whitish

ochreous. Head and Thorax whitish ochreous, the latter faintly

shaded with fawn-grey. Foreivings pale ochreovis (whitish ochreous

if worn), sprinkled and suffused with fawn-brown, especially

above the fold beyond the middle, with some deeper brownish
fuscous shades, notably along the costa and about the tornus

;

three black spots, one below the costa at two- thirds ; a smaller

one, a little beyond a,nd below it, about the end of the cell

;

a third, more conspicuous, on the fold at about half the wing-

length ; a strong blackish shade-line runs along the middle of the

brownish ochi-eous cilia. Exj). al. 8-9'5 mm. Uindioings rather

dark leaden grey ; cilia tawny greyish. Abdomen grey, anal tuft

ochreous. Legs pale brownish ochreous, shaded with fuscous

externally.

Tyjie S (99036); $ (14312) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Forest de la Mina, 17. III. 1902, 7. lY. 1904

{Eaton) ; Realejo, 7-10. Y. 1907 [Wlsm.) ; Puerto Orotava,
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14. Y. 1907 (IF/sm.); La Lagima, 23. Y. 1907 {msm.); Las
Mercedes, 29. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.). Nineteen specimens.

Not uncommon, on the highei' ground, in the barranco above
Realejo and elsewhere ; first taken by Mr. Eaton, in the forest

of La Mina. It is very near to alhidella Tngstr. (1847; =r1iyn-
cliospordla Stn., 1848), but differs in the possession of two extra
spots beyond the conspicuous plical one : the European species

having no spot at the end of the cell or below the costa. Yein 5
is absent in both wings.

39, (417'01) POLYMETIS, gn. n.

(/ToXu^Tj-is =of-many-counsels.)

Type Polyvietis carlinella Wlsm.

Antennae |, slightly serrate towards apex ; basal joint with
strong pecten. Maxillary Palpi short. Lahial Palfi smooth,
usually dependent, but capable of upward movement ; terminal
joint shorter than median, rather obtusely pointed. Haustellum
small. Head and face coarsely, almost roughlj^, scaled. Thorax
smooth. Foreioings evenly lanceolate: neuration 12 veins;
7 and 8 stalked, 7 to costa ; 6 out of 7, to termen ; 5 out of

stalk of (6+ 7 + 8): rest remote, 3 slightly approximate to 4;
1" distinct, 1 furcate at base. Hindwings nearly |, tapering
evenly to an acute apex ; cilia 2-21 : neuration 7 veins, 5 and 4
coincident ; 6 and 7 stalked, enclosing apex ; 2 remote from 3,

which is somewhat approximate to (4 + 5) ; above 5 the discoidal

recedes to radius. Abdomen smooth. Legs, hind tibiae hairy.

Almost corresponding in neuration with some species of Aplie-

losetia Steph. and Stagmatophora HS. ; separated from the former
by the basal furcation of vein 1 of the forewings, as well as by
the shorter and less recurved palpi, and from the latter by the
same characters, and by the coincidence of veins 5 and 4 of the
hindwings. The habits of the larva afford additional reason for

sepaiuting Polymetis from Aphelosetia (Elachista Auct.), of which
the larvae of all known species feed on the Gramineae, or
Cyperaceae.

80. (3920-1) Polymetis carlinella, sjd. n.

(Plate LII. fig. 13.)

Antennae and Paljn whitish cinereous. Head white. Thorax
whitish cinereous. Foreioings white, profusely and evenly dusted
throughout with pale greyish brown scales ; the outer half of the
cilia whitish cinereous. Exp. al. 10-11 mm. Hindioings ^rej

;

cilia pale brownish cinereous. Abdomen greyish. Legs whitish,
with faint greyish shade-bands on their outer sides.

Type 6 (99037) ; $ (99038) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife—Tacaronte, and Guimar, sup. Carlina

salicifolia, 19. II - III, excl. 13. Ill - 23. lY. 1907; Puerto
Orotava, 27. lY. 1907. Eight specimens.
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The lax^va feeds in mines, reminding one of those of the

bramble-feeding Tischeria margined Hw. on the upper surface of

leaves of Carlina salicifolia. I found it near Tacaronte, at

Guimar, and near Orotava—seven specimens were bred and one

captured.

40. C274-'1) MENDESIA Joannis.

Mendesia Joann. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. LXXI : 1902. 230-1 (1902)

;

Mendes Broteria III. -249-51 (1904).

81. (2343-2) Mendesia symphytella, sp, n.

(Plate LII. fig. 14.)

Antennae brownish fuscous ; basal joint white, with strong

pecten. Palpi slightly recurved, white; terminal joint less

clothed, and therefore apparently rather more slender than

median. Head coarsely scaled above ; white. Thorax smooth,,

white. Foreivings white, sparsely dusted with brownish scales
;

a brown spot in the fold at about half the wing-length, and

another at the end of the cell ; a brown sti^eak along the termen,.

running out thr"ougli the white apical cilia ; cilia white, very

sparsely dusted Avith brown along their base. Exp. al. 12-14 mm.
Hindioings of the d" white ; of the $ inclining to greyish ; cilia

of both sexes yellowish white. Abdomen greyish fuscous, except

along the margins of the segments. Legs white ; hind tibiae with

long white hairs.

Tiji^e 5 (99045); d (99046) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 12. 1 - 10. II. 1907, ^Symphytum

sp., 7-25. I, excl. 25. 1-20. II. 1907 {Wlsm.); Forest de la

Mina, 17. III. 1902 {Eaton) ; Guimar, 19. Ill - 10. lY. 1907

{Wlsm.); La Laguna, 1-6. IV. 1904 {Eaton). Thirty-three

specimens.

Twelve specimens were bred from larvae, found at Guimar,

mining leaves of Symphytum ; the nrine almost undistinguishable

from that of Acrocercoj^s scalariella Z., but the pupa enveloped in

a white, silken, rather flat, ovate cocoon. Mr. Eaton caught a

single specimen of this species in the Forest de la Mina, in 1902
;

in 1904 he met with it again, at La Laguna, and I took it on the

wing at Santa Cruz and Guimar.

41, (415) PERITTIA Stn.

82. (3919*2) Pekittia cedeonellae, sp. n.

(Plate LII. fig. 12.)

Antennae tawny fuscous above, pale cinereous beneath ; a pale

spot at the outer end of the short, and lather thickened, basal

joint. Palpi slender, drooping ; tawny fuscous. Head dull

yellowish white, the face shaded with fuscous. Thorax tawny

fuscous. Foreivings tawny fuscous, with some faint pale

sprinkling ; an oblique yellowish white dorsal streak, arising at
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about one-fourth, extends across the fold to the cell ; beyond the
middle of the dorsum is another, yellowish white, upright streak,

broad at its base, slightly inverted, and attenuate to its apex on
the cell ; this is succeeded by an ill-defined, and much diifused,

streak along the termen ; a dark fuscous line runs through the
tawny greyish cilia, falsely indicating a tornus, more defined than
in the wing itself. Exp. al. 6 '5-7 mm. Hindioings dark grey

;

cilia tawny greyish. Abdomen greyish fuscous. Legs yellowish

white, broadly banded on tibiae and tarsi with dark tawny
fuscous.

Type S (99047) ; $ (99048) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 3000 ft., Cedronella triphylla^

3. I, excl. 24. I - 1. II. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Puerto Orotava, 10. III.

1904 {Eaton); Cruz de Afur, 10. III. 1904 {Eaton). Fifteen

specimens.

The larva feeds, in December and January, in a broad blotch-

mine, on leaves of Cedronella triphylla, and is abundant at the

head of the Barranco del Bufadei-o, near Santa Cruz, and probably

on all the high ground, where this plant occurs, along the out-

skirts of the forests of Erica arhorea. Mr. Eaton met with the

species near the same locality, in 1904, and also in the Barranco
Martianez, Puerto Orotava.

The Tenerife species of Perittia, here described, have the palpi

slightly longer than those of obscui^epunctella Stn., but this slight

difierence is not of geneiic value.

83. (3919*3) Perittia Lavandulae, sp. n.

Antennae fuscous. Falpi fuscous, tipped with whitish. Head
hoary whitish, with fuscous speckling. Thorax fuscous, with
some whitish scales on the tegulae. Forewings dark fuscous,

profusely sprinkled with rather yellowish white scales, by con-

centration of which the dorsal streak arises at one-fourth, pointing

outward, and difi"used upward to the costa ; a larger, upright,

streak arises before the tornus and extends nearly to the costa,

a further patch spreading over the upper half of the termen and
apex ; a line of dai-k fuscous scales runs through the greyish

fuscous cilia. Exp. al. 4'5-6 mm. Hindwings and cilia greyish

fuscous. Ahdovien dark fuscous. Legs whitish, broadly banded
with dark tawny fuscous on the tibiae and tarsi.

Type d (99071) ; $ (99072) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 14. 1 - 21. II. 1907, Lavandula

abrotanoides, 20. I - 22. II, excl. 13. II - 28. III. 1907 ; Guimar,
28. II. 1907 ; La Laguna, Lavandula staechas, 3. VI, excl.

19. YII. 1907. Thirty-six specimens.

The larva is common, at Santa Cruz, on Lavandula abrotanoides,

hollowing out the ends of the slender leaflets, and leaving them
bleached, when passing from one to another (after the manner
of the larvae of Epermenia on Uonhelliferae) ; it also feeds on
Lavandula staechas. _ _

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LXY. 65
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It is extremely difl&cvilt to describe the differences between this

species and cedronellae : its smaller size, more sprinkled appear-

ance, and slightly yellower-white markings may alone be relied on

to separate them.

I have, what I believe to be, yet a third, intermediate, species

of Ferittia, (bystropogonis), from Guimar, feeding on Bystro23ogon

plumosus, in March, and emerging towards the end of April.

JIab. Tenerife : Guimar, Bystropogon plumosios, 27. Ill,

excl. 21-26. lY. 1907. Six specimens (99076-81).

42, (384) SCYTHRIS Hb.

84. (3478-02) Scythris arachnodes, sp. n.

(Plate LII. fig. 16.)

Anteimae hlnck. Palpi slender, poi^rect ; hoary greyish, mixed

with black, ffead and Thorax black ; face greyish. Foreioings

short, obtusely lanceolate ; black, a few greyish white scales at

the base, and two transverse bands of the same, one before, the

other beyond the middle ; the first narrower than the second,

and running a little obliquely outward from the costa ; the second

modei-ately straight, both being ill-defined, with a few scattered

whitish scales between them, others forming a patch at the apex
;

cilia greyish fuscous. Exp. al. 7-10 mm. Hindwings dark

leaden grey; cilia greyish fuscous. ^6cZo7?ie?^ steely grey. Legs

greyish fuscous, the tarsi shaded with black.

Type S (99082) ; $ (99083) ; © (99084) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife: Santa Cruz, 12-20. II. 1907 (TFZsm.), 4. IV.

1904 {Eaton), © in webs on rocks, 6. I, excl. 15. II - 28. III.

1907 nVlsm.); Cruz de Afur, 5. IV. 1904 {Eaton); Guimar,

e in webs on rocks, 1. Ill - 4. IV, excl. 11. VIII. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Twenty-seven specimens.

The larva feeds, probably on small lichens, on the surface of

rocks, and rough stones in walls, and is very widely distributed

in the Island, where its webs are to be seen forming numerous

small patches on the face of almost every rock by the roadside.

They have the appearance of rather opaque spiders' webs, and

as they endure long after the moth has left them they are much
more numerous than the larvae themselves. Nearly allied to

buhaniae Wlsm. [Ent. Mo. Mag. XLI. 6-7 no. 3478-1 (1907)],

but smaller, and the fasciae are much more distinct.

85. (3533-1) Scythris petrella, sp. n. (Plate LII. fig. 17.)

Antennae greyish fuscous. Palpi slender, porrect ; ash-grey.

Head and Thorax ashy grey. Forewings greyish fuscous, mottled

with ashy white, the base sprinkled with ashy white scales ; an

outwardly angulate, ill-defined fascia at two-fifths, followed by

more sprinkled scales, especially towards the costa, the whole
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outer third of the wing mottled with the same, a spot at the end
of the cell, a costal patch before the apex, and a streak along the
termen being of the plain dark ground-colour ; cilia ashy greyish.
Exp. al. 8-9 mm. Hindwings grey ; cilia brownish grey. Abdomen
fuscous. Legs pale ashy grey.

T^/pe 6 (99085) $ (99086) Mus. Wlsm.
Bed). Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, 23-30. IV. 1907 ; Las Mer-

cedes, 29. Y. 1907; La Laguna, 5. VI. 1907. Twelve specimens.
The distribution of the ashy white scaling varies considerably,

and in some specimens occupies a much larger proportion of the
wing-surface than in others. It appears to be more variable than
the larger, and perhaps allied, cicadella Z., and is paler and less

uniform in its ill-defined marking than araclinodes.

86. (3536) ScYTHRis fasciatella Rgt. (Plate LII. fig. 15.)

= *roscidella Rbl. (nee Z.).

Butcdis fasciatella Rgt. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLIX. (5 s. X : 1880).

pp. cxxi-ii (1881) ^ *Blastobasis *roscidella Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. IX. 18, 90 no. 177 (1894) -

: XXI. 44 no. 219 (1906) ^
Butalis fasciatella Sbld. Deutsche Ent. Zts. Iris XL 319 (1898)^.
Scythris fasciatella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 183 no. 3536
(1901)=.

Antennae cinereous beneath, fuscous above. Palpi whitish
cinereous. Head and Thorax pale cinereous, a brownish band
crossing the latter, including the outer part of the tegulae. Fore-
wings hoary whitish, dusted with fuscous and pale rust-brown
scales ; a much sprinkled basal patch, extending to one-third, is

obliquely margined outwardly by a band of the pale ground-
colour, the spi-inkling being condensed in a small costal spot near
the base, and in a costal shade a little beyond this—both accom-
panied by i-ust-brown ; an oblique fuscous fascia, about the middle,
is shaded with rust-brown along its ill-defined outer side and on
the costa, the paler apical area beyond it much sprinkled and
mottled with the same colours, in which a fuscous, condensed,
spot above the tornus is distinguishable ; cilia greyish fuscous,

with some hoary scales. Exp. al. 10-5-11 mm. Hindwings
brownish grey ; cilia pale greyish fuscous. Legs hoary whitish,

the hind tibiae with two greyish fuscous bands across their outer
sides ; the hind tarsi also suffused with fuscous externally.

GT. S (99087); $ (99088); © (99089) Mus. Wlsm.
Larva brownish grey ; head pale brownish ; a pale, ill-defined,

dorsal line, interrupted by brownish fuscous spots on each of the
abdominal somites ; all the somites laterally shaded with brownish
fuscous, and stippled with minute pale ocellated dots ; underside,

up to the spiracular line, pale whitish ochreous ; thoracic legs

dotted with fuscous. L^ong. 12 mm.
Hah. Spain ^' *"^

: Valencia : Alicante, ...?... , excl. 15.

XL 1879 {Rgt.y-. andalusia *"'
: III*. Canaries'"'

—

Tenerife:
IV. 1885 {Leech) '

; Puerto Orotava, 26. IV - 10. V. 1907 {Wlsm.\
65*
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Scdsola oiypositifolia, 27. lY, excl. 19. Y - 2. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.),

@ Atriplex jycirvifolius, 10, Y, excl. 3. YI. 1907 {Wlsm).

When describing fasciatella, Ragonot states that he took and

bred several specimens, but omits to mention the food-plant.

1 found this species on the wing, and the larva feeding among
shoots of Scdsola oppositifolia, and on Atriplex parvifolius in

a slight web, in April and May ; the moths emerged in May and
June. This is the species wrongly identified by Rebel as
" Blastohasis 7-oscidella Z.", which, apart from the generic diflfer-

ences, it does not greatly resemble. I fear the specimen I sent

him must have been a very poor one. The type of Blastohasis

roscidella is in the Zeller Collection, and I have also a Ootype of

Butalis fasciatella received from the late M. E. Ragonot.

43. (383) EPERMENIA Hb.

87. (3413) Epermenia daucella Peyr.

Chauliodus daucellus Peyr. Pet. Nouv. Ent. I. 57-8 (1870)^;

Hrtm. MT. Munch. Ent. Yer. lY. 44 no. 2564 (1880) ^ Wlsm.
Ent. Mo. Mag. XXYII. 147 (1891)

'
: Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894.

538, 554 no. 59 (1894) *. Ujjermenia daucella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp.

Pal. II. 179 no. 3413 (1901) \

JIab. S. EUROPE : Daucus carota ^'^
; Thapsia villosa '

—

Gibraltar, Thapsia, III, excl. 7. lY- 21. Y. 1901 (Wlsm.).

N. AFRICA— Morocco : Tangier, 30. I. 1902 (TFZsm.).

Madeiras*

—

Madeira*: (Wollaston)^. Canaries—Tenerife: La
Laguna, 31. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.).

A single specimen occurred at La Laguna, at the end of May

:

this species had ah-eady been recorded by me from Madeira, but

had not been observed in Tenerife.

44. (283) PRAYS Hb.

88. (2382) Prays citri Mill.

Acrolejna citri Mill. Pet. Nouv. Ent. I. 310 (1873) \ Frays citri

Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 133 no. 2382(1901)^ : Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. XXI. 38, 44 no. 206 (1906) ^

JIab. Corsica ^"^

—

Sicily
^'^—S. France ^

: Citrus decic-

mana^. Canaries^

—

Tenerife': Guimar, 1896 (IFAzYe)^; Puerto

Orotava, 10. III. 1904 {Eaton).

Mr. Eaton took a single specimen, at light in the hotel, in

March 1904 : I did not myself meet with this species.

45. (281) HYPONOMEUTA Ltr.

89. (2361) Hyponomeuta gigas Rbl.

Jlyponomeutd gigas Wol. . Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 271-2, 283

no. 52, PI. 17 • 17 <? (1892)^ : IX. 18, 89 no. 166 (1894) ^ XL
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126-7, 146 no. 185 (1896)^^: XIII. 377, 381 no. 199 (1898) \

Yponomeuta gigas Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 44 no. 205
(1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 132 no. 2361 (1901)°.

Hah. Canaries ^'°-—Tenerife ^"^
: Realejo, Salix canariensis,

25. lY, excl. V - YI. 1895 {Hedemann) ^ ® 25. lY- 7. Y, excl.

10. Y - 2. YI. 1907 (TF7s«i.) ; La Laguna, Populus alba, 21. Y,
excl. 30. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.); Santa Cruz, 1. YI. 1889 (AmMss)'—
Gran Canaria^"": 1890 {RichterY

\ ^ Salix, Populus, Ocotea

{Oreodap)hne) foetens, excl. 29. lY - 25. Y, 1893 {Loioe) ; ni*. Teror,

^ Popidios, excl, 10. Y. 1895 (Hedemann)''; Santa Brigida,

/Salix canariensis, excl. lY^ - Y'^. 1898 {Hintz) ^

Many years ago I received a considerable number of larvae of

this species from Dr. John Lowe, who wrote as follows :

—

" The larvae occur in countless myriads on the Willow, Poplar,

and 'Till' trees (Laurel : Oreodaphne foetens). They spin a fine

silken web over the entire tree, even to its ultimate bi'anches,

which makes them look white and silvery. The underwood and
stones at the base are also covered with the silk tissue, which is

so closely woven that there are no visible openings. I was able to

strip off pieces five or six feet in length." "It is just

possible that there may be more than one species, but I am
doubtful about this. If it is so one will be found in the box, with

fi pin through it, which I took from Salix—the rest were from
Oreodaphne. I am sending you some of the silk, which is most
remarkable. The brushwood under the trees was completely

covered by it, also the grasses and large stones. The tree-trunks

were so closely covered that one could not see even a pinhole on
the smooth trunks of the 'Till'—every branch was covered, and
scarcely a leaf remained on any of the infested trees, Avhich were
60 or 70 ft. high. At the base of the trunks the appearance of

the web was most singular—large reticulations, like pulmonary
cells, seemed to open one into the other, but on closer examination

the apparent openings were found to be closed by a membrane of

perfect continuity, but so transparent that until something was
passed through it one could not perceive that it existed."

(Dr. Lowe, in litt., 29. lY., 20.Y. 1893.)

I first met with Hyp)ononieiita gigas on three large trees of

Salix canariensis, at the first branching of the large barranco above

Realejo Alto : the ends of the branches were entirely covered with

the colonies of larvae, in dense web, having a seriously denuding

effect upon the foliage. Subsequently I found it, in less abundance,

on Popidus alha, in the Eucalyptus avenue, running north-east

from La Laguna. There is no difference between the specimens

reared from Salix and Pojndus respectively ; the larvae also were
undistinguishable. Rebel originally described gigas (I. c. 1) as

sexually dimorphic, having "alis plumbeis, anterioribus (S punctis

nigris triseriatis, 2 innotatis"; subsequently, however, he came to

the conclusion that both sexes occurred in both forms, and that

the spotless form was chai-acteiistic of Gran Canaria, appearing
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only as an aberration in Tenerife. It may be convenient to name
the spotless form innotata, var. n., and then to enumerate in

series each variety as represented in my collection.

I have 129 (=gigas 93-f-36 innotata) specimens, of which 103

(^=gigas 91 + 12 innotata) are from Teneiife, and 26 [ = gigas 2 +
24 innotata) are from Gran Canaria. The series of 103 specimens
from Tenerife is composed of 91 (= 66d' JH-25 5 $) gigas, of

which 55( = 42 ^ (^+13 $ $) were bred from Pojmlus alba, and
36 (= 24 S c?+12 2 $) were bred from 8alix canariensis ; and
12 (6 d J +6 $ $ ) innotata, 8(=4 6 c5'+4 ? $)of which were
bred from Popiblus and 4(= 2 cj" c?4-2 $ 5) from Salix.

.
The 26 (= 9 S c7+17 5 5 ) sjiecimens from Gran Canaria were

bred by Dr. Lowe from Ocotea foetens ; 24 (9 c5' (54-15$ 5) ^'^^

innotata, while 2
( $ $ ) are gigas.

46. (424) PHYLLONORYCTER Hb.

=LiTHOCOLLETis Hb.; =EucESTisIIb.; =ELACHiSTATr. (nec*Z.).

[(j)vXXoy= 'A, leaf; (jpvK-t)p=Si miner.)

Type Phalaena Tinea rayella L., Hb. 200.

PHYLLONORYCTER Hb. Tent. p. [2] (1806). LiTHOCOLLETLS Hb.
Yerz. Schm. 423 no. 4117-20 (1826) ; St^r-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.

210-16 (1901); Dyar Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 549-57 (1902);
Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. XXXII. 49, 51-2 (1907) ; etc.

Lithocolletis Hb. is a synonym of Phylloi\orycter Hb., the type
of both being rajella Hb. Tin. PI. 29- 200.

90. (4113) PHYLLONORYCTER HELIANTHEMELLUS HS.

Lithocolletis helianthemella HS. Neue Schm. 20 no. 89, PI. 18 •

115 (1860)^ ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 211 no. 4113 (1901) ^

Hah. WC. ASIA \ C-S. EUROPE : inf. Helianthemum
vulgare, gtottattmi ^"-. Canaries

—

Tenerife : Guimar, 25. II -

10. IV. 1907 {Wlsvi.).

Taken at Guimar : the larvae observed on Cistus monsjieliensis

.

91. (4165) PHYLLONORYCTER MESSANIELLUS Z.

Lithocolletis messaniella Z. Lin. Ent. I. 221-2 no. 21. PL 1- 23
(1846) ^; Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 555 no. 65 (1894)-;
Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 214 no. 4165 (1901) \

Hah. WC. ASIA^ WC-S. EUROPE ^"^
;
©inf. Quercus,

Castanea, Carpimis'^—Italy: Rome, 10-25, TV. 1893 {IHsni.)—
Spain: malaga : Malaga, 17. III. 1901 (msm.). N. AFRICA—
Morocco : Tangier, inf. Quercus suher, XII, excl. 25. I -
11. III. 1902 (msm.). Madeiras '—Madeira -

: {WoUaston)\
Canaries

—

Tenerife: La Laguna, inf. Quercus suher, 13. I,

excl. 17-30. I. 1907 (Wlsm.), 14. III. 1902 (Laton), inf. Quer-
cus sj). (decid.), 23. V, excl. 4. YI. 1907 (msm.) ; Guimar, 25. II.

1907 (Wlsm.).
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First received h'om Mr. Eaton : I found it in great abundance
at La Laguna and Guimar, on Quercus suher— also on a deciduous
oak at the former place.

92. (4166) Phyllonortcter platani Stgr.

Lithocolletis 23latani Stgr. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. YII. 277-9, PI. 3 •

18 (1870) ^ Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 214. no. 4166 (1901)\

Hah. WC. ASIA -. S. EUROPE : inf. Platamcs orientalis
'"'

—SpAiiSr : MALAGA: Malaga, 17. III. 1901 (Wlsm.). Canaries—
Tenerife: Santa Cruz, 8, I - 11. II. 1907, © iaf. Platcmus
orientalis, 1. I, exci. 14-20. II. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Extremely abundant at Santa Cruz : the fallen leaves were
crowded with mines at Xmas, 1906.

93. (4180) Phylloxorycter cytiselllus Rbl.

LifhocoUetis cytisella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 140-1, 147
no. 217. PI. 3- 17-17^1896)^ : XXI. 44 no. 242 (1906)^ : Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 215 no. 4180 (1901) ^

Hah. Tenerife''^: La Laguna, i^ Cytisus proliferus, 13. I,

excl. 16. I - 8. II. 1907 [Wlsm.); Guimar, Cytisus proliferus,

26. II, excl. 3-25. III. 1907, 7. lY. 1907 {Wlsm.); Puerto Oro-
tava, 11-26. lY. 1895 {Heclemann)\ ^. Y. 1907 (Il^sm.); Las
Mercedes, 29. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Common : a long series taken among, and bred from, Cytisus

proliferus. It is very variable, some forms a^Dproaching jimcei.

94. (4180*1) Phyllonorycter juncei, sp. n.

Antennae and Falpi white, ffead white, mixed with golden
brownish. Thorax golden brownish, with white streaks at the
sides, and posteriorly. Forewings shining, golden brown, with
five costal, and two dorsal, white streaks, more or less plainly

indicated ; the first costal is at about half the wing-leng-th, and
further removed from the second than the others are from each
other ; the fii'st doi"sal is larger tlian the first costal, commencing
before it, but approaching it at its apex ; the second dorsal is

opposite to the second costal ; there is also a white basal streak,

sometimes produced as far as the first pair, and partially connected
with a small white dorsal streak; the outer half of the wing is

thickly studded with black scales, which tend to form dark innei-

margins to the first and second costal, and to the second dorsal

streaks, also an outer margin to the inverted costal streak before

the apex ; there is a conspicuous, elongate patch of similar black
scales, also before the middle, forming an inner margin to the
first dorsal streak ; terminal cilia golden brown at their base, with
a dark line dividing this from their paler outer ends. Ex2y. al.

7"5-9 mm. Hinclivings pale grey; cilia pale brownish grey.

Abdomen greyish. Legs white.
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Type $ (99090); 6 (99091) Mus. Wlsm.
Rah. Tenerife : Yilla Orotava, 6. V. 1907; Puerto Orotava,

Genista stenopetala, 8. Y, excl. 13-16. Y. 1907; La Laguna,

Spartium junceitm, 21. Y, excl. 23. Y - 6. YI. 1907. Seventy-

eight specimens.

This is apparently allied to cytiselhos Rbl., and, like it, is also

very variable in the intensity of its markings, which in some
specimens are more or less evanescent, but, whereas in cyti-

sellus the white so strongly predominates as to overrun the wing
and leave golden markings, in juncei the golden ground predomi-

nates, leaving white markings. I have a long series of bred

specimens of both species, and can never be at a loss to distinguish

them.
I first found juncei in the garden behind the Hotel Yittoria,

Yilla Orotava, flying freely about Genista stenopetala, and after-

wards bred it from leaves of the same, gathered at Puerto Orotava
;

but it was even more abundant on Spartium. junceum, by the side

of the road from La Lagvma to Tegeste, where, in one spot only,

for about 100 yards, almost every leaf of these plants was affected

by the larvae. The species is described from specimens bred from
Spartium junceum,.

95, (4207*1) Phyllonoiiycter foliolosi, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 8.)

Antennae white, with blackish annulations. Palpi white.

Head and Thorax pale golden brown. Forewings pale golden

brown, with four costal and three, or four, more obscure, white

dorsal streaks ; the first two pairs opposite, and frequently

appearing as two fasciae by meeting each other, a slender whitish

streak sometimes connecting them along the middle ; between the

white streaklets, as well as towards the base, the wing is plentifully

bestrewn with minute black scale-points ; cilia mixed golden and
whitish, becoming greyish along the dorsum. Exp. al. 4-5*5 mm.
Hindtvings and cilia pale grey. Abdomen grey, anal tuft ochreous.

Legs yellowish white.

Type d (99092) ; $ (99093) Mus. Wlsm.
Sab. Tenerife : Guimar, 25. II - 6. III. 1907, Adenocarpus

foliolosus, 26. II, excl. 1-10. III. 1907 {^Vlsm.) ; La Laguna,
25. III. 1904 {Eaton), 23. Y - 9. YI. 1907, Genista canariensis,

18. Y, excl. 5-15. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.). Fifty-three specimens.

The larva feeds in the tiny leaflets of Adenocarpus foliolosus,

at Guimar, at about 2000 ft. above sea-level, sometimes giving

to the branches a whitened appearance, through the bleaching of

innumerable leaves ; I found the same species later, at La Laguna,
on Genista canariensis, where Mr. Eaton had taken it in March
1904.

The species is allied to parvifoliellus Rgt., but differs in the

more numerous costal streaks.
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47. (420-01) ACROCERCOPS Wlgrn.

n. syii.=CoNOPOMORPHA Meyr. ; =Dialectica Wlsm,

Type 1. Tinea hrongniardella F. (Wlgrn. 1881).

Acrocercops Wlgrn. Ent. Tdsk. II. 95 (1881).

Type 2. Conopomorpha cycmospila Meyr. (Meyr. 1886).

CoNOPOMORPHA Meyr. Tr. NZ. Inst. XYIII. 183 (1886) : Pr. Lin.

Soc. NSW. XXXII. 49, 54-61 no. 4 (1907).

Type 3. Gracilaria scalariella Zi. (Wlsm. 1897).

Dialectica Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1897. 150-1 no. 93.

In his recent paper [Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. XXXII. 47-68 (1907)]

Meyrick has removed the groups of Gracilaria and Zelleria from

the Tineiclae to the Plutellidae, assigning now " more importance to

the smooth posterior tibiae which are a normal attribute of those

two groups, than to the rough head which is a frequent character-

istic. Moreover, whilst folded maxillary palpi are peculiarly

characteristic of the Tineiclae, the simple porrected maxillary

palpi of the Gracilaria group are so similar to those of the Plutella

group, and so diflerent from those of any other Tineina, that they

would seem to indicate real affinity." He concludes from his

study of the Gracilaria group that " Coriscium Z. cannot be

maintained as a distinct or natural genus, the scaling of the palpi

being subject to much variation, and not according with true

affinity. On the other hand," he has " found it practicable to use

the scaling of the legs to break up the whole of the species thus

thrown together into four groups which are both natural and

strictly definable, and since the number of species known is

already very large and destined to be much larger," he has
" thought it conducive to clearness to establish them as genera."

Cyphosticha Meyr. and Conopomorpha Meyr., having " Posterior

tibiae with bristly hairs above," are separated from Gracilaria

Hw, and Macarostola Meyr., with "Posterior tibiae smooth-

scaled." Dialectica Wlsm. is sunk as a synonym of Conopomorpha

Meyr. ; but hrongniardellum F. also has " Posterior tibiae bristly

above [Meyr. HB. Br. Lp. 749 (1894)], for which reason Wallen-

gren removed it from Coriscium Z., making it the type of

Acrocercops Wlgn. (1881), described as having " Tibiae postice

setosae," and, consequently, Conopomorpha must also sink as a

synonym.

96. (4082-1) Acrocercops hedemanni Rbl.

Gracilaria hedemanni Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 136-7, 147

no. 211. PL 3- 15 c? (1896) ^i XXL 44 no. 239 (1906)': Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 207 no. 4067 (1901) ^

Eah. Madeiras—Madeira : The Curralhino, Funchal, 9. IV.
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1902 {Eaton). Canaries '"'—Tenerife ^'^
: Guimar, 2. III. 1907

{Wlsm.); La Laguna, 17. III. 1902 {Eaton); Forest de la Mina,

2500-2800 ft., 7. lY. 1904 {Eaton); Puerto Orotava, 23. IV.

1907, @ Malva parviflora, 23. IV, excl. 11-14. V. 1907 {Wlsm.);

La Matanza, 2. V. 1895 {Hedemann)'^ ; Las Mercedes, 29. V.

1907 (Wlsm.).

The publication of Prof. Rebel's figure of hedemanni prevented

me from desci-ibing a very closely allied species, found at Tangier

in 1901. I have now a considerable series of each, and am
acquainted with their larvae. Both feed on species of Malvaceae,

making conspicuous blotches on the upper sides of the leaves, and

in both instances the larvae assume, before pupating, the beau-

tiful transverse bands of scarlet, or rich carmine, so well known in

Acrocercops hrongniardellum F.

The Tenerife species is exceedingly common, feeding on Malva

parviflora everywhere, and on Lavatera arhorea in gardens, at

Orotava and elsewhere. I have received hedemanni also from

Funchal, Madeira {Rev. A. E. Eaton); there is no diflerence

between the Tenerife and Madeira sj)ecimens.

(4032"2) Acrocercops malvacea, sp. a.

=*hedemanni Wlsm. (uec Ebl.).

Dialectica sj>. n. Wlsm. Eut. Mo. Mag. XXXVII. 236 (1901) i. Gracilaria *liede-

manni Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXIX. 181 (1903) -.

JSah. Morocco: Tangier i"-, ® JIalva sp.'^, Lavatera olbia", ® \_3falva? sp.?^],

XII, excl. 1-11. I. 1902, ffi 13. IV, excl. 29. IV - 9. V. 1901. Tliirty-six specimens.

Ti/pe (? (88655) ; ? (88669) ; ® (88688) Mus. Wlsm.
When recording Gh'acilaria hedemanni from Morocco [Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXIX.

181 (1903)], I was somewhat misled by the absence of a pale basal patch in Rebel's

figure. Sucli a patch is distinctly present in hedemanni, but barely traceable or

entirely absent from the Tangier insect ; moreover the dorsal spot beyond the central

fascia is also absent from what I may now call Acrocercops raalvacea, sp. n.

There is also a slight difference in the larvae: in malvacea the scarlet transverse

bands are shorter, extending less far laterally, and the head is brown—not blackish

as in hedemamii. 1 recorded the food-plant as Lavatera olbia (Ent. Mo._ Mag.

XXXIX. 181), but I am unable now to verify this by reference to preserved specimens,

which is to be regetted, as I had previously [Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXVII. 236 (1901)]

thought the plant "a very large mallow". It was a t&W Malvaceous plant, some-

times seven or eight feet high, with broad rounded leaves and white, or lilac,

flowers.

97. (4082-3) Acrocercops scalariella Z.

Gracilaria scalariella Z. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XL 160-1 (1850)';

Hrtm. MT. Munch. Ent. Ver. IV. 35 no. 2351 (1880)-; Wlsm.
Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 555 no. 64 (1894) =*

; Rbl. Ann.

KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 91 no. 181 (1894)^: XL 137, 147 no. 212

(1896) ': XXI. 44 no. 240 (1906) \ Dialectica scalariella Wlsm.
Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1897. 150-1 (1897)'. Gracilaria scalariella

Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 208 no. 4081 (1901) ^

Hah. WC. ASIA \ S. EUROPE ^"^
: EcJmtm vulgare, X-

XI, excl. IV-V -—Corsica : Posso di Borgo, 5. VI. 1889 {Wlsm.)
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—S. France**: Mentone, Cynoglossum, excl. 12. III. 1893

{Wlsm.); Cannes, Uchium, excl. IV. 1881 (Wlsm.); Monte
Carlo, Echium, excl. IV. 1881 (TF7sm.)

—

Spain'*: Malaga:
El-Chorro, ® :Echn0n, 5.1, excl. 27. I -- 1. II. 1901 (TT7sm.);

Malaga, Symphytum, 31. I, excl. 13-14. II. 1901 {Wlsm).
N. AFRICA—Algeria : Bone, 6-21. IV. 1896 {Eaton); Con-
stantine, 26. X. 1895 {Eaton)— Txji^ib: Tunis, 5. XII. 1893

{Eaton). Madeiras''''': Madeira: {Wollaston)''"^''' ; Monte,

Funclml, 13. IV. 1904 {Eaton). Canaries'-'— Tenerife''-'' : IV.

1885 {Leech)'; Santa Cruz, 1895 {Hedemann)% 7-12. I. 1907,

Symphytum, 26. XII, excl. 14. I. 1907 {Wlsm); San Andres,

Echium spinosum, 23. I, excl. 26-28. I. 1907 {Wlsm.); Puerto

Orotava, IV. 1895 {Hedemann)% Echkmi sp., 8. V, excl. 6.

V. 1907 {msm.); Realejo, 7. V. 1907 (T[7s«i.)—Gran Canaria :

1895 {Hedemann)\
This species is common at Santa Cruz, and Guimar, and indeed

wherever its food-plants are found. I bred it from at least three

different species of Echium,, as well as from Symphytuin, in

Tenerife, and am able to extend the distribution of the species

from ca.ptures by Mr. Eaton and myself.

48. (420) GRACILARIA Hw.

98. (4057) Gracilaria roscipennella Hb.

Tiiiea roscipennella Hb. Smlg. Eur. Schm. VIII. PI. 29-128
(1796)'. Poecilojitilia roscipennella Hb. Verz. Schm. 427 no.

4167 (1826)". Gracilaria roscipennella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
VII. 278, 283 no. 62 (1892)

'
: IX. 18, 91 no. 180 (1894) ' ; Wlsm.

Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 555 no. 63 (1894) ' ; Stgr-Rbl.

Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 207 no. 4057 (1901) «: Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XXI. 44 no. 237 (1906)'.

ffab. WC. ASIA. C-S. EUROPE : Jaglans—i^FAm :

GRANADA: Sierra Xevada, 3 VI. 1901 {Wls7n.). Madeiras'""

—

Madeira': San Antonio da Serra {Wollaston) '' ; Rabagal,

3430 ft., 29. IV. 1904 {Eaton). Canaries '"'—Tenerife
•''"^

: IV.

1885 {Leech)*; La Laguna, Laurus canariensis, 19. V, excl. 9.

VI - 21. VII. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Taganana, 9. VIII. 1889 {Simony)\
Prof. Rebel records sj)ecimens taken by Professor Simony,

above Taganana, among Wooclwardia radicans ; he subsequently

recognised a worn sjDecimen, in my own collection (61049), re-

ceived from the late Mr. J. H. Leech, from Tenerife. I have
now succeeded in breeding a few examples from larvae forming

conspicuous cones on Laiorus canariensis, collected in the neigh-

bourhood of La Laguna and Tegeste : after comparing them with

a series bred from leaves of Juglans, at Cannes, I am quite unable

to separate them, but I failed to find any larvae on Jtiglans in

Tenerife, although some trees grew at no great distance from the

spot where most of my larvae were taken.
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99. (4057-1) Gracilaria staintoni Wlstn. (Plate LIII. fig. 14.)

Gracilaria staintoni Wlstn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). I. 122 (1858)'

:

Wkr. Cat. Lp. BM. XXX. 854 no. 24 (1864)"'; Wlsm. Tr. Ent.

See. Lond. 1894. 538, 555 no. 62 (1894)^; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lep.

Pal. II. 206 no. 4049 (1901) \

Antennae pale brownish yellow. Labial Palpi white, smeared
with tawny reddish on the outer side of the terminal joint, and
toward the apex of the median. Maxillary Paljn white, tipped

with tawny reddish. Head pale yellowish brown ; face whitish.

Thorax bright golden yellow above ; the tegulae reddish brown.
Foreivings very long and narrow ; shining, bright, pale golden
yellow, with a purplish lilac sufi"usion spreading over the dorsal

half and becoming rather darker across the apex ; at the upper
edge of the purplish shade are two or three slight projections of

a rather more intense colour, and, on either side of the middle of

the costa above them, are one or more minute black dots ; cilia

reddish purple above the apex, reddish ochreous below it, dark
tawny grey along the dorsum. Exp. al. 13-14 mm. Hindioings
shining, leaden grey ; cilia tawny grey. Abdomen leaden grey,

silvery white beneath. Legs pale grey, the tarsi fading to whitish,

and very faintly spotted.

Type o (no. XL) Mus. Br. ; CT. J (99127) ; $ (14175) Mus.
Wlsm.

ffab. Madeiras '"'— Madeira '-*
: Funchal, 16. lY. 1904

(Eaton) ; The Mount, 1855 (^YollastonY' ^ Canaries—Tenerife :

Las Mercedes, 30. III. 1904 {Eaton); Taganana, 27. V. 1907;
Agua Garcia, Tacaronte, 31. Y. 1907 (^Vlsm.) ; La Laguna,
Laurids canariensis, 19. Y, excl. 12. YI. 1907 (Wlsm.).

This species was captured at Taganana, and at Agua Garcia,

near Tacaronte, and subsequently bred from larvae feeding in

large cones on the leaves of Laurus canariensis, which were un-
distinguishable from the cones made by roscipennella on the

same tree. Mr. Eaton took this species at Funchal, and at Las
Mercedes, in 1904.

100. (4057*2) Gracilaria schinella, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 13.)

Antennae pale brownish ochreous, faintly dark-barred above.

Palpi brownish ochreous, smeared with rust-brown externally.

Head and Thorax brownish ochreous ; the tegulae touched with
purplish. Eorewings pale ochreous, suffused with reddish lilac,

more strongly at the base of the costa than elsewhere, and
notably less on a pale, elongate, mediocostal patch extending to

the fold, which, however, like the rest of the wing-surface, is

distinctly iridescent ; the more suffused portions exhibit every
possible variety of iridescence, from purple to green, and cupreous,

according to the incidence of light ; there is a purplish shade in

the cilia below the apex, but the dorsal cilia are pale, iridescent,

bronzy greyish. Exp. al. 11-14 mm. Hindioings | ;
pale leaden
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grey ; cilia iridescent, greyish cupreous. Abdomen grey, anal

tuft ochreous. Legs cinereous ; the femora and tibiae of the

anterior and median pairs thickly clothed with tawny reddish

fuscous.

T'l/pe c? (99130); $ (99131) Mus. Wlsm.
Rab. Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 3. I. 1907, Echinus moUe, 27.

XII - 11. I, excl. 22. 1-7. III. 1907. Fifteen specimens.

This species is exceedingly common at Santa Cruz, where the
young larva mines the leaflets of Schinus molle. It subsequently
forms a blister, like that of a Phyllonorycter, and eventually rolls

a whole leaflet into a compact cone, sometimes pupating within
it, but frequently leaving it and forming a smooth, silken cocoon
under another leaf. It is remarkable that this species should

have escaped observation so long, the tree on which it lives being

so commonly introduced in all parts of the south of Europe. It

is probably not indigenous in Tenerife, but, if this be the case, it

is one of the very rare instances of the introduction of an exotic

insect with an imported plant.

101. (4057-3) Gractlaria aurantiaca Wlstn.
(Plate LIII. fig. 12.)

Gracilaria ? aurantiaca "Wlstn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). I. 122,

(1858)^; Wkr. Cat. Lp. BM:. XXX. 854 no. 25 (1864) ^ Blas-

tobasis (?) aurantiaca Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 552
no. 53 (1894)'; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 164 no. 3066 (1901) ^
Gracilat^ia sp. Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 39, 44 no. 238

(1906) \

Antennae ochreous, faintly barred above with chestnut-brown..

Palpi ochreous, the median joint chestnut-brown on its outer

side. Head ochreous. Thorax brownish ochreous ; tegulae tinged

with reddish. Forewings rich brownish ochreous, suffused with
tawny red toward the apex ; with a broad, rich tawny red,,

triangular patch, commencing at the base of the costa and ex-

tending two-thirds the length of the wing, its lower angle slightly

crossing tlie fold befoi'e the middle ; from the tornus arises an
inverted, sliort, diffused streak of the same colour, the cilia also-

are tawny reddish, except on the costa before the apex, where
they are pale cinereous. Ex2). al. 11-15 mm. Hindwings shining,

pale grey ; cilia pale cinereous. Abdomen cinereous. Legs pale

cinereous, unspotted.

Tyjieo (no. XXXIX) Mu s. Br. ; CT. S (99145); $ (99146)
Mus. Wlsm.

Hah. Madeiras ^'^^

—

Madeira^'': ld,^b {Wollastoii)^'^. Canaries
—Tenerife : 1905 {White) ' : Yilla Orotava, 19. II. 1907 ; Guimar,

Hypericin graiidifolium, 19. Ill, excl. 5-26. IV. 1907(Wlsm.);
Cruz de Afur, 5. lY. 1904 (Laton) ; Arafo, 13. IV. 1907 ; Puerto
Orotava, 23. IV- 10. V. 1907; Realejo, 7. V. 1907; Taganana,
27. V. 1907; Las Mercedes, 31. V. 1907; La Laguna, 3. VL
1907 {Wlsm.).
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This species is extremely common in all the barrancos about

duimar, and Villa Orotava, and probably everywhere from 1000-

3000 ft. It forms cones on at least two species of Hypericum

[grcmdifolium, ccmariense, etc.). It is the Gracilaria sp., no. 238

of Rebel's List, and on comparison proves to be the species

described as Gracilaria ? aurantiaca by Wollaston, from Madeira,

which I erroneously listed as Blastohasis ? aurantiaca (I. c. 3).

49. (423) BEDELLIA Stn.

102. (4107) Bedellia somnulentella Z.

n. ^j'a.,=*daphneella "Wlsm. (nee Stgr.).

Lyonetia somnulentella Z. Isis 1847. 894-5 no. 432 \ Bedellia

sommdentella Stn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). III. 214 (1859) ^; Wlsm.

Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 542 no. 24 (1894) \ *Phyllo-

brostis -*da2}hneella Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 555

no. 66 (1894)^. Bedellia sommdentella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.

XL 137, 147 no. 213 (1896)° ; Busck Pr. US. Nat. Mus. XXIIL
243-4 (1900) ^ Stgr- Rbl. Oat. Lp. Pal. II. 210 no. 4107 (1901)';

Dyar Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 557 no. 6337 (1902) ^ Wlsm. Fn.

Hawaii. I. 723-4 no. 430. PI. 25 • 28 (1907) ^

Hah. 0-S. EUROPE''"'^: Convolvulus sjjp. (althaeoides,

arvensis, cantah7'ica, mauretanica, sepiuni) ", Ipomoea purpurea "—

Spain : malaga : Malaga, Convolvulus althaeoides, 30. XII,

excl. 16. II. 1901 {Wlsm.); Torremolinos, 29. I, excl. 3. III.

1901 {Wlsm.). N. AFRICA—Algeria : Biskra, 5-12. III. 1903

{Wlsm.), 21. IV. 1895, 3. VI. 1893 {Eaton); El-Guerrah, 27. V.

1903 {Wlsin.). Madeiras'' ' ''' '

—

Madeira""' : The Mount {Wol-

laston)^. Canaries''''^—Tenbrife': Santa Cruz, Convolvulus

althaeoides, 10. I, excl. 22. I - 10. III. 1907 {Wlsm.); Guimar, 2.

III. 1907 {Wlsm.); Puerto Orotava, 23. IV. 1895 {Hedemann)'.

UNITED STATES '''-': Ipomoea, PharUtis \ HAWAIIA".

AUSTRALIAN N. ZEALAND

N

Common on various species of Co?ivolvulus : I have recognised

the mines on ConvolvidusJloridus,a,nA bred it from C, althaeoides.

The record of the occurrence of ^^ Phyllohrostis daphneella Stgr

P

in the Madeiras [Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 538, 555

no. 66] must be corrected : examining again the fragment, thus

identified at the time, I find it to be a remnant of Bedellia

sommdentella 7i., which Stainton had already recorded from
Madeira.

50. (426)TISCHERIAZ.

103. (4210-1) TiSCHBRIA TANTALELLA, Sp. n.

Antennae pale fawn-ochreous. Palpi, Head, and Thorax pale

fawn-ochreous. Foreioings pale fawn-ochreous, thickly sprinkled

with yellowish, and some fawn-brownish, scales, the latter con-

densed in a narrow streak along the base of the costa, and in a

small, but conspicuous tornal spot ; cilia brownish grey. Exp), al.
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8 mm. Hindioings pale grey; cilia brownish grey. Abdomen
grey above, pale yellowish at the sides and beneath. Legs shining,

fawn-Mdiitish.

Type S (98990) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Texerife: Guimar, 2. III. 1907. Unique.
The most persistent searching failed to secure a second specimen

;

there was no oak anywhere near where it occurred. It appears

to be more nearly allied to North American than to European
species.

104. (4215) Tischeria longiciliatella Rbl.

Tischeria longiciliatella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 141-2, 147
no. 218 (1896)': XXI. 44 no. 243 (1906) =

: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp.
Pal. II. 217 no. 4215(1901)1

Hah. Tbneripe'"^: Yilla Orotava, Rubus fruticosus, 19. II,

excl. 27. II - 22. III. 1907 {Wlsm.); Guimar, 28. II - 19. III.

1907, © Ruhus fniiicosus, 27. II, excl. 17. Ill - 13. lY. 1907
(Wlsm.); Las Mercedes, 2000 ft., 7. III. 1904 (Eaton); Forest

de la Mina, 7. lY. 1904 (JSaton); Puerto Orotava, 15-17. lY.
1895 (Hedemann)\ 3-14. Y. 1907 (msm.); La Laguna, 8. lY.
1904 {Eaton), 9. YI. 1907 (Wlsm.).

I have bred this species from Ruhus fruticosus, amongst which
it was found by von Hedemann, and Eaton. Rebel described

his type as dark brownish, i-emarking that his second specimen,

which was somewhat worn, had traces of brassy yellow colouring.

Some specimens show much more ochreous spotting than the

typical form, of which I have several caught and some bred
specimens, in which the small yellow dorsal spot before the tornus

is almost obsolete ; others again, bred and caught, show three

strong yellow patches on the outer half of the wing, more or less

connected with each other, and another at the base of the costa.

The many intermediate gradations clearly prove that these are

mere variations of one species.

Tischeria longiciliatella Rbl. must not be confused with the
Texan Tischeria longeciliata Frey and Boll [Stett. Ent. Ztg.

XXXIX. 259 (1878), © Helianthus\ which Prof. Rebel probably
overlooked when naming the Tenerife species.

51. (446) ACROLEPIA Crt.

105. (4478) AcROLEPiA vesperella Z.

Roslerstammia vesperella Z. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XL 156-7 no. 158

(1 850) \ Acrolepia vesperella Hrtm. MT. Miinch. Ent. Yer. lY. 4
no. 1529 (1880)-; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. IL 232 no. 4478
(1901)1

Hah. S. EUROPE ^'^
: © Smilax aspera, Y, X, excl. lY, IX -—

Italy : Rome, 10-25. lY. 1893 (TFZsm.)—France : Monte Carlo,

19-22. YI. 1898 (Wlsm.). X. AFRICA ^—Morocco : Tangier,

30-31. XII. 1901 (IF^sm.)—Algeria: El-Biar, 2. Ill - 7. lY.
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1893 (Eaton) ; Ruisseau des Singes, Medea, 26. YII. 1893 {Eaton).

Canaries—Teneeife : Las Mercedes, 30. III. 1904 {Eaton).,

29. V - 7. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Cruz de Afur, 5. lY. l%()4.(Eaton) ;

Forest de la Mina, 9. lY. 1904 (Eaton) ; Guimar, 10. lY. 1907

(FZsm.); La Lagnna, 23-31. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.); Tacaroiite, 31.

Y. 1907(lFZsm.).

Found commonly at various localities : not previously recorded

from the Canaries.

. 106. (4489'1) AcROLBPiA pappella, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 15.)

Antennae fuscous, clearly spotted with white along their under
sides. Palpi cinereous, shaded transversely with fuscous on each

joint beneath. Head and Thorax cinereous, mixed with fuscous.

Forewings pale cinereous, partially suffused with pale fawn, and
speckled with fuscous ; a series of black specks along the basal

third of the costa, and some small, obscure, fuscous cloud-spots

on the outer half of the costa ; two rather larger cloud-spots on
the dorsum, preceded and followed by white scaling, the white

patch between them containing two short upright streaks of

blackish speckling ; a fuscous line along the termen, and a

broader shade of the same on the outer half of the pale cinereous

terminal cilia. Exp. al. 10-12 mm. Hindwings pale steely grey
;

cilia pale brownish cinereous. Abdomen and Zegrs greyish ; the

tarsi with pale spots at the joints.

Type $ (99151); S (99152) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Teneeife : Guimar, 28. II. 1907, Allagopappus dicho-

tomies, 28. II, excl. 30. III. 1907; Yilla Orotava, 0, 19. II,

excl. 19-30. III. 1907; Puerto Orotava, 0, 20. lY, excl. 27-30.

lY. 1907. Twelve specimens.

Larva on Allagopappus dichotomies, mining the leading leaves,

and pupating in a white open network cocoon among these, or

on the stems. Two specimens taken on the wing at Guimar,
where larvae were found the same day, and on different dates at

Orotava.

52, (292) PLUTELLA Schrk.

107. (2447) Plutella maculipennis Crt.

= cruciferarum 7i.^

Cerostoma maculipennis Crt. Br. Ent. IX. PI. 420, expl. p. 2

(1832) \ Plutella cruciferarum Z. Stett. Ent. Ztg. lY. 281-3

(1843) ' ; Stn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). III. 212 (1859)
'

; Rbl. Ann.
KK. Hofmus. YII. 272, 283 no. 53 (1892)*; Wlsm. Tr. Ent.

Soc. Lond. 1894, 537, 542 no. 26 (1894)'. Plutella maculipennis

Wlsm. & Drnt. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXIII. 173-5 (1897)"= ; Stgr-

Rbl. Oat. Lp. Pal. II. 137 no. 2447 (1901)'; Dyar Bull. US.
Nat. Mus. 52. 492 no. 5503 (1902) ^ Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XXL 44 no. 207 (1906) ^ Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. XXXIL
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145-6 no. 284 (1907) "
; Wlsm. Fn. Hawaii. I. 652-3, 751 no. 330

(1907) ".

Eah. EUROPE ^-- ^' ". ASIA". AFRICA". Madeiras^'''"
—Madeira^"': Funchal {JVollastonY \ San Antonio da Serra

(WoUaston) '\ Canaries'*"''^—Tenerife: La Laguna, 1. lY.
1904 (Uato^t), 10. YI. 1907 (Wlsm.)- Santa Cruz, 31. XII. 1906
(TT'7sm.).—Alegranza ''''

: 12. IX. 1890 {Simomj) \ AMERICA ^

HAWAHA". OCEANIA". AUSTRALIA^". NEW ZEA-
LAND '".

Abundant everywhere.

53. (269) PORPE Hb.

= ^Chobeutis (Hb. p.) Stgr-Rbl.

Type Tinea hjerkandrella Thnb. { = vihrana Hb. 202) Hb. (1826).

Porpe Hb. Yerz. Schm. 373 no. 3579 (1826). ""Choreutis Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 129 no. 269 (1901) ; Dyar Bull. US. Nat
Mus. 53. 493-4 (1902).

Choreutis Hb. is a synonym of Hemerophila Hb., the type of

both being Phalaena {Tortrix) pariana CI. ; Hiibner's geneonym
Porpe must therefore be used for hjerkandrella and its allies

instead of Choreutis.

108. (2311) Porpe hjerkandrella Thnbg.

Tinea hjerkandrella Thnbg. Diss. Ent. Ins. Suec. I. 24. PI. [1

24-5] (i784)^: Diss. Ac. Upsal. IIL 36. PI. 4- 24-5 (1801)-

Xylo'poda pretiosana Dp. HN. Lp. Fr. Sppl. lY. 182 no. 362.

PI. 65 • 9 (1842) ^ Choreutis hjerkandrella E. Wlstn. Ann-Mag.
NH. (5 s.). III. 342 (1879)^: Lp. St. Helena 29-30 (1879)^;

Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 545 no. 36 (1894)'.

Choreutis pretiosana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 266, 282

no. 43(1892)'': XL 122, 146 no. 173 (1896)": XXL 44 no. 202

(1906) '^. Choreutis hjerkandrella Thnbg. +pre^20sawa Stgr-Rbl.

Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 129 no. 2312^ (1901) ^ Choreutis hjerkandrella

Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. XXXII. 109 no. 203 (1907)".

Hah. ASIA ^ EUROPE \ Madeiras '-«> '— Madeira '

:

Funchal {Wollaston) \ Canaries
'"^

—

Tenerife "
: Santa Cruz,

10. I - 7. II. 1907, © Inula viscosa, 18. I, excl. 9-13. 11. 1907

{Wlsm), 3. Y. 1895 {Hedemann)\ 9. YIII. 1889 {Simony)";

La Laguna, 15-16. III. 1902, 6. lY. 1904 {Eaton) ; Guimar,

Gnaphalium luteoalhum, 25. II, excl. 1 1-23. IIL 1907 {Wlsm.)
;

lY. 1884 {Leech); Puerto Orotava, 1895 {Hedemann)\ 3. Y.

1907, © Thistle, 3. Y, excl. 16. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.). St. Helena^:

Plantation ; Cleugh's Plain ; West Lodge {E. Wollaston) *.

AUSTRALIA".
Taken and bred from Gnaphalium at Guimar, taken and bred

from Thistles at Puei'to Orotava, and bred from Inula at Santa

Cruz : no diflerence can be found between the specimens.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No. LXYI. 66
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54. (270) HEMEROPHILA Hb.

Hemerophila Hb. (1806), Frnlcl., Dyar; =§Anthophila Hw.
(1811)'; = SiMAETHis Leach (1815), Stgr-Rbl.

;
[=:Tebeni^a Blhg.

(1820) LN:\; = \.Xylopode Ltr. (1825); =Chorevtis Hb.

(1826); ^Eutromula'¥vo\. (1828); =^Xylopoda Ltr. (1829);

=Entomoloma Egt. (1875).

Type 1. Phalaena Tortrix pariana CI. (Hb. 1806).

Hemerophila Hb. Tent. p. [2] (1806). Choreutis Hb. Yerz.

Schm. 373 (1826). Evtromula Frol. Emim. Tort. Wiirt. 11

(1828).

Type 2. Phalaena Tortrix fahriciana L. (Leach 1815).

§ Anthophjla Hw. Lp. Br. 471 (1811). Simaethis Leach, Brew-

ster's Edinb. Encycl. IX. 135 no. 466 (1815). [Tebenna Blhg.

Emmi. Ins. Mus. Blhg. 90 (1820) LX.']. X. Xylopode Ltr. Fain.

JSTat. Regne An. 476 (1825). Xylopoda Ltr. Cuv. Regne An.

(2 eel.). Y. 412 (1829)..

Type 3. Tortrix nemorana Hb.

''Xylopoda (Ltr.) Dp. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. III. 448-9 no. 21

(1834) : HN. Lp. Fr. IX. 24, 456 no. 21 (1834). Entomoloma

Rgt. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLIY. (5 s. Y: 1875). p. xliii (1875).

Choreutis Hb. must be sunk as a synonym of Hemerophila Hb.,

the type of both being pariana 01. : Simaethis Leach (type

fahriciana L.) and Entomoloma Rgt. (type nemorana Hb.) are

potential geneonyms.

109. (2314) Hemerophila nemorana Hb.

Tortrix nemorana Hb. Smlg. Schm. Eur. YII. PI. 1 • 3 (1797) \

Choreutis nemorana Hb. Yerz. Schm. 373 no. 3577 (1826) '.

Simaethis nemorana Hrtm. MT. Miinch. Ent. Yer. III. 194

no. 1305 (1879)'; Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 545

no 37(1894)'; RbL Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 266, 282 no. 44

(1892) '
: XI. 122, 146 no. 173 (1896)

'
: XXI. 44 no. 203 (1906)

'
:

Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. 11. 129 no. 2314 (1901) «.

Eah. WC. ASIA \ S. EUROPE '
: © Ficus YIII-IX, excl.

IY-YI'--S. Spain : Granada, © Ficus, 4-11. YI, excl. 11. YI -

4. YII. 1901 {Wlsm.). N. AFRICA ''—Algeria °
: Constantine,

28. Y. 1895 {Eaton); Medea, 21. YII. 1893 {Eaton); Azazga,

2. IX. 1893 {Eaton). Madeiras'' '' '—Madeira^ : The Mount
{Wollaston)\ Canaries

'''— La Palma ""
: 20. YIII. 1889

{Simony) '—Hierro ''^
: 28. YIII. 1889 {Simony) "

—

Tenerife "'^i

Santa Cruz, 3. Y. 1895 {Hedemann)" ; Puerto Orotava, 4-14. Y.

1907 {Wlsm.).

Taken and bred from Fig-trees : obviously an introduced

species.
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110. (2318) Hemerophila fabriciana L.

= oxyacanthella L.

Phcdaena Tortrix fabriciana L. Syst. Nat. (ed. XII.)! I. 880
no. 324 (1767) \ Phalaena Tinea oxyacanthella L. Syst. ISTat.

(ed. XII.). I. 886 no. 357 (1767)". Simaethis fabriciana ^t^\\.

List Br. An. BM. V. Lp. 248 (1850)'; Stn. Ann-Mag. NH
(3 s.). III. 210 (1859) \ Simaethis oxyacanthella Hrtm. MT
Miinch. Ent. Ver. III. 194 no. 1309 (1879)°; WIsm. Tr. Ent.
Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 545 no. 38 (1894) «. Simaethis fabriciana
Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 129 no. 2318 (1901) \

Hah.WQ. ASIA\ EUROPE ^'^
: ® Urtica, Parietaria\

Madeiras ^' '"^

—

^Madeira ^
: (Wollasfon) *'

'. Canaries—Tejterife :

IV. 1884 (Leech).

I have a single specimen (61978), taken in Tenerife, in April
1884, by the late Mr. J. H. Leech, but did not myself meet with
this species, which has not been recorded from the Canaries.

55. (272) GLYPHIPTERYX Hb.

111. (2333) Glyphipteryx pygmaeella Rbl.

Glyphipteryx pygmaeella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmns. XL 132-3, 147
no. 247 (1896)^: XXL 44 no. 204 (1906) =

: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp.
Pal. II. 130 no. 2333 (1901) ^

Hab. Canaries ^'^

—

Tenerife ''-: Cruz de Afur, 5. TV. 1904
{Eaton) ; Puerto Orotava, 22. IV. 1895 {Hedemann) ^ ; La Laguna,
7, VI. 1907 (Tl^s?7i.)—Gran Canaria'"': Las Palmas, 10. V.
1895 [Hedemann)^.
One specimen only of this species was met with at La Laguna,

on June 7th, I have also one from Mr. Eaton, taken near the
Cruz de Afur, on April 5th.

112. (2336'1) Glyphipteryx fortunatella, sp. n.

(Plate LII. fig. 18.)

Antennae bronzy fuscous. Pal'jyi white, spotted with fuscous

along their outer sides. Head cupreous. Thorax bronzy fviscous.

Foreioings bronzy fuscous, blending to brownish cupreous beyond
the middle ; with five distinct white costal streaks, the first, about
the middle of the costa, tending obliquely outward, longer than
the second, which is a little beyond it, also oblique, but not
parallel, tending rather to converge ; after a space, at least equal

to that which divides the first pair of streaks on the costa, there
follows a series of three shorter streaks, their points slightly

converging in the direction of a short, white, curved, terminal
incision below the apex ; beyond these the cilia form a sharply

uncate apex, owing to the outer extremities of those below it

being pure white, while their basal halves are bronzy grey
surrounding a black apical spot ; the whitened cilia, after con-

66*
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tributing to the subapical incision, are continued along the termen

to the tornus, with their basal halves bronzy cupreous
;
at the

tornus is a short, silvery white, triangular spot, and from the

middle of the dorsum arises a rather slender, slightly curved,

outwardly oblique, white silvery streak, which nearly reaches to

the apex of the iirst costal streak above it. Ex-p. al. 6-6-5 mm.
Hindioings bronzy grey; cilia scarcely paler. Abdomen bronzy

fuscous. Legs bronzy greyish, the spurs and joints white.

Tyjye $ (99102); S (99103) Mus. Wlsm.

Bob. Tenbrife: Guimar, 10-14. IV. 1907; Villa Orotava,

26. IV. 1907 ; Eealejo, 7. V. 1907. Nineteen specimens.

Nearly allied to Jischeriella Z.,hvit differing in the middle white

costal streak being always nearer to the following than to the

preceding pair, whereas in Jischeriella it is equidistant between

them. It also differs in the more evenly slender, and more pro-

duced, oblique dorsal streak, which always reaches as far as, or a

little beyond, the apex of the first costal. G. fortunatella is

smaller than 2^yg'>naeella, and is common in the neighbourhood of

Guimar, in the Barranco Badajos ; it occurs also at Villa Orotava

and Realejo.

V. PHALONIADAE.

56. (235) LOXOPERA Stph.

= fLozoPERA Stph., Stgr-Rbl.

113. (1646) LoXOPERA FRANCILLONANA F.

=
'f francillana F., Stgr-Rbl. ; =*flagellaua Rbl. (nee Dp.).

Pyralis francillana F. Ent. Syst. III. (2). 264-5 no. 94 (1794) \

Lozopera francillonana Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXIV. 71-2.

PL 2- l*"*^ (1898)-. Conchylis *flagellana Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. XI. 119, 146 no. 166 (1896) ^ Lozojjera francillana

Stgr-Rbl. Oat. ,Lp. Pal. II. 94 no. 1646 (1901) \ Conchylis

francillana Rbl. Ann. KK. HofiTAis. XXI. 37, 43 no. 193

(1906) ^

Hah. "WO. ASIA *. EUROPE ^"-' *
: © Daucus carota, Ferula

communis-. Canaries^"'

—

Tenerife^'": Santa Oruz, @ Todaroa

aurea, 12. II, excl. 17. IV- 29. V. 1907 {Wlsm.), 3. V. 1895

{Hedemanii) ^.

Prof. Rebel (l. c. 5) records f?'ancillo7iana from Tenerife, on the

strength of a specimen in Mr. White's collection, remarking that

it was almost certainly the same as the specimen collected by

von Hedemann, at Santa Oruz, May 3rd, 1895, which (l. c. 3)

he had identified as *flagellana. I met with francillonana, also

at Santa Oruz, in February, feeding among the seeds of Todaroa

aurea, an indigenous Umbellifer. The larvae soon left the seed-

heads,' and as I had taken no stems of the plant, when leaving

Santa Oruz, they travelled restlessly round the bottles for many
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days after reaching Guimar : on being supplied with small pieces

of Bavibusa, and of the first UmbeUifer I could find, they quickly

gnawed their way into both of these and pupated, the rnoths

emerging from April 17th to May 29th.

114. (1647) LOXOPERA BILBAENSIS Rslr.

Conchylis francillana F. + hilhaensis Rslr. Stett. Exit. Ztg.

XXXVIII. 372 (1877) \ Lozopera hilhaensis W\sm. Ent. Mo.
Mag. XXXIV. 72-3. PI. 2" 2^-d(1898)^; Stgr-Ebl. Cat. Lp.

Pal II. 94 no. 1647 (1901) \

Hah. S. EUROPE ^'^
: Crithmum maritimum ^. Canaries

—Tenerife : La Laguna, 6. IV. 1904 (^Eaton); Puerto Orotava,

4. V. 1907, CritJmmmi maritimum, 29. IV, excl. 9. V - 17.

VII. 1907, Ferula sp., 29. IV, excl. 29. VII. 1907 (Wlsm.)
;

Bajomar, Astydamia canariensis, 22. V, excl. 3. VI — 19.

VIII. 1907 {msm.).
Larvae found in stems of Crith'mum maritimum, at Puerto

Orotava, in May, produced paler and darker varieties fi-om the

beginning of May to the middle of July. I subsequently found

it in great abundance in stems of Astydamia canariensis, at

Bajomar, from Avhich I reared a series of twenty specimens :

a careful examination of the chitinous genital appendages shows

them to be the same as in the Crithmum-ieQ^er, and in a series

of Spanish and Oorsican specimens, also reared from Crithmum.

A single specimen was also bred from the stems of a species of

Ferula, found at Puerto Orotava. Were it not for the differences

in the form of the uncus and claspers it would be exceedingly

difficult to separate this species irom. fraticillonana, but the hind-

wings are almost invariably paler. A somewhat worn specimen

taken by Mr. Eaton, at La Laguna, in April 1904, is unfor-

tunately a 2 J
but I think it is certainly hilhaensis.

57. (236) PHALONIA Hb.

= Conchylis Tr., Stgr-Rbl.

115. (1666) Phalonia carpophilana Stgr.

Cochylis carpophilana Stgr. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XX. 228-9 no. 45

(1859) \ Conchylis carpophilana Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 95

no. 1666 (1901)-. Phalonia carpophilana Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag.

XXXVII. 235 (1901)1

Hah. S. EUROPE—S. Spain ^'^
: huelva : Goto, AsphodeUs

ramosus, IV^, excl. 6-28. V. 1901 (TFZsm.)\ X. AFRICA—
Algeria: Constantine, 16. VI. 1894 {Eaton). Canaries

—

Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 22. I - 11. II. 1907; Guimar, 6-16. IV.

1907, Asphodelus ramosus, 2-9. IV, excl. 13, IV. 1907

{Wlsm.).
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Taken at Santa Cruz, in January, and at Guimar, in April

—

also bred from seeds of Asphodehis ramosus at the latter place,

the bred specimen being much larger {exp. al. 17 mm.) than any
individual of my Spanish bred series. The larvae were also

observed at Puerto Orotava.

116. (1762-2) Phalonia conversana, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 6.)

Antennae pale greyish. Palpi white, brownish fuscous on the
outer side of the median joint. Head and Thorax white. Fore-

wings white, with a faint subochreous suffusion, and a few sparsely

sprinkled black scales, between, but not contiguous to, the dark
markings, which consist of more or less thickly sjorinkled black

scales on a browner, or greyish brown, ground ; the dark markings
are as follows : an elongate streak from the base of the costa,

a narrow medio-costal spot, a larger costal spot between this and
the apex, with a small one beyond it before the apex ; an oblique,

straight, dorsal streak, of even width, terminated on the cell, and
a faint shade above, forming a subcontinuous fascia with the
medio-costal spot ; a rather triangular dorsal spot, beyond the
middle, half-way between the oblique streak and the tornus, with
some dark sprinkling above it, running obliquely in the direction

of the larger costal spot, and a narrow shade along the termen,
followed by parallel dark lines running through the cilia. JExp.

al. 9-14"5 mm. ^M^.<:Z^(7^?i^s slightly sinuate
;
pale brownish grey

;

cilia shining, silvery grey, becoming shining white on their outer
halves. Abdomen pale brownish grey. Legs almost white,

unspotted.

Type S (99104); $ (99105) Mus. Wlsm.
^a6. Tenerife: Guimar, 25. Ill - 9. lY. 1907 {Wlsm.);

La Laguna, 6. lY. 1904 {Eaton); Puerto Orotava, 26. lY. 1907
{Wlsm.). Thirty-two specimens.

Taken among Artemisia canariensis, from which, but from no
other plant, they were easily dislodged by beating : I was unable
to discover the larva. Differing from versana Wlsm. in its more
distinct and darker markings, and especially in the form of the
oblique dorsal streak, which is rather more oblique, and of even
width throughout.

58. (237) PHARMACIS Hb.

= EuxANTHis Hb., Stgr-Rbl.

117. (1723) Pharmacis chamomillana HS.

Cochylis chamomillana HS. SB. Schm. Eur. lY. 183 no. 128,
chamomilana PI. 53 • 377 (1851)\ Conchylis chamomillana Stgr-
Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 97 no. 1723 (1901)-. Pharmacis chamo-
millana Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXIX. 181 (1903) \

Hah. WC. ASIA^ S. EUROPE l-^ N. AFRIOA^"^—Tunis ^
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—Morocco: Tangier, III. 1885 {Leech), 21. IV. 1902 {Wlsm.)\
Canaries— Texerife : Miramar, Santa Cruz, 1. I. 1907.

A single specimen of this rare species occurred near Miramar,
two miles from Santa Cruz, on January 1st.

This species, as also elongana FR. (1724), and impurcma Mn.
(1725), must be removed from Phalonia to Pharmacis.

VI, TORTRICIDAE.

TORTRICINAE.

59. (221) EPAGOGE Hb.

= DiCHELiA Gn., Stgr-Rbl.

118. (1490) Epagoge constanti Rbl.

Dichelia constaniiWol. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17, 85-6 no. 149
(1894)^ : XXL 43 no. 184 (1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.

84 no. 1490(1901)1

Hah. Tenerife ^'^
: La Laguna, Datura stramonium, excl.

V-VI {Cabrera) \

This is one of the very few species, recorded from Tenerife,

which I was unable to find, although I searched on Datura stra-

monium, at La Laguna, in May and June—the time and place of

its recorded occurrence.

60. (227) TORTRIX L.

I fear I may be in part responsible for the too-extended use of

the geneonym. Fa7idemis Hb., having placed in that genus certain

South African species possessing a very faint indication of a notch
at the base of the antennae : neither in these, nor in any of the
Tenerife species with which I am acquainted, is there any suificient

indication of this character to justify their separation from Tortrix

L. I might have been disposed to place them in Dij^terina Meyr.,
separated from Tortrix L. by Meyrick on account of the presence

of a distinct secondary cell in the forewings, by the stalking of

veins 6 and 7 in the hind wings, and by the long ciliation of the

S antennae ; but an examination of Dvpterina tasmaniana Wkr.
shows that veins 6 and 7 of the hindwings are not truly stalked,

although tending to coincidence towards the base, the secondary

cell is less strongly indicated than in Clejysis Gn. {rusticana Tr.),

with which it agrees in the long ciliation of the antennae.

Meyrick has himself placed rusticana in the genus Tortrix,

evidently regarding the ciliation of the antennae as merely a
question of degree ; our Tenerife species, possessing no well-

indicated secondary cell, must therefore be included in the older

and more generally recognised genus Tortrix L.
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119. (1542) TOETRIX SIMONYI Rbl.

= t symonyi Rbl.

Pandemis simonyi Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 263-5, 282

no. 40. PI. 17-8 J -9 5 (1892) \ Pandemis symonyi Hbl. Ann.
KK. Hofmiis. IX. 17, 82 no. 145 (1894)": XXI. 43 no. 186

(1906) ^ Pandemis simonyi Sti>T-Ebl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 87

no. 1542 (1901) ^

Hah. Canaries
^'^—La Palma ^'^

: Barranco de las Angiistias,

900 m., 16-18. YIII. 1889 (^moji^/) '—Teneripe -"^
: Montana

de Guerra, YI. (Cabrera) '—Gran Canaria^"^ : [Richter) \
My series of 2)&Tsimilana seems to contain forms agreeing with

simonyi, but having no specimens from La Palma, I hesitate to

unite the two species, as Rebel had both before him when describing

persimilana.

120. (1543) ToRTRix persimilana Rbl.

n. syn.= mactana Rbl.

Pandemis 2^ersimHana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17,82 no. 144
(1894)^: XL 117-8, 146 no. 160 (1896)-. Pandemis mactana
Rbl. Ann. KK, Hofmus. XL 116-7, 146 no. 158. PI. 3 • 4 6
(1896)': XIII. 376, 380 no. 172 (1899)': Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp.
Pal. II. 87 no. 1544 (1901) '. Pandemis persimilana Stgr-Rbl.
Cat. Lp. Pal. n. 87 no. 1543 (1901)

'
: Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXL

43 no. 187 (1906)". Pandemis mactana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XXI. 43 no. 188 (1906) ^

Hah. Canaries^"'

—

Tenerife'""' : ''?Cafira," 14. II. {Alluaudy

;

Los Silos, 25. 11. 1898 (Rintz)^; Guimar, 2. Ill -12. IV.
1907, 0i?osa banksiae, 27. II, excl. 23. III. 1907, ^ Bubtts

frtdicosus, 25. II, excl. 24. III. 1907, Glohidaria salicina, 27.

III, excl. 12-26. IV. 1907, ^Pelargonium, 27. Ill, excl. 22.

IV. 1907, Jasmimttn odoratissimum, 27. Ill, excl. 27. IV.
1907 (irZs??i.) ; Santa Cruz, Coffea arabica, 1. I, excl. 23.

III. 1907 {Wlsm.); Toso, 25. III. 1898 {Hintz)*; IV. 1884
{Leech) '

; Cruz de Afur, 5. IV. 1904 {Eaton) ; Forest de la Mina,
9. IV. 1904 (^«tow); Arafo, 13. IV. 1907 {Wlsm.); Pedro Gil,

Cytisits proliferus, 19. IV, excl. 8. V. 1907 {Wlsm) ; Las
Mercedes, 29. V. 1907 (n7s?».); Puerto Orotava, 1896 (CroOTjoto?^),

@ Globidaria salicina, 7. V, excl. 29. V. 1907 (iMjsm.); La
Laguna, 30. V. 1907, ^ Adenocarpus foliolosus, 18. V, excl. 7-14,
VI. 1907, Erica arborea, 23. V, excl. 13. VI. 1907 {Wlsm.)—
Gran Canaria ^"'' "'"

: Las Palmas, 8-11. V. 1895 {Hedemann)'"'^

.

Comparing the types oi 2yersimila7ia Rbl. (60994 $, 61000 $ :

Mus. Wlsm.) with a considerable series of bred and captured
specimens, and beariog in mind the examples of Pandemis mact-
ana Rbl. in Mr. White's collection, at Guimar, I am forced to

the conclusion that these names are ajjj^lied to different varieties

of the same species. Many of the S 6 agree perfectly with
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Rebel's clescrij)tion of mactana, although paler forms, less reticu-

lated on the under side of the forewing, also occur: there is however

no possible line of demarcation between them. Some very fine

fasciated $ 2 , with typical 2)ersi7nilana $ $ , and typical mactana

(S 6 , were bred from larvae on Glohularia salicina, at Guimar, in

April and May, 12 specimens in all, including a single c? bred

from the same plant at Puerto Orotava. I have also bred six

similar forms from Adenocarjyus foliolosics, at La Laguna, in June

;

1 J, in March, on Banksia rose, Guimar; 1 c? , March, on

Rubus fruticosus, Guimar ; 1 $ , April, on Geranium, Guimar

;

1 2 , May, on Cytisus proliferus, Pedro Gil ; 1 d" , March, on

Schinus moUe, Santa Cruz -,16, March, from CofFee-plant, in a

garden at Miramar, near Santa Cruz ; 1 $ , June, on Erica arborea,

La Laguna ; 1 $ , April, from Jasminum odoraiissimum, Guimar ;

16 caught specimens make up the series of 42, to which I can add,

2 received from Mr. White, and 6 previously in my cabinet from

the late Mr. J. H. Leech, and from Mr. Eaton : 50 in all.

121. (1545) TORTRIX BEACATANA Rbl.

Pandemis hracatana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17, 82-4 no. 146

(1894)^: XXL 43 no. 189 (1906)-^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.

87 no. 1545 (1901) \

Hah. Tei^erife ^-^
: Agua Garcia, YI. 1892 {Cahrera)\ © Fi-

buroiiwi rugosiom, 31. Y, excl. 17. YI. 1907 (TF^sm.).

A fine and distinct species, of which I have only a single

specimen, bred from a larva found rolling the leaves of Viburmwi
rugosum at Agua Garcia ; the type was taken in the same locality

by Cabi-era in 1892.

122. (1594-1) ToRTRix canariensis Rbl.

= *subcostana Rbl. (nee Stn.).

Cacoecia*subcostana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 16, 81-2 no. 143

(1894) \ Tortrix {*subcostana Rbl.) Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond.

1894. 539 (1894)'-. Tortrix s^ibcostana ^tn. + ca7iarie7isis Rbl.

Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 116, 146 no. 157 (1896)^: Stgr-Rbl.

Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 90 no. 1594=^ (1901)*.

Hab. Canaries ^-*—Tenerife '-'
: Guimar, 9. Ill - 16. lY. 1907

(Wlsm.); Las Mercedes, 17. III. 1902, 29. III. 1904 (Eaton), 19.

Y-7. YI. 1907 (msm.); lY. 1885 (Leech)'--; Tejina, 7. lY.

1904 (Eaton) ; Arafa, 13. lY. 1907 (Wlsm.) ; Realejo, 7. Y. 1907

(JVlsm.); Yilla Orotava, 14. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.); La Laguna, 21. Y.
1889 (Kraitss)\ 23. Y-9.YL 1907 (IVlsm.); Santa Cruz, 25. Y.
1889 (Krauss)'; Tacaronte, 31. Y. 1907 (m.sm.).

This is an exceedingly variable species, and at first sight seems

very distinct from the larger and more distinct form which I have

received from Madeira. A seines of 74 specimens, taken in various

localities, enables me to separate them satisfactorily : in suhcostana

Stn. the dark fascia is always more oblique, and its inner margin
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always less irregulai- than in canariensis. It occurs on high

ground among Hypericuin, at a lower elevation among Erica

arhorea, and lower yet, at La Laguna and elsewhere, among Ruhus.

I was at first disposed to regard the larger specimens, beaten

from Hypericum^ as distinct from those among Ruhus, but this

cannot be maintained.

123, (1596) ToRTRix coriacana Kbl.

=Hongana Rbl. (+ 3 *stratana Rbl.) nee Hw., nee Z.

SciaphilaHongana (+ 3 *stratana) Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII.
265-6, 282 no. AV (1892) \ Heterognomon coriacanus Rbl. Ann.
KK. Hofmus. IX. 17, 84 no. 148 (1894)^ : XI. 118, 146 no. 163
(1896)^: XIII. 376-7, 380 no. 177 (1899)': XXI. 43 no. 191
(1906)' : Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 90 no. 1596 (1901) ^

Hah. Canaries '""—Tenerife 1-'
: Santa Cruz, 21. XII -16. II.

1907, @ Psoralea hituminosa, 5. I, excl. 30. I. 1907, @ Rhammis
crenulata, 16. I, excl. 10. 11.1907, ^ Feriploca laevigata, 27.

I, excl. 4. III. 1907, Q Artemisia argentea, 11. II, excl. 7.

III. 1907, ^Fagonia cretica, 26. I, excl. 21. 11-10. III.

1907 (WIsm.), 12. V. 1889 (Krauss)', 1895 (Redemaim) ' ; La
Laguna, 13. I. 1907 (TFZsm.), 23. II - 8. lY. 1904, 17. III. 1902
(Eaton), 21. Y. 1889 {Krauss)\ 23. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.); Cafira, 14.

II. {Alluaud) •''

; Yilla Orotava, 19. II. 1907, Rhus coriaria, 28.

lY, excl. 2. Y. 1907 (IFZsm.) ; Los Silos, 22. II. 1898 (ffintz)';

Guimar, 28. 11-14. lY. 1907 (Wl.sm.), 21. IIL 1904 {Eaton),

^ Poterium sp., 26. II, excl. 18. III. 1907, Ruhus fruticosus,

25. II, excl. 21. Ill -4. lY. 1907, @ Rumex lunatic's, 19. Ill,

excl. 26. lY. 1907, ^ Notochlaenamarantae, 27. II, excl. 31. III.

1907, small Crucifer, 3. Ill, excl. 31. III. 1907, @ Artemisia
canariensis, 19. Ill, excl. 5-20. lY. 1907, Pyrus malus, 3. lY,
excl. 14. lY, 1907, ^ Psoralea hituminosa, 1. Ill, excl. 27. lY.
1907, Cistus ononspeliensis, 8. lY, excl. 6. Y. 1907, Phelipaea
sp., 15. lY, excl. 8. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.); Puerto Orotava, 13. III.

1904 {Eatov), 10-28. lY. 1895 {Hedemann)\ 23. lY- 10. Y.
1907, Senecio kleinia, 26. lY, excl. 21. Y. 1907, Ononis sp.,

27. lY, excl. 8. YI. 1907, Tamarix gallica, 5. Y, excl. 12. YI.
1907 {Wlsm.) ; Tejina, 18. IIL 1902 {Eaton) ; lY. 1885 {Leech)-;

Forest de la Mina, 7. lY. 1904 {Eaton) ; Bajomar, Astydamus
canariensis, 22. Y, excl. 29. Y- 15. YI. 1907, Lotus sp., 25.

Y, excl. 1-17. YI. 1907 {IVJsm.); Loma de la Yega, Icod de los

Yinos, 3. YIII. 1889 {Siinony)' ~ Gran Canaria ^"^
: 1895

{Hedemann)^ ; Las Palmas, ^ Plocama pendula, 15. YI, excl.

28. YI. 1907 (JFZsm.)—Lanzarote^'-'-^: Yaiza, 4. X. 1890
{Simony) ^.

Here again we have a species which varies greatly within certain

limits, but is easy to recognise. It reminds one at fii-st sight of

canariensis Rbl., but the wings are more pointed, the costa being
somewhat less arched, and the termen more oblique. I have bred
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it from Psoralea, Artemisia, Rubus, jFagonia, Rhus, Rhmnnus,
Notochlaena, Astydamia, Cistus, Taniarix, Ononis, Lotus, Senecio,

Poterium, Rumex, Periploca, dry aborted apples, small Cruciferae,

and even from Phelipaea.

Heterognomon Tiyeramis Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17, 84

no. 147 (1894) \ Dichelia hyerana Ebl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI.
43 no. 185(1906)-.

Hah. Tenerife ^"^
: La Laguna, Y (Cabrera)^.

I have many 5 $ of Tortrix coriacana Rbl. which greatly

resemble Milliere's species in appearance, and am strongly

convinced that the condition of the specimen examined and
recorded by Rebel must have misled him. The reference to

Dichelia (when the specimen was not available for study of neu-

ration) can hardly be held to confirm the original detex'mination,

in the absence of information as to whether veins 7 and 8 were

separate or stalked in the specimen recorded. It will probably

be found that hyerana does not occur in Tenerife.

[228. CNEPHASIA Crt.]

124. (1608) Tortrix loxgana Hw.

=-*segetana Rbl. (nee Z.) ; =*fragosana Rbl. (nee Z.) '.

Tortrix longana Hw. Lp. Br. 463-4 no. 221 (1811) \ Sciajjhila

longana { + ictericana Rbl., -\-*stratana Rbl.) Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. VII. 265-6, 282 no. 41^"- (1892)-. IX. 17, 86 no. 150

(1894) ^ Sciaphila *fragosana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17,

86 no. 151 (1894) ^ Hciaphila longana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XI. 119, 146 no. 165 (1896) \ Cnephasia longana Stgr-Rbl. Cat.

Lp. Pal. IL 91 no. 1608 (1901)°: Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXL
37, 43 no. 192 (1906) \

Hah. WC. ASIA". EUROPE ^''—Corsica : He Rousse, 5.

VI. 1898 (TI7sm.).—S. Spain: Malaga: Cala Moral, 4. V. 1901

{^Yls'm.). CADIZ: Cadiz, 14-15. V. 1902 (TT7sm.)—Gibraltar :

i^Stachys circinata, 2. Ill, excl. 9. V. 1901 {Wlsm.). N.

AFRICA—Algeria : Constantine, 10. V. 1895, 14-15. VI. 1894

{Eaton). Canaries'-"^

—

Tenerife^"'' '^

: Santa Cruz, 26. I -11.

II. 1907, @ Fagonia cretica, 26. I, excl. 28. II. 1907, ^ S'tachys

sp., 31. I, excl. 5. III. 1907, Argyranthemum jyinnatifidum, 10.

II, excl. 2. IV. 1907 {Wlson.), 3. IV. 1904 {Eaton), 10. IV-4. V.
1895 {Hedemann)% 3. V- 1. VI. 1889 {Krauss)^ ; Guimar, 1906

{White) \ 4. Ill- 16. IV. 1907, ^ Psoralea bitttminosa, 1. Ill,

excl. 10. IV. 1907 {Wlsm.); IV. 1885 {Leech) ^ ; Puerto Orotava,

12-24. IV. 1895 {Hedemanny, 10. V. 1907 {Wlsm); La Laguna,

16. III. 1902, 26. Ill- 6. IV. 1904 {Eaton), 2. V; 1907 {Wlsm.)
—Gran Canaria ~"^' ' ''

: {Richtey-) -.
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Very common everywhere, and exceedingly variable, ranging

from unicolorous chalk-white, through various gradations of

greyish ochreous and brownish grey, to slightly, and conspicuously

fasciated forms, more or less speckled between the fasciae. I bred

it from Argyranilie'mutn pinnatifidutn, from Fagonia cretica, from
Psorcdea bitu,mi?iosa, and from Stachys sp. : a series of thirty-two

selected specimens was preserved, in addition to several specimens

received from the late Mr. J. H. Leech, and from Mr. Eaton.

OLETHREUTINAE.

61. (247) ACROCLITA Ldr.

125. (1966-01) AcROCLiTA guanchana, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 5.)

Anten7iae hoary greyish. Paljn porrect, slightly dependent,

stretching the length of the head beyond it, densely clothed,

especially above, terminal joint short, smooth ; hoary grey, fuscous-

on the outer sides. Head hoary greyish, with some mixture of

reddish brown scales. Thorax reddish brown. Forevnngs elon-

gate, narrow, costa moderately arched, termen oblique, sinuate,

tornus evenly rounded ; tawny reddish brown, with some black

scaling which is sometimes reduced to a few marginal specks, but

in some varieties forms an elongate series of streaks or spots, more
or less connected, or detached, commencing at the middle of the

base, exhibited again along the cell beyond it to the apex ; in

one dark variety (99115) these streaks form an almost con-

tinuous line, with a diverging point along the fold ; in another,

paler, and faintly mottled form (99116) they are broken into

three separate streaks, one from the base along the first half of

the fold, a shorter one toward the end of the cell, and an outer

one beyond the cell to the apex, with two minute spots beloAv the

intermediate spaces and one near the base of the dorsum ; in the

paler varieties there is also some indication of lighter geminated
costal streaks, with alternating faint shade-spots ; cilia slightly

paler than the wing, with a distinctly paler line along their base^

followed by parallel shade-lines running through them. Exp.
al. 12-15 mm. Hindioings broader than the forewings, with

oblique, sinuate, termen
;
grey with a slight rosy tinge ; cilia

paler, with a faint shade-line a little beyond their paler base.

Abdomen and Legs griseous, varying to subochraceous ; hind tarsi

faintly shaded, excejjt at the joints.

Ty2)e J (99115); $ (99118) ; var. S P^. (99116-7) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 3000ft., 3. I. 1907, © Hypericum

grandifoliimi, 3. I, excl. 29-31. I. 1907 {^Vlsm.)^, Villa Orotava,

19. II. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Forest de la Mina, 7. IV. 1904 {Eaton)
;

Guimar, 10. IV. 1907, Hypericum grandifolium, 25. II, excl.

7. IV - 4. V. 1907 {Wlsm) ; Las Mercedes, 14. V. 1907(T'rfem.) ;

Tacaronte, 31. V. 1907 {Wlsm.). Fifteen specimens.
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The larva contorts the leading leaves of Hypericimi grandifoliuin :

I met with it first at the Bai-ranco del Bufadero, near Santa Cruz,

the beginning of January, and bred specimens from the end of

that month till the beginning of May.

126. (1966) AcROCLiTA subsequana HS.

126 + a. (1966+ a) subseqdana HS. + subsequana HS.

= conseqtiana HS. ^
; =liitorana Cnst.

Semasia subsequana HS. SB. Schm. Eur. IV. 247 no. 337 (1851) \
Tortrix consequana HS. SB. Schm. Eur. lY. PI. 59 • 423 (1854) -.

Acroclita consequana Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 110 no. 1966

(1901)^

Hah. EUROPE ^--^ Q Eu2)korMa sjjp.

126 + b. (1966 + b) subsequana HS. + convallensis, var. n. (an

sp. n. ?).

=-*littorana Rbl. (nee Cnst.).

Acroclita co7isequanaliSi.-\-littoranaV\\)\. Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII.
266, 282 no. 42 (1892)^: XI. 121, 146 no. 169 (1896)": XXI.
43 no. 196 (1906) \

Hah. Canaries ^'^

—

Tenerife '-'^
: Santa Cruz, 25. I. 1907,

@ Euphorbia regis-jubae, 27. XII, excl. 28-31. I. 1907" (TT7sm.)
;

Guinmr, 6. Ill - 10. IV. 1907 (Wlsm.); IV. 1884 (Leech) ; Puerto
Orotava, 18. IV. 1895, ^Euphorbia arhorescens, excl. 10-13. V.
1895 [HedemannY — Gran Canaria ^

: (Richter)^ — Montana
Clara ^-^

: 238 m., 8. IX. 1890 {Simony)\
I did not meet with any form of Acroclita that can well be

compared with littorana Oust., which is merely a small pale

variety of the ordinary South European subsequana HS. There
is however one point of difference by which my Tenerife series

of twenty-three specimens might be separated from European
specimens : the basal patch always tends to throw out a 23ointed

projection along the dorsum, they also range to a much larger

avei-age size (exp. al. 13-22 mm.), and I propose the neonym
convallensis (var., an sp. ?), to distinguish them.

Type S (99171); $ (99172) Mus. Wlsm.

127. (1966-1) Acroclita sonchana, sp. n. (Plate LIII. fig. 3.)

Antennae hoary, with blackish annulations, sometimes entirely

sufi"used with black. Palpi whitish, thickly sprinkled with dark
fuscous externally ; sometimes fuscous throughout. Head dirty

white, varying to dar-k fuscous. Thorax whitish, or dark fuscous
;

sometimes with chestnut-brown tegulae. Forewings dark fuscous,

sprinkled and mottled with shades of chestnut-brown, with some
paler spaces ; a dark basal patch, extending to one-third, projects

outwardly above the fold receding to the costa and nearly to the

dorsixm ; this is follov/ed by an irregular fascia, running from the
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middle of the costa to the dorsum before the tornus, throwing a
projection inward from its middle and slightly bulging outward
above its lower extremity ; beyond it is a triangular shade-patch,

more or less furcate to the costa, the apex and termen being also

narrowly shaded; in some specimens (99110) the intermediate

spaces between these markings, as well as the dorsal portion of the

basal patch are white, sparsely sprinkled with brownish scales ; in

other specimens (99109) they are entirely suffused with dark steely

greyish fuscous, paler only at the edges of the dark markings ; about
four pairs of geminate costal streaks are visible on the outer half

of the wing ; cilia fuscous, with a more or less defined shade-line

along their base, Exp. al. 14-17 mm. Hindiomgs brownish
cinereous, with a slender pale line along the base of the rather

more smoky cinereous cilia ; in the paler specimens the hindwings
are also of a lighter shade. Abdomen and Legs corresponding to

the hindwings in colour ; tarsi darkly shaded between the pale

joints.

Type $ (99108); S (99109); ©(99111); var. $ Pr. (99110)
Mus. Wlsm.

Hah. Tenerife: Guimar, 7. lY. 1907, ^ Sonchtts gvonnii/er,

9-27. Ill, excl. 4. Y - 12. YI. 1907 ; Puerto Orotava, Smichus
gummifer, 23. lY, excl. 13. Y - 19. YI. 1907, SoncJms lepto-

cephalus, 22. lY - 11. Y, excl. 5. YI - 2. YIII. 1907. Fifteen

specimens.

The larva, which is dull greyish, turning to bright red before

pupation, feeds on the leaves outside the stems of Sonchus gum-
tnifer and leptocephalus. The moth is extremely variable, some
specimens being almost black, on which the pattern, although
easily traceable and very consistent, is much obscured, while in

others all the intermediate spaces being white, the darker markings
stand out very conspicuously. As compared with consequana HS.,
it is somewhat similar in general design, but the outer fascia is

less oblique and less prominently angulated outward below the
middle, while the space between this and the apex is more occu-

pied by darker patches and the costal streaks are less confluent

and less oblique.

62. (243) POLYCHROSIS Rgt.

128. (1954-1) PoLYCHROsis NEPTUNiA, sp. n. (Plate LIII. fig. 1.)

Antennae ochreous, varied with black above. Paljn ochreous.

Head and Thorax ochreous, varying to reddish fuscous in some
specimens. Foreioings ochreous, varying to brownish ochreous, and
even to reddish fuscous, the darker shades pi-evailing especially

towards the dorsum ; the costa is delicately speckled with fuscous

throughout ; before the middle is an outwardly oblique, greyish

white fascia, somewhat contracted on the fold, terminating on the
middle of the dorsum, its upper half slightly reticulated, or speckled,

with the ochreous ground-colour ; beyond it a narrow dark space

separates it from a broad, irregular, second fascia of the same
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colour, tending to become widely furcate toward the costa, and
narrowly furcate where it is inverted to the dorsum before the
tornus ; the outer portion of this fascia is usually joined to a
sinuate streak, which, cutting off the dark apex of the wing,
descends to the middle of the teimen ; these markings all contain

more or less, short, parallel, wavy streaks of the darker ground-
colour ; cilia varying from ochreous to greyish, sometimes slightly

mottled. Exj). cd. 9-12 mm. Hindiuings pale brownish grey;,

cilia pale cinereous with a slender shade-line running thi^ough

them near their base. Abdomen greyish fuscous. Legs pale
brownish cinereous, the tarsi very faintly spotted.

Tyjje 2 (99106); 6 (99107) ex © Statice, Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Guimar, 17. III. 1907, Frankenia ericifolia,

6. Ill, excl. 9. Ill - 22. TV. 1907, Statice pectinafa, 6. III.

excl. 20. Ill - 18. IV. 1907 (IFZsm.); Tejina, 18. III. 1902
{Eaton) ; Puerto Orotava, 21. lY - 14. Y. 1907, Franhenia
ericifolia, 21. lY, excl. 3-4. Y. 1907, Statice pectinata, 21. lY,
excl. 26. Y - 7. YI. 1907 {msm.). Thirty-two specimens (13 ex
Statice, 10 ex Frankenia, 9 captured).

The larva feeds on Statice pectinata and Frankenia ericifolia,

at Guimar and Puerto Orotava, from both of which jDlants I have
bred it.

Most nearly allied, perhaps, to limoniana Mill., but differing

in the markings being intermediate between those of that species

and botrana S-D.

63. (255) BACTRA Stj^h.

129. (2017) Bactra lanceolana Hb.

Tortrix lanceolana Hb. Smlg. Eur. Schm. YII. PI. 13 • 80(1797) '.

Ancylis lanceolana Hb. Yerz. Schm. 376 no. 3614(1826)". Aphe-
lia lanceolana Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1881. 231-2 (1881)'

;

Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. YI. 651-2 (1881) \ Bactra lanceolana

Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 540 no. 9 (1894)
'

; Rbl.

Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17. 86-7 no. 152 (1894)": XL 120-1,

146 no. 168 (1896)': XXI. 43 no. 197 (1906)«; Wlsm. Pr. Z.

Soc. Lond. 1897. 121-2 no. 162 (1897)': Ann-Mag. NH. (7 g.).

YI. 333-4 no. 1006 (1900)": Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 113

no. 2017 (1901) '^ Frnld. Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 449 no. 5006
(1902)^-.

Hab.Ti\JROVT.^--'^^:®Jimcus,CyiJer^ts\ AFRICA ^ ASIA"..
MALAYSIA". AUSTRALIAN NEWZEALANDN S.AME-
RICAN K AMERICA ^N W. INDIES N Madeiras ^—Ma-
deira ^: San Antonio da Serra (Wollaston)

'
; Machico, 23. IY.

1904 {Eaton). Canaries '-"—Tenerife '^'"
: Guimar, 4. Ill - 7. lY.

1907 {Wlsm.); lY. 1884 {Leech); Puerto Orotava, 14. Y. 1907
{Wls7n.); 1895 {Ifedeonann)'; Santa Cruz, 26. Y. 1889 (Amwss)

'

—Gran Canaria'^: Las Palmas, 7. Y. 1895 {Hedew.anny

.

The examples of this sjoecies which I met with in Tenerife could
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by no possibility haA^e fed upon rushes ; they were taken on

an absolutely dry spot, in a barranco near Orotava, where no
rushes could be found. I also took three specimens at Guimar.

Mr. Eaton notes it as taken amongst Carex, in a wet place, near

Machico (Madeira).

64. (241) RHYACIONIA Hb.

RHyACiONiA Hb. Verz. Schm. 379 (1826) ; Wlsm. Ann-Mag. NH.
(7 s.). YII. 124 (1900) ; —""Evethia (Hb.) Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal.

II. 102 no. 241 (1901).

130. (1845) RhYACIONIA WALSINGHAMT Rbl.

Retinia walsinghami Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 119-20, 146

no. 167, PI. 3- 6 2 (1896)'. Evetria ioalsinghccmi Stgr-Rbl. Cat.

Lp. Pal. 102 no. 1845 (1901)-: Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 43

no. 194(1906)1

Ilab. Tbnerife'"^ : Puerto Orotava, Fimcs canariensis, 18.11,

excl. 3. Ill- 10. lY. 1907 (Jl^sm.), 11-14. lY. IQ^^ {Heclemann)\

21-29. lY. 1907 {Wlsm.).

A rare species, not met with by Mr. Eaton, and represented, so

far as I am aware, only by von Hedemann's three original

specimens, and one or two in Mr. White's collection. During a

lucky half-hour, spent in the garden of the Hotel Humboldt,
during a flying visit to Orotava, on the 18th of February, I found

three pupae in the shoots of Pinus canariensis, all of which pro-

duced the moths in March and April. During a subsequent visit

three other specimens were taken on the wing, in the same place,

from the 21st to 29th of April. I have observed traces of the

larvae in the pine-forests, to the south of Pedro Gil, but it does

not appear to occur to the west of Guimar, where I searched the

pines unsuccessfully.

65. (248) CROCIDOSEMA Z.

131. (1968) Orocidosema plebeiana Z.

n. syn.= oSsCTtra E. Wlstn. ; =blackbiornii Btl. " ; =*signatana
Wlsm. (nee Dgl.).

Orocidosema jjlebejana Z. Isis, 1847. 721-2 no. 283 (1847) \ Ste-

qanoptycha obscura E. Wlstn. Ann-Mag. NH. (5 s.). III. 341

(1879)': Lp. St. Helena 28-8(1879)". Crocidosema plebeiana

Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. N.S.W. YI. 659-60 (1881) \ Steganoptycha

""signatana Wlnm.Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond.1894. 537,541 no. 14 (1894)^
Crocidosema jjl^beiana Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1897. 127 no. 174

(1897)' ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 110 no. 1968 (1901)*^ ; Wlsm.
Fn. Hawaii. Y. 675-6, 736, 752 no. 366, PI. 10-15 (1907) ^

Hab. ASIA'—Ceylon : Pundaloya, 4000 ft., II. 1890 {Green)—
Palestine : {Tristram)—^yvlik ^ S-C. EUROPE '

' : © Althea

rosea''; Lavatera arborea'—France: Mentone, 13. III. 1893
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(TF7.sm.)—Spain: Malaga: Malaga, 8. lY. 1901 (J?7sm.). N.
AFRICA—Morocco : Tangier, 13. lY. 1901, 12. Y. 1902 {Wlsm.)—Algeria: Biskra, 5-13. III. 1903 (H^sm.). Madeiras*

—

Madeira *
: Tlie Mount

(
WoUaston) *. Canaries—Tenerife : Gui-

mar, 13. III. 1907; Puerto Orotava, Malva parvif,ora, 29. lY,
excl. 11-26. Y. 1907; La Lagima, 23. Y. 1907; Santa Cruz,

25. Y. 1907
(
Wlsm.). St. Helena

''

: Cleugli's Plain (^. Wollastony.

WEST INDIES". CENTRAL AMERICAN SOUTH AME-
RICAN AUSTRALIAN HAWAIIAN
A single specimen (13575), in poor condition, to which I

wrongly attributed the name " Steganoptycha signatana Dgl."

(I. c. 4), was collected in Madeira by WoUaston. Having now met
with Grocidosema pleheiana at Santa Cruz, La Laguna, and
Guimar, (where I also saw it in Mr. White's collection), and
having bred two specimens from larvae feeding on Malva parvi-

flora, at Puerto Orotava, I take this opportunity of correcting the

previous error, while recording the species for the first time from
Tenerife, and extending its range from Ceylon to St. Helena. I

have examined the type of Steganoptycha ohscui-a E. Wlstn. in

the British Museum and find it to be Crocidosema pleheiana Z.,

a S with the characteristic tuft.

66. (260-01) STREPSICRATES Meyr.

^ Strepsiceros Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. YI. 678-9 (1882).

STREPSICRATES Meyr. Tr. NZ. Inst. XX. 73 (1887) ; Wlsm. Pr.

Z. Soc. Lond. 1891. 506-7 (1892).

132. (2067-01) STREPSICRATES FENESTRATA, Sp. n.

Antennae missing, except sufficient of the compressed, whitish

cinereous, basal joints to identify the genus. Palpi erect, with

very short terminal joint ; much worn, but apparently fuscous

externally. Head whitish cinereous. Thorax whitish cinereous

along the centre, brownish fuscous at the sides. Forewings with

a very deep costal fold, reaching to beyond the middle of the

wing; dark brownish fuscous, slightly mottled with whitish

cinereous, tending to indicate oblique, but slightly curved, trans-

verse lines before the apex, reaching from costa to termen,

and one reaching the doisum before the tornus, but this latter

appears to form the outer margin of the more intensely dark

colouring which pervades the wing thence to the base, except

along the dorsum ; here is a large reduplicated patch of whitish

cinereous, comm.encing at one-fourth, indented at its upper edge

about the middle, and thence extending again nearly to the outer

end of the fold ; there is also a pale patch at the tornus—these

are slightly sprinkled with pale brownish fuscous scales, usually

in the form of narrow dorsal streaks ; the cilia appear to be
mottled with darker and paler alternations at the base. Exp.
al. 15 mm. Hindwings semitra,nsparent, subiridescent, brownish

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No. LXYII. 67
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grey, with a conspicuous scaleless fenestrum below the base of the

cubitus, reaching nearly to the origin of vein 2 ; cilia brownish

grey. Abdomen brownish grey; anal tuft paler. Legs pale

brownish cinereous.

T^jpe S (13525) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife : Guimar (White).

A single (5'
,
given to me by Mr. White, is in extremely poor

condition ; I should certainly not have described it had it not

been for the peculiar character of the fenestrum in the hindwing.

It was taken from a series in his collection, which included more
than one species. I certainly recognised Crocidosema j^leheiana

Z. among them, and there were others similar to the one here

described.

(260) EUCOSMA Hb.

=Epi£LEMA Hb., Stgr-Rbl.

(2090-1) EucosMA sp. 198 Kbl.

Epihlema sp. Ebl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 37-8, 43 no. 198

(1906)

\

Hab. Tenerife^: 1905, 1906 {WJiite)\

Unnamed specimens in Mr. White's collection ; not in good

enough condition for identification. I did not meet with the genus

Eucosma in Tenerife.

67. (257) THIODIA Hb.

=Semasia Stph., Stgr-Rbl.

133. (1980-1) Thiodia glandulosana, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 2.)

Antennae brownish cinereous. Palpi varying from ochraceous

to brownish fuscous. Head and Thorax brownish fuscous above
;

the tegulae paler, sometimes ochraceous. Forewings with the

costa evenly arched, termen slightly sinuate ; ochraceous, moi'e

or less suffused with brownish, or dark fuscous scaling, the

markings indicated by black patches ; in an ordinary variety

the wing is much mottled and traversed by sinuous streaks, the

•costa being streaked and spotted throughout ; a strong dorsal

patch is indicated, coming from the base below the fold, angulated

above the fold at one-third, and produced along the more or less

spotted dorsum to an obliquely erect antetornal patch of the same
colour, terminating a little below half the width of the wing ; in

some varieties a curved band of similar blackish patches descends

from the middle of the costa, bending outward through the end

of the cell, and attenuated to the apex, but this is sometimes quite

obsolete ; a narrow blackish line, broken into spots above the

tornus, follows the termen before the ochraceous cilia, which are

mottled with brown and blackish above the middle and at the

apex, but always with a pale line along their base ; in some
varieties the upper edge of the dorsal patch and the lower half of
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the termen, as well as the base of the cilia about the tornus, are

touched with shining white, some steely grey scales appearing on
the dark patch and before the apex of the wing. Exp. al. 1 3-2 1 mm.
Hi'itdivings greyish fuscous ; ciha paler, with a shade-line running
through them. Abdomen greyish fuscous, anal tuft and Legs
inclining to ochreous ; hind tarsi faintly barred.

Type J (99114); $ (99112); var. $ pr. (99113) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife : Las Mercedes, 30. III. 1904 {Eaton), 19-29. Y.

1907 {Wlsm.); La Laguna, Rliamniis glandulosa, 19. V, excl.

6-23. YI. 1907 (IF/sm.). Thirty specimens.
The larva rolls the leaves of Rhamnus glandtdosa and is com-

mon between La Laguna and Tegeste, and in the Mercedes
Forest. It is an extremely variable species allied to sigyiatana

Ogl-

es. (261) LASPEYRESIA Hb.

= § Grapholitha Tr., Stgr-Rbl. (nee Hb.).

134. (2168) Laspetresia adenocarpi Rgt.

Grapholitha adenocarpi Rgt. Bull. Soc. Elit. Fr. XLIY. (5 s. Y

:

1875). p. Ixxiii no. 5 (1875) '
: Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLY. (5 s.

YI : 1876). 406-8 no. 4. PI. 6 • 4 (1876^); Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal.

IL 121 no. 2168(1901)1

Eah. WC. ASIA—Haleb : Shar Devesy, 1893 {Nat. Coll. :

Leech). S. EUROPE—SW. France : Dax, Adenocarpus
parvifolms^'', Say-rothamnus scojKirius^, excl.YI-IX"—S. Spain :

CADIZ: Chiclana, 25. II. 1901 : Malaga: Malaga, 13. III. 1901 :

GRANADA: Granada, 5. Y - 14. YI. 1901 {Wlsm.). Canaries—
Tenerife: IY. 1884 {Leech).

Two specimens were taken in Tenerife, in April 1884, by the
late Mr. J. H. Leech, who gave them to me the following year.

I did not meet with this species.

135. (2188) Laspetresia negatana Rbl.

= *salvana Rbl. (nee Stgr.).

Grapholitha {Phthorohlastis) ? *salvana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
IX. 17, 88 no. 155 (1894)\ Grapholitha negatana Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. XL 121-2, 146 no. 171, PL 3 • 8 S (1896)": XXL 43
no. 199 (1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 122 no. 2188
.(1901) -\

Hah. Tenerife'"*: La Laguna, 16. III. 1902 {Eaton), 30. Y -
9. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.); Las Mercedes, 29. III. 1904 {Eaton); IY.
1884 (ZeecA)'; Guimar, 6. IY. 1907 (THsm.) ; Puerto Orotava,
14. IY. 1895 {Hedemann)\
Found flying somewhat plentifully, on one occasion only, about

Adenocarpus foUolosus, above Guimar, in the direction of the
Barranco del Rio, on April 6th ; found again sparingly at La.

Laguna, at the end of May and the beginning of June.
67*
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69. (264) CYDIA Hb.

= CABPocArsA Tr., StgT-Rbl.

136. (2257) Oydia pomonella L.

136 + a (2257+ a) pomonella L.+ pomonella L.

Phalaena Tinea jwmonella L. Syst. Nat. (ed. X). I. 538 no. 270

(1758) \ Carpocapsa pomonella Stn., Godman's NH. Azores 106

no. 27 (1870) ^ Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. VI. 657. (1881) ^
Slngrld. Cornell Univ. Agr. Exp. Stn. Ent. Div. Bull. 142. 3-60,

fig. "126-146 (1898) \ Cydia jJomonellaWhm. Ann-Mag. NH.
(7 s.). YI. 435 no. 1181 (1900) °. Carpocapsa p)omonella Stgr-Rbl.

Oat. Lp. Pal. 11. 125-6 no. 2257 (1901)". Gydia pomonella
Frnld. Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 471 no. 5296 (1902) '.

Hah. ASIA^-°. EUROPE^-'. AFRICA*'". Azores =^—

Terceira: {Godman)'. N-S. AMERICA ^'^ AUSTRALIA

\

NEW ZEALAND ^
Apples, and other fruits. Walnuts, etc.

136+ b (2257+ b) pomonella L. + putaminana Stgr,

Carpocapsa puta'niinana Stgr. Stett. Ent. Ztg. XX. 232 no. 56

(1859) \ Carpocapsa pomonella L. -{-putaminana Stgr-Rbl. Cat.

Lp. Pal. II. 126 no. 2257^^ (1901)": Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
XXL 38, 44 no. 201 (1906) \

Hah. WC. ASIA -. S. EUROPE ^-\ Canaries =*—Tenerife =*

:

1905 {Wliite)\

1 did not meet with this species : the tyj)ical form was recorded

in 1870 as having been taken in the Azores.

70. (261'1) EUCELIS Hb.

137. (2197) Eucelis maderae Wlstn.

EpMppiphora 'maderae Wlstn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). I. 120-

(1858) \ Grapholita maderae Wkr. Cat. Lp. BM. XXX. 990
(1864)". Grapholitha maderae Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894.

537, 540 no. 11 (1894) ^ Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17,

87-8 no. 154 (1894)-^: XL 121, 146 no. 170. PL 3 • 8 J (1896)':

XXI. 44 no. 200 (1906) °
: Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. 11. 122 no. 2197

(1901)': Eacelis maderae Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XXXIX. 214

(1903)1

Type o (no. XVIII) Mus. Br.

Zra&. Madeiras ^"''^

—

Madeira ^'^: The Mount {WoUaston}^,

Monte, 1100 ft., 6. III. 1902 {Eaton); Funchal (Wollaston) ' , 14.

IV. 1904 (Eaton); Canigal, 21. IV. 1904 {Eaton); V. 1886

{Leech)'^. Canaries
^""^

—

Tenerife ^"^
: Santa Cruz, 10. I. 1907

{Wlsm.) ; Guimar, 4. Ill - 4. IV. 1907 {msm.) ; Puerto Orotava,

16-22. IV. 1895 {Hedemann)% 26. IV. 1907 (TFZsm.); IV. 1884
{Leech)'^; Realejo, 25. IV. 1895 {Hedemann)\
Taken at Santa Cruz, Orotava, and Guimar, in January, March,

and April, but not common.
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138. (2197-2) EucELis marrubiana, sp. n. (Plate LIII. fig. 4.)

= *inchijsiana Rbl. (nee Z.).

Polychrosis ? indusiana Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus, XXI. 37, 43
no.'l95 (1906)

\

Antennae pale brownish grey. Palpi hoary grey, sprinkled

with fuscous. Head and Thorax hoary grey, with some fuscous

speckling ; the latter with a slight, blackish-sprinkled, thoracic

tuft posteriorly. Foreioings greyish white, with pale olivaceous

brownish sufl:'usion, tending to indicate two transverse fasciae,

one at one-third, bounding the outer side of an obscurely speckled

and shaded basal patch, the other, in the middle, accompanied
on its outer side by small spots of fuscous and blackish scaling,

the intermediate pale space contains a narrow fluctuate line

parallel to the equally sinuate outer edge of the first fascia

;

beyond the middle of the wing some blackish scales are sparsely

sprinkled below the middle, near the central fascia, and again in

a patch between the upper angle of the cell and the apex, this

patch containing three or four black dots ; the termen is narrowly
shaded with olivaceous brownish, a narrow black line preceding
the cilia ; along the costa is a series of outwardly oblique brownish
streaks, of varying sizes, with more or less sprinkling of black

scales, some short dark streaks also along the dorsum ; cilia greyish

white, delicately sprinkled and shaded with brown and black.

Exp. al. 8'5-13 mm. Hindioings bi'ownish grey ; cilia shining,

paler, with a shade-line near their base. xl6(:Zome?^ hoary griseous.

Legs hoary, the tarsi spotted above with fuscous.

Type 2 (99051); J (99052) Gidmar, Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. S. France: Monte Carlo, 1. VI. 1889 (TF/sm.)—S. Spain:

MALAGA: Malaga, 29. IV - 2. V. 1901 {Wlsm.). Canaries^—
Tenertfe ': 1905 (IFAiYe)^ ; Guimar,4-25. III. 1907, © Marruhium
vulgare, 14. Ill, excl. 21-24. III. 1907 (Wlsm.). Nineteen
specimens.

Taken, and bred ; very common on the top of the hill west of

Guimar. The larva feeds on the seeds of Ma7'ri(,bmm, the empty
pupa-cases protruding conspicuously from the dry seed-vessels of

the previous year.

This is the species which stands in Mr. White's collection,

named by Prof. Rebel, " Polychrosis ? indusiana Z." In ap-

pearance it is undoubtedly extremely similar to Polychrosis por-
rectana Z., next to which Rebel (Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 109),
following Zeller, places indusiana. The true indusiana Zi. is

however quite unlike 7)iarrid)iana and porrectana. Anyone
seeing the type of indusiana would at once place it next
to staticeana Mill., from which indeed I am quite unable to

separate it, and there is no doubt that Milliere's name must fall

as a synonym.
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The followiug correction should be made iu the European Lists :

—

(1957) POXXCHEOSIS INDUSIANA Z.

n. syn,=staticeana Mill.

Sericoris indwsiana Z. Isis 1847. 667 no. 2741. Fentliina indusiana HS. SB.
Schm. Eur. IV. 232-3 no. 292 (1851), PI. 50 • 353 (1849) ". Lohesia siaticeanw
Mill. Ic. Chen-Lp. II. 430-2. PI. 95-9-14 (1868)3. Pohjclirosis staticeana Stgr-
Ebl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 109 no. 1957 (1901)''. PoJycUrosis indusiana Stgr-Rbl. Cat.

Lp. Pal. II. 109 no. 1959 (1901) s.

Sah. S, EUROPE i-5—Siciiy : Catania, 3. VII. 1844 {Zeller) i'^—S. Feance 3-4;.

ffi Statice cordata ^.

VII. TINEIDAE.

71. (435) STIGMELLA Schrank.

n. syn. = NEPTicuLA Hdn., Z.;—^Microsetia (Stpli.) Kby. (nee

Stph-Wstwd.).

Type 1. Phalaena Tinea anomalella Goeze (Schrank 1802).

Stigmella Schrank Fn. Boica II. (2). 169 (1802).
1 (Type) anomalella Goeze [ = rosella Schrank Fn. Boica II. (2).

139 no. 1890 (1802)].

"When describing the genus Stigmella, Schrank inadvertently
omitted to give the cross-reference to Iiis type, wliich should
have read thus :

—

" Hieher gehort

:

1. Stigmella rosella.

Tinea rosella meiner Fauna n. 1890."

It is however obvious that his remark " Ich meyne, dass die
mir nicht hinlanglich bekannte Motte, welche die Rosenblatter
gangweise minirt, hieher gehore ", refers to rosella Schrank
(Rosenblatt G. 1890), having its " Wohnort : unter der Oberhaut
der Rosenblatter, welche die Raupe gangweise minirt."

Schrank regarded his species as identical with, that figured by
Degeer (I. PI. 31 "13-21), to which the name anoonalella was
given by Goeze, and Tutt [NH. Br. Lp. I. 206 (1899)] confirms
Schrank's identification. It is therefore evident that Stigmella
Schrank is the oldest geneonym for species hitherto placed in
JSfeptiGula.

Type 2. Tinea aurella F. (Tutt 1899).

Nepxicula Hdn. Ber. Vers. ISTaturf. Mainz 1843. 208 ; Z. Lin.
Ent. III. 249, 301-3 (1848) ; Tutt NH. Br. Lp. I. 184-5 (1899)

;

Stgr-Rbl., etc.

Type 3. Nejiticula microtheriella Stn. (Kby. 1897).

*MiCROSETiA (Stph.) Kby., Lloyd's NH., HB. Lp. Y. 313-4.
PI. 108-8(1897).

Kirby adopts Microsetia Stph., sinking jVepticula Z. as a
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synonym, overlooking that Westwood [Syn. Gen. Br. Ins. 112

(1840)] had cited as the type of Mici^osetia Stph., stipella (Hb.
20-138) Stph. 111. lY. 265, Wd. 1347 (=Wstwd. II. 212 no. 5.

PI. 112 • 34)—apparently an A2)helosetia : but in any case inicro-

theriella Stn. cannot be the tj^pe of Microsetia Stph.

139. (4303-1) Stigmella rubicurrens, sp. n.

Antennae steel-grey ; eye-caps steely yellowish. Head black

above. Thorax bronzy greyish. Foreioings pale greenish bronzy

greyish, a broad copper patch preceding the paler shining grey

cilia. Exp. al. 4 mm. , Hindioings and cilia steely grey.

Abdomen fuscous. Legs steely grey.

Type 2 (14160) Mus. "Wlsm.

Hah. Tenerife : La Laguna, Rubus, 8. Ill, excl. 26. III.

1^0-^ {Eaton). Unique.
This differs from Jietcheri Tutt in the distinctly copper, not

purplish, patch at the apex.

Mr. Eaton bred a single specimen from a larva found mining a

bramble leaf in the barranco below La Laguna, at about 1700-

1600 ft., on March 8th. Mines, obviously narrower than those of

aurella F., occurred on Bramble at Puerto Orotava, but I failed to

breed the species. This is probably the same as the larva found by
von Hedemann at Orotava, mining Bramble, in April 1895, and
recorded by Rebel as JSfepticida sp. [Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 143,

147 no. 220 (1896) : XXI. 44 no. 245 (1906)]. A single specimen

(99173), taken at Puerto Orotava, 14. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.), is pos-

sibly a worn example of this species, but it shows only a slight

coppery tint, instead of the distinct copper patch of the bred

specimen.

140. (4333) Stigmella aurella F.

Tinea aurella F. Syst. Ent. 666 no. 65 (1775)'. JSfepticida

aurella Tutt NH. Br. Lp. I. 228-33 (1899) " ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp.

Pal. IL 223 no. 4333 (1901)1

Hah. EUROPE'-^: Rubus frn,ticosits'--\ N. AFRICA ^-^—

Morocco : Tangier, 10. lY. 1902 {Wlsm.). Canaries

—

Tei^erife :

Guimar, 1. Ill - 14. lY. 1907 (TFZsm.); La Laguna, 7-8. III.

1904 {Eat07i) ; Yilla Orotava, Rubus fruticosus, 19. II, excl.

17-30. III. 1907 {msm.).
First received from Mr. Eaton, who met with it at La Laguna

;

I took it at Guimar, and bred it from Ritbus fruticosus at Yilla

Orotava, where the larvae were abundunt.

141. (4368*1) Stigmella staticis, sp. n.

Antennae blackish ; eye-caps pale ochraceous. Head rust-

brown. Thorax and Foreioings black, minutely irrorated with

pale leaden grey ; cilia pale leaden grey, with black speckling.
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Exp. (d. 3-4"25 mm. Hindioings and cilia pale leaden grey.

Abdomen gre}. Legs pale grey.

Type 2 (99201); 6 (99202) Mus. Wlsm.
Eab. Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, Statice piectinata., 4. Y,

excl. 29. Y - 21. YI. 1907 ; La Lagmia, 20. Y. 1907. Thirteen
specimens.

Perhaps most nearly allied to helianthemella HS., but the head
is ochreous, and there is no pale fascia in either sex : the
antennae are long, and there is no dark dividing line in the
cilia.

Bred from larvae mining the leaves of Statice peciinata : the
green larva, making small, tortuous, mines in the little leaves, is

fairly abundant, but very inconspicuous ; the cocoon is whitish.

The mines were collected at Puerto Orotava ; a single specimen
taken on a table in the hotel at La Laguna probably escaped from
my bottles.

142. (4368-2) Stigmella satvctaecrucis, sp. n.

Antennae greyish fuscous, paler beneath ; eye-caps dull ferru-

ginous, speckled with fuscous. Head dull ferruginous. Thorax
greyish fuscous. Foreiokigs pale cinereous, profusely speckled

with greyish fuscous, almost entirely obliterating the paler ground-
colour, which is confined to the bases of the rather coarse scales,

but shows more clearly where the scales become lengthened, as in

the cilia. Exp. al. 4'5-5 mm. Hindtoings and cilia very pale

greyish. Abdomen greyish fuscous. Legs pale cinereous.

Type <S (99214) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife: Santa Cruz, 15-17. I. 1907. Six specimens.

I found this species at Santa Cruz, only among plants of

Lavandula abrotanoides, on which I noticed mines that appeared
to differ from those of Perittia lavandidae Wlsm. {a7ite, p. 971
no. 83) : they were more slender, and more toi-tuous, and probably

belonged to a Stigmella.

143. (4378-1) Stigmella micromeriae, sp. n.

Antennae grey ; eye-caps silvery white. Head yellowish.

Foreiomigs steely white, profusely sprinkled with coarse dark

grey, or fuscous, scales ; a straight silvery white transverse fascia,

at two-thirds from the base, is sometimes slightly interrupted by
a few of the darlc scales ; cilia steely whitish, with a slight

sprinkling at their base. Exp. al. 3-5-4 mm. Hindivings and
cilia pale steely grey. Abdomen grey. Legs greyish.

Type $ (99220); S (99221) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife: Guimar, 14. Ill - 12. lY, Micromeria varia,

25. II, excl. 1-9. lY. 1907. Twenty.two specimens.

The larva feeds on Micromeria varia, and I think also on
Micromeria origanifolia, making small tortuous mines. It is

decidedly common.
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144. (4416*1) Stigmella jubae, sp. n. (Plate LIII. fig. 7.)

Antennae yellowish, delicately annulate with black ; eye-caps

whitish. Head bright yellow. Thorax black. Fore-wings white,

with a broad black central fascia through which the ground-colour

is visible only in small sj)ecks ; a black basal patch, angulated

outward in the middle, leaving only a narrow, curved, or angulated,

white fascia between it and the median band, and a black patch

occupying the whole apex and term en, the ground-colour showing
before it in a narrow, white, rather oblique, bar, sometimes divided

into two nearly opposite spots ; this patch also shows some pale

speckling ; cilia whitish at the apex and termen, with a line of

black scales running through them
;

greyish on the dorsum.

Exp. al. 4'5-5'5 mm. Hindwings and cilia pale grey. Legs black,

with white specklino-.

Ti/jye $ (99119) ;"c^ (99121) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenertfe : Santa Cruz, Euphorbia regis-jitbae, 4. II,

excl. 8-17. HI. 1907; Guimar, 9. Ill - 10. lY, ^ EuphorUa
regis-juhae, 9. Ill, excl. 11-15. V. 1907. Eight specimens.

The larva makes narrow, tortuous, mines in the leaves of

Euphorbia regis-jubae, and is not uncommon near Santa Cruz,

and near Guimar, in February and March ; like that of eivphor-

biella Stn., it is pale yellowish. The species is nearly allied to

the South European euphorbiella Stn., but differs in the white,

not creamy, ground-colour being much more obscured by black

scaling.

145. (4416'2) Stigmella nigrifasciata, sp. n.

Aiitennae greyish : eye-caps white. Head greyish, with some
white sprinkling. Thorax fuscous. Foreioings white, with a

smoky, ill-defined, basal patch, extending to one-third and speckled

with black ; a sti-aight, i-ather narrower, median fascia, also

thickly black-speckled, and an apical patch of the same colour

including the cilia, except at their pale greyish outer ends. Exp.
al. 4 mm. Hindwings and cilia pale greyish. Abdomen fuscoiis.

Legs whitish, spotted with fuscovis.

Type 6 (99242) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Texerife : Santa Cruz, 14. II. 1907. Two specimens,

in excellent condition.

Much smaller and more fasciated than jubae, but not unlike it

in colour.

146. (4418-1) Stigmella ridiculosa, sp. n.

Antennae pale fawn ; eye-caps fawn-whitish. Head fawn-
whitish, inclining to yellowish. I%or«a; fawn -whitish. Eorewitigs

fawn-whitish, profusely speckled with fawn-brown, this colour

confined to the tips of the scales ; cilia fawn-whitish, with very
slight speckling. Exp. al. 4-4*5 mm. Hindwings very pale

greyish; cilia fawn -whitish. Abdomen brownish grey. Legs
fawn-whitish.

Type 2 (99255) ; c? (99257) Mus. Wlsm.
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Hah. Tenerife : Santa Ct-uz, 8-14. II. 1907 ; Guimar, Zoitts

sessilifolms, 6. Ill, excl. 6-8. lY. 1907. Eighteen specimens.

An inconspicuous species belonging to the group of cistivora

Peyr. The larva occurs at Santa Cruz, and Guimar, mining the
minute leaflets of Lotus sessilifolms. Although veiy minute and
inconspicuous, it is easily disturbed among its food-plant, and is

not difficult to breed, if the obviously-mined leaves are collected

without regard to the presence or absence of the lai-vae.

72. (431) BUCCULATRIX Z.

147. (4246) BuccuLATRix chrysanthemella Rbl.

BuGcidatrix chrysanthemella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 142,
147 no. 219 (1896)^ : XXI. 44 no. 244 (1906)^ : Stgr-RbL Cat.

Lp. Pal. II. 219 no. 4246 (1901) ^

Hah. Tenerife ^'^i Guimar, 28. II. 1907, Chrysanthemum
frutescens, 27. II, excl. 7. Ill - 7. lY. 1907 (THsm.); Puerto-

Orotava\ 23. lY - 10. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.), Chrysanthemum
fmtescens, excl. 25-28. lY. 1895 {Hedemawii)^

.

Common on Chrysanthem,um frutescens., at Santa Cruz and
Guimar ; I bred it from larvae and cocoons found on this plant.

148. (4246-1) BuccuLATRix canariensis, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 10.)

Antennae dirty whitish, transversely barred above with greyish
fuscous. Head greyish fuscous, hoary whitish at the sides.

Thorax whitish, thickly sprinkled with fuscous. Foreioings
whitish, profusely sprinkled with greyish fuscous, and with some
blackish scaling ; the pale ground-colour is chiefly apparent in a
streak, commencing at the base below the costa and extending
to the end of the cell, ill-defined, but somewhat dilated about its

middle, where there is a small black dot at its uj)p6r, and another
at its lower edge, some black scaling running along the fold

between this and the base ; there is also a sprinkling of black
scales around the end of the cell, and a double line of the same
in the terminal cilia ; dorsal cilia pale cinereous. Exp. al.

7-8 mm. Hindivings shining, pale stone-grey ; cilia pale
brownish cinereous. Ahdomen shining, pale cinereous. Legs
pale brownish cinereous, with faintly spotted tarsi.

Type d (99276) ; $ (99279) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Tenerife: Santa Cruz, 11-16.11. 1907 ; Guimar, 28. II

-

13. III. 1907 ; La Laguna, 9. YI. 1907. Sixteen specimens.
This species occurs at Santa Cruz, Guimar, and La Laguna,

and probably everywhere where Artem.isia canariensis is found
;

I did not actually breed it, but I found one or more larvae, and
saw empty cocoons upon the plant. I have so far been unable to

identify it with any known European species : it is an obscure
insect, with no clearly defined markings—my specimens are in

YQYj good condition.
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149. (4256-1) BuccuLATRix phagnalella, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 9.)

Antennae cinereous, faintly barred with fuscous. Head and

Thorax whitish, the former with a strong admixture of dark rvist-

brown scales, especially on the middle of the crown ; face and
eye-caps white beneath. Forewings white, thickly besprinkled

with fuscous and fawn-brown scaling ; a blackish blotch, on the

middle of the dorsum, is produced outward at its upper edge, and
diluted in the direction of the apex, meeting, beyond the end of

the cell, a corresponding shade bent downward from the middle

of the costa, along which it can be traced narrowly to the base ;

the white ground-colour is always more clearly exhibited alongside

of the darker shades and patches ; apical cilia white, sprinkled

with black scales, dorsal cilia greyish. Exp. al. 7-8 mm.
Hindivings shining, pale grey ; cilia brownish grey. Abdoonen

grey. Legs brownish grey.

T9jpe d (99292) ; 2 (99293) Mus. Wlsm.
ffab. Tenerife': Guimar, 23-30. III. 1907, © Phagnalon

saxatile, 27. II, excl. 24. Ill - 12. TV. 1907. Twenty-two
specimens, nineteen bred.

Nearest to fatigatella Hdn., bvit the costal shade is less pro-

nounced, and more limited to the costa, tending to spread, not

toward the dorsum, but rather toward the tornus. The larva is

common at Guimar on Phaqnalon saxatile.

73. (4311) EREUNETIS Meyr.

Ereunetis Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. Y. 2.58 (1880) : Tr. NZ.
Inst. XX. 92 (1888): Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. (2 s.). VII. 480, 562-3

(1893).

150. (4275-1) Ereunetis undosa, sp. n.

Antennae dark brown. Palpi slender, drooping ; brownish.

Head, white, a brownish band above between the eyes. Thorax
white ; tegulae streaked with brown. Foreioings dark chocolate-

brown, with a broad white band along the dorsum, extending

from base to apex, but almost interrupted at the tornus by over-

flow of the dark brown slightly oveilapping the end of the fold
;

there is also a slight overlap at one-third from the base, while the

white band projects a little across the fold at two-thirds ; apex
white, with a few brown scales ; cilia wdiite, with some greyish

tinge about the tornus. Exji. al. 13 mm. Hindwings shining,

pale steely grey ; cilia brownish grey. Abdomen steely grey

;

flattened at the base, with long projecting ovipositor. Zegs

yellowish white ; hind tibiae with long hairs above.

T2/pe 2 (99174) Mus. Wlsm.
i7«6. . Tenerife : Puerto Orotava, 2. Y. 1907. Unique.
Allied to seminivora Wlsm. [Ind. Mus. Notes lY. 107. PI. 7 *

2a-cl (1899)], which diflers in its brown face and pale antennae.
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74. (470) OENOPHILA Stph.

= t OiNOPHlLA Stph., Stgr-Rbl.

151. (4621) Oenophila v-flava Hw.
Gracillaria v-flava Hw. Lp. Br. 530 no. 14 (1828) \ Oinojjhila

Jlava Stn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). III. 214 no. 24 (1859)-. Oeno-
pMla v-flavum Wlsm. Tr. Ent. tSoc. Lond. 1894. 537, 542 no. 24
(1894) \ OinopUla v-iiavum Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 125,
146 no. 183 (1896)": XXI. 44 no. 254 (1906)^: Stgr-Rbl. Cat.

Lp. Pal. II. 240 no. 4621 (1901) «.

Hah. EUROPE '-'' "^

: on fungus in cellars, on corks.

Madeiras-'^' ''—MADEinA--'' °: {Wollaston)- \ Fnnchal, 27. IV.
1904(^«to?«). Canaries '•'^—Tenerife "-'

: Tacaronte, 18-28. II.

1907 {Wlsm)
; La Laguna, 1800 ft., 22. II. 1904 {Eaton), 2100-

500 ft., 17. III. 1902 {Eaton), 30. Y. 1907 {Wlson.); Guimar,
6. III. 1907 {Wlsm.\ 23. III. l^dQ^{Eaton\ 14. IV. 1907 {Wlsm.)\
Puerto Orotava"*, 13. III. 1904 {Eaton), 23-30. IV. 1895 (Hede-
rnann)*, 24. IV - 2. V. 1907 {WLsm.).

Haworth's idionym " v-Jiava " has been changed to " v-flavum,"
despite its acceptance, with explanation of derivation, by the
Entomological Societies of Oxford and Cambridge [Ace. List Br.
Lp. 90 (1858)], and Stephens' genus is still written " Oino2Jhila,"

although corrected to " Oenopkila," by the same Societies {I. c).

Smith (Smaller Lat-Eng. Diet. 596) writes of the letter V

:

" V, indecl. n. or (litera, suhatid.) /." Haworth's idionym is

therefore correctly formed, and the alteration unnecessaiy.

152. (4621-1) Oenophila nesiotes, sp. n.

(Plate LIIL fig. 11.)

Antennae pale olivaceous brownish, with a bronzy sheen above

;

pale yellowish beneath. Palpi short, divergent
;
pale ochreous,

a, brownish shade on the outer side of the terminal joint. Head
ochreous, with a i-aised rust-brown crest between the antennae

;

face shining, pale yellowish ochreous. Thorax ochreous. Fore-
wings dark olivaceous brown, with two shining, pale ochreous,

transverse fasciae ; the first, at one-third from the base, angulated
outward at the middle, the angle produced outward along the
cell, forming a continuous bar reaching to the middle of the
outer fascia, at three-fourths from the base, which is inverted
obliquely from costa to dorsum ; this median bar is continued, in

a diflfused and rather obscure band, from the inner side of the
first fascia to the base, leaving the dark ground-colour broader
above it, and narrower below it along the margins—it is also

continued beyond the outer fascia, with slight interruption, along
the termen and through the cilia around the apex ; cilia smoky
brownish grey ; underside strongly iridescent, with scattered

metallic scales on a bronzy fuscous ground. Exj). al. 8-9 mm.
Hindioings bronzy brownish, with a few iridescent metallic scales
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about the apex ; cilia brownish grey. Abdomen greyish fuscous,

richly spi-inkled with iridescent metallic scales. Legs brownish
grey, the tarsi faintly spotted with pale ochreous.

Tiype 6 (99176); $ (99177) Mus. Wlsm.
Rab. Tenerife : La Laguna, 23. V. 1907. Twenty-four

specimens.

A single specimeia of this species would certainly be regarded
as a variety of v-Jiava Hw., but the evidence pointing to the
contrary is so strong that it must at least command attention.

Should it in future be decided, by someone more fully acquainted
with the larval history of both forms, that they are not con-

sistently different and separable, the name nesiotes will sink as a

varietal synonym. In geneiul appearance the new species is

rather more slender and elongate—the forewings longer in pro-

portion to their width. In markings it differs in the invariable

presence of a connecting bar along the cell, between the two pale

transverse fasciae : this arises from the angulate outer edge of

the first fascia, and is also more or less traceable on the basal side

of the fascia, where it is sometimes quite as conspicuous as

beyond it. In v-Jlava, the angle of the 1>- shaped fascia is often

produced outward, and is occasionally traceable as far as the
second, or outer, fascia, but among all the European and British

specimens that I have seen there have been none in which the
central pale longitudinal bar is produced inward to the base of

the wing. I brought home 28 specimens of v-flava, from various

localities in Tenerife, and have 5 received from Mr. Eaton :

I have also 5 specimens from Madeira. None of these possess

the characters of nesiotes, although many of them were selected

from a larger number of captures on account of some tendency to

variation : they cannot be separated from European specimens of

v-flava. Of nesiotes I have 24 specimens, all taken in one spot,

about ten yards square, in brushwood under a clump of fir-trees,

north of the road between La Laguna and Tacaronte, about two
or three miles from the former. In that spot they were flying

in hundreds : I netted twenty at a time, and could easily have
taken a thousand, or more, had I wished to do so. A search for

larvae proved that they must have been feeding between layers

of dead leaves on the ground : there were signs of web and frass,

and the moths were dislodged in plenty as the leaves were turned
over, but I was somewhat hurried and did not actually find any
larvae. The typical v-flava did not occur among them, nor could

I find it anywhere near the spot.

75. (433) OPOGONA Z.

153. (4277) Opogona panchalcella Stgr.

Ojjogona panchalcella Stgr. Berl. Ent. Zts. XIY. 325 no. 110
(1870) ^ Chr. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. XII. 230 (1876)-; Stgr.

Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. XV. 419 (1880)^: Stgr-Rbl. Oat. Lp. Pal.

II. 220 no. 4277 (1901) \
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Hah. SE. EUROPE '*—Russia ^-^
: astraohan : Sarepta ^ ' '-',

3. VII. 1867 {Ghristoph) ; daghestan : Derbenf\ 2. VII. 1870

{Ghristoph). WC. ASIA ^'^

—

Transcaucasia -'*
: Kasumkent ^'^

;

Lenkoran ^ •— Lydia ^"^
: Smyrna ^ N. AFRICA — Algeria :

Hammam-es-Salahin, 3-15. IV. 1904 {Wlsm); Biskra, 8-21. IV.
1903 {Wlsm); Bone, 30. IV. 1896 {Eaton); Le Tarf, 2. VII.
1896 {Eaton). Canaries—Tenerife : Santa Cruz, 2. I. 1907
{Wlsm.).

A single specimen of Opogona panchalcella was taken at Santa

Cruz, 2. I. 1907, flying at dusk near a field in which Sorghum,
or maize, had probably been grown : I am also able to record this

species from Algeria.

76. (449) SETOMORPHA Z.

='^Ltndera Rbl. (nee Blanch.).

154. (4494) Setomorpha insectella F.

n. syn. = rutella Z. c? $ ; = rtipicella Z. S ', = ope7'oseUa Z. $ ;

= inamoenella Z. d" ; = rioderella Z. c? ; = inidtiviaculella Chmb.

S ; = dryas Btlr. $ ; = corticioieUa Snln. J § ; = {*bogota-

tella Alphk. 5 —nee Wkr.) ; = discipunctella Rbl. S $ •

Tinea insectella F. Ent. Syst. III. (2). 303 no. 72 (1794) ^
: Sppl.

Ent. Syst. 489 no. 47 (1798) \ Setomorpha rutella Z. Lp-Micr.

Cafi-r. 94-5 (1852)^: HndL Kngh Vet-Ak. 1853. 94-5 (1854) ^

.Setomorj)ha o-upicella Z. Lp-Micr. Caflfr. 95-6 (1852)': Hndl.

Knd. Vet-Ak. 1852. 95-6 (1854)*. Setomorpha rtdella Wkr.
CatT Lp. BM. XXIX. 708 (1864)^; Z. VH. Z-B. Ges. Wien
XXIII : 1873. 223 (1873) '. Setomorpha rupicella Z. VH. Z-B.

Ces. Wien XXIII : 1873. 223 (1873)'. Setomorpha ojyerosella Z.

VH. Z-B. Ges. Wien XXIII : 1873. 223-4 (1873) \ Setomorpha

inamoenella Z. VH. Z-B. Ges. Wien XXIII: 1873. 224-5

(1873) ^ Setomorpha ruderella Z. VH. Z-B. Ges. Wien XXIII

:

1873. 225 (1873)'". Setomorpha rutella Z. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross.

XIII. 206 (1877)". Gelechia multimaculella Chmb. Bull. US.
GG. Surv. IV. 89-90, 145 (1878) '-. Setomorpha operosella Chmb.
Bull. US. GG. Surv. IV. 162 (1878)". Setom-orj^ha inamoenella

Chmb. Bull. US. GG. Surv. IV. 162 (1878) '*. Setomorpha

ruderella Chmb. Bull. US. GG. Surv. IV. 162 (1878) 'I Seto-

morpha riUella Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1881. 274, 287 (1881) 'I

Chrestotes dryas Bblr. Ann-Mag. NH. (5 s.). VII. 401 no. 39

(1881)". Gelechia midtimaciolella Hgn. Pap. IV. 99 (1884) '^

Setomorpha corticinella Snln. Tijd. Ent. XXVIII. 24-5 no. 10.

PI. 2- 12 c?-15$ (1885)". Setomorpha rutella Snln. Tijd. Ent.

XXVIII. 24 (1885)-°. Setomorpha *hogotatella Alphk. Mem.
Lp. V. 231 no. 55 (1889) =\ Setomorpha rutella Wlsm. Tr. Ent.

Soc. Lond. 1891. 81-2. PI. 7 • 73 $ (1891)"; Cotes Ind. Mus.
Xotes II. 9-10 (1891) ^^ Setomorpha operosella Riley, Smith's

List Lp. Bor-Am. 96 no. 5134 (1891) "^ Setomorpha inamoeoiella

Riley, Smith's List Lp. Bor-Am. 96 no. 5135 (1891) -^ Seto-
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morpha ruderella Riley, Smith's List Lp. Bor-Am. 96 no. 5136
(1891)'-". Gelechia multhnaculella Riley, Smith's List Lp. Bor-
Am. 96 no. 5414 (1891)". Setomorpha rupicella Wlsm. Pr. Z.
Soc. Lond. 1891. 511, 544 no. 48 (1892) -^ Setomorpha disci-

pimctella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 267-8, 283 no. 46. PI. 17 •

16 $ (1892) -I *Lindera Hoqotatella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
YII. 267, 268, 283 no. 47 (1892)^°. Setomorpha operosella Rbl.
Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 268 (1892) ^\ Setomorpha rutella Rbl.
Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 268 (1892) '-. Setomorjjha corticinella

Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 268 (1892) ^'l Setomorpha rutella

Cotes Ind. Mus. Notes II. 164 no. 152 (1893) ^ Setomorpha
disdpunctella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17 no. 159 (1894) ^^

*Lindera *bogotateUa Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 17 no. 160
(1894) '^\ Setomorjiha Hogotatella White, Bfl. & Moths Teneriffe
95 no. 19 (1894)^'. Setomorpha discijmnctella Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. XL 122-3, 146 no. 175 (1896) ^^ Setomorp)ha rutella

Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 123 (1 896) ^\ ^Lindera Hogotatella
Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XL 146 no. 176 (1896) '\ Setomorjyha
rujncella Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1897. 168 no. 281 (1897)".
Setomorpha discipunctella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XIII. 377,
381 no. 189 (1899)'-. '-^Lindera Hogotatella Rbl. Ann. KK.'
Hofmus. XIII. 381 no. 190 (1899)^1 Setomorpha discipunctella

Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 233 no. 4494 (1901) ''. Platella (.?)

multimaculellaBv\sc\iSi\l^-Y. Ent. Soc. X. 97 (1902)'''; Dyar
Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 53. 492 no. 5509 (1902)". Setomorpha
operosella Dyar Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 575 no. 6549 (1902)''''.

Setomorpha inamoenella Dyar Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 575
no. 6550 (1902) '^ Setomorpha ruderella Dyar Bull. US. Nat.
Mus. 52. 575 no. 6551 (1902) ^^ Setomorpha rutella [de Niec]
Ind. Mus. Notes Y. 201-2 (1903)'°; Dietz Tr. Am. Ent. Soc.

XXXI. 14-15 (1905) '\ Semiota operosella Dietz Tr. Am. Ent.
Soc. XXXI. 18-19, 91 (1905) "^ Semiota inamoenella Dietz Tr.

Am. Ent. Soc. XXXI. 18, 19, 91. PI. 6 • ^ S (1905) ". "^Lindera
Hogotalella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 24 no. 7 (1906) '\

Setomorpha discipunctella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 24, 40,
44 no. 246 (1906)'°. Setomorpha operosella Busck Pr. US. Nat.
"Mus. XXX. 734-5 fig. 9 J -10 $ (1906) '\ Setom.orpha rupicella

Wlsm. Fn. Haw. I. 726 (1907)". Setomorpha discipuntella

Wlsm. En. Haw. I. 726 (1907) '^ Setomorpha dryas Wlsm. Fn.
Haw. I. 726 no. 434 (1907) '^ Setomorpha rutella Wlsm. Fn.
Haw. L 754 no. 434 (1907)"".

Hah. HAWAIIA " ''— Oahu : Honolulu "• ''— Hawaii :

Kaawaloa, Kona 1500 ft., YI 'I N. AMERICA (United
States) '^-"' ^'"^'' '"' ''"'' ''' '''-'' "'- °'*'—Texas ^-'°' ^'' « '-'^^

(=
•' Mass.") ''"'

: bosque co.'' : Waco i'—Kansas '\ C. AMERICA—Mexico: guerrero: Amula, 6000 ft., YIII (R. R. Smith)—
Guatemala : Balheu (Yera Paz, Cham2non) ; San Geronimo
(Champion)—Costa Rica : Irazu, 6-7000 ft. (Eodgers). S. AME-
RICA"'"—Brazil ^^'": Para, X-XII *^—Colombia : Bogota
(lYolcken). WEST INDIES '' '' ''' "' "—Cuba'' '' ''> "

: Ha-
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vannali^' "**' '^

—

Jamaica: Moneague, 5.1. 1905 (TFZsm.); Runaway
Bay, 23. II. 1905 (Wlsm.). Qmaxies '''''''-''"'''"''''>'-''"*' '^-'—

Tenerife ^^' ''"^°' ''-' *"' '^--'' ''-'
: Santa Cruz, XII. 1897 (ffmtz) "\

8-31.1. 1907 (Wlsvi.); Guimar, 6. Ill- 18. lY. 1907 {Wlsm.);

Puerto Orotava, 1896 [Douglas-Crompton), 11. III. 1904 {Eaton),

12. TY. 1895 {Hedemann)'" ; Agua Mansa, 30. YII. 1889

{Simony) '\ AFRICA '-' '"-'
,
^^ i°

.

^'^
.

^2
,

39
,

4i
. -^ insectis {Base)

'"'

—SierraLeone : in moss, excl. 24.YIII- 13. IX. 1895 {demerits)—Gold Coast : Accra (CWier)— Congo : Kasongo
,

"in mus-
cular fibre, on skull of Hippopotamus collected by Dr. Todd,"

excl. 18. IX. 1905 {Neiostead)— Caffraria^' "
: Limpopo-

Gariep '"' ". ASIA "'• '"'"' ''-'' =°—India ''' ''' '"
: Calcutta ''' ''' =°,

Aliwal '°, in blanketing, excl. 20-29. XII ""—Ceylon: " bred

from moths received from Ceylon," excl. 15. IX. 1899 {Burroios)—Assam : Margherita, 1889 {Doherty)—Celebes i^- ^^
. g^leijer "

;

Makassar "
; Maros ^^ AUSTRALIA

—

Queensland : Toowong,
1896 {Dodd).

Types S $ : rutella Z. c5' $ (Mus. Stockholm
; $ Mus. Wlsm.)

;

rupicella Z. S (Mus. Wlsm.) ; operosella Z. 5 ? inamoenella Z. S ,

ruderella 7i. (S , and tnidtimaculella Chmb. S (Mus. Cambr-Mass.)

;

drijas Btlr. $ (Mus. Br.).

A careful comparison of the type of rutella Z., with all the

specimens of Setomorpha in my possession, shows that in the d" c5'

no difierence can be detected sufficient to separate the five supposed

species described from Cafiraria, Cuba, the United States, Celebes,

and Tenerife respectively.

Busck [Pr. U-S. Nat. Mus. XXX. 734-5 (1906)] has published

the synonymy of the North American form, and this must now be

combined with that of our Tenerife insect. I possess a long series

of rutella Z. from Sierra Leone, bred from " moss," 24. YIII - 13.

IX. 1895, by Dr. W. G. Clements (to whom I am indebted for this

and other valuable material) ; there is absolutely no difference

between these and the Tenerife specimens. I have also specimens

bred, in Liverpool and at Merton, from muscular fibre attached to

the skull of a Hippopotamus obtained by Dr. Todd at Kasongo
(Congo :

5° S.)—for these I am indebted to Mr. R. Newstead.

In India the larva has been found destructive to bales of country

blanketing [Ind. Mus. Notes II. 9-10 (1891): Y. 201-2 (1903)J,
and I have a specimen bred in England, by the Rev. C. R. N.
Burrows, " from moths received from Ceylon." Dr. Clements'

experience seems somewhat inconsistent with these records, but it

is possible that the " moss " referred to by him may have been

used for packing woollen goods, or skins, or may have contained an

admixture of woollen rubbish ; I am however without data on this

subject. I have no J of corticinella Snln. (Celebes), but this has

been figured by Snellen and agrees with those already mentioned
;

I cannot regard this or rujnceUa Z. (Cuba) as distinct from

rutella Z. Setomsr^yha tineoides Wlsm. [Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1886.

465. PI. 41* 8 (1886)], having forewings 12 veins, all sepa-

rate, and hindwings 8 veins, all separate, must be removed from
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Setomorpha and referred to Amydria 01ms. Setoinor'pJia grena-

della Wlsm. [Pr. Z. Soc. Lond. 1897. 168-9, no. 282 (1897)]
has strongly developed, folded, maxillaries and must be placed in

Dendroneura Wlsm. The genus Setomorpha 7i. is thus regarded
as consisting of the single species insectella F., of which the

synonymy is given above.

There seems little doubt that Fabricius described riotella 7i. under
the name insectella : in his desci-iption " posticae " appeal's to be
used in the sense of " postice " (possibly a misprint) and to apply
to the forewings.

77. (475) DYSMASIA HS.

155. (4644) Dysmasia msuLAPas Rbl.

Dysmasia insularis Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI. 125-6, 146
no. 184. PL 3 • 9 6 (1896) ': XXI. 44 no. 257 (1906) ' : Stgr-Rbl.

Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 241 no. 4644 (1901) \
Dysmasia insularis Wo[.-\-instratella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XI.
125-6, 146 no. 184 (1896) ^r XXI. 44 no. 257 (1906)": Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 241 no. 4644''^ (1901) \

Hah. Tenerife ^~^
: Santa Cruz, 8.1. 1907 {Wlsm.); LaLaguna,

8. III. 1904 {Eato'ii), 20. V - 7. YI. 1907 {WI,sm.); Guimar, 30.

Ill -16. TV. 1907 {msm.); Puerto Orotava, 18-30. lY. 1895
(Hedemawii) \ 23. lY - 14. Y. 1907, in rubbish among roots, 24.

lY, excl. 31. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Mr. Eaton made the following note on his series of Tinea
immacidatella Rbl. and his single specimen of this species :

— " Out
of dead Agave (aloes). I believe they also breed in dead OpiintiaJ''

I bred a single_specimen, May 31st, from a larva found at Puerto
Orotava, in rubbish among roots on April 24th.

78. (475'1) STATHMOPOLITIS, gn. n.

(o-7-o0/xos= a stable ; 7roA«Vts= a citizen.)

Type Stathmopolitis tragocoprella Wlsm.

Antennae slightly longer than the forewings, simple; basal

joint without pecten. Labial Palpi porrect, median joint with
dense brush beneath ; terminal joint as long as the median,
slender. Maxillary Palpi, Haastellum, and Ocelli obsolete. Head
and face rough-haired. Thorax smooth. Foreioings somewhat
elongate, costa and dorsum evenly curved to apex, dorsum slightly

impressed at vein 1 : neuration 1 1 veins, all separate ; 9 absent
(coincident with 8 ?), radius subobsolete between 8 and 10, internal
radial strong and acting as substitute ; media strongly forked, its

branches going to between 4 and 5, and 5 and 6, the latter veins
somewhat approximate ; 7 to costa. Hindwings with margins
evenly curved to the blunt-pointed apex : neuration 8 veins ; 5
and 6 stalked, rest separate ; branches of media strong, to 4, and

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1907, No. LXYIII. 68
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to stalk of 5+ 6, between which cliscoiclal is obsolete. Abdomen
rather long, flattened. I^egs, hind tibiae hairy.

This genus diffei-s noticeably from Dysmasia HS. in the
stalking of veins 5 and 6 of the hind wings : it would appear to
have some affinity to Narycia Stph.

156. (4644-1) Stathmopolitis tragocoprella, sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 16.)

Avdennae dark fuscous. Pcdpi with the median joint dark
fuscous ; terminal joint pale fawn, shaded with fuscous. Head
and Thorax dark fascous. Forewings pale fawn, mottled with
dark fuscous, the patches somewhat evenly distributed over the
wing, the more conspicuous of these occurring around the margins,
especially a medio-dorsal patch, with one equally well-marked at

the end of the cell ; between the larger spots is a sprinkling of

smaller ones, those around the termen and apex throwing dentate
streaks through the pale fawn cilia. Exp. al.{S) 12-20"( $ ) mm.
Eindioings pale greyish fuscous, with a purplish iridescence

;

cilia brownish grey. Ahdomeii pale greyish fuscous. Legs sub-
olivaceous, the tarsi faintly shaded with fuscous.

TyjM d (99094) ; 2 (99095) ; © (99097) Mus. "Wlsm.
Rab. Teneripe: Tacaronte, 18. II. 1907 {W2.S7)i.) ; La Laguna,

17. III. 1904 (Eato7i); Puerto Orotava, 23. lY - 12. Y. 1907,

® in dry goats' dung, 23. lY- 26. Y, excl. 19. Y- 18. YI. 1907
(Wlsm.). Thirty specimens (11 bred).

The larva, which is of a semitransparent ivory-white, with pale
yellowish brown head, and with inconspicuous, much paler,

pronotal plate, feeds in the old pellets of goats' dung. It is

extremely abundant about the caves, on clifis east of Puerto
Orotava, and in similar situations.

Having regard to the great abundance of this insect, and to its

strong superficial resemblance to Lindera tessellatella Blnchrd.

{
— bogotatella Wkr.), which is much more marked than in the

case of Setorjiorpha insectella F., it seems extremely probable that
Alpheraky had this species before him when recording " Seto-

morpha bogotatella''' from Tenerife, but I have not thought it

necessary to dispute Prof. Rebel's expressed opinion on the
identity of the specimen which forms the subject of this bare and
unsatisfactory record.

79. (465) TRICHOPHAGA Rgt.

157. (4538) Trichophaga abruptella Wlstn,

= bipartitella Rgt.''^ ; =*tapetzella Rbl. (nee L.)''.

Tinea abnoptella Wlstn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). I. 120 (1858)';
Wkr. Cat. Lp. BM. XXX. 1003 (1864) ". Tinea bipartitella Ra-t.

Bull. Soc. Ent. Pr. 1892. p. Ixxxii (1892) ^ Tinea tapetzella Rbl.
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Ann. KK. Hofmus. VII. 268-9, 283 no. 48 (1892)^: IX. 17
no. 161 (1894)'. Trichophaga bipartitella Rgt. Ann. Soc. Ent.
Fr. LXIII : 1894. 121-4 (1894) \ Trichophaga ahruptella Wlsm.
Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 541 no. 16 (1894)'; Rbl. Ann.
KK. Hofmus. XI. 123, 146 no. 177 (1896)' : Wlsm. Pr. Z. Soc.

Lond. 1896. 281 (1896) « ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 236 no. 4538
(1901) "

: Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 44 no. 248 (1906) ".

Hab. SW. ASIA 9—Arabia 3
: Aden, 30. lY. 1895 (A^itrse)".

AFRICA ^•^-^^—Somaliland": Zaila, 21. V. 1895 {N-urseY—
Egypt '-«: 1887 {FortesGue)^Tjjm^'' "''

: Gabes {Battin)'-'.

Madeiras^'-' ^''' ''"

—

Madeira^: {WoUasiou)^"'—Porto Santo

( Wollaston)
^-' '''

". Canaries ^'^' ^'^

—

Tenerife * "
: Guimar, 1.

TV. 1907
(
Wlsm.) ; Puerto Orotava, 14-18. IV. 1895 {Hedemann) \—Gran Oanaria : {Rkhter) ^'''' ''^' "

—

Lobos : (Alluaud) '""' ^\

I took a single specimen of this species at Guimar, on April 1st.

158. (4539) Trichophaga tapetiella L.

= t tajyetzella L.

Phalaena Tinea tapetzella L. Syst. Xat. (ed. X). I. 536 no. 253
(1758)^; Swinh-Cotes Cat. Moths Ind. 705 no. 4804 (1889)^;
Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1891. 86 (1891) ^ Rbl. Ann. KK.
Hofmus. VII. 283 no. 48 (p.) (1892) ^ Trnea tapetiella Meyr.
Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. (2 s.). VII. 535 no. 78 (1893) \ Trichophaga
tapetiella Meyr. HB. Br. Lp. 785-6 (1895)". Trichophaga tapet-

zella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 236 no. 4539 (1901)"; Dyar
Bull. US. Xat. Mus. 52. 573 no. 6532 (1902) ^ Trichophaga
tapetiella Dietz Tr. Am. Ent. Soc. XXXI. 34 (1905)^

Hah. EUROPK^ ^ ASIA-'-". AFRICA ^^ Canaries—
Tenerife: Guimar, 9. III. 1907 (Jf'7sm.); Puerto Orotava,
26. IV. 1907 (TFZsm.). X. AMERICA '^-^ S. AMERICA—
Brazil: Castro, Parana, 1896 (£'. Z>. Jo?ies); Santa Catherina

—

Chili : Quillota, 1887 {Paulson). AUSTRALIA '—Queensland :

Toowong, 1896 {Dodd). NEW ZEALAND \

Single specimens were taken at Guimar, and at Puerto Orotava.

80. (464) MONOPIS Hb.

159. (4529) MoNOPis imella Hb.

Tinei imella Hb. Smlg. Eur. Schm. VIII. PL 50- 347 (1816) \
Ahehaea immella Hb. Verz. Schm. 408 no. 3937 (1826)-. Monopis
imella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 236 no. 4529 (1901) ^

Hah. WC. ASIA \ EUROPE ^-^ Canaries—Tenerife : Gui-
mar, 13-28. III. 1907 {Wlsm.).

Two specimens of imella Hb. were taken at Guimar, on the
13th and 28th of March.

68*
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160. (4530) MoNOPis nigricantella Mill.

Tinea nigricantella Mill. Pet. Nouv. Ent. 1. 1 72 (1872) \ Mono^ns

nigricantella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 236 no. 4530 (1901) '

:

Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 40, 44 no. 247 (1906) \

Hob. S. EUROPE ^"-—Corsica: Ajaccio, 4-8. V. 1896 (H^sm.);,

Corte, 9-14. YI. 1893 {Wlsm,.)~^. France i"-
: Cannes, Y. 1890

{Wlsm.)- Monte Carlo, 18. YI. 1898 {Wlsm.). N.AFRICA—
Algeria: Biskra, 5. Ill - 9. lY. 1903 {Wlsm.); El-Kantara,

24. lY - 22. Y. 1903 ( TFZsm.)—Morocco : Tangier, 12. Ill -

18. Y. 1902, 13. lY. 1901 {m.sm.); Rabat, 4. lY. 1902 {Wlsm.).

Canaries '—Tenerife ^'

: 1905(TFA^•«e)^ Guimar, 6-19. III. 1907

{Wlsm.); Las Mercedes, 30. III. 1904 {Eaton); La Lagima,
8. lY. 1904 {Eaton).

161. (4534) MoNOPis crocicapitella Clms.

= hyalinella Stgr. ; =lomhardica Hrng. ; ^^'ferruginella Dyar
(nee Hb.).

Tinea crocicapitella Clms. Pr. Ac. Nat. Sc. Phil. XL 257, 258
(1859) ^ ; Clms-Stn. Tin. N. Am. pp. viii, 49, 51 (1872) ". Tinea
hyalinella Stgr. Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. YII. 229 (1870) \ Blaho-

phanes lomharclica Hrng. Stett. Ent. Ztg. L. 295-9 (1889) "\

Monopis lomhardica Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 236 no. 4534
(1901)'. Monopis hyalinella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 236

no. 4535 (1901)". Monopis ferruginella Dyar Bull. US. Nat.

Mus. 52. 570 no. 6488 (1902) '. Monopis crocicapitella Dietz Tr.

Am. Ent. Soc. XXXI. 31, 33-4 (1905) «; Wlsm. Fn. Hawaii.

728, 737, 754, 757, 758 no. 437 (1907)1

Hah. EUROPE '"''• \ N. AFRICA—Morocco : Tangier, 8. Y.
1902 {Wlsm.). Canaries '—Teneripe : La Laguna, 13. I. 1907
{Wlsm.), 14-15. III. 1902, 18. lY. 1904 {Eaton), 23. Y - 9. YI.
1907 {msm.); Tacaronte, 18-19. II. 1907 {msm.) ; Puerto
Orotava, 23. lY - 16. Y. 1907 (TFZs^i.). UNITED STATES ^"^ '''

—Florida : 1884 {Morrison). CANADA

—

British Columbia :

New Westminster, 30. Y - 21. YI. 1900 {G. W. Durrant).

HAWAIIA \
This species occurred at La Laguna, Tacai"onte, and Puerto

Orotava, from February to June.

81. (466) TINEA L.
\

162. (4558-1) Tinea toechophila sp. n.

(Plate LIII. fig. 17.)

Antennae |- ; whitish, faintly annulate with fuscous. Palpi
short, drooping, slender

;
greyish. Head and face rough

;
yellowish

white. Thorax chocolate-brown. Foreivings dark chocolate-

brown, with clearly defined silvery white markings ; first, a very
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short patcli across the base, then an almost straight transverse

fascia, at one-fourth, scai'cely broader on the dorsum than on the

costa ; a short triangular spot on the middle of the costa, followed

by a larger triangular costal spot, before the apex, which nearly

touches the outer side of a more acutely triangular dorsal spot

preceding it ; at the apex is a curved, narrow, white terminal

band, running through the costal and terminal cilia, leaving

those of the apex as a dark rounded spot within it ; tornal cilia

brownish fuscous. Exp. al. 7-9 mm. Hindwings pale, shining

greyish; cilia pale brownish cinereous. ^ScZome?* brownish fvis-

cous. Legs greyish, with pale spotted tarsi.

Tyjye 2 (14076); c? (99098) Mus. Wlsm.
Bab. Tenerife: La Laguna, 22. II - 9. III. 1904 (Eaton);

Forest de la Mina, 17-30. III. 1902 (Eaton) ; Las Mercedes,

30. III. 1904: (Eaton), 7. YI. 1907 (msm.); Taganana, 27. Y.
1907 (Wlsm.); Tacaronte, 31. Y. 1907 (Wlsm.). Thirty-five

specimens.

Mr. Eaton found this common on a wall, partly overgrown
with lichens, at La Laguna, 22. II. 1904, and common amongst
lichen-covered trees, at Las Mercedes, 30. III. 1904.

In the cJ the forewings are usually broader, and less conspi-

cuously marked than in the $ , the pale spots and bands con-

taining a few dark scales, therefore less purely white, and frequently

smaller than in the $ .

163. (4575). Tinea immaculatella Rbl.

Tinea merdella Z. ?var. iminacidatella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.
YII. 269-70, 283 no. 50 (1892) \ Tinea immaculatella Rbl. Ann.
KK. Hofmus. XI. 123-4, 146 no. 180 (1896) ^

: XXI. 44 no. 249
^1906)=': Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 238 no. 4575 (1901) ^

Hah. Canaries
^*—Tenerife "'^

: Santa Cruz, 23. XII - 20. II.

1907 (IT^sm.); La Laguna, 8. Ill - 6. lY. 1904 (Eaton); Guimar,
13-28. III. 1907 (Wlsm.); Puerto Orotava, 19-28. lY. 1895
(Hedemann)'-, 12. Y - 6. YI. 1907 (IFfJsyji.)—Fuerteventura '"'

:

Barranco del Rio Palma, 20. X. 1890 (Simony)^.

Tinea immaculatella is by far the most abundant species in the

Island ; it is evidently attached to Opuntia. Mr. Eaton made
the note :

" Out of dead Agave (aloes). I believe they also feed

on dead Opuntia." The larva probably feeds on the fibrous inte-

rior of the dead, or half-dead, stems of Euphorhia canariensis,

Cactus, and Opuntia cochinelifera : I did not however observe it.

164. (4583) Tinea fuscipunctella Hw.

Tinea fuscipunctella Hw. Lp. Br. 562 no. 4 (1828)' ; Wlsm. Tr.

Ent. Soc. Lond. 1881. 242 (1881)-; Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW.
(2 s.). YII. 534-5 no. 76 (1893) ' ; Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 238
no. 4583 (1901)"^; Dyar Bull. US. Xat. Mus. 53. 571 no. 6503
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(1902)^; Dietz Tr. Am. Ent. See. XXXI. 44, 45,47 (1905)"-

Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 40, 44 no. 250 (1906)^ Wlsm.
Ent. Mo. Mag. XLIII. 267 no. 4583 (1907)': Fn. Hawaii. 729,

754, 757, 758 (1907) ^ etc.

Hob. EUROPE '^'^—S. France: Monte Carlo, 2. lY. 1879

(Tffom.)—S. Spain: Granada, 22. Y - 14. YI. 1901 {Wlsm.\
ASIA\ AFRICA-' ^—Morocco : Tangier, 27. II. 1902 {Wlsm.)
—Algeria : Azazga, 16. IX. 1893 {Eaton). Madeiras

—

Madeira:
{Wollaston) ; Funchal, 27. lY. 1904 {Eaton). Canaries''—
Tenerife '

: {MHiite)'' ; Guimar, 12. Ill - 14. lY. 1907 (TFZsm.)

;

La Laguna, 26. III. 1902, 8. lY. 1904 {Eaton). N. AMERICA '-\

HAY^AIIA \ AUSTRALIA \ NEW ZEALAND \

165. (4583-1) Tinea thegophora, sp. n.

Antennae -| ; bronzy fuscous. MaxiUaries folded. Labial

Palpi porrect, moderately clothed, terminal joint shorter than
median, the latter with a few lateral bristles ; fawn-brown, paler

on their inner sides. Head and Thorax dark fawn-brown, mixed
with ochreous. Foreivings ochreous, thickly sprinkled with dark
fawn-brown, tending to fuscous ; a small black spot in the fold at

^ from the base, another at the end of the cell, the costa and
termen having a mottled appearance through aggregation of the

brownish fuscous scales ; in the more or less ochreous cilia are two
darker shade-lines, the one near the base interrupted at short

intervals, the other near their outer ends uninterrupted, but
sometimes very faint. Exj).al.\\-\4i mnx. Hindivings shining,

yellowish grey, with a brassy sheen ; cilia pale bronzy grey.

Abdomen and Legs shining, pale bronzy.

T^jjje c? (98331); $ (98336) Mus. Wlsm.
Hab. Tenerife : in cases on walls in houses : Santa

Cruz, 25. XII -25. L 1907; Guimar, 28. II - 10. lY. 1907,

© III, excl. 29. Ill - 29. Y. 1907; Puerto Orotava, © lY, excl.

21. lY. 1907. Thirteen specimens.

Case dust-coloured, elongate, ovate, flattened ; very distinct

from that of 2^6llioneUa L. or allutella Rbl. It is not bottle-

shaped, nor visibly indented on any part of the margin, and is

formed of grains of dust and woolly refuse, but is smooth and
dense in texture, and is open at both ends, cleanly cut, eA^enly

rounded, and without ragged edges.

Differs in the plical spot being nearer to the base than in

fuscijnmctella Hw., also in the absence of a first discal spot above
it. The more general sprinkling of dark scales causes the sub-

ochreous ground-colour to be less visible, and gives it a more
suffused appearance. The possession of a larval case is also a

very notable distinction. Tinea fuscipunctella may be at once

distinguished by having a discal spot above and before the plical.
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166. (4584) Tinea pellionella L.

Phcdcmia Tinea jyeUioneUa L. Syst. Nat. (ed. X.). I. 536 no. 254

(1758) \ Tinea peUio7ieUa Stn. Ann-Mag. NH. (3 s.). III. 212

no. 13 (1859) ^ ; E. Wlstn. Ann-Mag. NH. (5 s.). III. 422 (1879)
'

:

Lp. St. Helena 37(1 879) ^ Swinh-Cotes Cat. Moths Ind. 703

no. 4800 (1889) ^ Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 269, 283 no. 49

(1892) ' : IX. 17, 88 no. 162 (1894) '
: XXI. 44 no. 251 (1906) ^.

Meyr. Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. (2 s.). VII. 532, 535 no. 77 (1893) '

;

Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 541 no. 17 (1894) ^'

; Stgr-

Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 238 no. 4584 (1901) "
; Dyar Bull. TJS.

Nat. Mus. 52. 572 no. 6520 (1902)" ; Dietz Tr. Am. Ent. Soc.

XXXI. 45, 51 (1905)'-^; Wlsm. Ent. Mo. Mag. XLIII. 267

no. 4584 (1907) ^\

Rab. ASIA^' "—WC. ^"—Ceylon ^—Japax '". EUROPE ' •
'"• "

—S. Spain : Granada, 14. VI - 6. VII. 1901 (msm.). N. AFRI-
CA'- ^° :—Morocco : Zig, 9. IV. 1902 {m.sm.) ; Tangier, 14. IV
- 9. V. 1902 (msm.). Madeiras - '' ''-^"—Madeira - "

: {WoUas-

ton) '''

' ; Machico, 23. IV. 1904 {Eaton). Canaries
'"'' '"—Tene-

RiFE '-'": IV. 1885 (Leech)'; Guimar, © on walls, 27. IV,

excl. 6. V. 1907 (IFZsm.); Las Mercedes, 29. V. 1907 (TFZsm.)

;

Garacliico, 23. IX. 1889 [SimonyY. St. Helena: {E.Wollaston)\

N. AMERICA "-^^ AUSTRALIA \ NEW ZEALAND \

167. (4596) Tinea lapella (Hb. ?) Rbl.

[_Tinea lajyella Hb. Smlg. Schm. Eur. VIII. PI. 37 • 252 (1796) \

Acedes lapella Hb. Verz. Sclim. 401 no. 3871 (1826) ^ Tinea

lapella Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 239 no. 4596 (1901) ^J.

Tinea? lapella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. XXI. 40, 44 no. 252

(1906)

^

ir«6. [EUROPE ^-^ WC. ASIA']. Canaries '—Tenerife '

:

Guimar, 1906 {W. White)'.

Pi'of. Rebel records a single worn specimen, in Mr. White's

collection, from Guimar, as '^? lapella Hb." I examined Mr.

White's specimen and do not think it is lapella Hb., the wings

seem broader, and there is no spot at the end of the cell, the

colour also looks wrong ; I did not myself meet with the species,

and was therefore unable to compare it with European specimens.

168. (4605) Tinea simplicella HS.

Tinea simplicella HS. SB. Schm. Eur. V. PL 47 • 322 (1851), p. 73

no. 54 (1854)^; Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 18, 89 no. 163

(1894)'^ : XXI. 44 no. 253 (1906)^ : Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II.

239 no. 4605 (1901) \

Hah. EUROPE ^-^—Corsica : Ajaccio, 6. V. 1896 (PFZsm.)—

Spain : granada : Granada, 19. V - 16. VI. 1901 {Wlsm.).
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Canaries -"*

—

Tenerife -'^
: IV. 1885 (Leech) ^ ; La Laguna, 23. V.

1907 (TFZsm.).

Two specimens taken at La Laguna on May 2.3rd.

82. (471) TINEOLA HS.

169. (4623) TiNEOLA allutella Rbl.

Tineola allutella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 270-1, 283 no. 51,
PI. 17- 3 c? (1892)1 : xi. 124-5, 146 no. 181 (1896) ^

: XXI. 44
no. 255 (1906) =

; Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 542 no. 22
(1894)* ; Stgr-Rbl. Oat. Lp. Pal. II. 240 no. 4623 (1901) ^

Eah. Madeiras ''' *'"

—

Madeira *
:

(
Wollaston) *. Canaries

^~'—
La Palma ^-'

: Los Sauces, 25. VIII. 1889 {Simony) '—Tenerife '

:

1889 {Simomj)^; Santa Cruz, 2-20. I., 24. V. 1907 (W'7sm.);

Guimar, 16. IV. 1907, © on walls, 27. IV, excl. 24. V. 1907
(Wlsm.) ; Puerto Orotava, on walls, excl. 24. IV - 9. V. 1895
{Hedemann) \ 24. IV - 12. V. 1907, © 23. IV, excl. 1. VI. 1907
(Wlson.); Realejo, 10. V. 1907 (IF/sm.); La Laguna, 23. V. 1907
{Wls7n.).

Taken, and bred, from January to June, at Santa Cruz, Guimar,
Puerto Orotava, Realejo, and La Laguna.

170. (4624) Tineola bisselliella Hml.

= 'f biselliella Z., Stgr-Rbl., etc.

Tinea bisselliella Hml. Essais Ent. III. 6-12, 13-14 (1823) i.

Tineola Uselliella Meyi\ Pr. Lin. Soc. NSW. (2 s.). VII. 554
no. 116 (1893)-; Wlsm. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1894. 537, 542
no. 21 (1894) ^ ; Stgr-Rbl. Oat. Lp. Pal. II. 240 no. 4624 (1901) *

;

Dietz Tr. Am. Ent. Soc. XXXI. 72 (1905) '. Tineola bisselliella

Dyar Bull. US. Nat. Mus. 52. 570 no. 6487 (1902)1

Hab. EUROPE ^' \ N. AFRIOA *. Madeiras ^—Madeira ^
Canaries—Teneripe : Santa Oruz, 28. I - 10. II. 1907 (Wlsm.).
X. AMERIOA '-'. AUSTRALIA -. XEW ZEALAND ^

It should be noted that Hummel named this species :
" bisselli-

ella. Du mot latin bissellium, canape."

171. (4626) Tineola bipunctella Rgt.

Tineola bipunctella Rgt. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. XLIII. (5 s. IV

:

1874). 579-80. PI. 11 • 1 J (1875)
i; Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus.

XI. 125, 146 no. 182 (1896)-^: XXI. 44 no. 256 (1906)^; Stgr-
Rbl. Oat. Lp. Pal. II. 240 no. 4626 (1901)*.

Hab. EUROPE '*—Spain 1*. N. AFRIOA *—Morocco :

Tangier, 4-18. XII. 1901, 5. IV - 20. V. 1902 {Wlsm,.). Cana-
ries

-"*—Tenerife -"*
: Santa Oruz, 22-25. 1. 1907 {Wlsm.) ; Puerto
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Orotava, 13-29. lY. 1895 {Eeclemann)\ 3. Y. 1907 {Wlsm.);
Guimar, © on walls, 1. lY, excl. 2. YI. 1907 {Wlsm.).
Taken at Santa Cruz, and Puerto Orotava, and a single specimen

bred from a case found on a wall at Guimar.

83. (441) LUFFIA Tutt.

172. (4435-01) LuFFiA rebeli, sp. n. (Plate LIII. fig. 18.)

n. sji]..— *lapideUa Kbl. (nee Goeze).

Talaeporia (!) lapidella Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. YII. 267-8, 282
no. 45 (1892) 1; IX. 17, 88 no. 158 (1894)-^ : XXI. 42 no. 122
(1906) ^ Ztc^a lapidella (p.) Stgr-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal. II. 230
no. 4435 (1901)-'.

Antennae |-, bipectinate, pectinations commencing on joint 4,

each biciliate
;
pale stone-grey. Head and Thorax reddish fuscous.

Forewings shining, sericeous, pale stone-grey, rather coarsely

mottled with greyish fuscous, the groups of this darker scaling

somewhat more conspicuous along the margins than in the middle
of the wing

; the strongest of these groups are—one arising from
the dorsum near the base, overspreading the fold, and difiused

across the base of the cell toward the costa ; another, arising from
scarcely before the middle of the dorsum, crossing the fold and
diffused upward across the cell, and two or three on the outer
half of the costa ; cilia shining, sericeous, mottled with pale
greyish fuscous along their basal half . Exp.al. 8-12 mm. Hind-
loings pale mouse-grey ; cilia slightly paler and more shining.
Abdomen pale mouse-grey. Legs pale stone-grey.

Tyj^e 6 (99066); 2 (14094) Mus. Wlsm.
Hah. Canaries '''—Tenerife ''*

: Las Mercedes, 2100 ft., 29. II.

1904 {Eaton) ; La Laguna, 15. III. 1902, 16-25. III. 1904, © in

cases on walls and rocks, 22. II - III, excl. 23. Ill - 10. lY.
1904 (Eaton) ; lY. 1885 (Leech)- ; Puerto Orotava, 23. lY. 1907,

© on rocks, 24. lY, excl. 10-20. YI. 1907 (IFZsm.) ; Pedro Gil,

1300-1500 m., 30 YII. 1889 (^Simony) \ Seventeen specimens.
This is the species recorded by Rebel as " lapidella Goeze,"

but it is a much larger and more distinctly marked species.

The small cylindrical cases are extremely abundant on walls, and
rocks, at Santa Cruz, Guimar, Orotava, and La Laguna, but
unless obtained about the time of pupation, when through want
of movement they can scarcely be distinguished from the nume-
rous empty cases of previous generations, the larvae are very
difficult to rear. It is almost impossible to keep a supply of small
lichens, such as they feed upon. I first received this species from
the late Mr. J. H. Leech, who took it in April 1885 ; Mr. Eaton
took several specimens, and bred three c? c? and two $ $ in
1904. There may possibly be some allied species in the Island,
but I only met with rebeli.
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!V. PSYCH I NA.

I. PSYCHIDAE.

84. (733) AMICTA Heyl.

173. (4453) Amicta cabrerai Rbl.

Psyche cahrerdi Rbl. Ann. KK. Hofmus. IX. 10, 46-8 no. 39
(1894) ' : XI. 105-6, 144 no. 39. PI. 3 • la-c (1896) ^

: XIII. 364,
378 no. 39 (1899)^' : XXI. 42 no. 121 (1906) \ Amicta cahrerdi
StgT-Rbl. Cat. Lp. Pal I. 394 no. 4453 (1901) '.

Hah. Tenerife ^''
: Montana de Guerra, Ewphorhia {Ca-

hrera)
^

; IV. 1894 (Kraepelin) -

;
Bitbics idaeus, 1898 {Kilian) ^

;

Santa Cruz, 15. YI. 1898 (Hintz)'; La Laguna, 1600-1700 ft.,

Buhics, Ci/tisics, 8. Ill, excl. 24. VIII. 1904 (Uato^i) ; Guimar,
Euphorbia, Rmnex canariensis, etc., 1-13. IV, excl. 25. VTII

- 5.x. 1907 (Wlsm.).

Larva common everywhere, on various plants. Euphorbia,
Rumex, etc., etc. ; two specimens, one bred at the end of August,
the other in the bes-innine- of October.

Of the 1 73 species above noticed as occurring in Tenerife I have

been able to observe the life-histories of 96, of which number
40 only were previously known ; the larvae of 28 others having been

already recorded elsewhei-e, 49 now remain to be discovered.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES LL, LIL, & LIII.

(See Description facing the Plates.)
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE LI,

Page

Eig. 1. Pteropliorus melanoschisma (Type S 98934) ... 920

2. Alucita bystropogonis (Type $ 98768) ... 915

3. Alucita particiliata (Type <S 98810) ... 916

4. Metzneria dichroa (Type d 98304) ... 927

5. Metzneria monochroa (Type d 98309) ... 927

6. Apoclia guimarensis (Type d' 98979) ... 930

7. Chrysopora boseae (Type c? 98991) ... 931

8. Aproaerema genistae (Type $ 98993) ... 933

9. Aproaerema thaumalea WIsm.... (5 Giiimar, 98995) 934

10. Pragmatocles fruticosella (Type $ 98969) ... 929

11. Aproaerema roercedella (Tj^e c? 14107) ... 934

12. Telphusa schizogynae (Type d 98997) ... 936

13. Gelechia lunariella (Type c? 99001) ... 939

14. Gelechia sciurella (Type $ 14290) ... 941

15. Telphusa canariensis (Type $ 98999) ... 936

16. Trichotaphe convolvuli (Type $ 99004) ..„ 944

17. Chersogenes victimella (Type 6 99008) ... 947

18. Ambloma brachyptera (Type c? 99007) ... 947
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE LII.

Page
Fig. 1. Symmoca canariensis ^&Z ( c? 99101) 949

2. Symmoca aegrella (Type c? 99009) ... 949

3. Apatema lucidum (Type S 98242) ... 945

4. Blastobasis velutina (Type S 98258) ... 952

5. Prosthesis exclusa (Type S 98291) ... 953

6. Zenodochium polyphagum (Type d' 98227) ... 954

7. Agonopteryx cinerariae (Type J 99011)... 955

8. Agonopteryx perezi (Type ^ 99018) ... 957

9. Depressaria tenerifae (Type $ 99020) ... 958

10. Oosmopteryx coryphaea (Type d^ 99029) ... 964

11. Aphelosetia hypoleuca (Type S 99036) ... 968

12. Perittia cedronellae , (Type c? 99047) ... 970

13. Polymetis carlinella (Type S 99037) ... 969

14. Mendesia symphytella (Type $ 99045) ... 970

15. Scythris fasciatella ^^i (d (77^.99087) ... 973

16. Scytlms arachnodes (Type S 99082) ... 972

17. Scythris petrella (Type S 99085) ... 972

18. Glyphipteryx fortniiatella (Type $ 99102) ... 989
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE LIII.

Fig. 1 . Polychrosis neptunia (Type 5 99106)

2

.

Thiodia glandulosana (Type $ 99112)

3. Acroclita sonchana (Type $ 99108)

4. Eucelis marrubiana (Type $ 99051

)

5. Acroclita guanchana (Type d 99115)

6. Phalonia conversana (Type rj 99 1 04)

7. Stigmella jubae (Type? 99119)

8. Phyllonoiycter foliolosi (Type (^ 99092)

9. Bucculatrix phagnalella (Type cJ 99292)

10. Bucculatrix canariensis (Type cJ 99276)

11. Oenophila nesiotes (Type c? 99176)

12. Gracilaria aurantiaca Wlstn. ... (J CT. 99145)

13. Gracilaria schinella (Type J 99130)

14. Gracilaria staintoni Tl'^Zsi?? ( c? CT. 99127)

15. Acrolepia pappella (Type? 99151)

16. Stathmopolitis tragocoprella ... (Type c5' 99094)

17. Tinea toechophila (Type c? 99098)

18. Luffiarebeli (Type c? 99066)
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6. Dates of Publication of the Separate Parts of Gmelin's

Edition (13th) of the ' Systema Natnrse' of Liunseus.

By John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c.

[Received November 11, 1907.]

In this edition of the ' Systema Naturae,' the first volumej
which contains the Aiiimal Kingdom, is in seven parts, with a

titlepage dated 1788 in the first part only, the other parts not

being dated. In some of these, however, there is evidence of a

later date of publication, for i"eferences are given to works pub-

lished more recently than 1788, but without their dates being

stated. Each part really forms a volume.

The importance in questions of prioi-ity of a knowledge of the

dates induced the writer to endeavour to ascertain them, and the

method adopted was to search in the Catalogue of the Librai'v

of the British Museum for bibliographical works published about
the end of the 18th century, in order to get contemporary
evidence. Eventually a work was found which gave the desired

information, and also references to journals containing notices

or reviews of one or more of the parts as they successively

appeared*. Nearly all of these were found to be in the Library
of the Museum, and have been searched, with other contem-
poraneous journals, the resu.lt being that not only have the

years of publication of all the parts of this edition of the
' Systema Naturae ' been ascertained, but it has been found
possible in some cases to arrive at a still nearer approximation to

the time of issue.

For instance, the Index, forming Part 7, published in 1792,

was noticed on the 2nd of July in that year, and therefore must
have appeared in the first half of the year.

In giving in a tabular form the result of this investigation, it

has been thought advisable to add the dates of publication of the
remaining volumes of this edition of the ' Systema ' (vol. ii. being
in two pai-ts, the second part undated), although they are not
zoological. The last column shows the earliest notice found

;

there may be earlier ones.

Some errors in contemporary records have been detected. In
the ' AUgemeine deutsche Bibliotek,' 1790, the date for the second

part of the first volume is given as 1788 instead of 1789, but in

reviewing the third part the Editor, doubtless warned by this

error, wisely refrained from giving it a date. He correctly dated

subsequent parts, except the Index, for which no date is given.

In the ' Efemeridi litterarie di Roma ' for the 2nd of July, 1791,

the first five parts were reviewed, and owing to the misleading-

titlepage the date for all was given as 1788.

* ' Systematisches Verzeicliniss,' 1785-1790 (Jena, 1795) ; 1791-1795 (Weimar,
1799). [Entered under Catalogues.]

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LXIX. 69
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Caroli a Linne. Systema Naturae per Regna tria Naturae.

Ed. 13. Cura Jo. Fricl. Gmelin. Tomi 3. 8vo. Lipsiae,

1788-1793.
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Authorities.

Allgemeine deutsclie Bibliotek, Bd. 88, ii. 193 ; 91, i. 208 ; 94, ii. 475 ; 99, i. 155 ;

101, ii. 454; 106, i. 212; 116, i. 149. Neue Allgem. deutsclie Bibl., Bd. 22, i.

175. (1789-1796.)

Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung, Jalir 1788, iii. 237 ; 1789, iv. 142 ; 1790, ii. 412
;

1791, ii. 140 ; 1792, iv. 89, 169, 505 ; 1797, iii. 630.

Allgemeines Repertorium der Literatur, Jahre 1785-1790, ii. x. no. 840; 1791-1795,
ii. X. no. 866«. (1793,1800.)

Bibliotek der gesammten Natm-geschichte, Bd. i. 132 ; ii. 310. (1789,1790.)

Gioi-nale dei Letterati, Tom. Ixxxvi. 74. (1792.)

Gottingische Anzeigen von gelehrten Sachen, Jahre 1789, i. 641; 1789, ii. 1929
j

1790, ii. 875 ; 1790, iii. 1953 ; 1791, ii. 777 ; 1792, i. 182 ; 1792, ii. 1056 ; 1792,
iii. 1817; 1793, ii. 1169.

Neue Leipzig, gelebrte Zeitung, Jabr. 1791, ii. 583 ; 1793, iv. 671. {Fide Syst. Verz.)

Niiruberg. gelebrte Zeitungen, Jabr 1788, 589. {Fide Syst. Verz.)

Observations sur la Physique, Tom. xxxvii. pt. ii. p. 237 *. (Sept. 1790.)

Systematiscbes 'Verzeicbniss, Phys.-nat. Lit., 1785-1790, no. 840; 1791-1795,
no. 866fl. (1795,1799.) [Sections of Allgem. Rep. Lit. (s«<pra).]

7. Report upon a Small Collection of Mammalia brought
from Liberia by Mr. Leonard Leighton. By R. I.

PococK, F.L.S., Superintendent of the Gardens,

(Plate LIY.)

[Received November 23, 1907.]

Although the collection forming the subject-matter of this
paper is small and consists of fiat, native-prepared headless skins,
it is worthy of special notice not only because it was got together
in a definite district in a part of Africa of which the fauna is not
well known, but also because the skins themselves, with one or
two exceptions, belong to species which are not very commonlj^
brought to the Museums of Europe.
The skins wei-e obtained, Mr. Leighton tells me, in a district

from fifteen to twenty miles west of the Putu Mountains, which
lie west of the Duobe and Cavally Rivers. The Cavally River is the
eastern boundary line between Liberia and the Ivory Coast, and
the Duobe is one of its tributaries joining the Cavally about
seventy miles, as the crow flies, from its mouth, after running for
over one hundred miles nearly parallel to the main stream.
Two of the species represented, namely Poiana richardsoni and

Genetta poensis, have not been previously recorded from Liberia.
Judging from the fact that there is only one skin of G. 2)oensis in
the British Museum and only one in Mr. Leighton's series, it

would appear that this species is of somewhat rare occurrence in
the area over which it is distributed. Of Poiana richardsoni,

* " M. Graelin de Gottingue continue toujours sou edition du Systeme de la
^Nature de Linne ; il vient d'en publier la quatrieme partie qui concerne les insectes

"

69*
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however,—a species also reputed to be scarce—Mr. Leighton

got six skins of various ages, and these prove to represent an

undescribed local race of this Genet-like animal, differing in

certain well-marked characters from the typical form which has

been known for over sixty years. T am also compelled to regard

as examples of a species as yet undifferentiated, the skins, five

in number, of a second kind of Genet, which I name in honour

of Sir Harry Johnston. These skins, however, belong in all

probability to the species previously recorded from Liberia and

misquoted as Genetta pardina.

Cercopithecus DIANA (Linn.).

Gercopithecus diana Linn., Jentink, Notes Levden Mus. xx.

p. 237, 1898; Pocock, P.Z.S. 1907, p. 682.

Mr. Leighton brought home a fine pair of Monkeys of this

species and presented them to the Society's Gardens. There is

also a native-prepared skin in his collection.

The figure purporting to represent this species in Sir Harry
Johnston's work on Liberia (vol. ii. pi. facing p. 680) has the

rusty-brown thighs typical of the species, but the long white

beard characteristic of the allied form, G. roloioay, which takes

the place of G. diana on the Gold Coast.

Felis parous Linn,

Subsp. leopardus, Schreb.

Felis pardus leopardus Schreb., Pocock, P. Z. S. 1907, p. 675.

Skins of the paws of a Leopard brought back by Mr. Leighton

prove, if proof were wanting, that the Leopard of Liberia belongs

to the typical tropical West-African forest-race, named leopardus^

which has been previously recorded from Sierra Leone, Ashanti,

and elsewhere.

Felis aurata Temm.

Subsp. CELiDOGASTER Temm.

Felis aurata celidogaster Temm., Pocock, P.Z. S. 1907, p. 660.

Two native-prepared skins, without heads and paws. These

two skins completely bear out the view I expressed in the above-

quoted paper as to the importance of the pattern and the

valuelessness of the colour as characters for the recognition of

geographical i-aces of this species of Oat. One is of the red type

and the other of the grey type ; but in the red skin the sides of

the body have a grey tinge, owing to the presence of the whitish-

grey band in the individual hairs. So far as pattern is concerned

the two skins are practically alike. The neck is longitudinally

but rather confusedly barred ; on the spinal area the spots are

elongate or form abbreviated lines ; the shoulders are somewhat

thickly covered with small spots ; on the sides of the body the

spots are larger, often more or less confluent and sometimes

rosette-like, owing to the darkening of the area between them
;,
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on the thighs the spots are as lai"ge as on the body; the belly is

white and marked with spots both larger and darker than those

of the sides ; the tail is dark in the median dorsal line and has
indistinct lateral bars which do not encircle it.

In my recently published observations upon this species, I

referred to Sir Harry Johnston's record of the occurrence of
' red ' and ' grey ' cats of this species side by side in Liberia

;

but I was unable to ascertain whether the red-haired skin he
figured belonged to the strongly spotted form [I", aurata celiclo-

gaster) or to the weakly siDotted, almost spotless form {F. aurata
aurata). The skins brought back by Mr. Leighton demonstrate
that the ' red ' and ' grey ' phases of the species that occur near
the Cavally River belong to the strongly spotted type. Hence it

may be inferred as probable that the red-haired specimen men-
tioned by Sir Harry Johnston also belonged to the spotted type.

In that case there is no evidence of the occurrence of the weakly
spotted form in Liberia ; nor, so far as I am aware, has it been
recorded from Ashanti, Cape Coast Castle, and Accra, whence the

large-spotted form has been brought.

GrENETTA POENSis Waterh. (Plate LIY. fig. 4.)

Genetta poensis Waterhouse, P. Z. S. 1838, p. 59.

Genetta poensis Pousargues, Ann. Sci. Nat. (8) iii. p. 286, 1 896
(from Mayumba, French Congo).

The type of this species is in the British Museum. Water-
house's description of it is veiy accurate. It is, however, difficult

to explain his comparison of the species with Genetta pardina Is.

Geoflf. St. H., and still more difficult to understand Dr. Matschie's
statement that the two are very likely identical, if he read the
description of G. poensis. As a matter of fact, it would be hard
to find two more dissimilar species in the genus. G. 2iC(jrdina

has a yellowish-grey ground-colour. There are only four or five

rows of spots on the sides of the body, and those of at least the
two uppermost rows are large, somewhat quadrangular, com-
paratively widely separated, with red centres and black rims, and
do not coalesce into longitudinal lines. The tail is very distinctly

banded with white almost to the end and only the backs of the
legs appear to be dusky. In G. poensis, on the contrary, the spots

are close-set, solid and numerous ; as many as seven rows are

traceable on each side and they coalesce here and there into lines,

especially dorsally and on the outer side of the thighs. The
limbs are almost wholly blackish brown, with at most a narrow
area of paler speckled hairs down the front. The tail also is

mostly black, the pale annuli being reduced to lateral patches
which are much more distinct in the basal than in the distal half,

which is wholly black*.

* Of the type of G. pardina there are two descriptions and figures extant, namely
the originals published in Mag. Zool. 1832, CI. 1, pi. 8, and those in Cuvier's and
St. Hilaire's Hist. Nat. Mamm. iii. 1833, livr. Ixvi. The locality was inland of
Senegal. To this Matschie adds " North Cameroons and Togoland."
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The skin of the Liberian example does not agree in all respects-

with that of the type of G. poensis. In the former the spots and
legs are rather blacker ; the ground-colour is a dark grey, faintly

washed with yellow, the chest and abdomen, and esjsecially the

chest, being decidedly darker than the sides of the body, and
the pale patches on the tail are greyish. In the type specimen,,

however, the spots are rather browner ; the limbs ai-e " brownish
black "

; the ground-colour is a " deep rich yellow-brown," the
rings on the tail are "yellowish" or "brownish," and the belly

and chest are the same colour as the interspaces of the sides of

the body, that is to say yellowish brown. The labial and sub-

ocular pale spots, which are usually white in Genets, are yellow.

Since leai-ning from Mr. Thomas that amongst native-prepared

African skins there are usually some discoloured by fire-smoke-

when being dried, I am disposed to attribute the colour differ-

ences above described between the two skins to that cause.

It is certain that the fur of the type of G. jjoensis has a dirty,

almost gritty feeling, and its inner side is hard, as if scorched.

However that may be, I do not think there can be much doubt-

that the two skins belong to the same species ; whether they
represent distinct geographical races or not, additional material

alone can settle.

G. poensis was originally described from Fernando Po. It has
not been recorded since from that island. The evidence that
it came from Fernando Po appears to me to be untrustworthy,

Judging from the rest of the skins, alleged to be from that locality,

which formed the subject-matter of Mr. Waterhouse's paper..

Some of the species represented, for example Cei-copithecits martini
and C. erythrotis, are known to occur on the mainland of Africa

;

and it is, in my opinion, highly probable that the entire collection

came from Lower IsTigeria or thereabouts *.

As regards the allies of G. poensis, it appears to me to be-

probable that G. angolensis of Bocage f, recorded from Caconda
in Angola, is a related form. The limbs are said to be deep black
and the tail black with three or four greyish rings at the base,

exactly as in the Liberian specimen of G. poensis. Bocage, how-
ever, describes the pattern as consisting of large quadrangular
black spots and regular bands upon a cinereous ground, which
seems to indicate a larger spotted form than G. poensis.

Nearer still to G. poensis, if indeed it be not specifically

identical with it, as its describer suggested, is G. genettoides

TemminckJ, which was based upon specimens from Rio-boutry
and Mina, and was said to be common on the coast of Guinea.
I can find nothing in the description of the lattei' species to

distinguish it from G.2)oensis ; and the probability of their identity

is enhanced by their geographical distribution §.

* See also Pousargues, Ann. Sci. Nat. (8) iii. p. 286, 1896.

t Jom. Sci. Matt. Lisboa, ix. p. 29, 1884.

t "Esq. Zool. Guine, pt. 1, pp. 89-93.

§ Pousargues, on the contrary, suggested that G. genettoides might be a synonym-
of G. pardina.
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G. servalina Pucli. * from the Gaboon and G. victoria} Tlios. t
from Entebbe, will also prove, I suspect, to belong to the same
category of species as G. jMensis. In G. servalina, however, the

linear arrangement of the spots seen in G. poensis is not
apparent and the tail is differently banded. G. victorice, also

difiers in the annulation of the tail, its paler under side and other

characters. G. victorice is placed by Matschie + in the section

of species with long-haired tg.ils. The hairs of the tail, however,

are not long in the sense that those of G. genetta, G.felina, and
O. dongolana are long.

Genetta johnstoni, sp. n. (Plate LIY. figg. 1, 2.)

This species, which is dedicated to Sir Harry Johnston, who
has interested himself in the fauna of Liberia, may be briefly

diagnosed as a Genet with the tail short-haired and ornamented
with eight black rings, which are longer, especially distally, than

the pale rings ; with a black spinal stripe and with the reddish

spots on the sides rather small, close-set and forming dorsally

very distinct longitudinal lines sej)arated by narrow intervening-

spaces ; and with the limbs for the most part dark-coloured.

Hair on body short and thick, about 20 mm. long, but fre-

quently longer on the lumbar region of the spine, where it

ranges from about 20 mm. to 30 mm., forming in the latter case

a sort of crest. On the tail, especially at the root, the hair is

short and thick, almost woolly, and about 22 mm. in length.

Ground-colour varying from a rather rich golden or ochre-yellow

to a paler, almost sandy or greyish yellow, fading to a still

pa,ler yellowish or whitish-grey tint on the under side, the belly

and groin being lighter than the chest and throat. From
behind the shoulder to the root of the tail there extends a

spinal stripe which is always black and varies in width from
about 15 to 19 mm. On each side of this there are from five

to six rows of spots, the three uppermost rows being well defined

and the one or two inferior rows, consisting of smaller spots,

m.ore scattered, more widely spaced and showing less regular

linear arrangement. The spots of the two uppermost rows
coalesce wholly or mostly into definite longitudinal stripes, in

which the number of spots cannot be ascertained with certainty
;

there appear, however, to be about twelve from behind the

shoulders to the root of the tail ; the spots of the third line are

less coalesced than those of the two superjacent lines. The two
uppermost rows are about as wide as the spinal stripe and aro

always wider than the intervening pale sjDaces, sometimes more
than twice as wide. They always differ from the spinal stripe in

colour, since they consist of black and i-ed hairs intermixed, the

red hairs being rather more in evidence in the centres than at

* Rev. Mag. Zool. 1855, p. 154, and Arch. Mus. x. p. 115, pi. x., 1858.

t P. Z. S. 1901, p. 87, pi. V.

X Verb. Internat. Zool. Congr. Berlin, 1901, p. 1138.
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the edges of the spots or lines. This is also true of the spots of

the third row ; but the smaller spots of the inferior rows are
blacker. On the upper pa,rt of the shoulders, the neck and the
head, the stripes are well defined and of much the same tint as
those of the body, except that the spinal stripe, where traceable,
is not wholly black but tinged with red. On the sides of the
shoulders and on the thighs the spots are mostly black. The
fore-leg is mostly ashy brown or blackish brown, becoming darker
distally, but down the front there extends a greyish-yellow stripe

of varying width which appears, however, to die out at the wrist.

The hind-legs, from the hocks downwards, are greyish- or brownish-
black, and there is a varying quantity of hair of the same colour
above the hock behind ; but down the front there extends, for a
shorter or longer distance, a pale stripe of varying width ; this,

however, is sometimes reduced to a mere remnant on the area
between the hocks and toes. The tail presents eight black rings
separated by seven pale rings, the last black ring being long, and
the extreme tip brown above and whitish below. On the upper
side of the tail the black stripes are longer than the pale stripes

;

but on the under side the pale stripes are longer than the black
ones, or at least as long in the proximal half of the organ,
although in the distal half the black ones are longer below as they
slso are above; the black stripes increase and the pale stripes

decrease in length towards the distal end of the tail. The extent of

the increase in the length of the black stripes varies, but where it is

greatest, the longest is about three times the length of the shortest.

Both the black and the white stripes are irregular in shape and
never present straight and parallel anterior and posterior borders,
and in the proximal half of the tail the black stripes become
nari'ower and less intense laterally and inferiorly, whereas the
pale stripes become broader and paler. The pale stripes are
white below, but above they are yellowish with a varying quantity
of blackish hairs passing from one black stripe to another and
representing the median spinal stripe.

Length from fore part of nape to root of tail (on flat dried
skin) about 375 mm. ( = 15 English inches)*; of tail about
525 mm. (= 21 English inches).

This is probably the Genet of Liberia which has been identified

as Genetta 23ardina Is. Geoffr. St. Hilairef (Mag. de Zool. 1832,
01. i. pi. 8)—a species based upon a living specimen said to have
come from the interior of Senegal, but which Matschie records
from the North Cameroons and the coast of Togoland. G. 2^(1'^-

dina, however, may be distinguished from G. johnstoni by having
the spots on the upper part of the sides of the body large, wide,
separated from each other by wide intervening pale areas and

* Tlie complete skin would probably have measured another 125 mm. (5 English
inches) giving a. total of 500 mm. (20 English inches) from the tip of the nose to the
root of the tail. This would make the tail approximately equal to the head and
body in length.

t J. Biittikoff'er, 'Reisebilder aus Liberia,' 1890; H.H.Johnston, 'Liberia,' ii.

pp. 703 & 756, 1906.
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not coalesced into definite longitudinal lines. The limbs of

G. pardina, also appear to be paler. They are at all events pale

externally, for in the original description the toes and the inner
sides are said to be blackish, and the figure represents the outer

sides of both fore and hind limbs as much the same colour as the

body. Matschie describes the legs as quite pale. In this, as in

some other respects, his Togoland examples referred to G. -pardina

difier from the type of that species and may prove to be sub-

specifically distinct. I think it is highly probable, perhaps
certain, that G. johnstoni is related moi'e nearly to G. pardina
than to any species of Genet hitherto described. It may indeed
prove to be a subspecies of that foi-m ; but until the Genets are

better known, it is diflficult to decide whether a specific or sub-

specific value should be assigned to the variotis kinds that have
been named.

POIANA RICHARDSONI Thomps.

Genetta richardsoni Thompson, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. x. p. 204,

1842.

Subsp. LiBERiENSis, nov, (Plate LIV. fig. 3.)

Ground-colour of dorsal and latei'al surfaces of the body and of

the upper side of the tail a rich yellowish fawn ; the fore-legs

somewhat greyer externally ; the hind-legs externally as far down
as the hock about the same colour as the ho(\j, but greyer and
paler below the hock anteriorly. The under side of the throat,

chest and belly, the inside of the fore-limbs, of the hind-limbs as

far as the hock, and the tnider side of the tail, except at the

extreme tip, quite white, the Avhite everywhere i-ather sharply

defined from the yellow where the two tints are in contact.

Underfur of the dorsal and lateral surfaces smoky grey, of the
belly white, except close to the yellow, where the grey persists.

On the body there is no great difference in tint between the
undei'fur of a spot and of a yellow interspace : and this sometimes
obtains on the tail, but in the majority of the skins, the underfui
of an interspace on the tail is nearly white and much paler than
that of an adjoining stripe. There is a median spinal stripe

extending from between the shoulders, where it is narrowest,
over the lumbar and sacral areas, where it is broadest, to the root

of the tail. This is sometimes interrupted here and there, and
sometimes doubled in parts and to a varying extent in some
places strongly, in some places weakly zigzagged. The spots on
the body are arranged in four or five longitudinal rows ; they are
all solid and usually longer than wide, the spaces between them
being relatively narrow ; those of the inferior rows are usually
much smaller, those of the lowest row running along that part of

the white under side which has grey underfur. These rows of

spots extend backwards over the thighs and forwards over the
shoulders and sides of the neck ; on the sides of the neck the
inferior rows do not form definite lines ; the two upper rows, on
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the contraiy. usually form four distinct, sometimes more or less-

interrupted longitudinal stripes along the nape, and these are

continued forwards on to the summit of the head in the only

specimen in which that region is preserved. There are a few
small spots on the front of the fore-leg above the wrist and a few
on the hind-leg down to the hock. The back of the hind-leg below
the hock is sooty. The tail is longer than the head and body ;.

its hair is thicker but only a little longer than that of the
body. It is marked with from 12 to 13 black stripes which
obviously correspond with the spots of the uppermost row on each
side of the body. These stripes are not regularly annuliform, for
although they encii'cle the tail, they are much narrower laterally

and inferiorly than dorsally ; they are somewhat triangular in

shape, the anterior border being produced forwards in the middle
line, wdiile the posterior border is correspondingly, though to a

lesser extent notched. The median spinal stripe of the body is in

some places represented on the tail by a median spot or abbi'eviated

line in the middle of the interzonal spaces ; but these spaces are

not subdivided by a nar-i'ow secondary ring or ' shadow- stripe
'

which is at least traceable in the typical form of P. richardsoni.

In the median dorsal line, there is no very great difference in length

between the stripes and the interspaces in the proximal half of

the tail ; but in its posterior half the stripes become sometimes
much, sometimes a little narrower ; the extremity of the tail for

about two inches beyond the last stripe is yellowish and clouded

with ashy grey, representing an indistinct double stripe above.

Measurement of type specimen :—From the fore part of the
nape to the root of the tail about 275 mm, (= 11 English inches)

;

tail 400 mm. (=16 English inches).

Mr. Leighton brought back six skins of this interesting new
animal, three being apparently those of adult specimens, one sub-

adult and two young. The latter are darker in hue than the

others, the belly being noticeably yellow. But since the fur of

both, and especially of the darker of the two, appears to have
been singed, I suspect that the darkness of the pelage in these

young specimens is to be attributed to fire-smoke during drying^

\cf. supra., p. 1040).

Two forms of this genus have been hitherto distinguished,

namely Poiana richardsoni Thomps. (Ann. Mag. ISTat. Hist. x.

p. 204, 1842), of Avhich the British Museum has one skin, the type,

ticketed Fernando Po, two ticketed Benito River {G. L. Bates
coll.) and one ticketed Sieri'a Leone ; and P. richardsoni ochracea

Thos. (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xix. p. 372, 1907), of which
the British Museum possesses the only known specimen from.

Yambuya, Aruwimi, River Congo {R. B. Woosnam).
In the typical form of P. richardsoni the colour is a dusky

yellowish brown ; the spots are variable in size but mostly large.

They do not, however, run into longitudinal lines, except on the

neck and shoulders. The under side of the body aiid inner side of

the limbs are a much dirtier white than in the Liberian animal,
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and the pale tint is not so sharply defined fi'om the yellowish tint

of the sides of the body. The bands on the tail vary in thickness,

but are almost parallel-sided all round and the intervening space

is marked with a narrow ring which, although varying in distinct-

ness, is always apparently detectable ; the under side of the tail is

not white and only a little paler than the upper. The example
in the British Museum, alleged to have come from )Sierra Leone,

does not differ appreciably from the type and the two from the

Benito River. Its locality is probably erroneous.

The type and only known example of Poiana richardsoni

ochracea has the gi-ound-colour a richer and more rusty yellow

than in the others. The spots on the body are very small and
widely spaced, and show signs of fusion into definite lines only

upon the dorsal area between the shoulders. The caudal rings

are narrow, much nai-rower than the interspaces, which have no
intermediate stripe. The ventral surface of the body and tail and
the insides of the limbs are yellowish and only a little paler than

the dorsal surface.

The three subspecies may be distinguished as follows :

—

a. Spots small and widely spaced ; ventral surface yellowish,

scarcely paler than the dorsal ochracea.

a}. Spots mostly large and therefore more closely-set ; ventral

sui-face white or whitish.

h. Dorsal surface a dusky yellow-brown ; ventral surface

yellowish or creamy white, gradually blending with

the yellowish hue of the sides ; under side of tail not

white, hardly paler than the upper; rings on tail

regular and annuliform, with intermediate rings more
or less apparent richardsoni,

&\ Dorsal sui-face a lighter clearer yellow ; ventral surface

milk-white and sharply defined from the yellow hue
of the sides of the body ; under side of the tail white

;

tail-rings not regularly annuliform, somewhat tri-

angular in shape ; intermediate rings not apparent.

leightoid.

Oephalophus dorsalts Gray.

Cephalophus dorsalts Gray, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (1) xviii.

p. 165, 1846; Sclater & Thomas, Book of Antelopes, i. p. 155,

1895.

A single flat skin, apparently belonging to the typical race

of this Antelope.

Oephalophus dori^ Ogilb.

Cephaloj)hus dorice Ogilby, P. Z. S. 1836, p. 121 ; Sclater &
Thomas, Book of Antelopes, i. p. 171, pi. xx., 1895.

Two flat skins.

I find it impossible to compare the skins of this species in which
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the back is ti-ansversely banded with black, and shows no trace of

a spinal stripe, with the skin of the previous species, (J. dorsalis,

which has a broad black spinal strijDO, withovit concluding that

the stripes of C. dorice actually represent the spinal stripe of

C. dorsalis. In other words, the forerunners of C. dorice had
a wide spinal stripe which in the course of the evolution of the

species became broken up into transverse black bands.

December 10, 1907.

Sir Edmund G. Loder, Bt., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions made
to the Society's Menagerie during the month of November
1907:—
The number of registered additions to the Society's Menagerie

during the month of November was 190. Of these 73 were
acquired by presentation and 7 by purchase, 104 were received

on deposit, 2 by exchange, and 4 were bred in the Gardens.

The total number of departures during the same period, by
death and removals, was 165.

Among the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

A male Hamlyn's Giienon [Cercopithecits hamlyni), from the

Ituri Forest, new to the Collection, deposited on Nov, 5th.

Two Grisons [Gcdictis vittata), from the Argentine, joresented

by M. C. Livingstone Learmouth, Esq., on Nov. 21st.

A collection of Rodents, including 1 Darling's Rat {Mus
ehri/soj^hilus), 6 Yley Rats {Otomys irroratus), 3 Peters' Water
Rats {Dasymys incomhts), new to the Collection, from S. Africa,

deposited on Nov. 14th.

A male Yak [Poephagus grunniens), from Tibet, received in

exchange on Nov. 30th.

Two Mountain Ka-Kas [Nestor notahilis) and 3 Kiwis (Apteryx

uvstrcdis), from New Zealand, deposited on Nov. 23rd.

One Spotted Eagle (Aquila clanga), captured in the North Sea,

presented by Capt. R. A. Allenby, R.N., on Nov. 5th.

Mr. R. H. Burne, F.Z.S., exhibited the feet of a Common
Duiker (Cephcdophtts sp.) with extensive and moi-e or less

symmetrical overgrowth of the hoofs. The overgrowth was most
marked in the fore-feet, each hoof showing a tendency to an
inw^ard spiral twist. The specimen was presented to the Royal
College of Surgeons' Museum by Mr. Griilin, of the Pretoria

Museum, Transvaal. The Antelope was shot (wild) by a farmer,

in stony bush veldt country about 40 miles from Pretoria.

Nothing unusual was noticed in its gait or running powers.
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Mr. F. E. Beddarcl, F.R.S., Prosector to the Society, exhibited
a skin of the rare Marsupial Dactylopsila 2^<^i'^'P(i'tor (A. Mihie-
Edw.), which had been placed in his hands by Dr. 0. G.
Seligmann, F.Z.S.

A collection of Molluscan Shells, Corals, &c. collected in the
Pamban Channel, Southern India, was exhibited on behalf of

Mr. C. M. Yenkataramanujalu.

The Secretary, Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., exhibited pre-

parations of the intestinal tracts of the Polyprotodont Marsupials
Phascogale jJeniciUata, SminthojJsis larapinta, and S. crassiccmdata,

made from specimens kindly lent him for the purpose by Mr. H.
C. Beck, F.R.S., and remarked on the simplicity of the patterns

displayed by the intestinal tracts of these and other Dasyuridce
as contrasted with other Marsupials.

The following pajjers were read :^

1. On the Origin o£ the Mammal-like Reptiles. By R.

Broom. D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., Victoria College, Stellenbosch^

S. Africa.
[Eeceived August 1, 1907.]

(Text-figures 244-247.)

A considerable amount of discussion has recently been given

to the question of the origin of Mammals, and so far from

a general agreement having been arrived at, men of science are

becoming moi-e definitely arranged into two groups—those who
believe that mammals are descended from Amphibia and those

who hold that they sprang from Rejitiles ; and to judge by the

reports of a recent Congress, the opposing opinions seem to be

held with a warmth reminiscent of a bygone age. At the

meeting of the British Association in South Africa in 1905 I

read a paper (1) endeavouring to show that the case for descent

of the mammal from a Cynodont reptile, or a closely allied form

was very strong, and that the main objection ui'ged against it

from the mode of development of Meckel's cartilage in the

mammal is of no weight, the condition of affairs being exactly

what we should expect from our knowledge of the Cynodonts.

In the present paper I wish to say little on the origin of

mammals, as the British Association paper has recently been

published, and there is little to add to it that is new ; but I

desire to call attention to some new discoveries that throw most

important light on the origin of the mammal-like reptiles. The
Anomodonts, the Cynodonts, and the Therocephalians are fairly

well known ; some of them even as well known as regards their
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osteology as living reptiles, but concerning tlieir origin or nearest

reptilian allies we have hitherto known little or nothing.
Though Owen (2), as far back as 1845, recognised mammal-like

features in the Anomodont dentition, and also later Avhen he
described the skulls of Oynodonts and Therocephalians, Cope (3)
seems to have been the first to have expressed the view that the
mammalian resemblances found in certain Permian reptiles were
due to a genetic affinity. Between 1875 and 1878 the first

remains of Pelycosaurian reptiles were discovered, and Cope
recognised in them so many mammalian characters that he
suggested that the Mammalia had probably been descended from
them. As the South African Anomodonts had also a nvimber of

similar mammal-like characters, he united the two suborders in a
new order Theromorpha, a name afterwards changed to Theromora.
As the result of later work on the Pelycosauria.ns by Baur and
Case (4), and on the South African forms by Seeley and myself,

it became manifest that the group Theromorpha is not a natural
one, the Pelycosaurs being more nearly I'elated to the Rhyncho-
cephalians than to the mammals. Osborn (5) in 1903, in his

most important pajDer on the classification of the reptiles, reviewed
the recent work and came to the conclusion that the reptiles had
very early become specialised along two very distinct lines—the
one giving rise to the lizard -like forms and the other to the
mammal-like. The former group he called the Diapsida and
the latter the Synapsida. In the Diapsida he placed all the
primitive Rhynchocephaloid groups, including the Pelycosauria,
as well as most of those reptilian orders which seem to have
sprung from a Sphenodon-\i^e ancestor. In the Synapsida he
placed, besides the Anomodonts and " Theriodonts," the Chelo-
nians and Plesiosaurians. Though most recent opinion has been
in favour of some such division of the Reptilia, it seems doubtful
if the Chelonia and Plesiosauria should be placed in the Synapsida,
and I am inclined to agree with Boulenger (6) in placing them
rather with the Rhynchocephaloid groups. It seems to me, however,
advisable to retain Osborn's names for the two large groups, but
making the Synapsida only include the mammal-like forms, with
possibly the Pareiasauria.

Within the last few years our knowledge of the Synapsida has
greatly increased. Four well-marked suborders of mammal-like
reptiles are recognised, viz. : the Anomodontia (Owen), for the
Dicynodon-like forms; the Cynodontia (Owen), for the reptiles
like Galesaurus and Gomphognathus with a well-developed secon-
dary palate ; the Therocephalia (Broom), for the mammal-like
reptiles, such as Scylacosaurus, which have a Rhynchocephalian
palate ; and the Dinocepludia (Seeley), for those specialised forms
which resemble Titanosuchus. For these four suborders the term
Therapsida has been proposed (7) as an embracing order. Pareia-
scmrus and its allies, such as Tapinocephcdus, Prop)appus, &c.,
may perhaps be considered to form a second oixler of the
Synapsida, the Pareiasauria Seeley.
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The early orders of the Diapsida are less fully known than
those of the Synapsida. The Pelycosauria are, thanks to the

labours of Cope, Baiir, and Case, now fairly well known, though
there are still a number of serious blanks in our knowledge. The
digital formula is not certainly known and more definite know-
ledge is required of the structure of the tarsus. Even in the

skull there is still a little doubt about the structure of the

posterior temporal region. Most authorities, however, seem
agreed in placing the order in the Diapsida.

The Procolophonia are much better known, nearly every detail

in the osteology of Procolophon being as fully known as in recent

animals. In most of its characters the latter comes nearer to the

early Rhynchocephalians than to the mammal-like forms. The
digital formula is that of the lizards— 2, 3, 4, 5, 3 ; thei-e are well-

marked abdominal ribs, the vertebrae are notochordal, the pre-

vomers carry teeth, there is a quadrato-jugal bone, and the very

small coronoid process is formed by a distinct coronoid bone and not

by the dentary. It shows affinities, however, with the mammal-
like groups in having a well-developed precoracoid, but this is a

character which must have been possessed by early Diaptosaurians,

as it is met with in the Pelycosaurians, in Mesosaurus and in

Heleoscmrus. Most of the other important characters are common
to the early Diapsidan and early mammal-like forms

—

e. g., the

plate-like pelvis, the intercentra, the pro-atlas, and the columella

cranii. From the consideration of these points I have expressed

the opinion that Procoloijhon should be placed among the early

members of the Diapsida rather than among the Synapsida.

"While the Pelycosauria and the Procolophonia seem to be
Diapsidan orders, it must nevertheless be admitted that both
show certain resemblances to the mammal-like groups. As
already mentioned. Cope believed the Pelycosaurs to be closely

allied to the South African " Theriodonts," and Procoloj)hon has
been placed among the mammal-like forms by Seeley (8),

Boulenger (6), and others. The most striking i-esemblance is in

the shoulder-girdle with its well-developed precoracoid. As,
however, an ossified precoracoid is found in the " Cotylosauria "

and even occasionally among the Stegocephalia, we should
naturally expect it to be met with in the early forms of both
Synapsidan and Diapsidan reptiles. The digital formula of the
Therocephalians and other Therapsida, viz. 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, marks
them off faii-ly distinctly from the Diapsidans with a typical

formula of 2, 3, 4, 5, 3. Still, when dealing with Permian reptiles,

we find the Diapsidan and Synapsidan types approach each other

so markedly that we are constantly in doubt about the position

of individual forms. ISTo distinction can be found in the
shoulder-girdle, the palates are similar and both have plate-like

pelves ; and it becomes manifest that the two groups have had a
common ancestor, or that one of the groups has sprung from
a member of the other.

I have been inclined to find the common ancestor in the some-
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what artificial group " Cotylcsauria," a view also supported by
Osborn (5) and Broili (9), while Boulenger (6) is inclined to place

the common ancestor among the Stegocephalia. Part of our

difficulty consists in our not knowing very clearly what a Cotylo-

saurian is. The term was proposed by Cope for reptiles i-e-

sembling Diadectes and Emjyedias, and many other forms were
afterwards included, for the most part very imperfectly known,
but supjDosed to agree with Diadectes in having the temporal

region roofed. Case has recently shown that in some members
of the Diadectidje there is a small temporal fossa, while in the

structure of the palate and some other points they differ greatly

from other known forms, such as Pariotichus, and he proposes to

remove them from the Cotylosauria altogether and place them in

another order Chelydosauria. Broili's (9) recent work on Lahido-

saurus shows that we have here a fairly highly organised type

approaching in many points the Procolophonia. Then there is

Fareiasaut'us, which is often also placed in the Cotylosauria, and
which agrees with most of the genera in having the temporal

region roofed, but differs markedly in a number of other points.

Whether it is possible to keep the Cotylosauria as a superorder

embracing a number of suborders which differ greatly can only

be satisfactorily answered when more is known of the American
types. In the meantime it seems better even to multiply the

already large number of reptilian orders or suborders than to

group together in an artificial manner forms that have little

affinity.

As possible ancestors of the Synapsida and Diapsida we may
dismiss the Diadectid?e as too specialised. The Pareiasauria,.

while they might be considered as ancestral to the mammal-like

forms, are much too specialised to have been the ancestors of the

Diaptosaurians, even though they still seem to retain the digital

formula 2, 3, 4, 5, 3 *. The Pariotichidse, on the other hand, have

most of the characters we should want in the common ancestor

of the later reptiles. The few known specimens, however, have

lost the cleithrum which the ancestor must have had, as it is still

found in the Anomodonts. Fareiasa%(,rus and the Diadectids have-

it well developed, and it is not unlikely that forms may yet be

discovered resembling Pariotichus and Labidosaurus, but retaining

the cleithrum. Such a form might well be the looked-for

ancestor.

Until recently the gap between the Therocephalians and the

Cotylosaurs has been a fairly wide one, but a specimen has just

been discovered which largely bridges it over. This is a small

animal found at Victoria West. It is so well preserved that, with

the exception of the temporal i-egion, the palate and the tarsus,

almost every detail of the anatomy is known. It has been named

* There has been some difference of opinion on the digital forninla of Pareia-

saimis, Boulenger defiuitelj' stating that it is 2, 3, 3, 3, 3. I have elsewhei;fr

shown (10) that in the very closely allied Pareiasaurian genus Frojjaiipus there is.

reason to believe that the formula is 2, 3, 4, 5, 3.
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Galechirihs scholtzi (11). The facial region is not unlike that of

Palcnoh alteria, there being no specialised canine. The lower jaw
in general structure is essentially similar to that of the Anomo-
clonts and differs from that of the Therocephalians in the absence

of the large coronoid process of the dentary. The shoulder-

girdle is like that of the Therocephalians and differs from that of

the Anomodonts in the absence of the cleithrum. The humerus,
ulna, and radius are like those of the Therocephalians, except

that the ulna has no olecranon process. The carpus is very like

that of the Anomodonts, and the digital formula is 2, 3, 3, 3, 3.

There ai-e intercentra in the cervical region and the ribs are

single-headed. There are large numbers of slender abdominal
ribs. The pelvis is plate-like, with the ilium small and passing

upwards.

It will be seen that we have here a form which agrees with the

mammal-like reptiles in the digital formula, in the structure of

the shoulder-gii'dle, and for the most part in the limbs, but with
a somewhat more primitive mandible, but which differs from
them and agrees with the Diapsidan reptiles in having abdominal
ribs and a plate-like pelvis. Had the manus not been preserved,

I should have placed the form somewhere near the Pelycosauria,

and the Procolophonia among the primitive Diaptosaurians ; and
had the mandible not been so essentially Anomodont, I should

still have done so in spite of the digital formula. But the

combination of characters shows that we have a form on the

mammalian line, but not far removed from the Diaptosaurian or

Cotylosaurian origin. Exactly where the point of origin has been
is not clearly indicated, but the descent has most probably been
either from a generalised Cotylosaurian or from a primitive

Diaptosaurian. How the formula 2, 3, 4, 5, 3 was changed into

2, 3, 3, 3, 3 is not known, but in Galechirus we see some indication

of the change. The metacarpals increase in size from the first to

the fourth, just as is usually the case in Diapsidans, and this

seems to show that the limbs were directed outwards from the

body considera,bly, as in lizards, and that the reduction had but
recently taken place. In the Therocephalian Theriodesiinus (12)
there seems from the figures to be some indication of a transition

from the Diapsidan to the Synapsidan formula, but in an un-

doubted Therocephalian pes I have examined there is not the

slightest indication of the larger formula, the numbers being

the typical 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, and I feel inclined to believe that the

change has taken place in two rapid stages, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3 and then

^, o, o, o, o.

In the accompanying figures the development of a number
of important structures is traced through the various groujDS that

lie between the Ootylosaurs and the Mammals. The types in no
case lie in the direct line of descent and are only taken as the

best-known examples of the different stages of the development.

I shall not take into consideration the skull generally, as

though it is well known in all the Therapsidan suborders it is

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LXX. 70
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very imperfectly known in the Cotylosanrians, and even in the

Pelycosaurs there are one or two points in doubt, and in Gale-

chirtis both the palate and temporal region are unknown.

Text-fig. 244.

S^ny.

Dent.

^T-t

E ^
Mandibles of Mammal-like Reptiles.

A. Froeoloplion triffoniceps.

B. Galechirus scholtzi.

C. Dicynodon jouherti.

D. Lycosuclnis vanderrieti.

E. Cynognathus platyceps.

F. Gompliognatlms kannemeyer-i

^M^., angulare; ^rt., articulare ; Co., coronoid ; Deij^., dentary

;

S.Anc/., sur-angulare ; Sp., splenial.

The mandible is, however, well known in most types. In

Procolophon the anterior half of the jaw is formed of two boxes,

the dentary forming the outside and supporting the teeth and a

large splenial, which forms the greater part of the inside.

Immediately behind the row of teeth is a well-developed little

coronoid bone. On the inner side, at the back of this bone and

near the top of the jaw, is a large oval opening into the large

cavity of the posterior part of the mandibles. On the outer side

of the jaw just behind the dentary is seen the large angular and

surangular, each forming about half of the outer surface of the

posterior half of the jaw. The angular appears to pass back

to the angle of the jaw and to form the whole of the inner side of

the posterior part, the surangular forming the upper border..

The articular is small and wedged in between these two bones.

In Pareiasaurus there is certainly a large angular and a large

splenial a little like that in Procolophon, but the posterior part of
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the jaw is not well known. In Dimetrodon the jaw bears con-
siderable resemblance to that of Frocolojj/ion. There is a large
splenial on the inner side and a large angular on both the inner
and outer sides of the posterior part. There is also a large sur-

angular and a small articular. There is some evidence of a
coronoid element. In front of the articular on the inner side a
distinct element called the prearticular is said to occur.

In Gcdechirus only the outer side of the jaw is known, and it

differs from that of the early Diaptosaurian types mainly in the
absence of a distinct coronoid bone. The angular forms more
of the outer surface and probably less of the inner.

In the Anomodont such as Oudenodon (13), the jaw is fairly

similar to that of Galechirus except that there are no teeth. On
the outer side the angular is a large bone somewhat oval in shape
which forms the greater part of the posterior half of the jaw.
The surangular lies above it, but is for the most part hidden by
it. There is no coronoid bone. The splenial is well developed.
The articular is only in part hidden by the angular.

The mandible of the Therocephalians is pretty fully known,
almost all details being known in both Lycosuchus (13) and
Hycenasuchus (14). The only important difference between this

type of jaw and that of the Anomodont is that the dentary has
its upper and posterior end developed into a large coronoid
process.

In the Cynodonts the mandible differs greatly from that of the
Therocephalians, owing to the dentary becoming greatly developed
and the other elements greatly reduced. The dentary forms not
only a large coronoid process but nearly the whole of the back
part of the jaw, and hides the whole of the surangular and much
of the angular and articular.

In the mammal the dentary forms the whole jaw, the rudi-
mentary elements having disappeared.

The next important structure whose evolution may be con-
sidered is the shoulder-girdle. Fortunately this is well known in
most groups.

In the Labyrinthodonts the girdle is made up of a large flat

interclavicle, with two large flattened clavicles and a pair of
slender cleithra—these membrane-bone elements supporting the
cartilage-girdle proper, which no doubt was made up of a per-
manently cartilaginous precoracoid and coracoid with an ossified

scapula. Of course in most specimens of the girdle proper only
the scapula remains as a fossil. In some forms, e. g. Eryops, the
whole girdle is ossified and we find well-developed coracoids and
precoi"acoids.

In most of the Cotylosaurs the same eleven elements are met
with. In the Diadectidse there is a large precoracoid and coracoid,

with a large scapula which is supported in front by a well-

developed cleithrum. In Pao^eiasccanis there is also a well-

developed cleithrum, and the shoulder-girdle for the first time
has a distinct acromion formed by a twisting of the anterior

70*
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scapular border. In Pariotichus, according to Case, there is no

cleithrum, and in none of the members of the Diapsidan phylum

does the cleithrum ever reappear. The Pelycosaurs, Procolophon

and its allies and Mesosaurus, all retain the ossified precoracoid,

but soon this too becomes lost as a bone and is never again found

in any of the Diapsida, Anterior developments of the scapula

sometimes take the place of the lost precoracoid, as in the Ohelonia,

the Plesiosaurs, and in the Ostrich ; and the coracoid and scapula

occasionally have anterior developments which ai-e somewhat

Text-%. 245.

Shoulder-girdles of Mammal-like Reptiles and of Ornithorhynchus .

A. Frocoloplion trigoniceps.

B. Galecliirus sclioltzi.

C. Ictidosiwlius jtrimavus.

D. Oudenodon haini.

E. Galesuchus hrowni.

P. Ornitliorhynchus anatinus.

Sc, scapula; Co., coracoid; P. Co., precoracoid.

precoracoid-like as in the Lizards, but a distinct precoracoid

never appears Avhen once lost. In Procolophon the scapula is

short and broad, the precoracoid of large size with a round

foramen, and the coracoid also well developed. These three

elements are never anchylosed even in old specimens. The
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clavicle passes up along the front of the scapula, taking the place

of the lost cleithrum. The interclavicle is large and T-shaped.

In MesosaibritjS and Heleosaurus {11) the scapula, coracoid, and
precoracoid are completely anchylosed.

In Galechirus the scapula is long and narrow, except at the

lower end, where it broadens out for articulation with the pre-

coracoid and coracoid. There is no distinct acromion, though the

anterior border of the scapula is somewhat twisted. The coracoid

and precoracoid are well developed, but much smaller than in

Procolojihon and not anchylosed. The interclavicle has a large

and rather broad posterior portion. The clavicles are well

developed and appear to pass a considerable distance up the front

of the scapula, but there does not appear to be a cleithrum.

In the Therocephalia the shoulder-gu-dle is not very fully

known. In Ictidosuchus (15) only the cartilage-bone elements

are preserved. The scapula is long and slender in its upper part

and broad at the lower end. There is no distinct acromion and

no twisting of the anterior border of the bone. The precoracoid

is a large flat, somewhat square-shaped bone with the foramen

completely surrounded by the bone. The coi-acoid is smaller and
of the usual shape. It is not known whether there is a cleithrum

or not.

In the Anomodonts the shoulder-girdle is well known. The
scapula is long and well developed and has a well-marked

acromion. The precoracoid has a large foramen, which is in part

formed by the scapula. One of the most noteworthy characters

in this type is the presence, at least in Dicynodon and Oudenodon,

of a distinct cleithrum. The interclavicle in some forms is short,

e. g. Lystrosaurus (16), while in others, e. g. Dicynodon, it is

elongated.

In the Cynodontia the shouldei'-girdle is not fully known.

Seeley (17) has figured the scapula with portions of the coracoid

and precoracoid of Cynognathits, and I have recently figured an
imperfect shoulder-girdle of J^lurosuchus (18). The scapula is

well developed and somewhat like that of the Anomodonts, having

a well-formed acromion. The coracoid and precoracoid, so far as

known, are also Anomodont-like. There is no evidence of a

cleithrum. There is a well-formed clavicle in Diademodon, but

the interclavicle is not yet known in any Cynodont, but probably

occurs in all species.

In the closely allied Monotremes the only essential difierence

in the shoulder-girdle from the Cynodonts is in the precoracoid,

which has become reduced and no longer articulates with the

scapula.

In Marsupials and Eutheria the precoracoid is lost as a skeletal

element and the coracoid rudimentary, but, as I discovered some
years ago (19), the Marsupial at birth still has a large coracoid

whicli articulates with the sternum as in the Monotremes.
The examination of the humerus, radius, and ulna in the various
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groups does not throw much light on their affinities, but from
the study of the carpus some interesting facts are obtained.

Text-fig. 246.

C D
Carpiis of SpJienodon and of Mammal-like Reptiles.

A. Sphenodon punctattis (after

Howes and Swinnerton).
B. Galechirus scJioltzi.

C. Oudenodon trigoniceps.

D. Galesuclitis hroivni.

el, c2, centralia ; i, intermedium
; p, pisiform ; B, radius ; r, radiale ; 77, ulna;

u, ulnare ; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, carpalia ; I, II, III, IV, V, metacarpals.

In. the case of the fossil carpi the elements are figured exactly as found.
In Galechirus and Oudenodon there is evidently a slight lateral displacement.

The carpus is practically unknown in any Ootylosaurian. Case
has endeavoured to restoie that of Pariotichus (20), but too many
points are left in doubt to make it advisable to take it at present
into consideration. Fortunately the carpus is well known in the
two very primitive Diapsidan genera Dimetrodon (21) and Pro-
GolopJion (22), as well as in the pre-Cotylosaurian genus Eryops.
In all three genera the carpus is so essentially similar, and so
like that of Sphenodon, that we may feel pretty sure the Ootylo-
saurian carpus was also of the Sjihenodon-ty^Q.

In Dimetrodon, as shown by Case (21), there is a large radiale
and ulnare, with a smaller intermedium between two well-developed
centralia, of which the inner is the larger, and a fair-sized

pisiform. In the distal row are five carpalia, of which the second
is the largest.

In Procolophon (22), as I showed some time ago, the carpus
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has the usual foui- elements in the proximal row, two centralia, of

which the outer is the larger, and four distal carpals. It differs

from that of Dimetrodon and agrees with that of Sphenodon and
most reptiles in having the pisiform articulating with the ulna.

There is also evidence of speciahsation in the 5th carpale being

lost, though retained even in S'phenodon.

In the recently discovered GcdecMrus the carpus is preserved

in perfect condition. In the proximal row are a large radiale and
ulnare, with a smaller but well-developed intermedium and
pisiform. In the distal row are five cai'palia, but the 5th is

small. In the centre of the carpus are two centralia, of which
that to the radial side is the smaller and lies between the radiale

and the 1st carpale. It will be seen that this small animal with

a mammalian digital formula has nevertheless a carpus almost

exactly similar to that in Sphenodon.

The only Therocephalian carpus at present known is that of

Theriodes')imis{^2), which, though well preserved, has unfortunately

the elements somewhat displaced. Restorations have been

attempted by Seeley, Bardeleben, and myself. We may feel

pretty certain that there are the usual four bones in the proximal

i-ow, and also that there are only four in the distal row. There

are apparently two centralia, one of which is rudimentary.

In the Anomodontia the carpus is much better known, that of

both Oudenodon and Opisthoctenodon (23) being represented by
perfect specimens. In Oudenodon the arrangement is almost

precisely similar to that in Galechirus, there being two large

centralia, of which the inner lies between the radiale and the

1st carpale. There is a small but distinct 5th carpale. In OjnstJio-

ctenodon there is no 5th carpale and the inner centrale is not so

markedly between the radiale and 1st carpale.

Until recently very little has been known of the Oynodont
carpus. A very imperfect carpus of Microgomphodon (24) has

been figured by Seeley, but it is too badly preserved to help us

much. About six months ago I figured the carpus of a new
Oynodont J^lurosuchus (18), which shows at least the distal

carpals and the centralia in true position, and though the

proximal elements are somewhat displaced, we may feel fairly

sure of their relations. There are but four distal carpals, the 5th

being lost as in Mammals. Of the centralia that to the radial

side is rudimentary, the other being large, from which we may
infer that the centrale of the mammalian carpus corresponds to

the outer of the two centralia of the primitive reptilian carpus.

In the proximal row there are probably the usual four bones.

We thus find that the Oynodont carpus is identical with that of

the typical Mammal, except that whereas in the latter there is

only a 0", the former has, in addition to a 0', a rudimentary 0'.

The evolution of the pelvis is now pretty well known. Perhaps

the most primitive type of pelvis in any land animal is that seen

in some of the Stegocephalia, such as Discosaurus. Here we
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have an ilium with a fairly well-marked crest directed mainly
backwards, an ischium of the flat semicircular type, and a rounded
pubis. It is from some such type as this that all the later pelvic

types have spi-ung. In the early Diapsidan reptiles the pelvis is

but little modified from the early type. In Procolophon the
pubis and ischium are flat and lie in one plane, forming the
typical plate-like pelvis. The ilium has a fairly broad crest. In
Palceohatteria the pelvis is almost exactly similar, and in a large
number of the later Diapsidan orders the same type is retained
with little modification. In the Pelycosauria, as exemplified by
Embolophonis (25), the pelvis is of the plate-like type, but the
ilium differs from the earlier forms in having the crest directed
very markedly backwards.

Text-fi^. 247.

C B
Pelvis of Mammal-like Reptiles.

A. Procolophon trigoniceps,

B. Galechirus scJioltsi.

C. Oudenodon trigoniceps.

D. Diademodon mastacus.

II., ilium; Is., ischium; Pti., pubis.

Among the Colytosaurs, and even above the Labyrinthodonts^
the ilium presents a number of modifications in connection with
the various habits of the animals. In Eryops the ilium is long
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and slender and passes straight up. In Lahidosaurus (9) the

ilium is relatively small and is directed somewhat backwards..

In Pareiasaurus (26) the pelvis has a large ischium and a smaller

pubis, and though much specialised, they can still be referred to

the plate-like type. The ilium, however, is quite unlike that of

any of the early types and resembles that of the Anomodonts
and Mammals in having a large crest which is directed markedly
forwards.

In passing to the Therapsida the earliest type known is that

found in Gcdechirus. Here the ilium is directed vipwards and
the crest is short. The pubis and ischium are of the plate-like

type. The pubis is nearly square, with the anterior and outer

angles bent downwards, so tlaat, though the ischia make with

each other an angle of about 90°, the fronts of the pubis are nearly

in line. There is a round pubic foramen. The ischium is, as

usual in the plate-like type, longer than broad.

The pelvis in the typical Therocephalians is unknown. In the

Dinocephalian Titanosuchus the ilium is dii-ected mainly upwards
and has a short crest. The pubis and ischium are unknown.

In the Anomodontia the pelvis is well known in a number of

genera. The tyj^e seen in Oudenodon differs little from that

of the other known forms. The ilium is directed well forwards

and has a large crest very like that in some Mammals. The pubis

and ischium are somewhat removed from the plate-like type.

The foramen, though small, lies between the pubis and ischium,

and is thus a true obturator foramen.

In the Cynodonts the pelvis is well known in Cynognathus (17)
and Diademodon (27), and less perfectly in some other genera.

In general, the structiu^e is strikingly mammal-like. The ilium is

directed mainly forwards and has a very long crest. The pubis

and ischium are almost typically mammalian, owing to the presence

of a large obturator foramen.

Fi'om the consideration of the comparative anatomy of these

skeletal structures it will be seen that the mammal-like reptiles

form a well-defined group, whose earlier members show so much
affinity with the primitive Diaptosaurians and with the higher

Cotylosaurians as to render it highly probable that from some
Cotylosaurian ancestor all the later reptiles are descended. On
the other hand, the higher mammal-like reptiles approach so

closely to the mammals that it is not always possible to distinguish

between them. Tritylodon is held by many to be a reptile ; by
others it is believed to be a mammal. Dromatheriuni, Micro-

conodon, and Karoornys are generally believed to be mammals^
but it is just possible they may be reptiles ; while Sesamodon and
Melinodon, which are believed to be Cynodont reptiles, may
possibly prove to be mammals. The difference between a

Cynodont reptile and a Monotreme is less than the difference

between a Monotreme and a Marsupial, and this again is not

much greater than that between a- Marsupial and an Insectivore.
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The relationships of the various groups dealt with above may-

be represented by the following diagram :

—

Unkaown Cotylosaurian ancestor.

Diadectidte (P.)

GalecMrus (!*)•

? Dinocephalia
(P.).

Dimetrodon (P.).

Therocephalia / Procolophonia (P.).

(P.).

Anomodontia
|

Mesosauria (P.)-

(P.).

PalesoJiatteria

(P.).

03'nodontia

(T.). \
Primitive Mammals

(T.).

Line leading to most
Diapsidan reptiles (T.).

" P." signifies that the types or groups occur in the Permian
beds ;

" T." that they fii-st occur in Triassic beds.
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2. A Revision of the African Silurid Fishes of the Subfamily

Clarimcc. By G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S., V.P.Z.S.

[Received November 11, 1907.]

(Text-figm-es 248-257.)

The Sihirid Fishes of the Subfamily Clariince are one of the
most interesting, but at the same time most difficult groups of

the Afi-ican fresh waters. Many of the sj^ecies of Clarias are so-

closely related, so difficult to deiine, and show so much individual
variation in characters which have been regarded as specific, that
I have felt compelled to take iip their study as if they had never
been classified before. I hope the revision which I now offer will

place the determination of the species on a sounder footing.

The group is of special interest from an evolutionary point of

view, the series Cla7'ias—Allabenchelys—Claricdlahes—Gymnal-
lahes—Channallahes foi'ming what may be termed an orthogenetic
series * leading from a more typical Cat-fish to one that is truly
Eel-like, with almost every link in the chain connecting the two-

extremes. A few of these types are represented on the subjoined
text-iigures.

The eel-shape has been reached, in this series, by an elongation
of the caudal part of the body concurrently with the fusion of the
dorsal and anal fins with the caudal, and the reduction and final

suppression of the paired fins, the ventrals first, followed by the
pectorals. At the same time the bony buckler which so efficiently

protects the head of the typical Clarias has been gradually
reduced until its complete suppression in the most elongate forms,
Gymnallabes and Channallabes.

I do not believe for one moment that the more generalised
forms here described repi-esent the actual ancestors of the terminal
type, as it is not likely that they should coexist at the present day

;

but 1 regard the appai-ent links of the chain as side bi-anches of a
continuous stem, as the close allies of these extinct forms, and for

the purpose of the study of the lines of derivation they are just as-

good examples as if they were the actual ancestors, because they
must be so very similar to them. Even in palseontological series,

what we usually regard as continuous series are surely mostly made
up of such elements; except in the case of varieties we have
no evidence of any one form having turned into another, evolution
being after all still a hypothesis,—the only workable hypothesis,
built up on concurring and converging probabilities.

It is sometimes the case that an oi-thogenetic series is sus-

ceptible of being interpi-eted in a reversed direction. But this

* Tlie term ' Orthogenesis ' has been invented bj^ Haacke in 1893, and has gained
wide circulation through the writings of Eimer. It is intended to express deter-
minate evolution, as opposed to the Darwinian idea of random variation leading to
the formation of new types. In orthogenetic series the evolution of the organism is

pushed on in one direction without adaptation having to intervene, although the
ultimate result is an adaptation.
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surely cannot liappen in this instance, and the Clariince therefore

teach us that a head protected by a bony buckler may gradually

transform into one which is entirely devoid of such protection, a

process of evolution which I am convinced has taken place in

many and diverse groups of lower Vertebrates.

I have recently adduced this example of the Clariince in

endeavouring to refute Prof, von Mehely's inacceptable theory

that, in the group of Lacerta murcdis, the more feebly ossified

skulls represent the more primitive types. In a recent reply to

my criticisms*, my distinguished colleague of Budapest more
clearly expresses his general views on evolution. As he thinks

that the lizards with toothless palate are the oldest (" dass die

Stammform noch keine Gaumenzahne besass," p. 474), that the

pterygoid teeth were acquired by the later forms, and as he

endorses the extraordinary Jaeckelian hypothesis of fishes having

been derived from land Vertebrates {Prototetrapoda), I fear further

discussion with him on such matters would be mere waste of

time. Nor can I feel sympathy for innovations in classification

which are expressed by such barbarous terms as Neolacertce and
Archceolacertce.

OLARIIN^.

Synopsis of the Genera.

A. Dorsal fin sin<?le, formed entirely of articulated rays.

1. Eye with a free border
;
pectoral and ventral fins well developed.

Sides of head protected by bony shields 1. Clarias Gvou.

Sides of head naked, only the postorbital shield

being present 2. Allahenclielt/s Blgr.

2. Eye without fi-ee border; sides of head naked.

Postorbital shield present ;
pectoral fins well de-

veloped, ventrals small 3. Clariallahes Blgr.

Postorbital shield absent ;
pectoral and ventral fins

very small 4. Gymnallab es Gth.!:.

Postorbital shield absent ;
pectoral fins rudimentarj'

or absent, ventrals absent o. Cliannallahes G:t\i.r.

B. Dorsal fin divided into two, the posterior portion adipose.

Sides of head protected by bony shields; adipose

dorsal fin large and supported by bonj' ra3's (the

produced neural spines) 6. SeterobraneJius Geofir.

Sides of head naked, only the postorbital shield being

present ; adipose dorsal fin small 7. Dinotopterus Blgr.

1. Olarias.

Gronovius, Zoophvl. p. 100(1781); Giinther, Cat. Fishes, v.

p. 248 (1864); Boulenger, Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 248 (1901), and
Fishes of the Nile, p. 278 (1907).

Macropteronotus, part., Lacepede, Hist. Poiss. v. p. 84 (1803).

South-Eastern Asia, Syria, and Africa. 32 species are known
from the latter part of the world.

* Ann. Mus. Hung. v. 1907, p. 469.
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Text-fig. 248.

CLARIAS ANjEUILLftBIS.

CLARIAS CARSONII.

ACLABENCHELYS BREVIOR.

Showing gradual transition from typical Clarias
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Text-fig. 249.
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CLARIALLABES MELAS.

^^^^^̂ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^.^//^/^^^^y^^^^

—^''^^^^̂ ^^ss^^g^s;^^^^^^̂ ^

GYMNALLABES TYPUS.

OD o

CHANNALABES APUS.

to Eel-shaped form, Channalahes.
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Synopsis of the Sj^ecies.

I. Ventral fins midway between end of snout and root of caudal, or a little

nearer (less than j) the former ; nasal barbel shorter than head *.

A. Maxillary barbel not or but little longer than head, except in the very

young ; at least 20 gill-rakers on anterior arch.

1. Length of head 3 to 3f times in total length f ; vomerine teeth forming an
uninterrupted or scarcely interrupted band or patch ; distance between
occipital process and dorsal fin at least 4 times in length of head.

a. Head granulate above, except in the very young ; D. 62-82; A. 46-65.

a. Vomerine teeth mostly pointed or granular-subconical, forming a

band which is not broader than the band of prsemaxillary teeth
;

distance between occipital process and dorsal fin 4 to 7 times in

length of head.

20-27 gill-rakers on anterior arch ; distance between
dorsal and caudal 1-1| diameters of eye 1. C. anguillaris L.

40-oO gill-rakers on anterior arch ; distance between
dorsai and caudal 1-2 diameters of eye 2. C. gariepinus Burcli.

87 gill-rakers on anterior arch ; distance between

dorsal and caudal 3 diameters of eye 3. C. nioorii Blgr.

|3. Vomerine teeth all or mostly granular, forming a crescentic band with
or without posterior process.

• 30-40 gill-rakers on anterior arch ; band of vomerine

teeth as broad as or a little narrower than band of

prtemaxillary teeth; head not more than If as

long as broad, 4^7 times its distance from dorsal.. 4. C. senegalensis C. & V.
25 (in very young)-110 gill-rakers on anterior arch :

band of vomerine teeth nearly 1 to 1^ as broad as

praemaxillary band ; head not more than If as long

as broad, 4-7 times its distance from dorsal 5. C. mossavibicus Peters.

90 gill-rakers on anterior arch ; band of vomerine

teeth as broad as praimaxillary band ; head If as

long as broad, 9 times its distance from dorsal ... 6. C. vincicfiierrcB Blgr.

35 (in very young)-135 gill-rakers on anterior arch
;

band of vomerine teeth li to 2^ times width of

praemaxillary band ; head not more than If as long

,; as broad, 4-7 times its distance from dorsal 7. C. lazera C. & V.

y. Vomerine teeth granular, forming a

large semi-elliptic patch, squarely

truncate behind, its longitudinal

diameter 3 times that of praemaxil-

lary band ; 35 gill-rakers on anterior

arch; distance between dorsal and
caudal 5 length of head 8. C. meUandi Hlgr.

h. Head smooth above ; D. 78-85, A. 60-70;

vomerine teeth granular, forming a

band which is not broader than prae-

maxillary band; 45-70 gill-rakers on
anterior arch; distance between dorsal

and caudal not greater than diameter of

eye 9. C tsanensis Blgr.

2. Length of head 4 times in total length

;

vomerine teeth mostly granular, forming

a band which is a little narrower than the

praemaxillary band and interrupted in the

middle ; head granulate above ; D. 63-72,

A. 50-52 ; distance between occipital pro-

cess and dorsal f-rf length of head; 55

gill-rakers on anterior arch 10. C. caj>ensis C. & V.

B. Maxillary barbel IJ length of head ; 12 gill-

rakers on anterior arch ; head feebly granu-

late above, \\ as long as broad ; vomerine

teeth conical ; D. 65-70, A. 56-62 11. C. platycepJiahis Blgr.

* The head is measured to the extremity of the occipital process.

t Caudal fin not included.
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II. Ventral fins once and \ to twice as distant from root of caudal as from end
of snout, or nasal barbel at least as long as head ; bead smooth or verj"- feebly

granulate above ; less than 30 gill-rakers on anterior arch.

A. Dorsal separated from caudal by a space at least equal to diameter of eye ;

nasal barbel shorter than head.

1. Maxillary barbel shorter than head ; head 14-lg^ as long as broad, its length
4-5 times in total length ; distance between occipital process and dorsal

|—f length of head; 10-13 gill-rakers on anterior arch; D. 65-78,
A. 57-64.

Maxillary barbel f-^ length of head, not reaching
beyond gill-opening 12. C. carsonii Blgr.

Maxillai-y barbel f length of head, reaching a little

beyond base of pectoral 13. C. foensls Blgr.

2. Maxillary barbel as long as or a little longer than head ; distance between
occipital process and dorsal |-f length of head, which is 4-5 times in

total length.

Head IJ as long as broad ; D. 75-84, A. 60-70 ; 10
gill-rakers on anterior arch 14. C. suhmarginatus Peters.

Head 1^-1* as long as broad ; D. 70-72, A. 50-58
;

13-15 gill-rakers on anterior arch 15. (7. lioceplialus Blgr.
Head slightly longer than broad ; D. 58-60, A. 40-42

;

20 gill-rakers on anterior arch 16. C. hreviceps Blgr.

3. Maxillary barbel once and ^ to twice as long as head ; head l^^lg^ as long
as broad ;

12-15 gill-rakers on anterior arch.

Length of head 4-4|^ times in total ; distance between
occipital process and dorsal \-h: length of head

;

distance between ventrals and caudal l^lf that
between end of snout and ventrals; 1). 70-80,
A. 52-60 17. C. walkeri Gthx.

Length of head 5-5^ times in total ; distance between
occipital process and dorsal f-i length of head;
distance between ventrals and caudal at least If that
between end of snout and ventrals ; D. 80, A. 70-73.. 18. C. longior Blgr.

B. Dorsal and anal in contact with or very uarrowty separated from, but not
adnate to the caudal ; maxillary barbel longer than head.

1. Nasal barbel at least as long as head, which is l|^-li as long as broad; dis-

tance between occipital process and dorsal ^^ length of head.

a. Vomerine teeth conical or subgranular, in a crescentic band.

Length of head 3i-4g- times in total ; maxillary
barbel li-lf length of head ; 20-25 gill-rakers on
anterior arch : D. 70-82, A. 55-63 19. C. angolensis Stdr.

Length of head 4-4j times in total ; maxillary barbel
2-2|- length of head ; 17-22 gill-rakers on anterior

arch; D. 78-87, A. 55-67 20. C. hi/tJiipogon SauY.
Length of head 4-45 times in total ; maxillary barbel

l^-lf length of head ; 14-15 gill-rakers on anterior

arch ; D. 65-78, A. 55-62 ; occipital process much
longer than broad 21. C. alluaudi Blgr.

Length of head 4|-5 times in total ; maxillary barbel

Ig—2 length of head ; 16-18 gill-rakers on anterior

arch; D. 82-91, A. 68-72 22. C. werweH Blgr.

h. Vomerine teeth granular, in a fan-shaped

patch ; length of head 4 times in total

;

maxillary barbel 1\ length of head ; 15
gill-rakers on anterior arch; D. 80,

A. 63 23. C. macromystax Gfhx.

2. Nasal barbel shorter than head.

a. Length of head 3i—4|^ times in total ; distance between occipital process
and dorsal |-| length of head ; D. 60-72, A. 44-55.

Pectoral spine strongly serrated on both sides ; 12-15

gill-rakers on anterior arch 24. C. dumerilii Stdr.

Pectoral spine feeblj^ serrated; 20 gill-rakers on
anterior arch 25. C. liheriensis Stdr.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LXXI. 71
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h. Length of head 4|-5i times in total; D. 78-87, A. 68-80; 15-20 gill-

rakers on anterior arch.

Head If-li as long as broad; nasal barbel |-|
length of head 26. C. ^acliynemaBlgv.

Head 1^-1 5- as long as broad; nasal barbel f-f
length of head 27. C.lcBvicejps QiW.

C. Dorsal and anal embracing and adnate to base of candal ; maxillary bari:-el

|-1| length of head.

1. Head l^lj as long as broad.

Length of head 4 times in total ; ventrals a little

nearer end of snout than caudal ; D. 55, A. 50

;

pectoral spine not serrated on outer side 28. C. hwettikoferi ^t&e.

Length of head 5 times in total ; distance between
ventrals and caudal 1| that between ventrals and
end of snout ; I). 80, A. 65 ; 15 gill-rakers on
anterior arch

;
pectoral spine serrated on both

sides 29. C.amplexicauda^lgv.

2. Head If to \\ as long as broad.

Length of head 4|-5i times in total, 3 times its

distance from dorsal ; distance between ventrals

and caudal 1^ that between ventrals and end of

snout ; maxillarj' barbel as long as or a little longer

than head; D. 80-90, A. 67-73; 12 gill-rakers"on

anterior arch
;
pectoral spine not serrated on outer

30. C. tlieodorce M. Web.
Length of head 5 times in total, 3 times its distance

from dorsal ; distance between ventrals and caudal

If that between ventrals and end of snout ; maxil-

lary barbel a little shorter than head ; D. 83, A. 68

;

»

20 gill-rakers on anterior arch; pectoral spine

not serrated on outer side 31. CfouloniUlgv.
Length of head 5-6 times in total, l^-lf its distance

from dorsal ; distance between ventrals and caudal

If that between ventrals and end of snout

;

maxillary barbel a little longer than head

;

D. 89-93, A. 70-78 ; 8-10 gill-rakers on anterior

arch; pectoral spine serrated on outer side 32. C. sales Hubr.

1. Olarias anguillaris.

Silurus anguillaris Linnaeus, in Hasselquist, Reise Falsest.

p. 415 (1762), and Syst. Nat. i. p. 502 (1766).

Macropteronotus char'muth, part., Lacepede, Hist. Poiss. v.

p. 85 (1803).

MacTO]iteronotus anguillaris, part., Riippell, Beschr. n. Fische

Nil, p. 5 (1829).

Clarias hasselquistii Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Foiss. xv.

p. 362, pi. ccccxlvi. (1840).

Clarias anguillaris Giinther, Oat. Fish. v. p. 14 (1864); Feters,

Reise Mossamb. iv. p. 36 (1868); Giinther, Fetherick's Trav. ii.

p. 217 (1869); Fanceri, Rend. Ace. Sc, Soc. R. Nap. xii. 1873,

p. 110 ; Boulenger, Fish. Nile, p. 280, pi. xlix. (1907).

Clarias jjarvimanus Giinther, opp. cit. pp. 15, 218.

Depth of body 5^ to 7| times in total length, length of head 3

to 3f times. Head 1^ to 1| times as long as broad, its upper
surface coarsely granulate in the adult ; occipital process angular

;

frontal fontanelle elliptical, sole-shaped or knife-shaped, 3 to 5

times as long as broad, 3|- to 5 times in length of head ; occipital
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fontanelle small, in advance of the occipital process ; eye 2 (very-

young) to 4|- times in length of snout, 3 to 9 times in interorbital

width ; width of mouth nearly equal to interorbital width ; band
of prsemaxillary teeth 5^ to 8 times as long as broad ; vomerine
teeth mostly conical, sometimes subgranular behind, forming a
crescentic, continuous or narrowly interrupted band which is as
broad as or narrower than prsemaxillary band ; nasal barbel | to

I length of head (|- to f in the very young) ; maxillary barbel f
to f length of head (|- to once and 4- in the very young), reaching
gill-opening or extremity of pectoral spine ; outer mandibular
barbel 1| to 1| times as long as inner, which measures ^ to f
length of head (f to nearly once in the very young). Gill-rakers

rather short, 20 to 27 on anterior arcli. Clavicles hidden under
the skin. Dorsal 65 to 76, its distance from occipital process
•i- to -^ length of head, its distance from caudal fin 1 to 2^^

diameter of eye. Anal fin with 53 to 62 rays, narrowly separated
from caudal. Pectoral f to i length of head, the spine serrated

on the outer border and | (young) to f the length of the fin.

Ventral slightly nearer end of the snout than root of caudal.

Caudal not quite half length of head. Upper parts olive or dark
brown, uniform or with darker marblings, lower parts white

;

a more or less distinct dark band on each side of the lower surface

of the head; fins dark, edged with yellow or orange, sometimes
with small black spots.

Reaches a leng-th of 750 millimetres.

Nile, Lake Victoria.

2. Olarias gariepinus.

SilurtLs {Heterohranchtts) gariepinus Burchell, Trav. Int. S. Afr.

i. p. 425, fig. (1822).

Clarias capensis (non C. & V.) A. Smith, 111. Zool. S. Afr.,

Pise. pL xxvii. (1845).

Clarias mossamhicics, part., Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac. 1852, p. 682,
and Reise Mossamb. iv. p. 32, pL vi. figs. 1 & 2, and pi. vii.

figs. 2 & 3 (1868).

Clarias gariepimts Giinther, Cat. Fish. v. p. 14 (1864); M.
Weber, Zool. Jahrb., Syst. x. 1897, p. 149 ; Boulenger, Poiss. Bass.

Congo, p. 254 (1901).

Depth of body 6| to 7 times in total length, length of head 3 to

3g times. Head If to If times as long as broad, its uf)per surface

coarsely granulate in the adult ; occipital process angular ; frontal

fontanelle 3 to 3j times as long as bi-oad, 4 times in length of

head ; occipital fontanelle very small, in advance of occipital

process ; eye very small, 3 times in length of snout and 5 or 6

times in interorbital width in the adult ; width of mouth nearly

equal to interorbital width, f length of head ; band of pr^e-

maxillary teeth 5 or 6 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth

mostly conical, or granular-subconical, forming a ci-escentic band,
which may be slightly interrupted in the middle, where it is

71*
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nearly as broad as or narrower than prsemaxillary band ;
nasal

barbel ^ to ^ length of head ; maxillary barbel a little shorter

than head, reaching base or second third of pectoral spine ; outer

mandibular barbel abovit 1^ as long as inner, which measures

L to f length of head. Gill-rakers on first arch fine and close-set,

40 to 50 in number. Clavicles not exposed. Dorsal 68-79,

its distance from occipital process ^ to ^ length of head, its

distance from caudal greater than diameter of eye. Anal 53-60,

not reaching caudal. Pectoral f to 1 length of head, the spine

serrated on the outer border, f or | the length of the fin.

Yentral nearly equally distant from end of snout and from

caudal. Caudal about ^ length of head. Olive above, uniform

or marbled with dark brown, white below.

Total length 620 millim.

South Africa (Orange Eiver, Natal, Transvaal), Mozambique,.

Angola.

3. Clarias moorii.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) viii. 1901, p. 13, and'

Fish. Mle, p. 283, pi. 1. (1907).

Depth of body nearly 7 times in total length, length of head

3i times. Head once and f as long as broad, its upper surface

coarsely graniilate ; occipital pi-ocess angular, a little longer than

broad ; frontal fontanelle knife-shaped, thrice as long as broad,

nearly 4 times in length of the head ; occipital fontanelle small,

in advance of occipital process ; eye 3^ times in length of

snout, 6 1 times in interorbital width ; width of the mouth

nearly equal to interorbital width ; band of pra^maxillary teeth

6 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth mostly pointed, a few

in the middle granular, forming a crescentic band which is as

broad as the prsemaxiUary band. Nasal barbel i length of head
;

maxillary barbel a little more than half length of head, ex-

tending to root of pectoral ; outer mandibular barbel once and

I as long as inner, which measures nearly ^ length of head. Gill-

rakers long and closely set, 87 on anterior arch. Clavicles striated,

distinct under the thin skin. Dorsal 66, its distance from occi-

pital process^ -i length of head, its distance from caudal fin 3

times length of eye. Anal 54, separated from the caudal by a

distinct interspace. Pectoral fin nearly half length of head, the

spine serrated on the outer border and | the length of the fin.

Yentral a little nearer end of the snout than root of caudal.

Caudal about half length of head. Olive-brown above, white

beneath.

Total length 590 millim.

Lake Albert Edward.

4. Clarias senegalensis.

Clarias senegalensis Cuvier & Yalenciennes, Hist. Poiss. xv.

p. 376 (1840) ; Steindachner, Sitzb. Ak. Wien, Ix. i. 1869, p. 978.
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Clarias anguillaris, part,, Grilntlier, Oat. Fish. v. p. 14 (1864).

Clarias hudgetti Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1900, p. 513.

Depth of body 6| to 7| times in total length, length of head

3 to 3 1 times. Head 1| to 1|^ times as long as broad, upper surface

more or less coarsely granulate in the adult ; occipital process

angular ; frontal fontanelle sole -shaped, 3 to 5 times as long as

broad, 4 to 4| times in length of head ; occipital fontanelle very

small, in advance of occipital pi-ocess ; eye small, 3 to 4 times in

length of snout, 5| to 7 times in interorbital width in the adult

;

width of mouth nearly equal to interorbital width, i length of

head ; band of prsemaxillary teeth 6 to 8 times as long as broad

;

vomerine teeth mostly granular, forming a crescentic band, which
is as broad as or a little narrower than the praemaxillary band

;

nasal barbel -^ to ^ length of head ; maxiUary barbel | to once

length of head (a little longer in the young), reaching about
middle or end of pectoral spine ; outer mandibular barbel \^ to

1^ times as long as inner, which measures 4 to | length of head,

Oill-rakers on first arch fine and closely set, 30 to 40 in number.
Clavicles striated and covered with thin skin. Dorsal 65-80, its

distance from the occipital process y to | length of head, its dis-

tance from caudal not or but little greater than diameter of eye.

Anal 46-58, narrowly separated from caudal. Pectoral nearly

5 length of head, the spine serrated on the outer border, ^ the

length of the fin. Yentrals midway between end of snout and
caudal or a little nearer the former. Caudal about ^ length of

head. Olive or dark brown above, with or without darker spots

or marblings, white beneath ; anal with a light edge.

Total length 850 millim.

Senegal, Gambia, Niger. Type (in Paris Mus.), stufied,

examined.

5. Clarias mossambicus.

Clarias mossambicus, 'paxt., Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac. 1852, p. 682,

and Reise Mossamb. iv. p. 32, pi. vi. fig. 3 (1868).

Clarias gariepinus, part., Giinther & Playfair, Fish. Zanzib.

p. 113 (1866).

Clarias mossambicus Fischer, Jahrb. Hamb. Wiss. Anst. i. 1884,

p. 28 ; Vinciguerra, Ann. Mus. Genova (2) xv. 1895, p. 31, fig. 1,

and xvii. 1896, p. 25 ; Pfeffer, Thierw. O.-Afr., Fische, p. 27, fig.

(1896) ; Pellegrin, Mem. Soc. Zool. France, xvii. 1905, p. 176.

Clarias robecchii Yinciguerra, Ann. Mus. Genova (2) xiii. 1893,

p. 450, and xv. 1895, p, 30, fig. ; Boulenger, Poiss. Bass. Congo,

p. 253 (1901), and Fish. Nile, p. 285, pi. li. fig. 1 (1907).

Clarias lazera (non Cuvier & Valenciennes) Giuither, Proc. Zool.

Soc. 1894, p. 89 ; Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1901, ii. p. 161.

Clarias smithii Giinther, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1896, p. 219, fig.

Clarias microphthalmus Pfefier, op. c. p. 28 ; Hilgendorf, Zool,

Jahrb., Syst. xxii. 1905, p. 410.

Clat'ias giintheri Pfefier, 1. c.
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Depth of body 6 to 8 times in total length, length of head 3 to

3| times. Head 1^ to 1| times as long as broad, its upper surface

coarsely granulate in the adult ; occipital process angular ; frontal

fontanelle sole-shaped or knife-shaped, 2i to 4 times as long as

broad, 3| to 5^ times in length of head ; occipital fontanelle small,

in advance of occipital process ; eye 2| (young) to 4 times in

length of the snout, 4 (young) to 8 times in interorbital width
;

width of mouth equ.al to or a little less than interorbital width
;

band of praemaxillary teeth 4 (young) to 8 times as long as broad
;

vomerine teeth granular, forming a crescentic band with or with-

out a short posterior median process, this band 1 to Ij times the

width of the preemaxillary band ; nasal barbel i to |- length of

head (| to f in the very young) ; maxillary barbel -| to once

length of head (a little longer in the very young), not extending
beyond middle of pectoi^al fin ; outer mandibular barbel 1 1 to

1|- times as long as inner, which measures | to | length of

head. Gill-i-akers long and closely set, 25 (very young) to 110
on anterior arch. Clavicles hidden under the skin. Dorsal 62

to 78, its distance from occipital process ^ to | length of head,

its distance from caudal fin one to two diameters of eye. Anal
50 to 62, separated from the caudal by a distinct intersj)ace.

Pectoral f to ^ length of head, the spine serrated on the outer

border and f to | the length of the fin. Ventral equally distant

from end of snout and from root of caudal, or a little nearer the

former. Caudal f to | length of head. Olive to blackish above,

white beneath ; a more or less distinct dark band on each side of

the lower surface of the head.

Total length 650 millim.

East Africa, from Abyssinia and Lake "Victoria to Lake
Tanganyika and the Zambesi.

6. ClARIAS VINCIGUBRRjE.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) x. 1902, p. 438.

Depth of body 7 times in total length, length of head 3 times.

Head If times as long as broad, upper surface strongly granvilated
;

occipital process angular ; frontal fontanelle knife-shaped, 3|
times as long as broad, 4g times in length of head ; occipital

fontanelle small, in advance of occipital process ; eye small, 3 times

in length of snout, 5g times in interorbital width ; width of mouth
a little less than interorbital width, 4 length of head. Band of

praemaxillar}^ teeth 5g times as long as broad ; A^omerine teeth

granular, forming a crescentic band which is as broad as the pras-

maxillary band. Nasal barbel nearly |^ length of head ; maxillary

barbel slightly shorter than head, reaching base of pectoral fin

;

outer mandibiTlar barbel f length of head, inner -|. Gill-rakers fine

and closely set, about 90 on first arch. Dorsal 67, its distance

from the occipital process -^ length of head, its distance from the
caudal 2 diameters of eye. Anal 53, narrowly separated from
caudal. Pectoral not quite | length of head, the spine finely
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serrated on the outer border, f the length of the fin. Ventral a
little nearer end of snout than caudal. Latter nearly | length

Text-fiff. 250.

Clarias vinciguerrce.

of head. Dark brown above, whitish beneath ; anal and caudal

with a fine light edge.

Total length 410 millim.

Kassam River at Awhorra Mullka, Shoa, about 4000 feet.

7. Clarias lazera.

Silurus anguillaris (non Linnaais) A. Russell, Nat. Hist. Aleppo,.

2nd ed. ii. p. 217, pi. viii. (1794).

Macropte?'onottcs charmuth, part., Lacep6de, Hist. Poiss. v. p. 85
(1803).

Heterohranchus anguillaris (non Linnaeus) I. GeofFroy, Desci".

Egypte, Poiss. p. 305, pi. xvi. fig. 1 (1827); Joannis, Mag. ZooL
1835, pi. xiv.

Garmout Lasera, Rifaud, Voy. Egypte, pi. cxcv. (1830).

Clarias lazera Ouvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss. xv. p. 372

(1840); Giinther, Cat. Fish. v. p. 16 (1864); Peters, Reise
MoSvSamb. iv. p. 36 (1868) ; Giinther, Petherick's Trav. ii. p. 218

(1869) ; Boulenger, Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 252 (1901) ; Hilgendori,

Zool. Jahrb., Syst. xxii. 1905, p. 409 ; Boulenger, Fish. Mle»
p. 288, pi. lii. (1907).

Clarias syriacus Cuvier & Valenciennes, t. c. p. 375.

Clarias capensis (non Cuvier & Valenciennes) Huxley, Mem.
Geol. Surv. x. pp. 30 & 32, fig. (1861).

? Clarias ngamensis Castelnau, Poiss. Afr. Austr. p. 63 (1861).

Clarias orontis Giinther, Cat. Fish. v. p. 15 ; Bauvage, N. Arch.
Mus. (2) vii. 1884, p. 18, pi. 1. fig. 2.
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Clarias nriiacracanthus Giinther, t.c. pp. 16 & 429, and Petherick's

Trav. ii. p. 219; Lortet, Arch. Mus. Lyon, iii. 1883, p. 151,

pi. xvii. ; Tristram, Faun. Palest, p. 169, pi. xix. fig. 1 (1884).

Clarias xenodon Giinther, Oat. Fish. v. p. 16.

Clarias longiceps Boulenger, Ann. Mus. Congo, Zool. i. 1899,

p. 103, pi. xli. fig. 1, and Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 256 (1901).

Depth of body 5 to 9 times in total length, length of head 3 to

3| times. Head 1| to 1|^ times as long as broad, its upper surface

coarsely granulate in the adult ; occipital process angular or
rounded ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped or knife-shaped, 2^ to

4 times as long as broad, 3| to 6 times in length of head
;

occipital fontanelle small, in advance of occipital process ; eye
2 (young) to 41 times in length of snout, 4 to 7 times in inter-

orbital width ; width of mouth equal to or a little less than
interorbital width ; band of prsemaxillary teeth 4 (young) to 6

times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth granular, forming a
crescentic band with or without a posterior median process, its

greatest width, in the middle, 1| to 2| times that of the prse-

maxillary band ; anterior mandibular teeth pointed, posterior

granular ; nasal barbel ^ to |^ length of head (up to ^ in the very
young) ; maxillary barbel usually a little shorter than head,

sometimes a little longer (up to once and a half in the very
young), reaching extremity of pectoral spine or a little beyond
extremity of pectoral fin ; outer mandibular barbel once and ^ to

once and ^ as long as inner, which measvires f to ? length of head.

Gill-rakers long and closely set, 35 (very young) to 135 on anterior

arch. Clavicles striated or rugose with granulations, more or less

distinct under the thin skin. Dorsal 62 to 82, its distance from
the occipital process y to | length of head, its distance from caudal
not greater than diameter of eye. Anal 50 to 65, narrowly sepa-

rated from caudal. Pectoral f to ^ length of head, the spine

serrated on the outer side and |- (young) to | the length of the fin.

Yentral equally distant from end of snout and root of caudal, or a
little nearer the former. Caudal about half length of head.

Greyish olive or olive-brown to blackish above, uniform or
marbled with lighter, white or greyish beneath ; vertical fins dark,

often with a yellowish edge ; usually a more or less distinct dark
band on each side of the lower surface of the head. Young-
specimens often with a dark bar, edged with yellowish in front

and behind, across the caudal fin. Black spots sometimes present
on the caudal fin.

Total length 1170 millim.

Syria, ISTile, Senegal, ISTiger, Congo.

8. Clarias mellandi.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xvi. 1905, p. 644.

Depth of body 5g times in total length, leng-th of head 3| times.

Head once and |- as long as broad, feebly granulate above

;

occipital process angular ; frontal fontanelle knife-shaped, -^ length
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of head ; occipital fontanelle very small, in advance of occipital

process ; eye 3;^ times in length of snout, 5| times in interorbital
width, which exceeds width of mouth and equals A length of head

;

band of prsemaxillary teeth 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine

Text-fio-. 251.

Clarias mellandi.

teeth granular, forming a large semielhptic patch, squarely trun-
cate behind, its longitudinal diameter 3 times that of the band of
prsemaxillary teeth ; nasal barbel

-f
length of head ; maxillary

barbel f length of head, reaching gill-opening ; outer mandibular
barbel | length of head. Gill-rakers long, about 35 on anterior
arch. Clavicles striated, distinct under the thin skin. Dorsal
65, its distance from occipital process l leng-th of head, its dis-
tance from caudal fin I leng-th of head. Anal 55, very narrowly
separated from caudal. Pectoral | length of head, its spine
serrated on the outer border and | the length of the fin. Yentral
slightly nearer end of snout than caudal. Caudal | length of
head. Olive-brown above, marbled with darker, whitish beneath

;

^ dark streak on each side of the throat.
Total length 345 millim.

Lake Bangwelu.
Young specimens (85-145 millim. long) recently obtained

in Angola, in shallow swamps at Dongwenna, Mossamedes, by
Dr. Ansorge, appear to me to be referable to this species. In the
smallest, the vomerine band of teeth is crescentic, and only a
little broader than the prsemaxillary, whilst in the largest it

forms almost a half-disk. 16-20 gill-rakers on anterior arch.
Dorsal 70. Anal 60, Distance between dorsal and caudal | to i
length of head.

9. Clarias tsanensis.

Boulenger, Ann. k Mag. N. H. (7) x. 1902, p. 438, and
Fish. Nile, p. 292, pi. li. fig. 2 (1907).

Depth of body 6^ to 7| times in total length, length of head
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3-1- to 34 times. Head 1| to 1| times as long as broad, perfectly

smooth above ; vertex very strongly flattened, almost concave in

the adult ; occipitaj process angular ; frontal fontanelle knife-

shaped, 3 to 4 times as long as broad, 4 to 5 times in length

of head ; occipital fontanelle indistinct ; eye 2| (young) to 4

times in length of snout, 4 to 6|- times in interorbital width;

width of mouth nearly equal to interorbital width ; band of prae-

maxillary teeth 4 to 5| times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth

granular, forming a crescentic band which is as broad as the

prsemaxillary band ; nasal barbel ^ to g length of head (| in the

very young) ; maxillary barbel | to once length of head (longer

in the very young), reaching base or extremity of pectoral spine
;

outer mandibular barbels ! to 4 length of head (as long as head

in the very young). Gill-rakers long and closely set, 45 (young)

to 70 on anterior arch. Dorsal 78 to 85, its distance from the

occipital process 1- to | length of head, its distance from caudal

fin equal to or a little less than diameter of eye. Anal 60 to 70,

touching root of caudal. Pectoral not quite half length of head,

the spine very slightly serrated on the outer border, |- (young) to

-| the length of the fin. Ventral equally distant from end of

snout and from caudal, or a little nearer the former. Caudal

nearly ^ length of the head. Dark olive-brown above, greyish

beneath.

Total length 430 millim.

Lake Tsana, Abyssinia.

10. Olarias capensis.

Cuvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss. xv. p. 377 (1840);
Boulenger, Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 255 (1901).

Depth of body 6|- to 7^ times in the total length, length of head
4 times. Head once and ^ as long as broad, its upper surface

coarsely granulate ; occij)ital process angular ; frontal fontanelle

3| to nearly 4 times as long as broad, 4 to 5 length of head

;

occipital fontanelle very small, well in advance of occipital process
;

eye very small, its diameter 3-4 times in length of snout, 5-7

times in interorbital width, which equals width of mouth and
|- length of head ; band of prsemaxillary teeth 6 times as long as

broad ; band of vomerine teeth a little narrower than the prse-

maxillary band, rather widely interrupted in the middle, com-

posed of small, partly pointed, partly granular teeth ; nasal barbel

^ to neai'ly i length of head ; maxillary barbel as long as head,

reaching middle of pectoral spine ; oviter mandibular barbel

f length of head, inner about g. Gill-rakers on first arch long

and closely set, 55 in number. Clavicles hidden under the skin.

Dorsal fin with 63-72 rays, its distance from occipital process y
to 5 length of head, its distance from caudal 1-4 times diameter

of eye. Anal fin with 50-52 rays, narrowly separated from
caudal. Pectoral fin 4 length of head, the spine feebly serrated

on the outer border, |—4 the length of the fin. Ventral fin once
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and I as distant from root of caudal as from end of snout. Caudal

fin ^ length of head. Dark olive-broAvn above, whitish beneath.

Total length 550 millim.

Natal.

In addition to a specimen from Pietermaritzburg, I have

examined the type in the Paris Museum, a stuffed specimen

stated to be from the Cape of Good Hope.

11. ClARIAS PLATYCEPHALUS.

Boulenger, Ann. Mus. Congo, Zool. ii. 1902, p. 35, pi. x.

fig. 1.

Depth of body 6 to 6| times in total length, length of head 3| to 4

times. Head once and | as long as broad, feebly granulate above;

occipital process obtusely pointed ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped,

i to 5: length of head ; occi]3ital fontanelle smaller, in advance of

occipital process ; eye very small, 4 times in length of snout,

7k to 8 times in interorbital width, which equals width of mouth
and ir length of head ; band of prjemaxillary teeth 5 times as long

as bi'oad ; vomerine teeth conical, forming a crescentic band which

is as broad as the prsemaxillary band ; nasal barbel f to | length of

head ; maxillary barbel once and i as long as head, extending

beyond extremity of pectoral fin ; outer mandibular barbel as long-

as head, inner |-to |. Gill-rakers few and wide apart, 1 2 on anterior

arch. Clavicles hidden under the skin. Dorsal 65-70, its dis-

taxice from occipital pi-ocess | length of head, its distance from

caudal greater than diameter of eye. Anal 56-62, narrowly

separated from caudal. Pectoral ^ length of head, the spine

smooth and f the length of the fin. Ventral a little nearer end of

snout than root of caudal. Caudal \ length of head. Dark brown
above, brownish white beneath ; anal with a light edge ; caudal

with dark bars.

Total length 340 millim.

Upper Congo ; Kribi River, South Cameroon.

12. Clarias carsonii.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xii. 1903, p. 362, and
Fish. Nile, p. 294, pi. liii. fig. 1 (1907).

Depth of body 6^ to 9| times in total length, length of head
4-1- to 5 times. Head l-l- to I5 times as long as broad, smooth ;

occipital process angular, not longer than broad ; frontal fontanelle

sole-shaj^ed or knife-shaped, 2^ to 3 times as long as broad, 4 or

5 times in length of head ; occipital fontanelle small, in advance

of or encroaching a little on occipital process ; eye 3 to 5 times in

length of snout, 6 to 8§ times in interorbital width ; width of

mouth a little less than interorbital width ; band of praemaxillary

teeth 3| to 5 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth conical, some
very obtusely, forming a crescentic band which is about as broad

as the prfemaxillary band ; nasal barbel -|- to
-f

length of head
;

maxillary barbel f to | length of head, not reaching or reaching;
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gill-opening; outer mandibular barbel 1^ to 1^ times length of

inner, which measures | to | length of head. Gill-rakers few and
wide apart, 10 or 11 on anterior arch. Clavicles hidden under the
skin. Dorsal 65 to 78, its distance from occipital process r 'to |
length of the head, its distance from caudal equal to one or two
diameters of eye. Anal 57 to 64, nearly touching caudal.

Pectoral abovit | length of head, the spine very indistinctly

serrated and measuring about | the length of the fin. Ventral
1^ to 1| times as distant from caudal as from end of snout.

Caudal ^ as long as head. Dark brown above, lighter brown
beneath.

Total length 285 millim.

Lake Victoria to Lake Nyassa.

13. Clarias poensis.

Depth
T times.

of body 8;

sp. n,

times
Head once and ^ as Ions: as broad.

in total length, length of head
smooth ; occipital

process acutely pointed, as long as broad ; frontal and occipital

fontanelles very small, the latter in advance of occipital process
;

eye very small, 3 times in length of snout, 7 times in interoi^bital

width, which equals width of mouth and -^ length of head ; band
of prsemaxillary teeth 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth

Text-fie-. 252.

Clarias poensis.

conical, forming a curved band which is narrower than the

prjemaxillary band ; nasal barbel about |- length of head,

maxillary ^ length of head and reaching a little beyond base of

pectoral ; outer mandibular |, inner mandibular 4 length of head.

Grill-rakers few, 13 on anterior arch. Clavicles concealed under
the skin. Dorsal 76, its distance from occipital process |- length

of head, its distance from caudal fin a little greater than
diameter of eye. Anal 60, narrowly separated from caudal.

Pectoral ^ length of head, the spine very feebly serrated on both

sides and about | the length of the fin. Ventral once and | as
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distant from base of caudal as from end of snout. Caudal | lengtb

of head. Dark brown, lighter beneath.

Total length 285 miUim.
Fernando Po. A single specimen, from Mr. E. Seimund's

collection.

14. Clarias submarginatus.

Peters, Sitzb. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berl. 1882, p. 74.

Depth of body 6 to 6| times in total length, length of head
4 to 5 times. Head once and j as long as broad, smooth ; occipital

process pointed ; frontal fontanelle knife-shaped, 2g to 3 times as

long as broad ; occipital fontanelle smaller, slightly encroaching

on the occipital process ; eye very small, 3 times in length of

snout, 7 times in interorbital width, which equals width of

mouth and ^ length of head ; band of prtemaxillary teeth 4| or-

5 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth conical, forming a

curved band which is as broad as the prsemaxillary band ; nasal

barbel about | or | length of head, maxillary once and ^ to once

and |, outer mandibular once, inner mandibular 4. Gill-rakers

very few, 10 on anterior arch. Clavicles concealed under the

skin. Dorsal 75-84, its distance from occipital process f length

of head, its distance from caudal equal to or a little greater

than diameter of eye. Anal 60-70, also separated from the

caudal. Pectoral ^ length of head, the spine very feebly serrated

on outer side and about | the length of the fin. Ventral once

and ^ as distant from base of caudal as from end of snout.

Caudal g length of head. Dark brown, lighter beneath ; a dark,

light-edged curved band on the caudal.

Total length 210 millim.

Two specimens, from the Ja River, in S. Cameroon, were
obtained by Mr. Bates.

The type specimens (young) preserved in the Berlin Museum,,
and on which I have notes furnished me by the late Prof.

Hilgendorf , are from the ' Tooxlong River ' in West Africa,

a river which I have not been able to trace but which is

probably somewhere in the Cameroon or Gaboon district.

15. Clarias liocephalus.

Clarias liocephalus^ Bouleng. Tr. Zool. Soc. xv. 1898, p. 24,,

pi. vii. fig. 2, and Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 257 (1901).

Depth of body 5| to 7 times in total length, length of head 4^
or 5 times. Head 1|-1^ times as long as broad, smooth ; occipital

process angular ; fontanelles feebly distinct, occipital in advance
of occipital process ; eye small, 3 times in length of snout, 5 to 6

times in interorbital width ; width of mouth equal to interorbital

width, 4 length of head ; vomerine teeth conical, forming a
crescentic band which is about as broad as the prsemaxillary

band ; nasal barbel f to | length of head ; maxillary barbel as

long as head or a little longer, extending to middle or extremity
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of pectoral ; outei' mandibular barbel about 1 1 length of inner,

which measures f to | length of head. 13 to 15 gill-rakers on
first arch. Clavicles not exposed. Dorsal 70-72, its distance

from occipital process |- or | length of head, its distance from
caudal greater than diameter of eye. Anal 50-58, not reaching

caudal. Pectoral about ^ length of head, the spine feeble, not

serrated, about k the length of the fin. Yenti-als much nearer

end of snout than caudal. Caudal | length of head. Uniform
blackish brown.

Total length 140 millim.

Lake Tanganyika ; Upper Ubanghi.

16. Clarias breviceps.

Boulenger, Ann. Mus. Congo, Zool. i. 1900, p. 135, pi. xlviii.

fig. 6, and Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 258, pi. xiii. fig. 1 (1901).

Depth of body 6 to 8 times in total length, length of head 4|
to 5 times. Head 1-1- as long as broad, smooth ; occipital process

angular ; fontanelles small, the frontal sole-shaped and nearly

i length of head, the occipital oval and partly on the occipital

process ; eye very small, its diameter 3 times in length of snout,

6 times in interorbital width ; width of mouth equal to inter-

orbital width, i length of head; vomerine teeth conical, forming

a crescentic band which is as broad as the preemaxillary band

;

nasal barbel |- length of head ; maxillary barbel as long as or a

little longer than head, extending to extremity of pectoral ; outer

mandibular barbel about 1| length of inner, which measures
-3- length of head. 20 gill-rakers on first arch. Clavicles not

exposed. Dorsal 58-60, its distance from the occipital process
i length of head, its distance from the caudal fin greater than the

diameter of the eye. Anal 40-42, not reaching caudal. Pectoral

about i length of head, the spine not serrated, about | the length

of the fin. Ventrals much nearer end of snout than caudal.

Caudal ^ length of head. Uniform blackish brown above,

brownish white beneath.

Total length 190 millim.

Marshes of Siala-Xtoto, Mayombe.

17. Clarias walkeri.

Clarias walkeri Giinther, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xvii. 1896,

p. 274, pi. xiv. fig. B.

Depth of body 6 to 8 times in total length, length of head
4 to 4^ times. Head 1^ to Ig as long as broad, smooth above, or

very finely granulate behind ; occipital process angular ; frontal

fontanelle small, sole-shaped ; occipital fontanelle smaller, in

advance of or slightly encroaching upon occipital process ; eye

very small, its diameter 3 to 4 times in length of snout, 6 to 8

times in interorbital width, which nearly equals width of mouth
and is contained twice in length of head ; band of prsemaxillary

teeth 4 to 5 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth conical,
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forming a crescentic band which, in the middle, is about as broad

as the prsemaxillary band ; nasal barbel ^ to | length of head

;

maxillary barbel Ig to 2 times as long as head, reaching extremity

of pectoral or base of ventral ; inner mandibular baiijcl a little

shorter than nasal, | to -| length of outer. Gill-rakers on first

arch widely set^ 12 to 15 in number. Clavicles concealed under
the skin. Dorsal 70-80, its distance from occipital process 3 to g
length of head, separated from caudal by an interspace at least as

great as diameter of eye. Anal 52-60, narrowly separated from
caudal. Pectoral 4 to |^ length of head, the spine feebly serrated

on both sides, f the length of the fin. Ventrals 1^ to 1-| times

as distant from base of caudal as from end of snout. Caudal about
i to -i length of head. Dark brown above, whitish beneath ; dorsal

and anal with a lighter edge.

Total length 290 millim.

South Cameroon to Ogowe.

18. Clakias loxgior.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xx. 1907, p. 51.

Depth of body 8 to 9 times in total length, length of head
5 to 5| times. Head extremely depressed, once and | as long as

broad, smooth ; occipital process very short, pointed ; frontal

fontanelle knife-shaped, about 3 times as long as broad ; occipital

fontanelle smaller, in advance of occipital process ; eye very small,

2| times in length of snout, 5 or 5| times in interorbital width,

which equals width of mouth and | length of head ; band of

Text-fig. 253.

^^)
6:^^^^

Clarias longior.

prfemaxillary teeth 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth

granular, forming a curved band which is as broad as the

prfemaxillary band ; nasal barbel | to | length of head, maxillary

1^ to I times, outer mandibular once, inner mandibular | to |.

GiU-rakers very few, 12 on anterior arch. Clavicles concealed
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under the skin. Dorsal 80, its distance from occipital process
-f

to I length of head, its disfcance from caudal equal to diameter of

eye. Anal 70-73, nearly reaching caudal. Pectoral f to | length

of head, the spine smooth and about | the length of the fin.

"Ventral If to 1| times as distant from base of caudal and from
end of snout. Caudal | length of head. Dark brown above,

whitish beneath.

Total length 225 millim.

Kribi River and Lobi River, South Cameroon.

19. Clarias angolensis.

Steindachner, Yerh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xvi. 1866, p. 766,

pi. xiii. figs. 4 & 7 ; Boulenger, Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 259 (1901).
Clarias gahonensis Giinther, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (3) xx. 1867,

p. Ill, and (6) xvii. 1896, p. 274.

Clarias clolloi Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xvii. 1896,

p. 311.

Depth of body 6 to 7 times in total length, length of head 3^
to 41- times. Head 1| as long as broad, smooth or finely striated

and finely granulate ; occipital process angular or rounded, as

long as broad or broader than long ; frontal fontanelle oval or
sole-shaped, twice as long as broad ; occipital fontanelle smaller,

extending on the occipital process in the young; eye small, its

diameter 3 to 4 times in length of snout, 4^ to 6 times in

interorbital width, which, like the width of the mouth, is about
•| length of head ; band of preemaxillary teeth nearly 4 times as

long as broad ; vomerine teeth conical or subgranular, forming a
crescentic band which, in the middle, is about as broad as the
prsemaxillary band and may bear a short posterior process ; nasal

barbel nearly as long as head; maxillary barbel 1| to 1| times
length of head, reaching beyond pectoral, sometimes as far as

ventral ; inner mandibular barbel a little shortei' than nasal, |^ or

I length of outer. Gill-rakers on first arch fine, not very closely

set, 25 to 30 in number. Clavicles exposed, striated or feebly

granulated. Dorsal 70-82, its distance from occipital process 1 or
i length of head, very narrowly separated from caudal. Anal
55-63, narrowly separated from caudal. Pectoral | length of

head, the spine serrated on both sides, | to A the length of the fin.

Yentrals nearer end of snout than ca^^dal. Caudal about | length
of head. Uniform dark brown or black, with more or less

distinct light dots.

Total length 350 millim.

Cameroon, Gaboon, Congo, Angola.

20. Clarias bythipogon.

Clarias hiithiqjogon Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Philom. (7) iii. 1878,

p. 96; Glinth. Ann. & Mag. N. H. (6) xvii. 1896, p. 275;
Boulenger, Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 261 (1901).

Clarias gahonensis (non Gunth.) Sauvage. N. Arch. Mus. (2) iii.

1880, p. 39, pi. i. fig. 2.
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Clarias camerunensis Lonnberg, Overs. Vet.-Ak. Forli. Stockli.

1895, p. 192.

Depth of body 6 to 7 times in total length, length of head 4 to

4J times. Head I3 to 1| times as long as broad, smooth above,

or very finely granulate behind ; occipital j^rocess angular ; frontal

fontanelle small, sole-shaped ; occipital fontanelle smaller, jDartly

on the occipital process ; eye small, its diameter 2h times in length
of snout, 4 or 5 times in interorbital width, which nearly equals

width of mouth and is contained twice in length of heacl ; band
of prfemaxillary teeth 4 to 5 times as long as broad ; vomerine
teeth conical, forming a crescentic band which is as broad as or

narrower than the prfemaxillary band ; nasal barbel a little longer

than head ; maxillary barbel 2 to 2| times as long as head,

reaching beyond base of ventral ; inner mandibular barbel at

least as long as head, about | length of outer. 17-22 gill-rakers

on first arch. Clavicles concealed under the skin. Dorsal 78-87,

its distance from occipital jorocess |- or ^ length of head, almost in

contact with caudal. Anal 55-67, almost in contact with caudal.

Pectoral | to |- length of head, the spine serrated on both sides,

f to I the length of the fin. Yentrals much nearer end of snout
than caudal. Caudal | or nearly | length of head. Olive-brown
above, whitish beneath ; anal fin with a dark edge.

Total length 230 millim.

Old Calabar to Congo.

21. Clarias alluaudi.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. Is^. H. (7)xvii. 1906. p. 437, and Fish.

Nile, p. 296, pi. liii. fig. 2 (1907).

Clarias macrojyhthalmus (non Pfefifer) Pellegrin, Mem. Soc.

Zool. France, xvii. 1905, p. 176.

Depth of body 5| to 6| times in total length, length of head

4 to 4| times. Head I5 to Ij times as long as broad, smooth
above ; occipital process acutely pointed, longer than broad

;

frontal fontanelle twice as long as broad, about 4 times in length

of head ; occipital fontanelle small, extending on occipital process

;

eye 2 or 2| times in length of snout, 4 or 5 times in interorbital

width ; width of mouth a little less than interorbital width ; band
of prgemaxillary teeth about 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine

teeth conical, forming a crescentic band which is longer and a little

broader than the band of prtemaxillary teeth ; nasal barbel as long

as or a little longer than head ; maxillary barbel 1| to 1| times

length of head, reaching ventral or between pectoral and ventral

;

outer mandibular barbel 1^ to 1| times as long as inner and about

1^ length of head. Gill-rakers moderate, 14 or 15 on anterior

arch. Clavicles hidden under the skin. Dorsal 65 to 78, its

distance from occipital process about | length of head, extending

to root of caudal. Anal 55 to 62, extending to root of caudal.

Pectoral | length of head, the spine serrated on both sides and
about I the length of the fin. Ventral 1| times as distant from

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LXXII. ' 72
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root of caudal as from end of snout. Caudal about 4 as long as

head. Blackish brown above, lighter brown beneath.

Total length 230 millim.

Lake Victoria.

22. Clarias werneri.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xvii. 1906, p. 569
;

Wernei', Sitzb. Ak. Wien, cxv. i. 1906, p. 1135, pi. iv.
;

Boulenger, Fish. Nile, p. 297, pi. liii. fig. 3 (1907).

Depth of body 6^ to 8 times in total length, length of head 4|

to 5 times. Head about once and ^ as long as broad, smooth or

very feebly granulate above ; occipital process angular, not longer

than broad ; frontal fontanelle more or less distinctly sole-shaped,

li to 2 times as long as broad, its length 4 to 5 times in that of

the head ; occipital fontanelle as large or a little smaller, oval or

elliptic, partly on occipital process ; eye 2 to 3 times in length

of snout, 5 to 6 times in interorbital width ;' width of mouth

a little less than interorbital width ; band of pra^maxillary teeth

3 to 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth granular, forming

a crescentic band which is as broad as or a little narrower than the

prfemaxillary band ; nasal barbel nearly once to once and | length

of head ; maxillary barbel li to 2 times length of head, reaching

extremity of pectoral or beyond ; outer mandibular barbel about

once and ^ as long as inner and equal to or longer than head.

Gill-rakers moderate, 16 to 18 on anterior arch. Clavicles hidden

under the skin. Dorsal 82 to 91, its distance from occipital process

nearly ^ length of head, in contact with or very narrowly separated

from caudal. Anal 68 to 72, in contact with or very narrowly

separated from caudal. Pectoral nearly ^ length of head, the spine

very feebly serrated on the outer border and about | the length

of the fin. Yentral If to 1| times as distant from root of caudal

as from end of snout. Caudal about | as long as head. Blackish

brown above, lighter beneath.

Total length 230 millim.

Uganda.

23. Clarias macromystax.

Gunther, Cat. Fish. v. p. 17 (1864).

Depth of body 6^ times in total length, length of head 4 times.

Head 1^ as long as broad, finely granulate above ; occipital process

angular ; frontal fontanelle oval, not quite twice as long as broad ;

occipital fontanelle smaller, in advance of occipital process ; eye

small, its diameter 3 times in length of snout, 5| times in inter-

orbital width, Avhich equals width of mouth and f length of head ;

band of pr?emaxillary teeth only 3 times as long as broad
;

vomerine teeth mostly granular, forming a large fan-shaped patch

the longitudinal diameter of which exceeds the width of the prse-

maxillary band ; nasal barbel as long as head ; maxillary barbel

li length of head, reaching nearly to base of ventral; inner
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mandibular bai'bel nearly as long as nasal, | length of outer.
Gill-rakers on first arch not closely set, 16 in number. Clavicles
exposed, striated. Dorsal 80, its distance from occipital process

^ length of head, very narrowly separated from caudal. Anal 63,

Text-fio-. 254.

Chtrias macromystax.

very narrowly separated from caudal. Pectoral ^ length of head,
the spine strongly serrated on both sides, | the length of the fin.

Yentrals much nearer end of snout than caudal. Caudal ^ length
of head. Dark brown.

Total length 205 millim.

Gambia.

24. Olarias dumerilii.

Steindachner, Yerh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xvi. 1866, p. 766,
pi. xiii. fig. 8, (fe pi. xiv. fig. 5.

Depth of body 6 to 7| times in total length, length of head 4 to

4| times. Head 1| to \X times as long as broad, smooth above
;

occipital process angular ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped, about
twice as long as broad ; occipital fontanelle smaller, usually ex-

tending on the occipital process ; eye very small, its diameter 3

times in length of snout, 6 or 7 times in intei-orbital Avidth, Avhich,

like the width of the mouth, measures 4 length of head ; band of

prfemaxillary teeth 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth
conical or subgranular, forming a crescentic band which, in the
middle, is a little narrower than the prfemaxillary band ; nasal
barbel | to | length of head ; maxillary barbel as long as or a
little longer than head, reaching middle or end of pectoral fin

;

72*
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inner mandibular barbel 5 to f length of head, about f length of

outer. Gill-rakevs on first arch not closely set, 12 to 15 in

number. Clavicles concealed under the skin. Dorsal 66-72,

its distance from occipital process about i length of head,

narrowly separated from caudal. Anal 49-55. Pectoral | to

3- leno-th of head, the spine serrated on both sides, about | the

feno'th of the fin. Yentrals much nearer end of snout than

caudal. Caudal about f length of head. Uniform dark brown.

Total length 155 millim.

Angola.

25. Clarias liberiensis.

Steindachner, Notes Leyd. Mus. xvi. 1894, p. 54.

Clarias hulumce Steindachner, t. c. p. 55,

Depth of body 5 to 6| times in total length, length of head 3|

to 4^ times. Head 1| to 1^ times as long as broad, smooth or

very~ finely granulate above ; occipital process angular ; frontal

fontanelle small, sole-shaped ; occipital fontanelle smaller, just in

advance of occipital pi'ocess ; eye very small, its diameter 3 times

in length of snout, 7 or 8 times in irtterorbital width, which equals

width of mouth and is contained twice in length of head ; band

of prasmaxillary teeth 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth

conical or subgranular, forming a crescentic band which is as broad

as the prfemaxillary band ; nasal barbel | to 4 length of head
;

maxillary barbel a little longer (up to 1|) than head, reaching

nearly to end of pectoral fin or a little beyond ; inner mandibular

barbel as long as nasal, little shorter than outer. About 20 gill-

rakers on the first arch. Clavicles concealed under the skin.

Dorsal 60-68, its distance from occipital process |- length of

head, almost in contact with caudal. Anal 44-55, almost in

contact with caudal. Pectoral nearly | length of head, the spine

feebly serrated on both sides, | or | the length of the tin.

Ventrals much nearer end of snout than caudal. Caudal nearly

I length of head. Olive-brown.

Total length 220 millim.

Sierra Leone and Liberia, S. Cameroon, Benito E.

26. Clarias pachynema.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xii. 1903, p. 438.

Depth of body 6^ to 7 times in total length, length of head 4|- to 5

times. Head If to \k times as long as broad, smooth; occipital

process acutely pointed ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped, about

twice as long as broad ; occipital fontanelle smaller, in advance

of occipital process ; eye very small, 3 to 4 times in length of

snout, 6 times in interorbital width, which equals about |- length

of head and exceeds width of mouth ; band of praemaxillary

teeth 2^ to 3 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth conical,

forming a short curved band, which in the middle is as broad as

the praemaxillary band ; liarbels thick and papillose at the base
;
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nasiii barbel f to 4 length of head, maxillary 1-g- to Ij times, outer

mandibular 1^ to 1-^ times, inner mandibular | to A. Gill-rakers

few, about 15 on anterior arch. Clavicles concealed under the

skin. Dorsal 92-95, its distance from occipital process |- to |
length of head. Anal 78-80. Dorsal and anal extending to

Text-fio'. 255.

Clarias pachynema.

root of caudal. Pectoral | length of head, its spine feebly

serrated on both sides and f to | the length of the fin. Yentral

about once and # as distant from caudal as from end of snout.

Caudal j length of head,

beneath.

Total length 255 millim.

Ja River, S. Cameroon.

Dark olive-brown above, yellowish

27. Clarias l.i:viceps.

Gill, Proc. Ac. Philad. 1862, p. 139; Sauvage, Bull. Soc. Zool.

France, 1882. p. 318, pi. v. fig. 2; Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc.

1904, 1. p. 200.

Clarias kingsleyce Giinther, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1902, ii. p. 334.

Depth of body 8^ to 12 times in total length, length of head
5 to 5i times. Head 1^ to li- times as long as broad, smooth;
occipital process pointed ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped, about
twice as long as broad ; occipital fontanelle smaller, in advance
of occipital process

; eye very small, 3 to 4 times in length of

snout, 6 to 7 times iir interorbital width, which equals | length

of head and a little exceeds width of mouth ; band of prse-

maxillary teeth 4 to 5 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth

conical, forming a curved band which is as broad as or a little

narroAver than the prfemaxillary band ; barbels moderately thick,
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nasal | to | length of head, maxillary 1| to f times, outer mandi-
bular once, inner mandibular |. Gill-rakers few, 15 to 20 on first

arch. Clavicles concealed under the skin. Dorsal fin 79-87, its

distance from occipital process | to | length of head. Anal fin

68-78. Dorsal and anal fins extending almost to the very root of

the caudal. Pectoral fin f to | length of head, the spine feebly

serrated on the outer side and f to | the length of the fin.

Yentral fin 1| to 1| times as far from caudal as from end of

snout. Caudal fin j to § length of head. Uniform dark brown
above, light brown beneath, in spii'it.

Total length 270 millim.

Gold Coast, Cameroon.
Type (U.S. Nat. Mus.) examined.

28. Clarias buettikoferi.

Steindaclmer, K"otes Leyd. Mus. xvi. 1894, p. 53.

Depth of body 6 times in total length, length of head 4 times.

Head nearly 1^ as long as broad, nearly smooth above ; occipital

process jjointed ; eye very small, about 6 times in interorbital

width, which is a little more than k length of head ; width of

mouth ^ length of head ; vomerine teeth obtusely conical, forming
a crescentic band which, in the middle, is as broad as the prpe-

maxillary band ; nasal barbel reaching middle of pectoral
;

maxillary barbel extending a little beyond end of pectoral.

Dorsal 55, anal 50, the last ray completely adnate to the caudal.

Pectoral a little more than | length of head ; sj^ine short, serrated

on the inner edge only. Dark reddish brown.
Total length 155 millim.

Liberia.

Only known to me from the description quoted above. The
type specimen, I am informed by Mile. Dr. Popta, is not to be
found in the Leyden Museum, which is supposed to contain the
tyj)es of the fishes discovered by Dr. Biittikofer.

29. Clarias amplexicauda.

Boulenger, Ann. Mus. Congo, Zool. ii. 1902. p. 36, pi. x.

fig. 2.

Depth of body 7 times in total length, length of head 5 times.

Head once and ^ as long as broad, smooth ; occipital process very
short and forming a very open angle ; frontal fontanelle sole-

shaped, ^ length of head ; occipital fontanelle smaller, in advance
of occipital jDrocess ; eye j length of snout, | interorbital width,

which is a little less than ^ length of head and equals width of

mouth ; band of prfemaxillary teeth 4 times as long as broad

;

vomerine teeth conical, forming a crescentic band w^hich is as

broad as the preemaxillary band ; nasal barbel |- length of head*.

* The other barbels are mutilated in the single known specimen.
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Gill-rakers rather long, 15 on anterior arcli. Clavicles feebly

striated and covered with a thin skin. Dorsal 80, its distance

from occipital process i length of head. Anal 65. Both dorsal

and anal embi-acing root of caudal. Pectoral |- length of head,

its spine serrated on both sides and measuring | the length of

the fin. Yentral once and ^ as distant from caudal as from end
of snout. Caudal a little more than | length of head. Blackish

brown above, a little lighter beneath.

Total length 155 millim.

Upper XJbanghi.

30. Clarias theodor.*:.

M. Weber, Zool. Jahrb., Syst. x. 1897, p. 150.

Depth of body 6 times in total length, length of head 4^ to 5|
times. Head once and -| as long as broad, smooth ; occipital

process angular, broader than long ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped,,

twice as long as broad and about ^ length of head ; occipital

fontanelle smaller, in advance of occipital process ; eye very
small, 3 times in length of snout, 6 times in interorbital width,
which equals width of mouth and a little less than ^ length of

head ; band of prasmaxillary teeth 4 times as long as broad
;

vomei'ine teeth conical, forming a curved band which is as broad
as the prfemaxillary band ; nasal barbel -i length of head

;

maxillary barbel as long as or a little longer than head, as long as

outer mandibular. 14 gill-rakers on anterior arch. Cla^dcles

feebly striated, distinct under the skin. Dorsal 80-90, its

distance from occipital process -^ length of head. Anal 67-73.
Dorsal and anal embracing base of caudal. Pectoral about J
length of head, its spine feebly serrated on the outer side, strongly
on the inner and measuring | to f the length of the fin. Ventral
once and | as distant from caudal as from end of snout. Caudal
about J length of head. Greenish grey to blackish.

Total length 180 millim.

Natal.

31. Clarias fouloxi.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xvi. 1905, p. 644.

Depth of body 6g times in total length, length of head 5
times. Head once and | as long as broad, smooth ; occipital

process angular ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped, j length of

head, twice as long as occipital fontanelle, which is in advance

of occipital process ; eye 3 times in length of snout, 5 times in

interorbital width, which is about ^ length of head and equals

width of mouth ; band of pr^emaxillary teeth 4 times as long as

broad ; vomerine teeth conical, forming a crescentic band which,

in the middle, is a little broader than the prajmaxillary band ;.

nasal barbel ^, maxillary barbel i, outer mandibular | length

of head. Gill-rakers about 20 on anterior arch. Clavicles.
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concealed under the skin. Dorsal 83, its distance from occipital
process i length of head. Anal 68. Both dorsal and anal
embracnig root of caudal. Pectoral f length of head, its spine

Text-fig. 256.

<mm>

Clariasfouloni.

serrated on inner side only and measuring | the length of the
fin. Ventral once and | as distant from caudal as from end
snout. Caudal nearly h length of head. Blackish brown, belly
paler brown.

Total length 200 millim.

Lake Bangwelu.

32. Clarias sal.e.

Hubrecht, Notes Leyd. Mus. iii. 1881, p. 68 ; Steindaclmer,
op. cit. xvi. 1894, p. 52.

Depth of body 9 to 12 times in total length, length of head
5 to 6 times. Head about 1^ as long as broad, finely granulate
above ; occipital process short, rounded or very obtusely pointed

;

fx-ontal fontanelle oval or sole-shaped, about twice as long as
broad ; occipital fontanelle smaller, in advance of occipital

process
; eye small, its diameter 2| to 3 times in length of snout,

4 to 5 1 times in interoi'bital width, which equals width of mouth
and |- length of head ; band of prfemaxillary teeth 4 times as
long as broad ; vomei^ine teeth conical, forming a crescentic band
which is nearly as broad as the prasmaxillary band ; nasal
barbel | length of head; maxillary barbel a little longer than
head, reaching end of pectoral ; inner mandibular barbel f length
of head, nearly | length of oiiter. Gill-rakers few, 8 to 10 on
first arch. Clavicles distinct under the thin skin, striated.

Dorsal 89-93, its distance from occipital process f to | length
of head. Anal 70-78. Dorsal and anal connected with base of

caudal by a narrow membrane. Pectoral | length of head, the
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spine strongly serrated on both sides, | the length of the fin.

Ventrals nearly twice as far from the caudal as from end of

Text-fio-. 257.

Clarias salce.

snout. Caudal f length of head. Blackish-brown or dark green

above, with or without small yellowish spots.

Total length 360 millim. Reaches to 435 millim.

Liberia.

2. Allabexchelys.

Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1902, i. p. 234.

Two species :

—

Depth of body 7-8^ times, head 5-5^ times in total

length ; ventral l^-lf as distant from root of caudal as

from end of snout ; t>. 65-75, A. 60-65 1. ^. hrevior Blgr.

Depth of body 9-12 times, head 5* to 6 times in total

length ; ventral If to 2 as distant from root of caudal

as from end of snout : D. 80-90, A. 60-75 2. A. loiigicauda Blgr.

1. Allabenchelys brevior.

Boulenger, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) xii. 1903, p. 439.

Depth of body 7 to Sk times in total length, length of head

5 to 5| times. Head 1^ to I5 times as long as broad, smooth

above, the bony casque, in the middle of the head, about |

width of head
;
postorbital bone narrow ; supraoccipital process

acutely pointed ; a small frontal fontanelle ; occipital fontanelle a

little smaller, partly on occipital process ; eye very small, 2j to

3 times in length of snout, 5 to 6 times in interorbital width

which is I length of head ; band of prfemaxillary teeth 3 to 4
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times as long as broad ; A-omerine teeth conical or subgranular,

forming a crescentic band which is as broad as or a little broader

than the prfemaxillary band ; nasal barbel f to f length of head
;

maxillary barbel as long as or a little shorter than head, not

reaching beyond middle of pectoral fin ; outer mandibular barbel

| to I length of head, inner | to
I-.

Gill-rakers moderately long,

10 to 12 on anterior arch. Clavicles hidden under the skin.

Dorsal 65-75, its distance from occipital process § to | length of

head. Anal 60-65. Both dorsal and anal narrowly sepai^ated

from caudal. Pectoral about | length of head, its spine feebly

serrated on both sides and i to | the length of the fin. Ventral

once and | to once and | as distant from root of caudal as from

end of snout. Caudal | to 5- length of head. Olive-brown above,

yellowish beneath ; anal with a light edge.

Total length 205 millim.

Ja and ISTyong Rivers, S. Cameroon.

2. Allabenchelts loxgicauda.

Boulenger, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1902, i. p. 234, pi. xxii. fig. 1.

Depth of body 9 to 12 times in total length, length of head 5^ to

6 times. Head 1^ to Ig times as long as broad, smooth above,

the bony casque, in the middle of the head, ^ width of head
;

postorbital bone narrow; supraoccipital process acutely joointed ; a

small frontal fontanelle ; occipital fontanelle very indistinct ; eye

very small, 3 to 4 times in length of snout, 6 times in interorbital

width, which is not C[uite i length of head ; band of pra?maxillary

teeth 4 to 5 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth conical or

subgranular, forming a crescentic band which is as broad as or

a little broader than the pra?maxillary band ; nasal barbel ^ to |
length of head ; maxillary barbel as long as or a little longer than

head, reaching middle or extremity of pectoral fin ; outer man-
dibular barbel f to once length of head, inner mandibular i to

I-.

Gill-rakers moderately long, 10 to 12 on anterior arch. Clavicles

hidden under the skin. Dorsal 80-90, its distance from the

occipital process f to | length of head. Anal 60-75. Both
dorsal and anal very narrowly separated from caudal. Pectoi'al

i to f length of head, spine smootli or slightly serrated. Yentral

1| to 2 times distant from root of caudal as from end of snout.

Caudal about § length of head. Dark olive-brown above, whitish

beneath, anal with a light edge ; an ill-defined dark, light-edged

crescentic band on the caudal.

Total length 280 milHm.

Ja and Ivribi Rivers, S. Cameroon.

3. Clariallabes.

Boulenger, Ann. Mus. Congo, Zool. i. 1900, p. 136, and Poiss.

Bass. Congo, p. 262 (1901).

A single species.
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1. Clakiallabes MELAS.

Clarices melas Boulena'er. Ann. & Mao-. JST. H. (5) xix. 1887,

p. 148.

Clariallabes melas Boulenger, 11. cc, and Proc. Zool. Soc. 1902,

i. pi. xxii. fig. 2.

Depth of body 10 to 11 times in total length, length of head
6 times. Head once and | as long as broad, smooth, the bony
casque, in the middle, about | width of head ; supraoccipital

process acutely pointed ; frontal fontanelle sole-shaped, twice and

^ as long as broad ; occipital fontanelle smaller, oval, pa];'tly on
occipital process ; eye very small, its diameter 4 times in length

of snout, 7 times in interorbital width, which is 5 length of head
and a little less than width of mouth ; band of praemaxillary

teeth hardly 4 times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth pointed,

forming a crescentic band which is a little narrower than the

prsemaxillary band ; nasal barbel f to | length of head ; maxillary

barbel nearly as long as head ; inner mandibular barbel | to |-

length of head, outer nearly as long as head. Gill-rakers

moderately long, 12 to 15 on anterior arch. Clavicles scarcely

distinguishable under the skin. Dorsal 105-115, its distance

from occipital process k length of head. Anal 88-90. Both
dorsal and anal united with caudal, which measures k length of

head. Pectoral nearly h length of head, its spine serrated on
both edges and about | the length of the fin. Ventral 1| to 2

times distant from root of caudal as from end of siiout. Uniform
blackish brown.

Total length 260 millim.

Lower Congo.

4. Gymxallabes.

Giinther, Ann. k Mag. X. H. (3) xx. 1867, p. 111.

A single species.

1. Gymxallabes typus.

Giinther, 1. c. pi. ii. fig. A.

Depth of body 14 to 15 times in total length, length of head

7^ to 8^ times. Head about once and j as long as broad, the

width of the bony part, in the middle, y to i width of head
;

supraoccipital process acutely pointed ; eye very small ; inter-

orbital width less than Avidth of mouth, about ^ length of head
;

band of pra^maxillary teeth 3 to 3| times as long as broad;

vomerine teeth pointed, forming a crescentic band which is

narrower than the prasmaxillary band ; a much developed lobe

at the angle of the mouth ; nasal barbel f to § length of head

;

maxillary barbel a little longer than head ; inner mandibular
barbel | to | length of head, outer a little shorter than head.

Gill-rakers moderately long, 10 on anterior arch. Clavicles

hidden under the skin. Dorsal 98-110, its distance from occipital

process 7- to | length of head. Anal 82-88. Dorsal and anal

completely united with caudal, which is | to -| length of head
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Pectoral 5 to | length of head, with a very short smooth spine.

Ventral 2 to 2:^ times as distant from root of caudal as from end

of snout. Uniform blackish brown, lighter brown on the belly.

Total length 230 millim.

Lower Niger and Old Calabar.

5. Ohannallabes.

Giinther, Ann. & Mag. N. H. (4) xii. 1873, p. 143 ; Boulenger,

Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 263 (1901).

A single species.

1. Ohannallabes apus.

Gymncdlahes ajms Giinther, t. c. p. 142.

Channallahes apus Boulenger, op. c. p. 264.

Body extremely elongate and serpentiform ; length of head

10 to 14 times in total length. Head l^ to 1| times as long as

broad ; supraoecipital process acutely pointed ; a sole-shaped

frontal foutanelle ; an oval occipital fontanelle, partly on the

occipital process ; eye extremely small, nearly hidden under

the skin in the adult ; band of pra?niaxillary teeth 3 times

as long as broad ; vomei'ine teeth j^ointed, forming a crescentic

band which is a little narrower ; nasal barbel f to | length of

head ; maxillary barbel as long as head or slightly shorter

;

inner mandibular bai'bel a little shorter than the nasal, outer

mandibular a little shorter than the maxillary. Gill-rakers

moderately long, 9 to 10 on anterior arch. Dorsal 140-150,

separated from occipital process by a space equal to or greater

than length of head. Anal 125-130. Dorsal and anal com-

pletely united with 'caudal. Pectoral absent or reduced to a

minute rudiment without spine. No trace of ventral. Yent
at the antei'ior fourth of the total length. Uniform dark brown
or black.

Total length 310 millim.

Congo and Angola.

6. Heterobranchus.

Geofiroy, Descr. Egypte, Poiss. (1809), part; Giinther, Cat.

Fish, V. p. 21 (1864); Boulenger, Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 265

(1901), and Fish. Nile, p. 300 (f907).

Three species from Afi-ica, and one from the Malay Archi-

pelago.

Synojysis of the S-pecies.

D. 38-45 ; adipose fin |-f length of rayed dorsal
;
pec-

toral not more than i length of head ; 20-30 gill-

raljers on anterior arch 1. S. hidorsalis I. GeofFr.

D. 29-34 ; adipose fin as long as or a little shorter than
rayed dorsal

;
pectoral not more than + length of

head; 20-30 gill-rakers on anterior arch 2. H. loiiffifilis C. & V.

D. 30-32 ; adipose fin as long as or a little shorter than
rayed dorsal ; pectoral f length of head ; 18-20 gill-

rakers on anterior arch 3. S. isopteriis Blkr.
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1 Heterobranchus bidorsalis.

I. Geofi'roy, Descr. Egypte, Poiss. p. 305, pi. xvi. figs. 2 & 5,

& pi. xvii. fio'S. 8 & 9 (1827); Giinther, Petherick's Trav. ii.

p. 220 (1869)'; Bouleng. Fish. Nile, p. 300, pi. liv. fig. 1 (1907).

Heterohranchus geofroyi Ouvier & Yaleiiciennes, Hist. Poiss.

XV. p. 392 (1840).

Heterohranchus senegcdensis Ouvier & Valenciennes, t. c. p. 39/ ;

Steindachner, Sitzb. Ak. Wien, Ix. 1869, p. 980.

Heterohrandms intermedms Giinther, Cat. Fish. v. p. 22 (1864);

and 1. c.

Depth of body 6 to 9 times in total length, length of head 2i to

3i times. Head very strongly depressed, ![ to li_ times as long

as broad, its upper surface coarsely granulate in the adult

;

occipital process pointed, sometimes very obtusely; frontal

fontanelle knife-shaped, 3 to 4 times as long as broad, 3 to 5

times in length of head ; occipital fontanelle small, in advance

of occipital process ; eye 3 (young) to 61 times in length of snout,

6 to lOi- times in interorbital width ; width of mouth a little less

than interorbital width ; liand of p]'a?maxillary teeth about 5

times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth also villiform, forming

a crescentic band which is 1^: to U times as broad as the prte-

maxillary band and may have a small central posterior process
;

nasal barbel f to once length of head ; maxillary barbel 4 to once

and
-f
length of head, extending to extremity of pectoral or between

this point and root of ventral ; outer mandibular barbel lyL to 1}

times as long as inner, which measures 1 to 1-|- times length of

head. Gill-rakers rather short, 20 to 30 on anterior arch.

Dorsal 38 to 45, its distance from occipital process y^ *<^ i
length of head ; adipose dorsal i- to f as long as, as deep as or

lower than, and commencing immediately behind, rayed dorsal,

extending to base of caudal. Anal 50 to 57, extending to base of

caudal. Pectoral fin |- to ^ length of head, the spine smooth and

measuring f to f the length of the fin. Yentral midway between

end of snout and base of caudal, or a little nearer the latter.

Caudal i to Jj- length of head. Dark olive above, whitish beneath
;

a dull orange or red edge to the dorsal, adipose, and caudal fins.

Total lengtl^ ^70 millim. ;
grows to 1220.

Nile, Chad Basin, Senegal, Niger.

2. Heterobeanchus lo^tgifilis.

Ouvier & Valenciennes, Hist. Poiss. xv. p. 394, pi. ccccxlvii.

(1840) ; Giinther, Oat. Fish. v. p. 22 (1864), and Petherick's Trav.

ii. p. 221 (1869) ; Boulenger, Fish. Nile, p. 303, pi. liv. fig. 2

(1907).
Heterohranchus laticejjs Peters, Mon. Berl. Ac. 18o2, p. 682,

and Reise Mossamb. iv. p. 37, pi. vii. fig. 1 (1868); Boulenger,

Poiss. Bass. Congo, p. 265 (1901).

Depth of body 6 to 8 times in total length, length of head 3 to

3| times. Head less strongly depressed than in the preceding
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species, 1^ to 1|- times as long as broad, its upper surface coarsely

gi-anulate in the adult ; occipital process acutely pointed ; frontal

fontanelle knife-shaped, 2^ to 4 times as long as broad, 3^ to 6^

times in length of head ; occipital fontanelle small, in advance of

occipital process ; eye 2-^ (very young) to 41 times in length of

snout, 4 to 9 times in interorbital width
; width of mouth a little

less than interorbital width ; band of praemaxillary teeth 5 to 6

times as long as broad ; vomerine teeth also villiform, forming a

crescentic band which is nearly as broad as or a little broader than
prajmaxillary band ; nasal barbel i to once length of head

;

maxillary barbel 11- to 2 times length of head, extending to end
of the pectoral or between this point and origin of anal ; outer

mandibular barbel 1^ to 1|- times as long as inner, which measures
1 to nearly once length of head. Gill-rakers rather short, 20 to 30

on anterior arch. Dorsal 29 to 34, its distance from occipital process

j- to 4- length of head ; adipose dorsal as long as or a little shorter

and lower than rayed dorsal, commencing immediately behind or

at a short distance from the latter. Anal 44 to 54, extending,

like the adipose dorsal, to the base of the caudal fin. Pectoral

S- to i the length of the head, the spine feebly serrated on the

outer border and measuring -i- (young) to y the length of the fin.

Ventral midway between end of snout and base of caudal, or a

little nearer the latter. Caudal ^ '^o f length of head. Olive

above, white beneath, sometimes with scattered black blotches

;

dorsal and anal fins pale olive, darker towards the edge, which
may be margined with red ; caudal fin yellowish or pale orange

at the base, with a more or less distinct blackish crescentic band,

sharply defined in front, shading ofi' to yellow or red behind

;

adipose dorsal fin often blackish at the end.

Total length 720 millim.

Nile, Omo, Niger, Congo, Zambesi.

3. Heterobraxchus isopterus.

Heterohranchus isopterus Bleeker, Nat. Verb. Wetensch. Haar-

lem, xviii. 1863, no. 2, p. 108, pi. xxii. fig. 1 ; Giinther, Cat. v.

p. 23 (1864).

Heterohranchus macronema, Bleeker, 1. c. p. 109, pi. xxi. fig. 1,

Depth of body 6 to 6^ times in total length, length of head 3^
to 3-^ times. Head 1| as long as broad, its upper surface finely

granulate ; occipital process acutely pointed ; frontal fontanelle

3 to 4 times as long as broad, 3 to 41- times in length of head
;

occipital fontanelle small, in advance of occipital process ; eye

small, 21 or 3 times in length of snout, 51 or 6 times in inter-

orbital width, which is a little less than -1- length of head ; width

of mouth ^ length of head ; band of praemaxillary teeth 5 times as

long as broad ; vomerine teeth villiform, foi-ming a, crescentic band
which is as broad as or a little narrower than the praemaxillary

band ; nasal bai-bel a little shorter than the head ; maxillary

barbel 1-1 to \^ times length of head, extending to extremity of
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pectoral spine or to base of ventral ; inner mandibular barbel |-

length of outer, a little shorter than the nasal. 18-20 gill-rakers

on first arch. Dorsal 30-32, its distance from occipital process

1 or i length of head ; adipose dorsal as long as or a little shorter,

lower than, and commencing a short distance behind, dorsal

proper, narrowly separated from caudal. Anal 41-46. Pectoral

|- length of head, the spine feebly serrated on the outer edge and
measuring f the length of the fin. Yentrals midway between

end of snout and base of caudal. Caudal a little more than

i length of head. Blackish brown above, whitish beneath ; fins

with a narrow yellowish margin.

Total length 170 millim.

Gold Coast.

7. DiXOTOPTERUS.

Boulenger, Tr. Zool. Soc. xvii. 1906, p. 550.

A single species.

1. DiNOTOPTERUS CUNNINGTONI.

Boulenger, 1. c. pi. xxxi.

Depth of body 7-i- times in total length, length of head 3-| times.

Head extremely flattened, once and ^ as long as broad, its upper

surface covered with very thin skin and rugose with strife radiating

from the occipital region ; frontal fontanelle large, 2^ times as

long as broad, ^ length of head ; occipital fontanelle very small

;

a rather long and narrow occipital process ; snout broad, truncate,

not projecting beyond mouth ; eye small, 3 times in length of

snout, 7-| times in intei-orbital width ; nasal barbel f length of

head ; maxillary barbel a little longer than head, reaching posterior

third of pectoral ; outer mandibular barbels once and ^ as long

as inner and nearly as long as head. Jaws with bands of minute

villiform teeth ; similar teeth form a rather broader crescentic

band on the vomer. Gill-rakers very long and slender, closely

set, about 110 on anterior arch. Dorsal 53, its distance from

occipital process ^ length of head ;
adipose dorsal low and short,

in contact with caudal. Anal 43, separated from caudal by a

space equal to twice diameter of eye. Pectoral i length of

head ; spine rather weak, not serrated, a little more than half

length of fin. Yentral equally distant from end of snout and

from root of caudal. Caudal rounded. Dark brown, almost black

above, pinkish white beneath.

Described from a single specimen, 500 millim. long, the species

said to grow to 1290 millim. In a young specimen, 90 millim.

long, the head is less depressed and the eyes are proportionally

larger than in the adult ; ventrals a little nearer end of snout

than root of caudal.

Lake Tanganyika.
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3. On a Hgemogregarine from the Blood of a Himalayan

Lizard (Agama tuberculata) . By E. A. MmcHix. M.A.,

F.Z.S.
[Received November 15, 1907.]

(Plates LV. & LYl.)

The material upon which the following description is based

consists of four slides, bearing smears of the blood of the common
rock-lizard of the Himalayas, which were prepared and sent to

me from Kasauli by Lt.-Col. F. Wyville-Thomson, I. M.S., to

whom my best thanks are due for his kindness in sending me the

specimens and entrusting me with the description of them. I

shall refer to the slides by the letters A-D. An examination of

the slides shows at once that they fall into two pairs, A and B
being one pair, C and D the other. While the parasites are very

similar, both as regards structure and occurrence, in both the

slides of each pair, those of one pair are so difierent from those

found in the other pair of slides that they might easily be taken

for distinct species of parasites. At this distance from the habitat

of the host and its parasite, and with limited material at my
disposal, I can only record these differences, and cannot attemj)t

to explain them.

Prejxiration of the Slides.—Slide A, alone of the four, was sent

to me unfixed ; my assistant Dr. Woodcock fixed it in the usual

way with methyl alcohol, and stained it for me with Giemsa's

modification of the Romanowsky stain, subsequently differentiated

with Unna's tannin-orange solution. The other three slides were

sent to me already fixed and stained with Leishman's stain, by
Lt.-Col. Wyville-Thomson. It is important to note, therefore,

that, for aught I Jcnow to tlie contrary, slide B was prej)ai'ed in the

same manner as slides C and D, but in a different way from slide

A ; so that the resemblances and differences, presently to be

described, exhibited by the four slides, cannot be ascribed to like

or unlike methods of preparation in each case. The only differ-

ences that can be attributed to the action of the stains used are,

that in slide A the ground-colour of the red blood-corpuscles is

lighter and more yellowish in tint, in B, C, and D darker and

more greyish, and that in slide A the nuclei of the red blood-

corpuscles and of the parasites scarcely difier in tint, but in B, 0,

and D the nuclei of the red blood-corpuscles have a distinctly

purplish tinge, while the nuclei of the parasites show a more
pronounced red colour.

Description of the Parasite.—In all the slides there are to be

found both intra-corpuscular forms and free forms, so-called

vermicules. The free forms are sufficiently similar to the largest

intra-corpuscular forms to warrant the assumption that the}^ have

escaped from the corpuscle, and I have twice found parasites

apparently in the act of escaj)ing from the corpuscle (PI. LY. fig. 9).
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The intra-corpuscular forms, in their youngest stages, are placed

at the side of the nucleus of the blood-corpuscle, which is then
normal in appearance, with the nucleus occupying its proper central

position. When the parasite is full-grown, however, the nucleus
of the corpuscle is more or less pushed to one side, and may become
somewhat irregular in outline ; but in no case have I seen the
corpuscular nucleus at all broken up, as is known to occur in many
cases of reptilian htemogregarines, hence classed by some authors
as a distinct genus Karyolysii,s. I have observed, however, a
peculiar relation between the shape of the parasite and the
displacement of the corpuscular nucleus. The intra-corpuscular

parasite is always distinctly sausage-shaped, and slightly bowed
in the plane of the corpuscle. It is reasonable to attribute this

curvature to the fact that the parasite, being situated to the side

of the corpuscular nucleus, accommodates itself to the space in

which it lies (compare figs. 5 & 6, PI. LY.). We may sjoeak of this

as the normal curve of the parasite. But in a few cases we find

the curve of the parasite entirely reversed, and its convexity

turned towards the nucleus of the corpuscle (PI. LY. fig. 8, PI. LYI.
figs. 20, 21). In such cases two points are noticeable : first, that

the parasites resemble the free forms very closely ; secondly,

that the corpuscular nucleus is much more displaced than usual,

being sometimes pressed quite against the side of the corpuscle

(figs. 8 & 20). This point has also been noticed by Lt.-Col.

Wyville-Thomson, who has sent me four sketches of the parasite,

representing one free and three intra-corj)uscular forms : two of

the latter show the normal curvature of the parasite, like my
fig. 19 on PI. LYI.; the third, however, shows a reversed curve,

with the nucleus of the corpuscle pushed far to the side, as in my
fig. 20. I think we shall not be far wrong in attributing these

cases of reversed curvature to the commencing activity of a
parasite about to become free from the corpuscle, in which the
movements of the contractile body not only alter its curvature,

but also may have the effect of forcing the nucleus of the corpuscle

away to one side.

I will now proceed to describe the structure of the parasite in

more detail. Beginning with slides A and B, we find forms of

the parasite which may be classified as young intra-corpuscular

forms, full-grown inti^a-corpuscular forms, and free forms or

vermicules.

The young intra-corpuscular forms (PL LY. figs. 1-5) vary in

length from about |-| of the blood-corpuscle ; i. e., from about
9-11 yu in length*. They were remarkable in two points: first,

their very clear cytoplasm, hyaline and free from granulations,

so that they often have the appearance of a space in the blood-

corpuscle ; and, secondly, their delicate nucleus, which appears to

consist of faintly-staining granules and strands of chromatin,

* Since all the figures which accompany this memoir are drawn to a magnification

of 2000 linear, it follows that a length of 2 mm. in the drawings corresponds to an
actual length of 1 ju in the objects. »
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forming, so to speak, a band i-ouncl the waist of the parasite ; in

many cases, however, it is an " Empire " waist, placed much nearer

one end of the body than the other. As I have laboured to

reproduce the appearance of the objects in my illustrations, I need
not enter into longer descriptions. While, as is shown, some
parasites have slightly more chromatin than others, there is

nothing that can be said to be in the least transitional to the

forms next to be described.

The full-grown intra-corpuscular parasites are at least | the

length of the blood-corpuscle, i. e. about 15-17 ^ in length by about
5 /Lt in breadth. They contrast sharply with the young forms in

the characters both of the body and nucleus, but especially the
latter (PL LY. figs. 6-8). The body appears distinctly contoured

and shaded, standing well ofi' from the blood-corjjuscle ; it some-
times lies in a distinct clear space (figs. 6 & 7), but I could not

make out anything of the nature of a capsule surrounding it.

The cytoplasm is finely granular and takes a distinct bluish stain ;

only in one instance did I observe in the cytoplasm what appeared
to be a grain of chromatin distinct from the nucleus, in a parasite

which appeared to be ripe for escape from the corpuscle (fig. 8),

But the nucleus is the most remarkable featui-e of the parasite at

this stage, as compared with the forms described in the preceding

paragraph ; it is exceedingly rich in chromatin, which forms a

deeply staining mass of irregularly spongy texture, occupying the

middle region of the body for practically its whole width and
nearly one-third of its length. Here, again, I must leave my
illustrations to sjDeak for themselves ; I think they make the
contrast between the young and old forms of the parasite

sufficiently plain.

Of the free vermicules, it can be said that they resemble closely

the full-grown intra-corpuscular forms. Their principal variations

of form and structure are shown on PI. LY. figs. 10-15
; we can

distinguish in a general way stumpy forms (fig. 10), medium
forms (figs. 11-13), and long forms (figs. 14, 15), the last-named

being by far the most abundant. One end of the body is always
slightly clubbed, and the nucleus may be nearer to the stouter

end, or to the narrower end, or to the middle of the body. The
nucleus shows the same spongy structure described above for the
intra-corpuscular parasites ; it may vary in texture from a coarse

to a more finely-knitted texture. Only in one case did I observe

a tendency for the chromatin to take the form of more or less

distinct masses (fig. 13).

I have figured (PI. LY. fig. 9) one of the two cases in which I

found the vermicule in the act, apparently, of escaping from the
corpuscle. But even after examining the preparation by the aid

of different objectives and various methods of illumination, I was
not able to make up my mind exactly as to how the appearances
seen should be interpreted in some points. My impression is that

the projecting extremity of the parasite is rounded ofi*, and that

the conical pointed end seen in my figure represents something of
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the nature of a shrivelled sheath pushed out by the parasite. I

could not, however, see any distinct line of separation between
what I regard as sheath and as body, and it may be that the
parasite, at the moment of leaving the corpuscle, has the anterior

end irregular in shape. I have tried to depict the object as I saw
it, and I must leave the matter there. The other example of this

stage which I found was too much obscured by neighbouring blood-

corpuscles to be made out clearly.

To complete my study of these slides, I made some counts of

the different forms occurring in each. This was done with the
help of the mechanical stage, going methodically over a part of

the smear, so as to make sure that the same forms were not seen
twice, and counting all the forms met with. The following is the
result for slides A and B :

—

Young Full-grown
intra- intra- Vermicules.

corpuscular corpuscular
/

*
.j

forms forms Long Medium Stumpy
(figs. 1-5). (figs. 6-8). (fig. 15). (fig. 11). (fig. 10).

Slide A U 5 ... 93

Slide B 24 28 60 10 11

To these figures must be added the two parasites in the condition

of fig. 9, found on slide B. It is seen that on both slides the free

vermicules greatly preponderate, though this is less marked on
slide B than on slide A ; and the more detailed count made of

slide B shows that long forms of the vermicules are greatly in

excess of shorter forms.

The other two slides, and D, show a very different state of

things. In the first place, free vermicules are comparatively rare,

and young forms, poor in chromatin, like those described above,

are not found at all. The majority of the parasites met with are

intra-corpuscular forms similar to that depicted in fig. 19, on
PI. LYI. The parasite has the form of an elongated sausage, slender

and drawn out, in very marked contrast to the stout forms already

described (compare figs. 6 and 7) ; the nonnal curve is concave on

the side towards the corpuscular nucleus. The cytoplasm of the

body is usually clear and free from coarse granulations. But the

most remarkable feature of the parasite is its nucleus, which forms

a band or zone at the middle of the body, equal in width to nearly

half the length of the body. The chromatin is arranged in the

form of ti'ansverse strands, which seem to wrap round the body

in this region ; between the strands of chromatin clear spaces are

seen, in some specimens abundantly, while in other cases the

texture may be closer and the structure more compact. The
strands of chromatin often appear to bulge beyond the contour of

the parasite, a point which Lt.-Ool. Wyville-Thomson has remarked
upon in his letter to me, and has depicted in the accompanyiiig

pencil-sketches. Nothing could be more different than the

appearance of the nucleus of the parasite in these two slides

73*
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and D and that seen in slides A and B already described ; I

think my figures show this point with sufficient clearness.

Besides the slender elongated forms just described, there are

found also (but less commonly) short, stumpy intra-corpuscular

parasites (PI. LVI. figs. 17, 18)—not in the least comparable,

however, to the young forms found on slides A and B. They
give me the impression, rightly or wrongly, of being dwaifed,

stunted forms, which for some reason have not attained their full

growth. Their nucleus is as large as, or even larger than, that

of the long forms, and has the same type of structure, with the
fenestrations even more apparent in many cases ; it occupies

at least half, sometimes mvich more than half, the length of the

body, leaving two clear poles free from chromatin at either end.

A third type of intra-corpuscular parasite, found in a few cases

(figs. 20, 21), was also stouter than the more elongated forms, and
noteworthy for the presence of red-staining granules, apparently

chromidia, in the cytoj^lasm outside the nucleus. Since these

forms resemble, as Avill be shown, the free vermicules in this

feature—and since they frecjuently occui' with reversed curvatures,

as seen in the figures—I am inclined to regard these stouter

forms as ripe parasites, ready to escape from the blood-corpuscle.

In one single instance I was so fortunate as to find a doubly-

infected blood-corpuscle (fig. 16). The two contained parasites

can be seen to be below the normal in size, and one is much
smaller than the other ; both, however, show abundance of

chromatin in the nucleus, and I am inclined to regard their small

size as a result of their being stunted in growth owing to lack of

sufficient space or nutriment for their proper development.

Free vermicules, as already stated, were scarce in these prepara-

tions, and I only saw one which might have been one of the long

forms, but as it was obscured by overlying blood-corpuscles, I could

not be sure of it. One stumpy for'm was also found. All the

others seen were of what I should term medium length (figs. 22,.

23). Their nucleus was similar to the intra-corpuscular forms,

but with a tendency to be more compact. But their most marked
feature was the presence in their cytoplasm of distinct red-

staining granules, apparently of the nature of chromidia ; in this

point they contrast sharply with the vei'micules seen on slides A
and B, in which the cytoplasm always appeared free from such

granules.

A count of these two slides, cairied out in the manner already

described, gave the following results :

—
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These figures, to which must be added the doubly-infected

corpuscle shown in fig. 16 from slide C, show that by far the

greater propoi'tion of the parasites on these slides are full-grown

intra-corpuscular forms.

Comparing the results obtained from all the four slides which
I have been able to study, I am inclined to explain the differences

between them in the following way :—the parasites on slides

and D (PI. LYI.) are probably all of the same age, and represent

one generation of the parasite, possibly one infection of the host

;

on the other hand, in slides A and B (PL LV.) there are probably
two generations of the parasite, resulting, it may be, from two
distinct infections of the host, represented respectively by the

young forms (figs. 1-5) and the older, free or intra-corpuscular,

forms (figs. 6-15). This explanation does not, however, account

for the very curious differences between the nuclei seen in the

two cases.

jSTo forms of multiplication were seen by me nor by Lt.-Col.

Wyville-Thomson, who writes :—" jSTo schizonts were found in

either liver or spleen, nor any multiplying forms seen in the

blood, all appearing to be at the same stage of development."

(These remarks appear, from the sketches made, to apply more
particularly to slides C and D.)

Position of the Parasite.—It is evident that the parasite is a

typical example of the genus Hcemogregarina Danilewsky, in the

wide sense ; its shortness, relative to the blood-corpuscle which
contains it, is one of the points characterising Labbe's genus
Karyolysus, described originally from lizards, but now known to

occur also in other reptiles. It is, however, also characteristic of

the species of Karyolysus to cause the nucleus of the blood-

corpuscle to break up, which this species does not do. In any
case the characters by which Karyolysus are defined are hardly to

be considered of generic value, and its species are best i^anked

under Hcemogregarina until more is known about them. In the

species under consideration, I was often struck by its resemblance

to the genus HaltericUum occurring in birds, especially in cases

where the pai-asite is pressed against the nucleus of the blood-

corpuscle (compare fig. 7 on PL LV.).

Since the species does not appear to have been described before,

I propose for it the name Hcemogregarina tJwmsoni, in honour of

its discoverer, Lt.-Col. Wyville-Thomson. Should it prove, even-

tually, to be the case that the pai^asites on slides A and B
(PL LY.) are a distinct species from those on slides C and D
(PL LVL), I would restrict the name to the latter.

I should like, however, to make a few remarks about the

naming of new species of blood -parasites. It is a common practice,

which I am here following, to consider a species of blood-parasite

as new if it is found in a host in which j)arasites of that class

have not been found or described previously. The assumption

xmderlying this procedure is that different species of animals tend

to have distinct species of parasites—an assumption, however,
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Avhich stands in need of supjDort, for it is quite conceivable that

the same species of parasite might infest several species of hosts,

and even that the difference of hosts might cause it to appear
under forms more or less different .in different cases. To regard

parasites as being necessaiily of distinct species because they
occur in distinct hosts is, in reality, not more warranted
than the procedure of those naturalists who give distinct names
to animals occurring in different geographical regions, even if

they do not differ in any other characters, thus begging the
question of their specific distinctness. It must be understood,
therefore, that the name given to this jjarasite must be
considered as purely provisional and liable to be cancelled, that

is merged in some older name, with increased knowledge of these

parasites. Names given to parasites distinguished, in the first

instance, by the specific distinctness of their hosts must not be
taken as necessarily denoting distinct natural species (though this

will be true of them in the great majority of cases), but merely,

so to speak, as labels affixed to certain classes of objects, whei-eby
they become represented by parts of speech and can be referred to

briefly.

So many species of hfemogTegai^ines are noAv known from
various animals that it is almost necessary to apologise for adding
another to the list ; I do so with the object of drawing attention

to it in the hope that someone may be brought thereby to study
its complete life-history. In the present state of our knowledge,
it is not new species of hfemogregarines that are needed, but

rather new facts about old species.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LV.

Figs. 2-7, ] 0-12, & 14 are drawn from slide A ; all other figures on tlie Plate are
from slide B. All the figiires are magnified 2000 linear.

Figs. 1-5, .young intra-corpuscular forms.
Figs. 6-8, full-grown intra-corpuscular forms.
Fig. 9, vermicule in the act of leaving the corpuscle.
Figs. 10-15, free vermicules.

PlATE LVI.

Figs. 16, 17, 19, & 22 are drawn from slide C ; all others from slide D. All the
figures are magnified 2000 linear.

Fig. 16, corpuscle infected with two parasites.

Figs. 17-21, intra-corpuscular parasites.

Figs. 22, 23, free vermicules.

Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine,
15th Nov., 1907.
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griseo-viridis, 728.

(/riscKS. 728.

"hamli/ni, 1046.

hUgerti, 730.

A/sz-r/o, 719.

Z;a«f///, 680, 688, 695.
kersiinqi, 745.

A'oft/, 702, 703.
— ^iwfZei, 703, 745.
— ^o//;/, 703.

labiafus, 707.
lalandii, 735, 736.

langheldi, 745.

leucamjnjx, 679, 680,

686, 687, 688, 689,

691, 692, 693, 696,
709.

— boutourlinii, 689,

693, 696.
— carruthersi, 689,

691.
— doggetti, 689, 691.
— leucampyx, 689.
— niqricienis, 689, 691,

692, 693, 745.
— otolcucus, 691.
— _??(?«/o, 689, 692.
— stuhlmanni, 689,

690, 691, 745.

^'Aoes/i, 679, 714, 746.
— Vhoesti, 714.— thomasi, 715.

fecZw, 698.

Cercopitliecus

martini, 696, 698, 721,

745, 1040.

matschiei, 726. 730,

melanogenys, 719, 720.

moloneyi, ()88, 704.

mona, 677, 679, 685,

708, 709, 710.
— grayi, 708, 712.
— nigripc^, 708, 713.

monoides, 702.

neglectus, 679, 685,

686.
— brazziformis, 687.
— neglectus, 687.

nictitans, 677, 679, 696.

697.— laglaizei, 698.
— martini, 606, 698.
— nictitans, 696, 697,

698.

nigripes, 712, .713.

nigroviridis, 679, 725,

726, 739, 746.

o?Hc??.si.s, 691, 693, 694.

opisthostictus, 688, 694,

714.

otolcucus, 690, 745.

palatinus. 683.

jMtos, 677, 680, 742,

745.
— patas, 742,

745, 746.
— pi/rrhonotiis,

745.
— sannio, 745.

petaurista, k>'i1,

680, 696, 716,

718, 720, 721.
— ascanius, 717, 719.
— buttikoferi, 717,

718, 719, 746.
— petaurista, 717, 718,

719.
— schmidti, 717, 720.

incturatus. 719.

i?tei^o, 692, 693.

poqonias, 708, 709, 712,
"713.

2}oliolophus, 745.

p)olioph(Sus, 745.

preus&i, 706.

piusillus, 735, 736.

pygerythrus, 726, 731,

733, 735, 736, 737,

776.
— centralis, 733, 738,

739.
— johnstoni, 738.
•— pygerythrus, 735,

746.

;43,

744,

679,

717,
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Oercopithecus

'pygerytlwus rufo viridis,

737.
•— whytci, 738.

pyrrhonotus, 744, 745.

roloway, 677, 680, 682,
683,' 684, 085, 1038.

rtibtr, 742, 745.

rufa, 745.

nifotinctus, 706.

mfoviridis, 737, 739.

sabmus, 677, 678, 679,

726, 727, 728, 731,

733, 746.
^

samango, 707.

sannio, 745.

schmidti. 720.

sdateri, 680, 725.

signatus, 679, 696, 717,

721, 746.

stem/, 700, 704, 705,
706.

— mossambicus, 701,

705, 706.
— sfairsi, 704, 705,

706.

siampflii, 698.

stuJilinanni, 690, 695,

takqyoin, 677, 678,

740, 741, 742.
— ansorgei, 742.— talapoin, 741, 742,

746.

tantalus, 726,731,732,
733, 735, 739.— budgetti, 733.

— tantalus, 732.

temmwcki, 698.
te-phrops, 734.

thomasi, 715.

werneri, 727.

wo/^, 708, 709, 711.

^ec/2;', 745.

Cerostoina

maculipennh, 986.

Oervieapra
arundinum, 782.

redunca, 748.

Chamfeleon
damaranus, 486.

dilepis, 486.

quilensis, 486.

Chamffitortus

aulicics, 487.

Channallabes, 1062,

1063.

o^ji^s, 1065, 1094.
Chasmorhynchus

nudicoUis, 749.

Chauliodus
dauccUa, 974.

Oheii-olepis

sp., 768, 774.

Chelaria, 945.

Cbei'sogenes, gen. nov.,

947.

viciimeUa, 947, 1030.

Cbimabacche, 947.
Cbincbilla

lanigera, 749.

Chiromys, 470.

Ohlamydoselachus
anguineus, 471-478.

Chlorocebus, 678, 725.
engytliittia. 729.
sabcBiis, 678, 727.

Chloropbis
lioplogastcr, 486.

Obondrosepia
loliginiformis, 456.

Cboreutis

bjerJcandrella, 987.
nemorana, 988.

pariaiia, 988.

pretiosana, 987.
Cbrestotes

f%as, 1016.

Cbrysolampis
moscliitiis, 515.

Obrvsopora
Soseae, 931, 1030.

Ciciunuriis

regkts, 747.

Cinixys

belliana, 482, 483.
nogueyi, 482.

CladoseJacbe, 7.54.

Clariallabes, 1062, 1063,
1092.

wietes, 1063, 1093.

Clarias, 1062, 1063.

aUuaudi, 1067, 1083.

aonplexicauda, 1068.
1088.

angolensis, 1067, 1082.

anguUlaris, 1064, 1066,
1068, 1071.

hrevicein, 1067, 1080.
budgetti, 1071.

buettikoferi, 1068, 1088.
bulumai, 1086.

b'Utlmpogon , 1082.
hythipogon, 1067, 1082.

camerimensis, 1083.
capensis, 1066, 1069,

1073, 1076.
carsonnii, 1067, 1077.
c^tjSoi, 1082.

dumerilii, 1067, 1085.

fouloni, 1068, 1089,
1090.

gabonensis, 1082.

Clarias

garie2nnus, 1066, 1069,
1071.

garsonii, 1064.

giinthcri, 1071.

hassclquistii, 1068.

kingskyce, 1087.

IcBviceps, 1064, 1068.

1087.

fo^CT-fl, 1066, 1071,

1073.

liberiensis, 1067, 1086.
liocephalus, 1067, 1079.
longiceps, 1074.

^«^?or, 1067, 1081.
macracanthus, 1074.

macromystax, 1067,
1084, 1085.

macroplitlialmus, 1083.

onelas, 1093.

mellandi, 1066, 1074,

1075.

miicropliiliahnus. 1071.

TOOor//, 1066, 1070.

mossambicus, 1066,

1069, 1071.

ngamensis, 1073.

orontis, 1073.

pachynema, 1068,

1086, 1087.

parvimanus, 1068.

2:)latycephalus, 1066,
1077.

p>oensis, 1067. 1078.

robecchii, 1071.

sa^«, 1068, 1090.

1091.

senegalensis, 1066,
1070.

smithii, 1071.

submarginaius, 1067.

1079.

siyiacus, 1073.

iheodora, 1068, 1089.

tsanensis, 1066, 1075.
mnciguerrcB, 1066,

1072, 1073.

wafe/-/, 1067, 1080.

werneri, 1067, 1084.

xenodon, 1074.

Clepsis

rusticana, 993.

Olytia

geniculata, 489, 491.

502.

Cnepba.sia

longana, 997.

Coelacantbus, 766, 774.

Ooenopsaminia
nigrcsccns, 528.

willeyi, b'2^.
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Coleophora
sp., 962.

aegyptiacae, 962.

algidella, 962, 963.

artemisiae, 963.

atlanticeUu, 963.

co'njiudla, 961, 962.

helianthemella, 962.

mic7'Ovie7'iae, 981.

muriniiiennella, 963.

orotavensis, 960.

'poecilella, 963.

teidensis, 962.

Colobus, 677.

Coluber
guttatus, 790.

'loiigissimus, 790.

Conchylis
carpophilana, 991.

chainomillana, 992.

iiagdkma, 990.

francillana, 990, 991.

Conopomorpba
cycmosinla, 979.

Corallus

cooJdi, 789.

Cordylopbora, 516.

Coriscium, 979.

Coryne
fZ«(ii«OT, 489, .491, 614.

Cosmopteryx
sp., 964, 966.

argyrogrammos, 967.

attenuatella, 965, 966.

coryjohaea, 964, 1032.

flavofasciata, 965, 966.

gemmiferella, 965.

ledereriella, 963.

lesjpedezae, 965, 966.

-pulclierrimella, 966,

967.

quadrilineella. 965.

tiwhidella, 966, 967.

Crambessa
I'ff^i, 652.

Oraseomys
reguliis, 466.

Cricetomys
gamhiaims adventor,

780.

Cricetulus, 462.

oiestor, 466.

triton, 466.

Crociclosema
hlacTiburnii, 1002.

ohsctira, 1002.

2}lebeiana, 1002, 1003,

1004.

signatana, 1002.

Crociclura

sp., 777.

I
Crociclura

corecs, 462.

AiVi'a, 777.
lasi/ira, 462.

Crorabruggbia
disians, 913.

/ae^'i^s, 914.

Crossarcbus

fasciatiis, 778.

Cryptocepbalus
ammiinatus, 838.

cclliaceus, 835.

apicipes, 839.

argeiitimis, 844.

auratus, 843.

bahiaensis, 836.

hasalis, 834.

bimlcatus, 837.

bivitticollis, 838.

cubaensis, 842.

discoidalis, 834.

emarginattis, 836.

>7i77', 839.

foveicollis, 835.

grossulus, 842.

guianaensis, 841.

gundlachi, 841.

haiiiensis, 843.

miscrabilis, 837.

olivaeeus, 835.

2Msticus, 834.

peruanus, 834.

^-vittaius, 839.

rufitarsus, 844.

seinifasciatus, 842.

semiojMctcs, 840.

subcBnescens, 843.

tristiculus, 844.

tucumanensis, 837.

Cryptolaria

f^^fSff., 488.

Cryptoprocta, 803, 815,

8]7._

Ctenothrissa

radians, 642.

Cuspidella

7r«,«i7^S 489, 491, 498,

502.

Cydia
pomonella, 1006.

Cynocebus, 678, 725.

cynosiirus, 678.

Cynodontia, 1048, 1060.

Cynoguatbus, 1055,1059.
platyceps, 1052.

Cypbosticba, 979.

Dactylopsila
pcdpator, 1047.

trivirgata, 747.

Dapedius
sp., 769.

Dapidius
granulosus, 764.

Dasymys
incomtus, 1046.

Dendrodus, 762.

Dendroneura, 1019.

Depressaria, 955.

sp., 958.

absinthirora, 959.

apidla, 959.

applana, 957.

conciliatella, 956.

heradiana, 958, 959,

960.

nervosa, 959.

tenerifae, 958, 1032.

yeaiiana, 956.

Desmoscypbus
gracilis, 488, 505.

inflatus, 488.

Diadectes, 1050.

Diademia, 678, 687.

leucampyx, 678.

Diademodon, 1055, 105

1059.

mastacus, ] 058.

Dialeetica, 979,

scalariella, 980.

Diana, 678.

diana, 678.

Dicbelia

constanti, 993.

hyerana, 997.

Dicynodou, 1055.

jouberti, 1052.

Dimetrodon, 1053, 1055,

1056, 1057, 1060,

1061.

Dinocepbalia, 1048, 1060.

Dinotopterus, 1063.

cunningtoni, 1197.

Dipetasus, 655.

Dipbasia
pinaster, 489.

Diplopterus, 765.

Dipterina
tasmaniana, 993.

Dipterus, 767, 768.

Discosaui'us, 1057.

Dispbolidus
fyjms, 487.

Dromatberium, 1059.

Dysmasia
instratdla, 1019.

instilaris, 1019.

Elacbista, 968, 969.

complanella, 968.
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Elephas
africanus albcrtensis,

783.
— cottmi, 783.— cyclotis, 782.
— 2)umilio, 448.
— selousi, 783.

ct/clofis, 447, 448.

ElonichthTs, 768.

Embolophoriis, lO.iS.

dollovianus, 1061.

Embryonopsis, 947.
Emmelina, 919.

Empedias, 1050.
Entomoloma

nemorana ,2QS.
Epagoge

consianti, 993.
Epanastasis, gen. nov.,

984.

sophroniella, 948.
Epeleu.sta

liturcUa, 955.

Epermenia
daucella, 974.

Ephippiphora
maderae, 1006.

Epiblema
sp., 1004.

Epidola
stigma, 950.

Epistetiis, 953.

Epouiophorus
cryphtrus, 776.

gambia7ius, 776.

Equus
onager indicus, 515.

zehri, 748.

Ereunetis
seminivora, 1013.

undosa, 1013.

Erora, 599.

Eryops, 1058.

Erythrocebus, 678, 742.

^ja^-fts, 678, 679.

Ethmia
bipunctella, 960.

Eucelis

indusiana, 1007.

maderae, 1006.

marruhiana, 1007,
1034.

staticeana, 1007.

Eucephala
ccerulea, 515.

Eucopella
ccenata, 488.

Eucosma
sp., 1004.

Eucrostis

simonyi, 912.

Eudendrium
annulatum, 488.

ra?«osK/«,489,491,499.

Eugnathus
sp., 774.

formosiis, 769.
Euaieciclithvs, gen. nov.,

638, 639, 641.

Eunectes
onurinus, 789.

Eaphonia
elegantissima, 515.

Eupleres, 807, 815, 816,

817.

goudofi, 815.

Euprosthenops
australis, 828.

baiioneanus, 828.

e/fert/j, 828.

'j^rospiciens, 827, 829.

Eurynotus, 757.

crenatus, 758, 768.

Eusthenopteron, 766,

772.

foordi, 774.

Eiitroraula, 988.

Evetria
walsinghami, 1002.

Felis

fmrafe, 656, 657, 658,

660, 661, 662, 664,

667, 1038.
— f««'«te, 660, 1039.
— celklogaster, 660,

1038, 1039.

c«/ra, 668, 669.

caracal, 662, 675.

catus, 669.

celidogaster, 656, 657,

6.58, 659.

chalybecda, 656, 657,
660.

chaus, 666, 674.

chn/sntlirix, 656, 657,

658, 659, 660, 662.
— celidogccster , 657.
— co«o?2i, 656, 657,

659.
— typica, 657.
— r??!'i7a, 657.

coricolor, 659, 677.

eottoni, 660.

gcdeopardus, 663, 667.

«>6z's, 675.

jaguarondi, 659.

^eo, 677, 814.

leopardus, 675, 1038.
— suahelic'us, 783, 785
lybica, 668.

Felis

microtis, 464.

neglecta, 656, 657, 658,

660, 663.

nigripes, 669, 670, 671,

672, 673.

obsc'ura, 669.

ocreffiifa, 662, 668, 670,

671, 672, 673, 749.

— mfm, 668, 669,

671.
— uqandcB, 668, 749,

750.

o?iC(7,, 662.

panthera, 675.

pardcdis, 662.

pardus, 675.
— fontanieri, 676.
— lecpardus, 675, 783,

1038.
— melanotica, 677.
— w^')?^r, 676.
— ruweiizorii, 785.
— suahelica, 676.
— tulliana, 676.

rM«a, 656, 657, 658,

660.

senegalensis, 663, 666.

seri'«/, 662, 663, 664,

667, 677, 777.
— senegalensis, 664,

666, 667, 668, 677.
— serial, 668.

servalina, 662, 663,

664, 665, 666.
— liposticicc, 666, 677.
— pantasticta, 665,

666, 667.
— poliotriclia, 665,

666.
— servalina, 665, 666.

sylvestris, 669, 670,

671, 749, 750.

temmincJd, 467, 662.

tigrina, 662.

tigris, 677.

togoensis, 667, 668,

torquata., 669.

tulliana, 675.

uncicc, 675, 677.

Filellum

ser^jews, 489, 491, 498,

501.

Fungia, 536.

Funisciurus
mutabilis, 778.
sponsus, 778.

granti, 776.
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Galechinis, 1053, 1055,

1059, 1060.

sclwUzi, 1051, 1052,

1054, 1056, 1057,

1058.

Galesaurus, 1048.

Galesuclius

browiii, 1054, 1056.

Galictis, 810.

vittata, 1046.

Galidia, 804, 806, 808,

816.

elegans, 515, 804.

striata, 515.

Galidictis, 804-817.

striata, 803, 805, 806,

808, 809, 810, 811,

813, 814.

Gelechia
anthyllidella, 933.

attenuatella, 965.

cisti, 935.

diffiiiis, 940.

domestica, 937.

elachistella, 933.

epithymeUa, 940.

fasciata, 945.

hyoscyamella, 940.

laiwprostoma, 943.

lunariella, 939, 1030.

micradelpha, 940.

Qiudtimaculella, 1016.

nigrorosea, 940.

olbiaella, 938, 939,

plutelllformis, 938,
939.'

frovinciella, 941.

psoralella, 932.

salmonis, 937.

sciurella, 941, 1030.

sedata, 942.

sieyersi, 938, 939.

siewersiellus, 938, 939.

sinuatella, 938.

tabacella, 942.

terrella, 942.

t^j7eZ/a, 941.

2-2«fe, 943.

(Bryotropba) opercu-

lella, 942.

(Lit a) epithymeUa, 940.

(— ) solanella, 942.

Genetla

sp., 778._

angolensis, 1040.

dongolana, 1041.

felina, 1041.

genetta, 1041.

genettoides, 1040.

johnstoni, 1041, 1042,

1043.

Genetta
pardina, 807, 1038,

1039, 1040, 1042,

1043.

poensis, 1037, 1039,

1040, 1041.

servalina, 1041.

tigrina, 804, 810.

victorim, 1041.

vulgaris, 806, 807, 808,

809, 810, 812.

samhesiana, 778.

Georychus
5eM-(g, 780.

darliiiqi, 775, 781.

^w^arfZi, 775, 780, 781.

Giraffa

camdopardalis anti-

qiiormn, 748.

Glauce, 929.

Glauconycteris
piapilio, ITt.

variegatus, 777.

Glypbipterys
fischeriella, 990.

fortimatella, 989, 990,

1032.

fygmaeella, 989, 990.

Glyptolepis, 760, 766.

Gomphognathus, 1048.

kannemeyeri, 1052.

Gonatodus, 757, 768,

774.

Gonionema, 652, 654,

655.

depressum, 653.

Goaion >moides, 655.

Gonothyr£ea
gracilis, 489, 490, 503.

Gossea, 655.

Gracilaria

sp., 983, 984.

aurantiaca, 983, 984,

1034.

hedemanni, 979, 980.

roscipennella, 981, 982.

scalariella, 979, 980.

schinella, 982, 1034.

staintoni, 982, 1034.

t'-yfeya, 1014.

Grapholitba
adcnocarpi, 1005.

maderae, 1006.

negatana, 1005.

(Phthoroblaatis) sai?-

i>awa, 1005.

Griburius, 829.

abstersus, 847.

argentatus, 846.

atireovillosus, 846.

bolivianus, 844.

Griburius
consp)urcatus, 847.

femoratus, 847.

Mrtifrons, 846.

nigritarsis, 847.

oriiatus, 846.

17-f/«««i;;fs, 846.

Gymnallabes, 1062, 1063,

1093.

ap«s, 1094.

efy?>MS, 1065, 1093.

Gypaetus
barbatiis, 748.

Gypsocbares
baptodactyla, 916.

'hedemanni, 918, 919.

leptodactyla, 918, 919.

olbiadactyla, 918, 919.

Gyroptycbius, 766.

Haeraogregarina, 1103.
thomsoni, 1103.

Haeinylis

assimilella, 955.

Halecium
6e«WM, 489, 491, 500.

Haliaetus

leucocephaMs, 747.

Halicalyx, 652, 655.

Hahnonises
lacustris, 652.

Halteridiutu, 1103.

Hapale
agilis, 794.

Hapalemur
griseus, 808.

Harpella
forficella, 960.

Hatteria, 792.

Heleosaurus, 1049, 1055.
Helictis, 810.

personata, 803, 810.

Heloderma
suspectum, 749.

Hemeropbila, 987, 988.

fabriciana, 989.

nemorana, 988.

oxyacanthella, 989.
pariana, 988.

Hemidactylus
mcd)oida, 483.

Hemigalidia, 804, 817.

Hemisns
marmoratum, 480.

Herbertia
tamaricis, 925.

Herpestes, 804.

fidvescens, 805, 808,
814.

pidverulentus, 815.
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Herpetosaiu'iX

arenicola, 486.

Hesperia
agrippa. 568.

chiton, 567.

dindus, 568.

romul'us, 568.

Heterobranchus, 1063.

anquillarh, 1073.

hidorsalis, 1094, 1095.

geoffroyi, 1095.

intermedins, 1095.

isoptcrus, 1094, 1096.

laticeps, 1095.

longifilis, 1094, 1095.

onacronema, 1096.

senegalensis, 1095.

Heterognomon
coriacanus, 996.

hyeranus. 997.

Heterolepidotus

^«iKs, 774.

Hodegia, 947.

Holcopogon
soiylwoniellus; 948, 949.

Holocentrum, 641, 642.

Holoptychius, 765, 773.

Homopholis
wahlhergii, 484.

Homopus
areolatus, 482.

darlingi, 482.

Hyoena, 815.

Hyffinasucbus, 1053.

Hybodus, 753.

Hydractinia
echinata, 498.

pacifica, 498.

wfZi, 489, 491, 498,

514.

Hydroclioerus

capyhara, 515.

Hylobates
hooloch, 467.

Hypatiina
fasciafa, 945.

Hyponomeuta
^2^as, 974, 975, 976.

innotata, 976.

Hypostoraa, 762.

Hypsolophus
siewcrsiellus, 938, 939.

Ictidosuchus, 1055.

priiTKSvus, 1054, 1061.

Indris, 470.

Karoomys, 1059.

Karyolysus, 1099, 1103.

Labidosaurus, 1050, 1059,
1060.

Lacerta
«<7^7^•s, 561, 563.

ionica, 557, 558, 559,

565, 566.

littoralis, 559.

muralis, 657, 565, 566,

1063.
— campestris, 561,

563, 566.
— bocagii, 566.
— littoralis, 559, 561,

566.
— serpa, 559, 561.

peloponnesiaca, 657,
561.

taurica, 557, 558, 559,

561, 563, 565, 566.
viridis, 559.

Lachesie, 788.

alternata, 792.

lanceolata, 791.
Lafoea

teneUula, 488.

Lagostomus
tricliodactylits, 749.

Lampornis
'premsti, 515.

Lampris, 640, 641,

643.

/;m«, 634, 635.

Lampros
coardella, 945.

Laspeyresia

adenocarpi, 1005.

negatana, 1005.

scUvana, 1005.

Leggada
minutoides, 780.

Leioptilus

sp., 920.

Lepidosteus, 757, 758,

762, 763, 764. 769,

773.

ossews, 759, 774.

Lepidotiis, 756, 758.

mantelli, 769.

Leptobrachium, 871, 872,

877, 878, 886, 887,

906, 907, 908.

carinense, 905, 909.

./e«, 905, 909.

kasseltii. 871, 878,881,
883, 884, 885, 889,

891, 892, 894, 895,

898, 899, 900, 903,

909.

Leptodira
anmdata, 790.

hotambmia, 487. 790.

Leptodon
cayennensis, 748.

Limnocnida, 644, 645,

646, 647, 648, 651,

652, 653, 654, 655.

tanganiccE, 643, 651,

655, 656.
— victories, 650, 651,

656.

Limnocodium, 652, 653,
654, 655.

sowerbyi, 652.
Lindera, 1016.

bogotcdella, 1017, 1020.
tessellatella, 1020.

Lita

sp., 941.

einiJiyinclla^ 940.
solanella, 942.

LitbocoUetis

cytisella, 977.

helictnfhemella, 976.
messaniella, 976.

flatani, 977.

rayella, 976.

Lithyphantes
nob His, 823.

Lobesia
staticeccna, 1008.

Lophoceros
nasutus, 747.

Lophotes, 641.

cepedianus, 638.
^'s^'w", 638.

Loxopera
bilbaeiisis, 991.

fiagellana, 990.

frccncillonana, 990,
991.

Luffia

lapidella, 1027.
• reSe//, 1027, 1034.
Lycopbidium

ccqxnse, 486.

Lycosucbus, 1053.
vanderrieti, 1052,

1061.

Lj^godactylus

capensis, 484,

Lygosoma
sundevalU, 486.

Lyonetia
somnulentella, 984.

Lystrosaurus, 1055, 1061.

Lytocarpus
crosslandi, 490, 491,

511, 614.

grandis, 490, 511.
— unilccteralis, 490,

510, 514.

racemiferus, 611.
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Mabuia
striata, 486.

varia, 485.

Macacus, 677.

Macarostola, 979.

Maeropoma, 760, 766.

Macropteronotus, 1063.

anguillaris, 1068.

charmuth, 1068, 1073.

Macropus
cervinus, 515.

irma, 515.

wxignus, 467, 515.

woodwarcli, 515.

Macloqua
fhiUipsi, 748.

Madrepora, 532, 550,

551, 556.

pulchra, 531, 534, 545.

Mffiotias, 652, 655.

Megaladapis, 470.

Megalichthys, 751, 755,

756, 759, 760, 762,

765.

hihhcrti, 756.

Megalophrys
fecB, 871.'

longipes, 872, 878, 910.

mo'ntana, 871-886, 889,

892. 895, 896, 897,

898, 901, 903, 906,

907, 908, 909, 910.

nasuta, 871-885, 889,

891-910.^

Megalurus, 769.

Melieras
monogrammicus, 467.

Melinodon, 1059.

Mendesia
symphytella., 970, 1032.

Merioues
leiicogaster, 779.

Mesopropitbeous, 470.

Mesosauria, 1060.

Mesosaurus, 1049, 1054,

1055.

Metallactus, 829.

afinis, 849.

albif'rons, 850.

albipes, 850.

argentinensis, 850.

bifasciatiis, 849.

holivianus, 848.

capitatus, 851.

divisus, 853.

donckieri, 854.

flavofrontalis, 849.

imistus, 855.

kollari, 849.

nigrofasciatus, 850.

nigro-ornafus, 854.

Metallactus
nigruvitfis, 855.

paliBmon, 852.

partitus, 854.

periMnii,s, 852.

seyniptirpiireus, 851.

seniirufus, 855.

succinctus, 853.

U7i,icolor, 853.

Metzneria
castiliella, 927.

dichroa, 927, 1030.

i«/e^i.r, 926.

insig/iificans, 926.
mouochroa, 927, 1030.
torridella, 928.

tristella, 927.

Micaiidra
platyptera, 576.

swpho, 576.

Microconodon, 1059.

Microdon
sp., 769.

Microgomphodon, 1057.

Micromys
agrariits mantclmriciis,

465.

speciosus p)eninsul(B,

465.

Microsetia, 1008.

siipeUa, 1009.

Millepora
alcicornis, 537, 555.

eomplanata, 537, 552,
555.

verrucosa, 537, 555.

Mimaeseoptilus
serotinus, 921.

Miopitbeciis, 678, 740.

callitrichus, 678.

talapoin, 678, 741, 742.
Moerisia

lyonsi, 516.

Mogera
insularis, 463.

kohecs, 463.

latouchei, 463.

robustus, 463.

wogura, 463, 464.
— coreana, 463.
— kanai, 463.
— kobece, 463.

Mona, 678, 679, 708.

mona, 678.

Monacbus
babioides, 833.

bicolor, 831.

biplagiatus, 830.

divisus, 833.

meridaensis, 832.

mexicanui, 830.

Monacbus
nigritarsis, 831.

nigritida, 830, 831.
obscurellus, 833.

ornatipennis, 831.

peruamis, 831.

picipes, 830.

pustulipennis, 832, 833.
teneh'icosus, 830.

terniinatus, 832.

Monopeltis
graiiti, 485.

welwitschii, 485.
Monopis

crocicapitella, 1022.

ferruginella, 1022.

hyalinella, 1022.

imella, 1021.

lombardica, 1022.

nigrioantella, 1022.

MonostEechas
quadridens, 490, 508,

514.

Montipora, 624, 532,

535, 555, 556.

Moschus
moschiferus, 747.

Mungos
<j'a/em, 778.

Miis
sp., 780.

clirysophilus, 780,
1046.

minimus, 780.

Myriacantbus
paradoxus, 773.

Myripristis

murdjan, 642.

Naia
j?aya, 791.

onelanoleuca, 791.

nigricoUis, 487.

tripudians, 791.

Nandinia, 816.

binotata, 807, 815.

Narycia, 1020.

Nemesia
simonii, 819.

Nepticula

sp., 1009.

microtheriella, 1008.

Nesoenas

nutyeri, 801.

Nesopitbecus, 470.

Nestor
notabilis, 1046.

Njctereutes
procyonoides, 464.

Nycticej us

2}lanirostris, 777.
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Obelia, 653.

dichoioma, 489, 491,

502.

Octopus
korsti, 451.

Ocystola, 950.

Oecopliora

fuscomaculella, 952.

inunctella, 945.

seebolcliella, 952.

(Sc-vthris) phvcidella,

950.

Oegoconia
quadripuncta, 945.

OenophiJa

flava, 1014.

nesiotes, 1014, 1015,

10.34.

i'-/?«ra, 1014, 1015.

Olindias, 655.

midleri, 654.

Olindioides, 645, 652,

654, 655.

formosa, 653.

olios

riijipes, 820.

Omphacodes
divincia, 912.

Onebala
lamj^rosfoma, 943.

Opbiodes
caciniformis, 489. 491,

500, 514.

Opbiopsis, 769.

Ophisaurus
apus, 792.

Opisthoctenodon, 1057.

Opogona
jjcinchcdcella, 1015,

1016.

Orneodes
hidmeri, 926.

Oruithorbynchus
anatinus, 1054.

Osteolepis, 765, 766.

macrolepidot'us, 774.

Otis

tarda, 515.

Otocinclus, 795.

faidinua, 799.

Otomys
in-omfus, 779, 1046.

Otopilbecus, 678, 708.

pogonias, 678.

Oudenodon, 1057, 1059.
5a.M?'?, 1054.

trigoniceps, 1056,
1058.

Ovibos, 468.

Oxyptilus

disians, 913, 914.

Ox3^pti]as

to-«.S 913, 914.

(Croiiibruggbia) (Zis-

taiis, 913.

Pacbycormus
licicrurus, 769.

Pacbydactylus
hibroun, 484.

Pacbylomerus
cBdificatoriiis, 818, 828,

829.

Palffiobatteria, 1051,

1058, 1060.

Palfeoniscus, 757, 762.
elegans, 768.

Palffiopropitbecus, 470.
Pandeinis, 993.

bracatana, 995.

onactana, 994, 995.

2oersimilana, 994, 995.

symonyi, 994.

Papibo
anacreon, 568.

Z>eo?(, 609.

bidmsttis, 627.

celmus, 619.

c/eo7», 621.

cyllarus, 595.

dindymus, 592.

cr^a-, 631.

hemon, 674.

f?-^(?, 631.

ixioii, 568.

Jisite', 573.

megacles, 620.

nigroflavus, .'J68.

thamyras, 568.

Paradisea
rubra, 747.

Pavadoxiiriis

leucomyatax, 467.

Pareiasaurus, 1048,

1050, 1052, 1053,

1059, 1060, 1061.

serridens, 1061.

Pariotichus, 1050, 1054,
1056.

incisivus, 1061.

Pasilobus

insignis, 824, 829.

PateUa, 856, 859, 865,

869.

atldetica, 856.

vulgaia, 856, 865.
— carulea, 865, 868.

Pecten, 869.

Pelobates, 875, 881!, 889,

896, 897, 899, 906,

909, 910.

cidtripes, 907.

Pelobates

y«sc«5, 871. 881, 885,

891, 892, 894, 901,
905.

Pelobatracbus, geu. nov.,

906, 909.

Pelodytes, 875, 880, 881,

900, 906.

Pelomedusa
galeata, 483.

Pelomys
j'allax, 779.

Pennai-ia

rayofe««, 489, 490,491,
492.

Pentbina
indusiana, 1008.

Perittia

cedroneUae, 970, 1032.

lavandidae, 971, 1010.

ob&curejpuncteUa, 971.

Petacbnum, 655.

Petasata, 655.

Petasus, 655.

Petaurista, 678.

petaurista, 678.

Petrodroiuus
tetradaetylus, lib,

777.

sultan, 777.

Pbalaena
bip'unctidactyla, 921.

forficella, 960.

(A.lucita) monodac-
tylus, 919.

(Tinea) anomalella,

1008.

(— ) argentella, 968.

(— ) oxyacanthella,

989.

(—) pomovclla, 1006.

(— ) rayella, 976.

(— ) tapetzella, 1021.

(Tortris) fabriciana,

988, 989'.

(—) heracleana, 958.

(—)
pariana, 987, 988.

Pbalanger
macidatus, 749.

Pbalonia
carpopMlana, 991.

convermna, 992, 1034.

versaom, 992.

Pbaneropleuron
curtum, 767, 774.

Pharmacis
chamomillaim, 992.

elongana, 993.

impiirana, 993.

Pbascogale
penicillata, 1047.
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Pheiigodes

h/croni/iiii, 516.

Philodromus
jmnctigerus, 826, 829.

Philothamnus
JdrJcii, 486.

semivariegatus, 486.

PholidopLoras, 769.

Phrjnobatrachus
natalensis, 482, 487.

Phrynomantis
hifasciata, 48U.

Phthorimaea
operculeUa, 942.

piscipellis, 942.

sedata, 942.

solan dia, 942.

tabaceUa, 942.

terrella, 942.

Phyllobvostris

dajjlmeclla, 934.

Pliyllonorycter

cytisellus, Q77, 978.

/oliolosi, 978, 1034.

helianihemdlus, 976.

juncei, 977.

inessaniellus, 976.

parvifoUellus, 978.

platani, 977.

rayella, 976.

ulmifolidla, 968.

(Lithocolletis) zJrc-

inulac, 968.

Piesta

lieracleana, 958.

Pinaris

apiella, 959.

arendla, 955.

Pipa, 877, 888, 890, 910,

911.

Platax, 643.

Platyeclra

I'/kfe. 941.

Platyoicles

separata, 819, 820,

828, 829.

8Mwo««i, 820, 828, 829.

Platyptilia

ac-anthodactyla, 915.

punctidacfyla, 915.

(Amblyptilia) acantho-

dactyla, 915.

Platysaurus
guUatiLS, 484.

intermedins, 484.

torquatus, 484.

Plecostomus
a,lbopunctatus, 797,

800.

emarginattts, 795.

goyazensis, 798.

Plecostomus
hermanni, 795.

liorridus, 795.

iJ/erinc/ii. 795, SCO.

lat/ro6tr/s, 793.

margaritifcr, 796, 800.

pauliiius, 795.

regaui, 795.

strigaticeps, 796, 800.

tenuicav.da, 795.

tietensi'i, 795.

Pluraularia

d.elicatula, 488.

halecioidcs, 490, 491,

508.

variabilis, 488.

Plutella, 979.

cruciferarwin, 986.

maculipennis, 986.

multimacidella, 1017.

Pluvianus
cBgyptius, 747.

Pocillopora, 534, 535,

536, 547, 548, 550,

551, 555, 556.

brevicornis, 537.

nobilis, 537.

Podocoryne
aneohinata, 489, 491

,

499. 514.

hmilis, 499.

Podophthalma, 827.

Poecilia

(Stenolechia) sp., 929,

930.

Poeciloptila

roscipennella, 981.

Poephagus
gnmniens, 1046.

Pogonocebus, 678, 682,
684.

diana, 678.

Poiana
richardsoni, 1037,

1043. 1044, 1045.
— leigMoni (not /i'ic-

riensis : see erratum
slip), 1043, 1045.

— ochracea, 1044,

1045.
— richardsoni, 1045.

Polychrosis

botrana, 1001.

indusiana, 1007, 1008.

neptunia, 1000, 1034.

porrectana, 1007.

staticeana, 1008.

Polymetis, gen. nOT.,

969.

carlinella, 969, 1032.

Polymixia, 642.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1907, No. LXXIY

Polj'ommatus
bazochii, 568.

dumerilii, 630.

crgeus, 568.

ga.belus, 568.

gabriela, 571.

megarus, 568.

nebis, 568.

sinnis, 568.

straphius, 568.

Polypterus, 762, 763,

764, 770, 771, 772.

6/*Am-, 770, 773, 774.

Polypus
sp., 454, 455.

aculeatus, 454.

arborescens, 451, 454,

460.

herdmani, 451, 454.

Jiorridus, 451, 454.

/^orsz'z, 451, 452, 453,

461.

Porites, 520, 529, 534,

539, 540, 541, 545,

549, 550.

Porpe
bjerkandrella, 987.

Pragmatodes, gen. nov.,

928.

fruticosella, 928, 929,

930, 1030.

Prays
ciVri, 974.

ProcolophoD, 1049, 1052,

1053, 1054, 1055,

1056, 1058.

trigoniccps, 1052, 1054,

1058, 1061.

Procolopbonia, 1060.

Propappus, 1048, 1050,
1061.

Propithecus, 470.

Pi'osthesis, gen. nov.,

953.

exclusa, 953, 10.:J2.

Protacantbodes, 772.

Proteles, 815.

Psanimophis
sibilans, 487.

Psammosteus, 753, 754,
755.

arenatus, 774.

paradoxus, 774.

Psecadia
bipunctella, 960.

Pseudaspis
ca«a, 486.

Pseudoberyx, 642.

Pseudolyc£ena
paphlagon, 594.

paupera, 575.

74
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Pseudolycajna
platyptcra, 576.

spurius, 579.

Psyche
cabrerai, 1028.

Pteraspis, 753, 754, 755,

760, 773.

Pteropborus
acanthodactylus, 915.

chrysocooime, 921.

distans, 913.

inulae, 920.

laetiLS, 914.

monodactylus, 919,

920.

olbiadaotylus, 918, 919.

pectodactylu,H, 921.

serotinus, 921.

siceliota, 913.

(Aciptilia) siceliota,

913.

(Lioptilus) inulae, 920.

(—) melanoscMsma,

920, 1030.

(Oxyptilus) distans,

913.

( -) ^as<2<s, 914.

Ptilopachus

ftfA'f^is, 747.

Ptocheuusa, 929.

Purpura
lapillus, 865.

Putorius
sibiricus, 464.

Pyralis

francillana, 990.

yeatiana, 956.

Pyroderces
argyrogrammos, 967.

Pyrophorus, 516.

Python
reticiolatus, 788.

spilotes, 789.

Eana, 873. 877, 881,882,

883, 889, 890, 905.

albilabris, 481.

angolensis, 481.

bravana, 481.

elegans, 481.

esculenta, 883, 888,

894, 899, 901, 902.

galamensis, 481.

godmani, 481.

granulosa, 481.

gra.yi, 481.

guentheri, 481.

^zt?j2??/2, 887, 888, 893,

895, 897, 899, 900,

902,

Eana
hmneralis, 481.

inalabarica, 481

.

inascareniensis, 481.

onoeruensis, 481.

W2(«i, 481.

oatesi, 481.

ornata, 481.

ornatissima, 481.

oxyrhynchus, 481.

ra.fMe, 480, 481, 487.

temjMraria, 899.

z'?5f>wa, 899, 902,

903.

Eappia
cinctiventris, 482.

marmorata, 482.

Recurvaria
domestica, 937.

Ehamphastos
carinatiis, 748.

Ehinostictus, 678, 695,

717, 721.

petaurista, 678.

Ehizoflus

ornatus, 774.

Ehyacionia
walsinghami, 1002.

Eoslerstammia
vesjjerella, 985.

Eupicapra
tragus, 467.

Saccostomus
campestris, 780.

maslioncB, 780.

Sarsia, 516.

Scaphiopus, 910.

solitarius, 904, 906.

Scaunienacia, 768.

Schistophila, 929.

Sciaphila

fragosana, 997.

ictericana, 997.

longana, 996, 997.

stratana, 997.

SciLiropterus

aluco, 464, 465.

momonga, 464, 465.
— amygdali, 464.

russicus, 464, 465.

Sciurus

calotus, 464.

oricntis, 4t>4.

rupestris, 464.

vulgaris, 464.
— albicauda, 516.
— orientis, 464.

Scotophilus

nigrita, 777.

Scylacosaurus, 1048.

Seyllium

canicula, 474.

Scythris

arachnodes, 972, 973,

1032.

cioadella, 973.

fasciatella, 950, 973,

1032.

j3e/re^;a, 972, 1032.

roscldella, 973.

Seleucides

nigricans, 747.

Semasia, 1004.

sidjsequana, 999.

Semionotus
happji, 769.

Semiophorus, 643.

Semnopithecus
albogularis, 700.

melalophus, 748.

Sepia
singalensis, 451, 459.

Sepioteuthis

loliginiformis, 451,

456, 457, 458.

Sericoris

ind.usiama, 1008.

Sertularella

fusiformis, 488.

Sertularia

(?zsta;zs, 490, 491,

504.

gracilis, 504.

IcBvimarginata, 490,

491, 507, 508, 514.

lucernaria, 608.

«tff^e/7\ 490, 491,

505.

pumila, 507.

versluysi, 488, 490,

491, 504, 505, 506,

514.

(Desmoscyphus) brevi-

cyath'us, 488.

Sesamodon, 1059.

Setomorpha
bogotatdla, 1016, 1017,

1020.

corticinella, 1016, 1017,
1018.

discipunctella, 1016,

1017.

G!ryas, 1016, 1017.

grenadella, 1019.

inamoenella, 1016, 1017,
1018.

insectella, 1016, 1019,

1020.

multimaculella, 1016,

1017, 1018.
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Setomorplia
023eroseUa, 1016, 1017,

lOlS.

ruderella, 1016, 1017,

1018.

rupicella, 1016, 1017,

1018.

rutcUa, 1016, 1017,

1018, 1019.

teneoides, 1018.

Siderus

imrvinotus, 591.

Siganorosis

heracliaiia, 955, 958.

Silurus

anguillaris, 1068, 1073.

(Heterobranchus) gari-

epinna, 1069.

Simaethis, 988.

fabriciana, 988, 989.

nemorana, 988.

oxi/acaiithella, 989.

Simla
cethiops, 728.

ascanius, 719.

cephus, 722.

cynosunis, 734.

diana, 682.

erythropi/ga, 735.

onelarhina, 741.

mona, 709.

nictitans, 696.

jo«/«s, 742.

petavrista, 718.

o'oloway, 683.

ruhra, 742.

sahcea, 726.

suhviridis, 728.

talapoin, 741

.

Simocephalus
capensis, 486.

Sitotroga

cerecdella, 928.

Sminthopsis
crassicaudata, 1047.

larapinta, 1047.

Soleniopsis, gen. nov.,

489, 494.

dendriformis, 489, 491,

494, 495, 496, 497,

502, 514.

Spheuodon, 1048, 1056,

1057.

punctatus, 1056.

Spilotes

coirn's, 787, 790.

couperi, 790.

inelanura, 790.

Spii'Ocli£eta

anodontcs, 447.

Stagmatophoi-a

(Pyroclerces) argyro-

gramiiios, 967.

Staugeia

siceliota, 913.

Statbruopolitis, gen.

nov., 1019.

tragocojjj-ella, 1019,

1020, 1034.

Steatoda
cfor/a*, 824.

Steganoptycha
ofecMm, 1002, 1003.

signatana, 1002, 1003.

Stegnocephala
nigritarsis, 833.

Stenolechia

(Poecilia) sp., 929.

Stenoptilia

hipunctidactyla, 921.

(Adkinia) hipuncti-

dactyla, 921.

Stephanoberyx, 642.

Sternothterus

oiigricans, 482, 483.

Stigmella

anomaleUa, 1008.

cMfrc^Zft., 1009.

eupliorhiella, 1011.

fletcheri, 1009.

helianthemella , 1010.

jMtee, 1011, 1034.

micromeriac, 1010.

nigrifasciata. 1011.

ridicidosa, 1011.

rosefc, 1008.

rubicurrens, 1009.

sanctaccnicis, 1010.

s;'(^;'?c2s, 1009.

Strepsicei'os, 1003.

Strepsicrates

fenesfrata, 1003.

Strepsodus, 766.

Streptocanlus

pulcherrimus, 488.

Stringops

liabroptilus, 515.

Stylopbora, 535.

Stylophorus, 643.

Suricata, 815.

tetrad.actyla, 810.

Symmoca, 945. 946.

aegreUa, 949, 1032.

canariensis, 949, 1032.

oxyhiella, 949.

Syncorvne
s«.r«7. 492.

Talaepoi'ia

lapidclla, 1027.

Taniias

orientalis, 465.

Tapinocepbalus, 1048.

Tapirus
americanus, 515.

indicus, 467.

Tai-rasius, 766.
Tatera

loljenguIcB, 779.

Tebenna, 988.

Tecmerium
anthophagum, 954.

Teleia

c/s^j, 935.

Telerpeton
elginense, 1060.

Telphusa
canariensis, 936, 1030.
c/s!;j, 935.

fugitivella, 936.
lydlella, 936.

schizogynae, 936, 1030.

Teutana
^rossa, 824, 829.

w.o7«7w, 823, 829.

Thecla, 566.

acaste, 569.

adela, 569.

fffZr/ff, 620.

(sgides, 575, 576.

(7c/rffi, 630.

«'^o/ff, 603. 604.

a/«o/i7jffi, 569, 605.

alatus, 579.

alikoba, 569.

amatista, 569.

americeiisis, 629.

amplitudo, 575, 632.

«7«^j/y/s, 582, 632.

anfracta, 608, 609.

anina,, 603.

anna, 577, 632.

a.nthora, 617.

an'thracia, 603.

antinous, 569.

«o«., 569.

aprica, 569.

aratas, 605.

oww/a, 629, 632.

a?'es, 599.

argiva, 630.'

— obscura, 630.

arc/ona, 570, 628.

a.riiides, 5(i9, 605.

armilla, 583.

arogeus, 568.

arola, 569.

arfia, 569. 578.

aruma, 007.

a;'e??fl, 580, 581.
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Thecla
athymhra, 582.

atnius, 613.

atrana, 570.

atrms, 613.

atrox, 609.

attcdion, 599.

atymna, 578.

«.?«(rZa, 577.

aurora, 583.

autoclea, 610, 625.

a^m, 623.

aziiba, 626.

6acz;m, 609, 610.

badaca, 624.

hacleta, 615.

hagrada, 588.

balius, 604.

J«r5a, 575, 632.

basalides, 626, 627.

basocMi, 568.

5egm, 579, 580.

ie/fiJera, 609, 610.

feoM, 607, 609, 626.

besidia, 587.

bianca, 569.

izi^iff, 599.

bincmgula, 570.

bitias, 568.

bolima, 570.

bosora, 616.

hibastus, 627, 628.

buccina, 585, 632.

i^ms, 590, 632.

cahiria, 607.

ccssaries, 617, 632.

ccsspes, 614, 632.

calchinia, 619.

cflJto, 611, 632.

cafor, 613.

caM«, 591, 632.

candidus, 571, 572,
631.

candor, bIS, 632.

caninius, 585, 586.

canitus, 604, 632.

canus, 624, 625.

mr/a, 570, 615.

carnica, 619.

castimonia, 580, 632.
caulonia, 609.

c«?<i'e?-, 589, 632.
cecrops, 610.

celida, 569.

celmus, 619.

centoripa, 614.

cerata, 617.

ceromia, 612, 624.
cesi'rz, 629.

cethegus, 568.
chaluma, 570.

Thecla
chilica, 570.

chlamydem, bl"], 632.

cMamys, 584, 632.

cimeliiim, 593, 594.

cimiiana, 622, 623.

cfeo?;., 621.

clepsydra, 607, 632.
Calebs, 694.

coUucia, 624.

coUustra, 600, 632.

cofor, 582, 632.

columella, 628.

co)/;fs, 576, 632.

conchylium. 598, 632,

conoveria. 570.

Cordelia, 604.

cos, 613, 632.

crjwes, 573, 631.

crolus, 602.

cruenta. 620.

culminicola, 579.

«yj«, 612, 632.

curfira, 570.

cybele, b73.

cyhira, 628.

c?/fZ«., 575.

cydia, 629.

cydonia, 583, 632.

ci/llarus, 595, 596, 597.

damo, 572, 573.

dehorrci, 630.

f?e&i«, 595, 632.

demea, 631.

denarius, 610,611,612.
devia, 569.

diccea, 570, 619.

dicJiiei, 569.

dindymiis, 592, 603.

dill us, 569.

rf/o??, 568.

dolium, 619.

dolosa, 579.

dolylas, 579.

dorcas, bl'2.

doryastt. 592.

dumenilii, 630.

ecbatana, 621.

ecTdnita, 570.

ee^zoj?, 602, 627.

elana. 598.

efea, 587.

ematheon, 568.

emendatiis, 619, 632.

empusa, 601.

endera, 590.

epopea, 605, 606.

epopeodes, 570, 606.

ericeia, 597, 598.

eronos, 573, 631.

ethemon, 568.

Thecla
eurytulus, 627, 628.

exicjuus, 580, 632.

/abulia, 619, 620.

/«;$'«, 569.

faj'onina, 570, 619.

faunalia, 630.

fessa, 669.

fidena, 594.

floralia, b'i2, 631.

^orezM, 581, 632.

flosculus, 583, 632.
foriuna, 608.

fostera, 570.

yb^«", 570, 597.

franc'is, 569.

furcifer, 621.

gabathcc, 604.

gahina, 614.

gahriela, 671.

^«fZM-a, 598, 599.
gauna, 569.

_^eiffi, 580.

gelliena, 605.

gemma, .581, 632.

genena, 590, 591.

gentiana. 601, 632.
gic(por, 570.

gihberosa, bib.

guacanagari, 569.

guadala, 570.

gmanta, 570.
liahiicli, 614.

A«fefo. 591.

harrietta, 669, 575.
hehrmis, 593, 594.

heloisa, 569.

hemon, 674.

henrici, 567.

heraclides, b73.

hesperitis, 607.

hirsuta, 569.

hostis. 570, 592.

hmnber, 570.

7^;/6fe, 578, 579, 632.
hypsea, 583.

«7^ea% 570, 691.

imma, 669.

«?f/2;^o, 608, 609.

mfrequens, 630.

instita, 618.

?o«, 576, 632.

?r«s, 567-

ismccrtis. 568.

ivclia, 577.
jactator. 687, 632.
janthina, 583.

y«/«, 569.

/ft6p,s, 602. 632.

laconia, 612.

/«;«, 599.
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Thecla
lampetia, 614.

lanckena, 570.

lebena, 631.

ledcBcc, 617.

lemnos, 626.

lemuria, 600.

^ewM, 620.

lenitas, 603, 6.32.

leucofhcBus, 591, 592.

Zem, 59S, 632.

ligiirina, 584, 585.

^zs?<s, 573.

litendus, 588, 589, 632.

forea, 569.

lorina, 610.

loxurina, 578.

lucaris, 623.

hogubris, 607.

lycabas, 568.

^^lie, 584.

m-alh'wm, 568, 584.

malta, 570.

mantica, 616, 632.

marius, 569.

marmoris, 604.

marsyas, S~i'2, 573.

mathevii, 622.

megacles, 620.

megamede, 569.

meleager, 618.

??ie^ZeMs, 580, 581, 632.

minyia, 581, 582.

mirma, 578, 579.

mcesites, 569.

muattina, 570.

mtilsus, 598, 632.

munditia, 586, 632.

OTMrejc, 585, 632.

mycon, 585.

jzama, 569.

nanidion, 569.

nipona, 623.

nisme, 605.

MzYor, 585, 632.

nivepunctata, 592, 632.

jioras, 598.

normahal, 570.

«ote, 592, 632.

«M6es, 625.

nuhihim, 612.

nugar, 570, 589.

mtmen, 574, 632.

o5e&s, 588, 5S9, 632.

octes, 594.

ocrisia, 587.

odimis, 607.

olei'is, 614, 632.

opacitas, 624.

Ophelia, 582.

Thecla
ophia, 612.

orcyIlia, 603.

oreala, 605.

oribata, 569.

or?yo, 608.

ornatrix, 57'2, 631.

ortalus, 590.

os;'-r?H«s, 596, 597, 632.

oxidia, 569.

palumbes, 617.

panchcea, 594.

jxqMagon, 573, 594.

p)arthenia, 568.

partunda, 608.

paseo, 569.

paupera, 575, 576.

pennatiis, 617.

peralta, 569.

perisits, 610, 611.

perola, 595, 596.

peniviana, 587.

petaurisier, 613.

phalanthus, 568.

phaleros, 567.

_p7;«.rMs, 586, 632.

philinna. 601.

plioster, 597, 632.

photeinos, 573, 631.

2}hotismos, 615, 632.

phryiiisca, 569.

phydda, 574, 575.

picentia, 621, 622, 623.

;j?Vws, 606, 632.

^foji, 594.

pifUa, 594.

pwidula, 618.

p/si.s, 618.

platyptera, 576.

plmnans, 622.

polama, 570.

joo^?;'Ms, 625, 626, 632.

porphyrcticus, 593.632.

2Mrphyritis. 595, 632.

porthura, 581, 632.

primno, 587.

2oromissa, 569.

P'ldchritudo , 597, 632.

punctuiii, 585.

ptippiu^, 618.

purpura, 592, 632.

2nirpurantes, 597, 632.

P'urpuriiicus, 601, 632.

quaderna, 599.

radiaiis, 586, 632.

m«a, 570, 628.

ravus, 582, 632.

richnani, 570.

rubifer, 621.

rufo-fv.sca, 623.

Thecla
nigatus, 611.

sadiei, 569.

saloiia, 627.

sangala. 610, 625, 626.

sajjc^a, 628, 629.

scoteia, 594.

.leM-a., 584.

sclina. 599.

scrapie, 626.

sesara, 599.

setlion. 612.

seudigri, 619.

siste, 583.

smaragdus, 599, 632.

socigena, 584.

splendor, 570, 631.

sponsa, 572.

spurina, 591.

svurius, 579.

stagira, 591.

stigmatos. 584, 632.

sz-a^fos, 584, 632.

utilbia, 603.

suada. 612, 624.

sumptuosa, 571, 631.

sy7&, 624.

syncellus, 593.

tagyra, 572.

talaina, 570.

talayra, 579.
— castitas, 579.

taminella, 570.

tarena, 601.

tegma, 630.

tegula, 616.

("e/Zfl, 570.

te])hr(sus, 592.

tJiama, 609.

thara, 577.

thargeUa, 569.

thenca, 569.

t/u'spia, 615.

z'/^fsi'iff, 590.

;'/if«.s. 568, 630.

%esf«. 585, 586, 587.
!;?'«««, 590.

tigonia, 570.

tirrhaa, 569.

tollus, 569.

torqueor, 608.

z;or?-/s, 587, 632.

trebonia, 696.

trochus, 573, 631.

tucttmana, 629, 632.

tuiieta, 570, 571.

tip-iam, 595, 632.

!;^rrn«s, 578, 632.

umbratus, 568.

««a, 620, 621.
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Thecla
upupa, 605, 632.

ufei'kudante.b'diS, 632.

vena, 620, 632.

venustus, 602, 632.

verhenaca, 622, 632.

veterator, 627, 632.

vibiclia, 684.

vibulena, 609.

vididus, 623.

iv'era, 570.

viresco, 573.

vifruvia, 608, 609.

voltinia, 585.

vohimen, 623.

vomiha, 570.

vulnerata, 569.

wernicJcei, 569.

xorema, 570, 589.

t/ojoa, 627.

'^z5a, 026, 627.

zurkvitzi, 570.

(Micandra) sapho, 569.

Theclopsis. 566, 631.

c««<s, 631.

e;-^.r, 631.

Thecocarpus
myriophyllum bedoti,

489.

Thelodus, 753, 754, 774.
paged, 773.

Tbelotornis

kirilandii, 487.

Therapsida, 1048.

Theridion
versutum, 824.

Tberiodesmus, 1051,

1057.

pthylarchus, 1061.

Therocephalia, 1048,

1060.

Thiodia
glanchdosana, 1004,

1034.

signatana, 1005.
Thorn isus

anthobius, 826.

malevokis, 825, 829.

Thryonomys
swinderenianus, 781.

Thyreus
/Aztts, 630.

Tichonia
atomella, 955.

Tinea
abruptella, 1020.

allutella, 1024.

apiella, 959.
aM?-e&., 1008, 1009.

bipcirtitella, 1020.

Tinea
bisseUiella, 1026.

bjerhmdrella, 987.

crocicapitella, 1022.

fuscipunctella, 1023,

1024.

hyahneUa, 1022.

imella, 1021.

immaculatella, 1019,

1023.

insectella, 1016.

fo^je//a, 1025.

merdella, 1023.

nigrieantella, 1022.

pellioneUa, 1024,

1025.

roscipennella, 981.

simplicella, 1025.

tapctiella, 1021.

tapetzella, 1020.

thecophora, 1024.

toechophila. 1022,

1034.

vibrana, 987.

Tineola
allutella, 1026.

bipunctella, 1026.

bisselliella, 1026.

Tischeria

longeciliata, 985.

longiciliatella, 985.

marqinca, 970.

ianialcUa, 9S4.
Titanosuchus, 1048,

1059.

Tmolus
basalides, 626.

c/eoie., 621.

clitumnus, 618.

denarius, 610.

em-ytulits, 628.

isobeon, 609.

perdistlncta, 607.

pereza, 619.

uuUinea, 601.

Tortrix, 993.

bracatana, 995.

canariensis, 995, 996.

consequana, 999.

coriacana, 996, 997.

fragosancc, 997.

lancealana, 1001.

lovgana, 996, 997.

mactana, 994.

ncmorana, 988.

2xrsimilana, 994.

segetana, 997,
simany i, 994.

straiana, 996.

subcosfana. 995.

Trachypterus, 641

.

txEuia, 637.

Trageiaphus
scripUis, 748.

Traquairia, 772.

Tricliophaga

abriqjtelh, 1020, 1021.

UpartiteUa, 1020, 1021
tapefAella, 1021.
tapetsella, 1020, 1021.

Triclioptilus, 913.

Trichotaphe
convulvidi, 944, 1030.
juncidclla, 944.

iamyrosto-ina, 943.
rufescens, 944.

s"«/«(, 943.

Trimerorhinns
rhombeatus. 487.

Tritylodon, 1059.

Tropidonotus
fasciatus, 790.

natrix, 790.

viperimis, 790.
Tubiilaria

Immilis, 489, 491, 493.
solitaria, 489, 491, 493,

514.

Typlilops

dinga, 486.

Ummidea
j^j/ce«, 818,

Vallentiuia, 655.

Yaranus
niloticus, 485.

Velifer, 641, 643.

liypselopterus, 633, 634,

636, 640.

, multiradiatus, 633.
Vina go

waalia, 747.

Viverra

czt;ei;fe, 814, 815.

Volucra
conterminellco, 955.

heracleccna, 958.

Vulpes
chama, 747.

Xenolechia, 935,

Xenopbrys, 871 , 872. 877,
878,884,887,891,896,
897,905,907,908,909,
911.
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Xenophrys
monticola. 871, S7S,S79,

880, 881, 882, 883,

SS5, 891, 892, 893,

894, 895, 901, 903,

906, 907, 908, 910.

Xenopus, 877.
Icsvis, 479.

Xylopoda, 987, 988.

predosana, 987.

yponomeTita
gigas, 976.

Zelleria, 979.

Zenodochium, 953.

mo?iopetali, 954.

Tpoly'phagum, 954,

1032.

xylophagum, 954.

Zonurus
jonesii, 484.

Zoropsis

macddosa, 822, 829.

rufipes, 820, 829.

Zygophylas
profunda, 488.

THE END.

Printed by Taylor and Francis, Eed Lion Court, Fleet Street.
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OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON*
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F. DuCake Godmait, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., Vice-President,
in the Chair.

The Secretary read a report on the additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the months of June, July,

August, September, and October, 1907.

Mr. R. I. PococK, Superintendent of the Gardens, exhibited
photographs of a hybrid between the European and African Wild
Cats {Felis sijlvestris and F. ocreata).

Mr. R. Lydekker, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited on behalf of the
Hon. Walter Rothschild, F.Z.S., the skins and horns of a male
and female Takin from Bhutan, differing from the typical Mishmi
form by their much smaller horns.

Mr. E. S. Goodrich, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., read a communica-
tion, illustrated by diagrams, '^ On the Scales of Fishes," in which
he called attention to differences in the structure of these organs
and to their importance in classification.

A paper was read by Messrs, Oldfield Thomas, F.R.S., F.Z.S.,

and R. 0. Wroughton, F.Z.S., on Mammals collected at Beira by
Mr. C. H. B. Grant, being No. YIII. of the series of papers on
the Rudd Exploration of South Africa. Twenty-eight species

were included in the collection, represented by 127 specimens, all,

as before, presented to the National Museum by Mr. C. D. Rudd.
The region not having been previously worked, the series was

of much interest from a geographical point of view.

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will

be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,

along with the ' Proceedings' ; but it may be obtained on the day of publication

at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for the sum of Siv
Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
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Mr. R. Lydekker, F.R.S., F.Z.S., directed attention to a figure

of the type of Elephas afrlGanus cyclotis with which he was un-

acquainted at the time of reading his paper on Africa.n Elephants

(P. Z. S. 1907, p. 380). He also exhibited and described the skin

of a Leopard brought home by Mr. Stanley Tomkins from Uganda,
remarkable for the shortness of the limbs and tail and the Jaguar-

like pattern of the markings.

Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., Secretary to the Society,

gave an account of observations made by himself and Mr. R. I.

Pocock, Superintendent of the Gardens, on the Feeding of Ser-

pents in Captivity. He described the different habits of Python-
like, non-poisonous and poisonous Colnbrine and Yiperine Snakes,

and stated that he and Mr. Pocock had found no evidence as to

the existence of a specific fear of Snakes in the case of any
vertebrates except Piimates, and that, amongst Primates, Lemurs
were distinguished from true Monkeys by their complete indifier-

ence to Snakes.

Mr. 0. Tate Regan, M.A., F.Z.S., read a paper containing

descriptions of some new Loricariid fishes, viz. five species of

Plecostomtts and an Otocinclus from Eastern Brazil and two
species of Arges from Colombia.

Lt.-Ool. N. Manders, F.Z.S., presented a communication entitled

" Notes on Mayer's Pigeon," in which the habits of this neaily

extinct bird were described.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., F.Z.S., Prosector to the Society,

communicated the results of his observations on the structure of

the rare Madagascar mammal, GalicUctis striata.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will be

held on Tuesday, the 26th November, 1907, at half-past Eight

o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made :

—

1. The Rev. 0. Pickard-Cambridge, M.A., F.R.S., C.M.Z.S.

—On some New and Little-known Araneidea.

2. Mr. M. Jacoby, F.E.S.—Descriptions of new Species of

South American Cry^ptoctplialini.

3. Dr. K. Andersen.—A Monograph of the Chiropteran Genera

Uroclerma, Enchisthenes, and Artibeus.

4. Mr. E. S. Russell, M.A.—Environmental Studies on the

Limpet.

5. Mr. F. E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S.—Contributions to the

Knowledge of the Anatomy of the Batracliian Family Felobatidce.
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6. Lord Walsingham, M.A., LL.D., F.K.S.—On the Micro-

lepidoptera of Tenerife.

7. Mr. J. HoPKiNSON, F.L.S.—Dates of Publication of the

separate parts of Gmelin's Edition (13th) of the ' Systema Naturae

'

of Linneeus.

The following Papers are in hand ;

—

1. Dr. R. Broom, D.Sc, C.M.Z.S.—On the Origin of the

Mammal-like Reptiles.

2. Mr. G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S., V.P.Z.S.—A Revision of the
African Silurid Fishes of the Subfamily Clariince.

Commxmications intended for the Scientific Meetings of the

Zoological Society of Lo^^don should be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL, Secretary.

3 HA^^ovER Square, London, W.
Novmnher 19^A, 1907.
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G. A. BouLBNGER, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary exhibited an oil-painting by Mr. W. Walls,
R.S.A., of a young female Gorilla recently living in the Society's

Gardens.

The Secretary presented, on behalf of the Rev. 0. Pickard-
Cambridge, M.A., F.R.S., G.M.Z.S., a communication entitled
" On some ISTew a,nd Little-known Araneidea." Eleven species

were noted or described and figured : one from Lagos, Portugal

;

three from Cape Colony, S. Africa ; one from Mashonaland ; five

from the Canaries ; and one from Old Calabar. Seven species

were described as new to science. Pive of the Spidei'S had been
accidentally imported to England in packages of bananas.

A paper was read from Mr. M. Jacoby, F.E.S., desci-ibing

new species of Beetles of the Cryptocephaline division of the
family Ghrysomelidce^ from ti'opical South America.

The Secretary communicated a paper by Mr. E. S. Russell,
M.A., the object of which was to correlate certain modifications
of the Limpet-shell [Patella vulgata) with definite environmental
conditions. The method adopted by the author had been to
measure the dimensions of a large number of shells from one
environment and to compare them with similar measui'ements of

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, Loudon,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the ' Proceedings

'
; but it may be obtained on the day of publication

at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, gent post-free for the sum of ISLv

i'ili.lUiiigs per annum, payable in advance.
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shells from a second environment. The author had found the

Limpet a suitable animal for such investigations, as all Limpets

above 15 mm. "home" accurately. Limpets from high-water

localities were found to be larger, broader, and higher, but

narrower in proportion than those from low-water localities.

Limpets from exposed localities were lower, narrower, thicker,

and more irregular in outline than those from sheltered spots.

On the area from which the shells were collected, two types

occurred—a " i-ough " type with strong coarse ribs and irregular

margin, associated with rough stones, and a " smooth " type on

polished stones,

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., Prosector to the Society, gave an
account of a communication on the Anatomy of the Batrachian

family PelohatidcB, based chiefly on mateiial he had obtained

from the Society's Oollection.

A paper by Lord Walsingham, LL.D., F.R.S., F.Z.S., described

the Miciolepidoptera of Tenerife.

The Secretary communicated a paper by Mr. John Hopkin-
SON, F.L.S., entitlegl " Dates of Publication of the separate Parts

of Gmelin's Edition (13th) of the ' Systema Naturse' of Linnaeus."

The paper stated that the first volume of this edition, containing

the Annual Kingdom, was in seven parts, with a date, 1788, in

the first part only, but that there was internal evidence of a later

date of issue of subsequent parts. Investigations in the Library

of the Biitish Museum had revealed the yeai'S of publication witn

some indication also of the period of the year in which each part

appeared. The dates were: pt. 1, 1788: pts. 2 & 3, 1789;

pts. 4 & 5, 1790; pt. 6, 1791
;

pt. 7, 1792.

The second volume, containing the Vegetable Kingdom, was in

two parts, and the date of issue of part 2 had been found to be

1792. Contemporary authorities were given for the dates.

Mr. E. I. PocoCK, F.L.S., Superintendent of the Society's

Gardens, reported on a small collection of Mammalia brought

from Liberia by Mr. Leonard Leighton. The paper recorded the

presence in Liberia of two mammals hitherto unknown from that

locality, and contained descriptions of one specits of Genet and

one Linsang new to science.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, the 10th December, 1907, at half-jmst Eight

o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made :

—

1. Dr. R. Broom, D.Sc, O.M.Z.S.—On the Origin of the

Mammal-like Reptiles.
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2. Mr. G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S., V.P.Z.S.—A Revision of the

African Silurid Fishes of the Subfamily Clariince.

3. Prof. E. A. MiNCHiN, M.A., F.Z.S.—On a Ha?mogregarine
from the Blood of a Himalayan Lizard {Agama tichercidata).

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings of the

Zoological Society of London should be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL, Secreiari/.

3 Hanover Square, London, W.
December 3rd, 1907.
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Sir Edmund G. Loder, Bt., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Secretary read a report on the additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of November
1907.

Mr. R. H. BuRNE, F.Z.S., exhibited the feet of a Common
Duiker {Cephaloplms sp.) with extensive and more or less

symmetrical overgrowth of the hoofs. The overgrowth was most
marked in the fore-feet, each hoof showing a tendency to an
inward spiral twist. The specimen was presented to the Royal
College of Surgeons' Museum by Mr. Griffin, of the Pretoria

Museum, Transvaal. The Antelope was shot (wild) by a farmer,

in stony bush veldt country about 40 miles from Pretoria.

Nothing unusual was noticed in its gait or running powers.

Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., Prosector to the Society, exhibited

a skin of the rare Marsupial Dactylopsila palpatoi- (A. Milne-

Edw.), which had been placed in his hands by Dr. C. G.

Seligmann, F.Z.S.

A collection of Molluscan Shells, Corals, &c. collected in the

Pamban Channel, Southern India, was exhibited on behalf of

Mr. C. M. Vein'Kataramanujalu.

The Secretary, Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., exhi-

bited prepai-ations of the intestinal tracts of the Polyprotodont

* This Abstract is published by the Society at 3 Hanover Square, London,
W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which it refers. It will
be issued, free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications,
along with the ' Proceedings '

; but it may be obtained on the day of publication
at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for tne sum of Six
Shillings oer annum, payable in advance
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Marsupials Phascogcde penicillata, Sminthopsis larapinta, and
*S'. crassicaudata, made from specimens kindly lent him for the

purpose by Mr. H. 0. Beck, F.Z.S., and remarked on the sim-

plicity of the patterns displayed by the intestinal tracts of these

and other Basyuridce as contrasted with other Marsupials.

Dr. 0. W. Andrews, F.R.S., F.Z.S., on behalf of Dr. R. Broom,
C.M.Z.S., gave an account of a communication, illustrated by
lantern-slides, on the origin of the Mammal-like Reptiles.

Mr. G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S., Yice-President of the Society,

gave an account of a memoir entitled " A Revision of the

African Silurid Fishes of the Subfamily Clariince."

Prof. E. A. MiNCHiN, F.Z.S., described a new species of

Hsemogregarine from the blood of a Himalayan lizard, Agama
tiiberculata, from Kasauli, India.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, the 14th January, 1908, at half-past Eight

o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made :

—

1. Dr. W. A. CuNNiNGTON, F.Z.S.—Description of a Biological

Expedition to Birket el Qurun (illustrated by lantern-slides).

2. Mr. O. Thomas, F.R.S., F.Z.S.—The Duke of Bedford's

Zoological Exploration in Eastern Asia.—YI. List of Mammals
from the Shantung Peninsula, N. China.

3. Mr. F. E. Beddard, F.R.S., Prosector to the Society.—

On the Musculature and other Points in the Anatomy of the

Engystomatid Frog, Breviceps ve7'rttcosus.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings of the

Zoological Society op London should be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretai^y.

3 Hanover Square, London, W.
December 17th, 1907.
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